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i.

ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the political "career" of the New Zealand
Broadcasting Corporation from the time of its inception in
April, L962, until the decision of the third Labour Government,
1I years later, to abolish it. In particular, it is a study
of the hrays in which the organisation's search for autonomy
was mediated by evolving relationships among key actors:
respective Ministers of Broadcasting, N.Z.B.C. Chairmen and
Board rnembers, and Directors-General of Broadcasting; and by
the tensions that arose out of the demands of administrative
accountability on the one hand and of professional autonomy
especially in respect of the organisation's journalistic staff -
on the other. The thesis examines the inrplications of
giovernmental appointment of the N.Z.B.C.'s Board members, and
the problems arising out of the retention of ministerial
responsibility for publlc broadcasting during this period.
These aspects are discussed with reference to the theory
of the public corporation in general. The thesis also
examines aspects of administratj-ve leadership within the
corporation, in particular the definition of organisational
mission, and the promotion of institutional identity, both
internally and externally. rt concludes that the demise
of the N.Z.B.C. is explicable principally in terry',s of
conflicts which stemmed from the nature of the tasks the
organisation was carled upon to perform, especiarly the intro-
duction and expansion of a terevision service within Nevr

zealand, and thederreloprnent of news and current affairs
broadcasting; in terms of the political constraints and
influences - both real and apparent that worked upon it; and
of shortcomings of administrative leadership vrithin the
organisation. The analysis is provided against the back-
ground of a review of the history of public broadcasting in
Nevr Zearand, from the early 1920's until the advent of the
corporation. This review is organised under five heads
which bear upon the content of the main anarysis: the control
of broadcasting in New Zealand; the development of news and
controversj-al- broadcasting; the debate on monopoly and
competition; the emergence of a philosophy of public broad-
casting in New Zearand, with particular reference to the role
of the first Director of Broadcasting, Professor (Iater Sir James)

Shelley; and the advent of the N.Z.B.C.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The t{ew Zealand Broadcasting Corporation came into being
on April 1, 1962, under the Broadcasting Corporation Act
1961. The Corporation was a creation of the National
Government, which had been elected in 1960 and which held
office until the General Election of November, 1972.

In January, I973, the new Labour Government announced

that the N.Z.B.C. was to be abolished and replaced by
three separate corporations (two for television, and one
for radio) and a broadcasting council to provide common

services. Although the new system did not become fully
operational until April l, 1975, the Labour Governmentrs
announcement was, in effect, the death knel1 of the

IuorporaEr-on. Apart from some references to the
Broadcasting Acts of I973 and L976, that decision sets
the time-frame limit for this thesis.

As discovered by others, "an inquiry into the subject of
Broadcasting, which has so many ramifj-cations and covers
such a multitude of issues, is like trying to squash a
live octopus into a small string shopping b.g".2 Thus
it is necessary to spell out the central purpose of this
study. It is to explain why a particular publ-ic broad-
casting organisation, the N.Z.B.C., met the fate it did,
i.e. abolition. Explanation is sought beyond the Labour
Governmentrs actual 1973 declsion, for this decision can
only be understood against the background of the Corporation,s
political career since its inception I1 years earlier.

1. says Herbert Kaufman (@ggnitsations
Immortal?'The Brookings fnstitution, L976, p.29)t "As
long as a boundary around a group of people included in
the study was uninterruptedly maintained, I treated
them as an ongoing organisation, even if the composition,
activities, outputs, and inputs of the group did not
remain constant. When the borders became indistinguish-
ab1e, I assumed all other evidences of collective life
had diminj-shed to the vanishing point also, and there-
upon declared the organisation deceased. "

2. The.Fgture of Broadcasting: A Report Presen
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rn assessing this career the broad, though central
explanatory theme adopted is "the search for autonomy",
which, accord.inq to ronescu, is the "intrinsic functional
principle" of the corporation.3 The notions of
"ascribed" and "achieved" autonomy are particularly useful
in understanding the arguments presented in this thesis.
According to Mascarenhas,4 ascri-bed autonomy is

"The arrangements of the boundary or the pointsat which the organization and the government interact,i.e. establish the domain of the enterprise withinthe larger system by specifying the objectivesand goal! as a guide to action. rher6by, by aninitial decision, the respective domains-of lheGovernment and the enterpiise are established.As this specific relationship is one of dependency,
we assume that anent*prise will try to resist it.'The process by which a public enterprise strivesfor power so as not to be dependent on governmentfor support is termed as achieved auton6my".

Thus while ascribed autonomy implies only a static,
"snap-shot" perspective (for exampler d' examination of
a particular piece of legisration), achieved autonomy
demands a dynamic analysis of events, over time. The
two cannot be considered in isolation, each from the
other, because of the dialectical relationship that
exists between them.

R.c- Mascarenhas, "A conceptual Framework for under-standing Autonomy for publl-c Enterprises in rnaia,;
, uaich, Ig72, pp- AS_TS.

(err.phasis added) .

3. G- ronescu, cgntripetal politics: Government and the
New= gentles of pov.^re
p. L7 - ronescu distinguishes beiween representativelitstiFulaorE - - "the chiracteristic oig"ffithe old (in this case, welfare) statei,, _ and thecorporate_forces, whj-ch are "the characteristicorganisations of the new (in this case, industrial_technological) society.,' (pp. 15_16) . He irg"e" thatthe three principal, but by-no means sore, coriorateforces of the industrial-tEchnologicai 

"".i.tv-Jr"the trade unions, the enterpri="rl and the ,"|iorr=and other units of local adirinistration. "ito="three categories of organisations, although runaa-mentally different in their purposes, functions androres in_society, are nevertheless alr corporations.,,
lpp. 16-17). - 

-orporations are functional - ,,they
define themselves Uy their role in society (and)Both intrinsicalry and functionally tirey areopposed to the centrarising ageni or t[:e ""'.i.lv, thestate. " (p. ]-7) .

4.
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This thesis does not attempt to make any generalizations
about the nature of public corporations j-n New zealand,
about the differences in practice between government
departments, so-calred, and public corporations, so-called.
These questions have been examined ersewhere.5 As
remarked in one of these studies, ',the main justification
for the use of the public corporation lies in its autonomy,
which is supposed to enable it not merely to carry out its
affairs like private enterprise, but is also regarded as
a pre-requisite for efficient management: private enterprise
= efficiency = autonomy. "6 Ip the case of the N .2.8.C.,
however, autonomy had to be equated not only with efficient
management, but - more importantly - with independence
from partisan political control and influence. This thesis
examines how this central theoretical value was mediated in
practice by the interactions among the principal actors and
institutions mentioned be1ow.

To this end, other, more specific, concepts and arguments :-
drawn from the literature on organisational and administrative
theory are employed in order to refine the analysis. These
include, in particular, the concepts of organisational
mission or purpose, the promotion of whichrarong with the
fostering and maintenance of a sense of positive organisational
identity, is (as will be argued) one of the critical functions
of organisational leadershig.

Also central to the anatysis is an examination of the extent
to which the N.z.B.c.'s leadership sought to identify and
artj-culate an explicit phirosphy of public broadcasting's
social and political responsibilities during the period

For example, R.J. polaschek. Government Administration
!q New _zealan{. N. z_. rnstitut ,l-958; Leicester Webb, ',Freedom and the public
g?tp?:3!ion"r - 

p_ubtic Administration (Sydney), Vol.frr J-v54i and rrene A. webley, "state rntervention
-in the Economy: The case of Fublic corporations in
New Zealand", in Stephen Levine (ed. y p6titics in
New Zealand, Allen and Unwin, lg7g
Webley, op. cit. p. 39.

5.

6.
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in question, and of the nature of the impricit philosopby
which reflected their appreciatj-on of these responsibilites.
on this point it is important to emphasise here that the
author does not set out to examine what he thinks either
the explicit or implicit philosphy ought to have been.
Rat.her, the main concern is to evaluate, particularly
in view of the tension between the organisation's top
administration and the professional journalistic
staff, the efforts of the N.z.B.c.'s administrators in
handling this task.

rn the light of the evidence examined some suggestions
are made - rargely en passant - as to certain conditions
that may be necessary if the pubric broadcasting system
in New zealand is to be able to secure and maintain a
degree of real and manifest independence of partisan
political influence.

However, this is a secondary consideration, and one that
is treated with some caution, for this analysis - which, to
reiterate, seeks to explain the demise of a particular
organisation - is necessarily constrained by the specific
(unique?) circumstances of time and p1ace.7 rn
particurar, it is argued that a simultaneous confruence
of circumstances had a profound effect on the N.z.B.crs
search for autonomy. These were (1) the re_creation of
a public corporation (the N.Z.B.C) to administer the nationrs
broadcasting services; (2) the introduction of television,
and the governmental commitment to extend its facilities
throughout the whole of New zealand as quickly as possible;
and (3) the inLroduction in 1962 of a comprehensive
broadcasting news service, and the subsequent development
of current affairs programmes.

For exampre, financial problems have been centrar_to the difficulties experienced by the publicbroadcasting system in the years lince itreabolition of the N,Z-8.C. Such problems,
although emerging in the Corporation's lateryears, r^rere not of such magnitude during the1960s.

7.
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According to Kaufman, "more studies of the deaths of
organisations are needed. " He argues that most of the
literature on organisations is derived from the experience
of successful cases (though he does not define what is
meant by "successful"): "But one must understand sickness
and death to understand health; pathology contains many of
the crues to normality. rnformation about failure
is wanting in the st,dy of public administration.,,S rn
this thesis, it will be shown that whire the N .z.B.c.
was in some important respects a very successful organisation -particularly, for exampre, in the area of capital development
and in maintaining its financial self-sufficiency in other
critical respects it was far less so. rt was largely
unsuccessful in fostering and sustaining a positive
orgranisational i-dentity founded on a real and manifest
independence of governmental influence. As will be
argued, this fairure stemmed in rarge part from short-
comings of leadership, but it was arso inextricably bound
up with statutory, situational, institutional and political
factors largely beyond the N.Z.B.C.,s control.

The thesis i-s divided into four parts. part one provides an
overview of the historical deveropment of pubric broadcasting
in New Zealand. rn order to relate it to the principal issues
covered in respect of the N.z.B.c this overview is organised
into five chapters. The first sketches the structures of
broadcasting control employed from the beginning of nati_onalry_
organised broadcasting in the 1920s untir about 1960. The
second examines the role of news and controversial broadcasting
duringr the same period, while the third reviews the monopoly_
competition debate during this time. The fourth chapter
discusses the emergence of an explicit phircsophy of the role
of public broadcasting in New Zealand. particular reference
is made to professor (later Sir James) She11ey, Director of
Broadcasting from 1936 to L949. The fifth chapter focuses on the
estabLi-shment of the N. z . B. c. itser_f " part one is
essentially an introductory analysis, concerned mainry with
the broad canvas rather than with fine detail. (a ful_I
political and administrative history of New Zearand. pubric
broadcasting has still to be written. ) A partial exception
is the examination, within chapter 2, of the N .z.B.s.,s
8. Kaufman, op. cit., pp. 77_78.
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attempts duri-ng the 1950s to establish a more comprehensive
and independent ner{s service.

rn Part rero, attention is focused, on the interactions that
evolved among three sets of actors: the lrlinister of
Broadcastingi the Corporation itself - or the ,,Board.,,

as it quickly became known - and, in particular, the chairman;
and the Director-General of Broadcasting. Much of what
is discussed in part rwo rests easily with the assertion
made in the context of British broadcasting, thaL, ,,the
whole fascinating history of the B.B.c. could be chaptered
around the Directors-Generar and their respective terms
of office. The relationship between chairman and Director-
General provides the real key to the running of the B.B.c.,,9
However, the i-nteractions between these two individuals
cannot be considered i-n isolation from other centrar actors
and institutions: in particular, parliament, the political
executive (Government), the corporationrs journalistic
(principally news and current affairs) staff, the press,
and the public at large. part Two, therefore, while concerned
primariry with the interactions among the principar actors,
examines this interplay with reference to parriament and
Government, and to another important actor, the N.z. Broad-
casting Authority.

Part rhree concentrates on questions of administrative
leadership, with particurar reference to the interpray amongr
the chairman and the Board, the Director-General, the
journalistic staff, the press and the public, with attention
to the role of the corporation's Regionar programme Advisory
Committees.

Part Four - comprising a single chapter (plus a summation of theprincipal argluments contained in the thesis) _ examines the
Labour Government's decision to abolish the N.z.B.c.

9 ' H. Thomas, lhe Truth about relevision, weidenfeld andNicholsol,_-1ffi*e a ;;;;;;;"r",The Third Floor Front, Bodley Head, pp. g4_5.
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Sources

During its existence the N.z.B.c. generated a large
amount of comment in newspapers and other journals.
This was particularly so because the 1960s saw the
introduction of television in New Zealand. However,
very little, if &ny, of this comment provides insights
into those internaL activities - particularly the
rerationships among the Minister, chairman and Board,
and Director-General-with which this thesis is primarily
concerned. Much of the information used in this
thesis has therefore been drawn from personar interviews
conducted by the author with 25 persons who were
intimately involved in these activities. Grateful
acknowredgement is made of their generous assistance.
Their names, former positions, and dates of interview are
listed in the bibliography (togettrer with five other
persons interviewed or spoken to by the author).
Throughout the thes_is interviews (and in two or three minor
instances, conversations) between the su
are cited as, for exampre, "str].nger to writer, september 30,
1975. " The tape recordings and written memoranda of
interviews are nov/ held by the supervisor of this thesis,
Dr- L. cleveland of the schoo] of politicar_ science and
Public Administration at the victoria university of
wellington- Arr interviews were conducted on condition
that the responses of interviewees would be treated. as
confidential within the supervisory and assessment
reguirements of the thesis, since many of the issues
discussed are stirl a matter of contemporary controversy
and several of the i"nterviewees are sti1l employed within
the public broadcasting system.

As indicated in the bibliographical list of interviewees.
some interviews were tape-recorded and others were recorded
in writing. This did not result from intervi-eweesl
preferences (no-one who was asked decrined to have an
interview tape-recorded), but simply from circumstances
of convenience. However, most of the interviews with
the central participants the five former Ministers of
Broadcasting (A.E. Kinsella, W.J. Scott, L.R. Ad.ams_
Schneider, H.J. Walker and R.O. Douglas); two former
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Chairmen of the Corporation (C.A, McFarlane and Major-
General W.S. McKinnon); and the two former Directors-
General (G.H. Stringer and L.R. Sceats) - were tape-
recorded. The third former Chairman, Dr. F.J. (now

sir John) Llewellyn, no$r lives in London and replied
to written questions from the author-

In the text, interview references used in the form of
direct quotations, of more than a phrase in length,
are taken from tape-recorded material and not from written
records (although indirect quotations may also be from
taped interviews). A1I interviews were open-ended, and

in some cases (as indicated in the bibliographical list)
follow-up interviews were conducted, sometimes months after
the original one. This was done in order to develop
aspects of the inquiry in light of information provided in
the meantime by other interviewees and correspondence.
(The process of gathering and interpreting information
from interviews was akj-n to assembling a jig-saw puzzle. )

The duration of separate interviews ranged from half-an-
hour to about two hours, In the case of interviews
recorded in writing, the method generally used was to
transcribe the notes into a memorandum immediately following
the interview.

fn using the interview material the author has been careful
to integrate it into the context in which it was discussed
in the original interview, although in a few cases remarks
used in one context are deemed to be relevant in another.
That, in some instances, the interviewee's own comments have
been used in criticism of the subject follows from the
fact that the author's critical appreciation of some of the
issues dj-scussed differs from the subjectrs, and reflects
the author's concern to elicit from the interviewees their
9In perspectives and opinions.

Although the two Chairmen (McFarlane and McKinnon) were
eonsidered by the author to be the principal Board interviewees,
by virtue of their closer day-to-day involvement in the issues
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examined, it was also hoped to interview or correspond with
all six surviving members of the original seven-man
Corporation (G.8. Stock died in I97Z) because of its
collectj-ve importance within this thesis. However, this
courd not be done. rnterviews were conducted with
c.A. McFarlane and R.J. Laurenson, and repries to written
questions were sought and received from R.K. Trimmer; but,
while Reeves Harris agreed to an interview, it did not
prove to be possible to arrange a convenient appointment
(nor did he respond to questions posed in writing);
D.F-c- saxton decrined to assist; and no repri_es vrere
forthcoming from J.B. price to letters from the author.
Apart from sir John Lrewellyn of the original three-man
corporation, the author sought and recei-ved replies to
written questions from J.A. Stenberg (Reeves Harris was the
third member) - There hrere seven other persons who served
at various times on the N.z.B.c Board during the period
1962-72. The third chairman, Major-General McKinnon, was
i-nterviewed on three occasions, and written responses lvere
sought and received from Dorothy p. McNab and u.L. Tronson.
The Rev, K-M- rhaka declined to assist; and no response was
forthcoming to a letter sent to J. coIlins. Neither
B.E. Brill nor B.G. Cathie we.re approached. The
decision not to do so was made mainry in the light of
the high degree of cooperation received from Major-General
McKinnon.

It may also have been possible (although not necessarily
convenient) to interview some of those persons who responded
to written questions. The decision not to do so was
simply a matter of judgement made in light of the full
written responses received from them - particularly
D-P- McNab and R.K" Trimmer - and (again) the measure of
cooperation received from Major-Generar McKinnon.

Apart from the former Ministers of Broadcasting, chairmen
and members of the Board, and Directors-General, other
intervievrees ( and correspondent F . w. Dawson, former N . z .B .c .
Controller of Administration) were selected in light of the
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strategic importance of their former positions within the
N'z'8.C. (or N.z-B.s.) as they related to the issues discussed
in the thesisi orr ds with Sir ,fohn Marshall (former
long-standing cabinet minister and prime Minister during
1972), and R.T. peacock (former chairman of the Broacasting
Authority), the strategic importance of their positions
outside it- An interview was also sought with former
Prime Minister K.J. (now sir r(eith) Holyoake. He,
however, preferred that the former Ministers of Broadcasting
be interviewed in his stead.

rn the case of the written inquiries, these were posed by
the author in the form of six or seven broad questions.
For example, "To what extent, Lf at alr, did the Board
as a whole, or individuarly, consider that too much (or
too lit.tle) prominence was given to minority groups - e.g.
protesting groups, gangs, etc. - in N.z.B.c. news and current
affairs progranmes?', (fo O.p. McNab, 7 iluly 1976; and
R'K. Trimrner, 7 July 1976). Also, ,'To what extent do you
consider that the (1968/69) reorganisation was successful in
serving the purposes it was designed for; and why, or why
not?" (To F.W. Dawson, 9 JuIy l,976) . Or, ,'What were your
general impressions of the attitudes of politicians towards
the N.Z.B.C., and of the then Minister (l,tr. Kinsella) and
the government in particurar?,, (To sir John Llewellyn,
10 October 1975).

As with the taped and written records of ar1 interviews
conducted by the author, all letters written in reply to
questions posed by the author, together with copies of the
retters containing the guestions, are now held by the thesis
supervisor, Dr. cleveland. The author records his thanks to
those who responded to his written questions.

Newspapers were another major source of primary research
material. working from the General Assenbly Library,s
index of newspaper items on broadcasting, the author gleaned
editorial comment and items published during the period
1958-73 in the following metropolitan dair_ies, &e aucklan4
star, The N-z- Herard, The Evening post, The Dominion,
The christchurch star, The press, The otago Daily Times,
and the Dunedin Evening star. The search also included the
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weekly nerdspapers, N. Z. Truth and The sunciay Times. The General
Assembly Libraryfs ne\vspaper files were also used to check
eclitorials and items i-n other New ZealanC newspapers after these
references had been revealed to the writer by various
sources. Newspaper material was supplemented by a

clipping file on New Zealand broadcasting dating from
1966 and drawn mainly from The Dominion, The Evening post,
Tlg__qgnge]l_Iimes,, and the N.Z. Lisrener -which had been
cumul-atively compiled by the thesis supervisor, Dr. cleveland.

The N.Z. Listener files dating back to the journal's
inception in 1939 were also an important pri-mary souLce,
as rrtere the files of the N.Z. Radio Record, 1928-39
(although the latter were used primarily to check references
provided in A.G. Protheroers 1946 thesis, cited below).
Both sets of files were examined in the General Assenrbly
Lj-brary, and the auLhor much appreciated the assistance
provided by the Library staff during his research for
this thesis.

Files of the N.Z.B.C. house magazine, ReLay, covering
the years 1963-75 were examined in the Head Office
reference library of the then Broadcasting Council of
New Zealand.

The author gratefully acknowled.ges the assistance provided
by the Broadcasting Council in making available for
research the files listed in the bibliography. As indicated,
some of these files were held in the National Archives (a
division of the Department of Internal affairs), while the
remainder were still held by the Council. At the time
when this thesis was mooted an approach was made in writing
to the Council on the authorrs behalf by the late professor
R.H. Brookes of the School of Political Science and public
Administration at the Victoria University of Welling'ton. He

sought a more general access to the administrative files of
the N.Z.B.C. However, this was denied because, ds the
Secretary of the Council (K.M. gay) explained, the author
"would be following too closely on the heels of history...
the tining is simply not right."l0

I0. Letter fron the Secretary of
(K.M. ttay) to Prcfessor R-tl-
thesis sl&eryisor.

the nrca&asting Cormcil of N.Z.
Brpokes, 14 July 1975, HeId Jrjf
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rt was this deci-sion that necessitated the reliance on
personal interviews to complement material available from
pubrished sources. The final decision to proceed with
the thesis was taken once the Broadcasting council had
agreed to make available certain files specified. by the
author, in particular those relating to the development by
the former N.z,B.s. of the news service, the servicers
coverage of general election campaigns, N.Z.B.c. public
relations activities, and the work of the corporationrs
Regionar Programme Advisory committees. About a year
later, further approaches to the councir were made by thet1authorr - drrd access sras granted to certain specific
N.z.B.c. Board Minutes and associated papers. Following
this ag,reement, the only reguest turned down by the
council was for access to the 196g/69 report of the
management consultants and the Board's decisions on its
implementation (see Chapter B). This was denied on the
grounds of the need to protect the interests and privacy
of persons discussed in the report, particularry those
stiIl working within the broadcasting system. Access
to all the council's fire material, and to that held by
the National Archives, was granted on condition that any
pubrication of information gleaned from these sources be
first approved by the Councj-1 (or the appropriate authority,
currently the Broadcasting corporation of New Zealand).

rmportantly, a number of documents cited in the thesis were
given (for copying) to the author from the personal files
of interviewees. These were made available on the
understanding that the confidentiality of the sources wourd
be protected- The copies of these documents, which
mainly concern the issues discussed in chapters 7,r0, Lr,
r2' 13, 14 and 18, are now held by the thesis supervisor.
rn similar vein, there are one or two instances only in the
text where comments of un-named interviewees have been
recorded because of the responcentsr requests that particular
comments not be attributed to them.

Letters from author to the secretary of the BroadcastingCouncil of N-2. (\.,pt. Hay), LZ July 1976, and 13 AugustL976. Copies held by thesis supeivisor.

11.
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A11 N.Z. Parliamentary Debates on major changes in respect
of broadcasting were examined during the years up to and

including 1961 - particularly 1931, 1935, 1936, L937, L943,
1960 and 1961 - and other volumes were studied which
record the various broadcasting controversies during the
pre-N.z.B.C. years (i.e. up until L962) .

The (N.Z.P.D.) records of all Parliamentary debates on
broadcasting matters during the years 1962-L973 were
scrutinised. In addition, a count of all Parliamentary
questions asked of the respective Ministers (in-Charge)
of Broadcasting was made, for comparative purposes,
between the years 1951-61, and 1962-72. A subject-
matter analysis of the Questions asked during the latter
peri-od was also carried out (the results of which are
included as Appendix G). The research also encompassed
all Annual Reports to Parliament - contained in the
Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives -
of the various bodies responsible over a period of 50 years
for the administration of the nationally-organised public
broadcasting services. These date back to the Report of
the Post and Tel"graph Department of 1926 (A.J.H.R., 1926,
F.1) which reported on the first yearrs activities of the
Radio Broadcasting Company of New Zealand Ltd., through to
the 1976 Annual Report of the Broadcasting Council of
New Zealand (A.J.H.R., L976, F.4) .

Statutes and amendments pertaining to the establishment
and operation of New Zealand's public broadcasting services
were also studied.

All volumes of N.Z. Parliamentary Debates cited in the text,
together with the years, are listed in the bibliography.
Also listed are all the Parliamentary Annual Reports cited;
and all statutes, amend,ments, and g,overnmental regulations
referred to in the thesis

Two other important research strategies used - the calculation
of a "prominence index" to gauge the principal espoused
concerns of the N.Z.B.C's administration, and a survey of
opinion amongl former members of the N.z.B.C. rs Regional
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Programme Advisory Committees - are outlined in the body of
the thesis: see Chapters l-6 and L7, respectively.

fn respect of secondary sources (all listed in the
bibliography), particular acknowledgement is made of
Ian K. Mackay, Broadcasting in New Zealand, Reed, 1953
(the only published history dealing w5-th guestions central
to the thesis), and A.G. Protheroe, Broadcasting in New

Zealand: Policy and Practice 1921-36, unpublished M.A.
(Hons.) thesis, Canterbury University College, J'946.
Both were invaluable in outlining the historical
background contained in Part One.

Note on Presentation

The need thematically to develop key arguments throughout
the thesis has meant that, in general, concepts, ideas and
arguments drawn from the theoretical literature have been
introduced into the text at points considered appropriate
rather than in separaLe, exclusive chapters. This
need, together with the over-Iapping nature of the
subject-matter, has also meant that few, if any, of the
18 chapters are ful1y self-contained.
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PART ONE - HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

CHAPTER ONE: The Control of Broadcasting in New Zealand'
1903 - 1950

It has been claimed that Richard John Seddon's Liberal Government

was the first in the world to legislate for the control of
sound waves, when in 1903 the l,Iireless Telegraphy Act was

'l

passed.' Inder the Act the Government exercised sole authority
in setting up stations to send and receive messages by means

of wireless telegraphy, "including in that expression every
method of transmitting messages by electricity otherwise than
by wires, whether such method is in use at the time of the

)
passing of this Act or is hereafter discovered. or applied". -

Since then, and r.ore particularly since the early 1920s, when

experimental radio broadcasting began to flourish, the
question of control of broadcasting (both radio and sub-
sequently television) has corcprised two n'ain elements:
control of a national resource, airwaves, and control
of a medium vitally involved in the dissemination of entertain-
ment, infornation and education.

As far as the former element is concerned, the 1903 lrTireless
Telegraphy Act established a role for the Government that has

never since been challenged. Throughout the history of
broadcasting in New Zealand, the postal department, under
the Postmaster-General, has been entrusted with the task
of allocating frequencies and issuing licences to transrnit
and receive. However, the question of control of broad-
casting, that is control of the dissemination of entertain-
ment, information and education has often been debated-
EssentialIy, debate on control has developed around four
issues; whether broadcasting should be owned and operated

M. H. Ho1croft, "At the
New Zealandrs HeritagTe,

Wireless Telegraphy Act

Turn of a Knob", in
VoI.6, pt.81, p.2252.

1903, Section (2).

1.
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by private interests; whether it should be owned and
operated so1ely by the state; whether it should be publicly
owned but removed from direct political control; and
whether the countryrs broadcasting system should comlcj_ne

two or more of these options.

Although private interests pi-oneered the establlshment
of broadcasting stations in New Zealand, at no stage have
such interests been given anything approaching a free rein
in the development of radio (or television), similar, for
example, to that enjoyed by private enterprise in the
United States. On the contrary, the predominant thinking
has been that private enterprise should have a role to
play, if at all, only on the periphery of New Zealand
broadcasting. The notable exception to this pattern was

the first attempt at nationally-organised radio - the
establishment in 1925 of the Radio Broadcasting Company

of N.Z. Ltd., by the Postmaster-General (.f . G. Coates)
in the Reform Government. According to one commentator,
prior to the establishment of the Company, "stations were

run by radio and electrical supply firms or by amateur
associations, none of which were (sic) in a position
to spend large sums on developnent. Indeed, since
they were not permitted to raise revenue from listeners,
whose licence fees were assigned to the state, the
stations wers seLdom free from financial embarrassm.ent
and the whole broadcasting industry was drift,ing
towards an impossible situation". 3

(In January, 1923, the Government had brought down the
first broadcasting regulations,4 in an attempt to bring

3.
4.

R. M. Burd.on, The New Dominj.on, Reed, 1965, p.91.
These regulations (N.2. Gazetle, 1923, Vol.1, pp.141-15f )
were the first majorG'iffiTion of the extremely
cautious approach tradit,ionally adopted by New Zealand
governments towards broadcasting. The regulations
stipulated, inter a1ia, that station licences could
be issued to individuals only on receipt of a character
referencei that "propaganda of a controversial nature"
could not be broadcast, but that broadcast matter
should be of "an educative or entertaining charaeter
such as news, lectures, useful information, religious
services, rnusical or elocutionary entertainment,
and such other items of general interest that might
be approved by the Itlinister from time to time. "
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order to the randorn establj_shment of private bioadcasting
stations. The regulations provided for the issue of
licences and the withdrawar of provisional permits. )

The creation of the Radio Broadcasting cornpany was an attempt by
the Government to organise the development of radi-o services
on a Dominion-wide sca1e, with a base of upgraded facilities
in the four main centres. rt was intended to avoid the
indiscri-minate issue of radio transmitting licences that
was seen to be occurring in the united states and in Britain.S
rt could not be said that the new company represented a
commitment by the (conservative) Government to the principle
of private enterprise broadcasting. The company was, in
effect, under contract frorn. the Government to provide a service
for the whole of New zealand: andr ds the licensee, the company
was obriged "to maintain a broadcasting service to the satis-
faction of the Minister,,6; receiving lj-cence fees were
boosted from 5 shillings to 30 shillings, with 25 shillings
per licence going to the company. The Government advanced
€L5r000 for capital expenditure. The commission was for
not m-ore than five years, and under new broadcasting regulations
gazetted in 19257 the company was reguired to establish
one station of 500 watts in each of the four radio districts
(Auckland, Wellington, Canterbury and Otago) .

There is no need here to provi-de any detailed account of the
operatj-ons of the company - certain relevant aspects will
be covered ersewhere in part one. suffice it to say that
the Post and Telegraph Arnend.ment Act provi-ding for the

See. N.2.. ParligJnentafy Debates, Vol .204t p.1075.uoares stated that the reasons for setting up the
company included: the 10w power of existing stati_ons,
and the fact that news should be transmitted topeople in back-country areas. The thrust of the
argument was the need to strengthen and extend radi_o
coveragie over the whole of the country.
Post and Telegraph Amendment Act 1924, Section 6 (4,) .
N. Z . Gazette , L925 , Vo1 .1, pp.725-3Zi yol-.Z , p.1966 .

5.

6.
7.
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establishment of the Company passed through Parliament
virtually unopposed, though two years later (by which
time the Company was finding it difficult to expand the
service as quickly as many people had hoped) voices were
being raised against "the private monopoly", and were
urging government control.8 Nevertheless, in spite
of some initial consumer resistance to the 6008 increase
j-n the receiving licence fee,9 the Company's activities
resulted in a rapid increase in licensed listeners: from
fewer than 4,000 when the Company began operations, to more

than 18,000 by March, L927. Uncertainty about the popularity
of the new medium had by then dissipated; but it had been

an uncertainty that had 1ed the Reform Government to hedge

its bets in introducing nationally-organized radio. The

job was "delegated" to private enterprise, not out of
any ideological commitment to the virtues of private invest-
ment, but out of scepticism about the use of advertisinqr on

radio, and a consequent uncertainty as to whether the
state could afford the financial costs of running a radio
service. As Protheroe puts it: "It decided that the
risk \^/as one which could not be taken by the State, but
that a private companyr ds in Great Britain and some other
countries, might be prepared to shoulder the burden of
instituting a Dominion service in return for a share of
the revenues collected from the radio listeners ... The

step was a wise one".10

For example, Opposition member, M. J. Savage, quoted
in I. K. Mackay, Broadcasting in New Zea1and, Reed,
1953, p.30.
According to Mackay, op.cit., p.22, more than 1,000 listeners
failed to renew their licences. This was approximately
half the current licensees.
A. G. Protheroe, Broadcasting in New Zealand: Policv and
Practice, 1921-36, Unpublished M.A. (Hons) thesis, Canterbury

8.

9.

10.

University Col1ege, 1946 r pp.147-8. The Postmaster-General
in 1931, Adam Hamilton, conmented that, "one of the dif-
ficulties that always seem to exist where there is State
ownership is that the public demand a grreater return than
they are prepared to pay for with the result that the finances
become unsound The existing company took a great risk
in its first agreement as broadcasting was then in its infancy

However the risk has been justified, for the revenue now
being received by the Company is 980,000 a year". - N.Z-P-D.'
Vol.230, p.657.
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The concept of publ-1c control, but with freedom from day-to-day
governmental direction, appeared first in the early 1930s,
with the passage of the BroadcastJ-ng Act 1931 and the inception,
on January I, L932, of the New Zealand Broadcasting Board.
In effect, the Board represented a compromise by the
Coalition C,overnment (comprising the United and Reforrn
parties) between demands for private control of broadcasting
on the one hand, and for fulI state direction on the other.
The Parliamentary debate on the Broadcasting Act 1931 shows
that the main justifications for not renewing the Company's
agreement, and for establishing an independent Board were:
allegedly poor prograrnmes, the need for more local artists
to be given air tim.e, the argument that as listeners were,
in effect, paying a tax (the licence fee) for their listening
privileges, then broadcasting should be responsible to
Parliamerrt.ll A major concern expressed. in the debate,
however, was the need to expand radio services more quickly
and more widely than the Company had been able to do.
In partj-cular, there were strong cal1s for the extension
of coverage to rural areas then beyond the reach of the
company' s transmitters. Undoubtedly, the Governmentr s

concern over this issue reflected its reliance on the rural
vote.

The Government maintained that a Board would offer all the
advantages of non-political control without the disadvantages
that would result from private *orropoly.12 Yet the
Parliamentary debate on the BilI included little emphasis
on the philosophy of public ownership without direct political
control. The Postmaster-General (edam Hamilton), for
example, while arguing that, "the business (of broadcasting)
is (of) a public nature", went on to say that, "the State
must inevitably take a large part in the control if not
in the ownership of the whole concern."I3 Moreover,

11.
L2.
13.

See N.Z.P.D., VoI .230, p.1931.
The Evening Post, Augrust 29, 1931.
N.Z.P.D., Vo1.230, p.656.
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while the Government stressed that its cabinet sub-comrn.ittee on

the matter had unanimously decided that the B.B.C. model should
1Abe followed'= (as with the creation of the Company, New Zealand

governnents had paid, and would continue to pay, close attention
to British broadcasting developments), the Board was not granted
the 4e jure independence allowed to the B.B.C. under its Charter
g'ranted by the F.oyal se-I.15 In particular, the regulations
banning the transmission of controversial material rernained in
force. The Broadcasting Act 1931 (Section 15) empowered the
Board to "carry on a broadcasting service within New Zealand"
and "to develop and improve such service frorn time to time".
The fi-nancial concerns which had earlier led Government to test
the market waters by establishing the Radio Broadcasting Corpany
remained evident. The Government was concerned to ensure that
the Board operated withj-n its own incomerl6 and was run "on safe
business lines, commensurate with giving as efficient a service

'l?r

as possible with the revenue at its disposal".'' The

Governrnent's concern to see the Board operate within its own

incone was, it rnay be suggested, based on considerations
of efficient business practice rather than on more abstract
principals of political independence.

14 . See Protheroe, op.cit. , p.6 3. In 19 36 ,
Opposition $.ember, W. J. Broadfoot, commented
that, "the previous Governnent brought
into exj-stence the best type of broadcasting
service that was possible for this country.
It followed closely on the lines of that of
the B.B.C., which admittedly, was and still is
the best run service in the world". - N,Z.P.D.'

15.
VoI.249 , p.98 .

According to R. H. Coase (pritish Broadcastinq:
A study in Monopolv, Longnffi.,
1950, p.61), the British Government's reason
for establishing a Charter, rather than relying
on incorporation under the Companies Acts or
by a special Statute, was to emphasize the
independence of the new Corporation. An important
reason why this was not adopted in New Zealand
was perhaps that there was no person with the
commitment, political forcefulness and resourceful-
ness of J. C. W. (later Sir John) neitfr - founder
and chief executive of the British Broadcasting
Corporation - to push for the concept of a
Charter. See Coase, pp.54-5.
N.Z.P.D., VoI .230t p.658.
rbid.

16.

L7.
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Nevertheless, the events of 193I/32 vrere strongly instrumental
in shaping the parameters of public debate on the control
of broadcasting in New Zealand.. Newspaper cornment in
1930 on the Government's intention not to renew its agree-
rnent with the Company had been unfavourable. The press
"thought it unwise to invest public money at a tim.e r^/hen

condi-tions were bad and interfere in a venture marked out
for private enterprise. Further, they had no confidence
in the Staters ability to run the service economically
and they feared what might happen to freedom. of thought
and expression if the State took over".18 On the other
side of the argument, the Labour Party by this tirne had
expressed its commitment to direct state control of broad-

1qcasting.-- While critical of the proposal to vest control
in the hands of an independent public body, the Labour Party
considered the shift from private to public control to be
a "step in the right direction".20

By this time, therefore, the debate on control had been decided
largeJ-y - but not exclusively - in favour of public owner-
ship and control. The predominant political attitude was

expressed by a former Postrnaster-General, J. B. Donald,
during the 1931 debate: "Broadcasting is a public utility,
and on that score should be a nonopoly of the people.
It is created by the people, and therefore belongs to
the people Al1 profits made out of broadcasting ought
to be returned to the public ...'2I

The issue at stake
to be adopted.

at this stage was the form of public control

18.
19.

Protheroe, op.cit. r pp.6I-62.
For example, tn L927, M. J. Savage asked
General to give the House an opportunity
proposals for government control of the

the Postmaster-
to consider

whole systern.-
N.Z.P.D., Vol.2L2, pp.720-2I.

20. Quoted in Protheroe, op.cit., pp.65-66.
2L. N.Z.P.D., Vol.230, p.662. Donald was Postmaster-General

in the United Government.
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In 1936, the Board was abolished by the first Labour Governm.ent
(efected the previous year). In effect, the Board was

turned into a full government department under the direct
control of a Minister of the Crown. This form. of control
was to remain for the next 26 years.

The new Prime Minister, Michael Joseph Savage, had been intent
on bri-nging broadcasti-ng under direct departmental control.
He was strongly critj-cal of the political conservatism of
New Zealand's newspapers, and of what he saw as their unfair
treatment of the Labour Party when in Opposition. Said
Savage: "The people are entitled to know the best and the

worst. They should know exactly what Parl- j-am.ent
is doing and what the Government proposes to do.
The Governrnent has a duty to the people not to keep
them in the dark. Vlhat the newspapers neglect to
do the broadcasting service will do. lrle have a f ar-
reaching prograrune and we want the people to come with
us everywhere. The Government is going to be the
master of publicity. We are not going to wait for
the newspapers or the Opposition to tell the people
what we are doing. We are going right ahead.
That is plai-n, is iL noL?"22

The electj-on of the first Labour Government gave added impetus
to what was already a strong traditj-on in New Zealand.
The point is r,r'eII made by Wood: "When it (Labour) asserted

strongly that power and responsibility must rest
squarely with the peoplers elected representatives,
there was already a formidable array of institutj-ons
ready to hand, and it was more often a matter
of taking a stil1 firmer grip on an existing )2,organization than of creating som-ething new" . - -

The Broadcasting Board was one such institution. There
seemed, however, to be some confusion between the concepts
of public ownership and governrirental control: as one minister
put it: "this Government is certainly going to see

22. The then Prime Minister, M. J. Savage, quoted
June 9, 1936.

in N.Z. Herald,

23. F. L. W. Wood, This New Zealand, Paulf s, L946, pp.2L-22.
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thac broadcasting is controrled by the people by theGovernment of this country, by the elected-representatives.
w€, the people, the representatives of the pe6p1e, are goingto contror broadcasting:, not private enterpris6 " .24

Another minister clai-med that the previous Government had shirked
responsibility by delegating too much authority to statutory boards.25
According to the Government, with direct ministerial control there
couLd be no argument where responsibility I.y; the activities
of the new government department could be cri-ticized and defended.
in Parliamerrt.26

rt may be sai-d, in srumary, that in bringing the countryrs
nationally-organ !zed27 broadcasting service under the direct
control of a minister, the Labour Government was motivated by
three main considerations: a desire to counter-balance the poli-
tical conservatism of the country's daily press; a philosophical
or programmatic commitment to public ownership and control of
the medium; and, concomitant with the latter, a belief that this
control should be directly exercised by the elected Government
of the day.

In New Zealand today, the argument as to whether the public broad._
casting system should be run as a fu11 government department is
something of a dead issue. rn 1936, however, while the opposition
charged that placing it under direct governmental controL would
mean party political control of the medium - "another step towards
Ilitlerism"2S there was little public opposition to the
Governmentrs move. Mackay points out thatr29 ,,the press opposed
the Government on all points and claimed to represent public
opinion". The pressrs claim to represent public opinion may

24- The Postmaster-General, F. Jones, N.z.p.D., vol.245, p.754.
25- The Minister of Education, p. Fraser, N.z.p.D., vol.24s,p.772.
26. N.Z.P.D., Vol.245, pp.785-6.
27. As will be shown in Chapter 3, by 1935 the nationally-organizedbroadcasting service was not a rnonopoly but existed j-n conjunc-tion with a number of privately-operated B stations
28 . N. Z .P. D. , Vol .245 , p.754 .

29. Mackay, op.cit., p.75.
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well have been conditioned, however, by the Governmentrs announced

intention to introduce commercial broadcasting in New Zealand,
to be run by a new department which would cornpete with the news-
papers for advertising revenue.

The Labour Partyrs decisive electoral victory the previous year,
coupled with the public's hope for decisive Government action
to combat the depression of the 1930s, were factors that attenu-
ated any arguments against the likelihood of party political
control of broadcasting. In addition, the public was disenchanted
with the service offered by the Broadcasting Board: "their
failure made the vision of Mj-nisterial control appear as a welcome

alternative, that woul-d at least be amenable to some form of
listener control through Parliament."30 The Government did
not ignore charges that it would be in a position to use the
radio services for its own political purposes, but the prevailing
climate of public opinion rneant that it could easily counter
the arguments of those who took this view. Assurances were

given that the Government had no such intention;31 and the
Government argued persuasively that the members of the o1d

Broadcasting Board were themselves political appointees who

30.

election to correct and improve features of the administrative
structures which did not meet with the approval of the
majority of the people. Hence the country accepted
the change in a much more moderate manner than it
might have done if the legislation had been introduced
much later in Labourrs terrn of office".

31. Said the Minister of Education, P. Fraser: "No
Labour Government, standing for the principles that
Labour has stood for and popularized, could do any
such thing If Labour kept its opponents off the
air, how could the people weigh up the soundness of
Labourr s arguments and the unsoundness of those of
its opponents?" - N.Z.P.D. ' Vol .245, p.77L.

Mackay, op.cit., p.57. Protheroe (op.cit., PP.142-3) has
commented similarly: "Labour had received a mandate at the
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could not be relied on to act in an impartial *.rrrrer. 32

(This question would become of crucial importance duri-ng
the years of the N.Z. Broadcasting Corporation.) the
opposition argrued for the retention of the concept of the
independent public boardr euoting the 1935 ullswater Report
on the B.B.c.r on the basis of which the corporationrs charter
had been renewed for 10 years. The Government remained
unimpressed, one of its nembers arguing that the British
system was "in many respects, a washout from the point
of view of progress and ability to keep in touch with the
common people".33

criticism was also made of the provision in the Birl, and
later in the Act, for the appointment of a Director of
Broadcasting whose three-year term would be renewable at
the pleasure of the Governor-General in council, in effect
the Governmerrt.34 C1ear1y, this could be seen as a
means of ensuring that administrative leadership in
broadcasting did not move in directions which the Government
might find undesirabre. Thi-s provision remai_ned untir
the Act was repealed by the Broadcasting corporation Act, 1961.

32. J. A. Lee (N.z=.p.D., Vo1 .249, p.95) charged: ,,On the Board vrasa gentleman called Livingstone, a prominent member of the Reformexecutive there was also a man named Vickery r aminformed that he was a great Reformer. r have seen workingrmenon the soap box on the Auckland wharfside, but never haver seen George R. Hutchinson on the Labour soap-box. Healso was a member of the Board with political associations".The three men in question were H. G. Livinqstone of Cbti$bchureh,appointed to the Board in 1935, H. D. Viciery of Wellingtonwho had been chairman of the Board since its inception;and G. R. Hutchinson of Auckland, who was a membei throuqhoutthe whole period of the Board's administration.
33. !.Et9., Y91 .245, p.113. For the debare, see pp.748-774;779-820i B2I-840.

34. Broadcasting Act 1936, Section 5.
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Tn the meantime, it provi-ded a convenient stick with which to
beat the Governmentrs broadcasting policies. For example, in
1946 an opposition Member, F. w. Doidge, charged that, "it was
clear that the Director possessed no real control of the service,
which had become the plaything of politicians the Director
was merery an animated pawn on the political chessboard. rf
a Minister wanted the air, aII he had to do was to ring the Director
and te1l him to hold everything and clear the deck".35 But
the provision was not altered when Doidge himself became Minister
in Charge of Broadcasting after the Ig4g election.

one writer has commented, "If men conceive of radio as a powerful
means for human communication, they are likely to
advocate a different policy for its deveropment andcontrol than if they resard it as a vehicle for thelightest and most casual entertainment, somethingthat makes few lasting impressions."36

During the early days of radio experimentation in New Zealand,
the medium was seen primarily as a form of entertainment,
although the 1923 and subsequent regulations banning contro-
versiar material indicate that well before the nnid-l930s
New Zealand politicians were wary of radio's political potential.
By 1935, when the first Labour Government came to power, both
major parties had come to "conceive of radio as a powerful
means for human communication", and had concluded that the
state should have its hands on the levers of contror. once
the Broadcasting Board had been transformed into a fu1l govern-
menL department, for 26 years no Government Labour or National
was keen to alter this form of control. In 1945, the Labour party's
annual conference rejected a remit calling for a broadcasting
commission to be established in place of the department.3T

35. N. Z .P.D. , Vol .275, p.4L9 .

36. F. w. Peers, The politics of canadian Broadcastingl, !!20-,!!51,University of
37 - The Evenigg Pos.!, November 15, 1945, reported that, "the

ffigly debated when a recommendation for
the change was introduced on behalf of the education andpublicity committee by Mr, F. L. Combs. The conference endorsedremits that the standard of broadcast programmes should. beimproved; and it was decided to ask that additional facilities

- qhaurd be %Lvenlor discussion of controversial subiects"-
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Throughout Labourr s first period as the Government, and particularly
in election years, there were intermittent calls for the structure
of departmental control to be broken. The N.Z. Herald was a
principal protagonist. rn L94g the paper commented editorially
on the retirement of the Director of Broad.casting,
Professor,James Sheltey :

"Although professor shelley is leaving, the presentunsatisfactory system of control will remain.
Indeed only a change of Government offers hopeof anything better the service will continueto be in every sense a Government departmentthere is rittle evidence to suggest otherwise thatall decisions often on minoi matters are
made by Cabinet."38

Duri-ng the erection campaign of that year, the Leader of the
opposition, in promising "to remove the present abuses
of the use of broadcastins" would say only that the pos-
sibility of placing broadcasting under independent control
would be "closely investigated.,,39

A furore developed when the prime Minister, peter Fraser,
let it be known that only he, and not the Leader of the
opposition, would broadcast to the nation on the eve of
the election. The decision was defended by a prominent
government member (t',t. H. Ivloohan) on the grounds that the
Government was responsible to the people and should therefore
exercise broadcasting privileges to the full on election eve.

38. N.z. Herald, April 18, L949. The Herald,s attitude toEEEEoail;stiirg ""trri"" is """rfiiffi""**""t" containedi-n an editorial three years earlier: "rt would be easyto discuss programme policy in detair, but such mattersare irrelevant so long as the whore service remains
under direct Government control. New zealand isunhappily unique in this respect. He (Ur. Savage)regarded broadcasLing almost enti-rely as a poweriul
i-nstrument of party rule and endeavoured to make itsor ignoring its wider and more legitimate functionsin a modern community. since his death, Governmentcontrol and mj-nisterial interference have operated to
hamper the usefulness of the service by cult.ivating rnediocrity,discouraging innovations and orj-ginalily, delaying action
and failing to use the air as a medium ior the exchanqeof opinions by members of the general pub1ic". N.z. Herald,
May 13, L946.

39. Reported in The Auckland Star, November 22, L949.



There was editorial protest from some
urging the National party to consider
Service to the people in the form of a
from political control', .40
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newspapers, the Timaru Herald
"handing the Broadcasting
trust entirely free

National won the election and remained in office until :-gS7. But
no change in the control of broadcasting was made. odd incidents
took place during t.he years of departmental control which sparked
off controversies on the subject (some of these will be referred
to i-n Chapters 2 and 4) i but public concern was at no stage
aroused to such a pitch that the question became a serious
election issue. criticism was sporadic, and often lim.ited
to those - like newspaper interests - with particular axes
to grindr or to detached observers whose opinions were ahead
of general public attitudes (assuming that such attitudes had
been coherently formulated).41 It was the advent of television
that rekindled debate on how New Zealandrs broadcasting services
should be structured and controlled.

The type and extent of political control that was exercised over
the New Zealand Broadcasting service (as it came to be car1ed42)
during its 26 years will be examined in more detail durinq

40. See also, for example,Timaru Herald, October 6, 1949.
The Domj-nion, November 22, Lg4g.

4I. In the main, criticisrn of the fact that the countryr sradio services were under direct ministeri-al controlorigj-nated in certain newspapers and among contributorsto the literary journal, Landfall. For example,J. c- Beaglehole (r,andfarrl6:[7, No.4, neceirber, 1948)wrote: "The lu.z.e.s.Epbses of such power that itmight be wise to take certai-n precautions. rt mightconceivably make a better set-up if the Broadcasting Service
ceased to be a government department and if it, and theorchestra (the National orchestra), and a conservatorium,
and a nati-onal theatre, a1l becarne semi-autonomous organisationsresponsible to some sort of Ministry of Fine Arts". seealso, for example, E. A. Olssen, "Some Aspects of
New Zealand Broadcasting policy", Landfall, vo!.4, No.2,June,1950.

42. The government department set up by the Labour Governmentin 1935 to administer the broadcasting services originally
comprised the Nati-onal Broadcasting service and, some
months later, the National Commercial Broadcasting Service.
The two divisions rrtere amalgamated under a single director inL943, and three years later the department was renarned theN.Z. Broadcasting Service.
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chapters 2 and 4. But to conclude this chapter two observa-
tions rnay be made. Firstly, in regard to news and contro-
versial broadcasting, the only substantial research done
on this area during the period of departmental control
concluded that, "with the exception of the direct broadcasts
of Parliamentary proceediDgs, the programmes of the N.z.B.s.
do not feature a great deal of domestic political rnaterial,
and with certain specific exceptions, such political matter
as j-s broadcast is presented with reasonable impartiality
and balance. rt is only in times of political stress that
the Government's control of broadcasting is clearly exercised".43
The "only" is obviously a most lmportant qualification, for in
times of "political stress" it is most like1y that the clash
between conflicting ideas and opi-nions will be intensified,
and the need for independent and impartial treatment in
the media more keenly felt.

Secondlyr €ts far as the philosophy of broadcasting is concerned,
an important consideration is the expectations brought
to the task by the organisation's top executj-ve in this
case the Director of Broadcasting - and the way in which
these expectatj-ons relate to those of the Government of the
d"y, and of the public. In this regard, it can be argued
that while poriticians had become increasingry aware of
radio's real or perceived poritical potential, the function
of broadcasting in society was seen at the directorship leve1
as being the dissemi-nation of entertainment, and educative
rnateri-al, comprising in particular top quality musical per-
formers and performances, and drama.

Thus, the question of independence from direct political
control is best viewed not solely or primarily as a clash

43. T. H. Qua1ter, Pgliticpl Propagand
National Statio e,_runpublished M.A. thesis, Victoria Univerai@
Wellington, 1951, p.36.
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between political interests seeking to use broad.casting for
partisan aims, and a broadcasting executive strongly imbued
with ideals of impartiality, fairness and independence,
but rather as a tension - endemic in parliamentary democracies -
between the poritical dilettante, and. the administrative
professior"l.44 rn this case, the tension may be seen
to have arisen not so much from a professional concern with
the political functions of radio, but wiLh its integral role
in the nation's cultural life. rn short, whire politicians
may have been wary of radiors political potentialities, the
broadcasters themselves viewed political "interference,'
as an impediment to the pursuit of the organisationfs
objectives objectives defined in terms of largely apolitical,
entertainment, educative and cultural criteria.

44 - This opinion is based largely on a personal intervj-ew witha former Assistant Director of Broadcastinq (1949-1959)
and Director (1958-1961) , ,.1. H. E. schrodeir orr August 26,
L975.
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CHAPTER TWO: News and Controversial Broadcasting

In his comparative study of broadcasting organizations,
Anthony Smith has commented that, "no department in any

broadcasting organization is as carefully
scrutinised and supervised as that which is
responsible for news. It is the most vulnerable
point in the broadcasting structure because it
is the point at which the problem of making the
actual product, progrranmes, overlaps with the
security of the organisation itself. The
decisions of the man in charge of news can
damage the entire enterprise by prejudicing
it politically or financially. "1

The problems of which Smith speaks generally did not become

real for New Zealandr s broadcasting administrators until
the 1950s, and more especially' until the N.Z.B.C. came into
being in 1962. Prior to the inception of the N.Z.B.C., news

and controversial programming had existed only in the most

rudimentary form.

As noted in the previous chapter, right frorn the outset of
licensed radio broadcasting, Governments had imposed

and maintained severe restrictions on the broadcasting
of controversial material.z Judged by the standards of
today, when the democratic functions of public broadcasting
are accepted as part of the conventional wisdom, the earlier
regulations appear abhorrent. But broadcasting then was

seen in a different light. "The prohibition caused little
concern at that time: broadcasting was stil1 in its infancy
and during the few hours which the stations spent on the air

A. Smith, The Shadow in the Cave: A Study o{.th9
Relationship Between the Bro?dca99gT, Hi:-Agdience
End-Ehe state, Al1en and Unwin, L973, P.75.
See previous chapter. In 1925, new regulations extended
the restriction on controversial matter to include
anything "of a sediti-ous, profane, obscene, libellous
or offensive nature". Regulations promulgated in
1932 reiterated the obligations laid down earlier.
It is interesting to note, too, that when the B.B.C.
was established it was forbidden to broadcast "by
speech or lecture matter on topics of political,
religious or industrial controversy." The ban
was tifted "experimentally" in 1928 and was not
reimposed. See Burton Paulu, British Broadcastinql
in Transition, Macmillan, 1961 , P.94.

1.

2.
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the listener was regaled with gramophone records and occasional

items by 1ocal entertainers".3 The ban on controversial
matter resulted not so much from any politicians' fears

that the new medium might evoke a challenge to existing
values and assumptions about the nature of authority and

societyatlarge,butratherfromeagernesstoensurethat'
asavehicleforpublicentertainmentandenlightenment'
itdidnotgiveoffencetoanyindividualorgroup.These
regulationsare'inhindsight,ofinterestnotforwhat
theyprohibitedbroadcastersfromdoingrEsfortheirreflec-
tion of the prevailing social attitude towards the role of

broadcasting in the communitY'4

Nevertheless,radiowasSeentohavesomeroleinthedis-
semination of information; indeed' it was soon realized

that it could communicate information to rural areas far

more effectively than could newspapers. It was this realiza-

tion that prompted the emergence of a rudim.entary radio news

service. The pragmatic, utilitarian impulse behind the

embryonic news service was apparent in the earliest Governmental

thinkingonnationally-organizedbroadcasting.By1932'
when the Broadcasting Board had superseded the Radio company'

thepurposeofradionewswasclearlyspe}ledout:''the
newsserviceisregardedasbeingPlimarilyaservice
for country listeners, and every effort was rnade

to include matters of interest to rural dwellers '
By the courtesy of.the daily newspapers in the
fourmaincitiesrinadditiontoarrangementsmade
by the goard itself, market reports and other items
of inteiest to primary producers were broadcast
regularly throughout the year.''5

3.
4.

Protheroe, oP.cit., P'120 '
This,ofcourse'wasarealpoliticalconsiderationin
itself . As Burdon points o-,'t, ''It was no doubt politically
expedient to pi;t toi safety, but anxiety to avoid-
;ii-;;";iuirilv lr sivins o?iet'"e to anv section of
voters was t.=pott"i6r" t5r a form of censorship both
pirrai"fr and tiirid-" R. M. Burdon' op'cit'' p'309'

Annual Report of--thg-NrZ- Bro44-93-g3]ng Board' for the year
ended December 31, Lg32, p.ffir Report two
years later, Ln" ioard emihasized that "special care is
taken to make the news or-varue to primary producers, and

to that end fuIl reports of cattle iales lnd of prices of
JioaiicJ Jfe uroadcait regularrv" (p.3) .

5.
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C1ear1y, "news", rather than signifying information about
"hard" political and social events from at home and abroad,
meant non-controversial, functional, data provided as a
service to the farming cornmunity. True, there was overseas
news by the 1930s, but this consisted almost exclusively
of B.B.C. bulletins received from the Corporation's external
services transmitters. A letter6 from the Boardrs General Manager,
E. C. Hands, to Board member, G. R. Hutchinson, illustrates the
tight control that the then United Press Association was deter-
mined to maintain over its monopolistic position. In response
to "a suggestion that they (U.P.A. ) supply us (N. Z .B.B. ) with
cable news", the Association stipulated that the amount provided
would not exceed 200 words per dayt it would be drawn in equal
portions frorn rnorning and afternoon papersi no cables would
be broadcast prior to publication; the broadcasting of cable
news would not exceed five minutest duration; the service
would be exclusively from the Assocj-ation; and acknowledgement
of copyright and supply would be provided by the radio authorities.
The stipulati-ons support'the opinion of C. G. Scrimgeour, then
a controversj-al figure on the broadcasting scene,' who has
claj-med that the Government and the press in the early 1930s
set up a united front against broadcasting: all the restrictions
were calculated to emasculate anything that might be competitive
with newspapers or with Government policy.S

The ban on controversial material also meant that talks sessions
were severely inhibited. As Protheroe summarizes: "... it

could not be claimed that the general talks given by
New Zealanders to their fellow countrymen through the

6. Dated February 5, 1935.
7. Serimgeour controlled the "Friendly Road" radio station,

lZB Auckland. Following the advent of a Labour Government
he became Controller of the National Commercial Broadcasting
Service until he was ousted from the position in 1943
by the Prime l4inister, Peter Fraser. See C, G. Scrimgeour,
J. A. Lee and Tony Simpson, The Scrim-Lee Papers, Reed,
1976.

8. Taped radio interview with Scrimgeour, by Radio New Zealand,
circa 1975, held in broad.casting archives, Tj-maru.
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stations were all that could have been desired. The
Board had never to forget that it must on no account
broadcast talks on controversial subjects. Hence
there was a limitation to the number of subjects
to be discussed over the air, and the blue pencil
erased those portions of scripts which ventured
on the forbidden ground. "9

An indication of the way in which the ban on controversy hras

interpreted is provided by Mackay:

"... the N.Z. Broadcasting Company during its last few
months of existence completed arrangernents to broadcast
debates on such subjects as 'ThatUnemployment j-s Due
to Private Capitalism', rThat the Samoan l.{andate should
be Surrenderedr, rThat the Russian Revolution has
Justified Itself', rThat Capital Punishment should be
Abolishedr, rThat Total Disarmament for New Zealand
would be a wise policy'. Some of these debates
were actually broadcast but, when the New Zealand
Broadcasting Board assumed control, the arrangements
were cancelled and the regulations were again
rigidly enforced. "

He notes further that, "To coincide with (George Bernard) Shawr s

visit, the Chrj-stchurch B station, 3ZM, completed arrangements
to broadcast extracts from Shaw's works and in particular
Androcles and the Lion, but the 1oca1 radio inspector banned

'10 (until responsibility
for supervising progranrme content was vested in the Board in
1935, enforcement of the regulations was carried out by the
Post and Telegraph Department.)

By the mid-1930s, however, the. situation was changing. The

depression had created social strains which raised the level
and intensity of political debate in New Zealand. A

Broadcasting Board which was unable (and perhaps unwilling)
to provide a platform for these diverse views appeared incongruo.r".ll

the broadcast as controversial.

9.
10.
11.

Protheroe, op.cit., p.83.
Mackay, op.cit., pp.116-118.
There had been at least one outburst of public indignation
against the strict interpretation of the controversy
ban. In September, 1934, a series of bi-weekly talks
delivered by the British-Israel Association over Station lZM
Manurewa was suddenly stopped. After protests had been
expressed via the House, the Governrnent withdrew the Post
and Telegraph Departmentrs prohibition which, it was claimed'
represented religious discrimination. - Mackay, op.cit.,
p.117 .
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The Government of the day was conscious of the dilemmar12
and in 1935 a Broadcasting Amendment Act was passed removing
the ban on controversial broadcasting. fnstead, the Board
was given supervisory powers and censorship rights over the
prograrnmes of all the hitherto independ.ent B stations.l3
one of these, Auckland.'s rzB, under the control of the contro-
versial C. G. Scrimgeour, had found in its "Friendly Road"
progranme an ingenious means of circumventing the "no controversy"
ban, to the embarrassment of the Board, whose attitude is
demonstrated in a letter from the Board's chairman, H. D. vickery,
to the Postmaster-General, Adam Hamilton. Although it is
not clear that the letter refers to Scrimgeour, it contains
significant comment, and may be quoted at length:

"My Board has just discussed the FrienC.LyRoad Services
The principle underlying the whole matter can be
briefly epitomised in the statement that no individual
or religious body should be given a monopoly or quasi-
monopoly in broadcasting from any station. The potential
power given to any person granted such a facility can
be realised, we feel, only by those experj_enced in
broadcasting. Alreddy, the Board has had several
instances of the danger of perrnitting any individual
to develop what - for want of a better term - is usually
called radio personality. Many religious bodies and
persons claim that they have a m.essage to deliver
and seek broadcasting facj-l-ities; in some cases

12. In a letter of May 21, 1934, the Postmaster-General,
Adam Hamilton, wrote to the Chairman of the Broadcasting
Board, H. G. Vickery, stating: "There are many subjects
which, although controversial in character, are of an
informative, interesting and amusing nature, and it is
thought that broadcasts on these should be permitted.
It is also recognised that in connection with some
highly controversial matters listeners would be interested
to hear both sides, and in such cases it might be desirable
to permit this. Of course, extreme care would have
to be exercised in seeing that a broadcast was not approved
on any topic that might be offensive or objectionable
to public taster or which reflected on any individual,
groupr or organi-sation." Even though it is clear the
Postmaster-General felt the Board was too restrictive
in its interpretation, the caveat mentioned by Harnilton
would scarcely have encourag'ed any major liberalis ation
on the Board's part.

13. Broadcasting Amendment Act 1934-35, Section 6.
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they demand those facilities. Once a sufficient
following is obtained, it becomes a difficult, if
not an impossible task, to exercise reasonable control-
over the individual. We feel strongly that it is
impossible to gauge the reaction on both Government
and the Board should the gentleman in question be
given the desired facilities. l"ty Board is anxious
to aid Government in every possible way in dealing
with a most difficult problem, but considers it its
duty to stress the extreme danger of establishing a
precedent inimicar to broadcasting and full of potential
trouble to established authority. "14

The letter suggests that, by the mid-1930s at Ieast, the
political implications of radio were becorning well under-
stood by politicians. This is confirmed both by the
notorious jamming of 1ZB on the eve of the 1935 election,15
and by the stance taken by the Leader of the Opposition,
M. J. Savage, in regard to the Amendment Act of 1935 and

L4. Letter dated December 19, 1933. Scrimgeour recalls
(taped interview, op.cit.) that permissibility, under
the regulations, of religious broadcasts enabled him
to broadcast political comment in the guise of religious
sermons. He could do this by quoting passages from
the Bible which he felt were applicable to the economic
depression in New Zealand. For example, he spoke
of money-lenders being "a generation of vipers".
According to Scrimgeour, the Government had no objection
to such addresses when they had not been clearly
applicable to the circumstances of the day, but once
it became apparent that radio was being used to promote
views different from those conveyed in the conservative
press, his "sermons" were seen to be "very highly
subversive".

In short, Scrimgreour's IZB transmitter was jammed by
Post Office eguipment on the eve of the 1935 election,
when it was thought he was about to make a broadcast
highly criticar of the Government. The postmaster-General,
Adam Hamilton, later accepted fulI responsibility for
the incident, stating that Scrimgeour "had to be stopped
if he over-stepped the mark". See Scrimgeour et d1.,
The Scrim-Lee Papers, op.cit., pp.4I-52. According

, Whitcombe a Tombs,
L967, pp.148- ident was a milestone
in New Zealand politics final proof of the importance
of broadcasting".

15.
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the function of broadcasting generally.16 The letter also
suggests that there were political linkages between the
supposedly impartial Broadcasting Board and the coalition
Government of the dav.

considered in isolation these factors are interesting in
themselves, but they have a wider relevance in the context
of New zealand's broadcasting history. The broadcasting
authorities continued for many years certainly right
through the period of the N.z.B.c. - to be cautious about the
elr.ergence of popular radio personalities, particularly where
their following might have political implications. This
caution reflected the rather closely-knit, intimate nature
of New Zealand society with its strong egalitarian ethos
which has tended to suppress public acceptance of individual
excellence and to foster what has been described as "a world
mad.e safe for mediocrity".r'7 Arso, it is possible here to
perceive the emergence of a perennial tension in public
service broadcasting: the need to acknowledge and develop
broadcasting's political and social roles in a democratic
society, and the imperative of organizational- maintenance
and survival. As Smith points orrt,I8 it is j-n the field
of news and controversiar broadcasting that the democratic
function finds expression, but the rationality that under_
lies this function is always 1ike1y to clash with the rationality
of organizational maintenance. For maintenance resources
are ultimately provided by government - and governments are
not always left unscathed by impartial and independent broad-
casting news services.

16. In 1931, Savage proclaimed (N.2.p.D., Vol .230, p.661): "Asan educational- facility broaEffig is unsurpalsed. Some
day we may even have a microphone on the roof of this chamber
to enable the people to know how their representatives are
shaping in this House. Of course it may be to the
disadvantage of sone of usr but we will have to put
up with that. However, I would sooner put up with
the publication of my remarks over the air than with
the reports which I read in the newspapers,'.

L7- L. Li-pson, The politics__g_f Eg-ua.l_i_!y., university of chicagoPress, Ig48;@-
18. Anthony Smith, loc.cit.
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As shown in the previous chapter, the new Labour Government in
1936 tackled the problem of governmental-broadcasting relationships
head on. while in opposition the new prirne ltinister,
M- J. Savage, who also filled the newly-established post of Minister
in charge of Broadcasting, had declared that a Labour Government
wourd introduce an "alternative means of publicity" to the
conservative newspapers. He had argued, further, that contro-
versial- topics were "one of the things the Government should
control". The coalition Governmentrs move in 1935 to hand
this control to the Board was seen by savage not as a means
of securing independence from poriticar control but as a
governmental abroqation of responsibirity, The Government
was "arming the Board with the authority to muzzle one of
the greatest means of publicity in modern times,,.19 (an
editorial comment in Dunedi-n's Evening star of september 26,
1935, is suggestive both of the poriticar effect of the ban
on controversial broadcasting and of Savagers hostility towards
the press. Said the paper: "Mr. Savage is hurt because
a summary of the Budget was broadcast last week, and not
his criticism of it. The difference between the two things
should be prain. The sunmary of the budget was news; the
criticism hras no more than opiniont'.)

The Labour Governmentrs decision in 1936 to introduce direct
broadcasts of Parliamentary proceedings was a unique innova-

')ntion,-" but it also reflected what today would seem an
unenlightened attitude towards controversiar broadcasting.
The Government's view was that the only legitimate arena
of political debate and controversy was Parliament. Therefore,
radiors democratic function would be fulfilted bv direct

19.

20.

N. Z .P .D. , Vol .24I, p. 337.

See Lipson, op.cit., p.348.



broadcasts from the Hous".2l Parliamentary broadcasts
thus became a surrogate for genuine news and controversial
programming, as indicated when the Minister of Finance,
walter Nash, in reply to a parl-iamentary question regarding
controversy on the air, argued that, "there is no country
in the world where the people get all sides as they do through
the proceedings of this House."22

Savagets concern that his Government should effectively convey
its message to the electorate brought forth the "sunday Evening
Talk" on the national stations, often with the comm-erciar
statj-ons in link. These tarks initially provided a platform
from which the Prime l.{inister himself addressed the nation;
later, they were given by other speakers in largely non-
controversial for*.23

2L. Said the Minister of Education, p. Fraser (U.2.p.D.,
VoL.245, p.775) z "The Labour Government is-Iiffifficing
this BilI for the purpose of putting broadcastinct
on a better footi_ng than it has ever been on
before, to make the discussion of controversial
matters, political or oLherwise, over the
aj-r, as fair, irnpartial and informative as
possibler so that the people can form intelligent
opinions. "

22- N.z.P.D., vol .260, p.530. The questioner had charged that
"when controversial subjects were discussed over the air,
opportunity should be given to state the other side.
Broadcasts relating to Government policy vrere put
over without an opportunity for repIy".

23. savage himself spoke each sunday eveni-ng until a few weeks
before his death in 1940. His talks were entitled,
"New Zealandrs Problems as I see thern". For an
analysis of the "Sunday Evening Talk" see eualter,op.cit., pp .26-3I. He argues that, "The S.E.T.
which could have developed into a regular serious
commentary on all manner of Iocal and international
problems has, with some notable exceptions, degenerated
into t5 minutes of conventional platitudes and cliches.
Too many of the speakers are so determ.ined that at
all costs they shall be impartial, and shall refrain
from offending anyone, that all life disappears frorn
what they have to say. There is no evidence of any
deliberate censorship in this matter" 1p.27) .
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The Government took other steps to ensure that the public
was informed about the adrninistration's policies and intentions.
rn 1938, it introduced "a short daily Government newb service"
over the four rnain national stations, to ensure that "listeners
recej-ve first-hand information on Governm.ent and departmental

24activities".-' This service, which supplemented the existingr
news session (comprising cable news, items from the B.B.C.,
and from local newspapers) was provided by the Information Office
of the Prime Ministerrs Department. As Savag:e told the House,
"it was only a question of gettlng the news out, and nothing
went out without his own authority The Reference Officer
was responsible for compiling the broadcast, but in the last
analysis he himself was responsible for what went over the

tq'
airtt . -'

Thus, by the time of the Second lriorld !Var, news and contro-
versial broadcasting on New Zealand radio was barely in an
embryonic stage of development. The Government depicted
news as consisting of officially-originated naterial to offset
a conservative press, and controversy as being the clarnour
of Parliamentary debate.

The war brought an upsurge of interest in international news

and by December, 1939, the National Broadcasting Service
transmitted eight B.B.C. news broadcasts each day. In
September, 1940, a 20-minute daily bulletin was established
which included iterns drawn by the Broadcasting Service from
B.B.C. news broadcasts, the British Official Wireless News,
the Prime Ivlinisterrs Department, Press Association cables,
and talks and official statements.

Throughout the war years strict censorship was imposed on
newspapers and radio, and there was little scope for free

24. Annual n@. for the year ended l4arch 31,

25 . N. Z .P. D. , Vol .252, p.442 .
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expression of dissenting views on topics of public .orr".rrr.25
rt is not unreasonable to suggest that censorship during the
war years helped to perpetuate, in peace time, public accep-
tance of tightly-controlled news and current affairs programmingi,
and blunted public demand for a m.ore vigorous and independent
service.

Until the creation of a comprehensj-ve broadcasting news service
by the N.Z.B.C., in 1962, the 9 p.m. ne$rs drew overwhelrningly
on official handouts. Independent coverage of topics and
events around the country was only sketchily developed.
One commentator opined in 1953 that, "with the possible
exception of South Africa, the news sessions broadcast by
the YA stations are the worst in the British Empire and
Commonwealth". He also noted that the ZB stations "are
the only commercial network in :the world with no news sessions
whatsoevex."2T (His emphasis.)

As far as current affairs or controversial broadcasting was
concerned, the picture was little different. A Supervisor
of Talks had been appointed in 1935, and until well into
the 1950s the emphasis was on bringing distinguished overseas
guests to the nicrophone to expound on topics that the service
felt New Zealanders shouldr or would like to, know about.28'

26. According to W. B. Sutch, Takeover New Zealand, Reed, 1972,
p.43, the censorship was "much heavj_er" than existed in
Britain. The Director of Publicity, responsible for
censorship, was J. T. Pau1, a former trade-union official
and long-time Labour Party member. According to
Hobbs, op.cit. , p.L52, the Prime Minister, P. Fraser,
"had a fetish about keeping up morale by keeping news
of any unrest away from the public - his systerc worked,'.

27. Mackay, op.git., p.11.
28. For example, in its Annual- Report for the year ended

March 31, 1938, the fficasting service con'rnented
that, "whenever possible, notable visitors to the Dominion
have been induced to broadcast talks, generally on subjects
on which they are authorities. In this way listeners
have been afforded the opportunity of hearing authoritative
views on many irnportant subjeets', (p.3) . This trend
was especially strong during the war years, the N.Z.B.S.
noting in its Annual Report of March 31, 1946, that, "The
number of visiEbffiEftFe to New Zealand throuqh the
Service, either at official receptions or in special talks,
or both, was the greatest in recent years".
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By 1955, thj-s approach had changed somewhat. Increasing
emphasis was being placed on giving New Zearanders access
to the microphone to discuss topics of interest.29 There
was, however, little progress mdde towards lively, probing,
current affairs programmes which would. reflect cross-currents
of public opinion and i-nterest. rnternational events were
covered by one prograrrune, but domestic current af fairs were
neglected. (International affairs were covered by the weekly
Saturday night commentary, Lookout. Qualter says of this
progrramme: " (it) is the best example of an N. Z .B.S .

programme of regular, informed talks delivered by conpetent
speakers who, though they may be individually partisanr let
when taken together present a reasonably balanced picture
of world events. The only place where there could be censorship
in this progralnrne would seem to be in the selection of speakers
and in the selection of topics for discussion. The decision
in these matters appears to be one for the Broadcasting Service
alone. There is no evidence so far of any Government direc-
tion on these question=".30)

It is particularly interesting to note that "balance" on a

commentary programme dealing with overseas affairs could be

achieved over a number of prograrrmes. This policy was clearly
not permissible where domestic topics were concerned.
Commenting on devel-opments in controversial broadcasting,
the Service noted in its Annual Report of Irtiarch 31, 1948,
that, "The ain ... whatever the method of presentation, is
rather to stimulate public thought and discussion than to
reach conclusions. speakers were carefully chosen to give
as nearly as possible a balanced presentation of the various

29. The N.Z.B.S. recorded in its Annual Report of lrlarch
that, "New Zealanders and Neru'.m?Ejects were
prominence in the talks broad.cast last year. This
of emphasj-s continuous over the past few years
been achieved by the more selective use of recorded
from abroad Within the Dominion new fields have
explored and new speakers discovered" (p.11).

30 . Qualter, thesis, op. cit. , p. 33.

31, 1955,
given
shi ft

has
talks
been
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aspects of the question under consideration. rn this way
the subject was fu1ly opened up, and by the end of the session
listeners were equipped to carry on their own discussions at
home". This uras the concept of programme "barance" that was
perpetuated well into the time of the N.z.B.c., being nodified
only in the late 1960s and early 70s.

while there was spasmodic concern over this shortcorning of
the radio services, at no staoe was there any rnajor public
outcry either against the reality of a news service subject
to Governmental supervision, or for a more vigorous and effec-
tive current affairs ef fort by the N.Z.B.S. The m.ost frequent
charge against the Service was that it was timid and too afraid
of offending politicians and other powerful j-nterest".31

ff a society may be judged as beingr dernocratic according to
whether its news media provide open and impartial channels for
the communication of information and debate on public issues
then,until the 1960s at least, New Zealand vras decidedly under'.o-
cratic. Two examples from the I950s are illustrative.

31. Som.e examples of the crj-ticisrn directed at the N.Z.B.S.
are illustrative of the awareness, among a small minority
in society, of the deficiencies of New Zealand radio.
Keith Jackson ("TV and Democracy", Landfall, Vol.14, No.3,
Septenber, 1960) charged that, "the present broadcasting
service is so wary in handling controversy as to make
nonsense of the asserti-on that the principles of democracy
are based on the interplay of opinions, tolerance and fair
play, tog,ether with an inforrned electorate. The broad-
casting of parliar.entary debates, though very valuable, is
not in itself a suffi-cient substitute for the live discussion
of important controversial topics affecting the New Zealand
scene" (pp.29I-2). See, also, L. Constable, "Controversy
cn the Air", Landfall, VoI.10, No.3, September, 1956;
"Notes " , in r,EnEFIfl Vol . 12 , No . 3, 195-8 . rmportantly,
'J. H . HaIl, formerly Supervisor of Talks with the N. Z .B.S . ,
and later Assistant Director (Progrannrr.es) conceded (to
writer, August 4, L975) ttrat errors of omission rather than
cornmission were the general rule in controversial broadcasting
the prevailing attitude v7as, "we oug'ht to do it, but it n'ay
cause trouble". Caution prevailed, lest politicians, in
particular, were antagonised or upset. For other charges,
see T. P. Shand in N.Z.P.D.-, VoI.324, pp.2640-1; and
H . E . L. Pickering, N._g_.!-. !. , Vo1 .329 ,- bp. 3422-3 .
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rn May, 1956, the National Government's Minister in charge of
Broadcasting, R. M. A1gie, supported an instruction from
the then Director of Broadcasting, Willian yates, that
proposed panel discussions on the feasibility of power
transmission from one island to the other were to be cancelled.
The Minister commented that: "The Government had set up

a committee to investigate the feasibility of povrer
transmission from one island to the other under
appropriate conditions. In my view this was
the real issue that cal-1ed for determination. I
thought that the comrnittee was the best body to
determine it, and in the meantime discussion that
would serve only to create controversy was undesirable.

rn 1960, during widespread controversy over the forthcoming
A11 Black rugby tour of south Africa, the Labour Government's
Minister in Charge of Broadcasting, R. Boord, defend.ed the
Service decision not to include reference to the debate
in the Maori news broadcasts: "The purpose of the Maori

news service would be destroyed if it was allowed
to deteriorate into a forum for controversy
The question of the inclusion of Maoris in
the team is a highly controversial one, and
in accordance with policy, statements made
either supporting or opposing the Rugby Union's
decision could not be included in the news.u33

"32

Elsewhere, Boord commented that it had always been the N .Z .B .S . 's
policy to arrange for panel discussions on controversial matters,
and in the case of the A11 Black tour argument, this had been
done the previous vear: "in keeping with normal practice
such discussions are not repeated. "34 As for the type of

32 Reported in the Otago Dailv Times, May 4, 1956. The
Director of Broadcasting, W. yates, is reported in the
same newspaper (May 3, 1956) as saying, "ft will be time
to talk about it when it is seen whether it is feasible
or not". In an editorial of May 4, 1956, the Otago Daily Times
chargedthat,,,Thebanisunquestionab1yadeniffi
of speech" and claimed that the original approach to ban
the panel talks came to the Director of Broadcasting from
the hydro-electric department: "ff this was the case the
Director of Broadcasting should have put the matter clearly
to the Minister as a choice between departmental expediency
and public interest".
Reported in the Otaqo Daily Times, April 9, 1960. The
Maori- news was broadcast weekly on Sunday evenings.
Reported in the Otago Daily Times, April 7,1960.

33.

34.
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"controversial" topics that were debated on the air, while
they were often contentious j-ssues marked by major divisions
of opini-on, they generally were not urgent issues that reflected
the day-to-day vicissitudes of public contro.r"r"y.35

Throughout the 26 years of departmental control of broadcasting,
successive governnents - both Labour and National did lit.tle
to encourage the development of a strong, cor.prehensive,
independent and impartial news servicer oE vigorous programmes
of debate on day-to-day public issues. eualter,s thesis has
indicated that nuances of content and style refrected the use
of news broadcasts as a publicity channel for governF.ental
activities. Further, in times of abnorrnar political and
social conflict radj-o was used as an overt propaganda device
agaj-nst the Governmentrs political opponents.

Two notable occasions virere

when broadcasting was under
and the industrial troubles
held the Treasury benches.

the 1949 referendum on conscription,
the control of a Labour Governu'enti
of the early 1950s, when National
During the first occasj-on, it

35 For exampl€, the N.Z.B.S. ^@|$g! for the year ended
March 31, 1948, re weekly seision on
the commercial zB stations, "Citizents Forum". public
discussion took place in public halls in the four main
centres, with "a competent citizen" in the chair. subjects
discussed included "shourd large-scale irnmigration be
encouraged?", "Should we have a staggered 40 hour week?",
"Do N.Z. men lack clothes sense?", "Should war menorials
take the form of playing fi_e1ds?", "What should we do
to check rising prices?" (p.18). Eleven years 1ater,
in a "summary of Policy" merno (dated March S, 1959)
to the Minister, the then Director of Broadcastingr,
J. H. E. Schroder, wrote: "Controversial subjects
were not neglected as the following examples illustrate:
'An Englishman in China,, a notable series of talks byFelix Greene, giving an independent and thoucrhtful aslessment
of life j-n China today; 'The Licensing Laws: A survey
of Public opinionr, a collection of anonymous but representa-
tive comment on a contentious topic; a discussion between
Messrs. P. Proctor, A. P. OrShea, F. P. Walsh and F. W. HolmesfHow can we meet Economic Recession?'i and ,Jazz in the
Sanctuaryr, an illustrated progranme in which differing
opj-nions were voiced. on a new controversial setting of
the Anglican Service of Holy Communion".
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hras reported that, "Regarding broadcasting facilities for
opponents of the proposition, Mr. Fraser said the Government
was j-n favour of fair treatment for then; but, he said, ,r'm
not in favour of handing over a potent instrument of propaganda
to people who are enemies of this country.,,,36 Reqarding
the railway strike of December, 1950, eualter observed that,
"The beginning of the strike was announced in the regular
rnational networkr of eight stations. The conclusion, on
Lerms favourable to the Governm.ent, was announced in a special
link of every broadcasting station in the country. The linking
of all stations and the reading of a news bulletin bv a member
of the Cabinet was without precedent in the New Zealand domestic
news serviceu.3T (Emphasis added.) Elsewhere, eualter,
in an examination of broadcast scripts, found that most of
"the seven principle devices of propaganda" (as posited in
L. W. Doobrs Public Opinion and propaganda, Ho.lt, 1949) hrere
used in radio broadcasts during the 1951 waterfront dispute.
He notes that the propaganda was "simpre in forrn and content:
it attempted to say only two things that the watersiders
are a disruptive influence in the community and that the Government
is handling the situation well,,.38

36- N.z-B.s. news bulletin, July 15, r949r euoted in eualter,thesis, op.cit., p.37. eualter also notes (p.38) that
those speakers supporting the referendum were given rvide
radio publicity regarding their pubric meetings: "announce-
ments giving the time, place and speakers were broadcast
at least three times beforehand. No such publicity
was given to any meeting by an opponent of the scher,e " .I'or further evj_dence of Government control,
see pp.37-48i 67-84 of eualter's thesis.

37. T. H. Qualter, "Politics and Broadcasting: Case Studiesof Political rnterference in Nationar Broadcasting systems,',
canadian Journal of Economics and poriticar science,

T. H. Qualter, thesis, op.cit.r pp.42-49.38.
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rt was in such instances that governmental control courd
be seen to clash with the principles of independent and impartial
public broadcasting. But while it is easy to blarne siniiter
political motivation, it should not be overlooked that, ultimately,
any public broadcasting system must draw its strengrth from the
political maturity of the society in which it operates. rt
is anachronistic to judge yesterdayrs events by todayrs standards;
it is as misleading in the pursuit of objective analysis as
it is unfair in any apportionment of "blame". (rt shourd not
be forgotten either, that the mobility and flexibility of news
broadcasting - especially radio - in the 1970s, even 60s, was
partly made possible by technological advances, for example,
light-weight portable tape recorders which in the 1940s and
most of the 1950s were a thing of the future. )

Was New Zealand society sufficiently mature enough in the 1940s
and 1950s to encouragie the development of critical, independent
and searching news and curent affairs broadcasting? writing
in 1958, with reference to the introduction of television into
New zealand, Dr. william sutch suggested the ansr,.rer: "hle
New Zealanders as a people lack the confidence which can tolerate,
respect and even enjoy the expressj-on of views radically different
from our own".39 The fact that at no stage did there energe
strong and widespread public dissatisfaction with the
Broadcasting service's news and current affairs efforts
supports Sutch's view.

Nevertheless, it must also be remembered that vrhen the first
Labour Government established departmental control over the
broadcasting services it was riding the crest of a political
wave- A new era of social unity was to be born out of
the bitterness and conflict of the depression; Savage, the l{inister
in Charge of Broadcasting, rdas also an imnensely popular
Prime Itlinister, something of a political messiah who, it

I^f .
of

B. Sutch, The Economics of Television, Departm.ent
fndustries and Commerce, July, 1959, p.33.

39.
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courd be seen, was rightfurly usj-ng radio to point his nany
followers in the direction of the promised land. Radio
was thus instrumental in a New Zealand systern of ',overhead
democracy". Far from this being a sinister use of an impor-
tant public utirity, it was in terms of the sociar rnood
of the times an integral element in a revitalised crusade
of state-led nation-building.

rt was not until the 1950s that seri-ous efforts were made
to esLablish a comprehensive radio news service. The first
National covernment had been elected in 1949, largely on
the promi-se of disrnantring - under the appear of ',free
enterprise" the complex system of economic contrors estab-
lished by Labour. rndustriar unrest was growing, and the
social and political unity that had marked the Labour Government's
construction of New Zealand's werfare state had long since
diminished. Agaj-nst this background, the notion of "overhead.
dern.ocracy" implicit in governmental control of broadcastingrs
albeit rudimentary news service appeared, Lo sone, to be
increasingly incongruous wi-th poli-tica1 realities. oualter
has observed that, in 1950, in response to "fairly widespread"
crj-ticism of having the New Zealand^ nehrs prepared for the
N-z.B.s. in his Department, the prine Minister announced that
in future the news would be prepared by the Tourist and
Publicity Department. However, "Arthough the prime lvrinister
did not also announce this, the personnel previously engaged
in preparing the news for the p.lt. were then transferred to
the Tourist and Publicity Depart-ment and the p.M. himself assumed
the portfolio of Minister of Tourist and pubricity " .40

Thus, the sole daily news bulletin broadcast on the nationar
stations at 9 p.m. was compiled by a burletin editor working
in the Publicity Division of the Tourist and Publicity Department.

40. op. cit. , p.2 30 .
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The four sources of news were: (1) an "alarm." system

based on links with the Post and Telegraph Department'
and Police, Railways, and Works Department, and the emergency

services i Q) ministerial and government news acquired
by roundsn'en of the Publicity Division; (3) B.B.C. bulletins'
monitored by the N.z.B.S. talks section; and (4) news

already published in newspapers, and used after checking
and rewriting.4l The overwhelming emphasis was on news

supplied by governrnental sources.

The caution that pervaded the preparation and presentation of
the bulletin was exemplified in the working rules that
guided its compilation: "fn nost cases it is best to avoid

controversial statements of a political, economic
or religious nature, and particularly demands
for Government action, unless the organisation
has national standing. In such cases,
if official comment can be obtained for
simultaneous broadcast, a balanced surnmary
may be issued without giving false impressions
In all cases of doubt about the inclusion of
an itern, the staff should refer to the Director
or the Minister". 42

That such a restrictive approach should have been apparent is
hardly surprising in view of the Broadcasting Service's
departrnental status, and the poorly developed public
expectations about the informational and "watch dog"

roles of the news media in a democratic society.43
However, the N.z.B.S. was not happy with its news service
(or lack of it). The Supervisor of Talks, J, H. Hall,
viewed as inadequate both the quantity and the quality
of daily news bulletins. In January, 1955, HaIl referred

41. Memo from R. S. Ode11, Director of Information Services,
Publicity Division, Department of Tourist and Publicity'
to Minister, Decem.ber 9, 1954.

"N.Z. Radio News - Working Rules", on N.Z.B.S. file.

See, for example, J. E. Gerald, The Social, Responsibility
of the Press, Uni-versity of Mj-nnesota Press' 1963.

42.

43.
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disparagingly to "our present New Zealand 'news' service",
and suggested that, "we set about organising stations
in all 15 of our broadcasting centres outside of Wellington'
to keep a more intensive watch than is kept at the present
for news stories of national interest, and to arrange
contacts accordin gly ."44

The Broadcasting Service had earlier attempted to secure

subscription to the New Zealand Press Association for
the provision of New Zealand news for inclusion in its
broadcast bulletins. The Minister, F. W. Doidge, had

authorized the Director, in Novernber, 1950, to open talks
with the Association. Two years later, the Government

sanctioned a formal approach by the Service to the Association,
but in September, 1953, the N.z.P.A. concluded that it
"could not see its way clear to sell the rights of firist
publication of its news services before the news had been

published in merJcers' newspapet"."45 The Departrn€nt received
a sirn-ilar response the following y".t.46

The Press Association undoubtedly believed that radio was

a competitive medirun which, if allowed to encroach further
on the news functionrvrould lower readership num-bers and

consequently threaten advertising and sales revenue. Such

an attitude towards broadcasting on the part of New Zealandrs
newspapers was rrot rr"r.4T rn the N.z.B.s.'s view, however,
the press and broadcasting were more complementary than

48competitive-" (a view which has since becom.e a part of the
convenLional wisdom).

44. Memo from Supervisor of Talks, J. H. Ha1I, to Director
of Broadcasting, January 5, 1955.

45. Meno from Director of Broadcasting, J. H. E. Schroder'
to Minister of Broadcasting, January 17, 1951, settinq
out historical background to the developrnent of the
radio news service.

46. rbid.
47. See footnote 8, above.
48. Ir{emo from Director of Broadcasting, W. Yates, to

Minister in Chargre of Broadcasting, R. Boord, April 2,
1958. The memo htas drafted by Schroder, then Assistant
Director of Broadcastins.
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The Broadcasting Service made four attempts during the 1950s

to secure an agreernent with the Press Association. All
of them were unsuccessful. Noted Schroder: "There was

no disagreement on financial terms r ot other
conditions; discussion had never' except con-
jecturally, extended to thern. The objection
was to the admission of NZBS to NZPA rights on
any terrns".49

So the N.Z.B.S. began to develop its own news resources.
Correspondents in several centres outside Wellington were

commissioned; quasi-journalistic roles were ascribed to
officers in radio stations throughout the country. The

N.Z.B.S. showed a willingness to cover news stories itself'
independent of the Publicity Division, and especially on

the occasion of important events like the Tangiwai railway
disaster of Christmas Eve, 1953, which HalI himself reported.

These moves threatened the domain of the Tourist and Publicity
5nDepartment." The Governmentrs Director of Information Services

*.oa" to his Minister that, "because it is the Government

information service, it has ensured that a balanced
view is maintained on matters with which the
Government is concerned, e.9. industrial troubles,
political controversy etc. , and care has been
exercised in handling news which might not
present the whole picture in delicate situations
Fron the Divisionr s point of view the
arrangement (for the Service to have full
responsibility for New Zealand news) would
be satisfactory if the Broadcasting Service
exercised the same principles of selection as
that practised by the Division. " 51

Further, he considered that, "some protection would be desirable

49. Memo from Schroder to l{inister, January L7, 1961' op.cit'
The Service did, however, receive fron the Itr.z-P.A
200 words daily of cabled overseas newsr dt d cost
of 9600 per annum.

The idea of the organizational and bureaucratic "domain"
is examined in J. D. Thompson, Orqanisations in Action'
McGraw-Hill, 1957, chapter 3, and A. Dovrns, @'
Little, Brown & Co., 1967, Chapter 17. Says Thompson
(p.36): "The attainrnent of a viable dom-ain is, in essence,
a political problem The managenent of interorganisational
relations is just as political as the u'.anagement of a political
party or of international relationships".
Iilemo from Director of Information Services, R. S. Ode1l, t9_
Minister in charge of Publicity and Information, Decerrnber 15 '
1955.

50.

51.



for Government news. Possibly
continuation of the news under
some items of Governm.ent news | "

,2.

this m.ight be arranged by a

the heading: 'and now we present
.52

For its part, the Broadcasting Service had clearly been dissatisfied
with a single daily bulletin whose compilation was controlled
by another departm.ent. Professional considerations were at
the heart of this concern. The Service disliked having to rely
on "stafe" news provided by the Publicity Division. (Said

J. H. Hall to the Director of Broadcastina: "We cannot place
New Zealand news first without making ourselves look ridiculous
the items are often stale an example the announcement

of the retirenent from the Bar of Mr. C. S. Thomas was rnade in
Christchurch newspapers on Christnas Eve. The Publicity Division
gave it to us TWEL\ZE DAYS later after its publication in

(?
the Evening Post."") ft was also concerned about the innage

of radio news as a "Government handout service".54 on this
point, Hall could comment in 1957 that, "this vras nearly true
at one time. It is no longer even half-true' but we cover
Government news so fully, and local body and unofficial news so

poorly in comparison, that the stigrma clingts. It is damaging

to usr and I would think to the Governrnent a1=o."55

By 1957, although the Broadcasting Service had been able to
increase substantially the amount of news supplied from. other
sources, the bulletins were still overwhelmi-ngly dominated by

rnaterial from the Publicity Division.56 Faced with the

52.

53.
54.
;
55.

56.

rbid.

Irbmo from Hal1 to Director of Broadcasting, January L7 , 1956.

Memo fron Ha1! to Director of Broadcasting, October 4, 1957.
rbid.
In his memo of January L7,1956, to the Director of
Broadcasting, HaIl set out the following analysis of the
9.03 p.m. news for the nine weeks from, November L, 1955'
to January 2, 1956: items received frorn. Publicity Division'
Tourist a Publicity Department, 292, iterns used, 275i
items received from N.Z.B.S. correspondents, 66, iterns
used, 56; items received from other sources, 7, iterns
used, 7.
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Press Associationrs lack of co-operation, the service sought
to acqui-re its own professional news staff to provide a
more comprehensive schedule of bulletj-ns. These journalists
were to be "g,ood nen: well-educated, vig,orous, responsible,
enterprising and adaptable, of proven news sense, with a
gift for clear and concise writing".57 According to Harl,
the lack of an adequate domestic news service was "by far
the greatest weakness of the N. z.B.S. ,'58 rn his view, it
was a weakness that struck at the heart of the relationship
between a publicly-owned broadcasting service and a society
that espoused democratic values: "the broadcasting of news

is a public duty that a publicly-owned Broadcasting
Service ought to take very seri6usly. Its first
responsibility, in rny view, is to those people in
its audience for whom it is a fundamental obligation
of citizenship to be well informed. But a broad-
casting authority has a second and aha.ost equal news
responsibility to the numerically greater audience
that uses its radio for light entertainrnent. They
too are citizens. The fact that they may not
thernselves seek to be well inforned is beside the
point. They should at least be given the opportunity
to be informed of the day-to-day activities of
their own nation." 59

Discussion on the need for the Broadcasting service to have
its own news service took prace behind closed departmental
doors. rt originated from the professional awareness

Memo from Hall to Director of Broadcasting, septernber L9,1957. There was some clash in editorial policy
between the Publicity Division and the N.Z.B.S.
The Director of Information Services had complained
to his Minister (memo of March 16, I95G) that, "thePublicity Division's editorial policy tends to be
vitiated by the final corpilat,ion of the news by the
Broadcasting Service" (carried out by a ner,is cornpiler
on broadcasting premises). It would seem that while,
as shown, the N.Z.B.S. was heavily dependent on the
Publicity Division for the content of the 9.03 p.m.
bulletin, it was somewhat imFffi;t with the styre
employed by the Division's journalists in writing these
items, hence Ha11ts comrnent in the meno of January 5,
1955, to his Director, that the developnent of the
N.Z.B.S.'s own news facilities vrould result in a
service "much better than we have now: more comprehensive,
more accurate, more up-to-date, and written for the
ear instead of for the eye".
Memo from HaIl to Director of Broadcasting, October 4, L957.

Mer,o fron, HaIl to Director of Broadcasting, September l-9, L957 '

57.

58.

59.
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of particular individuals, notable J. H. HaIl and J. H. E. Schroder,
rather than fron any concerted public clarrnour for a broadcasting
news service that was cornprehensive in scope and of independent
status. (In 1956, the National Party's Annual Conference
passed a Wairarapa Branch remit which "viewed with concern
the apparenL inabitity of the N.Z.B.S. to inaugurate a 7 a.n.
news service", and which urged the Government "to take action
to make this service possible".60 Schroder also noted that
there was, in the mid-50s, "mounting public pressure", and cited
Federated Farmers' calls for an expanded news ""t,ri"".51
It would appear, nevertheless, that such "public pressure" was

exerted largely by rural interests on utilitarian grounds. )

It would be going too far to argue that the N.Z.B.S. was opposed, in
the first instance, to the situation whereby virtually atl
news on governmental activities was supplied by the Publicity
Division. In 1955, for example, Hall argued that the N.Z.B.S.
should take over responsibitity for all New Zealand news "other
than that from Ministerial and departmental sources u -62

Nevertheless, the strategy adopted by HalI and Schroder ruas

undoubtedly one of advancenent by degrees: the build-up of
a service based on sources independent of the Publicity Division
would provide the basis for achieving a nore important objective
the developnent of a broadcasting service operated solely by

the N.z.B.S. in accordance with professional broadcasting standards.

Their eagerness to establish an independent news service suggests

their concern for professional independence within an organization
under direct ministerial control. They clearly felt that
they were able to carry on the Service's day-to-day activities
as they saw fit, guided by their own definition of and cornrnit-

ment to, professional standards. For example, Schroder recalls

60.
51.

62.

Recorded on news file, N.Z.B.S.
Memo from Schroder to Minister of Broadcasting, January L7,
1961.
Memo from Hall to Director of Broadcasting, January 5,
195s.
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that in 1959, while Director of Broadcastingi, he had been

instructed by the Minister in Charge of Broadcasting, dt
the direction of the Prime Minister, not to broadcast a news

item about a public demonstration against the proposed 1960

All Black rugby tour of South Africa. According to Schroder,
Nash, who was also the Minister of External Affairs, was

concerned lest the iten lead the South African authorities
to believe that the Nevi Zealand Governm.ent agreed with the
demonstrators. fn Schroderrs view, the South African Government

had no idea whatever of an independent broadcasting organization'
one that was not sirnply a mouthpiece for official information.
The news item, however, was broadcast, against the direction
of the Minister, since in Schroder's view - to have done

otherwise would have been to negrlect the Service's responsi-
bilities. There was no reactiorr frorn the Governmerrt.63

This event suggests that, by the late 1950s, the Service was

slowly but surely acquiring for itself a degree of operational
autonomy within which it was largely free to pronote and

maintain its own journalistic standards. (This is also
indj-cated by a former Editor of the N.Z. Listener, who has

recalled that, while Government sensitivity to certain of
his editorials vras conveyed to him informally and discreetllz,
he nevertheless enjoyed full freedom to write as he .ho"".64)

In October, L957, the Service put firm proposals to the Minister
for the creation of its own news establishment. A series
of news bull,etins each day, Ivlonday to Friday, was proposed,
with separate bulletins for the National and Comnercial divisions.
A Monday to Friday "Wake of the News" programr-e for the National
dj-vision was also suggested. It was calculated that it would

cost the Service flZ2,5OO per annum "to bring our news service
into parity of quality with other N.Z.B.S. activiti"=."65

Schroder to writer, August 26'63.
64.
65.

See M- H. Holcroft, P,eluctant
L975.

Editor, F.eed, 1968, Chapter 4.

Memos from Hall to Director of Broadcasting, September 25,
1957, and October 4, L957.
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The plan received Treasury supportr or condition that the
proposed service be integrated with the Tourist and Publicity
Departm.ent and not operate "in opposition" to it.66 glrt

before further discussions on the proposal could be held there
was a change of Government in the Lg57 e1ection.67

The fact that Treasury's conditional approval was based on

"the interests of efficiency and ."oto*y",68 and that approval
would not be given for the establishment of a radio news service
fulIy independent of the Tourist and Publicity Departn',ent'

is further testi-mony to the scant official regard for the
functions of public service broadcasting in a democratic society.
While it was clearly Treasury's prerogative to evaluate "efficiency
and economy" in financial terms, it should be rernembered that
the N.Z.B.S. was a fully self-sufficient organization, drawing

its revenue not frorn the taxpayer but from advertising revenue

and licence fees. According to Schroder, the Minister in Charge of
Broadcasting had taken a "lively interest in plans for a profes-
sionally staffed News Section vrith the N.Z.B.S."69 But whether

such professionally-defined interests could prevail over the
Treasury and the Minister of Finance was not to be finally
resolved at that time.

The following year, the new Labour Government made another attempt.

to secure negotiations for the provision of an N.Z.P.A. service
to the broadcasting authoritie".T0 That attempt having failed,

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

!1eno from Secretary to the Treasury, to lvlinister of Finance'
November L9, 1957. Schroder commented (his m.emo to Minister
of Broadcasting, January L7, 1961) that, "full integration
can be achieved by adopting the suggestion of the Director
of Information Services that a senior N.Z.B.S. journalist
be placed in charge of the Radio News Unit of the
Information Section. "

See Schroder's nemo to l{inister of Broadcasting, January I7,
1961.
Mem.o fron Secretary to the Treasury to l{inister of Finance,
Noverber L9, L957.
l{emo from Schroder to Minister of Broadcasting, January 17,
196I.
rbid.



Schroder (now Director of Broad.casting) urged the new Minister
to push for the L957 proposals: "In a dernocracy one of the

maj-n responsibilities of broadcasting is to enlighten
the people: to keep them informed about the affairs
of their own and other countries. We are failing
badly in this duty We are not doing justice
in our news reporting to the growth and development
of the Dominion, nor to the vigorously constructive
mood of her people."71

The Minister, according to Schroder, expressed "his general
ag'reenent" with the propo"rl=,72 but no firrn decision was

taken by Governnent. Instead, the proposal was pushed
quietly, through consultations between Schroder, his officers,
and the Minister. The strategy appears to have been one

of cautious but steady progress, with the Public Service Commission
being consulted about the establishment of the post of Editor.
This was approved on September 2I, 1960, applicatiorsbeing
called later that month for an Editor who would be "responsible
to the Director for the organisation, development and supervision
of the News Service .u73

The change of Government in the 1960 election brought with it
the new National Government's proposal to set up a con',rnission
to introduce and operate television in New Zealand. Thus,
the new Governrnent inherited the N.Z.B.S.'s claims for an expanded
news organi-zation at the same time as it worked out its proposals
to reorganize control of broadcasting. Soon after the Government

had taken office, Schroder again presented the original proposal
for appro.r"l.74 The new Minister of Broadcasting, A. E. Kinsella,

7I. ivlemo from Schroder to Minister in Charge of Broadcasting,
May 7 , 1959. Schroder pointed out that, "we have
only one donestic news bulletin each day' and that not
a fully comprehensive one. The A.B.C. has nine national
news bulletins daily except Sundays; the C.B.C. eight;
the S.A.B.C. seven, and the B.B.C. 27,8 on the Home Services
and 19, shorter, in the Light Programme".

72.

73.

74.

Memo from
1961.

rbid.

Merno frorn
1961.

Schroder to Minister of Broadcasting, January L7,

Schroder to Minister of Broadcasting, January 16,



was j-n farroor; 75 but
the proposal be given
the present time. " 

76

Treasury this time recommended that
"no economic or flnancial priority at
In its view, the proposed service would

be "largely a duplication to services already provided the
press" (emphasis added). rt noted that the service was faced
with problems of television expansion; that it would be hard
to obtain the 20 journalists needed for the service; and that
this would lead to cornpetition with the newspapers and the
Tourist and Publicity Department for journalists' 

""t.ri."".77
Had it not been for the fact that a major administrative change
to the broadcasting services was in the offing, the news pro-
posals may well have been postponed or shelved yet again.
However' the intended change to corporation control meant that
the N.z.B.c. would not need to seek Treasury approval for its
news proposals. Thus, moves towards establishino the news
service became part and parcel of the greneral preparation for
the inception of the N .2.8.C.78

The newly appointed Editor, R. E. coury,79 recruited a skeleton

75. The ltlinister's recommendation to cabinet, drafted by
Schroder, and forwarded to the Minister's private secretary
on August 10, 1961, read: "I m.yself am convinced that
an adequate news service is the last major requj-rement
of sound broadcasting: and it is basic to our intention
of giving television prografiur.es the fullest possible
measure of New Zealand content."
Memo from Treasury to Minister of Finance, October 4,
1961. The memo notes that although the Government had
not formally endorsed the scheme in November, L957, the
position of Editor of the news service was advertised
in November, 1960. Treasury's severe attitude
towards the proposal was no doubt strongly influenced
by the inflationary economic situation that prevailed
in New Zealand at the time.
rbid.

76.

77.
78.
79.

Kinsella to writer, May 18, 1976.
Coury to writer, October 8, 1975. Coury was appointed
Editor of the F'.adio News Service early in 1961 after
appealing against the original appointee, C, T. C. Watson.



staff of six journalists as a beginning. In December,

1961r €rrr early evening news bulletin on commercial stations
was introduced. It was felt necessary that the Minister
urge his cabinet colleagues to "take advantage of this
further news outlet" by arranging "to let the Broadcasting Service
have a fair share of releases during the d.y". 80 The issue
behind this advice was not political opportunism' but the
problem of encouraging acceptance of the embryonic service
as a legitimate news organization. Earlier in the year' the
Editor had commented that, "there is still a little reluctance
on the part of some l"linj-sters to realise that a prior release

a1
to radio does not detract from press publication.""*

80. Memo from Minister of Broadcasting, A, E. Kinsella,
to all ministers (drafted for signature December I,
1961) .

Memo from R. E. Coury, to Director of Broadcastingr,
April 2L, 1961. The need for the news service to
build up respectability was vital to its effective
functioning, for it would have been little
use having an independent service with reluctant
sources denying it news to broadcast. By 1961
it was apparent that the advent of a broadcasting
corporation would enable a ful1y independent
news service to be set uP, using its own staff
and facilities. Before then, however, the need
to continue to use the Publicity Division for
the supply of official news was dictated not
only by departmental politics and Treasury
considerations, inpelling integration rather
than independence, but also the fact that as a
source of governmental news, the Publicity Division
could not be circumvented overnight. Hence' the
principle of an integrated departmental news service
was spelt out in the Editorts memo: the intention
was stitt to use officers of the Information Section
to gather parliamentaryr gov€rrlment and departmental
news, but this would "be prepared for broadcasting
by the N.Z.B.S. News Service'! . Moreover, it
wis the intention to place a Deputy Assistant Editor
(third in seniority) in charge of the Publicity
Divisionrs Radio News Unit. A11 rninisterial
items emanating from other sources would be
checked by this officer who would also arrange
all news dealings with ministers'

81.
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There can be little doubt that the Broadcasting Service
itself - particularly men like Ha1l and Schroder and

.82Yates-- - was instrumental in creating arnong the politicians
a climate for the eventual acceptability of a broadcasting
news service. Just how the N.Z.B.S. itself had evolved
it,s own, more independent and sophisticatedrphilosophy
of what a broadcasting news service ought to be doing is
indicated in the "General Principles" it had adopted^ by 1961

in regard to news broadcasts. The principle that, "statements
by Ministers or other Government Authorities should be

treated on their merits"83 ra" a far cry from the earlier
"working rules" (see footnote 42). If there is a firm
conclusion to be drawn from the events leading up to the
creation in 1962 of a broadcasting news service (ttre first
major progranme policy decision taken at the inaugural meeting
of the N.Z.B.C. Board was the establishment of an "independent
and comprehensive news service"34) it is that change resulteC
frorn the persistence of administrative leadership that
sought a reconciliation between professional and poli-tical
considerations. This conclusion challenges the conventional
wisdom of the time, summed up in the statement that the
informative function of broadcasting "is (one) which the
N.Z.B.s. seems hardly to be aware of".85

82.

83.

84.

85.

It is clear that Schroder and particularly Hall both of
whorn were journalists by profession (Hall was a former Editor
of The Sun and of The Dorc.inion, while Schroder was formerly
ass6ffiE-gditor offie$, and Assistant Editor of
The Press) - were the p?I;;d movers for the establishrnent
oT tEe radio news service. There is no evidence
frorn the files that Yates did not ful1y syrnpathise
with their views. The first firrn proposal to the
Government - in October, L957 took place during his
term as Director of Broadcasting.

"N.Z.B.S. News Service - General Principl€s", N.z.B-S.
file, circa L960/6I.

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, April 2 and 3, L962-

"Notes", in Landfall, op.cit., p.203.
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Broadcastingts administrators worked in the context of a govern-
ment department where the balance between political control
and professional autonomy was delicate, had been so throuqhout
the whole history of New Zealand broadcastingr €lnd would continue
to be so. Charges of tinnidity ignored the realities of this
relationship, and suggested patently sirnple explanations for
what was a complex process. They ignored the interaction
between politician and departrnentalist, the symbiotic relation-
ship between the Minister and his department whereby the former
depends on the latter's professional expertise and the latter
on the former's political resources. The creative potential
in this relationship is determined by the calibre and personalities
of the individuals involved. In the case in question, the
contribution of Hall, Schroder and, to a lesser extent' Yates,

was substantial: by pushing at the boundaries of political
acceptability they paved the way for the later energence of
a comprehensive news servj-ce under the control of the
N.z. Broadcasting Corporation.

Before completing this chapter, mention must be made of
broadcasting's coverage of election campaigns. As with news

and current affairs broadcasting generally' the coverage of
election campaigns was from the beginning a contentious topic
in the history of New Zealand broadcasting. Poliqy en this
rnatter was determined by trial and error, cautiously, and with
an overriding concern not to offend major political interests.

fn L922, a few election results were broadcast' more as a

demonstration of the capabilities of the novel medium, rather
than as any planned contribution to the electoral process.

It was not r:ntil 1925, 8t the end of which election the
prj-me Minister, J. G. Coates, broadcast thanks for his re-election'



that the political implications began to become .pp.t"rrt.86
Prior to the L928 ba1lot, there was some discussion in Parliament
about radio's role in the forthcoming election. The Labour Party
was concerned that radio should not be used in the interests
of one party only. For hj-s part, the Prim.e Minister argued
that, "If we could arrive at some formula whereby some plain
statement of policy could be sent out from each of the
parties in the House through the microphone, no doubt it would

be effective and probably useful; but t.he moment it comes

to controversial guestions then it is going to be never-
,,87endingi."-' In his view, the only way out of the difficulty

would be to ask the Broadcasting Company to a11ow the Leader

of the Opposition and hirnself to speak on the radio, "without
touching on politics".88 (The implicit belief that politics
could somehow be separated from the activities of politicians,
that it could be compartlTr-entalised, inhered in the prevailing
paradiginn of "overhead democracy" which viewed politics as the
almost exclusive prerogative of those who sat in Parliam.ent.
This belief was reflected, as already suggested, in the deci-
sj-on to broadcast proceedings from- the House, and m.ore parti-
cularly in the Governrnent's belief - one that was not strongly
or widely challenged - that those broadcasts adequately covered

"Contrpverslal" matters. It was reflected, too, in the Boardr s

decision of 1935 to allow lvlayors who were Parliamentary candidates
to broadcast prior to the General Election, proviCed that they
spoke in their mayoral capacity, and did not "deal with poli-
tics .. . "89. )

The ban on controversy prevailed, and it was not until 1935 that
the issue was again resurrected. The Postmaster-General,

86.

87.
88.
89.

The L925 regulations made it obligatory
broadcast government announcernents free
to Protheroe (op.cit. , p.L2L) , "fear was
right might be fuFther extended. "

N.Z.P.D., VoI.218, p.168.
N. Z .P . D. , Vol .2I8, p. 169 .

See Mackay, op.cit., p.I19.

for stations to
of charge. According
felt that this
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Adam Hamilton, agreed that politics ought to be discussed over
the air at election time; but it was a decision for the goard.9O

Facilit.ies were offered to both parties to broadcast policy
speeches prior to the election, but the parties were not res-
ponsive. Only in 1938 did a lasting pattern emerge. From

that time, a certain amount of tj.me was allocated for the broad-
casting of election addresses. The allocation was made by

the Government of the d.y, in consultation with opposition parties,
Consultation, however, was in the earlier years confined mainly
to the major Opposition party, with time being apportioned accordinq
to representation in the House. For example, in 1951 the
Communj-st Party contested four seats but was refused broadcasting
time by the Prime lrtinist"..9l Three years later, Social Credit
contested all seats but was restricted to one broadcast' while
National and Labour each had ]r4.92

Nor was the system protected from abuse by the Government of the
d"y, which exerted rninisterial control over broadcasting.
In both 1946 and 1949, the Prime Ivlinister broke the precedent
of the previous two elections when he alone broadcast to the
country on the eve of the election. The Leader of the Opposition

90.
91.

92.

N. Z .P .D. , Vol.242, pp. 65 4-5 .

It was reported in The Evenjng Post of November L5, L949,
that, "Mr. Fraser saffit had decided that
the Communist Party was not entitled to time on the air.
rWe cannot take seriously the political efforts of the
Cornmunist Party, I said Mr. Fraser, who said he would
quote from the writings of Lenin, Stalin and others
that the party would not go into Parliarnent except
to pu1l it down. 'We are not going to give an opportunj-ty
to anybody to destroy the Parli-amentary system of this
countryr' he said amid applause."
In a letter of November 4, L949, the Director of Broadcasting,
W. Yates, advised the N.Z. Social Credit Association
that, "the all-ocation of broadcasts has been carefully
considered by the Government. and it has been decided to
limit the broadcast to the two political parties represented
in Parliament. No provision has been made for any other
party or individual to speak". The Association replied'
on November 9, L949, that the decision represented
"a serious decline in the basic principles of democracy."
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had to make his final broadcast the night before the Prime Minister's
o?

address. " "

The practice of allocating radio time on the basis of representa-
tion in the House had by L957 come under strong attack, particularly
from the N.Z. Council for Civil Liberties. The Council urged
that an "impartial umpire" should allocate broadcasting tine
d.uring electj-on campaign".94 rn that year, the prime Minister
had announced that a new policy was to be adopted which would
allow broadcast addresses by parties which (1) had policies
on a wide range of national issues, (2) had a nation-wide organiza-
tion established as a result of a national conference, and (3)

had representation in Parliament or evidence of substantial
support from votes cast at previous elections.9s This was

clearly aimed at accomrnodating the Social Credit Political League
which had polIed 11.1t of the vote in Lg54.96 However, the
prime Minister, K. J. Holyoake, also stated that "the radio

93.

94.

95.

96.

Derying that there was anything improper or unfair in this'
the Minister of Industries and Comm-erce, A. Nordmeyer, main-
tained that, "obviously someone had to have the last sdY,
whether two took part in the final broadcast or not. Both
sides had the same opportunities. The Government was giving
the Opposition ful1 facilities to present its case. rt
was deiirable in the national interest that the Prime Minister
should reply to the extravagant statements of the Leader of
ttreOpposilion." Reported in The Dominion, October 2L, L949.

Pamphlet publi-shed by the N.Z. Council for Civil Liberties,
entltled "Election Broadcasts", September, L957.

POlicy recalled in memo from the Director of Broadcasting
to the Secretary of External Affairs, September 16'
1958, N.Z.B.S. file.
Figure quoted in T. T. Ivlackie and Richard F.ose' E
fnlerna{ional Almanac of Electoral History, Macmillan, 1974.

s in 12?4, three
years later and with the next election in the offing, the
i,tinister of Works, W. S. Goosman, charged that, "Social Credit
speakers have no right to go on the air in New Zealand at
a1f. It is my personal opinion that nothingi put up by
Social Credit has any foundation it is all nonsenser
and if put into practice would ruin the country".
Reported in the Christchurch Star Sun, March 7, 1957.
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services should not be used for the dissemination of disloyal
or subversive policies and utterances ."9'7

Apart frorn the election addresses themserves, the reporting of
nessages and news about candidates during the campaj-gn was very
carefully watched. A11 Parliamentary candidates were banned.
from the air during the carnpaign and for some months before,
except with the approval of the Minister in Charge of Broadcasting.
The exceptions allowed were where a mayor was presiding at a civic
reception or an intercessory servicer or where a Minister of
the crown was carrying out some official function.9S But during
the campaign candidates were allowed, under special conditions,
to buy time on coilrmercial stations, "for the broadcasting of
short noti.ces of election meetings".99

The rigidrty of control over the allocation of time during elec-
tion campaigns, and the way in which this time was used., had
by the mid-1950s, and certainry by the time terevision arrived
on the scene, inspired public criticism. one comnentator observed
that, "radio, after arr these years, has stirr not found a way

of critically covering an election campaign
The paramount considerations are fairness and avoiding
embarrassm.ent to the Government. The poJ-iticians
were never questioned by radio. Night after night
they stepped up to say their piece in strict
order of equal time Can you imagine the irnpact
-i.f a panel of interviewers determined to define
attitudes to key topics had sat down at the microphone
vrith Mr. Nash and Mr. Holyoake and thrashed the
whole thing out? It's only a commentary onthe effect of Government in direct control of radio
that such a session could hardly be imagined in
this country.',100

97.

98.

99.

100.

Quoted in memo from Director of Broadcasting to secretary
of External Affairs, September 16, 1958.
This arrang:ement was established in 1935 (see footnote 89).
Twenty-one years later, the Director of Broadcasting
advised his Minister (memo dated August 7, 1956) tfratthis policy was stil1 operative. It continued to
be applied in 1960.
Merno of August 7 , 1956, from. Director of Broadcasting
to Minister in Charqe of Broadcastinq.
J. A. Kelleher, in The Dominion, November 29, 19G0.
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However, the evolution of New Zealandr s election broadcasting
policies can by no means be unfavourably cornpared with the
B.B.C.'s experience. As Paulu notes, "Except for these

official party broadcasts the B.B.C. operated
during all general electi-on periods prior to 1959
as though no election were in progress, since it
carried no other broadcasts which could conceivably
influence voter opinion, hardly referring to the
campaign in its news bulletins all parlian'.entary
candidates were kept off the air, except during
the allotted election broadcast periods. " 101

Moreover, according to the Director of Broadcasting' the
N.Z.B.S. provided more time for pre-election broadcastinq
than was the case in Britain or Australia.l02

It rnay be noted, in conclusion, that broadcasters, particularly
those involved in the field of news and current affairs,
must strive to reconcile their organizational- responsibilities
with their professional aspirations. In a situation where
the broadcasting organization is under direct governmental
control this reconciliation, if possible at all, is likely
to be a difficult process. Given a situation like that
in New Zealand in the period under discussion, where these
professional aspirations were not moulded by sophisticated
public expectations, rudimentary news and current affairs
programming could muddle by. Low leveJ- public expectations
meant that politicians did not need to exert a tight control
over the activities of the broadcasters, who in turn could

101. Burton Paulu, op.cit., p.106.

L02. In his merno of August 7 , 1956 to his Minister
the Director pointed out that, "compared with the U.K-
and Australia we devote a substantially greater amount
of time to pre-election broadcasting. New Zealand relays
more broadcasts from election meetings. Election broadcasts
in New Zealand go right on to the eve of the election.
In the U.K. three clear days, not counting Sunday' are
left between the last election broadcast and Pollin.g Dayt
in Australia, broadcasts of election natter cease on the
Wednesday preceding the day of the poll."
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generally be retied upon not to step too far out of 1ine.I03
However, the absence of close day-to'day progranrme control
allowed the broadcasters some scope to pushrat the politicians'
and the public's limits of acceptability."' Although it
was an uneasy, and - for an aspiring democracy - a fundamentally
unhealthy relationship that prevailed between the broadcaster,
the politician and the public durj-ng the years of departmental
control, it was by no means an entirely sinister one. Nor
was it beyond quite rapid transforrnationr ds will be shown later
in this thesis.

103. Comments Qualter (thesis, op.cit., p.48), "In more recent
years (followingr the war) the prograrune organisers of
the N.Z.B.S. have seemed afraid of controversy. ft
appears they are unwilling to permit criticisn of the
Government and so, in faj-rnessr r€frain to a large extent
from Government propaganda. There is no evidence of
any specific Government direction in this matter, though
possibly if the prograrnme organisers adopted a different
policy, some Government direction would be irurediately
forthcoming".

104. See, too, 14. H. Holcroft, Reluctant Editor, op.cit.,
Chapter 4. While he was "left without interference
to write as I pleased" (p.66), Holcroft also
poi-nts out that it was made known to him whenever
the Governmentr s sensitivities were upset by
an editori-al. Hj-s policy was one of m.aking
haste slowly: "If I had tried at once to be
outrageous, or merely outspoken, I could have been
checked and stopped. But I was not there to cause a
sensation, to be clever, or in any way to draw attention
to what I was doing. I was free frorn departrnental
interference but I was still exposed to the checks
and restraints of public opinion. The Listener was
owned by a government depaitment, but itEIE-Es way
and had a life of its own, and in one sense it belonged
to the people who bought it I vras convinced that
any subject could be written aboutr €v€ri in a journal
with a large famity circulation, if it were treated with
the right rnj-xture of candour and discretion. If I went
too far, it was not necessary for the Director or Mj-nister
to tell me: the public itself was m-y sternest and nnost
watchful critic" (p.67) .
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CHAPTER THREE: Monopoly and Competition

Arguments about the pros and cons of monopoly and competition in
New Zealand broadcasting have tended to be pragmatically, rather
than philosophically, based. The Wireless Telegraphy Act of 1903

was intended to ensure some ord.er in the allocation and use of
the air waves, though there was some disquiet at the prospect of
a consequent state monopoly.l

Nevertheless, while that Act gave the state the sole prerogative
in allocating and controlling frequencies, it did not forclose
opportunities for private operators to gain licences and operate
in competition with public broadcasting organisations. Privately-
operated stations were licensed in New Zealand. These B stations,
as they were called, were established in the 1920s and grew in
number until the mid-1930s,2 when the Labour Government's intention
to run radio as a state monopoly led to their demise, and to a

24-year hiatus in the debate on monopoly and competition in New

Zealand broadcasting. 3

1. Introducing the Bill into the Legislative Council, the
Attorney-General, A. Pitt, stated that, "the whole principle
of the Bill is that the Government intends to acquire a
monopoly of this system in the colony, just in the same way as
has been done in regard to telegraph lines and telephones" -
N.Z.P.D., Vol. L25, p.65. Cornmented another member, A.L. Smith,
"You will not find any such interference on the part of the
State with private enterprise at Lhis stage either in Germany
or America. People there are allowed to develop their experi-
ments so long as they do not interfere with the interests of
the State..." N.Z.P.D., Vol, I25, p.66.

2. As Burton (op.cit., p.306) notes, "the improvident proliferation
of the 'Br stations was comparable to that of a man whose
family increases in inverse ratio proportionate to his dimini-
shing income. They numbered eight in L928i L7 Ln L929;
29 in 1930; and 36 in 1931". The Broadcasting Board bought
out three of the stations and subsidised eight others.

3. An account of the rise and fall of the B stations is provided
in Mackay, op.cit., chapters 7 and 8.
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The B stations did not exist primarily to compete with the
nationally-organised broadcasting stations, that is, those run by

the Company and, later, the Board. Rather, the privately-owned
and operated stations provided radio listening in many areas not
alreadyr or adequately, covered by the others. Indeed, their
raison d'6tre foreshadowed a form of private entrepreneurial
initiative that was to become prevalent in the 1960s, when the
N.Z.B.C. was carrying out the painstaking task of providing a 

A

single-channel television service over the whole of New Zealand.*
Private radio dealers operated some of the B stations, mainly as
a means of promoting sales of receiving sets, while others were
run by groups of enthusiasts who had little or no commercial
interest, save that of accruing sufficient fj-nancial resources to
sustain their contj-nuing transmissions. According to Mackay,

"The lot of the B stations was an unenviable one.
They were the illegitimate off-spring of successive
administrations and no one wished to assume responsibility
for their upbringing. The Government continued to licence
them but would not help them. Most of them were refused
any subsidy and denied the right to earn revenue by adver-
tising. The mortality rate was high, those who survived
being assisted by individuals and clubs who raised the
necessary funds and also provided many broadcast items
without Lharge."5

The B stations were, however, a source of considerable poli-tical
contention. Firstly, they were popular among listeners;6 secondly,
as mentioned, they provided coverage in places where there would
otherwise have been none; thirdly, representations on behalf of

4. Privately-operated television translators and mini-translators
were licensed by the Post Office and run under aglreement with
the N.Z.B.C. These were established throughout New Zealand
to bring a television signal to thousands of homes in areas
not covered by the Corporationrs transmitters.

5. Mackay, op.cit., p.58.
6. Alexander Fry, writing in the N.Z. Listener, August 9, 19751

recordsthat,'about80percent@tiontunedtoB
stations and in one case at least a set stayed tuned that way
because the pointer rusted to the dial".
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B stations by Members of Parliament cut across party lines, with
the interests of constituents providing the main political
rationale for action in the House;7 fourthly, the stations them-

selves organised their own political pressure group which, bY the
time of the 1935 election, had ensured that the fate of the B

stations would be a significant election issue; fifthly, they
provided the axis around which turned public debate as to the
desirability or otherwise of commercial broadcasting.

When the first Labour Government came to power in 1935 the question
of whether broadcasting should be run in New Zealand as a monopoly

or not was by no means decidedr ds it had been in Britain.E
Certainly there was a general consensus, of sorts, that by and

large radio was a public utility and should be administered as

such (see Chapter I), However, the role that private stations
could expect to play at a subsidiary (though not necessarily less
important) level was yet to be determined.

To the extent that it was clear that the major broadcast,ing
structure would be publicly-owned and controlled (ej-ther as a
public corporation or a government department), the American-type
option of numerous privately-operated stations existing in an

intensively competitive atmosphere was not open to New Zealand.
It was one which, in fact, successive governments had been keen to
avoid.9 The Broadcasting Amendment Act Lg34-35 was a major step
towards a public monopoly of broadcasting in New Zealand. As

shown in the previous chapter, this Act gave the Board supervisory
and censorship powers over prograrnmes broadcast by the B stations.
Section 7 also gave statutory force to the regulation prohibiting
advertising on air; and Section 8 prohibited the licensing of
new B stations beyond. the number already existing at the time of

7. Protheroe, op.cit. r pp. 108 and 111.
8. See R. H. Coase, op.cit.
9. See, for example, footnote 2L, Chapter I. The desire to avoid

the American experience was a prominent theme in the
Parliamentary debates on broadcasting, from the establishment
of the Company in 1924-25 through to the L937 debates on the
establishment of commercial radio in New Zealand.
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the Actrs inception. rt was clear that the Act would probably
mean the ultimate end of the B stations whose operations were
crippred by lack of revenue and by disputes over copy, patent,
manufacturerst and performersr rights.l0 The conservative
Coalition Government was not only inclined to protect the privi-
leges of the newspapers, but was arso (as shown in the previous
chapter) embarrassed by the "Friendly Road" service of Scrimgeour,
who had become a principal leader of the United Federation of B

stations, set up to fight for the stations, surviv-l.rl

The B stations' major battle had been to obtain the right to earn
revenue through commercial broadcasting. Except for the eight
stations subsidised by the Board, they received no financial help
from Government, in spite of the fact that listeners who relied
on B stations for their progrartrnes paid the annual licence fee.
This revenue was used to finance the Company and later the Board.
The Government justified its opposition to advertising on the
grounds that it would lower radio standards €rsr it was argued, had
been the case in the United States

For a brief period in 1933-34 B stations were allowed a limited use
of sponsored programmes to help alleviate financial problems, but
this concession was withdrawn in 1934. As Ross points oot,l2 the
B stations organised at various times in pursuit of their interests.
He argues that the private broadcasters were ',a weak lobby, smalr
in number, scattered throughout Nevr Zealand, and lacking both
financial resources and unity amongst themselv"s,,.l3 But this
seems to overstate the position; fox while, organisationarly, the
B station lobby might have been weak, broadcasting was (and often
stilr is) a topic that aroused much emotional response. The
popularity of B station programmes, not to mention the listening

10. See Mackay, op.cit., Chapter g.
11. See Scrimgeour, Lee,'Simpson, op.cit.r pp.42_43.
L2 - K. P . Ross , cornrnercial B:ceqqasting il Nsr^r_ ggaland, Lg6z-7L ,unpublishea 

,L97L.
13. Ibid, p.6.
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opportunities provided by their facilities, could not easily be
ignored by politicians. The controversy surrounding the jamming
of Station 1ZB on the eve of the 1935 election bears testimony to
this. rn 1935, scrimgeour sent all parliamentary candidates a
questionnaj-re asking if they were in favour of giving the B
stations the right to earn revenue. Al1 Labour candidates
answered "yes", but no other party replied. word that scrimgeour
intended to broadcast the results of the questionnaire was leaked
to the then postmaster-Genera1, Adam Hamilton. rt was then that
the jamming incident o".,rrr"d.14

The 1935 election campaign thus saw the Labour party promising
ej'ther to subsidise the B stations or give them the means of earning
their own lj-vi.rg.15 The cqalition Government circumspectly under,
took to investigate the whole question of broad.casting after the
election.l6 while, in Britain, the debate on monopoly or
competition had been resolved, eit least in the meantime, on the
reconrmendations of an independent public committe 

" ,L7 in New Zealand
the issue was determined largely through political expediency. The

L4. See.Scrimgeour, Lee, Simpson, op.cit., pp.42-SZ. SaysScrimgeour (p.45) : ,'So Lhe jaffiilGg-wasn-'t done throughpoliticar fear from the point of a broadcast telting peopre'how to vote- It was to cover up a mistake that the c,overnmenthad made, and they had to do it because they thought - withgood reason - that r was_ going to read that listeiers' reportover the microphone on the Sunday night before the e1ecti6n.So it was a political fear, but it was a more sr:btle politicalfear than is probably suggestedr'. The I'mistake" referred to was
lh" -"Ioopho1e" whereby controversial material could be j-ncluded
in the B station reports to listeners' clubs (established tosupport the stations). In this case, the report was to haveincluded the results of the questionnaire.

15. See protheroe, op.cit., p.llg.
16. Mackay, op.cit., p.70.
L7. The Crawford Committee, set up by the BritishGeneral, reported in the summer of L926. ftsled to the establishment of the B.B.C.

Postmaster-
recommendations
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prevailing arguments were populist in nature: for exampre, radio
coveragfe of more areas of the country; the B stationsr popular
appeal; and the proposition that competition raj-sed broadcasting
standard"-18 rhose were legitimate bases of debate; but by
contrast with Britain far less attention was paid to more funda-
mental questions about the social and potitical desirability,
or other:vrise, of monopoly control of New zealand broad.casting.lg
True, the opposition frequently raised arguments about the
perceived dangers of monopoly control by Government (this was
to be found. only in dictatorships, it was ,rg,r.d2O) , but armost
exclusively it was done by contrast and comparison with Britain.
There, in 1935, the ulrswater committee had reviewed the period
of the first B.B.c. charter and had generarly reconmended con-tinuation of the status quo.21

Independent J_nquiries into the control of
eschewed i-n New Zealand - it was not even

broadcasting were
felt necessary to have

18. See N.Z.p.p., Vo1.242, debate on the rmprest Supp1y Bill;andNE.,Vo1.24L.,debateontheBroadcastingAmend'ment
Bi11l-

19.

20.
2I.

see debate on the Broadcasting Birr, N.Z.p.D., Vor.24s. Foran examination of the debate In eriiar",- i.;:-;;"=",op.cit. ' chs 3, 6, 7. Also.w. Altman, i. Thomas and D. sawers,ffiom Monopo,!1 rto compet:-tion - and Back?, (Hobartn AZ. -aa""cacy 
ofa monopoly in Britain was led by J.c.w:- ilat", sir,rohn) Reith,Lo be first Di-rector-General of-the-e.B.c. He ,,vi_ewed societyas a hierarchy, a.pyramid, and beli-eved that the task of the

f,roa.dc3sting servicls was gradualry to familiarise those atthe bottom with- the high culture .id .,r.i,r." of an erite atthe 'bop. For this, th6 'brute force of monopofy, was thenecessary effective instrument". - The qggure oi groadcastinq:A Report presented to the Sjciai_Mop. 15. to nopory, seew'A' Robson, publi; Enterprise, aii." ria unrirr, Lg37,pp'73-104' A@?s9, op.cit. , p.L44, Robson's wasprobably "the most iifruentiai'"ffi"Jntributi-ons cri_tical
95 the monopoly published during tn"-p"Iiod of the firsrCharter of the 8.8.C.".
N. Z.P.D. , VoI. Z45, p.917.
see Anthony smith, British Broadcasting, David and charres,I974, pp .67-72.
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one to consider the introduction of television in the late 1950s
and early 60s. rnstead, the British inquiries performed a
vicarious basis for debater ds both oppositions and Governments
genuflected in the directlon of principle while acting on the
basis of politicar opportunism. when in opposition, M.J. savage,
for example, could argue in the face of the coalition Governmentrs
Broadcasting Amendment Act 1934-35 that "the muzzle is gradually
being placed on this broadcasting service...I do not feel inclined
to a1low this to happen, and it seems to me that this House is
entitled to use every effort to make broadcasting free to the

',)people"." The folrowing year, however, Labour's contror of
the Treasury benches enabled a Governmental monopory to be set
up. Their actions r^rere rittle different from those bt their
predecessors in Government who, as shown, had d.isplayed diminishing
enthusiasm for the idea of a broadcasting service independent -
i-n part or in whore from Governmental control. Nor during the
course of the next 25 years would Governments of either political
stripe break from this pattern.

one would, however, need to be blind to the realities of New
Zealand's politicar culture to have expected otherwise. As
Lipson, for example, put it in 194g: "The peoprer or at any
rate most of them, look upon the state quite healthily as being
themselves under another form. when it acts, they feel that
they are acting. what it owns, they own. They do not endow it
with metaphysical properties or ascribe to it any transcendental
personality. To them it is simply a utilitarian i_nstrument
for effecting their will. rf something requires doing which
cannot be suitably undertaken otherr^rise than by organised public
endeavour, then ret the state do the job".2' rt may be that,
from a distance of 40 years, New Zearanders' wilringness to
embrace a governmental monopoly of its broadcasting services
indicates an astonishing degree of political and social immaturity.
That this was the case is to say no more than that to achieve

22. N. Z. P. D. , Vol. 242 , p.636 .

23. L, Lipson, op.cit., p.4g2.
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such maturity a peopre must first experience the insecurity of
adolescence.

Thus, it was possible for the new Labour Government in 1936 to
introduce legisration concentrating the control of alr broad-
casting in the hands of the state. Moreover. it could provide
an answer to the "real" issues B station popurarity and
coverage - by creating that year the National Commercial Broad-
casting service to run a string of 1ocal commercial stations
which would not only provide popular entertainment but would also
help to extend radio coveragie throughout the country. rn effect,
the Broadcasting Act of 1936 foreclosed public debate on monopoly
broadcasting for many years, unti-l television appeared clearly
on the horizon in the late 1950s, However, it by no means
brought to an end the issue of competition, which during the
next decade would shift in focus from competition between different
forms of broadcasting organisation to competition within the
broadcastJ-ng monopoly itself .

The creation of a state monopoly by definition left no room for
the B stations, despite the Government's post-erection confir-
mation that they would be allowed to ',rive,.24 Faced with the
alternative of serring up to Government, or goi_ng out of business
(the Broadcasting Act 1936 denied them the right to acquire
revenue from advertising), all the B stations could do was to
"ford Lheir tents like Arabs, and sirentry steal away.,, Eighteen
of the 22 sold out to the Government in the months forlowing the
passage of the Act.

The estabrishment in 1936 of a National Broadcasting service,
and a National commercial Broadcasting service the following year
(see footnote 27), saw the emergence of competj-tion within the
state monopoly: between the nati-onal (non_advertising) stations
on the one hand, and the commercial, community, stations on the
other- The advent of the N.c.B.s., partly inspired by the Govern_
mentrs desire to undercut the monopory enjoyed by the country,s

24. See Protheroe, op.cit., p.135.
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conservative press, also ended, once and for all, the argument
about whether commercial broadcasting should be introduced into
New zealand: if there was money to be made in this area, the
Government saw no reason why it should not reap the benerits.25
Itloreover, advertising revenue would enable the commercial stations
to exist self-sufficiently, while licence fees would continue to
finance the national stations.

The Government kept Lhe two divisions apart by having both the
Director of Broadcasting, professor James shelley, and the
controller of commercial Broadcastj-ng, c.G. scrimgeour - eaeh
of whom received the same salary - responsible directry to the
l4inister. Shelley loathed commercial radj-o (see Chapter 4) ,
and his sentiments were reciprocated by scrimgeour. The latter
was a close personal friend of the Prime Minister and Minister in
charge of Broadcasting, M.J. savage, who had great confidence in)F,
him. -" (Much parliamentary debate on the setting up of the
N-c.B.s. centred not so much on the principle, but on the fact
that scrimgeour was given the job of controlrer, the opposition
regarding him with intense disfavour folrowing the stormy pre-
erection years of B station controversy, culminating in the
j amming of tzs.27 )

Within this overall state
dently of the other, and
riva1.28 When, in Ig43,

monopoly each division operated indepen_
in fierce professional competition with its
the two were amalgamated under professor

25 . See N. Z. p. D. , Vo1. 245 , p. 751.
26. See N. Z. Radio Record, Augrust 19, 193g.
27. see the debate on the Broadcasting Amendment Bir1, N.Z.p.D.,VoI.249(pp.B3-114;137-gL,for6xamp1e).rh"eirffi,

the Broadcasting Amendment Act Lg37) iormally esLablishedthe N-c-B.s. and, inter aria, provided for tie afpointment ofa controller (by the Governor-General in council'on a 3-yearlyrenewable basis), and legalised the appointmeni-ot scrimieouiiwho had taken the post t6e previous year.
28. See Mackay, op.cit., Chapter g.
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shelley, partly because of the need to implement war-time
economies, and partly because of the new prime Minister's
determination to get rid of scrimgeour as controller of the
N-c.8.s.,29 this competition remained, although it has been
claimed that the commercial services were allowed to become
something of a "poor cousi-n" to the national division.30

The question of which system of control produced the ,,better,,
broadcasting would have to be determined by personal preference.
Mackay for instance an officer in the commercial division unt,il
he resigned in 1953 is in no doubt, opting strongly for the
period of independent control: "This was a period of expansion
and development, and the listeners benefited from the dual
system which appeared to suit New zealand. There was something
for everyone, a healthy spirit of competition was engendered,
with the broadcasting industry striving to give maximum service.u3l
A contrary view has been given by Holcroft, who recalr-s that,
"rn spite of early robust efforts by commercial radio, the peaks
of achievement were reached by both services after amargamation.
They were free in the r950s to test the possibilities of radio.Rivalry continued but found its outlets within the N.2.8.s.,32

fn tracing the monopoly/competition
earlj-er years it is clear that from

theme back through these
the outset, and notwithstanding

29 - scrimgeour ran into tro'bre soon after the death of savagein 1940- The efforts of savag"i"-"rr".essor, peter Fraser,to have scri-mgeour removed fr6m his post are d.escribed inMackay, op..cig: , pp. B5_90; ana in-slrimg;o"r,-i"" andSimpson,@., - pp. 1lg_126
30' see Mackay, gp.cit., chapter 10. That the rivalry remainedhigh is testiFGfto by .f .U.e. Schroder (Assistant Directorfrom 1949 to 1959; Director to 1961) who has reca'led thatthe two divisions "hated each othei,s guts.,r Schroder towriter, August 26, Ig75.
31. Mackay, op. cit. , pp. g6-g7.
32. M. H. Holcrof t, "Radio: The Great years,, ,Heritage , yoJ-. 7, pt. 94, p.i6at.-- in New Zealandrs
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the establishment of the Radio Broadcasting company, private
enterprise was not to be arlowed anything approaching a free
rein. Moreover, it had guickry become apparent to governments
of the day that the most satisfactory use of resources demanded
a nationally-organised system, and that such a system should be
publicry-owned. and operated. A system of centralised pubric
control, which had its origins in the wireless Telegraphy Act of
1903, was administratively convenient. rt was also in sympathy
with New zealand's own social and political commitment to an
egalitarian statism.

Private interests played an enormously valuable pioneering ro1e,
and eontinued until the mid-to-late r930s to provi.de a highry
popular service, but it could scarcery be said that their
existence represented any strong philosophical commitment to
the virtues of private enterprise broadcasting. Their banishment
following the 1936 election consolidated a broadcasting ethos
which for thi-rty years conceded no place to private interests
who sought to break the publicly-owned monopoly.
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CHAPTER FOUR: The Philosophy of New Zealand Broadcasting

This chapter focuses on the values largely explicit, but also
im.plicit - which have guided the developm.ent of New Zealand
broadcasting, CLnd- have defj-ned the pervading sense of
"mission".1 The concept of rpission not only incorporates those)
"key values"- which serve to justify the organisation's
existence and give it a sense of purpose, but it also helps
shape what Vickers calls the "appreciative setting", in terms
of whj-ch its successes and failures are perceived and under-
stood.3 In Part Three emphasis will be placed on examining the

l. See P. Selznick, Leadership in Administration, Harper & Row,
L957, ch 3. Says ppose that to
govern is always something of a strain; yet it is surely less
demanding to preside over an organj-sation that largely runs
itself than to be confronted with the questions: what shall
we 5!g? What shal-I we be? These ouestions are hard enough in
matters of personal guEance; they can be enormously coipli-
cated when the character and direction of a policy is at stake"

3. Sir Geoffrey Vickers, The Art of ,fudgnnent, Basic Books, 1965.
Says Vickers (p.67): @sts itself in the
exercise through time of mutually related judgements of
reality and value. These appreciative judgements reflect the
view currently held by those who make them of their interests
and responsibilities, views largely implicit and unconscious
which none the less condition what events and relations they
will regard as relevant or possibly relevant to them, and
whether they will regard these as welcone or unwelcorne,
important or unimportant, demanding or not dem-anding actions
or concern by them. Such judgments disclose what can best be
described as a set of readinesses to distingui-sh some aspects
of the situation rather than others and to classify and value
these in this way rather than in that, I will describe these
readinesses as an appreciative system. T call them a system
because they seem to be organised as a whole in ways to which
I will return, being so inter-related that a change in one
part of the system is likely to affect and be dependent on
changes elsewhere. I will describe the current sLate of such
a system as its 'settingr, as we speak of the setting of a
man-made regulator, to describe the governing relations to
which it is for the time being set to respond....."

2. selznick, op.cit., p.60 says: "...where leadership is required
. . . lhg proE[6-Ts always to choose key values and Lo crea€e a
social structure that amb
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values prclnoted and maintained by the N .Z .B .C. 's leadership.
However, tite Corporation was not created in a broadcasting vacuum.

It inherited from the N.Z.B.S. .t l.ppt.ciative setting in respect
of the purposes of public broadcastinq in New zealand' Just what

valueg were subsumed within these general purposes may be under-
stood by perusing the public statements of those persons who

playeci important lead.ership roles in New Zealand's nationally-
organised broadcasting organisations.4

ft is a truism that without technical facilities there can be no

progranmes. The development of any broadcasting system must be

dependent upon the acquisition and installation of plant and

facilities. Ivloreover, in an egalitarian society, and one which
has tended to value material above intellectual achievementrt the
yardstick- of this development is likeIy to be physical- and

demonstrahle rather than abstract and speculative. This has

been the case in New Zealand. The Radio Broadcasting Company's

4. The rnethodological problem in this approach is acknowledged:
what people say may not be what they really think, and actions
may bear litt1e relation to what is said. This is the differ-
ence between what Argyris calls "espoused theory" and "theory-
in-use". (See c. Argyris and D.A. Schon' Theory in Practice,
Jossey-Boss, L974t and Organisational Learning, Addison-
I,Iesle!, 1978) . Uo attem this complex
field here. Instead, the discussion here and in Part Three is
based on the assumption that if organisational leaders espouse
certain values and beliefs then they must be prepared to be
jucr,ged by their willingness and/or ability to live up to what
thev proclaim. To that extent it may be assumed that what they
sa)z is what they believe. More importantly, however, tbe ?ct
of speaking publicly, of espousing certain values, is a princi-
pal means of changing the appreciative settings within which
the politician or administrator works. Hence, it is perfectly
legitimate to examine public statements on the grounds that
these, in themselves, represent an observable form of purposive
political action.

5. Says L. Lipson, op.cit.' p.494: "The New Zealander's mind is
wont to grasp atEEconcrete and the tangible. His appraisal
of men and measures is cast in terms of physical accomplishment,
and 'practical' is the adjective of greatest praise in his
vocabulary. Abstractions, theories, ideas these are of
little account or interest unless they can be immediately
applied. Utility is the national yardstick, and the test of
success fills the place that is vacant of principle".
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principal brief was to establish a national radio service
operating from (technically) up-to-date stations in the four
main centres. The Company's stated objectives were: efficient
plant and station equipment; efficient staff organisation; and

attracti-ve progralnmes in that order.6 When it was replaced by

the Board the main criticism was that the Company had failed to
expand radio coverage to outlying areas quickly enough. Thus,

when the Board was constituted in L932, its first priority was to
conduct a thorough investigation into coverage needs- 7 It
continued to place emphasis on the development of facilities
during its four and a-half year existence (as evidenced by the
fact that the Board's Annual Reports gave considerably more

space to technical development than to any other single activity).
The principal organisational objectives were those of physical
growth - in terms of facilities, coverage, receiving licence
numbers, and broadcasting hours. The i-nperatives of physical
development were so strong that they could be seen to inhibit
conmj-tment to wider, more abstract, social responsibilities.
With capital expansion dependent on revenue from receiving
licence fees there was an incentive to treat progranme affairs
with caution. Offence was not to be given to any sector or group

which might have been in a position to generate political
opposition to radiots continued expansion.S

6. Statement by the General Manager, A.R.
Record, VoI.1, No.37, March 30' L928.

Ilarris, in N.Z. Radio

7. In its first Annua1 Report, of December 31, L932, the Board
commented (p.ffiEE-EE question of coverage was deemed by
the Board to be the most important of its problems, and a
Commission was set up with instructions to report on the subject
at the earliest practicable time. " t.lackay (op.cit., P-36)
argues that, utha Company was undercapitalised. It succeeded
in-providing a coverage tor the main cities, but accompli?hgd
little throughout its short career to consolidate its position
with the many thousands of listeners who lived outside the four
main areas oi population. Failure to provide for these people
was the rock on which the Company foundered...'
see E.A. Olssen, op.cit. He notes (p.14A) that excessive
caution in relation to controversial broadcasting seemed in
part "a consequence of the determination to extract a 25s
Iicence fee for every home; as the film industry has demon-
strated so clearly, the wider the market sought in matters of
this kind, the more careful the entrepreneur must be to adhere
strictly rigidly to the policy 'No controversy, please"'.

8.
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until 1936 the leadership of the nationar broadcasting organi-
sations the company and the Board - was in the hands of men

whose backgrounds suggested that they were appointed in order to
meet the principal requirements of facility development and sound
business practice.9 The Generar Manager of the company was a
christchurch engineering businessman, A.R, Harris, about whom it
was said: "it would be difficult Lo find a man less qualified
by nature and training to hold the important position of Director
of Broadcasting.... To be a successful director...one shourd be
a man of exceptional education and culture....u10 The Generar
Manager of the Board was E.c. Hands, formerry of the post and
Telegraph Departmentr dnd a man described by Professor Shelley
€rsr "a very old and tried public servant (who) knew what could
or could not be d.one within the pubric service".rl The original
three-member Board comprised a public accountant (H.o. vickery)
as Chairman, a grocer (e.n. Hutchinson) and a farmer
(L.R.C. Macfarlane). An enlarged Board of seven, appointed in
1935, included a Doctor of lvlusic (s.x. phillips), a lawyer
(w.H. cocker) r dD estate agent (n. palliser), and a businessman
(H.c. Livingstone). White the appointment of this enlarged Board
suggested a growing awareness of the need for a greater diversity
of interest to be represented on the controlling body, the Board
soon became a "lame duck" administration after the general
election later that year.

9. Said the Postmaster-General, Adam Hamilton: ,'...it is
necessary for the Government to...see that the Board is run
on safe business 1ines, conmensurate with giving as efficient
a service as possible with the revenue at its disposal".
N.Z.P.D., Vol.230, p.658.

10. W.H. Mcfntyre, in N.Z.P.D., Vol.23O, p.804.
11. Professor Shelley's farewell speech to staffr on tape in

broadcasting archives, Timaru. Hands was widely respected
(Mackay,_for example, op.cit., p.57, calls him "the strong
man" while denigrating-E--oard rn-embers. See, too
K.G. Collins, Broadcasting, Grave and Gay, Caxton Press , L967 |
pp.56-57) . rio nce to suggest that
he brought to his job the intellectual leadership that the
position could be seen to call for.
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It was when control was vested in a government department that a
raajor turning point came in the emergence of a philosophy of
broadcasting in New zealand. The appointment of professor ,James
Shelley to the new post of Director of Broadcasting suggested that
the overriding emphasis on physicar d.evelopment might give way
to a grreater concern with programme initiatives, reflecting a
coherent interpretation of public broadcastingfs social responsi-
bilities. The appointment of shelley - who held the chair of
Education at canterbury university College in Christchurch - was
widely acclairned. According to the N.Z. Radio Record of December
11, 1936, Shelley was "one of the most cultured - and broadminded -
men in the country", a man who would "raise the standard of broad-
casting in New Zealand." one broadcaster of the day has recalled:

"The first day professor shelley took up his appointmentwe knew that here was someone clifferent.. ..we were tolearn that this was the everyday professor, a universityin miniature, willing to srrare rrii experience, his vastknowledge, his hopes, with any intereited lisiener....
No matter what he spoke about he held one's interest,
because you knew his was the voice of authority, oflearning, ofrexo-perience " .L2

rt woul-d be misleading to overstate the emphasis on physicar as
against programme development during the pre-shelley years, just
as it would be to understate the emphasis on capital development
and physical expansion that took place after 1936. For example,
soon after its inception the Board undertook a substantial piece
of research to ascertain listener requirements, and significant
programme advances 

"rrsrr"d.13 And the Labour Government, furry
cognisant of the mood of the electorate, did not hesitate to
stress the need for progress in extending radi-o reception to arl
parts of the .o.rntry.I4 Neverthelessr €rs smith has put it, ,,the

L2. Collins, op.cit., p.119.
13- For an outline of the programme advances made by theBoard, see protheroe, op.ci!., ch.9.

Savage, quoted in
Postmaster-Genera1,

N.Z.P.D., VoI.275,
stressed the high

L4. See, for exarnple, the prime Minister, M.J.N.Z. Radio Record, September Ig, 1936; the
@.; vo1.24s, p.84; andp.442. The sffis annual rep6rts oftenreceiving licence :population ralio.
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nature of broadcast content is profoundly influenced by the idea
of the audience which the communicator has in his head. "l5 Shelley
had such an idea, a philosophy which encompassed three principal
values.

First and foremost, he regarded it as imperative that radio be

used to promote and maintain higher standards in the arts. "What-
ever we can do for the arts in New Zea1and," he said, "one thing
we must do is to raise the standards all round. We cannot afford
to put up with low stand.ards, because to do so is to put up with
a low standard of human beings."16 Shelley was continually
insistent that whatever was broadcast had to be the best available.
In this regard he was always at pains to stress the Servicers
efforts to secure the best overseas artists to perform for New

Zealand audiences, and the most authoritative speakers on topics
of inter"=t.17 According to one who worked closely with Shelley,
he regarded New Zealand as "virgin soil" in the field of cultural
endeavour, and his principal mission was to raise the standards of
broadcasting and so foster a higher level of artistic appreciation
among New Zeal.nd"r".18 while, in deference to New Zealandrs
egalitarian ethos, he denied that he was a "cultural Moses"

seeking to lead the country's radio listeners "out of the wilder-
ness of lowbrow entertainment into a highbrow promised land",

15.
16.

Anthony Smith, Tbe ShgQow i4 lbe_!4\rer op.cit., p.244.
Reported in The Press, November 24, 1936. See Appendix A
for additional material indicating Shelley's philosophy
of broadcasting.

17. See items from the Service's annual reports, in Appendix A.
18. J.H. Hall to writer, August 4, L975. On his appointment,

Shelley acknowledged "how soundly the foundations of our
broadcasting system have been laid by the excellent officers
in the Service", and ple,ilged to do his 'rutmost to raise
standards and build up traditions upon these foundations
that will be worthy of New Zea1and. " - Quoted in P. Downes
and P. Harcourt, Voices in the Air, l"lethuen, L976' p.103.
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nevertheless his commitment to such a purpose is illustrated in
his reply to a suggestion that New Zealand listeners preferred
vaudeville to cultural enlightenment. "If the New Zealand

public rea11y wants vaudeville then it is not the
slightest use appointing me Director of Broadcasting.
I am not thinking of what the casual listener wants to
hear in 1936. I am thinking of what they will be
having in 1945. If I cannot plan some big ideas for
the broadcasting system then I will not be doing my
job....Are we going to use such a tremendous instrument
merely to fill in the gaps or as a background for the
noises we make when we eat our soup? Anyone who uses
it in that manner is a traitor to his country. I an
looking forward to the time when people will go to
their radios at certain regular hours of the day as
being just as much their duty as to fill in their income
tax returns. Is the attitude of mind of the person who
wants to use radio for vaudeville the right attitude of
a citizen? If it is then we might as well shut up shop.
I should not like people to think that radio is going
to be used only for educational and political purposes.
There is no reason why people should not get just as
much enjoyment out of their radios as they can get at
present. They can have what they want, but they must
have the bestr so that in time they will be wanting
something they did not want yesterday."l9

Shel-leyrs second key value, related to the first but different
in emphasis, was the securement of social unity through a conmon

appreciation of finer things. "The unifying value of music and
the spoken arts", he argued, "is a most important substructure

to the understanding of life values, and has an
incalculable value in raising the emotional discipline
of a community. However clever we may be as thinkers,
if we are undisciplined in regard to our feelings, then
the State will fa11 to pieces just as easily as if our
feelings were right and our thinking was inadequate."20

There can be little doubt that Shelley was a cultural elitist.
As such, he had little regard not only for the "vaudeville" that
many listeners obviously sought, but also for the activities of

L9. Reported
20. Reported

The Dominion, October 22, 1936.an

an the N.Z. Radio Record, September 4, 1936.
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conrmercial radio.2l These activities were seen by Shel1ey to
be subversive of society's moral fibre. (The circumstances
that resulted in the amalgamation of the two divisions of the
broadcasting department in 1943, under Shelleyfs directorship,
gave him the advantage in pursuing his cultural mission in the
face of the commercial stations' popular appeal. The result
was disillusionment on the part of some.,of those committed to
a philosophy different fronr. Shelley's."1

Thirdly, possibly because nearly half of his term as Director
of Broadcasting feIl during the years of the Second World War,

Shelley espoused a strong belief that radio was a vital means

of fostering tolerance and peace. He hoped that community
attitudes would harden against the use of radio for propaganda

23purposes. -' Radio, for Shelley, was a means by which reason

2I. According to J.H. Hall (to writer, August 4, L975) Shelley
and Scrimgeour disliked each other intensely. While the
dislike might have been based in part on personality differ-
ences, it stemmed also from the differing views that each man
held of radio's role in society. To Scrimgeour, Shelley
appeared a haughty highbrow bent on forcing cuJ-ture down
people's throats while, to Shelley, Scrimgeour appeared to
be an irresponsible saboteur of broadcastingts "true" mission
in soci-ety. See, too, Scrimgeourrs disparaging comments on
Shelley and the YA (national) stations in Scrimgeour, Lee,
Simpson, op.cit. r pp. 63-64.

22. In lvlay, L946, the N.Z.B.S.'s advertising manager, S.H.J. Duff 'resigned his post, a move which led "a leading advertising
representative" to comment in The Dominion, of May 8 , 1946 |
that it had become a job in whIEIi-DIiEEG nothing more than
a "yes" man, "a job where he is not allowed to use his own
initiative, where d.iscontent is rife and everybody works to
a set of regul-ations which must be strictly adhered to -
regulations prepared by someone whose one aim is to give
listeners not what they want, but what he wants them to have."
Not all the advertising fraternity were opposed to Shelley's
handling of commercial radio, however. One Sinclair Carruthers
of Radio Features Ltd, wrote in a letter to the Editor of
The Domin+el (May 23, l-946) that, "Professor Shelley took over
an ffippy End somewhat odorous body three years ago. He has
performed a number of painful operations to clean the sores,
and to his credit has generally made it hygienic. For
that the public owes him its thanks....The policy instituted
by the Professor to clean up the service cut my company's
earnings in ha1f...(but)...I cannot but agree that that policy
was right. "

23. Shelley, reported in The Press, August 31' 1936.
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could prevail over rhetoric, in the interests of democracy.
Radio would "form- an instrument for rear democracy, based on a
sympathetic understanding of all points of view, considered in
the quj-et environment of the fireside, instead of in the rather
hectic emotional atmosphere of a great concourse of peopre or
in the light of unsympathetic print."24 During the war radio,s
predominant function was the maintenance of national morale and
purpose. There was 1itt1e scope for debate on anything else in
respect of broadcasting's prrtpo""".25 shelrey closely identified
himself with this function at the day-to-day operationar revel,
personally reading the daily 9 p.m. news, and acting in plays
specially produced to borster the national *or.1..26 These plays
were greatly augrmented by an infrux of B.B.c. programmes which
"became part of New Zearand life in wartime, providing services
that were beyond the Domini-on t s own resources,,, and which ,,set
standards that all good broadcasters would try to emurate when
the war ras over.,,27

24- sheIley, reported in the lI.Z. Radio Record, september 4,1936.
25. E.c. wedell (Broadcasti-4g and public poricy, Michael Joseph,

1998, P.245) r years...ensured a'closed periodt for the discussion of 6road.casting policy.rndeed, the momentum engender"g by the B.B.c.;" o"ityingrole during this period of nationit crisis tended to inhibitargument about the ends and rneans in broadcastinq and thecorporation's role in this until the end of the r940s".
26' Mackay, op.cit-, p.B4, notes that, "with the passing of eachyear of warr gredter use was made of the broahcastiig service,the programm.e consisting 9f tarks by prominent sfeakers,speciar morale-building shows such is-'Ftre work fir victory,,and propaganda progranmes such as tThis is tfarr and tTell-the

Peopler - rt is gratifying to note that many of theseprogranrmes were produced by New Zealanders in the stud.iosof the N-B.s- and N-c.B.s. or on location',. J.H. Harr (towriter, Augtust 4, J-975') confirmed that both Savage and Fraser
"had a great regard" for Shelley.

27 - M.H. Holcroft, "Radio: The Great years',, New Zealand'sHeritage, VoL. 7, pt. 94, p.2626.
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In his concern to promote standards and raise the levels of
artistic appreciation, Shelley adopted an approach favoured
by Reith of the B.B.c. Listeners to the national stations
received a variety of programmes, thus ensuring that, whether
they liked it or not, they wourd at intervals be "exposed, to
progranmes considered beneficial to thern.28 That the existence
of commerciar stations could subvert this strategy probably
reinforced shelley's disrike of them. Nor was the strategy
accepted uncritically. one commentator argued. that it was

"a simple fallacy that a jumble of incompatible
programmes is desirable because it is 'good' for
people. The basic fallacy is that those who want
to give radio listeners 'what is good for them' assume
a taste for good music is like a taste for beer that
if you have enough of it, you get to want j-t. This(is) ...a pernicious fallacy - in practice it doesntt
work out that way....The listener simply turns the
knob.n29

(The Reithian approach aLso came under fire in Britai.r.30)

rt was not until after sherrey departed the scene, in LgLg, that
the N.Z.B.S. established the yC network, ',designed to give
listeners the choice of prograrnmes pranned on a consistently
high level from the YC stations, programmes appearing to a wider
range of taste from the YA stations, and light programmes from
the YD and ZB stations.u3l This innovation irnplicitly recognised
the so-called "pyramid of tastet' in the community and may have
been viewed as an alternative means of raisinq the level of

28. Reithrs approach was summed up in his well known words:
"rt is occasionally indicated to us that we are setting out
to give the public what we think they need - and not what
they want - but few know what they wlnt, and very few what
they need': - quoted in R. pose, politics in England Today,
Faber , L974, p.220. Shelley clea
see item 9 , Appendix A.

29. G.H.O. Wilson, What's Wrong with Broadcasting: A plan for
Radio in tlew Ze

30. See Altman et al, op.cit.r pp.90-9l.
31. Annual Report of the N.Z.B.S. for the year ended March 31,
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cultural appreciation. It had also been introd.uced in Britain
by the 8.8.c.32 on the other hand, it may have reflected opinion
within the N.z.B.s. that shelley's mission was unrealistic or
undesirabl-e (or both), and that listeners should be able to
pursue their own preferences. The latter view was held by
J.H.E. Schroder, then Assistant Director, who was responsible for
the introduction of the YC statiorr".33

Shelleyrs aim was to use radio to bring to New Zealand. audiences
the best available overseas talent. He was also deeply conmitted
to developing the country's own artistic resources. While the
Board had moved in this direction before he came on the scene,
Shelley brought considerable impetus to the task. Under his
directorship the promotion of local talent became inextricably
linked with another value that has come to characterise New

Zealandrs radio services during the past decades: the enhancement
of local civic consciousness. In effect, this was a further
manifestation - applied at the local community level - of

I Shelley's belief that radio was a "unifying" force in society.
A National Orchestra had. been established in L946, and a year
later the rather self-conscj-ous objective of creating a national
identity was given another boost with the introduction of "a
supplementary policy that of using radio as a local institution
to serve as an instrument for developing the cultural life,
artistic endeavour, and civic consciousness of towns and

1Adistricts. "-= The local stations were to provide a grid through

32. The idea of the "Pyramid of Taste" was originated by Reithrs
successor, Sir lfilliam Haley, and rested on "the conception
of the community as a broadly based cultural pyramid slowly
aspiring upwards. This pyrarnid is served by three main
Programmes, differentiated but broadly over-lapping in levels
and interest, each Programme leading on to the other, the
listener being induced through the years increasingly to
discriminate in favour of the things that are more worth-
whiIe". - quoted in A. Smith, British Broadcasting, op.cit.,
p.83.

33. Schrod.er to writer, August 26, 1975.
34. Annual Report of the N.Z.B.S. for the year ended lt{arch 31,

L947 , p.2-
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which the best local talent could be brought to national
attention.35

Under Shelley's dj-rection, New Zealand broadcasting m.ade major
advances in the area of progranme standards, ancl for the first
time the traditional values of physical development were comple-

mented by the vigorous promotion of creatively-oriented objectives.
However, his contribution to the later emergence of vigorous news

and current affairs broadcasting was far less marked. He was

concerned to see broadcasting used as an instrument to foster a

sense of sympathetic tolerance, which he felt was essential to
democracy. His was essentialty a Platonic viewpoint which stressed
the virtues of a social consensus shaped by the "superior" mindS

of the community. According to Shelley, for examplet

"it should obviously be the aim of a broadcasting service
to transmit, honestly and simply, only such information
as has the stamp of authenticity, as well as opinions
that have the backing of mature minds and adequate
knowledge. Broadcasting should bend its efforts to
develop a spirit of trust and tolerance, and not succurnb
to the temptation^to provide the superficial excitement
of petty strife.urb

This conception undoubtedly rested easily with the paradigm of
"overhead democracy" which underpinned the New Zealand political
system during those years. And, perhaps to that extent, Shelley
felt constrained in articulating his objectives for informational
broadcasting. Moreover, the six years of vtar-time censorshipt
which marked nearly half of his term as Director of Broadcasting'
provided a poor climate in which to stimulate news and current
affairs broadcasting. Nevertheless, it is doubtful (a) whether
Shelley himself understood that "the excitement of petty strife"

35. rbid. olssen, op.cit., has argued that the establ-ishment
6T-Etrese local ffii-ons was done m.ore for "vote catching"
purposes rather than for the reasons stated. Undoubtedly,
potiticians woul-d have been eager to secure credit for
the establishment of local stations within thei-r electorates,
though it is arguable whether this was Lhe primary reason
for their introduction.

36. Reported in N.Z. Listener, June 30, 1939.
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could be generated through the legitimate pursuit of individual
and group interest in a pluralistic society, and (b) whethert
had he recognised pubJ-ic broadcastingts role in this process, by
way of news and current affairs prograrmning, he would have been
effective in ensuring that it was fulfilled.

In short, Shelley was not, in the broad sense of political
efficacy, another Reith. Any comparison between the Lwo should
not be pursued too far; broadcasting in New Zealand ancl Britain
operated within very different social and political contexts (a
fact not always conceded t ot even understood, by those who looked
to Britain for broadcasting precedents). New Zealand's
egalitarian ethos, for example, was not naturally supportive of
the Shelley strategy of giving listeners what he felt was good
for them. At the more tangible political level, Shelley was the
head of a government department, constitutionally under direct
ministerial control, while Reith was the chief executive of a

public corporation whose independence from day-to-day political
supervision was constitutionally secured by means of a Royal
Charter. The fact that Shelley's appointment was renewable every
three years at the Governmentrs pleasure would have created
problems for any bureaucratic innovator bent on introducing
changes that may have appeared threatening to his or her
political masters. As Shelley himself recalled, "...every three
years (*y) appointment had to be gone over again and debated,
and I can see the cabinet seriously asking themselves whether they
should put up with this fel-low any longer...f could simply have
been told my appointment was not to be renewed...it's a bit
trying when the three years is nearly up.rr37

Shelley in his
in broadcasting

farewell speech to staff, tape recording
archives, Timaru,

37.
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These factors notwithstanding, however, it is possible to say
something about the respective abilities and inclinations of
Reith and Shelley in regard to the acguisitj-on and maintenance
of de f.acto as distinct from de jure power. In this, Reith
appears to be by far the more command.ing figure. He was not
only overwhelmingly influential in bringing about the establish-
ment of the B.B.c. und.er charter in the first place, but was
also able to secure and protect the organisation's independence
once its constitutional foundation had been taid.38 As smith
notes, f'The 1930s were the B.B.C. rs golden age. There were

continued complaints against the overweening power of
its monopolistic status, against high-handed cultural
dictation by Reith, against the forcing of ,high
standards I down the public throat. But the secure statute
of the B.B.c. and its guaranteec income nade it a place of
great creatj-ve experiment. fts reputation grew at home
and overseas. It^Qug itself deep into the roots of
tsritish Society. "39

There can be little doubt that shelley's impact on New Zealanc's
broadcasting development has been, in its o\^rn way (particularly
in regard to standards of progranme preparation and presentation)
as lasting as that of Reith's on Britainrs. The essential
difference between the two men was apparent at the interface
between the professional and political realms.

38. "The evidence suggests that it was Reith's influence
increasingly propagated by Reith himself, his associates
and his public relations department (established at the
outset) that led to the setting up, with the Crawford
committeefs bressing, of a public broadcasting corporation
under Royal Charter, financed out of licence fees, and
with Mr Reith as its first Director General', - Altman et aI,
op-. git. , p.13. p. p. Eckersley r the B .8.C. 's Chief Engineer
till L929, has written: "The form_, content and influence
of the broadcasting service as we know it today is the
product of one dominant mind: it represents one mants
conception of the role of broadcasting in a modern demo-
cracy. No one who is serving or who has served the B.B.C.
has had anv influence in any way comparable with that
exercised by its first chief executive....He was the only
man who made up his mind about policyr who knew what he
wanted and who had the power and will to carry his ideas
into practice." - The power Behind tE gfgro$gng., Cape,
L94I, F.55

39 . Anthony Sr,nith, British Broadcastinq, op . cit . , p .62 .
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Shelley drew enormous enjol'ment from his involvement in pro-
fessional broadcasting pursuits. His nj-ckname was "the lost
Prof" - reflecting his many absences from the office whire
personarly taking part in rad.io drama productiorr".40 According
to some who knew him werl, he disliked being invorved in
controversy. Nor, by popular consent, was he any sort of
administrator. He was a non-political animal and did not relish
the fact that as a permanent head he had often to exprain and
justify broadcasting matters to a ministerial dilettant..4l
Here there appears to be an important difference in personality
between shelley and Reith: the former was not predisposed to
become involved in the political (in the broadest sense)
activities demanded of high governmental office. Reithr on
the other hand, was a man who fully understood. that the ',price'
of commitment to particular public ends was political involvement.

certainly, shelley was able to raise the public appreciation of
broadcasting standards (to alter, in vickers' terms, appreciative
settings); but he was here working in an area where virtually
no political opposition could be expected. who, after all, was
going to question seriously an argument that New Zealand listeners
should be able to enjoy the best in artistic expression, that
at the same time every effort shourd be made to identify and
promote loca1 talent, that New Zealand broadcasting must pray a
major role in promoting a higher leveI of cultural appreciation
in the country? True, such priorities did not enjoy unanimous
supportr particularly among members and supporters of the
N.c.B.s. But the purpose which sherley brought to New zealand
broadcasting in 1936, and pursued in subsequent years, rested

40. Bernard Beeby ro v.rriter, JuIy 8, 1975. Beeby was Super-
visor of Productions during Shelleyts term of office,
and a close fri-end.

41. The observations were supplied in interviews, Cated
above, with J.H. Hall, J.H.E. Schroder, and B. Beeby.
According to Beeby, for example, Shelley ,'dodged
controversy; he tried his best to please everyone,'.
Schroder maintains that SheIIey "hated" the political
requirements of his job.
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easily with prevailing governmental aims, particularly those
stressing educational and cultural developmerrt.42

News and controversial broad^casting - an area of acute political
sensitivity - was a different proposition. rt is apparent that
shelley refrained from making it a contentious issue. His
concern that radio should be a vehicle for reason rather than
rhetoric indicates that he had a conception of public broad-
castingrs responsibilities in this direction, but the realities
of his position as a politicarly-appointed head of a government
department seem to have diminished any urge he may have had to
pursue the matter with vigour. As a critic of shelIey, sir
Thomas Hunter, argued in respect of the N.z.B.s., ,,broadcasting

is not democratic in nature and can be made so only
1f all shades of opinion may be heard on the air.
Before we reach this goal in New Zealand we have a
long way to go. We hive not forgotten the suppression
of the series How Things Began...no time is allowed to
those who wish@ rtruths' or dogrnas sofrequently heard....Until all shades of opinion are
heard on the air the totalitarian character of our
broadcasting system will remain".43

42- As already noted, Peter Fraser, who was Minister of Educationwhile Deputy prime Minister, was an admj-rer of shelley's.
For an outline of the Labour Government's education policies
see I,f.B. Sutch, _The.euest for Secu@:
I€4!:_-19 66, Oxford rn
broad terms the objectives were spelt out in I 1939 reportof the Director of Education: "The present Government wasthe first to recognise that continued education is no longer
a special privilege for the werl-to-do or the academicalryable, but a right to be craimed by all who want it to thefullest extent that the state can provide." -rbid,.p.263. rt
was a period of intense governmental involvemeiT-Tn New
Zearandrs cultural development. see for exampre, w.B. sutch,
Poverty and Progress, Reed, L969, p.333. A slatutes Amend.mentAct passed in 1943 extended the powers of the Minister in Chargeof Broadcastinq "to do all such things he considers to be inthe interests of the community for the purpose of developing
and improving broadcasting talent. "

43. Letter to the Editor of the N.z. Listener; July rt Lg|g. sirThomasHunterwasatthetim@VicLoriaUniversity
College in Wellington. The controversy over the Broadcasts
to schools progranmes "How Things Began" occurred in 1947.
The series, designed to "satisfy the curiosity of children
about the early stages of tife on earth and the story of man",
was terminated by the Minister of Education, apparenlty after
a complaint by a fundamentalist (see l{ack"y, op.cit. , p.L2L-21 .



The word "totalitarian" may have been an exaggeration, and it
may be that Shelley's professed opposition to the use of radio as
a propaganda medium was an inhibiting influence on any designs
the government might have had to pursue this further. However, if
the democratic functions of radio v/ere to be developed who11y or
in part out of a creative tension between the government and its
Director of Broadcasti-ng, then shelley (even allowing for the
statutory insecurity of his position) was not the man to instigate
and sustain sueh a tension.

Scrjmgeour might have been such a man. Certainly, he was of strong
politj-cal orj-entation, a man who appeared to relish controversial
involvement, and a most abte publicist - arl of which was evi-
denced by his leading role during the era of the B stations, and
subsequentry during his time as controrrer of the National
Commercj-al Broadcasting Service. Whereas Shelley was committed,
in Olssen's terms, to the concept of broadcasting as a "dispenser"
of programme fare, scrimgeour was acutely aware of radiors
participative potential, and had innovated to exploit it.44 rt
is possible that, in light of this, Scrimgeour might have perceived
the possibilities of news and controversial broadcasting not so
much in terms of high sounding democratic argum.ent, but with an
eye to any commercial potential inherent in these progra-mmes.
As it was, scrimgeour was too political an animar for the peace
of nind of Fraser's increasingry conservative Government.

44. The N.Z. Radio Record of December 11, r93G, observed that,"Pro@ays that he will raise the standardof broadcasting in New Zealand. The professor is quite
capabre of doing this , for he is one of the most cultured...
and broadminded...men in the country. The Rev. c.G. scrim-geour, the new Controller of National Commercial Broadcasting,
who has said nothing about raising the standard of broad-casting, but who, through his popularity and magnetic micro-
phone manner, might quite possibly ao so." According toM.H. Holcroft ("Ra4io: The ereat iears,', New Zealandls
Egritaqe, Vol.7, (ScrG-geoffi)-
direction, zB stations biought radio closer to the peopre,not onry by channerring easy listening to their homes butalso by fostering a sense of participition". Welfare sessions
were one principal means of doing this.-see Annual Report ofthe National Commercial Broadcasting_ service Eor EhEl?ia--
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Whereas Shelleyrs contribution in this area was inhibited by
political reticence, it is likely that Scrimgeour's would have
been nullified by political brashness.

SheIIey was the first person to set about the task of defining and

articulating a mission for New Zealand's public broadcasting
system. As The Press suggested in an editorial on SheIIeyrs
appointment, little progress had hitherto been made in the
"exploitation of the wireless as a means of social and political
education." The professorts appointment, according to the
newspaper, would remedy the defect of having a system controlled
by men "whose interests were technical rather than poliLical
and cultural. ..henceforth there (would) be less emphasis on the
means of transmitting programmes and more on the programmes

4qthemselv€s."=- The newspaperrs prediction was accurate in the
broad cultural field, but not so in regard to broadcasting's
poli-tica1 functions.

This shortcoming evoked the frecruent charge that under ministerial
control a service independent of political interests would be

impossible to achieve. Mackayrs comment typifies this reasoning:

"Whenever the Minister feels inclined he can take
the wheel and the Director becomes the navigating
officer who steers a course laid out for him. There
is no limitation of ministerial authority: he is at
liberty to regulate the administrative process of the
Broadcasting Department to suit himself and the
interestr oi rril party".46

The independence Shelley sought and achieved, however, was the
independence that would enable him, as a self-confessed cultural
leader, to run the Broadcasting Service relatively free from
what he likely saw as the undiscerning intervention of unculti-
vated politicians. He strove to promote the cultural purposes

of the organisation in Lhe manner that he, as a professional,
saw fit.

45. Editorial in The Press, August 28, 1936.

46. Mackay, op.cit., p.111.



It is not possible to assess, with any cerLainty, the extent

The war proved to be a stumbling block for
In particular, it prevented the building of
centre" in Wellington, which was to ernbody

torium for music and the spoken .rt".48 In
speech to staff, Shelley estimated that he
one third of what he set out to accomplish.

97.

the time he
Broadcasting

Shelley's plans.
"a great broadcasting

a national conserva-
his retirement

had achieved about
He paj-d a tribute

to which Shelley felt that
retired in 1949. The N.z.

he had succeeded by
Herald, probably the

Servicers most persistent and harshest critic, conrmented at
the time of his retirement that, "at first (he) made hopeful

public statements about what he proposed to do for the
improvement of broadcasting, but it soon appeared
that with Mr Savage as Minister he had practically
no freedom of action. He lapsed into silence which
was seldom broken thereafter, and listeners were
hardly aware of his existence save later on as a
reader of war news, a compere of recorded operas and
occasionally a player in radio drama. The Government
meanwhile treated the service as an instrument of
Labour Party policy....Within this straitjacket, the
Director managed to accomplish more than might have
been expected. He reserved about one fifth of total
time on the air for serious dramatic talent, organised
much play production and developed the use of B.B.C.
recorded programmes " .47

to "the tremendous work for education and the arts generalry
that the present Government has done", and observed that, "as
far as broadcasting as a cultural influence in the country is

I

I

/

concerned we can
of all political
to do with it."49

regard it as having won a place in the platform
parties...Ird like to think I've had something

An authoritative source has judged Shelley as
being "less successful" as a pubtic administrator, arguing that
"his influence on the development of broadcasting in New Zealand
was not strongly marked."50 This judgement r^ras not shared by

47. Editorial
48. Shelley,

See ibid

in the N.Z. Herald, April 18, 1949.

49. Shelley in his farewell speech to staff, tape recording in
broadcasting archives, Timaru.

50. A.H. Mclintockr in A.H. Mclintock (ed. ), A4 Encyclopaedia of
New Zealand, Vol. 3, Government printer, W@FZJ9.-

quoted in P. Downes and P. Harcourt, op.cit., p.132.
for an artistrs impression of the proposed building.
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those who knew and worked with hirn. In particular, the Editor
of the N.Z. Listener was fulsome in his praise of Shelleyrs
impact on New Zealand Broadcasting: "As clearly as the B.B.C.
today is what Lord Reith made it. with all his limitations and
fault;;, the N.Z.B.S. r,r'ill long remain what professor Shelley
has made it in spite of everything in him and it that has gone

c'lwrong..."-- In raising standards, and in securing in a
departmental context - a degree of professional autonomy within
which radiors cultural mission could be pursued, Shelley
achieved a notable measure of success in terms of the objecti-ves
he had set himself.

The impact of Shelley must be measured not solely in terms of
his tangible achievements, but a1so, and more importantly, in
light of what he as a person r^/as seenr ES Director of Broadcasting,
to symbolise: in short, a commitment to the "best" in creative
standards. This commitment, together with his standing within
the educati-on profession, raised hirn above party politics. fn
a way that Scrimgeour coulC never have been, Shelley was
respected and accepted.by both parliamentary parties.52 This
in turn appears to have been a source of frustration to some who
opposed the exclusion of private enterprise from the broadcasting
field, and who saw Shelley as being little more than a tool in
the hands of the Labour Governrnent. To one such critic, the
Director of Broadcasting was "merely an animated pawn in a
political dressboard to be moved and pushed at the nod and beckon
of the Goverrur.ent..."53 It is possible to sugcest, in light of
this scenario, that Shelley (who, according to OfDonoghue, was

qA
a socialist-') retired in April , L949, in shrewd anticipatj-on of
the chanqe of Government that would come later that year. His
directorship ran, of course, through virtually the entire period
of the first Labour Government.

51.
52,
53.

Editorial in the N.E. Listener, April 22, 1949.
See, for example, N.Z.F.D., VoI.249t p.91.
A.F. OrDonoghue, The Rise and Fatl of Radio Broadcasting
in New Zealandr p

54. See lbid.
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This, however, is too patent an argument. Shelley turned 65

retirement age in t949.55 He had spent 13 vears in the job,
and he was clearly eager to return to England (he departed soon

after his retirement), Those who worked with him have testified
to his apolitical personatity: he was, in so far as broadcasting
at least was concerned, not so much a socialist as a st'atist.
"Broadcasting is too powerful an instrument to be in the hands

of anyone except the State or an organisation responsible to
the state", he had .rgrred.56 rt is this brief statement which
encapsulates an important truth about Shelley: his belief in
the overwhelming importance of broadcasting in the life of the
community; his political ineptitude, reflected in his failure
to have much impact on the development of radio's democratic
functions; and his own self-view as a public servant in the
statesman-like role, uninterested in the intrigues of party
politics and committed to a vision that transcends them.
Anthony Downs, in his typology of bureaucrats, suggests
that in most cases such "statesmen" are"doomed to be misfits in

R?office".-' Shelley was a nisfit in that he was a vastly atypical
public servant in an a.typical administrative role. While he was

able to achieve a great deal, his impatience with politics
ironically seems to have prevented him from achieving considerably
more.

Shelley's successor was the Assistant Director, William Yates,
an administrator rather than a broadc.st"t.58 Importantly,
however, a man of acknowledged literary ability' J.H.E. Schroder'
was appointed as Assistant Director, leaving his post of
Assistant Editor of The Press. Schroder has recalled that he

55.
56.
57.
58.

He retired in April. His birthday
Quoted in the N.Z. Listener, April

was in Septernber.
7, 1961 , p.4.

Anthony Downs, op.cit., p.11I.
At the time of Yates' appointment, the N.Z. Listener' April 29,
L949, conrmented: "It is as an administrator that he is best
known within the service". M.H. Holcroft (neluctant Editor'
op.cit., p.17) observed that, "William Yateffi,
an etticient and trustworthy public servant...closer in
interest to accountancy than to the creative side of broad-
casting". According to Bernard Beeby (to writer, JuIy 8, L9751
Yates, although he had a close interest in dramatic production,
was "100 percent a civil servant".
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was appointed after receiving a letter from a then, and since'
unidentified friend informing him that if he wished to apply
for the job, the Public Service Commission would consider his
application with interest.59 Schroder, a Master of Arts, was

also a noted literary critic and author. (After his retirement
from broadcasting he was granted an honorary D. Litt. from
Canterbury University, and was appointed to the Queen Elizabeth II
Arts Council, and to the Indecent Publications Tribunal.) His
appointment meant that from 1936 until the inception of the
N.Z.B.C. there was, in one of the two top broadcasting jobs' a

person of stature in the arts.

According to Schroder, Yates gave him a free rein in programme

administration.60 rn view of his journalistic background it is
not surprising that moves were soon afoot to secure a more

comprehensive news service for the N.Z.B.S. (see Chapter 2) .

Meanwhile, Schroder continued Shelley's emphasis on radio as a
means of cultural development. In his opinion, his most worth-
while achievements either as Assistant Director (1949-58) ' or as

Director (1958-61), were the establishment of the YC network in
1950, and the improvement and consolidation of the National
orchestra, together with a continuing priority of bringing to
New zealand top-line performers from orr"t"."=.61 Regarding the
introduction of the YC network, Schroder stronoly contests Mackay's
assertion62 that credit for this was due to 'the Minister in Charge

of Broadcasting, F.W. Doidge. Schroder maintains that it was well
in hand before the advent of Doidge, who, on taking up office,
asked whether there were any innovations being prepared. Doidge

told Schroder thatr eis the new Minister, he wished to make his
mark. Told by Schroder that it had become technically feasible
to increase the power of the YC stations, and so provide national
coverage, Doidge readily accepted the proposition that a new YC

network - modelled on the lines of the B.B.C. rs Third Programme

59.
60.
61.

Schroder to writer, August 26, 1975.

rbid.
Schroderrs farewell speech, quoted
January 5, L962, p.8.

62. l4ackayr op.cit. , p.109-110.

in the N.Z. Listener,
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be introduced. schroder also takes pride in the fact that it
was on hj-s insistence that John Hopkins was appointed conductor
of the National Orchestra in the 1950s, ahead of two other older
but, at the time, better gualified applicants who had been
recommended by the External Affairs Department, but who, according
to schroder, wanted onry to come to New zearand to "sit on their
arses" and take things easy. This account is less important for
its content that for its reflection of the value Schroder placed
on enhancing the cultural functions of New zearand radio.53

Charges that the N.Z.B.S. throughout the 1950s was a rather timid
organisation, cautious not to broadcast anything that miqht upset
the Government or offend other groups (see chapter 2), continued
to be made. rndeed, this view became part of the conventional
wisdom about New Zealand broadcasting in that period (and in
later yearsr ds well). Schroder has contested this view, arguing
that claims of political control over the N.z.B.S. were exaggerated.
According to him, Yates, and later himserf as Director, enjoyed
considerable autonomy of action. As professional broadcasting
administrators they were allowed to get on with the job as they
saw it. Particularry was this so when Nationarrs R.M. Algie
was Minister. He wd.sr in schroder's view, a "first class
Minister who could be relied on to carry his officials'
reconrmendations through cabinet and par1iament.,,64 within this
framework, schroder - like shelley before him - courd feel
thaL as a "professional" he enjoyed considerable freedom in
pursuing broadcastingrs cultural objectives. rt must be noted,
in particular, that the Broadcasting Act 1936 conferred on the
Director total authority for programme expenditrrr..65 (other
outgoings from the Broadcasting Account required parliamentary
appropriation.) Yet, as chapter 2 shows, schroder, and Hall,
in their attempts to promote a major policv innovation in the
field of news broadcasting, were heavily constrained. by the

63- All remarks attributed to Schroder in the preceding sentencesare from his interview with the writer, August 26, L97s.
64. rbid.
65. Broadcasting Act 1936, Section 13 (t) (a).
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departmentar context in which they worked. For example, the
constraints of anonymity which pressed upon them made their
innovative task that much harder than it might have been for an
orqanisational leader who had no such conventions acting upon
him- rn general, the problems are ress for those departmental
heads who work in harmony with their Minister towards policy
objectives that enjoy the favour of both the department and the
political executive. They are serious, however, for the
departmentalist who might wish to pursue his conception of the
public interest in the face of political superiors who - for
whatever reasons - do not share that commitment.

It would have been problematical to have tried to foster public
awareness of radio's deficiencies in this regard, and thereby
have more public pressure brought to bear on the poriticians.
Perhaps aware that such a strategy wourd elicit a negative
response f rom Government, schrod.er vras at no stage a vigorous
publicist of broadcastingrs aspj-rations, and the attempts to
secure an expand^ed news service took place away from public
scrutiny. This, in itself, did nothing to a1lay belief in the
N.Z.B.C. rs timidity.

The definition and re-definition of organisational mission is
especially important in the case of a public broadcasting
organisatj-on in a democratic society. rt is more important,
again, if that organisation happens to be a monopoJ_y or near-
monopoly. Given the widespread berief that broadcasting is
strongly influential in shaping a societyrs values, it is
imperative that the organisation make it clear as to how it
interprets its functions and social responsibilities. ft must
deverop, mai-ntain and adapt a philosophy of broadcasting
(Selznick's "mission") and, above all, seek to create and maintain
a positive public identificatj-on with that mission. As perrow puts
it, "it is vital...for the organisational leader to transcend the
technology of administration and to focus upon such matters as
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organisational mission and character and the rbsponsiveness of
the inevitabry bureaucratic, authoritarian organisation to a
presumably democratic society ' .66 This means that the organj--
sation's leaders should be willing and able to stand apart from
the organisation they administer, to free themselves from the
constraints of day-to-day exigencies, and to take a broader
view of the organisation's relationships with its environment.
rt involves asking questions: what business are we in? what are
we trying to d.o? what ought we be trying to do? How have social
expectations towards our enterprise altered? How may we adapt?
without such questionirg, without institutional leadership, the
organisation may drift; the vacuum left by the absence of a
sense of mission may be filled by vested interests only
tangentially concerned with the organisation's wider social
purposes.

Broadcasting is a creative process. As such, it proceeds uneasily
in a bureaucratic framework, in which creativity is threatened
by a welter of rules, regulations and standard operatj-ng

e1procedures."' The task of leadership in this situation becomes
an intensely creative process in itself, and, one which must be
continuously sustained, given the pressures towards bureaucrati-
zation which are exerted upon organisations.63 without reader-
ship ossification may proceed apace. The leader may be continually
fighting a losing battle; but fight it he must. one example
of the type of readership needed is provided by Reith. A more

66. c. Perrow, organisational Anarysis: A. sociological View,Tavistock, 1970- p:Tgf
67. As Merton has pointed out, "There is a margin of safety, soto speak, in the pressure exerted...upon the bureaucrat toconform to his patterned obligations...fut this very emphasisleads to a transference of the sentiments from the iims-ofthe organisation onto the particular d.etails of behlffir

required by the rules. Adherence to the rules, originarly
conceived as a means, becomes transformed into an end-in--itserf; there occurs the familiar process of displacementofgoalswhereby'aninstrumentalvlIuebecomeFTffir
value"'.- R.K. Merton, 'rBureaucratic Structure andPersonality", in A.['J. Gouldner (ed.) , studies in Leadership,
RusseII and Russell, 1965 ed., p.7l

68. See, for example, Anthony Downs, op.cit., esp. chapters 2,4,13,2I.
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recent Director-General of the B.B.C., Sir Hugh Greene, provides
another. According to Anthony Smith, Greeners method of leader-
ship was "to take a considerable personal interest in crucial
individual progranmes, leave the rest a1one, and gradually to
lead the B.B.c. into a culturally 'vanguardr position".69

Naturally, and particularly in regard to broadcasting, it is
unlikely that the espoused philosophy will generate unanimous

support, no matter how incontrovertible it might appear at first
glance (witness Shelley's). But that is why leadership is
necessary in the first place to create a sense of direction
out of a complex of conflicting wiIls. Again, if it is true,
as Cleveland states, that, "for the first time in the story of
man, the public administrator is more responsible for defining
the purpose of his work than anyone else is" r '' then it is
particularly true for a public broadcasting system in a demo-

cratic society. The need for highly developed leadership skills
in the management of broadcasting in short, the need for
Thompson's "superb politici"n"7l is further emphasised by the
imperative of fostering a sense of direction which people within
the enterprise (as well as those outside) can accept as their
own. A myriad groups make up any large organisation. In
broadcasting, such groups comprise people of widely diverse
talents, interests and personalities, often people whose restless
creativity does not mesh well with bureaucratic constraints.
Because the "active" goals, which serve to justify the organi-
sation's existence, are of necessity only broadly defined,

69. Anthony Smith, , op.cit., p.144. As
Greene himself has argued (Sir Hugh Gieene, op.cit., p.103) :

"Relevance is the key relevance to the audience and to the
tide of opinion in society. outrage is impermissible.
Shock is not always so. Provocation may be healthy and
indeed socially imperative".

70. H. Cleveland, "The American Pr:blic Executive: New Functions,
New Style, New Purpose", in Theory and Practice of Public
Administr , J.C. Charles-
w t 1968, p.173.

7L. J.D. Thompson, op.cit. , ch.l0 .
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considerable scope remains for the day-to-day "operative',
goars to be defined at the lower hierarchical levers. rn
particular, professional values and expectations may compete
with those prevairing at the executive (leadership) Lever.72
(This r €rs will be shown in part Three, was a major problem
confronting the N.z.B.c-) The pressing task of readership then
becomes the reconciliation of internal demands with external
requirements.

There are at the same time dangers in the entrenchment of
organisational mission. The primary danger - it was perhaps
apparent during the "reign" of Reith in the B.B.c. - is that the
mission becomes insulated. Tcday's truth becomes tomorrow,s
dogma; and the organisation itself becomes caught in a cycre
of stagnation and self-satisfaction which may ultimately under-
mine its prospects for survival. rf the philosopher-king or the
superb politician is needed, then there is also the inherent risk
that the king will cease to be a philosopher, and that the
politician will prove to be superb not in promoting and maintaining
a sense of mission but in protecting his personal status and
position against those who would charlenge him. Bold and
imaginative leadership turns into cautious and introspective
managerialism; the leader loses his abilityr or abdicates his
responsibility, to retain a degree of detachment. He becomes
immersed in the day-to-day technicarities of the task at hand.
rn such a situation, the public administrator is likely to look
to statutes and regulations, precedent and official acceptability
as being the sole source of his power. But as Forrett has
argued, ttthe powers of an administrator in a public corporation
(do) not in the first place arise from the statutes or other
instruments for which he (is) responsible, but from his relation_

72. For an insightfur examination of organisationar ends seeE.c. Banfield, "Ends and. Means in planning,', in s. Mairickand E.H. van Ness (eds.), concepts and tsiues in Admini-strative Behavior, prenti
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ships with the pubric with which his department (is)
concerned."73 To search for power in statutory titles requires
1itt1e creative imagination; to search for it in the crash of
public values, expectations, attitudes and opinj-on is a function
of intense and unrelenting political and administrative
endeavour. That function is called leadership.

Barnard established the point that organisations are permeable,
that the idea of the organisation "boundary,, is more apparent
than t"aL.74 organisations refrect the values, expectations,
beliefs and attitudes of the wider social environment. But,
more than this, they are also able to shape those values. rn
the interests of organisational stability, and even survival,
it is imperative that they do. Rathgen and the New zearand
rnland Revenue Department provides one appropriate exam.:re;
the united states Narcotics Bureau, another.T5 These arguments
are particularry relevant to broadcasting, for it is in the
nature of the beast that it is centrally praced to influence
the values and attitudes existing in society. But in a demo-
cratic society an important question must be asked: by what
right does the broadcaster decide? By what right , for example,
did Reith determine that the B.B.c. should remain as a broad-
casting monopory? By what right did sherley decide that a
principal function of broadcasting was to raise the standard of
New zealanders' curtural appreciati-on? The short answer is that

7 3 . L. J . Rathgen _quoting Follett in D. McAl_Iister, ,,The
Philosophy of-administrator L.J. Rathgen", N:i. Journar ofPub1icAdministration.Vo1.3l,No.1'6"pt"ffi.

h_rl 
"ppi"i"t, is worton Long (,,powerand Admi-nistration", public-idministration Revie#, vor. 9,

Y:.1, 1949). He posi ministrarionrs power...power resources of an administraioi-oi 
"., agencyare not discl0sed by a lega1 search of titles and courtdecisions or by exairining-appropriations-;;-;"a;J.uryallotments-- Legal authoiitv'""h-"-tt".=rrry barance arenecessary bYt politicarly insufficient basls of administration.Administrative rationatit], requi;;;-; critical evaluation ofthe whole

support,,;;l?:"::"::Tn1i".3fi3.;:if iil3":::;:: iil.-3ff:; ..act depends"
74. chester r. Barnard, The Functions of the Executive, HarvardUniversity press, fgg
75. See McAllister, op.cit. , and D.T. Dickson, ,,Bureaucracy andMorality: An orfrnEationat^pei"p."ti"e on " u"iir crusade,,,Socia1 problems, VoI.16, No.2, 196g.
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they had no right to do so. Nor, in fact, did they seek to
invoke any. Rather, they were engaged in the "search for
legitimacy", the search for public acceptance of the values,
causes anil objectives for whlch they stood. Legitimacy was

granted by public favour; it vras not imposed by adm:inistrative
fiat. 76

In a democratic setting where porder is dispersed and a multitude
of individuals and groups compete in the search for legitimacy,
it is important that public broadcasting not be, nor be seen to
be, under the control of any particular interest or set of
interests. It must be granted a degree of independence to enable
it to decide upon its purposes and how they nright be achieved.
rn effect, a pubric service broadcasting organisation in a
democratic society must be left to sink or swim. The problems
inherent j-n this situation are enormousr ds smith indicates:

"Broad,casting...either takes place on a territory of
enforced neutrality which becomes intellectually
meaningless or it becomes a tyranny. When it findsa level of taste at which it can successfully aggregateits audience it becomes culturally varuelessl w[en-it
occupies a higher ground in a spiiit of dedicatedinterlectual exclusiveness it rlirs in its purpose ofserving the entire society. These are the Loris ofthe broadcasting dil-emma .t;tJJ

The dilemma can be resorved only by adequate leadership capacity.

rn conclusion, it can be said that shelley in particular played
an important leadership role. He set a new appreciation of
standards, and introduced a cultural orientation that had
hitherto been subjugated beneath an overwhelming concern with
matters fiscal and physical. Both the Radio Broadcasting
company and the Broadcasting Board had been largery technical
organisations concerned with expanding broadcasting facilities,
and only secondarily with the provision of progranrmes. shelley,
however, was able to bring to the N.z.B.s. the process
and benefits of institutional-ization. He was able,

76. see D. McAllister, "political Belief and Ad.ministrativeRealityr' , N. Z . Journal of public Adm@ion , yol .32 ,No. 2 , Ivlarc
77. Anthony smith, The shad.ow in the caver op.cit., preface.
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in Selznick's words, "to infuse with value beyond. the technical
requirements of the task at hand."78 As he points out, ,,The

test of infusion with value is expendability. If an organisation
is merely an instrument, it wirr be readily artered or cast
aside when a more efficient tool becomes available. Most
organisations are thus expendable.',79 certainly the company
and the Board were.

schroder was able to consoridate the progress begun by shelley,
and to move - albeit cautiously - towards realising the
explicitly political functions of public broadcasting as
embodied in news (and current affairs) programming. As
Horcroft comnented at the ti-me of schroder's retirement,
"his career is a pointed commentary on the fallacy that men
of letters cannot be good administrators....A first class mind
and a strong character are not often found together. when
they are, we can be grateful for leadership."S0

78. P. Selznick, op.cit., pp.5 and 17.
79. Ibid, p.18.
80. Editorial in the N.Z. Ltstener, January S, Lg62.
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CHAPTER FIVE: The Advent of the N.Z. Bro

The formation of the Broadcasting Corporation was intinnately bound
up with the advent of television to New zealand. Although
preliminary investigations began as early as the late 1930s,1
the introduction of the visual medium was delayed by successive
governments, principalry on the grounds of costs: "Few other

services have been introduced after so much investigationand so many misgivings. There was an economic reason forhesitation. Equipment was costly and had to be imported.using overseas funds, and Governirent feared. that thedemand for receiving sets would have infratio".ry results...The Government therefore studied a long series oireports from a departmental committee, listened carefullyto Treasury, made reassuring statements, and postponed adecision untir public impatience was becoming'potitically
awkward. " Z

rt was not until 1958 that it was announced that New zealand would
adopt the 625-line system for television transmission. Tnro years
rater, the Prime Minister, warter Nash, made it known (on January
29, 1960) that the Government would introduce "a television system
incorporating both commercial and non-conrmercial services. ,,3 (a
private, experimental station operated by the Bell Radio-Television
corporation of Auckland had been transmitting for up to three
nights a week since July l-957. This station had been granted an
experimental licence by the post officer orr the proviso that no
advertising or entertainment would be transmitted. rt was closed
down in September, 1960.)

1. The controller of the N.c.B.s., c.G. scrimgeour, made an over-seas visit shortly before the second world war i.o examine thepossible introduction of television to New zearand. - Rad.ioNew Zealand taped interview, in broadcasting .r"trir"", Timaru.
M.H. Holcroft, "The power of Terevision", New zearandrsHeritage, VoL.7, pt. l-O4t p.2gg5.
Reported in the otago naily Jirnee, January 29, 1960. Accordingto the Governmenffi"- 

"i-.o*.ercial terevisionwould depend on the speed with which the viewi"g-p"bri" gr"r. -Otago Daily Times, January 30, 1960.

2.

3.
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The Governmentrs announced intention to operate the television
service reopened pubtic debate on the control of broadcasting in
New Zealand - a question that had laid virtually dormant since the
creation 24 years earlier of a government department to control
radio services. As previously, however, debate was defined mainly
in terrns of economic factors. Both major political parties argued
that efficiency could best be enhanced through the type of control
consistent with their own ideological perspectives. Hence, the
Acting Leader of the Opposition described the Government's
decision as "unimaginative socialist thinking." "We regr€tr" he

said, "that private enterprise has been shut out... .The
operation of television in New Zealand will require
considerable initiative, expert management and the
taking of risks. It will also involve a realistic
approach to costs and the ability to produce good
progranmes with due regard to economy. In all these
respects we believe that private enterprise would
have a contribution to make."4

The decision, he maintained, would cause a further drain on
government's financial resources at a time when there were "many
other more urgent and important calls on public funds". It was

not a proper function of Government to operate a facility which
was "largely a medium for popular entertainment".

Not surprisingly, editorials in the major daily newspapers opposed
the Government's intention. The N.Z. Herald warned that, "from
the standpoint of the public interest, d.anger lies in the fact
that two powerful media of information, entertainment and mass
persuasion will be under direct political control."5 The Herald's
response was predictable, however, in view of the fact that,
together with four other daity newspapers, it had formed a syndicate

4. J.R. Marshal-I, reported in the Otago Daily Times, January 30,
1960.

5. N.Z. Heral4, editorial, January 29, 1960. The Otago Dail
oFTEe same date regretted that "any hopes wlffi miTTave
entertained that a corporation would be set up to remove
television, and radio also perhaps, from the stultifying
influence of bureaucrdcy, have been dashed....Obviously the
Government does not intend to lose the opportunity of directing
this rather frightening medium of propaganda." The Dominion
commented on February L, 1960, that "the centralt-dfffi-EE-the
Governmentrs blueprint for television is the imposition ofdirect state control over the new medium in all its forms. The
depressing effect of monopoly bureaucracy behind the television
screen can be all too readily imagined.,,

Times
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advocating "alternative services, to avoid the dangers of monopoly,
Government or otherwise."6 (The syndicate's sr:bmissions were made
to an inter-departmental committee hearing public strlcmissions on
the introduction of terevisiorr. T The committee was originally
set up by the Labour Government in 1949, but had been disbanded
by the National administration. rt was re-established in 1959
by the Labour Government to hear p'blic s'bmissi-ons, but not to
make recommendations to Government. The committee, chaired by
the Director of Broadcasting, J.H.E. schroder, report,ed to cabinet
in October, 1959.)

The Labour Government justified state control largely on the values
of cost and quality of service. rt proposed the progressive
establishment of a nation-wide television service mixing commercial
and non-commerciar content. rnitialry, the service wourd be non_
commercial; the introduction of commercial television would. be
governed by the rate of audience growth.S According to the
Ivlinister in Charge of Broadcasting, R. Boord, to ,,allow the

profits from the commercial side to be diverted. fromthe generar task of extending the -ot"r"g" over aswide a field.as possible wourd mean that television...wourd be limited to the four main centres r ot would ifextended under such a system to the smarrer cities,become a charge on the taxpayers i" pe.ip"t"Lty.;;-

6. N.Z. Herald, editorial, March 14, 1960.
7. According to the Government (U.2.p.D., Vo1 .324, p.26I6) ,70 submissions were made to tne ffir-departmental committeeon the control of terevision, of which oi.ry 

"rr.-"arr"catedprivate enterprise control. (This was the submission fromthe visual rnvestigation syndicate, comprising th- N.z. Herald,The Auckrd :!ar, rhe Norlhern Advocate, The waikato Times,=fusrit@-
8.
9.

Reported in the Otago Daily Times, January 30, 1960.
Reported in The press, March lZ, 1960.
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There was also a strong suggest.ion that the Government feared
a deterioration in programme standards should private enterprise
be al]owed control of television.l0

The Government appeared. to adopt the strategy of defining the issue
as a choice between unbrid.led private enterprise on the one hand'
and full state control on the other. Thus, Boord argued that the
Royalist (a New Zealand warship) would be "immobilised if private
enterprise took over television in New Zealand. The demand for
qualified technicians would result in private enterprise television
stations taking over all qualified men in the armed forces and
also those from the Post Office and broadcasting."ll

While the Government could point to the alleged dangers of a

television service controlled by private interests, it still had

to answer charges that television ought not to be under direct
political control, either. As noted earlier, d.uring the 1950s
there had been significant, though not intense, criticj-sm of the
N.Z.B.S.'s handling of controversial and news broadcasting.
Timidity, it was al1eged, stemmed from ministerial control of the
radio services. The imminent arrival of television heightened
this criticism.

The B.B.c. model - as it had in the 1930s stood as a convenient
example of what might also be possible in New Zealand. As the
Crawford. Committee had recommended back in 1925, a public corpora-
tion would act as "a trustee for the national interest" and would
"enjoy a freedom and flexibility which a t{inister of State himself
could scarcely exercise ."L2 By 1960, that indeed had proved to

10. Said the Prime Minister, Walter Nash (reported in The Christ-
church Star, April B, 1960) : "It is not an exaggerfE6n-E-
suggeETEat in two decades, the belief s, the tistes and
customs of a very large part of the people of New Zealand will
be based mainly on the impressions received from television....
It is the paramount duty of those who will control this new
medium to guide it into beneficial paths and to watch for and
to suppress its evil use.',

11. Reported in The Dominion, February 25, 1960.
L2. Quoted in B. paulu, op.cit., p.14.
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be the case. There had emerged in Britain "a general public
confidence that Government will not dictate to the broadcasting
authorities, nor the broadcasting authorj-ties abuse their
independence.ul3 That in the smaller, more homogenous, and more
intimate New Zealand society with its concentration of political
power at the centre the essential differences between a state
department and a public corporation may be easily blurredr14 tended
not to discourage those who saw the corporation as the appropriate
form of broadcasting administration.l5

Acknowledging that many people preferred a public corporation to
control televj-sion, the Minister in Charge of Broadcasting dismissed
the idea on the grounds that: (1) it would be outside the pr:blic
servj-ce, and thus in competition with the state services, (2) it
would be profit-making, thus less concerned with programme
quality; (3) if tied down by Government restricti-ons it would be
a rubber stamp of the Minister while having sufficient autonomy
to blame him for restricting expansion; and (4) the "most
important disadvantager' - corporation control would negate the
doctrine of ministeriar responsibility.16 Accordingly, the
Governmentrs Broadcasting Amendment Bilr provided, inter alia,
for the llinister in charge of Broadcasting to establish a
television service, in association with the existing Broadcasting
Service; the appointment of a Director of Television on the same
terms as the Director of Broadcasting - not subject to the public
service Act 1912; and the creation of advisory commj-ttees to
advise the Minister.

13- The Future of Broadcastrng: A Report Presented to the Social

14. See, for example, R.J. polaschek, op.cit., rr.64. Thisquestion is discussed in more aetaiiE-crraiter 13.
15. For example, see editorial in The Dominion, November 29,1960.Shortly before the Government'*AiZGEerndnt in January 1960,the Social Credit Political League called for the establish-ment of a corporation comprising nominees of the people,representatives of organisationi, the radio indusiry-andgovernment to ensure that the television service remai-ned underdemocratic direction. - Reported in rtre gvening-post, January 22,1960

15. N.Z.P.D., VoI. 324, p.2617.

VICT()RIA Ul'll'''EilSlTY OF V/ELLrf'jGTCN
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The Government trj-ed to avoid being drawn into arguments about the
political desirability of government monopoly control. Instead,
it stressed the need for state auspices to ensure the maintenance
of standards, and - perhaps more importantly - the sound inte-
gration of broadcasting within the economy as a who1e. Boord
maintained that any advantages arising from independent control
by a board would "be offset by difficulties which would be created. "

If the state were to have control, he argued, a public corporation
would merely create a barrier to the effective operation of that
control. "Only the State is in a position to control the
availability of the necessary receivers and transmissions, and to
ensure that any ill-effects are reduced to a minimum."L7 The writ
of state entrepreneurship, which had run since 1936 in easy accord
with New Zealandrs political culture, should be allowed to run
further.

For its part, the National Party promised that as a government it
would appoint a public commission to exercise control over the
introduction and development of television. While the new Broad-
casting Amendment Act specificarty prohibited the licensing of
private television stationsrlS the National Party's manifesto was
ambiguous as to the role of private enterprise television. 'one
of the duties of the proposed commission would be to give the
"opportunity for private enterprise to provide prograilrmes" and to
grant licences for this po.po""rl9 but it was not clear whether
private interests would be allowed to own and operate stations,
whether they would only be permitted to provide progranrmesr or
wheLher they could do both. The ambiguity reflected, in fact,
division within the party,

17. Reported in the Otago Daily Times, January 29, 1960. Said
another Governmeffikner, "rf we control the
corporation (advocated by the then Opposition) so that it is
required to take into account the economics of the community,
then we are only compromising; we are onty camouflaging state
management and control. We are calling iL a corporation, which
may make it respectabre in the eyes of some people...but we areonly fooling the people.,' - N. Z.p.D. , VoI. 324, p.2630.

18. Broadcasting Amendment Act 1960, Section G.

19. New zealand National party, 1960 General Election policy,
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The Deputy Leaderts comment (reported above, footnote 3),
together with a later assertion that if private individuals
were prepared to advance money they should have the opportunity
to establish television in New Zealand, suggest that he, for one,
was prepared to throw the field open to private interests. He

conceded, however, thatrrit may be right and proper for a

Government to set standards.tt2o But according to the Leader
of the Opposition, the National Partyts policy was that television
should be jointly controlled by private enterprise and the
Government, although nothing was spelt out as to what form such
a joint arrangement might take.2l

Further, the Minister in Charge of Broadcasting under the previous
National administration, R.M. Algie, had maintained in 1955 that
the Government should operate television since only it could
provide the necessary nationwide "ou"t^g".22 

(As noted earlier,
Algie was held in high regard by Schroder, the Director of
Broadcasting. It would seem the two worked well together and

shared similar views on such matters.)

The uncertainty - even confusion - in the Oppositionrs thinking
was clearly reflected in the comments of a prominent Opposition
member during the debate on the Broadcasting Amendment BiIl.
"I firmly believe", said Leon Gotz, "there is only one agency

which can control television in the best interests of
our people, and that is some agency of state....I
believe private enterprise can do much of the planning,
and do it better, because it, has a greater contact with

20. J.R, Marshall, reporLed in the Timaru Hera1d, March 9' 1960.
The Otago Daily Times of January 30, 1960, reported Marshall
as saying "the State must set minimum standards and see that
they are observed, but that does not mean that the State
should go beyond that point. I'

K.J. Holyoake, reported in The Press, March 16, 1950. "We
would , oi course, reserve tEffiFof making the rules for
final control, but then Governments always do that."
N.Z.P.D., VoI.306, p.L2L4. By rrthe Governmerrt", Algie
posm5ffy rneant trpublic enterpris€r', for by 1960 he was
cl-early j-n favour of a public corporation. - See N.Z.P_:9.,
Vo1.324t p.2632.

2L.

22.
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other parts of the world than a state-operated service
would have....I know that no member on this side of the
House would be prepared to hand over television to private
enterprise. Iloweverr w€ should in the interests of the
country, harness the resources of private enterprise.
I visualise an opportunity being given to private
enterprise to provide the capital, to provide prograrnmes
und.er Government supervision, and an extension of the
service in accordance with terms and conditions laid down
by the Government. Private enterprise I believe has more
capital, and therefore it would be less expensive to the
taxpayer to allow private enterprise to enter that field
than to have a state monopoly. The expansion of the
service would be more rapid and the development of adver-
tising would certainly be more quickly advanced under a
system of private enterprise than it would be by state
agencies ."23

Such ambivalence towards the respective roles of the state and
private interests reflected both a wariness of the possibte
effects of unhindered private operation of television and an
ideological deference to the virtues of private enterprise.

In 1961, the new National Government was faced with the task of
defining its broadcasting intentions in detail, conrnitted as it
was to the establishment of a television commission "to exercise
control over the introduction and development of television.u24
(Tn fact, a regurar television service had begun in June the
previous year with the inauguration of channel AKTV-2, Auckland,
operated by the N.Z.B.S.) The new Minister of Broadcasting,
A.E. Kinsella, in announcing the establishment of a caucus
committee to study the matter, asserted that one of the most
important questions to be looked at was the role which private
interests could play in television developm"rrt.25 He pointed out
that the Government had already encouraged private enterprise j-n

certain d.irections, for example, rrmany of the loca1 news items
featured by channel 2 tn Auckland are supplied to us by independent
film producers or rstringersr as they are calred."26 This comment

23. N.Z.P.D., VoI.324, p.2651.
24. New Zealand National Par 1960 General Election poli

acy
25. Press release from Minister's office, dated p.m. March 3,1961.
26. rbid.
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not only indicated that the involvement of private interests in
the operation and development of New Zealand television would be
held at a low level, but it also accorded with the views of the
Director of Broadcasting on this question. In a ministerial merlo,
Schroder had noted that. in respect of progranme supply, "the door
is wide open to private enterprise now, and the greater the
traffic through it the better - provided the quality is main-

., 1
tained. "o' According to Schroder, a't least five-sevenths of
N.Z.B.S. sound prograrnmes were supplied by private enterprise.
"Fractically speaking, only the Broadcasting Service has the

developed experience and the tradition of public service
to set and maintain an appropriate standard in non-
commercial programming. I do not wish to prejudge or
seem to prejudge the issue between N.Z.B.S. and private
conduct of commercial programmes,- and therefore I
merely record the fact that 12 years I observation of
private commercial operation oversea does not encourage
me to take the view that in New Zealand it would in
theory or in practice set higher and more selective
standards than the Service."28

The caucus committee had also to grapple with the possibilities
of establishing a television commission separate from the existing
government department that operated the radio service. on this
point, too, Schroder held definite views: ,'If the Commission's

authority is not to extend to sound radio, what
alternatives to the present plan of finance and
staff and establishment integration are proposed?
(Note:- Without co-ordinated development, great and
unnecessary damage may be done to the structure and
stability of the sound broadcasting system and great
capital and earning losses inflicted. This system has
not cost the taxpayer 6di on the contrary it has giveh
him sensible relief; and it has provided resources from
which television can be developed, again at little or no
cost, and with prospective advantage to him.',29

His comments were persuasive. According to Kinsella, the deeper
the commj-ttee went into the question, the more apparent it became

27. Memo headed
but written

28.
29.

rbid.

"Television Policy: Notes and eueriesr" undated,
early 1961r on N.Z.B.S. fi1e.

rbid.
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that - financially, administratively and otherwise the growing

television system would have to rely on the personnel, technical
and, revenue sources of the already well-established sound broad-

casting ""trri"".30 
The Broadcasting Corporation BilI, introduced

in 1961, proposed therefore the creation of a public corporation
to replace the N.Z.B.S. as the sole broadcasting authority in
litrew Zealand., responsible for the control and operation of radio
and television services.

The previous Labour administration had clearly been too cursory
in its dismissal of the concept of corporation control. In
justifying the change from departmental to corporation control
the new Government cou1d. take careful aj-m at the target of
politically-controlled *orropoly . 

31

The proposal to remove broadcasting - which now included the
reputedly powerful visual medium - from direct governmental control
had, by 1951, far more appeal than in the early and mid-1930s,
when an almost identical Parliamentary debate had taken place
vis a vis the advent of departmental control and the demise of
the Board. Yet much of the argument on this question in 1960

and 1951 remained as crude as it had been 30 years earlier.
Then, images of Nazi Germany were invoked to denigrate state
control; now the spectre of the Soviet Union was raised as we1l.32

30. Speech notes drafted for the Ministerr olr N.Z.B.C. file 2/L2/L,
February, 1963. See also' N.Z.P.D. ' YoL.329, p.3406.

31. For example, the lvlinister of Broadcasting: "It (television)
is particularly effective and dangerous as a political and
social weapon especially when a monopoly is running it. rt
is more dangerous still when that monopoly is under political
control....Absolute control, however paternal, means that
there is always a danger of misuse. When a monopoly has
control politically the danger of (sic) freedom of expression
is even greater." - N.Z.P.D., YoL.329, pp.3322-3.

32. Said the Leader of the Opposition, K.J. Holyoake: rrl'am
simply making the point that the Russians, who are more expert
in ideological warfare than any other people in the world,
realise the great potency of this propaganda medium and have
made certain that the State has complete power and control
over its administration". - N.Z.P.D. , YoI.324, p.2622.
See also, for example, N.Z.P;D;El .329t p.3322; and
Vo1.324, p.2632.
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The Government could score points on this issue, but its decision
to change from departmental to corporation control in fact was

based not on its democratic sensitivities as much as on intra-
party concern over the role of private interests j-n broadcasting.

The National Partyrs 1953 annual conference had voted to give
private enterprise "the opportunity of establishing and operating
a televj-sion system collateral with the New Zealand Broadcasting

??service","" Four years later, the conference asked the Govern-
ment to appoint a royal commission to investigate and report on

"arl questions relating to television" and "the advisability
of perpetuating the present state monopoly of broadcasting."34
And, in 1950, the conference sought to have direct control of
television and broadcasting removed from the State and "carried
out along the lines of the Austrarian Broadcasting Acts" (in
effect, to establish a pubric corporation and to alrow an
opportunity for the private operation of radio and television

?qstations).'"

A prime mover in each of these conference decisions, C.G. Costello,
has recalled that the National Government of the 1950s resisted
caIls for television's introduction on the grounds of economic

aadisruption. -" Those considerations had to be weighed against
party concern over a role for private enterprise i-n broadcasting.
Hence, the d.ebate in both the party and parliament tended to focus
not on the democratic ills or virtues of monopoly broadcasting,
but on whether or not there was room for private enterprise in

33.

34.
35.
36.

Quoted in submi-ssion of c.G. costelro to Broadcasting select
Committee, House of Representatives, October 28, L976,
Appendix A.
rbid.
rbid.
Costello to writer, July 26, 1978. Said R.Iq. Algie: ',AsMinister of Broadcasting some years d9o, r took a deriniteattitude in the way of slowing up the introduction of tele-vision. r made no secret of that. I took no positive stepsfonrard. . . r took care to do as little as t could towardsthe introduction of television". - N .z.p.p. , Vo1.320, p.14g5.
He considered the introduction of td[effiTon to be a ,'ielatively
1ow priority" (p.l486) .
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the broadcasting fie1d. This argument, consistent with the New

Zealand preoccupation with utilitarian considerations, revolved
around questions of cost and efficiency. As one commentator put
it, "at a time when other countries are seriously concerned over
both the control and effects of television, New Zealand blithely
enters the field counting little but the cost."37

The Parliamentary debate on the Broadcasting Corporation Bill was

characterised by ideological perceptions of the benefits and evils
of private enterprise participation. The Labour Opposition, with
the support of the churches ('fthe corporation should be given
the opportunity and the means to continue and develop the
excellent work the N.Z.B.S. has done, without the threat of
competition from commercial interests"33), strongly opposed any
suggestion that privately-operated stations should be licensed.
A Labour C,overnment wouldr on being returned to office, cancel
every licence issued for private broadcasting.39

The concern of the Opposition and the churches was directed at
Part III of the BilI which would enable the Corporation to grant
warrants for the establishment of private stations (both radio
and television) . According to Ross, part IIf , sr.:bsequently
included in the Act, "was a consequence of the balancing of
three attitudes held by various members of the Party's leadership"
those who favoured private control, those who supported the idea

37. Keith Jackson, in Landfal1, op.cit., p.281.
38. Memo to the Government, quoted in The Evening post, November 6,

1961. The memo was signed by reprffie following
denominations: Anglican, presbyterian, catholic, Methodist,Baptist, salvation Army, congregationar, Associated. churchesof Christ. They noted that "the churches are concerned thatthe Broadcasting Corporation Bill now before Parlj-ament shouldcontain provisions for the issuing of warrants for the private
ownership and operation of broadcasting and television
stations for profit. "

39. Walter Nash, N.Z.p.D., Vol.329, p.3328. According to
Nash(p.332g)Fwou1dbe''evi1i'fortelevisioniobe
used for private profit.
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of a publj-c corporation, and those who were inclined towards the
continuation of state control.40 But Part Irr left important
questions unanswered: "a comrnission, yes. Some private enter-
prise, yes. But how do we vision the service which will be
presented? How much under the direct control of the comnd-ssion?
Is the commission to hand over the present stations to private
enterprise, or will private enterprise provide new stations2"4L
The Government responded that it would be up to the Corporation
to decide these matters. (The problems of this approach were
foreseen by at least one newspaper: "The chief objection of the
Bill is that the Corporation witl be running the national stations
but will be constituted a commission of inquiry when considering
applications for private licences in any given area.u42) rn
practice, Part III was to prove virtually unworkable, and new

circumstances would re-open once again the debate on private
participation in New Zealand broadcasting.

Nevertheless, the Opposition did not dwell on arguments in favour
of state control. The idea of a corporation - politically
independent yet publicly accountable - was in better currency,
although both parties were at pains to stress the achievements
of the outgoing organisation (the Broadcasting Service).43 this
had not been the case during the two previous ehanges in broad-
casting control, in 1931 and 1935. It reflected the fact that
under the leadership of Shelley and Schroder the Service had
been able to promote and maintain high professional standards
and a sense of institutional integrity. It a1so, perhaps more
importantly, stemmed from the fact that, as a government depart-
ment subject to control by both National and Labour governments,
the Service was assured of political friends in the Parliamentary
court. (See footnotes 64 and 65, Chapter 11. )

40. K.P. Ross, thesis, op.cit., pp.27-28; See B5oadc4s.!!ng
Corporation Act 196f , -F-art ITI.

4L.
42.
43.

Opposition member, H.G.R. Mason, N. Z.P.D. , Vol .329, p.3005.
N.Z. Truth, October L7, 1961.
See N.Z.P.D., Vol.329, p.3325; pp.334L-2; and p. 3402.
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The change from departmental to corporation control in the early,
1960s cannot be seen as a political response to strong public
feeling, however. (Had Labour won the 1950 election, continued
state control of broadcasting undoubted.ly would not have been
beyond the bounds of public acceptability. ) Rather, it evolved
within the secret confines of an inter-departmental committee, and
later a caucus committee. Both committees heard submissions from
interested parties the Government caucus committee which shaped.

the Broadcasting Corporation Bill heard evidence from 50 organi-
sations and private individuals.44 Y.t, ." argued elsewher",45
the advent of television would have provided an ideal opportunity
for a Royal Commission to conduct a full and public examination
of all questions relating to the operation and control of New

Zealand broadcasting. The fact that this was not the case, that
no such inquiry had ever been held, is indicative of the unwilling-
ness of New Zealand's politicians to reli-nquish the partisan
privilege of determining the administrative structure (if not,
always, the professional substance) of the nationrs electronic
media.

A full. public inquiry could have broadened public awareness of
central issues, and provided a dispassionate assessment of the
future requirements of New Zealand broadcasting. It was ironical
that the British experience should so often have been used as
the measuring stick in the restructuring of New Zealand broadcast-
ing, for Brltish broadcasting had been the subject of regular
committees of inquiry. The shift from government department to
corporation, retaining as it did a public monopoly, was ful1y in
accordance with the tradition of broadcasting control in New

zearand. A public inquiry may have questioned the assumptions
of this tradition, and provoked debate on a broader range of
alternatirr"=.46 rt may have addressed questions concerning public

44. N. Z. P. D. , VoI. 329 , p. 332 B.

45. see R.M. chapman, w.K. Jackson and A.v. Mitchelr, New Zealand
Politics in Action: The 1960 General Election, oxforilEffiity
Press, L962, p.I09.

46. See Sir Geoffrey Vickers, op.cit., for an insightful discussion
of the ways in which commiEEGlof inquiry can arter the
appreciative settings of decision-makers and of the public atlarge.
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broadcasting's social and democratj-c responsibilities. It might
have examined the technj-cal possibilities of both media. Such an

inquiry might not have produced a broadcasting system greatly
different from that which emerged in the form of the N.Z.B.C.
The point is, however, that there was a prime opportunity for a

comprehensive assessment - not distorted by party political
exigencies - of the possible alternatives for broadcasting develop-
ment in New Zealand. But it was lost.

The Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961 came into force on April I,
L962. (a copy of the Act may be found inside the back cover of
this thesis.) According to the Minister of Broadcasting, the
"crux (of the Act) is the establishment of the corporation outside
of direct political control u .47 Yet it was clear from the Act
itself that such freed.om from political control was heavily
circumscribed. It obliged the I{.2.8.C. to "comply with the
general po1iry of the Government of New Zealand with respect to
broadcasting", and to "comply with any general or special directions
given in writing by the Minister pursuant to the policy of the
Government in relation thereto."48

Moreover, the Corporation was required to prepare estimates for
its yearly expenditure, and to subm:lt for the l4inisterrs approval
programmes of proposed capital works.49 Importantly, no capital
expenditure over 825,000 ($50,000) could be undertaken without
the Minister's "orr"errt.50 In staffing policy, the Corporation
was obliged to set staff sa1ary levels and cond.itions of employment
"in agreement with" the Public Service Commission (later the
State Services Commissiorr) .51 In stressing that Lhese statutory

47. N.Z.P.D., VoI.329, p.3323.
48. Broad.casting Corporation Act 1961,
49. Broadcasting Corporation Act 196I,
50. Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961,
51. Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961,

Section 11.
Section 29 and Section L2 (2)

Section 12 (3) .

Section L7 (2) and (3).
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provisions were necessary to ensure that the Corporation's
activities were consistent with the Government's overall economic
poticies, the Minister maintained that it would be impossible for
the Government to use the Corporation for political purposes
without exposing its action to the scrutiny of the public at
-52rarcte.

By justifying the creation of the N.Z.B.C. on the grounds of
political independence the Government had taken the first steps
in establishing a standard by which its relationships with the
new organisation could be judged. Of equal importance, the
creation of a comprehensive broadcasting news service coincided
with the inception of the Corporation. This combination of
circumst.rnces, together with the later emergence of current
affairs programming, would provide the setting for much of the
controversy about broad.casting in the following years. In that
respect it is appropriate to quote the prophetic words of an
Opposition member speaking on the Broadcasting Corporation Bill
in 196I, a member who, 12 years later, would be a cabinet minister
in the third Labour Government: r'The political history of New

Zealand is strewn with the corpses of commissions,
corporations, boards and the like. I believe in due
course this one will encounter a similar fate."53

52. N. Z. P. D. , VoI. 329 | p. 3324.
53. M.A. Connelly, N.Z.P.D., Vol. 329, p.3359.
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PART TWO - THE N .Z.B.CZ A STRUGGLE FOR CONTROL

CHAPTER SIX: The Troublesome Triumvirate

The provisions of the Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961 were, in
large part, the handiwork of Gilbert H. Stringer, who during the
Actrs drafting in 1961- was Assistant Director of Broadcasting
(Administration). The holder of a lvlaster of Commerce degree,
Stringer in 1943 had been seconded to the then National Broad-
casting Service as an accountant. He stayed, filling the posts
of Assistant Secretary (1947-50), Administrative Assistant
(1950-57), Chief Executive Officer (1957-58), Assistant Director,
Admin. (f958-61). It was under his supervision that 17 new radio
stations had been installed throughout New Zealand during the
post-war years.

According to Stringer, his indeed, the Servicers - advice to
the National Government in 1961 had been that it was "well nigh
impossible" to establish a genuinely independent b.roadcasting
corporation in a country the size of New Zealand., with small
electorates, a dependent economy and an unwritten constitution.I
Persona1ly, Stringer preferred to see Lhe continuation of the
departmental system of broadcasting administration. Personal
ambition may have influenced his outlook on this point

He had been appointed Director of Broadcasting on I January L962,
in succession to Schroder, and was concerned lest his operating
powers be undercut by a new body interposed between himself and

his Ministerr ES a result of the new Government's proposal to
establish a pr:blic corporation. Stringer was reassured on this
point by the Minister, A,E. Kinsella: the new Director-Genera1
of Broadcasting would retain all the powers formerly exercised
by the Director of Broadcasting under the structure of a full
government department.2

1. Stringer
2. Stringer

to writer, October 7, L975.
to writer, JuIy 13, L976.
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The subsequent legislation retained the existing method of
appointment of the Director-General (by Governor-Genera1 in
Council, although now on the reconmendation of the Corporation)r3

eschewing the B.B.C. practice of having the organisationrs chief
executive officer appointed by the Board of Governors' Impor-

tantly, provision was made for the Corporation to delegate its
powers to the Director-Generalr4 and references !o the Director
of Broadcasting in other Acts, Regulations, etc., were to be

read as references to the Director-General'5

Stringerrs concern at the establishment of a public corporation
ffi&y, however, also be seen in the light of the impulse to
preserve autonomy of operation. This was the professional
independence of action that had. been so important to his
predecessors, Shelley, Yates and Schroder, who as successive

Directors of Broadcasting had enjoyed' full autonomy in respect

of prograntme expenditure. Broadcasting should, it Was felt, be

left to the broadcasters, or at l-east administrators familiar
with the requirements of what might loosely be termed the

broadcasting Profession. (Throughout the remainder of this
thesis the term "broadcasting professionals" will be used in the

l-oose sense to denote, in particular, those involved in news and

current affairs progralnrnitg, and more generally the staff
engaged in producing and presenting Prograilmes. No attempt is
made to evaluate these occupations in light of the Literature on

the nature of the "professions", e.g' W..1. GOOde, "C6mnunity

within a Community - The Professionsrr, in American Sociological
Review, YoI.22, April' 1957. The use of the term excLudes the

"adrninistrators" who, like Stringer, however, may have viewed

themselves as "professionals" by virtue of their long-standing
familiarity with broadcasting administration. )

3. Broadcasting corporation Act 1951, Section 16 (2).

4. Ibid, Section 18.

5. Ibid, Section 16 (6).
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Sensitive to the need for professional autonomy in this sense'
Stringer's subsequent relations with the Chairmen and members of
the Board were to turn on the question of their respective
interpretations of their roles in the operation of the broadcasting
system.

Stringer took the orthodox view that the Board was a policy-makingr
bod.y. This meant that the chief executive was responsible to the
Board for the day-to-day activities of the system, and above a1l,
for the protection of programne independence. (Interestingly,
Burns has observed in regard. to the B.B.C. that, "The English
reliance on and delight in, lexical niceties is of immense
practical utility....The choice of the term governors did in
fact prove to be of decisive importance in subsequent attempts to
define the role of the Board."6 In the case of the N.Z.B.C. and
its successors, the neutral term "member" was, and has been,
employed in the empowering statutes,)

Of critical importance was Stringer!s view that as Director-General
of Broadcasting (as distinct from the N.Z.B.C.) he was not
responsible to the Board alone t et even primarily. Appointed as
he was by the Governor-General in Council, although on the
recommendation of the Corporation, he did not see himself as the
Board's man. According to himr"the legislation was drafted. on the

basis of the American constitution's principle of checks
and balances. What we wanted was a Minister who was
the means of communication between the Corporation and
the Government. We wanted a Chairnan and a Board to take
over the policy-making function of the Minister of Broad-
casting, and also to do the regulatory work. We wanted,
too, a third leg of the triumvirate, the Director-General,
who would be in charge of the professionals. The idea
was that there could be no re-occurrence of people
dominating the broadcasting system, as had happened r or
appeared to have happened, in the past. We knew that if
two people were for something, one would be against it.
It was by this means_that we tried to get independence,
yet accountaUif i ty .,'7

Tom Burns,
iv1acmillan,
Stringer to

The B.B.C: Public Institution and private World,
L9-17 , p.28.
writer, July 13, i-976.

6.

7.
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This interpretation was shared by Kinsella, the l4.inister of
Broadcasting.S Tndeed, the first two years of the N.z.B.C.rs
existence, in contrast to subsequent years, were characterised
by a smooth and cordial working relationshS-p among the three
parties (a fact attested to by aII three).9 It was a situation
in which the Director-General could be, and was, predominant.
Not only did Stringer enjoy the advantages that flowed from his
expertise and command of information in the face of the untutored
Minister and Board, but also in Kinsella there was a Minister who

understood the idea of independence for the newly-established
Corporation and who was clearly reluctant to take responsibility
for - and hence to seek control over - the organisationrs day-to-
day activities. The Director-General was also able to gain the
confidence of the initial three-man Corporation.

At its first meeting - on March L4, L962 the Board decided to
advertise in New Zealand, Australia, Canada, and Britain for
applicants for the post of Director-General (the successful
applicant was to be reconmended by the Board to the Minister,
hence to the Governor-General, for appointment). However, the
decision was rescinded at the very next meeting, when it was

decided to recommend that Stringer be appointed.r0 At the March

B. Kinsella to writer, May 18, L976. According to Kinse1la, he
had been inclined to have the portfolio of broadcasting
abolished altogether, but the Government had thought it
desirable to retain it in the initial stages "to ensure that
things were going along the track that Government intended."

9. Kinsella to writer, I4ay 18, L976; letter fi:on (ncw) Sir John L1eve1l1m
to writer, October 28, 1975; Stringer to writer, October 7,
L975.

10. N.Z.Q,C. eoard MinuterMarch L4, L962; April 2 d 3, L962. In
a letter of May 31, L976t to the writer, J.A. Stenberg, a
Corporation member of the time, comments that "the first major
duty of the Corporation was to appoint a Director-General.
It was decided at the first meeting to advertise the position...
but before the next meeting I suggested to the chairman that
because of Mr Stringerr s very suiiaUte experience and his
obvious ability he should be appointed forthwith and thus
avoid the extra delay involved in the functioning of the...
Corporation, "
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meeting, the Board also acted to place the Director-General in a

strong position: he was "authorised to act within his discretion
on behalf of the Corporation in its relations with the Government",
and it was also decided that policlz statements "in general should
be i-ssued by the Director-General on behalf of the Corporation".
But more importantly, the Board resolved that "powers and financial
authorities be delegated to the Director-General in the same terms
as those last delegated by the Minister to the Director of Broad-
casting"ll

The first Corporation comprised only three persons: two business-
men - Reeves Harris and James Stenberg - together with the
chairman, Dr F.;I. L1ewe1lyn, who was also chairman of the univer-
sit1z Grants Committee. Stringer found the three-man Board easy
to deal with. Above all, he disliked the necessity of "teaching
successive Ministers, chairmen and Board members how to suck
(broadcasting) eggs."L2 The three-man Board was far easier to
handle in this regard than its seven-member successor. Llewellyn,
for his part, recalls the working relationship as being ,'guite
giood": he regarded the Board as "a policymaking body...leaving
t'he Director-General and his staff to take decisions in detail
and get on with the job. It was for these reasons that I refused
to have an office in the corporation building. "13

Concerning Kinsella's interpretation of his role as lvtinister of
Broadcasting, he had from the outset resisted arguments that he
should be responsible to Parliament for the day-to-day activities
of the Corporation. In the first two years of the Corporation's
existence, the Opposition had expressed in the House its dislike
of a sTstem whereby a Minister courd refuse to accept responsi-
bility for the activities of what it still regarded as a furl
government department. As one opposition Member, A.J. Faulkner,

r1.
L2.
r3.

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, March L4, L962.
Stringer to writer, October 7, 1975.
Letter from
L975.

Sir John Llewe1lyn to wrj_ter, October 29,



put it, "this session the
that a state-owned asset
administration subject to
The same member was later
to accept resPonsibilitY
he not?"15

House had the new experience of
is no longer in its daY-to-daY
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finding

criticism or review by Parlianent' uL4

to ask the Minister whether he "intended
for the accuracy of radio news, or d'id

Kinsella's consi-stent response was that the day-to-day acti-vities
of the N.z.B.c. were the affair of the corporation, while the

Minister retained certain Fowers which, he believed, "should be

used sparingly and only in emergency."16 Questions on daily
broadcasting administration, including progranme matters, continued

to be posed by members from both sides of the House, and the

Minister was soon required to reply on the Corporation's behalf
(see Chapter fl). Thus, ES early as its first year (1962) t and

in spite of Kinsellars stance, the Parliamentary role of the

Minister of Broadcasting became the same as it had been during

the time of the departmentally-operated broadcasting system'

This change was in Stringer's view, "the first sign that the

N.Z.B.C. would not last."I7

Anthony Smith has written that, "the politician, used to pulling
the levers of power, finds that when he grasps !h"
Ievers of broahcasting and pulls thern the intended
result often fails to transpire. He blames the person-
alj-ties of the broadcasting world, of the techniques of
journalism or bias, or untiammelled trivialisation, h€
iails to find within the broadcasting organisation
anyone who 'understandsr his point of view'rrru

14. N.Z.P.D.
15. N.Z.P.D.
r6. N.Z.P.D.
17. Stringer
18. Anthony

r Vol.330,
, Vol.336 '
, VoI.330'
to writer,

Smith, The

p.989.
p.2506.
p.992.

September 30,

Shadow in the
r975.

Cave, op.cit. , P.135.



The first two years of the N.Z.B.C. were critical for the subse-

quent evolution of broadcastingts political autonomy' During

Lg62-63 the situation was promising' Kinsellars reluctance to

involve himself in the affairs of the corporation, and the

corporation,s restraint in involving itself in the executive

responsibilities of the Director-General suggested that the

statutory break from full departmental control could be con-

summated in the form of an ad.ministrative framework that' in the

context of New Zealand broadcasting, struck a hitherto unattained

balance between the values of Parliamentary accountability and

politicalind,ependence.However,seriousproblemsarose.The
Government sought to grasp and pull the levers of broadcasting

power; and the problems it faced in doing so led it to cast an

impatient eye on the Director-General'

several factors are instructive. Kinsella recalls that "at no

time did K.J. Holyoake (the Prime t"tinister) interfere' His

instruction to me was to create a type of organisation which was

as ind,ependent asopossible yet still remaining within the needs

ofthecounLry-"--DifferencesdevelopedbetweentheCorporation's
and the Governmentrs interpretation of what "as independent as

possible,,was to mean in practice. while stringer considered

that the Act gave him all the leeway needed !o protect the broad-

casting staff from unwarranted political influences ' he remained

dissatisfied, with two of its provisions. Both had been inserted

in the draft Bill while he was overseas in 195I'20

Firstly,hewasunhappywithsectionl-T,whichstipulatedthat
staff salaries and conditions of employment had to be determined

by the corporation in agreement with the Public service commission'

rn Lg64, the N.z.B.c. asked the Minister for amending legislation
,,to bring the corporation's staff conditions more in line with

other pubLic corporations" by omitting the words "in agreement

1)1.

The clauses were
of the Public Service

19. Kinsella to writer, l'[ay 18, L976'

20. Stringer to writer, September 30' L975'
inser{ea in the BiIl at the insistence
Cornmis'sion and Treasury' respectively'
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with the Public Service Commission."2l Six years later, in his
retirement speech, Stringer commented that "as far back as the
1940s...it was my job to r,vheedle out of the Public Service
Commission the privileges that we wanted to apply to our broad-
casting staff. We had great difficulty in telling them that
broadcasting was different from the Mines Department and the
Agriculture Department. Of course they missed the whole idea of
our place, which is entertainment and a service to the public...
we always found great difficulty in overcoming the prejudices
of the State Services Commission. I donrt think they like usr
or liked us."22

Secondly, Stringer was strongly of the opinion that New Zealand's
dependent economy required the Government to retain some measure

of financial control over broadcasting, particularly in regard to
the spending of overseas funds for capital expansiorr.23 However,

he also considered that the Act - which reguired that Ministerial
approval be given for expenditure amounting to more than E25'OOO24

- was too restrictive on this score. The Board agreed, and the
Government was asked to increase the limit to e100,000.25 It was

not until L970, however, that the ceiling was raised from
$50,000 to $100,000, still short by half of that originally
requested by the Corporatiorr.26

It was in regard to capital development that tensions arose
between the Government and the N.Z.B.C. There were three main

2L. Memo from Stringer to Minister, January lI, 1965.
22. Relay (W.Z.B.C. House Magazine). July, 1970.
23. Stringer to writer, September 30, L975.
24. Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961, Section L2 (3). In

n preferable to have
removed this limitation altogether and instead have placed
a stat,utory restriction on the extent to which the N.Z.B.C.
could borrow. This would have ensured that expansion was
funded out of income.

25. I4emo from Stringer to Minister, January 11, 1965.
26. Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1970, Section 2.
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reasons for this. In the first place, the Corporation in 1963

embarked, wj-th Government's approval, on a 87.5 million capital
expansion progranme to extend the fledgling television service
over the whole country, and to up-grade and expand radio services.
It was obliged to finance this entire plan out of its own

operating surpluses. In 1961, Stringer, as Assistant Director of
Broadcasting, had been able to face down fears of inflation by
assuring the Cabinet Economic Policy Committee that this would be

practicable in light of the increased revenue that would flow
from television advertising. 27

This comrnitment gave the Corporation an effective lever in its
quest for autonomy. Revenue from television advertising rose
rapidly - aided, by the N.z,B.C. rs agreement to allow the licensing
of private television translators to facilitate reception in areas
which would other:wise need to await the installation of the
Corporation's own faciliti.=.28 Corr".quently, the N.z.B.C. !{as

able to pursue its development aims with virtually no recourse
to Government funds (9400r000 borrowed from the National Develop-
ment Loans Account in 1962/63 was repaid five years later).

27. Stringer to writer, September 30, 1975.
28. See G.H. Stringer, "The Establishment of Private Television

Translators in New Zealand," European Broadcasting Union Review,
March, L966. "It is estimated that up to 901000 of the
415r000 receiving licences taken out so far are attributable
to the spread of the private transmitting equipment." p.24.
The increase in television advertising revenue for the years
ended March 3I, 1963, L964, 1965 and 1966 are shown below:

1963
L964
196 5
1966

T.V. Advertising Revenue T.V. Operating Surplus

e 513,476
9 33, 873

1,793,616
2,r53,700

E 74,050
654,664

L,782 ,425
2,053,922

The Minister, reported in The Evening Star of November 24,
L964, pointed out that the television receiving licence
figures were increasing at a rate which put them three to
four years ahead of projections.
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It has often been suggested elsewhere" that the 925,000 limi-

tation before Ministerial approval tended to make the corporation

unduly deferential to the Governmentrs attitudes towards broad-

casting. However, the N.Z.B.C.'s financial self-sufficiency in
practice far outweighed any inhibiting effects that may have

arisen from Section L2 (3) of the Act'

second.ly, and, importantly in understanding the Governmentrs

attitude towards the N.z.B.c. and in particular its Director-
General, Stringerrs administrative abilities and energies were

deeply committed to the task of capital development. He was not

slow to devise means of cj-rcumventing the need for l"linisteria1
approval for expenditure in excess of g25r0OO. But his tactics
did not - understandably - meet with the glad eye of the Govern-

ment. The man who succeeded Kinsella as Minister of Broadcasting,

tI.J. Scott, recalls that Kinsella would sign capital development

approvals uncritically: "but stringer would come up with a

financial authority which was only a bit of what was
a major project. ie himsetf would use his own authority
to approve ".y a couple of 951000 items, then'herd get
a gZEIOOO approval by not really detailing fully what
the thing wi-s. " 30

The thi-rd factor that strained relati-ons between the C'overnment

and the N.Z.B.C. was the fact that the Corporation could, and

did, divert in the Government's direction criticism (not

insubstantial from a population eager to avail itself of the

benefits of the new medium) that expansion of the television
service was not proceeding rapidly enough.

29. See, for examPle, G. Bick, The ass File' Caxton Presst
1968, p.97i I.A. Johnstone, The ffiT Channel ' John Mclndoe 't96g b.asr AIex Toogood, "H@ New zealandfs
eroadcisting Corporation?", in Journafig{uarterlY, Spring,
1969 - n-'l o8: "nh l- Clevel-and' a System:L969, p.108; and L. Cleveland, System:L2Oa t P.IUO' clllLl Ir. vJsvslqlrs, !r^v '-'*-- '----: :-'-problems of Broadcastingr" in Political €cience, YoL.22,
JuIy, L970, p.40.

30. Scott to writer, MaY 10, 1975.
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Thus, oD the one hand, the N.z.B.c. rs commitment to finance

expansion frOm itS own revenue gave it an important measure of

independence from Government supervision; but, on the other

hand, the provisions of the Act, in particular section L2 (3) '
gave it a stick with which, albeit gently, it could beat the

Government. For example, in its Annual Report for the year ending

March 31, 1965, the N.Z.B.C. noted that "there are some factors

which tend to limit the speed with which the Corporation's
development-pf.n= can be iut into operat'ion. The present
requiriment that such a mlior expansion plan must be
firianced almost entirely fiom the Corporation's.oldn
resources must govern the speed with which service can
be provi{ed to areas of New zealand not adequately
ser-ved. " 31

Itror did the N.Z.B.C. refrain from criticising the Government about

the statutory requirement that the Corporation subruit its annual

building programme for Government approrr"r.32 According to the

Chairman, Dr Llewellyn, "the Government could and did exert a

considerable influence on the rate of capital expenditure and

consequently on the rate of development....The permitted rate

could depend on the political attractiveness of the items on the
?"

progranme. " "

Tension reached a new peak in November, L964, when Llewellyn, the

principal articulator of the Corporationts dissatisfaction'
Iaunched a strong public attack on the Government's "procrasti-
nation" over the N.Z.B.C.'s proposals for a second channel'

submitted to the Minister nine months earlier. Arguing that the

delay was becorning "serious", L|ewellyn Conrmented that, "the
extremely rapid build.-up of the television audience in New

Zealand - very much more rapid than was envisaged two
years ago - his made it possille- for the Corporation to
lccelerate the introduction of this second channel. We

are prepared to proceed forthwith when Government finally
rnakes its decision. " r+

year ending March 31, 1965,
the reports for the Years

31. Annual RePort of the N.Z.B.C. -f?tp.7. The comment was repeatect an
ending March 31, 1966, and 1968.

32. Llewellyn, reported in The Dominion, August 2I, 1964.

33. rbid.
34. N.Z.B.C. news release, November 6, 1964.
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The Minister, w.J. scott, responded that the corporation's

criticism represented a vote of no-confidence in himself as

t,tinister.35 The National Government may well have wished to keep

its private enterprise options oPen on a second channel' Be that

as it may, in Scott's view it would not have been politically
feasible to authorise the introduction of a second channel when

many parts of the country could not' yet receive the first'35
Significantly, Scott has recalled that "Both L1ewellyn and

stringer were fairly quick-tempered people and yo_u did
not have to say muc-h €o get inlo a donnybrook. We had
a session (aft-er the release of the press statement) in
which they were issuing threats about using a second
channel t-o beat the press to death. They feJ,t the news-
papers had not been 

-gi.tittg the N.z.B.c. a fair go. This
is-when the first thought came to me that Ird have to
enlarge the Corporation so that there could be better
control exercis6d on the Director-General. I felt that
this was stringertq_project, that Llewellyn was only
firing the shots. "r /

The Governmentrs concern over the extent to which the N'Z'B'C'
was flexing its muscles was enhanced by a dispute between the

Corporation and the Post Office. This centred on the costs

incurred. by the Post Office in respect of issuing radio and

television licences and investigating complaints of interference.
Who should pay? Kinsella had attempted to resolve the dispute
by invoking Section 11 of the Broadcasting Corporation Act which

laid down that, "in the exercise of its functions and powers

under this Act the corporation shall comply with the
general policy of the bovernment of New Zealand with
iespect to broadcasting and shall comply with a-ny
geniral or special directions given in writing by the
itinister purluant to the policy of the Government in
relation Lhereto. t'38

35. Scott, reported in The Evening Post, November 7 | L964.

36. Scott to writer, !1ay 10, L976. Scott maintains that he had
no thoughts "at that stage" about giving any second channel
to privite enterprise. H:-s thinking on these lines evolved
in i166, during the ,,pirates" affair (see next chapter).

37. Scott to writer, MaY l0' L976.

38. Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961, Section 11.
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He gave a direction on how the fees were to be apportioned, but
the direction was rejected on the advice of the Crown Law Office.
It was considered to be an administrative matter and not one of
"broad,casting" poIicy.39 (The matter was finally resolved by
legislative amendment in tgos.40)

On top of all this, the New Zealand public's oropensity to take
their broadcasting grievances to the Minister of Broadcasting, in
effect to hold the Government responsible for what the N.Z.B.C.
was doing from day-to-dayrheightened the Governmentrs concern.
And as Lhe capital development plans proceeded, and as the novelty
of television prograrnmes held gublic at.tention, the profile of
the N.Z.B.C. loomed large in the eyes of the populace. In the
L962 Parliamentary session, for example, 25 guestions were asked
of the Minister of Broadcastingr in 1963, 24i L964, Z9i 1965, 39.

According to Scott, the Prime Ministerr oD appointing him as
Iclinister, told him that the Corporation had "ridden rough-shod over
Kinsella" and suggested that he (Scott) keep "a closer rein on

A'lthem."=' (In Scott's view, the N.Z.B.C. had become too independent
in its actions dsr some years earlier, the original National Roads
Board had done, before its empowering legislation was changed to
enabre the lr{inister of works to be chairman of the goard.42)

The problem, as scott saw it, was that the three-man corporation
was dominated by the Director-General. rt had "bedded down" and
was insufficiently dirigent in its appraisals of the chief

39. Kinsella to writer, I4ay 19, 1976. see footnote 32, chapter lr.
40. Broadcasting corporation Amendment Act 1965, section G.

41. Scott to writer, l'[ay 10, 1976. See, too, footnote 44,
chapter 10. stringer (to writer, september 30, 1975) recarls a
strained relationship between himself and the Prirne MJ-nister,
K.J. Holyoake: "he wanted an rindependentt corporation only
so long as it was pro-Government."

42. Scott to writer, May 10, L976. According to Scott, the
Government's intention in both cases had been to take the
respective functions out of the political arena, but in the
case of the N.R.B. its Chairman, F.M.H. Hanson, Deputy
Cornmissioner of Works, had become too much a law unto-himseLf.Stringer had shown like tendencies.
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executive's activities and policy recoilmendations. Furthermore,
in the Ministerrs view the N .Z .8.C. had ,become arrogant, and was

not adequately responsive to public complaints. As M:lnister, he

had to bear the brunt of public complaints against the Iil.Z.B.C.'
yet apart from Section 11 of the Act, which had earlier been

found wanting, he had no power with which to match the
responsibility that the public attributed to him.43

On taking up office, the new l4inister immediately experienced
the Director,-Generalrs strong desire to preserve the status quo

in regard to ministerial- relationships. According to Scott,
"Gj-lbert Stringer was waiting in my office when I came
back from Government House (after the swearing in).
He said he wanted to pay a courtesy call but would like
to get one or two things straight. The }finister was not
responsible for the day-to-day running of the Corporation
and he (Stringer) wanted him to adopt the same policy
as Kinsella. The more the Minister kept his nose out
of the Director-Generalrs business the better it would
be."44

Stringerrs attitude stemmed from his desire to acquaint the new

Minister with the concept of "checks and balances". The

triumvirate system had, in Stringerts view, been working well
up tilI that point, except for the fact that the l,linister had
become obliged to answer questions in the House on operational
matters. String€rr perhaps sensing the Governmentrs disquiet,
was anxious lest there emerge any further challenge to the
Corporationr s independence.

Ironically, his desire to preserve the professional autonomy of
the broadcasting staff tended to harden the resolve of Government
against him. Perhaps he over-reacted in his first meeting with
Scott. Whatever the case, the incident soured relations between
the two men, and it hardened the Ministerrs determination to
bring the Director-General to heel through the super-imposition
of an enlarged and more critically-questioning Board.

43. Scott
44. Scott

to writer, I'iay 10 | L976.
to writer, .l4ay 10, L976.
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In light of the method of appointment, one observer has noted

that, ,,the current Director-General, who haS held the position

since the corporation was founded, has performed his task in all

timidity, ever fearful of the political sword of Damocles.''45

This is a distortion; for while the Director-General was

appointed, in effect, by the l{inister the appointment was made

on the corporationts recofitmendation. Likewise, the Director-

General could be removed from office on the Boardts recommendation'

for ,,disability, bankruptcy, neglect of dutyr ol misconduct.''45

Thus, the Government required clear-cut reasons if it were to

have the Director-General of Broadcasting replaced. Ir{uch political

capital could have been made of such a move by the Government's

opponents.

Stringer himself , accordi-ng to scott,47 t"g^rded' his position as

firmly entrenched by statute: he was eager to point out to the

l4inister that he (Stringer) could be removed from his job only if

he criminally misbehaved, assuming that he retained good' health'
was not bankrupted and did not neglect his duties' Scott'
however, felt that if he had wished to press the point he could

have had Stringer removed to some other public service post'

This was not done.

The.difficulties that arose with the appointmenL of Scott to the

broadcasting portfolio, were greatly intensified by the departure

of Llewellyn as Chairman. In FebrudTY, 1965, Llewellyn informed

the l{inister that he did not wish to be considered for re-appoint-

ment when his three-year term expired on March 31 that year'

Reportedly, the "rising tempo of university development" 'made it
necessary for him to devote his whole energies to the University

Grants Committee.u4S That" appears to have been something'more'

45. AIex Toogood, oP.cit., P.111.
46. Broadcasting corporatj-on Act 196I, Section 16 (3).

47. Scott to writer, MaY 10, L976.

48. Reported in The Dominion, February 6' 1965'
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however, behind his decision not to seek re-appointment. One

factor may have been the second channel issue on which Llewellyn
and Scott publicly clashed. Certainly, Stringer thought so:
"he (Llewellyn) was not prepared to be humbugged about by the
Government" a reference to the perceived gap between the
Governmentrs declared reasons for deferring a decision on the
second channel, the unfavourable economic climate, and its desire
to leave open the private enterprise option.49 But Llewellyn may

have felt that his chances of re-appointment were slim in any
case. Scott had told him that "he (Scott) would take a lot of
persuading to re-appoint him" in view of Llewellyn's pr-rb1ic
statement alleging Government procrastination on the second
channel. Scott regard.ed this as a stab in the back: he "had not
submitted (the N.Z.B.C.'s) proposals to the covernment...because
of other discussions I had with the Corporation which would have
been more beneficial to it, and which I had believed the Chair-
man and the Director-General were in agreement with.''50 (These
proposals involved undertakings that the Corporationfs existing
eapital development progranrme would be moved ahead at a faster
rate. See footnote 49.)

whatever the reasons behind it, Llewellyn's departure marked a
crucial turning point in the evolution of the N.Z.B.C. The
appointment of Charles A. IvlcFarlane, a former Director-General
of the Post and Telegraph Department, as Chairman was announced
on April 2I, 1955 three weeks after the position had become
vacant. The Government had found d.ifficulty in finding a replace-
ment. Part of lrlcFarlaners brief was "to make the corporation
concept work", which apparently meant exerting greater control
over the Director-General. Recalls McFarlane: "The Corporation

As reported in The Evening Star of November 24, L964, the
Government deferred consideration of the introduction of
a second channer "in the meantime". The decision was made
"in right of the generar economic situation." The Government,
however, had "agreed in principle" to an acceleration of the
extension of the primary television service to all- parts ofthe country.
Scott, reported in The Evening post, November 7, L964.

49.

50.
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had its meetings once a month. But in the meantime all
the work *i"-i6"rty being done by the Director-General,
and the Board didn-'t appear to have much impact at all.
In fact there wasntt even an office for the Board....
It was up to_qre to go in and create a corporation that
would woik."5r

The issue of whether or not the chairman and the Board should

have permanent accommodation at Head office was of considerable

symbolic - if not practical significance. As noted earlier,
Llewellyn had not sought an office, believing that it would

impinge on the respective roles of the Chairman and Director-
GeneraL. On the other hand, one of t{cFarlane's first actions

was to seek an office for the Chairman. Stringer resented it'
evoking the response from Scott that, "you had better find an

office for the new Chairman or I will come over and find one for
him - and it might be yours. "52 This incident signified the

increasingly active role that the Board would come to play in
the management of the N.Z,B.C. The three-man Corporation under

Llewellyn had held its monthly meetings in the existing
conference room in Head Office. No special facilities had been

built to accommodate the Board. McFarlaners request for an

office - an expansive and expensive Corporation suite was

subsequently built down the corridor from the Director-General's
office seemed to be a perfectly reasonable one. But Stringer
saw that it heralded the assurnption by the Chairman of a far
more active part in the day-to-day administration of the
N.2,8.C.53 The bal-ance of powers that had operated during the

time of Kinse1la and Llewellyn had been upset by the advent of
Scott and McFarlane.

Stringer's principal concern at this stage was to preserve the

relationship that had existed between the Chairman and the chief
executive. In theory, this meant that the Chairman would deal

5I. McFarlane to writer, May 1-4, 1976.

52. Scott to writer, MaY 10' L976.

53. Stringer to writer, JuIy 13, L976.
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with matters of broad policy, while the Director-General would

be responsible for the on-going management of the N.Z'B'C' In
practice, it meant that the chief executive would be the dominant

partner in the running of the broadcasting system. In Stringerr s

view, such a situation was essential in order to protect the

"programme independence't of the Corporation's staff: "as long as

the Director-General was responsible for prograflulres r the
Board. had to go past him to get at the staff. This they
could not do lo long as the Director-General was appoin-
ted by the Governor-General in Coulcil, or had his
appoiitment confirmed by the Act."54

Stringerts problem was that his concept of "checks and balancesrl

was not necessarily shared or understood by others. Both Scott
and McFarlane considered that the only significance of the method

of appointment of the Director-General was that it made corporate
management of the N.Z.B.C. untenable. They considered that the
Director-Genera1 could, and didr usurp the powers of the
Corporation. tr{orse, they believed that Stringer used his method

of appointment to play the Board off against the Ministerr and

vice versa. According to Scott: "I never saw the minutes of
the Corporation - I got nothing unless I asked for it -
and I had a suspicion that things I was referring back
to the Director-General for policy decisions were not
always going to the Corporation. f used to have
McFarlane and Stringer over on their own, and I reached
the stage where I had lvlcFarlane there as often as I had
Stringer, because he (McFarlane) $/as coming to tell me
all the probl-ems that he was having. After some months
one of the Corporation members said to me that when I
invited them over they would prefer that I did not have
the Director-General present, because there were some
matters they would like to raise with me in his absence.
I found out from their approaches to me privateJ-y that
if the Corporation wanted Stringer to do something that
he didntt want to do he would say he was responsible to
the Minister, and if I suggested he might do something
herd say his responsibility-was to the Board.. He
played us off quite a lot."55

54. Stringer
55. Scott to

to writ,er, October 7 , L975.
writer, May 10, 1976.
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yet if scott saw that stringer could play the one against the

other, Stringer also believed that the Minister did the same

thing: "the big problem occurred in my administration when one

day the Ivlinister (scott) said to me rI had the chairman
over here on rhursd.y, tras he told you of our discussion?'
I could have bitten iry tongue of f : lhe moment I said 'no'
I knew f was scupp"re-d, be6ause from that moment - and
I would have done the same myself - we were divided and
conguereal--Nol onry d,id he -do it to me, but to the Board
als6 in the same Process-"56

The triangular relationship obviously afforded considerable scope

for the spinning of an intricate web of intrigue. on the one

hand, the Minister was keen that his own.influence could be

exerted over an obstinate chief executive by allying himself

with a Board that would be willing and able to assert itself
more strongly in the administration of the N.z.B.c. on the other

hand, they were confronted by a Director-General acutely jealous

of the independence he considered was entrusted in him by statute'
The tension generated was substantial, and is a crucial factor
in understanding the evolution of the N.z.B.c. in subseguent

years, particularly from AprilI Lg66' when a new, enlarged

Board of seven members came into existence fo11owing statutory
amendment the previous Y".t.57

The experiences of the troublesome triumvirate clearly show, if
illustration is needed, that administrative - or power - relation-
ships cannot be determined by recourse to statutory provisions

alone. In the early years of the N.Z.B.C., considerable energies

were expended on the critical task of shaping the rules and roles

that would govern relations among the members of the triumverate'
Different expectations in regard to those roles were brought to

their tasks by Llewellyn and McFarlane, and by Kinsella and scott'
Statutory amendments which later served to enhance the power of
the Board at the expense of the Director-General, did not so much

shape these differing expectations as result from them.

56. Stringer to writer, October 7' L975.

57 . Broadcastmg Corporation Ame , Section 2 '
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CIIAPTER SEVEN: The Taming of the Director-General

Charles A. McFarlane was appointed Chairman for the three-year
period until March 3I, 1968. As Director-General of the Post
and Telegraph Department (he had retired from this post in 1950)

he had been asked by the Government, ln L957, to make some

observations on the control of broadcasting while attending
a postal conference in Ottawa. McFarlane suggested to the
Government on his return that, orr the introduction of tele-
vision in New Zealand, a system of corporate broadcasting
managiement should be introduced, similar to that then proposed
for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. l Und"r such an
arrangement, the Chairman of the Corporation would also be
the organisation's chief executive officer. rn McFarlaners
view, if this $/ere not possible then at least the chief
executive should be a member of the policy-making body, like
the managing-director of a private company. A student of
public administration,2 he recognised Lhat the distinction
between "policy" and "administration" was an artificial one.
To ensure effective corporate managfement any policy-making
body needed control over the chief executive officer to ensure
that policy decisions were implemented. IvlcFarlane assumed

the Chairmanship of the N.Z.B.C. with these attitud.es firmly
in mind.

fmportantly, McFarlaners views on what should be the correct
relationship between the Corporation and the chief executive
officer accorded with those spelled out by Lord Normanbrook,
then Chairman of the B.B.C. Board of Governors:

"It is, of course, very easy and simple to say that the
Board is concerned with policy and the staff with
execution- But in practice this does not mean very
much unless you are able to say clearly where policy
stops and execution begins no hard and fast
line can be drawn between a body of persons concerned
only with formulating policy and another body concerned' only with carrying it out. Minor decisions of policy
must necessarily be taken below Board 1eve1 and
conversely, the Board cannot deal solely in general-
ities and must address itself from time to time to
particular questions... just because they are in them-
selves of outstanding political or public importance...

t. McFarlane to writer, May L4, 1976.
2. McFarlane had gained a Diploma in Public Administration

from Victoria University of Wellington. He was a past
president of the N.Z. Institute of Public Administration,
and in 1960-61 had been director of studies at the N.Z.
Administrative Staff College.
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TheBoardisrinfactrdrrintegralpartof-theB'B'C':
it is the final source of decision, not only on general
policy,butonspecj-ficissueswhichareofsufficient
importance to calt for decisions at the highest level
within trre corporation. A decision taken by the Board
or by its Chaiiman is still a decision taken within
the corporation: it is in no sense an rintervention'
from ouiside. " 3

l.IcFarlane placed no importance on the fact that the Director-

General of Broadcasting was appointed by the Governor-General

in council, and not by the corporation it'self as was the case with

the B.B.C. In his view, this arrangement was merely a carry-over

from the days of the N.Z.B.S., of no sj-gnificance in itself ' and

certainly not aimed at giving the chief executive officer a degree

of independence from direct control by the Board.4 Hence, there

was a fundamental difference of opinion between the new Chairman

and the incumbent Director-General as to their respective

administrative roles.

The new chairman took up hi-s duties in April' 1965. He soon

experienced problems. He was resident in wellington; one of the

other Board members was from Auckland, the third- was from christ-

church. The two met the nigrht before each monthly Corporation

meeting in their hotel to go through the next day's agenda' They

could, in effect, ,'gang up" against the chairman. one such

instance prompted McFarlane to offer his resignation to the Minister'

The Chairman was outvoted, oD the Board, in respect of the action

the N.Z.B.C. should take over the dispute with the Post Office on

the apportionment of licence fee costs and expenses incurred in

interference detection and suppression. As a former Director-
General of the Post Office he had considerable sympathy for that

department,s position in the dispute. But his dissent was based

on the fact that at the time of the particular Board' meeting

cabinet had yet to consider a paper on the question. Any

unilateral action by the N.Z.B.C. would, in McFarlanets opinion'

have been untimely. He would resign if the Boardrs decision were

not rescinded. The other two members reconsidered, and the whole

Rt. Hon. Lord Normanbrook, The Functions of the B'9t9.'s
Governors, B.B.C. concert HaIl Lectures, December' I9b5t
pp. 10-12.
l.{cFarlane to writer, MaY 4, L976.

3.

4.
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q

matter was subsequently expunged from the minutes." McFarlane

sought the appointment of a larger Board' a Proposal which was

sympathetically received by the Minister in light of the

difficulties he was also having with the Director-General' In

Scott's view,
"I felt that three was no good. Five or six would not
rubber-stamp everything that goes before the Corporation,
from the Diiector-Geneial. At least they'11 ask
questions, and will give closer examination of whatrs
joing on in the N.z.B-c. u6

The Governmentrs,in particular Scottrs, desire for a more

active Board was not based on any feeling that at the executive

level the N.Z.B.C. was being incompetently administered'
Rather, it can be said that, having established a public
corporation on the grounds that the country's broadcasting

services, especially television, should not remain under

direct governmental control in the form of a department, the

Government soon came to feel that the chief executive of the

new organisation was inclined to over-estimate the degree of
independence that had been granted by statute'

The enlarged seven-man Board came into existence on April 1,

1966. Of all-male membership, it comprised, apart from

McFarlane as Chairman, a lawyer (R.K. Trimmer), a newspaper

general manager and former journalist (D.F.C. Saxton), and

three businessmen (e .S. Stock, J.B. Price and R.J' Laurenson) '
in addition to serving member and businessman, Reeves Harris'
(The other original member, James stenberg, did not seek a

further term from April 1, 1966). Scott considered it to be

advantageous that more than half the members (stock, Price,

Laurenson, and McFarlane)resided in wellington:
"they were the type of people thl! would be having
tunch perj-odicarry and- lhey could chat over things
that ".*" oP ,rtg"itly - " B

McFarlane to writer, MaY 4, 1"976.

Scott to writer, MaY 10, L976.

Scott to writer, IvIaY 10, L976.

scott to writer, May 10, L976. Scott's private explan-
ation does not tally with his public one: he told the
House that the idea to increase membership came when it
ri"-""t possible to have a meeting because two members

were ill .-N .z .P .D . ' Vol 344 - p. 2566 '

5.
6.
7.
8.
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A matter that was to be the subject of controversy in later years
during the L972 public inquiry into the dismissal of the Editor

of the N.Z. Listener - but which passed relatively without comment

at the time, was that this solidly professional,/businessman group

could be seen to have a political bias. As one observer has since
commented,

"all the new members appeared to be at home in
Government circles: one of them (Laurenson) o
hras a liaison officer for the National Party."-

(Harris, too, according to Scottr w€ts "a tower of strength for the
National Party in Christchurch"lg) This matter will be examined
further in chapter 10.

Stringer's relationship with the new Board was strained. Not
only did he now have to deal with an enlarged Board, but it was

one which quite soon made it clear to him that it was intent upon

playing a more active administrative role than its predecessor had

done. For his part, Stringer regarded the Board members as non-
professionals who, if allowed to satisfy their desire to involve
themselves in the day-to-day operations, could be expected to
detract from the competent administration of the organisation:

'fThey cou1d, after determining policy, hold the
Director-Genera1 to account for the administration
of that policy. But when all the professionalism
is at the executive level and the Board has littIe
or no broadcasting professionalism then itrs very
difficult. They were very competent people in the
fields in which they had gained their experience.
Their biggest limitation was that none of them had
had any experience in public corporations It
was most difficult to try to transfer the functj-ons
of a director of a public company to a public
corporation like the N.Z.B.C. Every decision in
broadcasting had three facets: economic, social and
political. To reconcile the social and political
aspects of a problem when you had been trained to
deal with only the economic aspects of decisions was
very difficult. "fl

o

10.
11.

!1.H. Holcroft, Reluctant Editor, op. cit., p. 191.
Scott to writer, May 10, 1976.

Stringer to writer, October 7, 1975.
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The m.atter of the Board's evolving oversight of N-Z-B.C.
prograrnme matters will be discussed in chapter 9. Suffice it
to say here that, in Stringer's opinion, the Board came to pay

so much attention to particular progranune criticisms that he

and his top managernent staff spent most of their time at Board Lz
meetings justifying the N.Z.B.C.'s actions during the past month.

The Board was unwilling to pass over to the Director-General
complaints from people with whom they had contact. Instead'
they preferred to handle them themselves. In some instances,
Board members would approachr or attempt to approach, individual
staff members directly, thus undermining the Director-Generalrs
responsibility. A particular example related to the activities
of the three Regional Programme Advisory Committees set up by the
N.Z.B.C. late in 1965 to advise the Corporation on programme

matters (see chapter 17). Stringer recalls that' when the
respective chairmen of these cornmittees made public statements,
the Board felt that its authority was being eroded: "they were

jealous of the people who were expected to do the job of helping
to keep the N.Z.B.C. in touch with the public."I3 At a meeting
in May 1967 between the Board and the chairmen and d.eputy chair-
men of the committees it was resolved that,

"it would not be wise to give too much publicity to
the work of the committees which could easily get
a bad public image. l{embers should be wary of
making statements or giving addresses as these tend
to be taken by the public as expositions of Corporation
PolicY ' " 14

The Board soon resolved to review the delegations made to the
Director-General by the first Board, in l,larch , Lg62.L5 The fact
that this decision was taken at only the second meeting of the
new Board suggests that both McFarlane and Scott had wasted littte
time in informing the new members of the problems with the
Director-General. Meanwhile, the Actrs stipulation that a

L2. Stringer to writer, July 13, L976.

13. Stringer to writer, September 30, L975.

14. Memo from Board to Director-General, May 25, L967-
According to McFarlane (to writer, Ilay 4, 1976)
Stringer insisted that the Committees had been set
up to advise the Director-General, not the Board.

15. N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, May 17, 1966.
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function of the corporation was "to advise the Minister in

respect of matters retating to broadcasting"16 t"= proving to

be a further bone of contention. There existed a Minister of

Broadcasting, but he had no department under his direct control'

YetrasaMinisterrheneededadvice'While'inthewordsof
the Act, the "Corporation" was to advise the Minister' clearly

it - literally, the Board - Iacked sufficient expertise' stringer'

as Director-General of Broadcasting (as distinct from the

N.Z.B.C.), felt that it was his responsibility to advise the

Minister: ,,it was no good going to the Board' They didnrt

know anything about broadcasting"'-'

In 1966, a debate sparked by the activities of a ,'pirate.'

broadcasting station in the Hauraki Gulfr wds a major catalyst

in moves by the Board to clarify, if not to diminish' the

status of the Director-General, This thesis is not.,concerned

with the details of the so-called "pirates affair" ' -" The

episode does, however, provide an insight into the relationships

among the Minister, the Board and the Director-General.

ReflectingontheprecedingmonthsofcontroverS}raBoard
member, Saxton, argued in January L967 that the statutory powers

of the Director-General "have combined to make satisfactory

control by the seven memjcers of the corporation so difficult as

to be almost impossible. "19 He went on:
.,Thedifficultiesandobstacleswillbecompounded
withtheadventofoppositionintheformofprivate
enterprise. Irtotwithllanding its notable success in
many r.ifects for which, I repeat' the Director-
Generalandhisstaffaredeservingofthehighest
praise, the fact remains that as an organisation the
N.z.B.c.isstillaglorifiedgovernmentdepartment'
with too much of tn"'a"p"rtmenfaI attitude and outlook
toenableittocompetesatisfactorilywith.avirile
oppositi"", 

-and witir too much power vested in the
Director-Genera1. "

I6.
L7.
18.

19.

Broadcasting corporation Act 1961, Section 10(1) (d)

Stringer to writer, September 30, L975'

A somewhat biased narrative on the affair is A'
naaio Hauraki: The shoestring Pirates, Hodder

Blackburn's,
and Stoughton'

Ilemo from D.F.c. saxton to Board, Januaryr L967 '
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Apart from the method of appointment of the Director-General,
Board members were also concerned at the statutory provision that
gave that officer, or his representative, the right to attend' all
meetings, including those of sub-committees , of the Board.20 In
Saxtonrs opinion - a view which, according to McFarlane, was shared

-2Lby the Board-' -
"the weaknesses of, this situation are resentment
at any major disturbance of the status quo such as
realistic control by the seven member corporation,
and the continuing, calculated and unfortunate
influence exerted by the ad.ministrative hierarchy on
legislation relating to radio and television. Too
much of this influence has, r feel, been directed
towards preserving and extending the interests of the
admj-nistration and staff of the Corporation, and
maintaining their freedom to continue acting basically
as a Government Department, at the expense of effective
operation and service."22

In }{arch, L966, the Board resolved to seek the l.!.inister's advice as

to whether the Government would wish the N.Z.B.C. to take action in
regard to the issuing of warrants for private broadcasting licences,
under the provisions of Part III of the act.23 The l{inister replied
that he was not prepared to express an opinion at that stage.-= The

Corporation's desire to have the Governmentrs intentions clarified
on this matter could be understood in terms of Section 11 of the Act'
which requi-red the N.Z.B.C. to comply with the general policy of the
Government with respect to broadcasting. It could also be understood

in light of the invidious nature of Part III of the Act. Inserted
of chapter 5),apparently as a caucus compromise (see footnote 40

it made the N.Z.B.C. judge and jury in the matter of issuing warrants
to potential competitors. It charged the Corporation with conducting
surveys to ascertain the extent to which broadcasting services were

available in any locality. It could then call for applications for
warrants but, inter a1ia, "after having regard
broadcasting services it proposes to establish.

20. Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961, Section 9.

2L. McFarlane to writer, May 4, 1976.
22. Saxton memo, op. cit.
23. N.Z.B.C. Board trlinute, March 15 and 16, 1966.

24. N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, April L9, L966.

to
,25

any additional
Stringer's

25. Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961, Section 32(2).
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attitude to Part III of the Act was double-edged' Firstly' he

considered that the Board itself was unable to undertake these

regulatory functions because it spent too much of its time on

daily operative matters that were the rightful preserve of the

Director-General and hj-s staff. Secondly, and more importantly'

he considered that Part III placed the onus on the N 'z'B'C' itself
26

to fill any service gaps that its own surveys might show to exrst'

To that extent, and as a means of introducing private broadcasting'

it was virtua1lY unworkable'

McFarlane has claimed that, €rt the time, Stringer shared control

of the II.z.B.c. with his two closest colleagues cooper Marshall'

the Administrative-Assistant to the Director-General' and F'W'

Dawson, controller of Administration. A11 three, in McFarlaners

view, were at pains to see the lrl .z.B.C. Is monopoly preserved.

stringer had not been willing to share his power with the Board;

and nor was he keen to share it with any private broadcasting
27concern. itringerr oD the other hand, maintains that he was

prepared to open the door to private enterprise:

"So long as the general monopoly of the N'z'B'c' was

maintained, and revenue could Lontinue to be directed
towards the cultural advancement of the community then
Iwasnotvitallyconcernedwithsmallinroadsthat
might have been made by private enterprise '"28

(In the early I970s, the operating surpluses of the N'z'B'C' I^tere

being heavily reduced by inflation, at a time when a number of

private radio stations had been licensed. In 1966rrhowever, the

N.Z.B.C.,s financial position was extremely strong''-) fn any

event, the bugbear from the N 'Z'B'C.'s point of view was the

Minister. rn August 1966, the chairman had again sought the

26. Stringer to writer, September 30, 1975'

27. McFarlane to wriLer, MaY 4, 1975'

28. Stringer to writer, October 7, L975'

29.TheN.z.B.c.declaredafinancialsurplus,
oi 9r,310,389 in 1965, sl,360,160 in L966 '
in L967.

after tax'
and Er ,522,784
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llinister's advice about the Governmentrs intentions regarding
?n

private broadcasting.JU (The N.z.B.c. was keen to see legislation

introduced to suppress the activities of "pirate" stations' ) The

l.linister subsequently informed the chairman that the Government

was

',notpreparedtolegislateto'boltandbar|entry
through the back door if the Corporation were going
to continue as a poticy to refusL-to hear applications
for entiv-;trti""qit ttt"- f ront door' by not operating
Part III of Your Act"'31

In response, the Board expressed its concern at the suggestion

that its policy was not to operate Part III' The Chairman

reminded the Minister that when he and the Director-General had

discussed the matter with the Minister in March ' L966, he (the

Minister) had not been prepared to express an opinion:

"as you know the corporati-on is required t? ?:t.within
the general scope of government policy and it. is the
l4inister who finally fiecides whether a warrant wiltr be

issued. corr""qo"nt1y it is necessary for the.It[inister
and the corporition io be closely associated in the
policy to bL followed under Part III of the Act-"32

The l{inister, in reply, apologised for misquoting the Government's

position in his earlier letter: "In the two or three discussions

I have had with.you and Mr stringer since llarch", he went on'
,,ithasemergedthatfromthetimeadecisionwasmade
tooperatePartlllandactuallystartahearing'
about six months would elapse' It was with this
knowledge that my colleaguls made their decision not
ro pro*6t. furthlr legisiatj-on until our policy was

announced ...'f33
According to scott, he had won over those of his caucus colleagues

who were against introducinq private enterprise broadcasting' He

had done this by arguirr! tft.t an unscrupulous government couLd use

the monoporistic N.z.B.c. to keep any National Party opposition

out of office for year=.34 (There may also have been Party

30. Confirmed. in letter from Minister
26, 1966.

31. rbid.
32. Letter from Chairman to Minister'
33. Letter from Minister to Chairman'

34 . Scott to writer, l'laY 10 , L97 6 '

to Chairman, SePtember

September 28, 1965.

October I0, 1966-
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the National Partyrs annual conference in Ju1y, 1966,

remit favouring private participation in a second
35.crranner. ,

The Government decided to remove Part III of the BrOadcasting

corporation Act 1961, and to set up a licensing authority to

adjudicate upon the issuance of warrants for private broadcasting

stations. The policy was announced in its 1956 Election Manifesto'

In scott's mind, stringer had been the obstructive influence: the

Board members had been persuaded by the Director-General not to

operate part rrr.35 rf the Government had not been keen to

encourage the N.z.B.c. to use Part III of the Act, it had wanted

to see the Corporation lease time on YD stations to al1ow private

interests to meet what it felt to be "a much more urgent need" for
,,pop,, music programmes "than the Broadcastinq corporation

appreciates.,,37 Here again, in Scott's opinion, the Director-

General was the stumbling block. In a statement of policy, the

N.Z.B.C. had Pointed out that'
,,the corporation has requested its Director-General
to undeitake investigations into the whole natter

pr"p"="is with sibstantial policy implications
such as these have could not be made by a public
body charjed with responsibility for protecting^t|.,,3,
pu5iic ini,erest withoirt the fullest investigations ' " - -

The rnatter came to a head following the release by the l{inister

of a letter of his to the corporation, written at the end of

october. The letter was released on November 9, 1966. The

election campaign was under way and the Government was clearly

concerned that it should appear to be taking steps to meet what

it considered to be a substantial public demand for action on the

35. Reported in The Dominion, July 27, L966'

36. Scott to writer, May 10, L976. McFarlane confirms that
stringer's attitude was that Part III was merely an

appendage to the Act and could not, by its contradictory
nature, have been intended for operation by the N.z.B.c.
(to writer MaY 4, 1976) -

37. Letter from. Minister to chairman' october 31, 1966'

38. N.z.B.C. statement of policy, released to nevEmedia,
October 2L, 1966-
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rn his letterr39 scott had pointed out that he had been

,,disturbed to read in the daily papers that it is still likely to
matter.

take
make

Act)

several months before the N 'Z'B'C' will be in a position to

a final decision in this regard" (under section 14 of the
40 "r aPPreciater" he went on,

"there are many angles of this type.of progranme
pioauction to'be 6t,rai"a, but consider that it
should not take two months to rn'ake a decision to
.ppto.r" in piinciple the extension of the provision
of private enterplise contracts under this section

It appears t-hat rather than the Corporati-on
spending a considerable time in producing a formula
.,r'naut wf,i.t V"" t""fd caII for applications to fit
into that foimula, it would be more logical to
advertise for appticants to submit their own

piofo=.r= tor cl-nsideration by the corporation. "

The Minister concluded that he

'.wouldbereluctanttoissueaninstructionunder
SectionlloftheActdirectingtheCorporationto
take specific action, but in view of the clear
indicationoftheGovernmentIsattitudetothis
r0atter,IwouldhopethattheCorporationwould
forthwith deal with this matter promptly-"ttgf . if
necessary, caII . "p"-ii' 

meetin! to-deal with same."

The following day the corporation announced that YD hours were

to be extend.ed, while the Minister released the letter he had

received from the corporation in repry. rn it, the Board had

expressed concern at the charge that they did not appreciate the

demand for "pop" music progranrnes. The Board pointed out that it

had held a special meetingr ds suggested by the Minister, and it

outlined the steps it had earlier taken to investigate the need

for more such programmes. (scott, ofl receiving this letter

originally, had regarded it as "being just written by the Director-

General.,,4r Hence his decision to rerease his letter') rn an

39. Letter from l,tinister to chairman' october 31, L966'

40.Section14oftheBroadcasting-CorPoratigl49!1961
provided that ,'any@adcast by the 

_

Corporation may fe brovided by persons who' under
contracts with the Corporation, have, subject to the
terms and conditions o? any such contract, the right-to
provide progralnmes or parti o-f nloSrailImes to be broad'
cast uv lrre-corporation and the corporation may enter
into such contracts and make such arrangements..as may

be neces="ty for the purposes of this section.''
41. Scott to writer, !'IaY I0, L976 '
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editorial, The Dominion asked

"why did the N,z.B.c. nbed this political prod to

"pilr 
it into action Is it the appearance of

pirates ready to board ship that has sent the
N. z . B . c. scnltlit g f or shelter, speed'ed on their
waybytheqlghtortr'eltlinisteralsobrandishing
a Lutlass?"42

To all appearances the N.z.B.c. had jumped in response to the

I"linister's veiled threats. In fact, the Board came close to

resigning en bloc. Just after Scott released his letter of

October 3f, the Chairman called a special meeting of the Board'

The sense of that meeting is conveyed in a draft letter to

Scott from McFarlane:
,,strong exception was taken to the publication-of the
letter whicir was interpreted as putting the blame on
theCorporationfortroublewiththepirates::.
nesignations were suggested and it was generally
.gre6d that this would be so serious that even one
r6signation would necessitate the resignation of the
whole Board. I was accordingly directed to get in
touch with the Minister and inform him that unless he
published our reply and withdrew the incorrect
lllegation and made a statement showing the
corporationintheproperlight.wewouldhaveno
alternative but to resign. if it were not that-there ..43
was an election pending-we would have done it already"'--

scott beli_eves that he had embarrassed the corporation because

his letter had indicated that they were too ready to rubber-

stamp the reconrmendations of the Director-General without

investigalions in depth: "no!v here were these people, whom I
thought were my friends, all going to resig.r."44 An informal

meeting was arranged between the Board and the Minister' (It was

held in the Shell Co. office of Board member J.B' Price') It was

here that the Board anil the Minister confirmed a common cause

against the Director-General. Scott recalls:

The Dominion (editorial), November 10' 1956'

Chairman's hand-drafted notes, prepared for the projected
meeting with the Minister on November L4, 1966'

Scott to writer, MaY 10, L976.

42.
43.

44.
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'I felt they (the Board) had let me down very badly'
The upshot-was that we had a good heart-to-heart
talk. I told them a hel1 of a lot more things that
had been g"i"g on in the corporation and which they
shouldhaveknownTheysaid.theywouldliketo
see me more often, al}d tnlt they would straighten
the whole show out. "45

scott was disappointed in the Board because its members had been

appointed by him to exercise more control over the Director-

General; but their apparent reluctance to operate section L4

resulted from the dominating influence of stringer' For its

part, the Board clearly felt that the time had come to reduce

the status of the Director-General. It had already moved to

scrutinise the chief executivers activities more closelys a

record of all his communications with the Minister was to be made

available to the Board (according to McFarlane, Stringer got

around this by showing the Board everythingr lo matter how

trifling); it had insisted that the Director-General bring with

him his top executives to the Board table, ES requiredr so that

members wourd no longer have to rely solely on advice given by

Stringer himself.46 Now legislative arnendnents were sought'

of central importance was the means of appointing the Director-
General-. This had been the nub of stringerrs claim to
independent status. In his aforementioned memo to the Board'

Saxton had recommended (a) that the designation of the Director-

General be changed to General Manager; (b) that he be appointed

and controlled by the Corporation and that he be responsible only

to the Corporation in the discharge of his duties; and (c) that

except in routine matters, Government discussion with the

corporation on policy be conducted with the chairman and not the

chief executive office r.4T onry (b) became the subject of

leEislative amendment, but the other two suggesLions are

illustrative of the concern felt. This concern i-s also evidenced

by a draft broadcasting bill drawn up by a Board sub-committee

45. Scott to writer, MaY 10, L976'

46. McFar1ane to writer, MaY 4, L976'

47. Memo from D.F.C- Saxton to Board, Januarlr L967 '
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comprising McFarlane and Trimmer - with the assistance of a lega1

rirm.48 (The purpose of this exercise was to advise the Minister'

in the form of a draft biII, how the 1966 election conmitment on

broadcasting should be implemented.) This sub-committee acted on

an informal basis to circumvent the statutory right of the

Director-General, or his representative, Lo attend any meeting or

sub-conmittee meeting of the Board. The resultant draft bill is

noteworthy on two main counts: firstly, it was aimed at down-

grading sharply the status of the Director-General; and secondly'

had it reached the statute books it would have increased

considerably the N.z.B,c.rs de jure independence of ministerial

control. The latter desire stemmed largely from the Board's

experiences with the Minister during the "pirates" affair, and

will be discussed further in the next chapter. Regarding the

former aspect, the draft bill proposed' among other things, that

the right of the Director-General to attend Board meetings should

be abolished; that section 16 of the Act should be removed'

thereby undercutting any claim by the chief executive to

independent status; that any specific reference to the Director-

General be removed from the provisions enabling delegation of the

Corporation's powers; and that reference to the Director-General

be deteted from the financial provisions of the Act' The net

effect of these proposals would have been to give the chief

executive officer no more statutory status than the office boy'

No mentiOn would be made of the officer at al1' except in a

temporary provision that the first chief executive to be re-

named General Manager - appointed by the corporation would be the

person previously carrying out the duties of Director-General of

Broadcasting.

The proposed bil-1 was never proceded withr ds such, but was one

of three draft pieces of legislation used by the Government as a

basis for the subsequent Broadcasting Authority Act 1968'49

48. The proposed bill was drafted with
TriPP & Co., Wellington. A coPY is

49. Adams-Schneider to writer, June 3'

the aid of ChaPman
attached as APPendix B.

1976.
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L.R. Adams-schneider, who succeeded scott following the 1966

General Election, was confronted by the Board and by stringer

on the day he became Minist"t.50 According to Stringer, the

Board threatened to resign unless the legislation was amended 
R1

giving the Corporation the power to appoint the Dj-rector-General'-'

strinqer,s appointment was to expire on larch 3I, 196"7 ' Under the

Act he was eligible for reappointment for a further five-year terru

He was 51 years old, and if reappointed for another five years

would have had 43 yearst government service at l"larch 31' L972'

Late in 1966 the Board had told scott that they saw no reason why

stringer should be appointed for a further five years, thus

giving him three years'service beyond the normal retirement point'

Scott was asked whether another position in the public service

could be found for stringer. However, the Minister - perhaps

ironically in view of his own difficulties with the incumbent

Director-General - was unwilling to seek to have stringer
,,promoted sideways,,. Nor was he sympathetic towards the idea of

having the Act changed at that time to give the appointment of

the chief executive officer to the Board'52 Having been strongly

accused late that year of political interference in broadcasting

d.uring the Bick affair 53 the Government undoubtedly

considered that any replacement of the Director-General would

provide further ammunition for its political opponents during the

General Election camPaign.

Scott had been severely embarrassed by the "pirates" controversy -

a l{agistrate had ruled that the Minister had beenimproperly

advised in issuing a detention order against the 'piraters" ship'
uTiriu54 and his replacement as Minister of Broadcasting

50. Adams-schneider to writer, June 3, L976'

51. Stringer to writer, September 30, 1975'

52. lvlcFarlane to writer, May 4, Lg75' Scott (to writer' May 10'
Lg76) stated that he wai not prepared to give the appoint-
ment of the Director-General to the Board because any
future Director-General could need protection from hasty or
ill-considered action by the Board'

53. In October, Lg66, GOrdon Bick, a television producer,
resignedfromtheN-Z.B.C.inablazeofpubli"+ty'
alleging p"iiti""f interference in the Corporation's
activitie! and timidity on the part of the N.Z.B.C.rs
top personnel. See Chapters 14 and t5'

54. Reported in The Evening Post, November 7 ' 1966'
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following the 1966 General Election was not unexpected' Adams-

schneider's response, when confronted by the Board and the

Director-General, was to give an assurance that the Act would be

changed to give the corporation the power to appoint the Director-

General. He also undertook to discuss with his Cabinet colleagues

the question of protection for St.ringer as the incumbent'ss

Writing to the new Minister, McFarlane outlined the problem: ""'

theopinionisstronglyheldbymembersthattoreinforce
the inaepenaence of iftl C"tporition and to promote unity
of managl*"nt the Director-ceneral should be
appoint6d by the corporation as is done in the B.B.C.
This *.y "pi""t 

io be an academic poi-nt- but it has
a practical significance. The members of the corporatj'on
interpret the Act as meaning that the only powers (with
minor .*".ption"l which the D-G has are those delegated
to him Uy ttre Corporation and therefore (he) is account-
able to the corporation as the source of his authority'
The fact of his appointment by the Governor-General is
regardedasamodeofappoiltlel!whichdoesnotcarry
with it a special stitu's'which limits the degree of his
accountauirity to the corporatiol. Mr stringer on the
other hand holds the view that his appointment by the
Governor=General confers on him a status equal to that
of the corporation and the l"linister; that the tegislation
creates a condition of checks and balances to ensure that
no one party in the triumvirate shall have complete power

to impole ils will over broadcasting. .This in the view
of the members imports an inbuilt barrier to loyalty 

-

between the corporation and the Director-General which
militates again-st the unity that should exist between the
poJ-icy forming and executive arms The importance of
this unity hai been emphasised by Lord Normanbrook, the
present cirairman of trrl g.B.c...eld Lord Reith, the first
birector-GeneraL of the B.B.C"')b

(The chaj.rman might also have added, however, that Reith, for one'

was strongly opposed to the Board attempting to usurp the

executive function of the Director-General. The so-called
,,Whitley Document,, stands testimony to ttrat.57) At its meeting

of March 2I and 22, L967, the Board. resolved to recommend to

Government that section L6(2) of the Act be repealed and that the

55.
56.
57.

Stringer to writer, September 30, L975'

Letter from chairman to Minister, Plarch 2, L967.

The document was drawn up in 1931 by Reith and the then
Chairman of the B.B.C., j.H. Whitley, after Reith had
clashed with the Board of Governors under its previous
chairman, Lord clarendon, over the definition of the
respective roles of the Board and Director-General.
See J.c.w. Reith, Into the Wind, Hodder and Stoughton,
1.g4g, pp. 1r6:iti.w Anthony smith (sritisrr
eroadcisting, op. cit- r PP- 60-1) the document was
,,tacitly ab;li$Effien the revised B.B.C. Charter of
1952 was granted.
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corporation appoint the Director-General; and that on the

expiry of his appointment at the end of March, L967, Stringer
continue as Director-General under Section 16 (4) - whereby the

Minister had power to appoint the Director-General on the

occurrence of a vacant office until the new provision came

into forcer or for three years, whichever was earlier' All this
was to be on the understanding that if the legislation were

altered before l"larch 31, r970, the-""tn;;"tion would undertake

to extend his appointment to that date'"

Stringer was re-appointed for a further term of three yearsr dlld

Iater in the i-967 Parliamentary Session the Act was amended

accordingly. Importantly, Cabinet approval had been given to

protect, by legislation, stringer's incumbency: he was to hold

office until March 31, Ig7O, "in aII respects as if he had' been

appointed under section 16 of the principal Act as amended by

this section. "59 (So great was the haste to have the amendment

made that it was neglected to give the corporation the statutory
right to dismiss the Director-General. This oversight was

apparently not noticed until |g|],when the Act was amended'601

Included in the amending legislation was another

seemingty innocuous provision. It enabled the corporation to
elect a Deputy Chairman.br According to McFar1ane, the Board

pressed for this provision with a view to electing J.B. Price

as Deputy Chairman. This was subsequently done. Managing-Director

of She]l Oil, Price had a reputation as a hard-headed and strong-

minded businessman. He fully recognised the need for searching

examination of executive proposals and recommendations, and was

seen by the Board as an effective counter to stringet.62 The

amendments aroused little public comment. Apparently, the news

media had not been aware of the power struggle that had taken

place in the corridors of the N.Z.B.C. during the previous three

years.

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, March 2L and' 22, L967 '
Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1957 '
Brogdcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1971'

Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1957'

McFarlane to writer, l'[ay 4, 1976.

58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

Section 4 (4).
Section 2.
Section 2.
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This was not the end of the struggle, for the Board was concerned
at lvlcFarlaners apparent inability to contain Stringer. According
to String€r, Adams-Schneider had told him that he (Stringer) was

"too strong" for the Board.63 Stringer also understood that the
Board was dissatisfied with what it considered to be McFarlaners
"soft" attitude towards him.64 One Board member, Trimmer, recalls
that

"lrlr McFarlane and Gilbert Stringer never got on
well together. They vrere two totally different types
of person Stringer being one who made decisions with-
out difficulty, and was able to express his thoughts
quite clearly and forcibly. It would not be correct
to say that he was a tactless man, but he was completely
fearless in putting forward his propositions, and if it
was necessary to be blunt with somebody, he was blunt

Mr McFarlane (was) a very softly-spoken, gently
mannered-Ean. who is above all an eminently tactful
Person' "65

In December, 1968, Adams-Schneider announced that llcFar1ane would
be "retiring from the Corporation's chairmanship a little earlier
than anticipated, to become director of the N.Z. Ad.ministrative
Staff College. "56 (McFarlane had been re-appointed for a one-
year term from April , 1968, but his retirement came before the
expiry of that term. ) e former Chief of the General Staff,
Major-General W.S. McKinnon, took over as Chairman on February L,
1969. McKj-nnon has stated that his appointment was related to

"a lack of harmony between the Board members and
Mr McFarlane. They alleged that he was ineffective
in controlling the Director-Genera1. When I was
invited to become Chairman of the Board it was
explained to me by the Minister that this difficulty
existed. I told him I didn't qnvisage that I would
have any unusual difficulty."67

The appointment of McKinnon to the Chaj-rmanship resulted in a more

harmonious relationship between the Board and its Director-General.
There are several pertinent factors. The advent of the N.Z.
Broadcasting Authority in 1968 (to be discussed in chapter LZ)

63. Stringer to writer, September 30, L975.
64. Stringer to writer, September 30, 1975.
65. Letter from R.K. Trimmer to writer, June 30, L976.
66. Reported in The Evening Post, December 26, 1968.
67. McKinnon to writer, May 8, L975.
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broke the N.z.B.C. rs monopoly: in effect, if not in name'

Stringer was now Director-General of the N.Z.B.C., not Director-
General of Broadcasting. The triangular relationships among the
Minister, Board and chief executive had become more complex, and

energy-consuming, with the establishment of the Authority, which
acted as another source of ministerial advice.68 rn 1968, too,
the Board had decided to undertake a major internal reorganisation
of the N.Z.B.C. This will be discussed in the next chapter.
Suffice it to say here that this move can be explained at least
partly in terms of the fractious relationship between the Board
and Stringer: it was one further battle in a war that, bY early
1969, the Director-General had lost. Perhaps most importantly,
however, by 1969 Stringer had begun to tire. Particularly in
light of the legislative amendments of L967 he had come to feel
that little more could be gained by continuing a frontal battle
with a Board which, during the previous five years, he had come

to regard with untrusting exasperation, if not increasing cynicism.
In his view, the propensity for some Board members to undercut the
Director-Generalrs authority, by trying to deal with staff members

direct,
"got worse and worse, and as f got less and less
interested - which was from 1968 onwards, I quite
frankly dldn't give a damn whether they did or
did nol. "59

Stringerrs relations with McKinnon hrere, in the opinion of both
men, very good. The two had a mutual respect at a personal level,
but the relative accord seems to have been facilitated by the fact
that Stringer had virtually withdrawn from the earlier struggle.
Certainly, Stringer regarded McKinnonrs Chairmanship with a

measure of distrust and impatience, as he had McFarlane's:
"his (McKinnon's) problem was that he was in retirement
and interested in having something to occupy his mind
with, and its very difficult to limit yourself to
policy-making when you want to be sitting in an office
fuff-time. " 76

68. Broadcasting Authority Act 1968, Section 9(1) (c).
69. Stringer to writer, JuIy 13, L976.
70. Stringer to writer, July 13, L976.
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And like McFarlane, McKinnon adopted the Normanbrook interpretation
of the role of the Board,7l a choice that was to have - as will be

seen in chapter 9 important consequences for the developing
oversight by the Board of prograflme output. Neverthelessr the
relationship between the Chairman and the Director-Genera1 became

far easier than that which had existed previously. According to
Trimmer, who served under the Chairmanship of both McFarlane and

McKinnon,

"during l"lcFarlane's chairmanship, the D-G showed
impatience not only with the Chairman, but with
the Board. The introduction of the Major-General
was' I think, a bit of a shock to Gilbert String€r,
and his immediate reaction to his arrival was
one of resentment. However he soon woke up to the
fact that the Major-General was a bit like a steam-
roller, and that it would be better in the autumn
of his career to run along with him rather than
stand up to him. The result was that these two
very able men in no time came to work together
very satisfactorily. This impact also resulted in
Stringer looking *gdg favourably on the Board than
he had previousLy."tz

Stringer retired on July 31, 1970, after being asked to stay on

for an additional four months while a successor was found.
(The tranquility in the relationship between the Board and the
Director-General was reflected in McKinnon's suggestion to
Stringer that he make himself available for re-appointment for
a further t"r*.73) His successor was the Deputy Director-General,
Lionet R. Sceats, 57, who was appointed from some fifty
applicants. from a number of countrier.T4 Sceats was a career
broadcaster who had joined. the then Broadcasting Board in 1934

as an announcerr dnd had worked his way up the administrative
. 75hierarchy.'' The period of hostility between the Board and the

Director-General was at an end. No tension of the type that
typified Stringerrs relations with his Board existed during
Sceats' term.76

7L. McKinnon to writer, May 8, L976.
72. Letter from Trimmer to writer, June 30' L976.

73. IvlcKinnon to writer, llay 8, I97 6.
74. Reported in Relay (N.Z.B.c. House Magazine), May, 1970.

75. A Bachelor of Arts, he had also gained a Diploma in Public
Administration from Victoria University of Wellington.

76. Confirmed by both McKinnon to writer, May 8, L976rand
Sceats to writer, May 2L, 1976.
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To conclude this chapter, the results are given of a test in
which all three Chairmen, and both Directors-General, were asked

to rank a group of personality traitsrTT in the order considered
to be the most important for the successful carrying out of the
duties of the respective post, i.e. Chairman or Director-General.
The group included five "inner-directed" traits forcefulness'
imagination, independence, self-confidence and decisiveness; and

five "other-directed" traits cooperativeness. adaptability,
caution, agreeableness and tact. The scores were computed simply
by awarding points ranging from ten down to one to the traits as

Iisted in descending order by the respondent, and by totalling the
score in the "innert' and "other-directed" groups. The scores
were ("inner-directed" first): Llewellyn, 37:18; McFar1ane 30:25;
McKinnon 40:15; Stringer 3Lt24; Sceats 29226.

What do these results mean? Perhaps very little. There is,
above all, a problem of determini-ng causality : were the
professed administrative styles themselves determinative of the
relations among the respective participantsr or did the situational
realities of these relations in turn elicit the respective styles?
For example, because these realities were different by the time
IvlcKinnon took over from McFarlane it may be that he (It'lcKinnon) was

able to operate more successfully (in his terms) by paying less
attention to such qualities as tact, adaptabitity' caution and

cooperativeness. Both Llewellyn and lvlcKinnon were Chairmen
during periods when there were generally harmonious relationships
not only between themselves and their Director-General, but also
between themselves and the respective Ministers (apart from the
later months of Llewellyn's term). Perhaps ironically, or
incongruously, there is more scope for "inner-directed" traits to
be expressed when relationships are harmonious for other reasons

than when situational factors necessitate the deplolrment of
"other-directed" qualities. IvlcFarlane's much less "inner-
directed" score may reflect the fact that he was operating at the
nexus of a dynamic and tense relationship among Minister, Chairman'
and Director-General. On the other hand, the differences in

77. See Edwin L. Miller, "Job Attitudes of National Union
Officials", in Fersonnel Psychology, VoI. 19, 1965' p. 395.
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regard to, say, McKinnon and McFarlane (the former ''inner'', the

Iatter ,,other-directed") may help to explain their respective

relationships with stringer. The point is that it is impossible

tobesure.Nor,inlightoftheuncertaintyastotherelevance
of situational differences, is it possible to make any definitive

statement about the "most successful" combinati'on of actors for

instance, a predominantly "inner-directed" chairman and an "other-

directed,, Director-Genera1 (as in the case of McKinnon and Sceats) '
or vice-versa (as with McFarlane and Stringer) ' Another major

problemof5.nterpretationis,ofcourse,theimpossibilityof
objectively determining the criteria of "successful" administration'

For example, what to McKinnon may have seemed ''successful,', to

Stringer might have appeared as seriously detrimental to the

organisation,s effectiveness. such diametrically opposed

interpretationsdid,infact,pertaininregardtotheBoard's
growingoversightofprogranmematters(seechapter9).

Two tentative propositions can be put forward, however' Firstly'

the test is usefur in suggesting the personality differences

among the respondents (leaving aside the open question as to the

effects of these differences) ' And secondlyr ds suggested by the

scores of both stringer and sceats, there may have been more call

for ,'other-directed" qualities in the Director-General's role'

subject as it was to the often conflicting responsibilities which

flowed upwards (to Board and Minister), sideways (in response to

publicpressures),downwards(toexecutivesandstaff),and,
indeed, diagonally (to other institutions and agencies' notably

parliament, Treasury, the State Services Cornmission and later the

Broadcasting Authority). Above aIL the Director-General' more so

than the chairmanr rnay have been required to play the rore of
,'the superb politiciEtr"rTS dt"ting on the qualities of tact'

cooperativeness, adaptability and the like more often than on those

of forcefulness and independence, etc' rt would be possible to

78. See J.D. ThomPson, oP. cit', P' 143'
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argue and subsequent chapters will facilitate some assessment

of this that, for example, the "inner-directednessrr of McKinnon

and the "other-directedness'r of Sceats "resulted in" a degree of
unwarranted, and perhaps politically motivated, intrusion by the
Board in sensitive progranme matters. Yet, on the other hand' in
Stringer there is the example of a man whose thinking, especially
in the earlier years of the N.Z.B.C., was guided in J-arge degree
by the perceived need to protect prograrnme independence, but who,

some years later, by no means comes down overwhelmingly on the
side of the "inner -directed" qualities. It is perhaps pertinent
to reflect on whether or not Stringer came to the view that there
were, after all, more ways than one of skinning a cat, that his
determination to perserve progranrme independence and his own

ind.ependent status - perceived by his "adversaries" as intransigence
born of his desire to strengthen his or^rn power - may

the search fornot, in fact, have been more counter-productive in
organisational autonomy.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: Reorganisation, 19 6 8/69

Well before Stringer's retirement the struggle between the Board
and the Director-General had shifted ground: from the context of
the statutory position of the chief executive to that of the
organisation' s management structure.

At its August, L967 | meeting the Board agreed in principle to the
employment of a firm of management consultants to investigate
and advise on the organisation of the N.z.B.C.l The Deputy
Chairman, J.B. Price, was subsequently authorised to approach
various consultants during a trip abroad.2 (fhe contract was

given to the Australian firm, P.E. ) There were several reasons
why the Corporation decided to restructure the organisation.
One was that two Board members - Price and Laurenson - had been
impressed by consultants' reorganisation of the management

structure in their respective oil conpanies.3 They considered
that the N.Z.B.C. would benefit from a similar exercise. In
Laurenson's view, the Corporation lacked a system for grooming
its future top executives. The existing separation into four
maj-n divisions - Radio, Television, Engineering and Administration
- meant that executives being promoted within each of these
acquired only a limited experience of N.Z.B.C. operations: "our
concern was to set up a structure which gave broad training to
these people. Then there would be a number of people who would
be trained to take over the top job."S

1.
2.
3.

N.Z.B.C. Boar4_Mi4ulq, August 15, L967,
l.l. Z. B. C. Board Minute, September 19 | 1967 .

McFarlane to writer, lIay L4, L976. Price and Laurenson,
together with the Chairman, formed a sub-committee of the
Board to manage the reorganisation.

4. See Appendix C.

5. Laurenson to writer, May 25, L976.
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More generally, the N.Z.B.C. was at a stage where it had to
consider the direction of its future development. In announcing
the Corporation's decision to call in management consultants,
the Chairman conunented that, "the Corporation is facing the

challenge of technological developments such as colour
television and the use of communications satellites,
and changes in environment such as the probability of
increased competition from new commercial stations
initially in sound broadcasting and later possibly in
television. " 6

Importantly, it was felt that the Corporation needed to adopt a

budgetary system that would facilitate a more rational and

efficient use of financial r."orrr..".7

However, the entire reorganisation proposalr rro matter how it
r,rras justified pub1ic1y, could also be seen as a further mani-
festation of the conflict between the Board and the Director-
General. Certainly, by the time the decision to reorganise
was made, measures sought by the Board to clarify (reduce) the
status of the Director-General were proceeding. Yet, as shown,

the amending legislation also entrenched Stringer's position as
Director-General for a further three years. A battle in the
war for power had been won by the Board; but the war itself
remained very rnuch alive. It remained an open question as to
whether the decision to engage management consultants was moti-
vated primarily by the Boardrs dissatisfaction with the Director-
Generalts hold over the management of the N.Z.B.C.

Sceats, for one, suggests that it might have been. He recalls
that the Board expressed its desire for reorganisation at a

meeting which Sceats attended as AcLing Director-General, during
Stringerfs absence overseas. On a particular matter Sceats
expressed a view that was different to that which had been put
forward by the Director-General. "It was apparently felt to be

6. Reported in
7. McFarlane to

The Press, February 2, 1968.
writer, June 15, L976.
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a matter of concern that there should be two different points of
vievr. It was suggested then that management consultants be

brought in, but I objected by saying that a decision like this
should not be taken in the absence of the Director-General."8
In Sceats' view, the Board seized upon this incident as an excuse
'to call in consultants with a view to undercutting the Director-
General's, and enhancing its own, pot"t.g

In the Board's eyes the N.Z.B.C. was run too much along the lines
of an ordinary government department with control centralised in
the hands of a permanent head. The memory of the "pirates
affair" during which the Director-General had seemed obstructively
intransigent, was still fresh in the minds of most Board members.

According to McFarlane, "vle felt that the N.Z.B.C. ought to be

restructured along the lines of what you would expect an indepen-
dent public corporation to be. We doubted whether sufficient
notice had been taken of the growth that had taken place since
the days of the l.I.z.B.S.u10 rn essence, tension existed between
a Director-General who preferred to regard himself as a sort of
independent permanent head and a Board that wished to assert its
own authority as a public corporation vested with the responsi-
bility for operating the country's broadcasting services. As it
was, Stringer's power position was favoured by the way in which
those services were structured. As Director-General, he was at
the apex of a national structure in which the oirectors of Sound

Broadcasting, of Television, of Engineering, and the Controller
of Administration were aI1 responsible to him. (The then Con-

troller of Administration, F.W. Dawson, whom McFarlane regarded
as being a close ally of Stringer's, also believes that the
reorganisation was aimed at under-cutting the Director-General's

11.power. )

Sceats to writer, May 2L, L976. The matter was deferred
until Stringer returned.
rbid.

8.

9.
r0.
11.

McFarlane to writer,
Letter from Dawson to

May 14, L976.
writer, July L4, 1976.
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PlcFarlane himself was not whorly in favour of engaging consul-
tants, believing that those within an organisation were better
placed to fix their own difficurties.12 However, the Board fett
that it could argue more successfully with Stringer if recommen-
dations for structural changes came from an independent source.
Stringer understood this strategy, arguing that it was not
necessary to bring in outside consultants since any necessary
reorganisation should be carried out from within. The consultants
initialry demured, from undertaking the task, believing that
Stringerrs opposj-tion to it would cause implementation problems.
It was agreed, however, that the responsibility for implementation
should be given to sceats, who was made Deputy Director-General
(sceats had more years of service left than stringer. This, it
was f'ert, wourd provide continuity in implementation.) rn
addition, the task of reorganisation was made the responsibility
of the Board, and not the Director-General, with the consultants
having full access to that body.13

The main thrust of the consultants' report - the implementation of
which began late in 1968 - $tas towards decentralisation of the
N.z.B.c. According to Laurenson, when deciding to engage consul-
tants the Board had been worried that the N.Z.B.C. was becoming too
remote from the publi".14 Decentralisation appealed as the obvious
way of overcoming this problem. Hence, three administrative
regions - northern, central and southern - were created, each
under a regional director.I5 rn the words of K.IvI. Hay, an
l{.2.8.c. District Ittanager who had. been seconded to work with
the consultants: "Budgetary techniques were deveroped which

enabred station managers and the regional directors tobe responsible for a very much greater part of their
expenditure. This meant a very significant devorution.
The regional directors were given very wide powers to
appoint and promote staff, and the appointments and
review functions were established on a regional basis,
rather th4n on a centralised basi_s as had prevailed
before. " 16

L2. l4cFarlane to writer, May L4, L976.
13. The above account was provided by r4cFarlane, to writer,

May L4, L976.
14. Laurenson to writer, May 25, L976.
15. See Appendix C.

15. ilay to writer, June l, L976.
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Such decentralisation could also serve to weaken the Director-
General's power. But more particularly was this achieved through
the creation of three later four - executive directors at Head

Office. This innovation tvas intend.ed to help groom officers for
the top executive position, by widening their experience of
i{.2.8.C. activities. Each executive director was made responsible
for a group of portfolios, the intention being that portfolios
would be interchanged from time to time. Regional and executive
directors would also interchange at interval".17

The four executive directors were responsible, with the Director-
General and through him, to the Board. In short, the singleness
of responsibility that the Director-Genera1 could claim under the
previous structure had become attentuated. The power that he

derived from his control over the flow of information to the
Board was weakened: now, the executive directors were also called
upon to proffer advice direct to the Board, though in the presence
of the Director-General. According to Laurenson, it was because'
under the previous system, the Director-General mainly ad.vised

the Board, that the system of executive directors appealed to
the memb"r".18 In addition, the Director-Generalrs monthly
report to the Board was cast in a new form. It became a con-
solidated report covering all major areas of N.Z.B.C. activity.
This replaced the earlier system of reporting which was done on
a more ad hoc basis, with the chief executive officer being free
to determine the areas that the report would .orr"t.I9

In June, L969, the consultants recorded "a significant improve-
ment in Board/Executive relations this year. Communication (has)

improved and the concept of the executive working to the Board
is tal<ing hold. "20

L7.
18.

19.
20.

rbid.
Laurenson to writer, May 25, 1976,

Perusal of Director-Generalfs reports to the Board.
N.Z.B.C. Board lvlinute, June 1'7, 1969.
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But the reorganisation had convinced Stringer that he had lost
his fight to preserve the professional autonomy of the staff'
particularly the programme staff, from what he considered to
be unwarranted intrusion at Board level. In his opinion, the
Board was biased in its implementation of the consultants I

recommendations: everything was implemented which, in terms of
the relative powers, was pro-Board. Everything that $/as pro-
Director-Genera1 was ignored. "This resulted in the programme

initiative being given to the Board.u2L Stringer believes that
the professional autonomy of the broadcasters was accordingly
comprornised: "the end result was not so much the enhancement

of the Boardrs power over the Director-General, it was
the killing of prograrnme initiative. If you take away
the progranme initiative from the executives yourve got
to replace it with the progranme initiative of the
Board..,.I told them in L969 that as an organisation
they would be d.ead in three years, because they (the
Board) just did not have the skills to run a broad-
casting service."22

It was the replacement of the system of media control by one of
functional control that, in Stringer's view, led to a stultifi-
cation of creativity and vitality within the N.Z.B.C. (Media

control entailed the administration of radio and television
under separate directorships; functional control, the joint
administration of different proqramme output areas for example,
sports, drama, broadcasts to schools, rural programmes.)
Creative leadership, according to Stringer, became diffused:

"the management consultants split the N.Z.B.C. into
18 separate sections. That was the death of it.
The problem was that committee adm'inistration is no
adnrinistration at all. You never get one direct
decision. A11 you get are agreements, and in 2?getting that agreement valuable time is lost. "-"

Further, functional control meant that, with radio and television
programme areas administered by joint committees, radio was
o'steam-rollered out of existence."24 rn Stringer's opinion,

2r.
22.
23.
24.

Stringer to writer, September 30, L975.
rbid.
IfrLCl .

Stringer to writer, July 13, L976
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the advent of a competitive context
essential to have a radio director
"The reorganisation destroyed this.

in radio meant that it was

to spear-head competition.
u25

Stringer was by no neans alone in his opinion that the reorgani-
sation had a debilitating effect on the N.z.B.C. Hay points out
that the reorganisation was designed. to improve management

techniques, in particular through the introduction of new budgetary
methods, and not to sharpen the creative process in broadcasting.z6
According to Hay, however, the suggestion that the creative spark
was depressed by the reorganisation is "fair comment": it was

"part of the price you pay for abandoning media control. You do

undor:btedly remove from the top someone whose sole attenti-on is
on radio or television.u2T

Sceats believes that the reorganisation was seriously disadvantaged
by the fact that two of the appointed regional directors were
strongly against the scheme. One was N.R. Palmer, who had till
then been Director of Television; the other was J.N.M. Norman,
who had been Director of Engineering. They were each strongly
opposed to the abolition of their respective jobs. The Dominion
reported that Normanrwho was moved from Wellington to take up the
post of Regional Director (Southern) in Christchurch, "is under-
stood to have written a long memorandum to the Corporation Board
asking for an 'unequivocal statementf on why his job has been
abolished."28 rh" reaction of the N.z.B.c. rs engineers in
general is suggested also in a letter from Trimmer to McFarlane,
arguing that "the engineersr petition is...quite impertinent and

ca1ls.,.for a strong reply. f am convinced that t{ew
Zealand suffers from the belief, held by the N.Z.
fnstitute of Engineers, that members of that organisation
in employment should not be subject to administrative
control. If these guys want a head^-on collision, let
us have it."29

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

IDICI,.

Hay to writer, June L, 1976.
rbid.
The Dominion, December I8r 1968.
Letter from Trimmer to l4cFarlane, December 30, 1968.
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Sceats ca1led for a revierv of the scheme in l-972 because he

considered that the intended delegations were not working. The

original intention had been that day-to-day management should
not faII on the executive directors, but on the next level down:

"But some of the executive directors were frightened of losing
powerr so rather than delegating down the day-to-day decision-
making they hung on to it.. And on the management level below
them there was a certain fear of decision-making, so matters
that should not have been were referred upwards."30 He maintains
that there was insufficient time available to allow the scheme

to work properly, to overcome staff resistance to it, and
ignorance of its purposes. In his view, the rationalisation
of the financial system had to be weighed against any loss of
creative impetus that resulted from the abolition of media control.
(There is sonne irony in this observation: Stringer was an
accountant, yet he favoured media controli Sceats had been
Director of Sound Broadcasting, y€t he was syrnpathetic towards
the system of functional control.3l This seeming paradox may be
understood, however, in light of the extent to which each man,s
interests were fi:rblrered by the changes. )

Others who considered that the reorganisation was unsat:isfactory
in its results included the Executive Director carrying the
prograrnme portfolio, M.A. Rickard. He maintaj-ns, following
Sceats' that the executives below him were too cautious in using
their newly-granted autonomy, particularly in the case of
televisiorr.32 For his part, the then Controller of Television
Programmes, T.F.A. Shankland, has argued that the introduction of
regional directors created an obstruction in the lines of
authority. Because of their autonomy he could not impose his
will on the regional directors. This problem could be resolved
only by seeking the Executive Director's (Rickardfs) support in
persuading the Director-General against the regional directors.
Particularly was this the case with the Auckland r"giorr.33

30. Sceats to
31. rbid.
32. Rickard to
33. Shankland.

wrj-ter, May 2L, 1976.

writer, July 7, 1976.
to writer, July 27, L976.
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In the view of D. Monaghan, then producer of the N.z'B'c'rs

weekly television current affairs progralnmes' "Gallery", the

reorganisation was "a d.isaster" for television production

generally. He found himself responsible to the Manager of the

Wel-lington television station (W1{TV-1) , to the Chief Producer at

Head office, and to the Editor (current Affairs).34 (rt was

purely ironical that this confusion was, by default, dD important

f actor in ',Gallery I S '' development. See Chapter 15. )

In 1973, the Television Producers and Directors Association (N'z')

Inc. was strongly critical in comments to the Adam Committee' set
?q

up to advise Government on the restructuring of the N'z'B'c''-
The Association complained that "the present system features a

protracted. chain of command in which partial responsi-
bilities for aspects of production control are spread
over a wide "re-a 

and any possibility of effect,ive
cormnunication is frustrited. Even more seriously, this
system is unable to handle matters of immediacy. As

a direct consequence and sad.Iy this is perhaps the
only direct ef dment involved - rttany potentiatly. good
prograilmes have been abandoned because of the time factor
invotved in obtaining a decision, or perhaps even nrore
f requentf', U"".,tsu ifre originql programme j-ntention
has been 

-iropelessly distorted during its passage. from
one partial decision-making area -to the next. similarly
since each person in the chain of command seeks to
anticipate Lfre like1y reaction of his immediate superior,
what starts as a mild reservation to a programme idea
is successively distorted into a complete rejection or
indeeC vice versa."Jb

(The problem to which the producers refer J.s

pathology. See, for example, Gordon Tullock'
Bureaucracy, Public Affairs Press , L965, pp'

one of bureaucratic
The Politics of
137-141. )

34. Monaghan to writer, JuIy 15, L976'

35. The Committee chaired by Kenneth Adam, a former Director
of Television with the B.e.C. - was set up by the Labour
Government to advise it on how its proposals to restructure
broadcasting should be implemented. See the Committeers
ieport, The Broad.casting Frllurg_lgr New Zealand, Govt.
Printer, Wellington, JuIy 3I' L9t3'

36. Subm:ission to the Committee on Broadcasting (the adam
Comnr-ittee) , by the Television Producers and Directors
Association (N.2.) Inc., MaY, 1973.
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Another senior officer who felt that the reorganisation created
unnecessary problems was the Editor of the News Service,
R.E. Coury. In his opinion, the centre l-ost control over the
regions, with a resultant loss in throughput of news from
regions to .errt"".37

Sceats t intended, L972 review of the reorganisation was swept aside
by the Macleod affair - the controversy surrounding the sacking
by the Board of Alexander Macleod, the Eilitor of the N.Z. Listener
in the second half of that year. (Macleod himself wrote later
that the reorganisation lead to "a kind of collective leadership.
Few constructive progranme ideas filtered down from the new

administrative creation, and anyone who tried to send them upwards
quickly learned that it was a waste of time."38 His predecessor -
and successor - in the editorship, M.H. Holcroft, fully agrees
with this ,ri",nr.39) The subsequent change of Government at the
L972 General Election, and the new Government's d,ecision tcj
restructure the N.Z.B.C. in effect, to revert back to a system
of media control - meant that the Corporation itself had no

opport,unity to revise the reorganisation.

During the 1968/69 reorganisation much was made of the need for
the N.Z.B.C. to pay more attention to planning. fn the consul-
tantst view, "a thorough system of corporate planning" was

required: "It is only within the framework of long-range plans
that decisions can be made. From the long range plans, annual
plans can be developed. These are the annual budgets of revenue,
expenses, cash f1ow, and most important, of capital."40

37.
38.

39.

Coury to writer, September 16, L975.
A.J. Macleod in The Llstener (BBC), April L2, L973.
Holcroft to writer, September L7 | 1975. Holcroft, who, on
his retirement was succeeded as Editor by Macl,eod, returned
to the job on a temporary basis following the latter's
dismissal. In Holcroft's words, "A lot of trouble arose
over the internal restructuring. It cut off the leadership
from the active broadcasters, It was prepared by people
who didnrt know about broadcasting, who thought of efficiency
in abstract terms."

40. N.Z.B.C. Board ir{inute, June L7, L969.
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The Board, according to McFarlane, had been very disturbed at the
lack of sopiristicated budgetary systems vrithin the N.Z.B.C.
l4oreover, the strong financial position enjoyed by the organi-
sation at that time had enhanced the operating flexibility - hence
power - of the Director-Gen"rul.4I Planning was to be the
responsibility of the executive directors who would, it was

intend.ed., be freed from the burdens of day-to-day managem"nL.42
A Plannj-ng Manager - significantly, a senior engineer (8..I. Atkins)
- was also appointed. Organisational objectives and executive
targets were explictly defined- fss gh. first time in the
N. Z.B.C. rs seven-year existence. (According to Sceatsrthis
impelled senior management, for the first time, to reflect on

what the organisation was there for, vrhat it should be doing,
and how it should be doing it.43)

However, the planning function never developed. This was mainly
because the restructuring coincided with hearings begun by the
Broad.casting Authority in regard to warrants for private radio
stations, and into proposals for the extension of television
services in New Zealand. Three executive directors Rickard,
Palmer and Cooper Marshall - trere deeply involved in the
preparation and presentation of the Corporatj-onrs cases. As

noted. by the then Planning Manager: "the management group at
the time were, to quote one of them, 'too preoccupied in a battle
for (the n.z.B.C.'s) survival'...they never got their heads above
water before the (1973) split came."44

At a theoretical level, the failure of the planning function
readily explicable. The simple fact is that organisations,

41. McFarlane to writer, June 15, 1976.
42. Sceats to writer, t{ay 2I, L976; also Hay to writer,

June 1, L976.
43. Sceats to writer, May 2I, L976.
44. Letter from E.J. Atkins to I.H. Mclean (l'lember, Co-ordinating

committee on Management Pranning, Broadcasting councir of
New Zealand), November 24, L976.

is
AS

_t
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writers like Cyert and March,A5 and Banfieldr46 show, eschew

longer-term planning because of their need' to cope with short-

term uncertainties (in the N'z'B'C' rs case' the N'z'B'A' hearings

and their implications), and because organisations must negotiate

with, rather than planfully arrange' their environments'

The reorganisation was poorly handled from the viewpoint of staff

relations, and in general appears to have had a bad effect on

organisational morale. In Auckland, the staff argued that they

were not against reorganisation as such, but found it "terribly

.frustrating when we are not able to negotiate with an

organisati6n which doesn't know, ot won't say' what its
aims are....Si-tft"r the N,Z.B.C. is being secretive or
doesn'tknowitsfinalreorganisationplans."+l

Some staff in wellington also complained that the whole business

was ,,shrouded in secrecy.rr4S According to McFarlane, "there was

akindofsecrecyaboutthewaythingswerecarriedout.
The difficufty wis that the Bolrdrs actions had to be
interpreted to the staff through tfe Director-General'
I{e had the Public Service essotiation quizzing us all
the time trying to get answers as to what we were
doing, and i,re fraa tfie staff unsettled. The interpre-
tations of the corporationrs aspirations were in the
hands of the Direclor-General' It was a pretty
inauspiciousatmosphereinwhichtobringabouta
reorginisation. tiris is why it did not really take
off. " 49

45. R.M. Cyert and J. G. March, A Behavioral Theory of the Firm,
Prenlice-Hal1, 1963-

46. E.C. Banfield, ,,Ends and Means in Plannitg", 1l s: Mailick
and' E.H. Van Ness (eds ' ) , op'cit' I PP'79-9: - "Laying out
courses of action, classiflffiEl-ends, and evaluating alter-
natives takes time and mon-ey ind cannot be done without the
active p"ili"ipation of the chief executives. However great
rnay be the res-ult.ing gain to the organisation, fuIl attention
to the present crisis - assuming the supreme importance of
organisitional maintenance - is likely to result in far
greater gain. "

47. Reported in N.Z. Truth, April 8, 1969'

48, Reported in The Dominion, December 18, 1968'

49. McFarlane to writer, May L4, L976'
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UndoubtedLT, such staff discontent inevitably derives from the
fact that some gain from reorganisation while others lose. An

imposed loss of power, status, privil€9€, authority or influence -
real or imagined - is unlikely to be welcomed by the loser. Nor,
as F.c. Ivlosher indicate"r5O is there any panacea to the major
problem of creating and maintaining staff support for (governmental)

reorganisation proposals. The study of public administration is
replete with examples of reorganisational schemes whj-ch, for
various reasons - mainly relating to the pursuit of individual
and collective interest - have failed to produce the "benefits"
expected of them. The truth of the matter is that reorganisations
are invariably exercises in the adjustment of power relationships.5l
They "succeed" or "failr'not only in terms of objective criteria
which measure the organisation's capacity effectively to achieve
its goals (in many cases, of course, especially where public
agencies are concerned, there can be no readily agreed upon

criteria), but also subjectively, in the light of differing
perceptions of differing interests. The case of the N.Z.B.c.
h/as no exception. (Interestingly, the Australian Broadcasting
Commission began a structural reorganisation in 1973. Previously,
the A.B.C. had been organi-sed on lines of functional control
similar to those adopted by the N.z.B.c. in 1968/69. The 1973

restructuring, however, was based on media control, "the
rebuilding of the organisation around two new end-product or
media groups - TV and radio - whose heads report directly to the
General Manager. . . . " U')

Testimony already cited suggests that the reorganisation did
Iittle, if anything, to improve what is surely the principal
function of any broadcasting organisation - the production and
presentation of progranmes. N.R. Palmer, for example, was not
predisposed towards the reorganisationrhaving much preferred his

50. F.C. Mosher (ed.), Governmental Reorganisation: Cases and
Commentary, Bobbs -

51. See H. Seidman, Politics, Position and Power, 2nd ed.,
Oxford Universit

52. Letter of June '7, 1976, from senior rnformation officer,
Australian Broadcasting Commission, to writer.
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job as Director of Television. This factor need not detract
from the validity of his later view that the reorganisation
created an executive which was "impersonal and ineffectual",
lacked an executive identity, and made for inadequate organi-
sational leadership.53 tt", too, belj-eved that the project
stemmed from the Boardts resolve to establish its authority once
and for all over the Director-Gen"ra1.54

Questions thus arise about the reasons for the reorganisation.
If it was designed to enable the organisation to handle compe-
tition, then in what way was it successful? Improved budgetary
techniques might have facilitated. a more efficient - economic?
rational? controlled? disposal of financial resources, given
that, by the early 1970s, the N.Z.B.C. was faced with problems
resulting in the main from the inflationary state of the countryrs
economy. But even assuming that the new techniques were of
positive assi-stance in this regard they could still have been

implemented without the abolition of media control.

Further, in terms of promoting an organisational structure
conducive to the release of creative energies, the reorganisation -
by wide consensus failed. Instead, it. had a depressive effect
on the creative process in both media. In television, which of
economic and technical necessity had to be organised on a more
centralised basis than radio, the production process came to
suffer from blurred lines of communication, authority and
responsibility. N.Z.B.C. television was not faced with private
competition, but the effects of the reorganisation later gave

support to charges that the N.Z.B.C. was too bureaucratic, and
that a second channel ought not to be run by the same organisation.
These charges \^/ere IeveIled both by applicants at the Broadcasting
Authorityrs television hearings in 1970 and. L972, and by the new

Labour Government when justifying its decision, in January L973,
to abolish the l{. z. B.C.55

53.
54.
55.

Pa1mer to writer, June 30, L976.
l-.t31_ ct .

See the Minister of Broadcasting, R.O. Douglas, reported in
The Dolninion, February 1, 1973.
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Radio considerations became overridden by the demands of
television. Even under media control there was a strong danger
that .radio would play a poor I'second fiddle" to television.
This possibility became a certainty with the change to functional

F'

control."" (the then Editor of Current Affairs, for example
another who considered the reorganisation to be of most doubtful
value - had to spend about 908 of his time and energy on
television mattets.5T) The comparative neglect of radio services
also offered a justification for the Labour Governmentrs decision
to establish a separate radio corporatiorr.53

Ironically, although much was made in 1968/69 of the need for
decentralisation, radio had been strongly decentralised for
years. In Hayts words, rfthe N.Z.B.C., and the N.Z.B.S. and

N.B.S. before it, had always been very strongly
d.ecentralised in programming. As district manager
in Christchurch I could d.o anything in the prograrnme
field except what the Corporationrs policies prevented
me from doing. Residual powers had always rested with
the station manager and devolution could not have been c,ogreater than it was (at the time of the reorganisation) . """

(This decentralisation had been an integral element in Shelley's
plan to develop Iocal community stations "to provide a unifying
instrument for the entire community, stimulating civic
consciousness and cultural endeavour, and embracing the
j-nterests of remote country districts."50) Sceat.s, too, points
out that as Director of Sound Broad.easting he had made "tremendous

56. The writer conducted a survey of persons who had served
between 1965 and, L972 on the N.Z.B.C. rs three regional
progranme advisory committees (see Chapter 17). 14.088 of
respondents felt that radio services under the N.Z.B.C. had
come to assume the role of televisionts Itpoor cousintf
"very much"; L9 .72e" "largely"; 47 .898 "somewhat"; 9.868
"hard.Iy"; 8.453 I'not at allr'; and 0.00? that radio was the
dominant medium. Of the 81.692 of respondents who considered
that television had come to take the primary role (to
whatever extent), 538 were appointed to the committees
before the reorganisation was implemented, and 478 afterwards.

57. B.G. Broadhead to writer, August 12, L976.
58. See the Minister of Broadcasting, R.O. Douglas, reported

in The Dominion, February 1 | L973,
59. Hay to writer, June I, L976.
60. Annual Beport of the N.Z. Broadcastinq Service, for the
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delegations" to local stations, and was annoyed when station
managers referred decisions to him on matters within their own

delegated authority. 61

why then did the reorganisation proceed in the manner it did
when it could reasonably have been foreseen that it would have

a stultifying effect on prograflrme initiative? Hay has commented

that, "looking back, had it been known in 1968 that within the
space of two or three years there were going to be seven or eight
private radio stations in New Zealand the N.Z.B.C. might well have
kept media control."62 But the writing was ctearly on the wall.
By December, 1968, when implementation of the reorganisation was

unde::way, the Broadcasting Authority Act had passed through
Parliament. It was clearly the Governmentrs intention that
warrants should be granted for private radio stations.
L.R. Adams-Schneider, the lvlinister responsible for piloting the
Broadcasting Authority Bill through Parliament, has stated that
he had "always planned'! to have about nine or ten private stations
"strategically placed" to provide stimulus for the public broad-
casting "yrte*.63 Moreover, in its submission to the 1968 Royal
commission of rnquiry into sarary and wage Fixing procedures, the
N.z,B.C. stressed "the present and anticipated increased compe-
tition for radio and terevision performers, administrators, and
technicians. ..,"64 Even in August, Lg67, when the Board took its
original decision to engage management consultants, the Government
had long since made crear its prans for the introduction of
private broadcasting.

It might have beenr €rs McKinnon (who,
it to have been "bad reorganisation" )

consultants were "not necessarily very

"in retrospect", considers
has suggested, that the
able consultants. "65

61, Sceats to writer, May 2L, L976.
62. Hay to writer, June l, 1976.
63, Adams-schneider to writer, June 9, 1976.
64. Report of the Royal commission on salary and wage_ iixing

ernment

65. McKinnon to writer, May B, L976.
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Howeverr it might also have been that the Board, although knowing
little about the operational requirements of a public broadcasting
system, was determined to proceed against the advice of a dis-
approving Director-General. (McFarlane has stated that the Board
was carefur to obtain stringer's "unreserved. agreement', to the
consultantst reconmendations.66 For his part, strinoer endorsed
the report "in its entirety", but, as noted above, became critical
of what he came to regard as the Boardts "biased" implementation
of the consultants' proposal=.67) Certainly, the prime movers in
the episode were the two Board members - price and Laurenson -
whose careers had flourished in oil companies, and who had been
impressed with the work of management consultants in their own
organisations. But what is good for oil companies is not
necessarily good for public broadcasting corporations. According
to Stringer (who has conceded that the Board was "probably honest
in its desire to improve the organisatj-on"58), the only Board
member who had any significant knowledge of broadcasting was
Reeves Harris, and he voted against the decision to abolish media
control.69

The Boardfs determination to proceed with the reorganisation may

be seen as an assertion, even at a sublimj-nal level , of its
authority over a Director-General whom it perceived as being at
paj-ns to usurp its own powers. McFarlane claims that this
problem had been rectifj-ed by the amending teqislatj-on of Lg67 .70
But Stringer was still the chief executive - his own appointment
had statutory confirmatj-on - and de facto power struggles are not
necessarily resolved by the stroke of a legislative pen. Stringer
had regarded the N.Z.B.C. virtualJ-y as his own: after all, he
had been the principal author of the Act, even by the admission
of the Minister who was responsible for Lt .71 rh" introd.uction
of executive and regi-onal directors as a means of groomj-ng future

66.
67.

McFarlane to writer, May L4, 1976.
Stringer to writer, October '7 t 1975. As noted in the
duction to this thesis, the author was unable to gain
to a copy of the report, and has therefore been unable
analyse in detail the way in which it was implemented.
rbid.

Intro-
access
to

68.
69.
70.
7L.

fbid.
McFarlane to writer, Mdy

Kj-nse11a to wrj-ter, l'tay

L4, L976-
18, L976.
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chief executive officers was a reaction to a certain'raprBs moi,

le d6Luge" attitude on Stringerrs part, a belief that without
his own personal hand on the helm the ship of the N.Z,B.C. would
founder.T2 IIe may or may not have been right; but such an

attLtude hardly endeared him to a Board anxious to establish
its own authorlty,

The reorganisation, then, was a psychological trj.umph for the
Board: the N.Z,B.C. had been reshaped according to its own

I specifications, It represented the consuflrrnation of the Board's
; 1967 victory whereby the Director-General had been rendered

"its nan". But it was al-sor €rs the announcement of ,January 1973

was to confirrn, a pyrrhic victory.

72. This view was expressed to the writer by at least two
top N.Z.B.C. executives who served under Stri.nger.
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CHAPTER NINE: The Board's Quest for a Programme Role; Stringer -
ttPrincetn or ttHerott?

The tension that marked the relationship between the Board and

the Director-General stemmed, in large measure, from the problem

of professionali-sm. Under Stringier's conception of the
,'triumvirate", the Boardts legitimate role was as a gfeneral policy-
making body. On no account should it adopt an executive role that,
in effect, would place day-to-day administration in its hands.

The latter was properly the responsibilitl' of the Director-General
and under him, the rest of the career broadcasting staff.

The advent of the seven-member Corporation, in April 1966, caused

cracks to appear in this simple edifice of structured responsibility.
The problem was that the foundationson which it was based were

unsound. This was not solely due to the artificial distinction
between "policy" and "administration" employed by Stringer' a

simplistic distinction long since abandoned in public administration
1theory.' It was due more particularly to the fact that its

practical application was bound to fail in 1i9ht of the
expectations of responsibility that were brought to bear on both
the Minister of Broadcasting, and the Board itself. rn essence'

the nub of the problem lay in the environment in which the N.Z.B.C.
operated. As Holcroft has succinctly put it, "in this'sort of
environment, where Parliament often Seems to function like a

village council, and our legislators walk aITIong us in the streets,
and may know us by name, broadcasters cannot hope to stand aloof,
or to achieve a complete independence."'

1. See, for example, P. Appleby's, Policy and
Administratj-on, University of Alabama Press, 1949.

2. M.H. Holcroft, Reluctant Editor, op. cit., p. 190.
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In such an envj-ronment the public is inclined neither to make,

nor to comprehend, nice distinctions between "policy" and

"administration". While the N.Z.B.C. was established as a public
corporation, purportedly to provi-de some g" j"t. autonomy from the
day to day control of a Minister, the retention of the broad-
casting portfolio did nothing to diminish the public's belief
that the Minister was, in fact, still responsible for the
administration of the organisation. Or, even if he were seen not
to be, then he was in an advantageous position to influence its
operations.

Just how successive Ministers of Broadcasting responded to this
sj-tuation will be discussed in Chapter 11. Here the purpose is
to review the Boardts attempts to match with effective power the
expectations of responsibility made of ;5!. For it is clear that
the Board was subject to the same pressures, and that its
attempts to match this felt responsibility with commensurate
power were met by resistance from a Director-Genera1 who regarded
prograrrune matters in particular as the legitimate preserve of the
broadcasting staff, headed by himself.

Speaking in L966, the Chairman (C.A. McFarlane) commented that,
"the Act places fairly and squarely on the members of
the Corporation the responsibility for ensuring as
far as possible that the programmes maintain a
standard of good taste, a proper balance in their
subject matter, a high standard of quality, and that
news items are presented with due accuracy and
impartiatity and with due regard to the public
interest. " 3

He pointed out that his responsibility was "passed on to the
Director-General, and through him to every member of the staff
dealing with the selection, production and presentation of
prograrnmes and news." But there were difficulties:

"Our editorial policy is restricLed to seeing that
these requirements are carried out. If they were
carried out faithfully and in a spirit of mutual
confidence throughout the organisation there would
be no room for conflict. But human nature being
what it is, we have different standards of judging
values like balance, accuracy, impartiality and the
public interest; hence editorial safeguards are
inevi-tab1e and necessary. " 4

3. Address to N.Z. Institute of Public Administration, Dunedin,
October 11, 1966. He was referring to Section L0(2) of the
Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961.

4. rbid-
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McFarlane went on to quote with approval Lord Normanbrookrs

interpretation of the responsibilities of the B.B.C. Board of
Governors in matters of editorial control. "It was", he said,
"precisely the outlook of the members of the It.Z.B.C."
Acco::ding to McFarlane,

"it woufd be phvsicallv impossibl-e for the members to
take an active-part ii tha selection of progranmes,
and of course that is not intended. Nevertheless
there is discussion of the progranmes at each monthly
meeting of the Corporation. Sometimes after the event
and sometimes on new fields for the future. The results
of surveys are studied'opinions are exchanged between
rnembers and staff. rn that way the influence of the
Board is transmitted in a general way to those who
control the selection of programme material.")

As McFarlane hinted in his speech, the Board's view of the
purposes of (in particular) news and current affairs broad-
casting was somewhat at odds with the views of those making
editiorial decisions at the operative level. l{cParlane recalls
that,

"we said we would lli<e to see much more attention
paid to the worthwhile things that youth were
doing. We asked why was it, in news programmes,
that student protests and the like received
central prominence while there were thousands of
good youth activities round the country which
were not receiving any kind of attention at all.
Of course you get the usual reply, rbut thatrs
not news. I n5

This difference between the values of a non-professional Board
and those of the Corporationrs news and current affairs staff
was a major source of tension that lasted until the demise of
the organisation itself. During McFarlaners Chairmanship it
caused frustration among Board members as they sought to have
some influence over progranme policy (let alone daily progralnme
administration). Trimmer, for exampl€, stated that,

"the Board should confine itself to matters of policy
and programmes . one of the major duties of the
Board should have been to take control of and exercise
authority at Board level on programming as a policy."7

rbid.5.
6. McFarlane to writer, May I4, L976.

7. Letter from Trj-mmer to vrriter, June 30, L976.
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On McFarlanets retirement, Trimmer wrote to him stressing
again his view that "the members of the Corporation (Board)

should divest themselves of more and more detail and really
get down to the question of progranmes (in) news and current

aaffairs. " "

The extent to which Trimmer, for one, felt public pressures as

a Board member is further indicated by an earlier letter to
It{cFarlane complaining that

"the image of the N.Z.B.C. (that is, you me, Price,
Saxton etc) created by the pedantic l{aorj- that is
spoken by some announcers is a subject which I have
previously raised at meetings of the Corporation

Has any memo gone out from H.Q. in accordance with
the Board decision? How long does it take for an
instruction to go out? Or is no instruction sent
out if the staff does not agree with the Board?

You and f and members of the Board are being
rnade to look like bloody fools."9

Trimmer appears to have been intent on having the Board adopt an

"adminj-strative. role in regard. to prograrnmes, not merely a

"policy making" one. By his own admission, he usually found
himself in "a minority of one" on this i=rrr..10 Nevertheless,
the Board as a whole was concerned at its inability to exercise
even a general influence over programme policies. As llcFarlane has
put it, "vre (the Board) were really responsible for programmes
but we did not have the means to make that responsibility
effective. We were very distant from programmes."ll For example,
IrtcFarlane (quoted above) spoke of Board discussion "on new
(programme) fields for the future." One such case was a

suggestion by it to the Director-General that the IrI.Z.B.C.
instigate a weekly television prograrlme on manufacturing
activities, similar in style to the successful production on New

Zealand farming, "Country Calendar", screened weekly. But, as

with the problem. experienced by the Board in persuading the
broadcasters to pay more attention to what it considered to be

the laudable activities of youth, there were difficulties.

B. Letter from Trimmer to l{cFarlane, December 30, 1968.

9. Letter from Trimrner to McFarlane, January I'7, 1967.

10. Trimmer adds, however, that Reeves Harris and later }lrs
Dorothy McNab "were usually my supporters on these
progranme m.atters." - l-etter to writer, June 30, L976.

11. McFar1ane to writer, Ilay 14 , L97 6.
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The Board "ran up agaj-nst a kind of professionalism in
broadcasting. Because the suggestion had come down
from Cabinet the professionals immediately got their
backs up. We regarded this as completely ridiculous:
it doesn't matter where suggestions come from they
should be taken at face value. T{e found this problem
so often, a rigid opposition by the professional
broadcasters to suggestions that came from outside-
They regarded themselves as the jgdges of what was
rigirt "id rtong in broadcasting .i'r2-

Stringer was the "leader of the opposition" to the Board.

McFarlane recalls that the Director-Genera1 continually tried
to maintain his independence of the Board: "anything that came

from the Minister vras suspect; anything from the Board

represented an attempt to dictate to the executive."l3

Thus were there twin sources of tension between the Board and

the Director-General in the programme areas: the one political,
the other professional. In the first place, the suggestion that
the N.Z.B.C. mount a "Country Calendar"-type progranme on the
manufacturing sector had been conveyed to the Board by the
Ltinister after discussion in Cabinet (t.he suggestion was also
made more than once by Government members in the Hous").14 Hence,

it undoubtedly appeared to the Director-General as an attempt by

the Government to use the Corporation for political ends

perhaps the assuaging of political interest groups, and intra-
Party factions favouring the interests, respectively, of the
farming and manufacturingr sectors. Knovring it to have come

directly from Cabinet, aDy Director-General with the slightest
regard for the political independence of the organisation must

have received the suggestion with more than a touch of suspicion.

From a professional viewpoint, there was a serious impediment to
its implementation. According to Stringer (who, after the

12.
13.
74.

rbid.
rbid.
See, for
p. 3400.

example, N.Z.P.D., Vol. 338, p. 640i Vol. 3491
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National Development Council had made a similar recoilunendation'lq
in 1959f" did investigate its feasibility), "country calendar,'
reried heaviry for programne ideas on the network of rural
broadcasting officers working throughout New Zealand. No similar
source was available for a possible manufacturing progranme.
Secondly, farming innovations - which were a frequent source of
material for "country calendar" - were not often conmercially
inspired, whereas manufacturing innovations in the offing would
be kept secret to ward. off competitiorr.f5

This is not to suggest that in this
sinisterly motivated (an assessment
motivation of the Board is made in
suggest, however, that it may have
naivety that could only enhance the
the professional broadcasters.

case the Board was

of the partisan political
the next Chapter). It is to
been inclined to display a

suspicion between itself and

McFarlaners public address in l-966 obscured the real tensions
inherent in the situation. For exampre, his assertion that "it
would be physically impossible for the members to take an active
part in the selection of programmes" did not accurately reflect
the Boardrs intentions. For the Board wanted to have one of its
members sitting on the Head office television programme
purchasitg ptt.1.17 McFarlane recalls that the Board could never
obtain satisfactory explanati-ons from the Director-General as to
television prograrnme purchasing policy: ,'it was important that
the Board should know why certain types of prograrrunes were
purchased, and why others were not. "18 stri-nger himself
guarded the right to approve or disapprove of television

15. Reported in Tlre PTess, september 15, 19d9. According tothe report, the Minister of Broadcasting, Adams-schneider,
"strongly supported" this recommendation and had referred
the matter to the N.Z.B.C.

16. Stringer to writer, July 13, L976.
L7. McFarlane to writer, December lG, L976.
18. McFarlane to writer, May L4, L976.
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progranmes offered for purchase: "the recommendations of the
purchasing paner always went to me - it was not a function of
the Board - and r would not approver$ nurchase unless r had
seen the reports on the programme. "--

Further problems arose from the fact that one member, D.F.c.
saxton, who was arso General Manager of Taranaki Newspapers
Ltd., and a former journarist, was appointed to the Board -
according to the l{inist"r20 - to examine the activities
of the N.z.B.c.f s rapidry expanding nelrs service. Accord.ing
to stringer, saxton came to take "a very intensive interest
in the news and in the Listener.uZI However, in his view,
those who hoped that saxton might be able to exert influence
over these activities, "did not understand the workings of
the corporation. so long as the Director-General was
responsible for programmes the Board had to go past the
Director-General to get at the staff .,,22 Saxton,s memo

to the Board (see Chapter 7) complaining that the Act made

satisfactory control by the Board "so difficurt as to be
almost impossible" is perhaps indicative of the frusLration
he felt in regard to his own particular interest.

The advent of Major-General McKinnon to the chairmanship in
February,1969, heralded changes in the Board's oversight
of progranrme policy. As already shown, by then the
internal reorganisation had put important changes in train.
rn particular, the introduction of executive directors
reduced the Boardrs reliance on the Director-General for
programme advice. Under McKinnon these moves were
consolidated.

19. Stringer
20. Scott to
2I. Stringer
22. Stringer

to writer, July 13, L976.
writer, May 10, 1976.
to writer, October 7, 1975.
to writer, October 7, 1975.
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Of particular significance eTas the fact that t{cKinnon placed great
importance on Section 10(2) of the Act. He regarded it as the
Boardrs duty to ensure that progranrmes were "decent, balanced,
and truthful.u23 rn his words, "there could be no shirking
this responsibility of the Boar d."24

Both he and McFarlane before him were guided by Lord Normanbrookrs
insistence on the B,B.C. Boardrs responsibility to exercise
"editorial control" over programmes in general. However,
llcKinnonIs moves to translate the theory into practice were more

positive. At the Board's April, L969, meeting - only McKinnonrs
third - the Director-General was asked to advise it on how it
could have "an impact on programming.'25 (rt was also decided to
arrange a seminar, "so that members of the Corporation can be

briefed on the mechanics of prografilme selectiorr."26)

There is a strong resemblance between the means subsequently
adopted and those which Lord Normanbrook had brought into force
with the B.B.C. He had written that,

"at each of the regular meetings of the Board a
period is set aside for the discussion of recent
prograrnmes, and individual Governors are
encouraged to voice praise or blame for particular
programmes. These comments are passed down the
line to the individual producers concerned, and thus
by degrees a body of Board opinion is^built up and
communicated within the Corporation. "z /

23. McKinnon to writer, May 8, L976. The Act reguired the
Corporation to satisfy itself that (a) "nothing is
included in the progranmes which offends against good
taste or decency or is likely to incite to crime or to
lead to disorder or to be offensive to public feeling;
(b) progranmes maintain a proper balance in their subject
matter and a high general standard of quality; and (c)
any news given in the prograrnnes (in whatever form) is
presented with due accuracy and impartiality and with due
regard to the public interest".
rbid.
N.Z.B.C. Board l4inute, April 15, 1969.

rbid.

24.
25.
26.
27. Rt. Hon. Lord Normanbrook, op. cit., p. 13.
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McKinnon outlined the N.z.B.c. procedure as follows:
',the Director-General in his monthly report to the
Board (is required) to highlight the main progranme
activities arid thereby set a basis for discussion.
The executive officerl m.ost directly concerned and
the Editors of llews and current Affairs attend the
meeting during this period. commendation, cornment
and reproof ii necessary is then given by the Board
and from this develops I determination in retrospect
of what is acceptable and what is not.''28

The new,style Director-General's report was approved by the

Board at its June , rg|grmeeti1g.29 rt is significant that
till then,3 general section (entitled 'lltens of Major Interest")
headed the report. Later, a section entitled "Programme

output", and headed by a review of news and current affairs
activity, took Pride of Place.30

The system of Board oversight that developed was of an ex post

facto naturer dS was the case in the 8.B.C.31 McKinnon has

explained that Board members were expected to listen to and

view programmes as extensively as they could. The Board did
not give prograrme directives, feeling that any apparent attempt

to coerce producers would be counter-productiu".32

28. Letter from McKinnon to llinister of Broadcasting' R'O'
Douglas, December 11' L972.

29. N.Z.B.C. Board llinute, June L7, 1969.

30. Perusal of Director-Generalts reports to Board.

31. Wrote Normanbrook (s. cit.): "a large measure of
discretion must ineilEEffie left with individual
producers and with those exercising immediate super-
vision over their work. What can be done and is done
is to encourage producers to refer upwards for guidance
in any case oi doubt: to reinforce that encouragement
by adverse comment and criticism when mistakes are mad'e'
ftis process is essentially one of retrospective control
by editorial review".

32. IrlcKinnon to writer, May L2, L976.
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Importantly, however, since exceptions may be more instructive
than the rule, the retrospective nature of the Board's oversight
was foreqone in favour of direction on at least one occasion.
In late 1970 it was decided not to screen the pilot episode of

"The Brian Edwards Show". (Edwards rvas the N.z.B.C.'s top
television current affairs interviewer. The pilot programme had

been prepared as a forerunner to a possible series of shows

featuring Edwards. It was hailed as "the most contentious' the
most controversial and the most entertaining forty-five minutes
of television ever seen in New Zealand. "33) The progranme

featured a confrontation between "representatives" of the radical
left, and the Minister of Finance, R.D. Muldoon. Sceats' as

Director-General, decided that the programme was not up to the
standards required for broadcast.34 However, after the rejection
had been highlighted in the press, with Muldoon himself charging
that the N.Z.B.C.'s decision provided an "excellent reason" why

the proposed second channel should be put in independent handsr35
the Board itself viewed the prograilrme and confirmed the Director-
Generalrs decision. According to Sceats, the Chairman saw the
progranme before he did, as he (Sceats) had simply accepted the
advice of his officers. 36

This incident gives rise to an interesting point of speculation.
This pilot progranrme was the first of its type ever produced by

the II .Z.B.C. Had it been proceeded with it is possible that the
Board might have regarded its preview of the pilot as a precedent
for extending its prograntme oversight by taking upon it itself
the job of pre-viewing proqranrmes thought
likely to be politically embarrassing or in other ways

controversial.

33. Brian Edwards, The Public Eye, Reed ,

34. Sceats to writer, May 2L, 1976.
35. Reported in The Evening Post' December

36. Sceats to writer, l4ay 2I, L976.

I971, p. 25O.

9 , 1970.
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In L97L, the B.B.C. was involved in a controversy over a

political programme entitled "Yesterday's lr{en". According to
Anthony Smith,

"the crucial element in the affair was that on the
insistence of the Chairman, the Board of Gover:nors had
scrutinised the film on the day of the transmission,
and decided to transmit it, with one sentence
deleted ." 3'l

The Chairman of the B.B.C., Lord HilI, had come increasingly
to adopt the role of chief executive thereby "merely taking a

stage further a process which had been occurring, by fits and

starts, over a Very long period."38 The question is: would the
propensity of McKinnon (as of McFarlane before him) to model
the Board's activities on the experience of the B.B.C. have

1ed him to justify a similar role within the N.z.B.C.? (well
before he left office McKinnon had met Hill personally for
discussions on broadcasting affairs.39)

Idhat is certain (and will be discussed further in Part Three) is
that the Boardrs primary progranme interest was in the fields of
news and current affairs. Vlorking deadlines would probably have

precluded any active j-nvolvement by the Board on a day-by-day
basis. It was for reasons such as this that the Board adopted
the system of resolutiors of "commendation" or "reproof" in order
to set broad guid.elines, thereby attempting to reduce the degree
of uncertainty that could be manipulated by staff at the operative
level (or, conversely, enhancing the degree of predictability in
their day-to-day activities) .40

37.
38.
39.

Anthony Smith,
rbid.

The Shadow in the Cave, op. cit., p. 145.

rn his letter of December 1I, L972, to the l4inister of
Broadcasting (op. cit.), McKinnon stated that "we do,
however, use th€-sanre system as that voque at the B.B.C.
(I have discussed this with the Chairman of the B.B.C.)
... " The chairman was then Lord Hi1l, who visited New
Zealand d.uring McKinnon's period of of f ice.

40. The notion of manipulating uncertainty is borrowed from
M. Crozier, The Bureaucratic Phenomenon, Univ. of Chicago
Press, 1964,
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This arrangiement provides a good illustration of the problem

of defining legitimate roles for the Board and the executj-ve.
Stringer seems to have worked on the assumption that a valid
distincti-on could be made between "critical" and "routine"
decisions (though he did not employ these concepts explicitly).
Such distinctions are inextricably interwoven into the huge

debate on the nature of "policyr' (ncritical" decisions) and

"administration" (routine decisions), and. are central to the
vrorks of such writers as H.A. simonr4l Dwight $laldor42 P.

42, AASelznickr=- and A.S. irlcFarlandr== to mention but four. As

Selznick comments, "The more limited, and defined the task the
more readily can technical criteria prevail in decision-
making. That is one reason why critical experience
increases as we ascend the echelons of ad.ministration, 4q
where decisions based on broader interests must be made. "'-

In the N.Z.B.C.rs case, therefore, the resolutions of "commendation"
and "reproof" were critical decisions, based on the Boardrs aware-
ness of the "broader interests" which impinged upon the
Corporation's perceived responsibilities. In this view, routine
decisions could safely be left to the production staff and their
immediate superiors. But what were routine decisions? The

"guidelines" supposedly set by the Board's resolutions were,
inevitably, only broadly defined. Enormous discretion remained
at the operative level in defining what they meant "on the ground".
Hence, supposedly "routine" decisions essentially, which topics
to cover on a current affairs progranme, and how to do it. - because,
they had to be left to the discretion of the operatives, became

"critical" decisions. For they impinged directly upon the broader
interests with which the Board vias properly concerned. fn short,

Simon, Adnninistrative Behavior, 2nd. ed., l4acmillan,4I.

42.
43.

44.

45.

II. A.
1957.
Dwight l{aldo, The Administrative State, Ronald Press, 1948.
P. Selznick, op. cit.
A.S. McFar1and, Power and Leadership in Pluralist SyEleqe'
Stanford Univ. P

Selznick, op. cit., p. 4I.
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the togic of the situation meant that the distinction between

"critical" and "routine" decisions was extraordinarily difficult
to determine. Perhaps more pertinently, virtually all decisions
in news and current af f airs proqranrm.es were r or could be seen to
ber "critical" decisions.

Such being the case, there was an understandable propensity for
the Board to pay continuing attention to the work of the news and
current affairs staff. fnformation on these activities headed the
progranrme section of the Di-rector-General t s report. It was almost
entirely factual-ly descr5-ptive.45 However, both the Editor,
Current Afairs (8.c. Broadhead), and the Editor of the News Service
(n.n. Coury), were invarlably required to attend Board meetings
(with the Director-General and Executive Director responsible for
programmes) while their sections' activities were under discussion.
The former recalls that it was under l{cKinnon's Chairmanship that
"interrogations" began into current affairs activities, particularly

47on television. - The nature of the Board's concern will be examined
further in Chapter 10. It needs mentioning here only that both
Broadhead and Coury felt a need to "educate" Board merabers as to
the legitimate functions of current affairs and news broadcasting.

In particular, the Board paid m.uch attention to the twice-weekly
television current affairs programme, "Ga11ery". Its producer,
D. Monaghan, a comparatively junior officer, was called to the
Board twi"e.48 If McFarlane had some difficulty in involving

46. For example, the report for the Board meeting of April
27, 1972, stated that "a number of rGallery' items were
mounted on the question of NZ I s sporting ties with South
Africa, following the Prime Minj-sterrs statement on the
subject. Both .l'lr l4arshall and ltr Kirk were intervievred,
and a specially commissioned film report from I'lew York
was shown covering a press conference held after the
meeting of the United Nations Special Committee on
Apartheid at which three New Zealanders spoke .. . "

47. Broadhead to writer, August L2, 1976.
48. l.[onaghan to writer, July 15, 1976.
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the Board in the forward planning of programmes unlike
Normanbrook's B.B.c. goard49- IrlcKinnon had more success. rn
May, L972, for example, after discussion on "the heavy

responsibility" of mounting "Gallery" twice a weekr ttre Board invited
the Director-Genera1 to "proceed with some urgency with the
establishment of a second current affairs programme to supplement

the present 'Gallery' programme or replace it on one day of the
week. "50

The establishment by the Board of the means by which it could
exert influence over progranme matters cou1d, theoretically at
least, provide a mechanism by which partisan political pressures
could be brought to bear. The extent to which the Board was able
or inclined to act as a partisan political instrument will be

examined in the following tvro chapters. Before concluding,
however, it is appropriate at this point, also with a view to
the content of Part Three, to offer a sunmary assessment of the
power struggle between the Minister, the Board and the Director-
General.

To recapitulate: Stringer considered that as Director-General
of Broadcasting,and working within the context of a public
corporation,he was nowhere near as powerful as he would have

been as Director of Broadcasting within the former N.z.B.s-51
This observation is important in explaining the tension that
existed between himself and the Board.

49. Normanbrook, op. cit., p. 14: "The Board cannot itself
operate on thE-ffiiio floorr Dor can it often join in
aetaitea discussion of progranme planning. From time to
time, however, there are occasions on which the Governors
can participate in the forward discussion of progralnme
plans. "

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, May 30, 1972.

Stringer to writer, July 13' L976.
50.
51.
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Stringer was appointed Director of Broadcasting, in succession
to J.H.E. Schroder, in January, L962. As such he saw himself
following in the steps of Shelley and Schroder - two men he

admired immensely, especially Shell"y52 as the adm'inistrative
(in his view, "professional") head of the country's public
broadcasting system-. As were Shelley and Schroder before him,
Stringer was strongly motivated to protect the integrity of the
professional broadcasting staff.

The provisions of the Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961, in
particular those relating to the appointment of the Director-
General, would seem to confirm that the original intent was to
retain in the hands of the Director-General the same powers as

had been delegated from the Minister to the Director under the
N.Z.B.S. The Corporation (Board) for its part' was given the
policy-making powers (with various constraints) previously
exercised by the Ministerr ds well as the quasi-judicial and

regulatory functions under Part fII. Stringer's interpretation
of this arrangement, of the creation of a "triumvirate" based

on a doctrine of separated powers and "checks and balances",
was apparently shared by the Minister originally responsible
for the Act, A.E. Kinsel1a. Whether, in fact, this was the
actual intention of Government itself must remain open to some

doubL. The relevant point is, however, that in the words of
W.I. Thomas, "If men define situations as real they are real in
thej-r consequences. u 53

A principal consequence was that Stringer, working in harmony

with a Chairman (Dr F.J. Llewellyn) who shared this interpretation'
induced in Kinsella's successor, W.J. Scott, if not in Government

as a vrhole, a sense of unease as to the extent of the Director-
Generalrs degree of independence. A new, enlarged, Board was

52. Stringer (to writer, September 30, L975) commented on
Shelley as follows: "I{hen f came to broadcasting it
was probably being associated with Shelley that was
the biggest impact on my life. one couldnrt help but
be impressed by the man. He was a big man, physically
and mentally. In a country the size of New Zealand,
his impact was terrific. Everything he touched he
left his own stamp on.'l

53. I{.I. Thomas, quoted in R.K. Merton, Social Theory and
Social Structure, revised €d., Free Press, 1958, p. 42L.
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appointed with a view to exerting greater control over the
activities of the Director-Genera1 and thus over the organisation
itself. The fact that the new Board soon came to press for
legislative amendments that would make the chief executive
their "own man" suggests tacit recognition of the legitimacy of
Stringerrs claim to a degree of statutory independence.

The Board was not predisposed to play "second fiddle". Most

were prominent businessmen, and as such were probably not
impressed with arguments on fine constitutional niceties but
rather were concerned more with the apparent need for corporate
unity of command. As ItlcFarlane said, "it is a1l very well to
talk of independence, but you still have to make the organj-sation

c,Awork."-= (Although McFarlane's career had been in the public
service, and not in private business, he was during his term as

Chairman a Director of Standard Telephonesand Cables Ltd. )

Further, as publi-c figures, particularly among the busj-ness
fraternity, they were subjected to pressure - much of it at the
level of daily personal interaction - regarding the activities
of the N.Z.B.C., from politics to "pop" music. As with the
Minister, expectations of responsibility created a need for
power to match those expectations.

The acquisition by McFarlane's Board of offices on N.Z.B.C.
premises symbolised, in Stringerrs eyes, the trend towards
greater Board. povrer. The advent of an enlarged Board comprising
overt supporters of the governing party aroused his suspicion as

to partisan political- intent. And the Board's establishment of
its authority over his - by both statutory and reorganisational
means - was eventually beyond his powers to prevent.

54. McFarlane to writer, ttlay 14, L976.
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Stringer appears to have been motivated by a genuine concern

for the legitimate independence of the public corporation which

he headed. However, while it is often extremely difficult to
fathom an j-ndividual's motivations, it is pertinent to inquire,
in Stringer's case, whether his conflict with the Board was

inspired more by considerations of private power than of public
good. In short, it may be asked whether he was a "prince" or a

tthgrott.

As Jennings puts it,
"great changes in the direction or cha{acter of an
organj-sation often result from the struggle for
power. The prince is best characterised as a
-t power seeker I and not' a qrreat t shaker' or t mover t

.:. (he) is an individual motivated to influence
others, primarily in the direction of support for
hirnself, and secondarily in support of the gquses
with which he chooses t-o iaent-i-fy himself ."55

Stringer had rvaited for the top broadcasting post, Director of
Broadcastj-ng, but on attainj-ng it had the mortification to see

that he would be subordinate to a newly-established group of
Iaymen. His struggle with the Board could thus be seen as

intransigence born of resentment. Certainly, the importance he

placed on a clear division between "policy" and "administration"
was overdrawn, and his interpretation of that division far too

simplistic. His adherence to this distinction may well have'

eventually, created difficulties with the original Board and

Ministerr Ers it did with their Successors. As it was, he remained

strongly reluctant to share his power with the Board - with the

result that he was less and less able to retain it. The prince

was, in effect, outmaneuvered.

Yet, if, as became apparent in the B.B.C. with the discarding of
the Whitley Document, the respective roles of the Board and

Director-Genera1 cannot be defined once and for aII, certain
general principles may have lasting relevance. In Lord Simonrs

words, "it is of the most vital importance that the

55. E.E. Jennings, An Anatomy of Leadershj-P' Harper Bros.,
1960r pp. 34-35.
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individual Governors should not interfere in the
day-to-day management or in executive work. This
would be not only undesirable, but dangerous. It
would hopelessly undermine the authority of the
Director-General. " 56

(ft should be remembered that Lord Simon as Chairman of the B.B.C.
strongly demurred from the arguments set out in the l4hitley
Document. ) It is difficult to determine the extent to which the
Board did engage in activity which, by accident or design'
weakened. the Director-General's authority. By McFarlane's
admission this did occur with one particular *"*b"t.57 Stringer
maintains that it got "worse and worse", til1 McKinnon told him

one day that some of the staff were no longer loyal to him
qa(Stringer)..re This activity by the Board undoubtedly enhanced

the suspicion which the Director-General bore towards its
members. His impatience was exacerbated by the non-professional
(in broadcasting terms) status of Board members. As noted in
Chapter 6, Stringer resented having to teach Board members "how

to suck eggs". Thus, his own power was not only threatened but'
as he saw it., it was threatened by persons who knew nothing about

broadcasting.

Here again, it can be argued that Stringer displayed an inadequate
understanding of the Boardrs role. The Board could justifiably
be regarded as a type of "trustee for the national interest."
(This, in fact, was the Whitley Document's principal definition
of its role. ) As such, it was not essential that members have

any particular expertise in the field of broadcasting. It could
be rore desirable - irr tLre interests of a learning resSronse to changing pulclic

56. Lord Simon (former Chairman of the B.B.C.),
From Within, Gollancz, 1953, pp. 68-69.

The B.B.C.

57. McFarlane (to writer, ilune 15, L976) recalls that one
Corporation member used to call in on the District
Manager in Christchurch to discuss matters with him.
According to McFarlane, Stringer told the District
Ivlanager to give the caller short shrift, which later led.
to a conplaint by the member to l{cFarlane about the
Managerrs rudeness.

58. Stringer to writer, July 13, L976.
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tastes, attitr:des and expectations - ttrat they d-id not: "broadcasting
is too important to be left to the broadcasters." As Wedell
has commented,

"it is no new phenomenon for large and well established
public bodies to create their own orthodoxies and to
become reluctant to put themselves in the way of out-
side criticism. "59

The appointment to public bodies like the N.Z.B.C. of people
whose thoughts and actions are not moulded by the prevailing
professional orthodoxies may help to ensure greater organisational
responsiveness. Stringer maintained that "people with broad-
casting knowledge" were "d.esperately needed" on the Board.60 It
may be that the need was for more persons who could successfully
blend a sensitivity to changj-ng environmental demands with a

knowledge of professional possibilities. However, Stringer's
vehemence on this issue in regard to the enlarged Board under
I{cFarlane and McKinnon r Ers contrasted with his f avourable
attitude towards the unobtrusive three-man Board (a1so largely
inexperienced in broadcasting maLters) under Llewellyn, suggests
that he was opposed to any expansion of the Board's functions
per se, rather than to an expansion of functions by persons whom

he considered to be incompetent in the affairs of broadcasting.

On the other hand, his belief that the Board should comprise
persons with broadcasting knowledge suggests that he may not
have resented an expansion of the Board's ro1e, provided that
expansion was in the hands of the "right" people; for it is
reasonable to suggest that the more broadcasting expertise on

the Board, the more will be its propensity to seek greater
administrative involvement.

As already mentioned, Stringer considered that, in light of
developments following the introduction of the seven-member

Board, he would have been better able to assert the "programme
independence" of the N.Z.B.C. had he been the permanent head of
a government department like the N.Z.B.S. The question here,
however, is independence for what?

59. E.c. Wedell, Broadcasting and Public Policy, op-. cit.,
p. 49.

60. Stringer to writer, July 13, L976.
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It is difficult to see' for example, how the comprehensive
broadcasting news service could have developed had departmental
control been retained. Its impartiality, under direct ministerial
control, could never have been manifest (though it might have been

real). Nor as will be argrued in Part Three, was Stringer effective
in articulating a coherent philosophy of the 11 .z.B.C.'s social
responsihilities. He was uneasy in this area, preferring instead
to keep a sceptical eye on the Corporationrs journalists as they
in turn seemed to despair of his ever offering the leadership they
felt to be necessary for the maintenance of the organisation's
sense of integrity. An important contrast could be made with the
B.B.C. The Director-General of the B.B.C., although appointed by

the Board of Governors, has always been far more than a mere

servant of the Board. Thanks mainly to Reith, he has enjoyed de

facto independence from the Board, and as Editor-in-Chief has been

able to acquire and maintain authority through the professional
leadership he has supplied to the organisation. By contrast,
Stringer enjoyed a good measure of de jqle independence from the
Board, but he seemed unable to broaden it. into a de facto power

base from which to gain the trust and confidence of the profess-
ional broadcasters and so offer the type of leadership essential
to the broadeningr and maintenance of organisational autonomy.
Worse, his intransigence was an important factor in bringing about

the two events that perhaps did most to harm that autonomy, in
the short and longer term, respectively. These were the advent
of the Broadcasting Authority in 1968, and the internal re-
organisation of 1968-69.

As Anthony Smith has commented,

"aII broadcasting begins with a franchise granted by
Government and depends for its continued existence
on periodical renewal. ,'6I

61. Anthony Smith, The Shadow in the Cave, op. cit., p. 140.
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Yet Stringerts hostility towards I{.J. Scott caused a deteriorating
relationship with the man who had direct access, by way of
Cabinet, to some of the important resources the N.Z.B.C. needed.
One such resource was goVernmental goodwill. This must not be
purchased at the price of a valid independence; but nor should
it be squandered through unnecessary personal antagonism.

Nevertheless, there was much more to Stringerts awkward relation-
ship with the Board (and with Scott) than the devious maneuverings
of a self-seeking prince. Regard Jenningsr "hero", who is

"a man on fire. He has a deep and disturbing sense
of mission for which tremendous social power is
necessary. He is purpose directed. For him power
is the means towards a great and noble end."62

This may not be strictly apposite in this case, but there is no
doubt that Stringer brought to the Director-Generalrs job a very
reaL and powerful sense of purpose. As will be shown in Part
Three, it was perhaps above all else a commitment to the task
of providing for New Zealanders the wherewithal of television
broadcasting - the expansion of technical facilities throughout
the country. But Stringer was preoccupied with more than towers
and aerials. Strongly influenced by Shel1ey, h" r.r also deeply
imbued with a desire to preserve what he felt to be the best
possible broadcasting standards. This was manifest, for example,
in his insistence on providing the final approval to television
prograrnme purchasing schedules, and, most importantly, in his
almost obsessional concern to keep the Board away from operational
decision-making.

62. Jennings, op. cit., p. 105.
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Stringer's problems, therefore, cannot be traced to any lack of
a sense of purpose, nor to any lack of personal integrity or
courage. (Possibly because of his difficulties with the
journalistic staff - See Part Three Stringer was sometimes
depicted as being rather supine in his efforts to preserve the
N.Z.B,C.'s integrity from what was seen to be unwarranted political
interfer.t.".63 Events outlined in the previous chapters
demonstrate the dubiousness of such charges. ) P.ather, his
difficulties stemmed from a certain impetuosity, born of the
mistaken assumption that, having granted the new corporation a

good measure of statutory independence, the Government of the day

would seek to consolidate rather than to undermine that same

independence. Stringer's eager embracem.ent of the autonony
ascribed by statute to the organisation, and to himself, invoked
a startled governmental response which in turn made the Director-
General more determined to fight the encroachments of the l.linister
and the Board. There can be no real doubt of the sincerity of his
intentions as he found himself caught up in a struggle that he

would almost inevitably lose.

63. For example, see the comment of Alex Tooqood, footnote
45, Chapter 6. Similarly, in preview, the N.Z. Truth
of March 13, L962, commented: "The CorporaEffi-F-
Dj-rector-General is to be appointed by the Government
on the recommendaLion of the Corporation, If he doesntt
toe the line he need not expect to be reappointed. "
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Governmental Appointment of the Board - The Question
of Political Partisanship.

The Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961 provided for the appointment
of the Corporationr or Board members as they became known, by the
Governor-General.l In practice, this meant that the Government

would make "recommendations" for vice-regal approval' with the
initiative in selecting prospective Board members resting with the
Minister of Broadcasting. This method seriously challenged the
manifest independence of the N.Z.B.C. However, it is more

difficult to gauge the extent to which Board members acted in a

politically partisan m.anner during their terms on the Board.

It is reasonable to assume that, in making these appointments, the
respective Ministers of Broadcasting gave to the appointees some

indication as to what the Government expected of them.2 However,
it is another thing to be able to support any assumption that such

advice was aimed at seeking political advantage. As one observer
has put it, "Everything is nice and friendly; and everybody
believes in freedom and independence; and nothing, absolutely
nothing, is put in writing, which could suggest the contrary."3
That leaves recollections of past conversations; but such
recollectj-ons are notoriously clouded on these matters. Neverthe-
less, from the limited evidence available it is possible to
speculate upon the extent to which ministerial appointment of
N.Z.B.C. Board members served partisan political- interests. An

appropriate beginning can be made by discussing the more direct
linkages between Government and its appointees on the Board.

1. Members were appointed for three-year terms with the
possibility of reappointment. To achieve continuity of
office-holding, the Act provided for one of the original
members to retire after one year, and the other after two
years. The original Chairman was appointed for the fuIl
three-year term. See the Broadcastinq Corp Act 1961,
Sections 3 and 4. For a list of Board members appointed
during the years 1962-1972, their occupations, and their
terms, see Appendix D.

2. See, for example, footnote 51, Chapter 6.
3. l'1.H. Holcroft, Reluctant Editor, op, cit., p. 191.
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The National Government attached overwhelming importance
to the need to have business and professional persons as

members of the Board. This was so right from the establish-
ment of the Corporation in 1962. According to A'8. Kinsella,
it was necessary to have only a three-man Board because of
the shortage of suitable persons who could "spare the time. "4
Two of the three men chosen, J.A. Stenberg and Reeves Harris,
were businessmens the former, from Auckland' in the shoe

industry; the latter, from Christchurch, in engineering.

Kinsella recalls that the need for "business expertise" on

the Board was dictated by the vast amount of capital develop-
ment facing the new corporation, principally television
expansion. The appointment of Dr. F.J. Llewellyn as

Chairman was, according to Kinsel1a, dictated by the desire
to have "someone with interests in a wide fieId. "3 The

proclivity to appoint business and professional men was even

more apparent when the Board was enlarged to seven members in
April, L965. Three more businessmen were appointed, together
with a lawyer and a company general manager, to join Harris
(Stenberg having become unavaj-lable for reappointment) and
Llewellynrs successor as Chairman, C.A. McFarlane.

Subsequent appointments comprised a company director, a city
public relations officer, a lawyer, &n accountantra minister
of religion, and a farmer's wife, in addition to Major-General
W.S. McKinnon (formerly Chief of the General Staff) as Chairman
in place of McFarlane. As Minister of Broadcasting, W.J. Scott
favoured businessmen because of the "urgent need" to have

"people of ability" who could exercise firmer control over
the Director-General. Scott considered that his appointees
vrrere "strong people who would take an interest in the N.Z.B.C.
and who wouldn't be pushed around."6 Businessmen of
proven ability were seen to fit this mould.

4.
5.
6.

Kinsella to writer, May 18, L976.
rbid.
Scott to writer, May 10, 1976.
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Pending appointments were discussed in caucus, which also
submitted names of possible candidates. This, according to Scott'
ref lected the Prime Ministert s (K.,f . Holyoake ' s ) "team" approach
to Government. However, the appointments to the enlarged Board

were all people that the Minister himself had on his personal list.
He felt that "in the early stages it was necessary to get the Board

settled down and operating better than it was." Only later would 
n

it be possible to bring in persons from wider fields of endeavour.'
But later Scottrs successor remarked, in regard to the appointment
of Major-General McKinnon, that he (Adams-Schneider), "didn't
want someone who could decide whether we should have 'Coronation
Street' on or not, but someone who would pull the show together,
get some efficiency into it, and endeavour to run it in a business-

Rlike wav. ""

Naturally, no Government is likety to admit publicly that its
appointees to such a politically sensitive area as broadcasting
are selected primarily, or even partlyr orl the basis of partisan
political considerations. In L970, the then Minister of Broad-
casting, H.J. Walker, asserted that, "appointments to the
Corporation are made strictly on suitability based on business
acumen and technical ability and know-how."9 This brought an

Opposition question as to whether "the know-how is not knowing
how much to contribute to National Party Funds?"lo The retort was

understandable. Apart from the heavy business and professional
erphasis vihich could be seen as a bias in tlre National Party's favour -

rbid.7.

8.

9.
10.

Adams-Schneider
N.Z.P.D., VoI.
N.Z.P.D., Vo1,

to writer, June 3, L976.

370, p. 5397.
370, p. 5398.
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Reeves Harris (who left the Board on March 31, 1970) had
been a "piIlar of strength" for the party in christch,rr"h;11
R.J. Laurenson was a party liaison officer; and Dorothy
McNab (Harris's replacement) was deputy-chairman of the
clutha electorate of the National party and a member of
the divisional executive. rn L972, dt the time of the
Macleod affair, only two of the seven board members were
not "open supporters" of the party. of the other five,
four - including the Chairman, McKinnon - were party
members, and the fifth was a supporter.L2

Laurenson recalls that his
do with his appointment.,,13

party membership had "nothing to
Similarly, McNab has argued that

"hrhen an administration looks around for appointments to its
various boards it looks first for ability and integrity. "14
The interesting question, however, is whether or not ministers
of whatever party - tend, consciously or not,, to define',ability
and integrity" in terms of their own (and their party's) pre-
vailing attitudes, values and 6ssumptions. Did scott, for
example, make his appointments on the basis of an impticit
assumption that successfur busi_nessmen were assuredly men of
"ability and integrity", that the type of hard-nosed
individuals necessary to put a brake on the Director-General
would be those who had proved themselves in the cut and
thrust of the business world? was it also that successive
ministers viewed the N.z.B.c. essentialry as a major business
concern whose multi-million dollar operations required., above
all else, guidance from those with skirl and flair in
business management?

11. Scott to writer, May 10, 1976.
12. According to The Dominion, of .Iu1y 29, Lg72, the memberswere lr{ajor-GenEE McKLnnon, B.E. Brill, B.e. cathie andMrs- D- McNab- M-L- Tronson was a party supporter. Theother two members, Rev. K.M. rhaka ana .rl coiiins did not

"admj-t to being members of any political parit.;;-
13. Laurenson to writer, NIay 25, Lg76.
14. Letter from lvlcNab to writer, ,June 22, 1976.
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Wary not, for example, have trade unionists on the BQard, or
educationalistsr or creative artists? Was it belieVed that the
N.z.B.C. rs capital development plans cal1ed for cont.rol by persons
whose demonstrated business acumen would ensure that the Corporation
operated within its financial meansr ds it was requilred to do? Or

was it also believed that trade unionists, educatio{a1ist.s, and

creative artists were "left leaning" in their polit:lcs (whatever

that may mean in regard to specific issues), and herrce were not
persons of "ability and integrity"? (Walker, for e>tamp1e,

described the Board of L972 as "probably the most hiSh-powered,
I ]q

competent Board that any broacasting organisation hiis had."*')
Or was it, more simply, that the Government believed it would be

surrendering a measure of political advantage by ap$ointing such
persons? (The fact that the question of manifest bias in Board
appointments aroused little public attention in the 1960s meant
that an opportunity was there to be taken. )

It is simply not possible to give definite answers fo these
questions, although statements (aIready quoted) by buccessive
ministers indicate that the Government did tend to see the N.Z.B.C.
as a large business enterprise requiring, above all, sound.

business management. The answer is probably that a!-1 three
factors contributed to the nature of the appointments made to the
Board: that is, implicit belief in the virtues and abilities of
successful business and professional personsi a tri:st in their
political acceptability; and outright political opfortunism.

15. H.J. Walker to writer, June 30, 1976.
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These questions will be touched on

But at this point it can be argued
partisan influence was established
the N.Z.B.C. via Board membership.

again during thisl chapter.
that a linkage ofl potential
between the Government and

To argue that, however, is not necessarily to show tlhat Board

members, once appointed, acted merely as the extenala arms of
Government, or of the Minister in particular. Appoijntees to any

statutory public board may be influenced more by thQir own

perceptions of the requirements of office than by the demands of
partisan politics. They may hold r ot come to ho1d, a genuine

belief in a broader public good; they may be imbue{ with a sense

of social responsibilityi or they may have t ot acUlire, a taste
for independent power. (See, for example, the Boar$'s L967

draft bilf, Appendix B. )

In the case of the N.Z.B.C. Board it would be a qross over-
simplification, if not a distortion of the truth, to argue that
some members were motivated primarily by their desile to serve the
best interests of the National Government.

I

The episode of 1965, in which the Board threatened to resign in
protest against the Minister's actions, indicates ttrat it was not
just a puppet of the Government. As Scott said, "hgre were these
peopte who I thought were my friends, all going to tesign."16
However, the question is, why did the Board not resign? Scott
did not ful1y meet the Board's demand for public reptification of
the matter. According to the Board, it was "willing and anxious

t.o co-operate with Government to any reasonabile extent.
However, it feels very strongly that in recenf weeks it
has been made a public scapegoat. for a situapion which
is not its responsibility Without cornpliciting the
issues unduly by the introduction of too muchl detail,
the Corporation wishes in conclusion to emphabise that
the introduction of private enterprise into bpoadcasting
under Section 14 of the Act is a lonq way from being as
simple as the public, and-possibly many membeps of the
Government, may irnagine. " 1 /

16. See footnote 44, Chapter 7.
L7. "suggested Representation to the Minister of etoadcasting,

the-Hon. W.J. Scott, when he meets the Broadcafting
Corporation on Monday, 14 Novernber L966" - papbr prepared
by C.A. McFarlane, Chairman.
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The Board prepared a draft news rel-ease to be issued by Scott.
It emphasised his continuing regard for its members: "my

purpose in publishing my letter (to the Board, of October 3l'
L966) was to show the desire of the Government to have urgent
action taken in dealing with the applicatj-ons for contracts for
broadcasting time and certainly was not a reflection on the
members of the Corporation for whom I have a high regard and

complete confiden""."18 Yet, shortly after, the Board

complained to the Minister that,
"the public statement issued by you, which appeared
in various forms in different newspapers' does not, in
the opinion of the Corporation, correct the position
adequately, and the members of the Corporation, all of
whom occupy positions of responsibility in the public
life of New Zealand, are still deeply disturbed over the
effect of what they regard as the unjust criticism of the ta
Corporation expressed by you in recent public statements."--

Just why the Board did not resign,in spite of the fact that
the Minister had failed to resolve the matter to its satis-
factionr may be deduced from its own words: "the Corporation
is fu11y conscious of the political implications of the rpiratel
developments and has no wish to embarrass the Government

further by tendering its resignation in this sensitive election
period, making its reasons public, which was its dominant
feeling at the special meeting on 7 November. "20

The incident suggests that a Government cannot depend on its
appointees to act simply as its extended arms. In return
for what might be called a measure of political sympathy (which

may amount to nothing more than a willingness not to go out
of its way to embarrass a Government, particularly when an

election is at hand), the Government is expected manifestly
to respect the integrity and ability of the Board. It must

also be seen to respect the Board's domain of independent
action. fn this case, it is quite possible that had the
issue not arisen in the midst of an election campaign the
Board would have resigned. The fact that it did not, however,

cannot necessarily be taken as evidence of the partisan
political motivations of its members.

18. Draft notes prepared by McFarlane.
19. "Sugqested Representation to the Minister of Broadcasting

etc", op. cit.
20. rbid.
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It may reflect nothing more than an implicit rule of the
political game as played by governmental and quasi-governmental
agencies: namely, the closer an election the more care should
be taken to avoid actions that may cause the Government (and

the principal opposition) embarrassment. In this instance,
however, the Board backed down in spite of feeling that it
had very good cause to resign and so embarrassthe Government,
the unwritten rule notwithstanding. The incident thus
illustrates the marginal benefits that may accrue to a government
through its ability to manipulate appointments to statutory
boards like the N.Z.B.C. In this light, ministerial
appointments may be seen not as a means of ensuring de facto
control by Government, but as a political bonus, or as a form
of insurance policy the premiums on which may be paid at a

particular time of Government need.

The Board's concern over its manifest integrity is illustrated
by a much later incident, this time in the ele.ction year of
1972. On lrlarch 23, 1972, McKinnon wrote to the Prime
Minister, J.R. Marshall, pointing out that "especially in
an election year" the Board must be non-political and that
if people of political affiliation were to be appointed, then
such appointments must be balanced. He assured the Prime
Minister that the Board did not act poIitically, and might
even bend "too much the other way" in its desire to act
j-mpartiarry.2l The Chairmanf s concern was with the Board's
manifest political impartiality and independence. A Board
position was open for appointment as from April L, and
McKinnon suggested that a person identified with the Labour
Party should be appointed. He suggested A.H. Nordmeyer,
J. L. Roberts or John Jef f ries . 

22

2L. Letter of March 23, 1972, from McKinnon to Marshall, copy
shown to writer by McKinnon, May 12, 1976.

22. Ibid. Nordmeyer was a former Leader of the Parliamentary
ilaE-our Party; Roberts was Professor of Public Adminis-
tration at Victoria University of Wellington; and
,feffries was a prominent Wellington lawyer (later a
Judge of the Supreme Court).
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(Interestlngly, this letter was sent well before the Macleod

affair broke in Ju1y, L972 .) No such person was subsequently
appointed by the National Government. The then Prime Minister
(now Sir John Marshall) has recalled that the Ivlinister of
Broadcasting, H. J. Walker, was enthusiastic about lt{cKinnon I s

proposal, but caucus was not. On JuLy 27, 1972 two days

after the Board had dismissed Macleod - McKinnon wrote again
in similar vein, this time to walket.23 Nothing came of it.

The episode suggests that partisan political considerations
may be exacerbated when the names of possible appointees are
referred to caucus. In this case, Walker recalls that both
caucus and cabinet agreed to approach Nordmeyer, but it was

also declded that the approach would not be made until the
following y*,24 that is until after the General Election
in November, 1972. It is possible that caucus believed the
Government could reap advantage in the build-up to the
election by deferring this matterr or it rnight have been

thought that any attempt to "balance" a Board of predominantly
National Party members with one Labour - affili-ated person

would be seen as a form of political tokenism thus highlighting
the composition of the Board.

McKinnon appeared to place a high value on political impartiality
and independence. As Llewellyn had done, McKinnon was prepared

to express strong criticism of Government. His public resPonse

to the Minister of Finance, R.D. Muldoon, that the N.Z.B.C.
would not respond to "threats or bribe""25 in its efforts to
acquire control of the second television channel was probably
the most outspoken since Llewellyn had accused the Government

of "procrastination" on the same issue six years earlier.

23. Copy of letter shown to writer by McKinnon, MaY
12, L976.

24. Walker t;
25. Reported

writer, June 30, L976.
in the N.Z. Herald, December 11, 1970.
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Muld^oon had stated that the N.Z.B.C.'s decision not to screen the

pilot episode of "The Brian Edwards Show" (see the previous
chapter) "provided an excellent reason for New Zealandrs second

television channel to be in independent hands .u26 McKinnon recalls
that he had wished to use the words "neither threats, bribes nor

b1ackmail", but was advised by the Public P.elations Officer' P.A.

Fabian, to delete the reference to blackmail.27

McKinnon believed that it was properly the Chairman's job to refute
publicly any serious and unfounded charges against the N.Z.B.C.,

?a
particularly those emanating from politicians.-" (This view

indicates how the relationship between Chairman and Director-
General had changed. Under Stringer such comments were generally
made by the Director-General as chief executive and defender of the
professional autonomy of the N.Z.B.C.'s staff. McKinnon believed
that this should be the Chairman's role). Fabian maintains that
IrlcKinnon was "strongi and positive" in his determination to counter

)q
unfounded public allegations against the N.Z-B-C.--

It is likely that McKinnon's military career shaped his strongly
hetd attitudes on these matters. As a man to whom "honour" was

a paramount value, McKinnon made a genuine attempt to define his
job in terms of a broader public interest. (He recalls a

disagreement with Adams-Schneider about whether the N.Z.B.C. was

ultimately responsible to Government or to Parliament. In the
Minister's view it was Government; in McKinnon's, Parliamerrt.30)

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Reported
McKinnon
rbid.
Fabian to writer, May 19' L976.

McKinnon to writer, May 8, 1976.

in
to

the N.Z. Herald, December 10, L970.

writer, llay B, 1976.
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According to one Board member, McNab, McKinnon was "scrupulous
in seeing that the requirements of the Act relating to
prograurmes were observed"," and he himself has stressed the
"great importarce "he placed on the Act in determining just
what the functions and responsibilities of the N .z.B.C. r"r".32
As wiII be discussed in Part Three, this approach had other
j-mportant implications in regard to ne!,rs and current affairs
broadcasting. However, in the context of this discussion it
indicates that the Chairman was imbued with a sense of social
responsibility.

It has been claimed by a former senior officer of the N.Z.B.C.
that the Board's unwillingness to act in harmony with the
political interests of the Government evoked a personal letter
from R.D. Muldoon, to McKinnon, chargingthat the Board was

"a polj-tical rats' nest. "33 AIso, Laurenson recalls that while
a Board member he was occasionally crj-ticised by party members
(not Parliamentarians) for not being sufficiently pro-party
in his work on the Board. He, however, defined his role as
being a "trustee of the licence-holder. "34 The extent
to which Board members hrere subjected to pressures from
partisan political interests is impossible to gauge. On the
one hand, McNab cannot recall one occasion when "the Government
attempted to exercise any pressure r ot give any direction to
the N.z.B.C.u"- Trimmer emphasises that "at no time during
those five years was I personally and nor was any other member

that I know of, either individually or as a Board member,

subjected to any pressure from any politj-cianr dny minister,
or from Governmerrt."36 And Laurenson, while admitting to
being criticised by party members, nevertheless has stated
"rrneguivocally" that "at no time !t/as any pressure placed on me.

31. Letter from McNab to writer, June.22, 1976.
32. McKinnon to writer, May 8, L976.
33. This information was supplied to the writer by a senior

N.Z.B.C. officer who claims to have seen the letter.
34. Laurenson to writer, May 25, 1976
35. Letter from lt{cNab to writer, June 22, 1976.
36. Letter from Trimmer to writer, June 30, 1975.
37 . Laurenson to wrj.ter, May 25, 1976.

u37
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The problem is to know what is meant by the word "pressure".
Indeed it is probably the wrong word to describe the relations
between the Board and Government. For "pressure,', in the
sense of coercion - which is what Board members appear to have
had in mind - is unlikely to have existed much, if at all. rf
applied to persons who had a firm berief in their own integrity
and a sense of independence of action - as McKinnon at least
(not to mention the 1966 Board) seem to have had - it would
likeIy be counter-productive. what was involved, however, was
not pressure in the normal sense of the word, but rather what
might be called a sympathetic response to anticipated preferences.
This can be illustrated by two events, both in the General
Election year of 1972. One is the so-called lr{acl,eod affair.
The other, which may be cal]ed the Coury affair, was never
brought to public attention, and is examined here at greater
length.

on July 25, 1972, the N.z.B.c. Board dismissed the Editor of the
N. Z. Listener, Alexander iI. Macleod. A retired Stipendary
Magistrate, E.A. Lee of christchurch, was appointed by the
Government to conduct a public inquiry into the events surround-
ing Macleod's dj-smissaI. Lee concruded that the Board was
justified in dismissing the Editor, and was neither subject to
any political interference or influence, nor was influenced by
any political consideration in making its decision.3S

There can be no doubtr ds the pubric inquiry showed, that much
of the Board I s dissatisfaction with ivlacl,eod stemmed from his
poor relationship with it, and with staff members, including the
Director-General.39 However, it seems most unrikely that this
was the sole reason for the Board's dissatisfaction with Macleod.
Nor may it have been the most important, though it is
impossible to d.etermine this.

38- see Lee's Report, N.z. commission of rnquiry into the
Dismissal of the E er,

39. see, for example, reports in The Evening post, september 7,23, 28 and 29, 1972
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Significantly, however, the inquiry commissioner's report
did not consider the fact that five of the seven Board

members were also members of the National Party. Of its
own this may not have been relevant except for the fact that
the Board had for some time been highly critical of the
tone of several of l4acleod's editorials. Moreover, and

importantly, it was an unease also felt by members of
the Government. The then Prime Minister, J.R. Marshall
(now Sir John) crcncedes that it was felt Macleod had been

writing editorials that were "too much to the left, too
extremist" , in their ,ri"r".40

A concern was felt, by both the Board and the Government,
that the journal could be seen to be adopting a particular
political stance. This was felt to be an abrogation of the
N.Z.B.C.rs responsibility, as a public corporation, not to
editorialise.4l The Board proposed that the editorial
col-umn be dropped from the List "n.t.42 This was to be

discussed at the BoarO *""airrg *fri"t Macleod failed to
attend. Yet ever since a politically sensitive editorial
by Holcroft on the 1956 Suez crisis the editorial had

been either initialed or signed by the writer, to indicate
that it was neither the official opinion of the magazine
itself nor of the N.z.B.s. (c).43

The fact that the Board felt this to be insufficient may be

attributed to the differing styles and interests of Macleod
and Holcroft. Macleod was a far more politically-orientated
writer than Holcroft. Macleod was a former defence reporter
for The Scotsman. He was President of the N.Z. Institute
of International Affairs, and through his writing had

acquired standing as a leading commentator on New Zealandrs
international relations.

40. Sir John Marshall to writer, JuIy 6, 1976.
4I. Ibid. Also McKinnon to writer, May 8, 1976.
42. At its meeting of May 30, 1972, the Board, after receiving

a report from its Listener committee. resolved that "the
editor of t.he N. Z. ilstener be advised by the Director-
General that t@e editorial in the Listener
is under review Uy ttre Board with a view to dropffigTE
..." N.z.B.C. Board ltlinute, l{ay 30, L972.

43. See Holcroft, Reluctant Editor, op. cit., Chapter 4.
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Holcroft, oll the other hand' was essentially a man of letters, a

prominent literary critic and a leading New Zealand essayist. He

received a Lit. D. (honoris causa) from Victoria University of
Wellington in 1976. His strategy as Editor of the Listener had

been one of "pushing at the edges of acceptability," and then easing

off until any political, especially governmental, disaffection had
Aldied down.'* He held the post from. L949 until his retirement at the

end of 1967.

In the words of the N.Z.B.C.'s counsel at the inquiry into the

affair, l.lacleodrs editorials were of a "much narrower range" than

Holcroftrs, with little on the arts. They contained "a
continual criticisrn of leadership in New Zealand, whether of
Government, Ministers, departments or N.Z.B.C. administration. "45

During 1969 and I97O Ivlacl,eod received 'phone calls from l{cKinnon

in response to each of four editorials written on the Vietrrt* W.t.46
McKinnon, a man of military background, had attempted to argue

Macleod out of "the somewhat critical stance" he had adopted on the
Vj-etnam commitme nt.47 ( rn Macleodr s view, the Chairman ' s remarks

were "plainly intended to circumscribe my freedom of editorial
AAcomment.u=') Macleod also revealed during the inquiry that in

L972, another election year, McKinnon and two other Board members,

44. Holcroft to writer, September I7, L975. Elsewhere
(Reluctant Editor, op. cit., p. 195), Holcroft comments
tffir-E-Ef-aacasting, l{r Scott, had asked
the new Chairman, C.A. McFarlane, if the editorial policy
of the Listener could not be supervised; and when I learnt
from anoEhffiurce that copies of my editorials were being
kept in the Ministeri-al office I was pretty certain they
were not there to be admired. I think my treatment of
controversial topics had made me unpopular with some
politicians.r' Clear1y, a degree of governmental sensitivity
had always existed in regard to the Listener. Macleod's
political emphasis brought it to a hea?T

45. Reported in The Evening Post, August 29, L972. According to
MaLLeod himsmlf" his editorials concerned
either international affairs or "local issues of a political
nature". - quoted, from the transcript of the inquiry, in
"Politics and Broadcasting: The Commission of Inquiry into
the Dismissal of Alexander Macleodrf in Stephen Levine (ed.),
New Zealand Politics: A Reader, Cheshire, 1975, p. 280-

Reported in The Evening Post, August 15, 1972.

rbid.
46.
47.
48. rbid.
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McNab and Tronson had expressed misgivings to him about some

of his editorials. He claimed that their concern was coloured
by their political allegiance and was a consideration in regard
to his dismissa1.49

While Macleod himself gave the Board the excuse it needed for his
dismissal, by failing to attend its meetingr after having been

summoned four tj-mes, it is reasonable to speculate that the latent
unease Board members had felt towards Macleodrs edi-torials was an

important factor in their decisi-on to get rid of him. The edit-
orials were apparently not dj-scussed by the Board on the day of
the dismissal, but the issue may well have provided an unspoken
baekground against which individual Board members weighed their
decislon. Arguably, the festeringl problem of Macleodrs staff
relationships became, in the minds of memhers, inextricably
enmeshed with their dissatisfaction over the political flavour of
his editorj-als. He was seen to embody a range of undesj-rable
gualities: political extremism, a lack of respect for the
authority of the Board, and incompatabj-litv in staff relations.
Seen in this light, Placleod must have appeared as a consummate

"villain". ff there were a chance to dismiss him, then it had
to be taken.

It is not possible to say whether the Board was, or had been,
subjected to any politj-caI pressure (in the coercive sense) to
have the Editor dismissed. But it seem.s unlikely, for the reasons
outlined earlier. Rather, it is more likely that the Governmentrs
concern was informally expressed to, and shared by, Board members.
fn turn, the Board responded sympathetically to what it believed
would be Government preferences towards the "problem," - that is,
stop the editorials. The actual dismissal seems to have been a
spur of the moment action, taken in anger when Macleod himself
presented the Board with the right opportunity. As will be
discussed shortly, however, the Board was also acting in what it
beli-eved to be the N.Z.B.C. rs best interests.

The Macleod affair was, as it turned outr Errr embarrassment to
the Government, for j-t enabled its opponents to focus public atten-
tion on the manifest political bias of the Boardrs appointe"".50
49. Reported in

McKinnon and
a supporter.

Post, August 29, 1972. As noted above,
and Tronson wasNational Party members,

50- see, for example, the Leader of the opposition, N.E. Kirk,reported in The press, July 31, 1972.
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The Government may well have preferred that Macleod not be sacked,
at least until after the election had passed. To that extent the
Board could be said to have overestimated the Government's
preferences. That, however, was a question of judgement' and if
any conclusion can be drawn from it, it must be that the process
of governmental appointment of members of statutory boards also
carries with it, as a counterweight to the insurance premium factor,
the possibility of political embarrassment.

The other example of sympathetic response to anticipated preferences
concerns the transfer of the Editor of the News Service, R.E. Coury'
to the post of Public P.elations Manager, also in mid-1972. Coury

had been the Editor since the beginning of the expanded news service.
Appointed on appeal against the original choice (C.T.C. Watson), he

had taken up the post in March' 1961. Later that year he was

responsible for the appointment of six journalists as a precursor to
the progressive establishment of a fully-fledged service under the
proposed Corporation. Coury had been a journalist with the Depart-
ment of Tourist and Publicity, and throughout the 1950s had been a

bulletin editor responsible for the compilation of the then nightly
9 o I clock radi-o news.

Importantly, however, he had also served as Press Secretary to the
Labour Prime Minister, Walter Nash, durinq the L957-60 term of the
second Labour Government. According to CouryrUt ot Labourrs defeat
in the 1960 General Election he had advised the incoming National
Prime Minister, K.J. Holyoake, that he would be willing to continue
working as Press Secretary, but wished to decline appointment in
light of the pending broacasting appeal, which he expeeted to win.
Coury maintains that Holyoake later claimed that he (Coury) had

declined to work for him because of his political allegiance to
Labour. This association with a Labour Prime Itlinister may have

created suspicion in the minds of Government members during the
1960s about Coury's impartiality, and by inference, about the
impartiality of the N.Z.B.C. News Service in general.

51. Coury to writer, September 16, L975.
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Gilbrt Stringer also had reservations. Soon after the incep-
tion of the Corporation, Coury felt obliged to write to Stringer
that, "in almost 20 years since the war that I have been a

public servant I have served governments of both politi-caI
colours intimately, loyally and successfully in the fields
of press work and public relations."52

The Director-Generalrs anxiety partly resulted from his deep

distrust of journalists in general, and his own organisation's
new reporters in particular. However, it also resulted from
the fact that the Corporation's search for political autonomy

in the 1960s was injected with a greater sensitivity than would
have been the case had the establishment of the Corporation
not coincided with the development of the news service. rn
short, Stringer was anxious because he knew that the Government

was suspicious of Coury, or at least he believed that to be

the case, Holyoake, for one' seems to have harboured such

suspicions.

Sceats recalls that while acting in Stringerrs absence during
a Parliamentary debate one year on the broadcasting estimates,
Holyoake told him that he (Holyoake) could terminate discussion
on aspects of editorial control in the N.Z,B.C. by pointing out
that the Editor of the News Service had been Nashrs Press

tr?Secretary." In Sceats' view, there was "probably a fair deal
of truth" in the argument that the National Government remained

sceptical about Coury's impartiatity.5a Certainly, Coury

thought this to be the case;55 and his successor as Editor,
P.A. Fabian, had also heard on the "journalists' grapevine"
that this was ttrre.56 Moreover, d.uring a Parliamentary debate

in 1958 on the Broadcasting Authority 8i11, a future National
cabinet minister alleged that "in the early days of television -
when (it) was largely staffed with journalists, but I think
under insufficient editorj-al control, a degree of irresponsibility
was shown that no newspaper in this country has ever shown."57

52. Memo from Editor, News Service, to Director-General' MaY
16, L962.

53. Sceats to writer, ivlaY 2I, 1976.
54. rbid.
55. Coury to writer, September L6, L975; also, Ostober 8, 1975.
56. Fabian to writer, May 1-9, 1976.
57. D.J. Riddiford, N.Z.P.D., Vol. 357, p.2051.
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The Government's doubts may also have been exacerbated when, in
L963, a €31r000 defamation action was filed against the N.z.B.c.
by a leading businessman, C.U. (now Sir Clifford) P1immer.

The suit resulted from news regarding alleged comments by Plimmer
on the South African apartheid system. The following year, and

partly as a result of this episode, Stringer invited James Kemp,

a senior news officer with the B.B.C., to come to New Zealand to
examine and report on the operation of the N.Z.B.C. ts news service.
Kemp recommended that the editorship should be established at the
controller level: it would be "a position of great trust and the
Editor would require to be a man of firm integrity, sound judgement

and with a high sense of public duty. '58 According to Kempt

Couryrs appointment by means of appeal had "played a major part in
the lack of confidence in him evident on the part of the Directorate
and it may have in fact affected his confidence in himself."59

The report was critical of the news service, for organisational
and operational reasons: "much of the apprehension I found among

the Di-rectorate and Administrative staff arises from some of the
weaknesses of the existing service and sprang from sometimes
relatively small, but important, matters over which the news staff
had applied standards not in keeping with those laid down by, and

implicit in, the Broadcasting Corporation Act of 1961."60 The main
result of the Kemp Report was that in February 1965, the B.B.C.'s
Editor of Television News, Waldo l{aguire, was seconded to the
N.Z.B.C. to become its first Controller of News and Public Affairs.
The secondment was for one year, dt the end of which the B.B.C. rs

l']s/s Editor for the l{idland Region, Edward Parkinson, took up the
position. The decision to establish the new post and to have it
filled by persons from the B.B.C. reflected the Boardrs and

Stringer's desire for better editorial control over news and

current affairs programming.

58.

59.
60.

N.Z.B.C.'s News Service: Report and Recommendations, by

Ibid, p. 2I.
Ibid, p. 3.
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Of at least as much importance, however, was the consideration
that by bringing to the new post men of demonstrated ability -
B.B.C. men - the N.Z,B.C. would be able to allay any

Parliamentary, and other, fears about the quality of leader-
ship in its news service. Importantly, too, it would undermine
any Government suspicion that the service was controlled by a

man whose political allegiance was to the opposition. (Coury's
professional integrity or ability is certainly not questioned
here. The important point is that the National Government,
particularly perhaps the Prime Minister, harboured a belief
that he was not ful1y impartial. )

The post of Controller of News and Public (later Current)
Affairs was subsequently filled by J.L. Hartstonge following
Parkinsonrs return to Britain. (Hartstonge, later Director-
General of Radio New Zealand, \^ras a career broadcaster, whose

experience had been mainly in the fields of announcingi,

concerts, talks, and administration.) The post was

disestablished in I97L after Hartstonge had been made

Regional Director (Central). Sceats has stated thatr €ts

Director-General, he wished to have more direct access to
the news and current affairs sections than he had had while
Hartstonqe was Controll"t. 61

The abolition of the Controller's post thus left the Editor,
News, and the Editor, Current Affairs, responsible to the
Director-General through an Executive Director (tu.e. Rickard)
accountable for programmes in general. In effect, with the
abolition of the Controller's post, the status of the Editor,
News (and of the Editor, Current Affairs) ' was enhanced. It
could now appear to Government that Coury once again was

ful1y responsible for the news service.

6I. Sceats to writer, May 21, L976.
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Coury had become involved in a public controversy with the
then Minister of Finance, R.D. Ivtuldoon, in December, 1970.
Muldoon let it be ftnown that he had telephoned McKinnon

in August l-970 to "say he had received a report to the
effect that an Editor, or other official in the N.Z.B.C. news

organisation, had issued instructions that news relating
to Mr. Muldoon was not to be included in bulletins without
reference to the Editor.u62 Coury "categorically denied"
the charge, maintaining that "no such instruction was ever
issued to or by me. "63 According to Coury, what had
occurred was that he had become concerned at the amount of
broadcasting news coverage that Muldoon had been receiving..
Much of it was speculation about }4uldoon's political future
and was not justified on the grounds of news value. At a

meeting with his sub-editorial staff, Coury had made it
clear that Muldoon's statements were to be dealt with strictly
in accordance with their news value. Doubtful cases were
to be referred to the Editor for deci"iorr.64

It is possible that this incident helped cement the belief
in the minds of some Government Members of Parliament
that Coury's impartiality was suspect. Be that as it may,

it was announced on May 19, 1972, that the Editor, News,

and the Public Relations Manager would exchange positions.
Making the announcement, Sceats stated that he had made the
decisionr ds chief executive officer, "after due consultationr."65
Later, EIt its meeting of May 30, 1972, the Board "noted the
arrangement made for an exchange of the holders of the
positions of Editor, News and Public Relations Manager. "

It resolved that,

62. Reported in The Evening Post, December 10, L970.
63. Reported in The Evening Post, December L2, L970.
64. Coury to writer, October B, L975. The writer has

sighted a memo from the Controller of News and
Current Affairs to the Director-General in which
the attendant sub-editors confirmed Couryrs
recollection of what was decided at the meeting.

65. Reported in The Dominion, May L9, 1972.
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"the Board records with appreciation the conscientious
manner in which Mr. coury has discharged his duties
as Editor of News since the establi-shment of that post
11 years ago. The Board is aware that this appoinlmentis one of great sensitivity and responsibilitt-and thatthese aspects have-lrade Mr. couryrs duties more thannormally onerous. 'rbb

significantly, in spite of sceatsr statement, coury was tord
of the decision by the chairman, not by the Director-Generar.
This suggests that the Board, or at least the chairman,
may have prompted it, This was the impression gained by coury.67
He recalls that McKinnon told him that it was felt 11 years in
such a demanding job was enough for anyone, and that he should
take the Public Relations job as a break from his current
duties. He understood that it was to be a temporary

6Rarrangement. "" McKinnon recarls that the Board, together
with sceats and Rickard, felt that a "fresh mind', was needed
in the Editor's job, and that because Coury had applied
unsuccessfully for the public Relations Manager,s job two
years earli-er he might be persuaded to do a swap with the
P.R. Manager, p-A- Fabian, who had formerly been Deputy
Editor of the News service. Neither sceats nor Rickard were
confident that they could persuade coury, so McKi-nnon took the
task upon hi-mself. McKinnon states that coury could have
turned the suggestion dorrr.69 However, it is quite crear
that the chairmants move placed considerable pressure on
coury: it amounted to a vote of no confidence in him as
Editor.

Prior to and at the time of the transfer expressed opposition
to the proposed L973 tour of New Zealand by a springbok rugby
team was at a high pitch. coury had publicly denied that
the N-z-B.c. news service was biased in favour of those who
opposed the torrt.70

66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

N. Z.B.C. Board Minute, May 30, I972.
Coury to
rbid.
McKinnon

Reported

writer, September 16, L975.

to writer, February 15, 1977.
in The Evening post, April 2I, 1972.
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His successor, Fabian, recalls that because opponents of the
proposed tour were vocal while the New Zealand Rugby Union
preferred to make litt1e comment, the impression was created
that news coverage was not balanced. Fabian, who was then Public
Relations Manager, and thus in a position to grauge the attitude of
Board members towards public controversies involving the N.Z.B.C.,
maintains that McKinnon and other members were concerned about this
apparent problem of balan.".7l So too, it may be argued, was the
Government which, because of its stance of non-interference in
sporting matters, was the butt of much anti-tour agitation, and

which had an election to fiqht later that year.

Again, it is not possible to determine to what extent, if at all,
there was active collusion between the Government and the N.Z.B.C.
Board. What can be suggested, however, is that they both shared a

distrust of the news service as it had operated under Couryrs
editorship. l,lcKinnon, for example, had heard "rumours" that Coury
was "not strong enough" to handle some of his staff whom, he
(McKinnon) had been told r^rere using their journalistic positions
for purposes of political agitation. He had heard that the newsroom

was "solidly against" the proposed tour. According to McKinnon,
the necessary impartiality of the newsroom would have been just as
seriously compromised had the journalists used their positions in
support of the Lout.72

However, it cannot be concluded that the Board rnerely responded
sympathetically to anticipated Government wishes in having Coury
transferred and Macleod dismissed. The Boardrs decisions may also
be interpreted in less sinister terms. Principally, the Board was

concerned with protecting what it saw to be the best interests of
the N.Z.B.C.

7L. Fabian to writer, ltay L9, L976.
72. McKinnon to writer, February 15, J-977.
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rt must be remembered that Ig72 was not only an election year,
but iL was also the year in which the warrant hearing for a
second television channel was to be held. rt was to be up to
the Broadcasting Authority to hear the evidence and make a
recommendation to Government as to who should be granted a
licence to operate the new channel. (rronically, the hearing
was delayed by the Macleod inquiry. )

I4cKinnon conceded at the Macleod inquiry that "he could welr
have suggested that Mr. Macleod not frock the boatt at that
stage. The ability to be impartial and give balance was
a cardinar point in the N.z.B.c.rs case for the second channer.uT3
He has remarked sj-nce that, "although we did not rearry want
a second television channel we thought it would be catastrophic,
financially, for the N.z.B.c. if private enLerprise got it."
And, in view of the fact that Government made the final decisj-on
on the matter, "you woufd not go out of your way to clobber
them - arthough we would not have purled our punches on anything
significant. " 

74

sceats was of similar mind: "Therers a recognition that if you
want to gain something in which Government will make the final
decision you'd be unwise wittingly to do anything which you
courdnf t justj-fy to Government, but that didnrt mean that you
foresook your responsibilities as a public broadcasting system.',75
Thus, Macleod and Coury were sacrificed to the N.Z.B.C. rs
organisational interests: the former because he vras directly
antagonistic towards the Government, the latter because the
Government's lack of confidence in him was considered to be an
organisational handicap. Macleod was dismissed, while coury
swapped jobs with Fabian wlrose journalistic career with the
N.Z. Herald (before joining the N.z.B.c. in the early 1960s) had,
by his own admission, probably stamped him as a man in whom the
Board, and the Government, would have more,,confiderr"",j76

73" Reported
74. McKinnon
75. Sceats to
76. Fabian to

in The Evening Post, September 14, L972.
to writer, May L2, L976.
writer, May 21, 1976.
writer, May L9, L976.
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The two impulses, probably conveniently coincided: in protecting
the N.Z.B.C. rs own interests the Board. was also serving the
Governmentrs at least that was the perception, if not the
reality. fn this wdy, too, the Boardrs own self-esteem was

probably retained in tact. There was, above all, no response to
"pressure". This is not explai-ned simply by the existence of a

tacit understanding between parties the "wink is as good as a
nod" syndrome. Rather, oners self respect is preserved because one

is not necessarily aware of the assumptions on which onets actions
are based. A mutual coneern is shared with persons vrhom one "kno!,rs
to be correct, responsible, trustworthy, and right-thinking. It
was the difference, critical in its effects, between seeing Macleod
as a provocative and stimulating editorial writer or as a dangerous
political extremist. It was also the difference between seeing
Coury as an editor genuinely trying to be fair in handling a

difficult controversial debate, or as an editor too willing to give
licence to "disruptive elements" in the community.

The distinction, d.rawn by Argyris and Schon,77 between "espoused
theory" and "theory-in-use" is of particular relevance to this
argument. fn their words, "Ialhen someone is asked how he would

behave under certain circurnstances, the answer he
usually gives is his espoused theory of action for
that situation. This is the theory of action to
which he gives allegiance and which, upon request,
he communicaLes to others. However, the theory that
actually g'overns his action is his theory-in-use
which may or may not be compatible with his espoused
theory; furthermore, the individual may or may not 7Abe aware of the incompatibility of the two theories. "'-

fn this case, the espoused theory may have posited that no
unwarranted political considerations would have been permitted to
influence the decisions of the individual Board members. Theory-
in-use, however, may have "explained" Macleod, and Coury, in

77. C. Argyris
See also,
cit., and
Individual

and D.A. Schon, Theory in Practice, op. cit.
the same authorsr@arnT-ng, op.
C. Argyrisr "Theor it,
Learning", 4merican Psychologi*, Vo1: 39, L976.
Schon, Theory in Practice, op. cit., p. 7.78. Argyris and
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negative terms, thus promnting the respective actions by the

members, who may not have perceived that these actions were, in
part, politicall-y motivated. The evidence in regard to the
Boardr s attitudes towards news and current affairs programming -
touched on in the last chapter and to be dealt with more fully
in Chapters 14 and 15 indicates that M.H. Halperin's concept of
"shared images"79 is useful in explaining the Board's behaviour.
In this case, the "shared. images" were essentially "establishment"
views which tended to reflect impatience with, even intolerance of,
dissenting minority opinion.

The events concerning Macleod and Coury also illustrate the growing

executive role that the Board had come to assume under }lcKinnon.
In the Macleod case, the future of the editorials was a legitimate
policy decision. However, it is certainly arguable as to whether
the decision to dismiss the Editor of the Listener should have

been taken at Board level.

The Editor was responsible to the Director-General via the
appropriate Executive Director, except on editorial policy matters.
On these he was responsible direct to the chief executive officer.
Certainly, the Act gave the Board the power to do what it aiar8o
but the action was unprecedented and is indicative of the growing

determination of the Board to extend its influence, if not control'
over the on-going operations of the organisation. Similarly, with
Coury. In that instance the Board implicitly acknowledged that it
was an executive matter - "the Board noted the arrangement made for
an exchange of the holders of the positions of Editor, News, and
public Relations Manager." Yet it was McKinnon who undertook to
inform Coury of the move.

79. M.H. Halperin, Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy' The
Brookingl rnsti the
term, but uses it throughout the book in the sense of the
"belief system" on which are based onets assumptions and
expectations concerning the behaviour of others, and by means
of which one "understands" that behaviour.

80. Broadcas , section 17(1): "The
aPPoint such officers

and employees as it thinks necessary for the efficient
exercise of its functions and powers and may from time to
time remove any officer or employee from his office or
employment. "
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There was another incident in L972 which focused attention on the
relationships between the Board, in particular the Chairman, and

the Government. The Minister of Defence, A. McCready, criticised
the N.Z.B.C. rs coverage of the Vietnam War, alleging that it was

biased. This was strongly denied by McKinrrorr.Sl Subsequently,
McKinnon was angered by a Listener editorial by lvlacleod, in which
he claimed that a senior politician had "demanded and obtained"
time on television so that an unedited. (Government) viewpoint could
be expressed on the Indochina situatiorr. S2 According to McKinnon,
the lvlinister had made no such demand.. However, because the N.Z.B.C.
"always welcomed up-to-date news' McKinnon himself invited the
Minister of Defence to appear on television "to give his first-hand
view of events there (in Vietnam) ".

fn his words, "Mccready did not want to go on. But there had been

many attacks on us (the N.Z.B.C.) alleging that our
coveraqe mi.srepresented the Vietnam situation, and
we were getting irritated by this general criticism.
I said to McCready 'put up someone who will give a

" factual discourse on Vietnamr. The Government did
not ask for it, and we had some difficulty in
persuading them to d.o it."83

This episode could be taken to indicate a number of things. For
example, that the N.z.B.C. tacitly accepted the validity of the
Ministerrs criticism; that the Board, while not necessarily
agreeing with the Minister, was keen to avoid any appearance of
bias in its coverage of the war and thought that an "official"
appearance by the Government would overcome this difficulty;
or that the Chairman's own military background and position as

Chief of ttre General Staff at the time of New Zealandrs commitment
of forces to Vietnam coloured his views, perhaps making him less
sensitive to the political and organisational impJ-ications of his
decj-sion to pursue McCready (see Chapter 14). Moreoverr ds with
the Macleod and Coury events, the N.Z.B.C. could again be seen to
have acted in light of its own organisational interests. For McCready,

as Muldoon had done two years earlier, tied his criticism of the

81. See report in The Evening Post, June I, L972.
82. McKinnon to writer, May 8, Lg75. See N.Z. Listenet editorial,

,June 26, 1972. McCready presented a f-effi-;TF situation
in Vietnam, in the midst of an evening television news
programme.

83. McKinnon to writer, l{ay B, L976.
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N.Z.B.C. to the question of control of the proposed second
84cnanner.

Above all e1se, however, the incident illustrates tlrat ltlcKinnon

himself was prepared and able to play an executive role in
determining what was an operational progralnming decision.
There were several reasons for the Chairman's growj-ng

executive function. There were the effects of the internal
reorganisation; his own personality and background - a need

to feel "in command" of the situation, to be shaping the course

of events; and the Director-General was now a Board appointee
and in constitutional terms was clearly subordinate to the

Board. The tension that had earlier characterised relation-
ships between the Chairman and the Director-General had dissip-
ated in the face of a newly-found unity of corporate command.

This is evidenced by McKinnon's statement that, "Sceats
kept me fu1ly informed. If anything dramatic happened he

would go straight along the passage to find out from my

Secretary when I was going to be in. "85 It is indicated, too,
by Adams-Schneider's remark that, "we had a pretty t'ight ship
during his (McKinnonIs) years as Chair*an-"86

Relationships may have been more harmonious, but the price
paid was a loss of manifest organisational independence. In
short, the rather complex implications of governmental

appointment of Board members were compounded by the Board's

acquisition of an increasingly executive role in the N.Z.B.C.rs
affairs- For this reason the theoretical distinction between

"policy" and "administration", while inad.equate as a means of
specifically delineating organisational roles, nevertheless
retains its value as a heuristic device which draws attention
to the important distinction between the Board's task of
defining the "public interest", and the chief executive's
responsibility for protecting professional integrity and

standards in day-to-day operations.

84. See evidence of McKinnon to the Macleod inquity,
reported in The Evening Post, September L4, 1972'

85. McKinnon to writer, MaY 12, L976-

86. Adams-Schneider to writer, June 9, 1976.
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In lighL of the issues discussed in this chapter a strong case

can be made for having the Board appointed in a manner that is'
and is seen to be, independent of partisan political interests.
For example, Stringer nursed an idea whereby computers would
facilitate elections to regional advisory committees, which in turn
would act as electoral colleges for regional corporatiorr=.87 A

method similar to that used in appointing education boards was

proposed to the Parliamentary Select Committee on the Broadcasting
Bill in lrg76.88 In brief, this entailed having four regional
advisory committees which, dt three-yearly intervals, would put
forward nominations for Board membership, An election would then
be held among al1 members of the advisory committees using a

preferential voting system. The Government could reserve the right
to appoint the Chairman from among the persons so elected.
Alternatively, a mixed system of appointment could be adopted, with
the Government reserving the rigrht to name a specified number of
members, not necessarily a majority.

If full qovernmental appointment is retained, however, then there
should at least be a statutory provision to ensure that members

represent a wide range of social background and community intere=t=99
The desirability of this stems from the important distinction
between party-political orientation and the political stance
implicit in group decisions made by persons whose "shared images"
encompass a partial and narrow societal view.

No method of appointment can prevent a government from trying to
use political leverage of the type that Muldoon and McCready sought
on the second channel question. But the means of appointment can

affect the extent to which the Board is predisposed to equate what
are partisan or inrplicit political perspectives with the broader
public aood.

87. Stringer to writer, July 13, L976.
88. Submission by R.J. Gregory and ,J.L. Roberts to the Parliamentary

Select Committee on Broadcasting, Wellington, November 3, L976,
pp. 4-5. See Appendix E for this part of the submission.

89. Such provisions were not, of course, included in the Broad-
casting Corporation Act, 1961. Neither were they in the
Broadcasting Act 1973r or the Broadcasting Act L976. Both
Acts provided that members be appointed by the Governor-
General on the recommendation of the Minister.
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CHAPTER ELE\ZEN: The N.Z.B.C. and the Problem of Ministerial
Responsibility

At the outset two fundamental points must be made c1ear. Firstly,
the principle that public broadcasting should be ultimately
accountable to Parliament (as distinct from Government) is not
disputed in this argument. Second1y, it is taken as axiomatic
thatr ds fulfilled in the context of public ownership and control,
the essential function of broadcasting - the preparation and

presentation of progranmes - must be free from partisan political
direction or influence. As it carries out this function' the
public broadcasting system must retain independence which, like
that of the Courts, is not only real but manifest.

With these two points in mind, it becomes clear that the main

problem revolves around the ministerial imperative of matching
responsibility with power. It is not just that having a minister
of broadcasting means that he should be given something to do.

It is also that his very existence - the status implicit in a

ministerial portfolio - preserves a public belief that the
lvlinister is, in fact, responsible for the daily actitivies,
including programme-making, of the broadcasting organisation.
Especially in the early 1960s this belief was reinforced by the
26-year history of departmental control that preceded the
creation of the N.Z.B.C. Moreover, constitutional arguments as

to the merits of corporation as against departmental- control
hardly interest the public more than the quality and extent of
the service provided; and in a political culture which emphasises

egalitarianism and a central role for the State in promoting it,
the propensity for citizens to turn to the Government to redress
grievances enhances pressures on cabinet ministers. Under these
conditions, it is understandable that a minister of broadcasting
should try either to make it clear where his responsibilities begin
and end or to exert greater influence over broadcasting activities.

The first I'tinister of Broadcasting under the 1961 legislation,
A.E. Kinsella, sought to do the former, particularly in respect
of Parliamentary questions. This issue had considerable bearing
on the N.Z.B.C.rs search for autonomy.
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The Corporation remained ultimately responsible to Parliament for
its activities. The licence-holders were, in effect' taxpayers
and the Parliamentarians were their representatives. Parliament,
it was envisaged, would have ample opportunity for examining the
N.Z.B.C.rs activities: by Notice of Motion, by debate on the
Corporation's Annual Report, and on its annual estimates.l But
Parliamentarians, in turn subject to their constituents'
complaints and demands about broadcasting, inevitably turned to
the Minister - by way of question time in the House - in an

effort to care for, and be seen to care for, the interests of
their electors.

Kinsella felt these pressures acutely. In the first Parliamentary
session after the Corporation had been established, he declined to
reply to the first question put to him (by a new back-bencher, the
Member for Tamaki, R.D. Muldoon) regarding an aspect of day-to-day
N.Z.B.C. administration - the provision of television recePtion in
an Auckland locality.2 The Minister was supported by the Speaker

who found that
"the matters which are the subject of this question
are not the responsibility of the Minister. They
have nothing to do with him. They are solely the
responsibility of the Corporation."3

Members, however, including the Opposition, were not satisfied,
and the impasse was resolved by an arrangement between the
Minister and the Corporation - retained by later ministers
whereby the N.Z.B.C. provided the Minister with information with
which to answer Parliamentary questions. It was made clear in
the l{inisterrs replies to Members that the particular matters
were the Corporation's and not the Minister's responsibility:
his role was to act as an information link between the N.Z.B.C.
and Parliament.4 Such an arrangement protected the letter rather
than the spirit of the constitutional relationship between

Minister and Corporation. Kinsella recalls that while he had

t.
2.
3.
4.

N.Z.P.D., Vol. 330, p. 993.
N.Z.P.D., Vol. 330' p. 63.

N.Z.P.D., Vol. 330, p. 1004

Kinsella to writer, May 18, 1976.
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considered it to be a "reasonable arrangement", the N.z.B.c.
in particular, Stringer - had believed it unwarranted that

guestions should be asked in the House about its affairs.5
Nevertheless, in Kinsellars view, the arrangement worked out well
through the cooperation between the Minister and the Director-
General: "I received from the N.z.B.C. all the information f

Arequired. "" This information was either given in the House in
response to questionsr or supplied to inquirers by the Minister's
office. In addition, in his role as "intermediary", the Minister
would arrange meetings between inquiring parties and the N.Z.B.C.
itself (usually the Director-General), and would refer complaints
to the N.Z.B.C. for direct reply. Pains vrere taken to indicate in
ministerial responses that the Minister was not responsible for the
day-to-day activities of the Corporation and that his reply was

reliant on information supplied to him by the Director-General.
This practice, while in itself reasonably respectful of constitution-
al niceties, did not enhance the organisation's manifest autonomy'
so necessary for the promotion of public confidence in broad-
castingr s political independence.

It has been suggested that the independence of governmental
bodies may be assessed by the extent to which questions may be

asked by the relevant Minister about the day-to-day activities of
the organisation,T According to this criterion, the N.z.B.C. was

less independent than its departmental predecessor had been. In
the 1I years 1962-1972, respective Ministers of Broadcasting
replied to an average of 37 Parliamentary questions a yearr orl

matters of both broad policy and detailed administration. (For

example, the Minister was once asked if steps had been taken to
avoid a delay in the radio commentary on the Grand, National
Steeplechase in view of an earlier delay in the commentary

5.
6.

rbid.
rbid.
See D.N. Chester,
of Administrative
pp. 34-52.

"Public Corporations and the Classification
Bodies", in Political Studies, Vol. 1, 1953,
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on the Great Northern. S) This compared with an average of L4

for the preceding 11 years of full departmental administration.
Although the increase was undoubtedly due to the introduction
and expansion of television during the 1960s, the fact remains

that the Ivlinister was obliged to answer.

That particular assessment of independence notwithstanding' the

arrangernent stilI left the Minister without the power to exert
daily control over the Corporationrs affairs, yet it also
reinforced the expectation that the Minister $tas' and should be'
responsible for them. Kinsella recalls that he had no power to
make the N.Z.B.C. respond to criticism that he thought was

soundly based: "I carried the can."9 Scott, too, experienced a 
i

similar deficiency of power in relation to expected responsibility,
and, as a result, sought ways of bridging the gap. These have

been discussed in previous chapters.

In general terms, however, the operational mode was one of
influence through face-to-face discussion. Kinsella, for
example, recalls that when there was

"manifestly something that I thought better be
brought up, I invariably referred it directly
to the Chairman and asked him if he would take
appropriate actioni'l0

Such instances were usually those involving a spate of public
complaints. They would also be discussed with the Director-
General. But, according to Kinsella, "it was not direction,

11just normal discussion. "" Such discussions characterised the

relationships between the N.Z.B.C. and Kinsella's three
successors. For example, in reply to a question on the broad-
cast coverage of local body elections in 1968, Adams-schneider

responded that
f'the extent of local body election coverage is a
progranme matter under the control of the
corporation. I have discussed the coverage
with the Director-General."

N.Z.P.D., Vol. 335, p. 1015.
May 18, L976.Kinsella to writer'

rbid.

8.
9.
10.
11. rbid.
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Further, he would be happy to arrange for the Leader of the
Opposition to meet the Director-General to discuss the matt"r.L2
Similarly, Walker in 1970 replied that,

"every letter of complaint that I receive as
Minister I discuss personally with the Chairman
or the Director-General, but I do not direct
either of them. f r €rs Minister, like to know
what is going on in my department. "13

Scott used to invite Board members to drinks the night before
their meetings.14

In light of the public - and collegial - pressures to which
Ministers themselves were subjected, such interaction between
the Minister and the N.Z.B.C. was fu1Iy understandable. Yet
it meant that the Minister was in a position to influence
programme matters that is, matters which according to the
principal raison d'6tre of the Corporation should. have been

beyond his sphere of influence. In this way the de -iure

independence of the N.Z.B.C. was undermined by the proximate
relationship that developed between the I'Iinister and the heads
of the N.Z.B.C. For example, Adams-Schneider commented publicly
in regard to the censorship of television programmes, that he
could "use his influence in a broad field."15 on another
occasion, after having written to the N.Z.B.C. suggesting that
it might prepare and screen a television progranme dealing with
the Broadcasting Authority Bill then before Parliament, he
remarked: "f believe itrs only necessary to indicate what the
Government view is."16 His successor, walker, in LITL explained
to Parliament that,

"At about 6.30 p.m. on Sunday, August 29, I advised
the Chairman of the N.Z.B.C. that a settlement
had been reached in the container dispute and that
the ltlinister of Labour would be available to appear
on the 7 p.m. television news if required. The
decision vras one for tbe N.Z.B.C. This was an j-r
exceptional circumstance in which time was pressing."-'

12.
13.
14.
15.
16,
L7.

Adams-Schneider to writer, June 3, L976.
N.Z.P.D., VoI. 366, p. 1194.
Scott to writer, llay 10, L976.
Reported in The Evening Post, August 4, 1969.
Reported in the N.Z. Listener, November 29, 1968.
N.Z.P.D., Vol . 374, p. 2977.
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It goes without saying that the possibility of some political
advantage being secured in this way runs entj-re1y counter to
the spirit of independent and impartial public broadcasting.
As McFarlane has commented in regard to the Boardrs relationship
with Scott,

"We had full strmpathy with the llinister and we knew
that he wanted us to be independent; but we also
knew that he was subject to strong constrairts which
conflicted with our independence. But we never felt
that there was anything sinj-ster in it."18

Sinister or not, the establishment of Lhis proximate relation-
ship did nothing to "educate" the publ-ic to the effect that the
Government was, in terms of the Actr IIo longer responsible for
the day-to-day operations of the N.Z.B.C. It also - as will be

discussed further in Part Three - helped to foster suspicion
in the minds of some sections of the Corporationrs staff
(principally those in news and current affairs) that there were

sinister implications in the relationship between the Government

and the N.Z.B.C.rs top administrators.

If there is a Minister of Broadcasting, there must be persons

available with sufficient professional expertj-se and experience
to advise the Minister. It was this constitutional fact of life

as well as the de facto imperative to bridge the gap between

power and responsibility - that both required and encouraged the
development of the proximate relationship. The Broadcasting
Corporation Act 1961 made it a function of "the Corporation" to
advise the Minister "in respect of matters relating to broad-

lqcasting."-' As indicated in Chapter 7, particularly during
Scott's term the question of who should advise the lilinister - the
Board or the Director-Generalr oE both - became entangled with the
power struggle within the triumverate. As shown, however, early
j-n Adams-Schneider's term these difficulties had largely been

settled. Nevertheless, it was during this more stable period
even because of its stability - that further problems associated
with the administration of the portfolio developed.

18. McFarlane to writer, May L4, L976.

19. Broadcastrng Corporation Ac , Section 10(f) (d).
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Stringer and Adams-Schneider enjoyed a harmonious working

relationship. The lrlinister understood Stringerrs "balance of

powers,' concept, and had provided statutory protection for his

tenure when the Act was amended to give the power of appointment

of the Director-General to the Board. He regarded Stringer as

I'the best adviser I ever had on broadcasting: a
very able and strong-minded man, a man who under-
stood the principle of ministerial responsibility
but who nefa in talance his own responsibilities
to the Minister, the Board and his staff 

"'zuFor his part, Stringer was acutely aware that if a Minister needs

departmental advisers those advisers may also need a Minister'
During Adams-Schneider's term the N.Z.B.C. was still heavily
involved in its capital development proqramme. The l{inister was

the corporationrs "life-line" to cabinet, whose cabinet $lorks

committee had the power of approval or veto over those N'Z'B'C'

devel-opmental proposals costing more than $50r000 (Iater

S100,000). According to Stringerr
''theN.z.B.c.wasplayingforbigstakeswiththe
Minister. It was necessary to have his support. ,.2L
when the proposals went to cabinet works committe€."--

one way of gaining such support was a quid pro quo whereby the

Minister would make the public announcements of capital
development projects approved by the committe".22 This suited

Adams-Schneider who, as a junior and up-and-coming Ministert
was (in stringer's words) "avid for publicity.u23 (Broadcasting,

by its very nature is a highly visible field of public
administration: as a mass medium of entertainment and informa-

tion-not to mention education-it excites more comment and

opinion than many other policy-making areas. This gives a

l"Iinister of Broadcasting a reservoir of public attention which

should he be skilful enough - he can tap in his efforts to
present himself and his Government in the best possible light. )

Ad.ams-Schneider to writer, June 3 , I97 6 '
Stringer to writer, September 30, 1975'

20.
2r.
22.

23.

For example, see The Eve4rng-EcE!, September 5'
The Evenins Post,m; Thg =augEl?ndffiihe lu. z. nerard,,lulf-2zl--T969.
Stringer to writer, September 30, L975'

195 8;
Star,
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Again, the difficulty was, however, that Adams-Schneiderrs

desire for publicityr and Stringer's willingness to give it to
him, did not enhance the manj-fest autonomy of the Corporation.
The ivlinisterts announcements, it can be argued, reinforced the
N. Z.B.C.'s departmental image.

This quid pro quo had not been nearly so pronounced during
Kinsella's or Scottrs terms of office, when (as an examination
of N.Z.B.C. news releases indicates) public announcements on

capital development projects were generally made - with some

exceptions - by the Director-General and not the l{inister.
But nor were Adams-Schneider's public statements confined to
capital development matters. The Ivlinister also acted on several
occasions (particularly in the General Election year of 1969) as

a "public relations" man for N.Z.B.C. policies in general
including those concerning progr"**"=.24

Stringer had something of an ambivalent attitud.e towards his
l"Iinisters r^rhen it came to seeking governmental approval for the

N.Z.B.C.'s capi-tal development proposals. On the one hand, he

would try to circumvent them wherever possible - as Scott, in
particular, has testified (see chapter 6). On the other hand'
as with Adams-Schneider, he was prepared to enter into a quid
pro quo. The difference in his attitudes towards these two

probably reflected - and also contributed to the changed

circumstances of his relations both with them and the Board' as

shown in chapter 7. However, there were difficulties' even

during Adams-Schneiderts term. As Stringer recalls:
"In getting cabinet works corunittee approvals it
wasn't atl plain sailing. It involved maneuveritg,
and timing. Ivlany approvals that were received f or
Avalon (the N.Z.B.C.'s planned television studio
compJ.ex in the Hutt Valley) were sought when lvluldoon
(the Minister of Finance) was out of the country. I
didn't have much show of getting them when he was in.
But, of course, You don't buy fiiends that way."25

fedffialand, reported in The Evening Post,
L2/4/L969; a speech to an electronics cornrenElon in Auckland,
reported in the New Zealand Herald, 2L/8/L968; and an address
totheotagogram1andoverseasLeague,repor.
ted in The Evenlng Pos'!, 25/3/L969.

24. See, for example, an address to the Hamilton East Jaycee
chapter, reported in The Evening Post, 17/2/L969; an
address to a National@ in Hamilton, reported
in The Evening Post, A/A/J9S}; a speech to the Chamber Music

25. Stringer to writer, September 30, L975.
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By pursuing similar tactics stringer had not bought a friend in

Scott's case, either, with the upshot that the l4inister had

moved to circumscribe the Director-Generalfs freedom of action'
In the case of Adams-schneider, the "price" of cooperation with

the Minister had been a Preparedness to trade-off the N'z'B'c' rs

manifest - and consequently its real independence. stringerrs
ambivalence is also indicated by his concern that the respective

ministers of broadcasting were too lowly ranked in cabinet'
Because of this it was usually necessary to "do a deal" with the

Minister in order to help him push the proposals through the

various cabinet committees, and sometimes through caucus and

cabinet. In Stringer's view,the relatively low rank'"9: of the 
26

Minister did not assist in the search for organisational autonomyi'

(Kinsella in 1961 was ranked 15th of t5t in 1963 he was 14th of

L7t Scott in 1964 was 16th of L6i Adams-Schneider in 1967 was

16th of L7 i and Walker in 1970 was 17th of L7 ' Prior to the

estabtishment of the N.Z.B.C. ' Labour's Minister in Charge, Boord'

wasl5thofL6;National'sAlgiewas5thof16;I,abour|sJones
was 6th of 15; and in 1936 the first Minister in charge of

Broadcasting was the Prime i"linister, savage). This question is

clearly open to debate and no definitive answer seems possible'

whether autonomy is enhanced or diminished. by a higher cabinet

ranking must in the final analysis depend on the power configura-

tions in cabinet, and caucus, and on the personalities and

capabilities of the individrral I'{inisters. On the one hand a

stronger, higher-ranked lr{inister might be able to exert more

pressure on the organisation; on the other hand, he might be

better able to resist such pressures from his colleagues and

others. The converse, of course, IndY also apply' Nevertheless'

the experience of the N.z.B.c. may indeed suggest' if by no means

confirm, that - perhaps paradoxically - a higher-ranking llinister
may be a factor in enhancing independence. (The N.z.B.s.rs
experience with the 5th-ranked R.1"1. Algie during the 1950s see

chapter 4 - may also lend support to this argument.) The reasons

for this rnay be partly indirect: principally the fact that the

higher the ranking the more likely it is that the l"linister will

also have more important responsibilities and thus less tine to devote to

26. Stringer to writer, September 30, L975'
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broadcasting affairs. Conversely - and the example of Adams-

Schneider is particularly pertinent - a lower-ranking may mean

that the portfolio of broadcasting is the responsibility of a

younger, up-and-coming Minister who is inclined to seek an

intense involvement. (or, it may mean that it is the respons-

ibility of a less capable Minister whose inept involvement creates
problems. )

A critical issue bearing upon the role of the Minister of
Broadcasting was the extent to which, in a small dependent

economy, a multi-million dollar corporation like the N.Z.B.C.

could expect to be exempt from the general economic policies of
the Government. This was an especially pertinent question in
light of the €7L m. capital development progranrme of the N.Z'B.C.'
with its particular consequences for the manufacture and

marketing of television sets, and for the expenditure of overseas

funds. As shown in Chapter 5, these considerations had delayed

the introduction of television into New Zealand in the first
place. Moreover, the N.Z.B.C. not only had to give an under-

taking to Government that television expansion could be financed
from the Corporation's ovrn revenue surpluses (as pointed out in
chapter 5), but its empowering Act was also given a leavening of
provisions designed to ensure that Government retained a good

measure of control over the economic implications of the N.7'.8.C.'s
.27porrcres. The principal "catch-all" provision was Section 11 of

the Act which stipulated that,
"in the exercise of its functions and powers
the Corporation shall comply with the general
policy of the Government of New Zealand with
iespect to broadcasting and shall comply with
any gieneral or special directions given in
writing by the Minister pursuant to the^policy
of the Government in relation thereto."za

This provision is typical of those found in the enabling Acts
of New Zealand public corporation=.29 However, in 1955, Scott

27. See Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961, Part fI'

28. Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961, Section 11.

29. See Irene A. WebleY, oP. cit.
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was quoted in the House as saying he had no power to direct the

corporation in writing other than on progranme matters'30 This

brought a retort from the Leader of the opposition that "the

very powers the Government said it was not seeking are those it

has acquired."3l This discovery had been made when Kinsella

invoked section 11 in the early days of the N.z.B.C. rs existence

in an attempt to resolve a dispute between the Corporation and

the Post office on the payment of fees for the checking of radio

interference, But a Crown Law opinion had it that the wording

of section It limited the Government's power of direction "to
merely the technical aspects of broadcasting throwing a

voj-ce and showing a pictur"."32 A 1967 amendment removed the

words "with respect to broadcasting" and required the

corporation to comply with written ministerial directions

',pursuant to the policy of the Government in relation to the

functions and powers of the corporation."33 rmportantly, the

amendment also required a copy of any such ministerial directive

to be laid before Parliamerrt.34 The clear effect of this was to

make any such directive publicty visible'

section 11 was invoked only once more, uP until the end of 1972

to request from the Corporation a report on the dismissal of the

Editor of the N.z. Listener. undoubtedly, while it gave the

Government the power to direct the N.Z.B.C. on virtually any

broadcasting matter, the political costs of invoking it were

likely to be high.

More importantly, however, the real effect of section l-1 was to

discourage overt political direction and to encourage the

exercise ofministerial influence over the Corporationrs affairs'

N.Z.P.D., VoI. 344, P. 257L.

N.Z.P.D.,VoI. 344, P- 2575.
30.
31.
32.
33.

N.Z.P.D.'Vol. 354, P- 4394.

Broadcasting Corporatlendment Act L967' Section 3'
r l ^- l lffi;"il.;;"ili i;il''J".' f i^.t-1jl)

as follows, 'E-ttt"-.*"t.i.se of its functions and powers
under this Act the Corporation sha11 comply with. !h'
;;;;;"i policy of the Government in relation to the
functions and powers of the Corporation, and shall comply
withanygene'..lo'specialdirectionsgivenbythe
Minister to the corpoiation by notice in writing
pursuant to the poricy of the Government in relation to
those functions and Powers. "

34. Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1967, Section 3.
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This is il-lustrated by a set of events which occurred in 1968

when the Board decided t,o change the N.Z.B.C.'s policy on the

advertising of liquor.

on March 19, 1968, the Board authorised acceptance of radio

and television advertisements promoting alcoholic liquors "on

the understanding that restrictions will be rigidly applied.|'35

The restrictions, adopted by the Board at its next meet-ttg were:

that commercial material would not be accepted which

" (I) promotes the general consumption of any type or
types of alcoholic liquor. Liquor advertisements
are restricted to a biand preference approach; (21

suggests that alcoholic beverages possess medicinal
properties or are beneficial to health; (3) suggests
tfrat the consumption of alcohol is an essential part
of social relations (for examPle, material which
indicates that drinking is indispensable to romance,
maturity, sophistication, prestige' success or
enjoyment); (4) includes participants who appear or
souna to be under the age of 2I years."

In addition, no advertisement relating to alcoholic beverages

was to be transmitted between 3.30 and 8.00 p.m. in the

"immediate proximity" of any Programme specifically directed to
children or adolescents. Nor would alcoholic liquors be

advertised in time check or 5-second slogan commerci.1".36

There was a public reaction after
reported that,

The Dominion of l"lay 29 , 1968,

"The New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation will
accept liquor advertisements for radio and
tetevision from June 3. the advertisements
would be subject to certain restrictions' They
will not be ptaced between 3-30 P.m. and 8'00 P'm'
or during children's programmes."

Adams-Schneider received "some 300 or 400" letters of protest
against the N.Z.B.C. rs new po]i"Y,37 and the matter quickly
became a party political issue. The Leader of the Opposition

declared that liquor advertising on radio and television was

'strongly opposed by the Parliamentary Labour Party"'38

35.
36.
37.
38.

N.Z.B.C. Board lv1inute, March 19,

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, APril 24,

N. Z.P.D. r

Reported

1968.
1968.

VoI. 358, p. 3148.
in The Auckland Star, June 22' 1968.
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The Chairman of the N.Z.B.C., C.A. McFarlane' argued that the

Corporationrs d.ecision to allow restricted liquor advertising
followed public acceptance of the extension of facilities for
liquor consumption. He pointed out that the vole for national
prohibition had declined steadily, the number of licensinq areas

had increased, licensed restarurants had been introduced and

enjoyed strong support, and the referendum for extended hours

had been carried in t967 with a 54t vote in f.lro,rt.39 "In this
changed contextr" said McFarlane, "the N.z.B.c. policy of total
prohibition stamped the body as ultra-conservative and stubborn

in its refusal to reflect changes in public attitude""'40 The

$linister - himself reported as being "a life-long teetotaller
who has vigorously opposed most legislation aimed at liberalising
New Zealandrs liquor laws"4l - was under pressure to act' He

wrote to McFarlane that,
"the corporation may find it desirable to reassess
the sit-uation befoie finally engaging in contractual
responsibilities for such type of advertising'
eerhaps you could arrange for the subject to- be
discusse-cl again with the mernbers and let me know the
result in due course."42

Publicly, the Minister argued that it was

"a clear case of the N.Z.B.C. being obliged to be
awareofandtakeheedofthegeneralpolicyof
the Government of New Zealand. I have indicated
that the policy of the Government is not to
support such advertising and I am prepared to
relve it at that.r'43

At its next meeting, the Board decided to review its policy in
light of the advice from the l"linister and of "the large number

of objections received from organisations and individuals
including the Leader of the Opposit'ion.u44 It was decided to

Reported in The Evening Post, June 22, 1958'

Reported in The Auckland Star, June 22, 1968'

Reported in The Auckland Star, September 'l I L967 '
Letter from Adams-schneider to Mcparlane, quoted in The
Evening Post, June 28, 1968.

N.Z.P.D., Vol. 355, P. 579-

N.Z.B.C. Board lr{inute, July 19, 1958' The Board noted
t cussion which took place the point
was made that it was difficult to d.efine exactly what
constituted liquor advertising and because of this the
Corporation's-intentions migh[. h3t9 been misinterpreted
;t-i[; public no objections had been received to any
o-f the ictual advertiseirents broadcast to date. "

39.
40.
41.
42.

43.
44.
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defer the implementation of Iiquor advertising on television.45
It rescinded its resolution of March 1968, and resolved to accept

the following as a statement of corporation policy:
"The Corporation will not accept commercial material
which directly or by implication is designed to
promote the general consumption of particular types
br brands of alcoholic beverages. Advertisements
will be limited to the name of the business, its
address, the hours it is open to the public and the
type of service it providei. No advertisements of
tfris tyPe may be associated with children's- ..46
ptogt.**"= oi directe'il specifically to youth.'''

The two principal changes in the corporation's policy involved

the decision to defer the introduction of liquor advertising on

television, and the decision not to accept advertisements

promoting the consumption of particular brands of liguor. The

Board, however, did not revert to the status quo ante. Adams-

Schneider has recalled that McFar1ane told him that the

Corporation was not prepared to change its attitude completely, 
Aj

without written direction, but"would be prepared to compromise"'''

According to the lvlinister, the Government had no wish to "set a

precedent" by issuing a written direct'ion to the Corporation

over the question of liquor advertisirrg.4S 
"rra 

Section 1l was

45.

46.
47.

rbid.
rbid.
N.Z.P.D., vol. 406r pp. 3044-5, At its meeting on August
ffi,tt'"Boardadoptedthefot1owin9po1icy:-|'The
Corporation will not ac-ept material which directly or by
impiication is designed tb promote the general consumption
of particular types or brands of alcoholic beverages.
Advlrtisements ?or alcohol are acceptable only from
advertisers purveying direct to the public and must relate
to specific pointl oi sale. The content of such advertise-
menti will be restricted to the name and address of the
business concerned, its hours of trading and the services
and products it provides. References to uses associated
with liquor *.y L" made in advertisements for such products
as aerated watlrs, cord.ials, glasses etc and mention of the
availability of aicoholic refieshments may be made in
advertisements for airlines, shipping lines, race meetings,
social functions etc. No advertisements of this type may

be associated with children's progralnmes or directed
specifically to youth." - w.z.g.c. goard Minute, August 20,
1968.

48. Adams-Schneider to writer, June 3, L976.
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clearly interpreted by the Minister as enabling the Government,

with full legitimation, to influence N.Z.B.C. policy (and not
just capital development policy). In his view, Section 1l enabled

the Government "to exergise its authority on the taxpayersl
tqbehalf.','- Not only did this interpretation disregard the fact

that the N .Z.B.C. was financially self-sufficient,50 bttt - more

importantly as there can be no authority without responsibility'
Section 11 could be i-nterpreted as rendering the Government

responsible for the N.Z.B.C. rs activities. Hence, if the

Government were to be responsible for the N.Z.B.C.'s actions,
then the N.Z.B.C. in turn would need to be responsible to
Government. (As noted in the previous chapter, Adams-schneider

had argued to l"lcKinnon that the N.Z.B.C. was accountable to
Government, rather than to Parliament.) Section 11, under this
interpretation had the effect of transforming the Corporation into
a government department subject to the theory of ministerial
responsibility. In Adams-Schneider's own words,

"my feeling was that the pub-lic like someone to be
finally responsible, and ids desirable that that
person be an elected representative of the people,
iho h.ppens to be the l"linister of Broadcasting ' I
did feel that r should be informed about things,
and from time to time I exercised my judgement in
discussj,ng matters mainly with the Director-General,
if t found a pattern of representation (from people_
with complaints). That is what I have always called
having an influence on broadcasting, which I think
is properly the Minister's role. This is distinct
from controlling it. u51

This is very close to the erroneous view put forward by Labourrs

Postmaster-General in 1936 (see footnote 24, Chapter 1) , in which

Government was confused with Parliament. The principal
justification for having the public broadcasting service run by a

public corporation is to divest the Government of direct control

49. Adams-Schneider to writer, June 3, 1976.

50. See, for example, G.H. Stringer, "N.Z.B.C. Earns g'7.2
million - And More Than Pays Its Way", in N.Z. Econo$jrst
and Taxpayer, VoI. 27, 6, September lr 1965r PP' 10-14'

5I. Adams-Schneider to writer, June 3, L976.
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while retaining accountability to Parliament. The policy-making

functions of the Minister become the responsibility of the Board,

which in turn remains ultimately accountable not only to
parliament, through a Minister (who may or may not be a Minister

of Broadcasting as such), but also directly to the public at large'

The llinister is not, however' responsble for the actions of the

organisation, nor can he rightly claim to be able to exert an

influence over it. For as shown in the example of the N'Z'B'C.ls
policy on liquor advertisitg, the line between "influence" and

"control" may be a very fine one indeed. The case for ensuring

that the N.Z.B.C. kept in line with the general economic policy
of the Government was compelling; but, even here, Section 11

should have been interpreted (or rewritten) as a safeguard

measure in case the N.Z.B.C. acted irresponsibly in this direction'
(ft is pertinent to note here three prominent points of view in
regard to the relationship between a minister and the board of a

statutory pubtic corporation. A.H. Hanson argues that "The

Minister may choose to be anything from a cipher to an absolute

autocrat,,52 and he notes the similarities between a ministerfs
relationships with a department and with a public corporation'
W.A. Robson, however, is opposed to the idea that the rel-ationships
should be similar, and in particul-ar argues that the Minister must

avoid undermining the board's sense of responsibility'53 The view

taken in this thesis has been well expressed by the Pilkington
Committee which reviewed the operations of the B.B.C. and I'T'A'
in the early 1960s:

,'the two public corporations have each in turn been
constituled, 'to abt as Trustee for the national
interest in Broadcastingr. Effective trusteeship
requires Lhat each must be invested with the full
and effective authority required to match the great
scale of its responsiuitities, that each must be
answerable for tire discharge of the trust confided
in it, and that each must be independent, not only by
being free from intervention by the Government, but
also by being able and willing to resist any pressures
which would, Lf yielded to, be inimical to good broad-
casting. "54

52. A.H. Hanson, Nationalisation, Al1en and Unwin, 1953, p' 282'

53. W.A. Robson, Nationalised Industry and Public Ownership,
2nd. ed., Allen and Un

54. Quoted in A. smith, British Broadcasting, oP. cit., p. 118.
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As it was, Section 11 did not ensure that the Governmentrs

"influence" or "control" Over the N.Z.B.C. would be cOnfined tO

written directives which would be avaj-Iable for Parliamentary

scrutiny. Rather, it allowed the Government to convey to the

N.Z.B.C. its wishes on any particular matter (without the need

to put them in writing) in the expectation that the N.z.B.c'
as required by the provision - would comply accordingly. section

11, in fact, offered respectability - even legitimacy - to

"pressures along the fringe such as a friendly word at a

cocktail party or a casual reference in a tphone call about

nothing in particular."55 It thus reinforced, and exacerbated

the dangers of, the proximate relationship that developed between

the Minister and the N.Z.B.C. In this case, the Board was able

to preserve a measure of independence, while the Minister could

rightly claim that he had been able to "rectify" a matter of
public concern. The essence of the situation was captured in a

letter from lvlcFarlane to Adams-Schneider at the time of the

formerts retirement from the Chairman's job:

"May I express my own warm apPreciation of the part
yoi, h.n" played j-n maintaining a happy relationship
between tutinilter and Corporation, but more particularly
in the personal sense have I valued the many interest-
ing and frank discussions which we ourselves have had'
I am sure that this enabled us to direct our respective
courses in such a way as to reconcile effective
ministerial oversight-qith respectable independence
for the Corporation. "56

The danger with such "trade-offs" being struck on the basis of

Section II was that they could have been apptied in areas of even

greater political sensitivity - particularly news and current

affairs progranming. For examPle, in December, 1968, Adams-

schneider wrote to the N.z.B.c. that it was "the Governmentrs wish"

that the subject of the proposed Broadcasting Authority be

"discussed in public as fully as possible." He asked the

Corporation to "consider arranging a television programme on this
subject while the debate is in progres"."57 The N.Z.B'C' screened

55. Holcroft, Reluctant Editor, op. cit., p' 190'

56. Letter from McFarlane to Adams-schneider, January 29, 1969.

57. Reported in The Dominion, November 13, 1968'
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a ,'Compass" programme on the subject - featuring the Minister -

the very next nightr dD action which prompted The Evening Post

to charge that the N.7,.8.C.'s independence was "more hopeful

than factual".58 Was this another case of indicating Government

policy in relation to broadcasting? whatever the case, the

Minister could claim (as Walker had done in the container dispute

example mentioned earlier in this chapter) that the final

decision was the N.z.B.c.'s. Thus, the Minister could have the

best of both worlds: he could exert influence without having to

accept resPonsibilitY.

The problem was this: either the Minister should have carried

fuII ministerial responsibility for the activities of the

corporation, or none at all. Either he should have had full

authority over N.Z.B.C. policy, or none at all. The "half-way-

house,, situation that was inherent in the Act, and which Adams-

Schneider so skillfully exploited had a pernicious effect on the

real and manifest political independence of the N.z'B'c' This

was not only because of the imperative to match expected

responsibility with actual power or influence, or because of the

effects of section 11. It was also because the very existence

of the broadcasting portfolio attracted f ire, with the t"linister

providing a ready target for his political opponents' Consequently'

the N.Z.B.C. became the meat in the political sandwich, subject'

to attack from aLl sides as considerations of political advantage

d,ictated. in particular, the principle of political independence

itself became a vehicle of political opportunism' For example'

the Leader of the opposition, N.E. Kirk, could criticise the

Minister of Broadcasting during the liquor advertising controversy

for not taking earlier action "instead of indulging in a Iot of

sil}y nonsense about interference.u59 On another issue' however'

he could assert that ,,Government intervention Iin broadcasting]

5g. Editorial in The Evening Post, November 13, 1968.

59. Reported in The Evening Post, June 29 ' 1968'
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is absolutely indefensible and repugnant in a free society"'60 
!

He could refer to the "era of a subservient chin-dripping N' Z'B'C'"91

and elsewhere he could al1ege that the N.Z.B.C. was "almost tail-
wagging in its desire to please"62 Government. On another occasion'

an Opposition M.P., in expressing his anger over the lI .Z.B.C. rs

policy on the pronunciation of Maori place-names could urge that
"the Minister [of Broadcasting] should have the policy re-examined

to ensure correct pronunciation by the N 'z'B'C', as in the

past. u 63

This experience has led both Stringer and Sceats to reflect upon

the difference between running the public broadcasting service as

a statutory corporation and as a government department. According

to the former,
"a permanent head has at least 50 percent of l4.P.s
Uefrina him. The N.Z.B.C. had no guaranteed
supporters in Parliament. They were all out after
the corporation. That was the weakness of it'u64

Sceats has expressed similar sentiments, and in so doing has pointed

to the inherent problem of the proximate relationship between

Minister and Director-General. In his view it is easier to run

broadcasting when there is a Minister in charge, because in the
Minister the chief executive has an aIly:

,'But the chief executive of a corporation can have
no (political) friends unless he behaves in such
a manner that doesn't make enemies. As far as I'm
concerned, it would come as a terrible surprise to
me if I were not reqarded as being on good terms ..65
with all the respective Ministers of Broadcasting."--

It is a tenuous s}rmbiosis, however. The l{inister needs advice and

is depend.ent on the Board and/or the Director-General, who are

bound by statute to give it. They in turn need the support of a

Minister in seeking the necessary wherewithal from Government, and

when subject to attack from the Government's political opponents'

60. Reported
61. Reported
62. Reported
63. M. Rata,
64. Stringer

in The Press, October 3, 1955.

in The Domj-nion, March 28, L972.

in The Dorp.inion, November L2, 1968'

in N .Z .P .D. , Vo1. 351' P. 1493 .

to writer, JuIY 13' 1976-

writer, MaY 2L, L976.65. Sceats to
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yet they may very well end up without that support, 3s the

Minister seeks to exert j.nfluence while - quite correctly
in constitutional terms - denying responsibility. The

ad.ministration may, however, be effectively denied the

opportunity of acting independently of the Minister. This

point clearly troubled the Board of the N.z.B.c. during

McFarlaners term as chairman. He observed thatt
',theActappearstohavebeendesignedtoperpetuate
the essenlial form of the previous departmental
structure with as little disturbance as possible
from the statutory committee designated 'the
CorPoration| . "66

commenting on the e>ristence of the broadcasting portfolio ' he

noted that the necessary role of the Corporation as ministerial
adviser placed that body in a "staff" relationship to the

Minister: "The advisor becomes inextricably associated with
the Minister's policies and is effectively stopped from taking

an independent line E-E-g-yas the Minister .u67 The Board

considered several alternative means of overcoming these

difficulties. In light of the advent of the Broadcasting

Authority, it questioned whether "there is any need to specify

an advisory function in the Broadcasting Corporation Act". (It

was also felt that private staLions might consider that the

N.z.B.c. had a privileged positior,.68) rt spoke of constituting
a separate department to serve the Minister in his relationships
with both the Corporation and the Authority; and - perhaps

most importantly - it mentioned the possibility of eliminating
the broadcasting portfolio and placing the corporation and

the Authority under another minister. According to McF'arlaners

memo, the disadvantage of not having broadcasting matters

receive "the Same close attention at Cabinet level" could be

overcome by "increasing the scope of the financial
authority of the corporation over its own expenditures'
and by a general acceptance of tlt reality of {t9 - ,,69
independeice of the Corporation in other directions."--

from Chairman to Minister (Adams-Schneider) 'I95|/earLy L969.
66.

67.
58.
69.

Draft memo
circa late
rbid.
rbid.
rbid.
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The Board was clearly concerned to see legislation prornoted that

would provide genuine independence for the N.z.B.c. Its suggest-

ions on this occasion were in line with its thinking as displayed

in the draft bill of Lg67 (see appendix B) which

"emphatically recommended that no provision comparable
with Section lt of the present Act should be contained
in the proposed legislation. "

The Board had then proposed, inter alia, that the corporation

should be allowed to incur expenditure "to a much greater degree

than at present permitted"; that the finances of the Corporation

be taken
"out of the area where they are covered by the Public
Revenues Act, 1953, where they are subject to Government
audit and put in a calegory where the Corporation
is at liberty Lo appoint its own auditors' "70

This it considered desirable as part of "the general intention to

obtain both actual and apparent freedom from governmental control" '
It was also proposed to rernove the statutory requirement that staff
salaries and conditiOns be set "in agreement with" the State

Services Commission.

In summary, it can be said that the retention of the broadcasting

portfolio severely inhibited the N.z.B.c.'s ability to secure for
itseff an arena of independent action. This problem was greatly
exacerbated by the provj-sions of Section 11 of its enabling act'
But, perhaps abOve all, "the weakness" to which Stringer referred
was that neither the New Zealand public nor the country's
politicians were sufficiently willlng to accept and support the

prl.rirciple of real and manifest ind.ependence for the country I s

public broad.casting service. Abolition of the ministerial port-
folio of broadcasting may have facilitated the political education

necessary for such acceptance. However, that was a step the

Government was unwilling to take.71

70. The Board appears here to have rnisunderstood the important
distinction Letween accountabillty to Government and
accountability to Parliament. The Auditor-General is an
officer of Parliament, not of Government.

7L. Adams-schneider did toy with the idea of proposing to cabinet
that the portfolio ue luotished "because there were charges
of interference, but I wasn't interfering, I was using my

influence." However, h€ decided not to.- Adams-schneider
to writer, June 9, 1976.
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CHAPTER TWELVE: Tlre l{ .Z.B.C. and the Broadcastin

This chapter does not offer an examination of the individual
radio warrant hearings conducted by the Authority, nor of the

two major public hearings carried out by it - on the subject of
television expansion in general, and second channel warrant

applications in partic,rlar.l Those matters are largety outside

the scope of this thesis. The purPose here is to review the

impact of the N.Z. Broadcasting Authority on the operational
autonomy of the N.Z.B.C.

The Broadcasti-ng Authority (which came into being at the beginning

of 1969) was established by an Act of Parliarn-ent, passed in 1968'-

In the main, the National Government justified its d.ecision largely
on anti- (u.z.B.C. ) monopoly grounds:

"far the most important reason for this Bill (is)
the dispersal of the power of control To
divide and disperse this power is democracy's
best safeguard. "

The introduction of private enterprise would provide the

',stimulus and challenge which are the products of competition".3
Adams-Schneider, the l'linister responsible for the 8i11, felt
constrained to support the N.Z.B.C. while tactfully al-Iuding to its
shortcomings:

uI did not say that the N.z.B.c. Iacked drive and
initiative. I did say that in my view, there was
additional punch and versatility in the private
enterprise concept of the Government, competing
with I corPoration ...''4

The Government was able to argue convincingly that the Broad-

castinqr corporation A.ct 1961 was lnadequate as a means of
introducing private enterprise broadcasting. Ostensibly, the

"pirates affair" of 1966 had shown that the Corporation vras not

1. The first, held in 1970, was a general inquiry into the
extension of the country's television services: see
Extension of Television Services in New Zealand, Report of

.2. Broadcast rity ' rnmenE Prlnter, Wellington,
July, Lg7I. The secondr two years later, was a hearing of
applications for warrants to operate a second channel.

2. The Broadeastins Authority Act 1968. For a description of the
Bill through Parliament

see K.P. Ross, oP. cit., chaPter 3.

3. G.F. Gair, National M.P., I.Z.P'p., Vo1. 357, p' 2022-3'

4. N.Z.P.D., VoI. 357, P. 2402.
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willing to use Part IfI of its Act. (As shown in chapter 7 '
however, this was not necessarily the case.) The manifest

desirability of separating ownership and control of radio and

television from the regulatory and licensing functions thus

became a strong argoment.s These arguments were used by the

Government to counter criticism mounted by those including some

churches and the pubric service Association6 - who feared what

they saw as the undesirable effects of allowing broadcasting to

be used for Private Profit.

The Government's decision to set up the Authority was backgrounded

by the National Partyrs internal attitudes towards private broad-

casting, and also by its (the Governmentts) unease over what it
had come to See as an increasingly monopolistic, insensitive and

powerfur N.z.B.c. As Ross has pointed outT (and as^Sir John

Marshall, then Deputy Prime Minister, has confirmed8) Part III of

the Broadcasting Corporation Act 1951 was born of an intra-caucus

compromise among those who had respectively favoured state'
private t ot statutory corporation control of television in New

Zealand. In 1966, the Dominion conference of the National Party

passed a remit calling for the creation of an independent

authority to licence private radio and television stations' It
also reversed its previous yearrs rejection of a remit calling
for private participation in broadcasting.9 Moreover, the growing

intra-party support for the idea of breaking the N.z.B.C. rs

monopoly was also in tune with the thinking of the Lhen Minister

of Broadcasting, w.J. scott. In April, L966, he commented publicly

that "an independent authority to issue commercial radio and

television licences to people and companies must come to New

Zealand in the future."lo By this time (as shown in chapter 7)

the Corporation had inquired of the Government as to its policy

regarding the operation of Part III of its Act, but no explicit

5. See N.Z. Listener, November 29, 1968; Gair, op. cit.
6. See The Evening Post, October 7 and November 9,1968; The

oomi@, 1958.

7. K.P. Ross, oP. cit., PP- 27-28.

8. Sir John l{arshall to writer, July 6, L976'
g. Reported in the N.Z. Herald, July 25, 1966'

10. Reported in the N-2. Herald, April 15, 1966'
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reply had been forthcoming. Scott, in fact, was developing

his own ideas on the future of New Zealand broadcasting, ideas

that were partly shaped by his tense relationship with the

N. Z.B.C. itself , particularly its Director-General. Scott

had recalled his argument with Stringer and Llewellyn over

the N.?,.8.C.'s second channel proPosals in L964 (see chapter

6) , particularly their assertion that a ner.it channel would help

the N.z.B.c. to build up its ne[^rs services and "bring the

newspapers into Iine."l1 According to Scott:
"I felt that television was a very powerful medium and
if it got into the wrong hands anything could be done
with it. For a time I had a job to persuade my
(caucus) colleagues. About 40 percent of caucus and
cabj-net were agiinst allowing the introduction of
private enterpiise broadcasting. S!T*"ger used to
lobby the back-benchers against it."Lz

Scott recalls that he finally persuaded his colleagues with
the argument that if a new Government took office that was a

"bit unscruPulous as Labour had been in Scrimgeour's time"

the broadcasting monopoly could be used against the National
party ,,to keep it out of office for years."13 The Minister
had also come to feel strongly that the Corporation was too

self-satisfied, and too insensitive to public criticism and

demands. The breaking of its monopoly appealed to him as

a means of overcoming this problem, which in his view stemmed

from a fundamental truth that "it was impossible to make

salesmen out of public servants."14 Scott'sattitude hardened

later in 1966 when, during the "pirates" controversy, the

N.Z.B.C. appeared to be obstinate in the face of public
demand for more "pop" music programmes (see chapter 7). Scottrs
anxieties stemmed from the difficulties of trying to match

11.
12.

13.

L4.

Scott to writer, MaY 10, 1976.

rbid.
rbid.
rbid.
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expected responsibility with effective influence, and the

consequent deteriorating relationship with the Director-General'

Ilhether or not the N.z.B.c. vtas as insensitive as scott

believed cannot be assessed here with any certainty, although

the introduction of the regional progiranme advisory cornmittees

in 1965 may suggest otherwise. It can be suggested, however'

that the attempts by stringer to keep scott "at armfs length"

reinforced the tulinister's impression of an organisation that
was rather contempLuous of the public it supposedly served'

The new Authority was to fulfil three separate roles: to

issue warrants for private stations (a judicial function,
forrnerly entrusted to the ltr.Z.B.C.), to monitor all broad'-

casting stations in New Zealand, including the N.Z.B.C.rs (a

regulatory function), and to provide administrative services,

particularly in its advisory capacity to the lr{inister of
Broadcasting. The regulatory functions that it was

entrusted with suggested that, having established the N'Z'B'C'

to exercise stewardship of the country's broadcasting services,

the Government now considered that the Corporation was unsuited

for, or inadeguate to, that task. The Authority's Act

repeated section 10 of the Broadcasting corporation Act

relating to standards of good taste and deceDCY, offence to
pubtic feeling, and to proper balance and irpartiality in
regard to ,r"r=.15 The Authority was empowered to dravr up

rules (in consultation with the t'I .Z.B.C. and representatives
of private warrant holders) for prescribing broadcasting

standards, includj-ng the encouragement of New Zealand-produced

programmestf6 and, as was the N.z.B,C., it was required "to
comply with the general polj-cy of the Government" (in relation
to the functions and powers of the Authority). The inclusion
of this provision - section L2 - meant that, particularly
in light of the assessment provided in the previous chapter,

the Government now had an additional and very powerful lever
at its dj-sposal in regard to the control of broadcasting' If
the N.Z.B.C. did not wish to toe the line, ttte Auttnrity rculd be

15. Broadcasting Authority Act 1968, Section t0 (1).

16. Broadcasting Authority Act 1968, Section 10 Q\ (c) (d) '
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used to see that it did. The Corporation unsuccessfully
resisted the intention to have the Authorityfs rules apply to
its non-commercial stations. 17

In its draft bill, which was used in drawing up the new legislatiorrlS
the Board noted that its proposals were "intended to confer upon

the members (of the Authority) such a freedom from outside
interference as is at present conferred upon jud.icial officers of
the highest class". The incorporation of Section 12 marked the
rejection by Government of that sentiment, and meant that
"guestions could be asked as to the improbability of the provisions

requiring the Authority to act judicially."19 (The inclusion
of Section 12 went against a recommendation by the Department of

)nJustice.-") The Minister pointed out that it was not possible to
indicate in advance all, or any, of the matters which the Govern-
ment might consider it appropriate for the Authority to take into
account, and that "circumstances might indicate that different
considerations should apply at different times.uZL This statement
hardly foreshadowed the establishment of an independent judicial
authority. Thus, in announcing that the Authority had been asked
to invite applications for warrants to operate a second television
channel, the Minister (H.J. Walker) commented that

"Government would consider the possibility of directing
the Authority to make it a condition of the warrant
that the N.Z.B.C. carry some independenlly prepared
(news and current affairs) progranmes."zz

(He had earlier denied that the Government had used Section L2,

17.
18.
19.

See N.Z.P.D., VoI. 357, p. L944.
See Appendix B.

R.S. Clark, "Broadcasting and Private Enterprise
Proposed Broadcasting Authority", N.Z. Journal of

- The
Public

Admin., Vol. 30, No. 2, March, 1968, p. 35.
20. See Department of Justice, The Citizen and Power:

Administrative Tribunals, Govt. Printer, Wellington,
1965, p. 30.

2L. Reported in The Evening Post, February 25, 1969.
22. Reported in The Evening Post, February 12, L972.



or any other provision, to give a policy
in regard to the Governmentr s policy on

television chann"t. 23)

A'AdOl'

direction to the AuthoritY
the introduction of a second

Nor was the apparent independence of the Authority enhanced by the

appointments made to it (members were appointed by the Governor-

General on the recommendation of the Minister of Broad"""ti"g'24)

The Leader of the opposition referred to "the smell of political
tq'patronage,,.ti One member, H.E. Duff Dayshr wEIs the National Partyrs

treasurer, and aIl three members appeared to be solidly conservative?6

Moreover, Adams-Schneiderrs personal influence was apparent' As

the N.Z. Listener commented, "Church is more prominent than usual

among the interests of all three Authority members."o' This factor

could be seen to influence the way in which the Authority
interpreted Section I0 of its Act'

Again, it is not possible to determine the extent t-o which the

Government felt it could use the Authority as a means of exerting

influence over the content or style of news and current affairs

broadcasting. It can be said, however, that by 1969, when the

Authority took up its duties, the corporation's current affairs

endeavours had become markedly more vigorous and controversial'
The week-nighLly radio progranme "checkpoint" had begun at the

beginnlng of 1968, and in May of that year the weekly television

current affairs programme "Gal]ery" had been introduced' It can

also be said that R.T. Peacock, who had taken over as chairman

of the Authority on october I, Lg6g, after the resignation
(because of ill health) of the original chairman, was concerned

over the extent of coverage given to non-conformist and dissenting

23.
24.
25.
26.

N.Z.P.D., Vol. 368, P- 3394.

Broadcasti-ng Authority Act 1968, Section 3(2) '
N.Z.P.D., Vol. 362, P- L997.

The other two members were R.T. Garlick (Chairman)'
and R.B. Mi1ler. Garlick was a Barrister and solicitor
iS""tio" 3(3) of the Act required that. the Chait*1l -l?a barrister or solicitor of not less than seven years'
pri.ti"" of the Supreme Court), a former vice-President
bt the Methodist cirurch in N.2., and a member of the
Joint commission on church union; Daysh was a stock-
broker; and MiIIer a businessm'an' See Appendix D-for
a list of Authority members, their occupations' and terms
of office.

27. rbid.
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groups on N.Z.B,C. Current af fairs prograrrun"=.28 Peacock,

whowasalsoaformerbranchchairmanoftheNationalPartlr
(Heretaunga)rwishedtohaveappearancesofthesegroups
prefacedbyinformationabouttheirmembershipsizeand.
financiar resources so that the pubric would be better

abre to assess the strength of the group's forlowing'29

TheN.z.B.c.hadresistedthissuggestion,consideringit
impractical - The Authority was unable t'o enforce this

requirementbecauseitwaslegislativelyunclearastowhere
responsibilitylayforthemaintenanceofprogralune
standards,boththeN.z.B.c.andtheAuthoritybeingsubject
tothesamestatutoryobligation(Sectionl0ofboththe
Broadcasting corporation and Broadca.sting Authority Acts) '

peacock recalls that the Authority, had it not been abolished

bytheLabourGovernmentinlgT3,wouldhavesoughttohave
hadthisdifficultyresolvedinitsfavourbylegislative
amendment'. 

30

The establishment of the Authority created a situation of

dividedauthorityandresponsibilit.y.WhiletheAuthority
hadpowerstomakerulestosetprogralilnestandards'it
wasnotitselfinthebusinessofmakingthoseprogranmes.
Conversely,theN.z'.B.C.,whosestaffweredirectlyrespon-
sible for programm.e creation and' presentation' was obliged

topayheedtoanexternaloocli'whichcouldbe'seentohave
little, Lf dry, actual broadcasting experience' 'Both stringer

andSceatsconsid'eredthatrelationsbetweentheN.z.B.c.and
the Authority were "peor".31 The former saw the imposition

of the Authority as a fetter on broadcasting professionalism'

Notonlyhad'itbeennecessaryfortheN.z.B.C..sexecutive
to familiarise successive tvlinisters and Board mernbers with

broadcasting matters, but it had to do the same with the

Authority, during the process of drawing up broadcasting

28. Peacock to writer, June 29' Lg76; letter of July 15'

Lg76, from Peacock to writer'
29. Peacock to writer, June 29' L976'

30. rbid.
31, Stringer to writer, July 13, Lg76; SceatS tO writer,

MaY 2L, 1976.
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a)rules.-- According to Sceats, the Corporationrs executive
found it difficult to accept direcLions from people who had no

experience in broadcasting.33 (This resentment is perhaps

reflected in the notable omission in 1970 of the N.Z.B.C. from

among those bodies acknowledgedrby the Authority as having

established a liaison with it.'*) Tensions between administrators
and professionals are a feature of many organisations and have

received nuch attention by students of organisations and

administration.tf, The experj-ence of the N.Z.B.C. and the N'Z'B'A''
however, indicates that such strains are like1y to be exacerbated

when the "administrators" who exercise power over the profession-
a1s are found in an organisation external to that which houses

the professionals.

In his comparative study of broadcasting organisations, Smith

has noted that,
"To m.ake it (broadcasting) publicly accountable to
superbodies with power to investigab the details
of the intellectual work of individuals must surely
be spiritually destructive of any serious broad-
casting induslry The danger inherent in the new
forms of eroadcisting Council is that they will
further internalise in the minds of broadcasters a
set of strictures which have more to do with the
politics of institutions than the health of broad-
easting. " 36

This subject also drew comment from the Pilkington Committee in
Britain, which argued that the creation of such a body would

"red.uce the status of the public corporations
(B.B.C. and I.T.A. ) it would again raise
doubts as to where the responsiblity lay - which,
the public corporation or the council, would be
the guardian of the public interest in broad-
castlng? In fact, the task envisaged for it is
part of what the Governors and Members are them-
selves appointed to undertake."37

32. Stringer to writer, July 13, L976.

33. Sceats to writer, l{aY 2L, 1976.
34. Annual Report of the Dl.Z. Qrgadcasting Authority, for year

ended l,tarch 31, 1970, pp. 6'7.
35. See, for example, A.III. Gouldner, "Cosmopolitans and Locals",

AdministrativE Science Quarterly, Dec. , L957 r PP. 28I-92i
, Chandler'

L962, pp . 60-7 4, 244-47 .

Anthony Smith, The Shadow in the Cave, op" cit. ' P. 154.36.
37. The Pilkington Report, quoted in

and Public Policy, oP. cit., P.
E.G. Wedell, Broadcasting

267 .
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In New zealand, section ro(1) (a) of its Act required the

}l.z.B.c.to,.carryonabroadcastingserviceandfromtimeto
time to develop, extend and improve that service in the public

interest.,, corporation members were appointed to fulfill that

responsibility; and they were publicly accountable to Parliament

for the manner in which they interpreted "the public interest"'

The creation of the Authority, charged with ensuring the

maintenance of programme standards weakened the authority of the

N.z.B.C. and, perhaps more importantly' downgraded its

responsibilities. Yet the ensuing "responsibility vacuum" was

not adequately filled by the Authority, since it was faced with

the difficulty of trying to impose standards on professionals

who not only were not directly responsible to it, but who

regarded it with disdain. For example, the N.z.B'C.|s controller

of Television Programmes, T.F.A. shankland, felt the Authority

had no effect on him: 'I ignored it."-J This situation
paralleled that pertaining to the portfolio of broadcasting:

theregrewadesiretomatchexpectedresponsibilitywith
effective power. Hence, the Authority intended to seek' by

legislation, greater powers of progranme control' But this

could only have exacerbated the professionals' problem of having

to serve two masters. This was expressed succintly by M'H'

Holcroft in a Listener editorial written in 1967 after the

Governmentrs intentions had become clear:
,,Thereareonlytwowaysinwhichstandardscanbe
watcheJ : Uy 'auoition-ing or monitoring. If these
functions .i" transferred to an Authority, or are
duplicated by it, we shall have in effect a second

""rr=o.Jtip, 
-'"rra'i. the nature of things, especially

in its debendence on a code which can never be
clearry ;;;i;;a; it will tend ro be restrictive and

inefficient.AnAuthoritywhichlaysdowlwhltcan-
notorshouldnotbedonecangivenorealguidance
or assistance; it may condeml-what is bad' but it
cannot Produce what is good 

"'39

The confusion resulting from the

is illustrated bY an incident in
programme role of the AuthoritY
Lg7L. Just before the local

38. Shankland to writer, JuIy 27, L976'

39. N.Z. Listener, JanuarY 27, L967 '
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body elections of that year The Southland Times reported that
Invercargill Jaycees were "hopping mad" over an N.Z.B.C. ban on

all f orms of political advertisi.rg. 40 ,., reply, the N. z . B.c.
pointed out that it "had nothing to do with the embargo", which
was made by the Authority. The N.Z.B.C., it was stated, had a
long-established policy covering political advertisitg, but
recently the Authority had introduced rules which required all
II.Z.B.C. and private rad.io stations to refuse all advertising of
political and religious meetings. The Corporation was willing to
revert to its previous practice if the Authority's rules were

amended.4r

The N.Z.B.C.'s resentment of the N.Z.B.A. also stemmed from
professional engineering considerations. With the advent of the
Authority the Post Office dealt with it, and not the N.Z.B.C. (as

it had hitherto done) in regard to spectrum planning - that is,
the planning of frequency allocations among actual and potential
users. According to the N.Z.B.C.'s Chief Engineer, A.K. Richardson,
this effectively left professional broadcasting interests
unrepresented in the planning process. Moreover' the N.Z.B.C.
was reluctant to cooperate with the Authority in drawing up

technieal ru1es. The prevailing attitude was "why should we

assist them to draw up rules to impose on ,r"."42

More generally, the IrI .Z.B.C.'s resentment of the Authority may be

explained by the theoretical constructs of "domain territoriality"
and organisational "mission". To use Anthony Downs' terminology,
the N.Z.B.C, perceived the Authority as a threat to its control
over its "heartlarld", in which the N.Z.B.C. was "the sole
determinant of social po1icy."43 In particular, the "heartland"
of the N.Z.B.C.'s "policy space" constituted prografiIme preparation
and presentation, and broadcasting engineering. Similarly, the

The Southland Times, October 6, L97I.
Reported in the N.Z. Herald, October 6, 1971.
Richardson to writer, JuIy 27, L976.

Anthony Downs, op. cit., chapter 17.

40.
4L.
42.
43.
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establishment of the Authority was perceived as a threat to the

N.Z.B.C.'s ability to fulf il its mission. As M.H. Halperin

points out,
"career officials of an organisation believe that
they are in a better position, than others to
determine what capabilities they should have and
how they should bLst fulfil their mission '" 44

The Authority's powers - particularly in regard to the

prescription of programme standards, and to its ability to shape

the N .Z.B.C.'s competitive environment - "trespassed'r on the

corporation's domain, weakened its capacity to determine the

appropriate means of fulfilling its mission, and thus further
undermined its autonomy.

Pertinently, Downs notes that "bureaus consume a great deal of

time and energy in territorial struggles that create no socially
useful products."45 Undoubtedly, the advent of the Broadcasting

Authority greatly complicated life for the top executives of the

N.Z.B.C. It was noted in chapter 8 that the planning functions,

to be undertaken by newly-created executive directorships after

the LgSB/6g internal reorganisation' were never fulfilted because

of pressures inposed by the need to deal with the Authority' fn

short, the N.z.B.c-rs executives were confronted with the

imperative of having constantly to protect their organisation's
interests, as they saw them, in the face of the Authorityrs
,,invasion" of the Corporation's domain.46 A new' more cOmplex,

gane had been created and the N.Z.B'C' had to play by the rules'
The corporation had to present its case for ownership and

operation of a second television channel in the two major hearings

by the Authority - in L}TO and L972. It was required to play a

44. M.H. HalPerin, oP. cit., P. 51.

45. Downs, oP. cit., P. 216-

46. On February IB, 1969, the Board decided to set up a
committee I comprising the Chairman, Deputy Chairman
and the Director-General-to "take alI steps
necessary to ensure that the corporation's statutory
duties are fulfiIled and its interests protected- in
respect of any matters arising from the establishment
of the Broadcisting Authority'r' - bf'Z'B'C' Board
Minute, FebruarY 18, 1969.
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legalistic game of protectionr ds when it filed with the Supreme

Court an application for a writ of prohibition against the
Authority in 1969 (on the grounds that the AuthorJ-ty had pre-
judged the necessity and desirability of establishing additional
commercial radio stations in Hamilton, Dunedin and Auckland)47;
and when, in 1971, it appealed (successfully) to the supreme court
against a decision by the Authority granting a warrant to a private
station in Christchurch on condition that it negotiate for the
purchase or lease of the N.z.B.c. station 32M.48 (Reportedly, the
Authority j-ntended to seek statutory power enabling it to order
the N.Z.B.C. to lease its facilities to private warrant holders.49)

The legal proceedings reflected the Corporation's increasing
concern over t'he manner in which the Authority was undermining
the N.z.B.C.'s ability to fulfil its statutory obligations. In
L970, the Corporation reported that,

"The Authority hearings have placed heavy demands on
staff in the preparation of cases, and have involved
the Corporation in considerable expense. The financial
effects of private broadcasting operations have yet to
be felt but if the N.Z.B.C. fs commercial revenue is
seriously affected its broadcasting services and its
contributions to the country's cultural life will
require revision. "50

(Section 5 of the Broadcasting Amendment Act 1955 empowered the
Corporation to "make qrants or pay subsj-dies to any body or
organisation engaged in assisting, promoting, or carrying out
any performing art or cultural pursuit. " During the 1970

financial year the N.Z.B.C. made a grant of $231250 to the

Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, and spent $76,743 towards the
fees and expenses of overseas artists presented in public concerts
but who were not working in association with the N.Z.B.C. Symphony

Orchestra. In that year, too, the Corporation spent $578'403 on

the direct expenses of the orchestr..51) A year later, the

47. See report in The Evening Post, August L6, 1969.

48. See reports in The Evening Pos-!., November 22, 197I; and
December L, 197T.

49. Reported in The Sunday Times, February 6, 1972-

50. 4nnua1 Report of the N.Z.B.C., March 31, 1970' p. 9-

51. Figures from -' March 31, 1970'
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Director-General remarked that,
"when the present economic climater coupled^
withpo""-ibl.inroadsmadebycompetition'is
taken into account the position is aggravated
and accentuated to a degree whereby the main-
tenance of existing (U.z'B'C') services and
practices may-become subject to change or
retraction. " 52

The N .z.B.c. was faced with depleted financial reserves brought

aboutbymanyfactorsrincludinginflation'payrolltax'and
,,the d.irect costs of the N.Z. Broadcasting Authority and the

indirect costs of its decisions.,'53 During the 1971 financial
year, the N.z.B.C. contributed $85,920 out of a total of $87'806

paid to the Authority in levies. The Authority's total j-ncome

s4
was $92,009. -

According to stringer, the Authority severely distracted the

N.Z.B.C. frOm it'S proper functions. The result was a"terrible
waste of money and effort. "55 An Executive Director, N'R'

palmer, who was closely involved in the preparation and present-

ation of the N.z.B.c.'s application for the second channel

warrant in Lg72, regarded all the hearings as "a waste of t1me, 
.uu

all we were doing was giving information away to our competitors"-

Similarly, Sceats was convinced thatt even before the presentation

of evidence, the Authority had decided to grant a second channel

warrant to private enterprise and not to the N.z.B.c'57 (rn rg73'

after the Labour Government had announced its intention to

abolish both the N.z.B.c. and the N.z.B.A., the Authority made

public its decision to grant the warrant to the private applicant'

The applicant was then granted $50,000 in compensation by the

Government. )

Speech to Rotorua Rotary CIub, March 29, 1971'
., March 31' 1971' P'

52.
53.
54.

7.
MarchAnnuaI rt of the N.Z. Broadcastin Authori

l, I
55. Stringer to writer, JuIy 13, L976'

56. N.R. Palmer to writer, June 30, 1976'

57. Sceats to writer, MaY 2L, L976'
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undoubtedly, much of the N.z.B.c.'s resentment towards the

Authority stemmed from a bloody-minded, self-protectionist'
reaction that had more to do with system-maintenance than with

genuine concern about the broader public interest. As the

literature attests, however, that is a rational - and commonplace

response from bureaucracies that perceive major threats to

their interests, perhaps s,rrrri.r"l.58 Yet the N.Z.B.C.ts attitudes

towards the Authority were by no means solely, even primarily,

based on a desire to protect its own territoriality at the

expense of broader public considerations. It is never easyr dlld

is often impossible, to determine the actual m-otivations behind

individual and organisational actions. Nevertheless, it can

fairly be assumed that the N.Z.B.C., whose top executives without

exception had built their careers in public service broadcastinE'

was genuinely concerned to protect the values of this form of

broadcasting against what it saw as the misguided actions of a

political instrument of profit-motivated interests' Of the eight

warrants granted by the Authority until it went out of existence'

six were opposed by the N.Z.B.C. (A ninth was also granted' but

was rejected on the corporation's appeal to the supreme court'

One of the warrants granted was for Station 4XD' Dunedin, which

had been operating for years under corporation subsidy. The

N.Z.B.C. did not oppose this warrant.) It is beyond the scope

of this thesis to examine the pros and cons of the N'Z'B'C'rs

arguments to the Authority t oT thatbody's deliberations and

judgements. It is necessary to point out, however, that the

Authorityrs Act obliged it, when considering applications' to

pay heed to the extent to which the proposed service was necessary

or desirable in the public interest; the economic effect which

the establishment of the station was likely to have on stations

already in operation; and the effect the proposed station would

be likeIy to have on broadcasting services already provided by

the corporation in the public interest.59 Accordingly, the

See, for examPle, H. Seidman, -?glitics' PgsiFlgn-+nd--Pcwer'58. r\J!ILru-, LveL

97 6 , esp. cnaPter t i flr. ri .2nd ed., Oxford Univ. Press, 1976, e?g' cnaPter ti
Halperin,-op.cit.r€sP.chapters6-14;14'Crozier'The
Bureaucrattsc phenomenoir, op. cit. , chapters 6 and 7.

59. Broadcas , Section 2L'
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N.Z.B.C.'S OppOsition was based on three main arguments: that

the proposals, if implemented, would affect the corporationrs

revenue and future ability to maintain and extend its services

in the public interest; that the proposals did not evid'ence

balanced progranming; and that they did not provide progranmes

or services which the N.z.B.c. was not already undertaki"g'60

The corporationr on a more general level, also argued against

the concept of private commercial broadcasting, but the Authority

rejected this approach as irreleva"t'61

The frustration which the N.z.B.c. rs management felt when faced

with what it saw as a debilitating effect on the organisationrs

abitity to fulfil its public obl-igations was enhanced by the

fact that the same body which caused this frustration was also

able to exert influence, if not controlr oV€E the N.z'B'C.ls own

professional activities. The two sources of resentment were

inextricably linked. Together, they brought the N.z.B'C' into

virtual confrontation with the Authority' In McKinnonrs

retrospective view,
''agooddealoftimeandmoneycouldhavebeen
saired if the N.z.B.c. had been able to do a
dealwithGovernmenttotheeffectthatthe
Corporation would' not oppose private stations
if.tneirnumberswereto-beclearlylimited.
But having put our hand' to the sword we had
to fight and fight."62

Itisnotarguedherethat'becausetheN'Z'B'C'
resented the Authority - and because' as will be argued in Part

Three, the extra administrative burdens deflected the Corporation's

leadership energies such a body ought not to have been

established in the first place, The Government had a political

commitment, set forth in its 1966 General ElectiOn manifesto'

to set up an independent authority." It was a commitment

60.
61.
62.
63.

Annua1 Report of the N'Z.B.C., llarch 31, 1970' p' 8'

See K.P. Ross, oP. cit., P- LLz.

McKinnon to writer, MaY 8, L976.

N.Z. National Party f966 Ceneral election , No. 23.
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fashioned from the Nationa] party's general arlegiance to the

concept of private enterpriser and crystallised by the public

and private - controversy surrounding the "pirates" affair' It

was imcumbent upon the N.z.B.C. to accept the operative complica-

tions imposed uPon it by the advent of the Authority' and to deal

with them as best it could'

Having said that, however, it may be asked whether the Authority

could ever have served the best interests of public broad-

casting in New Zealand. Referring to the constitution of the

I.T.A.andtheB.B-C.,AnthonySmithhascommentedthat'
"both systems contain a delicate tracery of
constitutional arrangements which enable them
to t"pt"="tt the pubiic interest while being
responsible for piogranme-making' only when
the coniidence o? "ittter of the parties who are
inpliedly represented within this arrangement
(i.e. the prograrrme-makers and the public) -t:. .

brokendowndoestheneedariseforsomeadditional
supervisory bodyr or court of last resort"'54

It is by no means certain that in the New zealand' of the mid-

1960s any such whithering of confidence had taken place' The

Bick aJfair of late 1966 had indicated that some current affairs

personnel within the corporation were dissatisfied with what they

saw as the administration,s too literal, and hence too restrictive,

interpretation of what constituted "proper balance" ' And they

were also bomewhat suspicious of the leadership's willingness

and/or ability not to submit to poritical pressure='65 However'

itwashardlylikelythattheseprogranme-makerswouldhave
welcomed the imposition of an external supervisory body as a means

of overcoming these perceived difficulti-es (esPecially a body

that, like the N -7'-8.C. rs own Board, displayed overwhelming

politicalpatronage).Moreover,Etnotimehadtherebeenany
public outcry that the N.z.B.C. had become irresponsible in

interpreting its public duties, that it was overstepping the

bounds of "good taste" or "decency", that it was tending " to

64.
65.

Anthony Smith, The Shadow in the Cave'

See Gordon Bick, oP. cit.
op. c j-t. , P. 150.
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incite to crime", or was leading to "disorder", or was "offensive

to public feeling"; nor that a "proper balance" in progralnmes

was not being maintained, nor that news broadcasts lacked "due

accuracy and impartiality. " A survey conducted by the writer

among persons who served on the N.z.B.C.'s regional programme

advisory committees between the years 1965-1972 has shown that

9.868 of respondents felt that news broadcast by the N 'z'B'C'
was presented with due accuracy and impartiality "always"l 83'10*

thought "usually"; 7 .042 considered "sometimes"; and none

,,Seldom" or "never". Forty-eight percent Of thOSe who reSpond'ed

"always" or "usuall1r''were appointed to the committees in the

years Lg65-67. During the period 1965'L972,45'078 of respondents

thought that generally there was too much violence or sex in
television proqrantmes broadcast by the N 'Z'B'C'i but 54'93t

thought that there was not too much. Of the total respondents

appointed during the period 1965-67, 55.5t thought that there was

too much; the remainder thought there was not. These figures

do not necessarily reflect national opinion, but neither do they

point to any overwhelming crisis of confidence in regard to the

N.Z.B.C.ts performance. Perhaps more significantly, however -
since Parliamentarians may be assumed to have their ears tuned

to nuances in public opinion - during the debates on the Broad-

casting Authority Bill neither Government nor Opposition members

criticised the Corporation's performance in maintaining broad-

casting standards. on the contrary, it was agreed that the

Corporation had set high standard"'66

with this evidence in mind, it can be argued that there was no

good reason why the Authority should have been given the power

to impose rules on the N.Z.B.C. prescribing progranrme standards'

By giving these powers to the Authority, bY not restricting its

competence to the hearing of l^tarrant applications, and to the

oversight of the prograillme standardsof private licence-holders'
the Government further imoeded the ltr.Z.B.C.'s ability to carry

out i-ts f unctions.

66. N.Z.P.D., VoI. 357' P- L944.
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Resentment and frustration was fostered among the N.Z.B.C.'s
management, and a heavy burden of work, expense and time was

placed on the Corporation in dealing with a body which was by

virtue of its statutes and personnel, a judicial body lacking
the requisite political independence. Adams-Schneider has stated

that the Authority, in its administrative role, was intended to

be "closer to the l4inister in giving advice than the N.Z'B'C' I
while stil1 remaining independent."ST Such being the case, the

N.Z.B.C.rs suspicion of the Authority's ability to fu1fil its
judicial and regulatory functions fairly and irnpartially was

undoubtedly enhanced.

The constitution of the Authority reflected a fundamental lack of
appreciation of the role of a statutory public body such as the

N.Z.B.C. Again, Anthony Smith is instructive. He has outlined
the relationship between the growing executive role of the B'B'C.|s
Board of covernors and the establishment by that Corporation in
I|TZ of a Complaints Commi"=iorr.68 In short, the role of the

Board as an independent trustee of the national interest had been

attenuated by its growing involvement in executive decisions, to
the extent (as Smith puts it) that,

"the public found itsetf finally bereft of any
instrument within the structure of broadcasting
which it could in any way regard as its represent-
atives. The Board of Governors of the B.B'C' was
now a purely executive Board runnins a busy national
enterpr5-se in a "o*p.iili"" tiv.'t69

The N.Z.B.C. Board,s desire to fulfil an increasingly executive
function has been descrj-bed in chapters 9 and 10. Importantly'
this desire was reinforced by the fact that, with the advent of
the Authority, the N.z.B.c. found itself in a competitive
environment. As McFarlane noted'

67. Adams-schneider to writer, June 9, L976.

68. Anthony Smith, The Shadow in the Cave, op. cit., PP. 144-147 '
69. rbid (p. 146) .
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"As an operating authority in a competitive
environment, w6 consider that the corporation
shouldbeconstitutedonbusiness-likelines.
The removal of the departmental nexus with the
Ministerwillmateriallyassistthislbutthere-
is need to establish a Llear line of control and
accountabilityflowingfromtheBoardtothe
executives. t' / u

(The Lg67 amendment which provided for the appointment of the

Director-General by the Corporation was designed to correct this'

but, as the chairman pointed out, "there are still some incidental

amendments necessary to ensure unj-ty of control within the

Corporatiorr. " 71)

The Governmentr s action in constituting the Authority thus

provided an indirect impulse behind the Boardrs acquisition of an

increasingly executive role, and indirectly contributed' to the

internal administrative difficulties vrhich beset the N 'Z'B'C'
following the L968/69 reorganisation. hlttrough, as shown in

Chapter 8, the shape of the reorganisation was clearly the Boardrs

responsibility. )

However, while the Board sought to acquire greater independence

from Governmental controls,T2 and to confirm itself as the source

of executive authority within the organisation, the powers granted

to the Authority in relation to the activities of the N'Z'B'C' down-

graded the status of the Corporation from that of a statutory
public body responsible, as a trustee of the national interest'
for the conduct of a public broadcasting service, to that of just

another warrant-holder in a competitive broadcasting environment'

(The Authorityrs Act provided that all exis.ting stations operated

by the N.z.B.c. would automatically be granted t"tt."t";73 but

the corporation was obliged to apply to the Authority for

additional warrants on the same basis as other applicants.) Not

the least of the Government's reasons for bringing the N'z'B'c'
under the purview of the Authority was that the Corporation' as

70. Draft memo from Board to Adams-schneider, circa late L958/
early 1969.

7L. rbid.
T2.See,forexamPle,theLg6Tdraftbill,AppendixB'
73. B.otd" , Section 17 '
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shown above, would be the main source of the Authority's income'

The Government, as argued in earlier chapters, was also concerned

over the N.z.B.C. rs efforts to establish and cement its
independencer and very likeIy saw the Authority as a means of

circumscribing that autonomy. (A small, but probably significant
example occurred in October 1966, when the Corporation announced

that it was to extend its television transmission hours' The

decis j-on was made without consulting the Governm'ent, which did not

favour such a move in right of the economic situation at the time'74

The Authority became responsible for granting extensions to broadcast

hours and advertising time. )

Ironically, by seeking and acquiring for itself a growing executive

role, the N.Z.B.C. rs Board was providing a tacit justification for

having the Corporation placed within the purview of the Authority'
This stemmed from the attenuation of the Boardr s consitutional role

as an independent trustee of the public interest. The process began'

as shown in earlier chapters, during McFarlaners term as Chairman -
well before the advent of the Authority - and was consolidated

during McKinnon's, by which time the Authority had been set up' In

adopting the Normanbrook conception of the role of the B'B'c'
Board of Governors, I"tcFarlane was eagier to develop the executive

role of the Board. (In its draft bill of L967 the Board noted

the desirability of considering whether or not "a full tim'e

executive member should be at the head of either or both"
t- -r !L^ r 

a ?tr

[-tn. proposed Board of Control and the N'z'B'cJ 
"') 

rt must be

remembered, in this regard, that the Board comprised persons who'

in the main, were familiar with the corporate management of

private companies. Normanbrook, however, while articulating the

difficulties of separating policy from administration was also

at pains to stress the trusteeship function of the Board of

Governors, and in light of this had resisted suggestions that an

74. W.J. Scott to writer, May 10, 1976' The
channels were extended by 15 per week as
Ig57. - N.Z.B.C.News Release, October 28,

75. Lg67 draft bill, p- L2 (See Appendix B) '

hours on all
from April I,
1966.
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(Accordinglyr 3s Smith notes,

Normanbrook's relationship with the B.B'C' I s Director-General'Sir

Hugh Greene, was ,,peacefur and cooperative.,,77 He points out

that Greene's problems occurred under the Chairmanship of Lord

Hillr"whomadehimselfthechiefexecutiveoftheentire
organisation."78)

HadtheN.z.B.C.IsBoarddisplayedasimilarawarenessits
status as an independent trustee of the public interest might

havebeenmorereadilypreserved,though(asindicatedinthe
previous chapter) New Zealand's seeming indifference to constitu-

tional niceties, and the retention of the portfolio of broad-

casting, were critical barriers to this. Moreover' while the

Authority was a fact of tife by the tj-me McKinnon took over the

chairmanship, his consolidation of the executive function of

Chairman made the attenuation of the trustee-executive relation-

ship virtually irreversible. It can be suggested that McKinnon

lacked an adequate appreciation of the functions and responsib-

ilities of a statutory public body like the N.z.B.C. This is

evidenced by his desire to make all public rebuttals of
1q

criticism of the organisation, particularly those by potiticians.'

76. Said Normanbrook (op. cit. , PP'  :5, and p' -16) 
:- " " '

the Governors become, fE. eftett, rtrustees for the
national interest" in their responsibility for the
quality of the broadcast'ing service' They are
i""porriib1e, not only for its ef f iciency - for a hiqh
standard of performance in its technical and engineering
services and for an "qrr"iry 

high standard of professional
competence in the producti6n ana presentation of its
prografimes. They are also responiible for maintaining
the moral and social values which should characterise
goodpublic-servicebroadcasting-theobjectivityof
news ""rri.""r 

the impartiality of current affairs
progr.**"-, a suf f ici-ent volume of good educational
ptoqt..*"", and a hiqh standard of taste and discretion
in the entertainment programme output as a whole

It is because r^/e "r*-jealous 
of tne trust committed

to us that we resist all luggestions for some external
controlbodywhichwoulddiminishandweakenourown
responsibilities as representatives of the public' "

77.
78.
79.

Anthony Smith, The Shadow in the Cave, op' cit" p' L44'

Ibid., (p. f45).
l"lcKinnon to writer, $!ay 8, L976. For examplet-:?: T+g
Eveninq Post, 

-M;t-4, ibttt- *l: EY:P*?g *";t',,111{^"'iffiiffi*?""iils p"it, lasv 'illl'i." -, LPxffi7-ffi'
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Undoubtedly,McKinnonwasmotivatedbyagenuineandhonourable
desire to protect the N'Z'B'C' staff' But this desire

representedafailuretoappreciatethefinebutimportant
distinctionbetweentheroleoftheChairmanandtheBoardas
aguardianofthepublicinterest,andtheirfunctionasthe
Sourceoforqanisationalauthority.Inlinewiththisdistinc-
tion, public statements on professional broadcasting matters

should generally have been made by the person to whom the

professionalswerethemselvesdirectlyresponsible-thatis,
theDirector-General'Ifnecessary'theChairmancouldhave
entered the fray subsequentty' but acting in the role of an

independentt'rusteeofthepublicinterest.Thishadbeenthe
practiceunderMcFarlanelschairmanship.Forexample,inhis
publicstatementontheBickaffair,inoctoberILg56,McFarlane
commented that, "r have found no evidence to support his (Bick's)

ungenerousaccusationagainsttheDi.rector-GeneralofBroad-
casting, Mr- Gilbert stringer"'8O McFarlane' it can be

suggested - probably by virture of his wide experience in

governmental administration - was more aware of the fine distinc-

tionsinherentintheNormanbrookinterpretationthanwashis
successor. By his own admission' McKinnon had been uncertain

about the proper functions of the Board' In his words'

"I had to determine what was the role of the Board

and of the Chairman' It took me some time to
sort out what my position was' r consulted
commercial directors and we operatgd-fh" P:i:d"81
inthefashionofacomlnercialBoardofDirectors.''

Whiletoomuchshouldnotbereadintothisstatement-
McKinnonhadbeenworriedabouthcn.lbesttoconductthebusiness
of the Board during its meetingso' - ,'"t"rtheless' the observ-

ationsuggeststhatMcKinnonfelthisbestadvicerapu]-dccrrefmrt
personsusedtorunningprivatecompanies.ThesePersons'how-
ever'I^Ieremoretikelytobefamiliarwiththevaluesofbusiness

Reported in The Dqrnanaon, October J,2' 1966' Bick had

a1Iegedthatffi:-;i;;;;.h'had'.meekIya1Iowed..
the Goverrr*".r1"i"-';;;p a _,'comp.i=" lurrent af fairs
programme on "rr-."p".L "I trt.'-in"" forthcoming decimal

currencychangeover.SeeTheDominj.on-SundayTimes'
October 2, L966

McKinnon to writer, May g, .Lg76. one person whom McKinnon

consulrea *""-ii"-ir"lir"r-ii-i"*, pio*i'ent businessman sir
Clifford Plimmer.

rbid.

80.

8r.

82.
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efficiency than rvith more imprecise concepts like "the
publiC interest", "policy", "administration", and "accountabilityt'
which impinged heavily on the role of the N.Z.B.C. llcKinnon saw

the Board as being responsible to Parliament - as "the proxies of
the shareholders" (Iicence fee-payet=) 83 - but this responsibility
was interpreted in a strictly hierarchical sense: the Chairman

was seen to be the fount of organisational executive power. The

subtle and complex distinction between the Board as a trustee of
the public interest, and the Board as the apex of a corporate chain
of command seems to have received Iitt1e, if drly, consideration.

As Anthony Snith has pointed out:
"Something has to be interposed between the state and
the actual organisations which conduct and organise
broadcasting, but a pseudo-jud.iciary is not likely
to be the answer that will satisfy in the long run the
needs of those demanding it, still less those who are
concerned to increase the quality and vitality of the
broadcasting product. The dilenma is almost unresovable
within the present technology and structure of broad-
casting. It is a pain we have to learn to live with - gA
rather than one foi which we should seek cheap placebos."-=

fn place of pursuits which served to downgrade the status and

responsibilities of the Board of the N.Z.B.C., greater efforts
should have been made to understand the fundamental constitutional
premises on which the Board was or ought to have been - based'

Had such an effort been made most of the problems which arose from

the establishment of the Authority, and which characterised its
relations with the N.Z.B.C., might have been avoided. This in
turn may have facilitated a more permanent and more socially
valuable contribution to the development of New Zealandrs public
broadcasting system.

83.
84.

rbid.
Anthony Smith, The Shadow in the Cave, op. cit., p. 154.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN: The N.7'.8.C. and the Theory of the
Public Corporation.

This is a bridging chapter. Its main purpose is to review
the principal arguments presented in Part Two (with some

brief reference to the Broadcasting Acts of J-973 and 1976).
This witt, in turn, provide a platform for Part Three, which
focuses in the main on the tensions between the organisation's
leadership and the professional broadcasting staff, tensions
which - like those examined in Part Two impinged strongly
upon the N.z.B.C.'s search for autonomy and, ultimately, its
very survival.

Students of the administrative device known as the public
Icorporation* have been almost unanimous in their assessment

that the differences between government departments and

public corporations, in terms of independence from governmental

controls, have usually been more imaginary than real. Writing
in 1'942 on public corporations in America, Pritchett corcluded that

1. There has been marked disagreement over what constitutes
a "public corporation" in New Zealand. For example,
according to webley (gp. q4. ) there were 58 public
corporations in New ZeaGnti-as of August , 1-97 6 . However 'D.R. Hutton ("The Role of Statutory Boards in New Zealand

, Public Sector Resg?fgtr Paper N9-. 1-

icffi 1979) argues thatPublic Administration", Public Sector Research Pa
N.Z. Institute of Public
writers "have often failed to distinguish public corpora-
tions from statutory boards" (p. 71-). According to Hutton,
there were only nine public corporations in New Zealand as
of June, Lg7B. He adopts the definition offered by W.

Friedmann, (editor, The Public CorPoration, Stevens, 1954,
p. 541) : 'ian insti ice of an
economic or social character, on behalf of the government,
but as an independent lega1 entity; largely autonomous
in its management though responsible to the public, through
government and parliament, and subject to some direction by
[,he government; equipped on the other hand with independent
and teparate funds -ot- its own' and the legal and commercial
attributes of a commercial enterprise. " Clearly, when
tested against this definition Webley's classification is
much too liberal, embracing as it does organisations like
the Museum and War Memorial Board of Trustees' and the
N.z. Patriotic Fund Board.
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"the government agencies called corporations are
comiig more and more to act like ordinary bureaus
and departments. It becomes increasingly
difficult to talk about 'the government
corporation',fortheattributeswhichmarked
the earlier iederal corporations and made them
representatives of a distinctive type of
aairinistrative organization have been
disapPearing befoie our eYes'"2

Thirty-one years later a student of British politics and

administration, Trevor Smith, observed that,
,,a satisfactory balance between public control and
commercialfr-eedomhasneverbeenfound.Thetheory
andthefactsarewidelyseparated.Ministerial
intervention has increased, and Parliament has not
been content to refrain from commenting 9n and.
tryingtoinfluencethedaytodayadministration
oftheindustries.Thepositionofthepublic
"orpor.li""" 

today is coirfused and no longer reflects
the intentions expressed when they were set up..,3

Another, noting successive attempts to "rebuild the theory of the

public corporation and to redefine more precisely the respective

responsibilities of ministers and boards", has concluded that all

these attempts to distinguish between policy and management.'

matters minor and major, social objectives and commercial criteria'

policy and a,ilministration, objectives and strategies and management

have failed "because the two aspects, though analytically
separate, interact."4 t. New Zealand, too' it has been argued

that "the real differences between departments and non-departmental-

organisations are often slight indeed"-; and that'

"rn administrative and political practice
the pubii--.orporation has no clearly recognisable
id'entity.otheragencieshavecorporatestatus'
other alencies have been established by
legislalion New Zealand governments' Iike
their overseas counterparts, have been consistent
only in being pragmatic; the names given !o .

administrative- agencies bear no precise relation
to their actual form or function in the political
slstem' " 6

the Government
F-eview, Vol-. 1, 4, 1941."The Paradox of

Administration
2.

3.

4.

C. Herman Pritchett,
Corporation", Public
p. 389.
Trevor Smith, Anti-Politics, Charles Knight, L972, pp' 104-5'

G.W. Jones, Responsibility and GoVernae4' London School of
;;;;;r;I-"" 24 '
R.J. Polaschek, oP- cit., P. 7l'
I.A. WebIeY, oP. cit., P- 39.

5.
6.
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noted that "the degree

corporations maY not be

8.

9.

10.
11.
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the New Zealand State Services has also

of freedorn enjoYed in Practice bY

as great as is sometimes assumed.''/

The general tenor of dissatisfaction with the way in which public

corporations have found themselves subject to governmental controls

and ministerial intervention has tended to discredit the

corporation as a means of finding the "middle way" between private

enterprise and departmental administration' rrrthe middle way' of

the publj-c corporation cannot be maintained in the face of political
apressures."u Jones, for example, argues that the difficulties can

;" resolved only by choosing between giving responsibility for the

enterprise either to the elected authority or to the private

sector:
,,If the latter is chosen then the market will provide
the main disciplines and the enterprise will be
responsible to its customers rf the mai'n
responsibilityisputonanelectedauthority,
political faciors wiff predominate and the enterprise
willbemaj.nlydisciplinedbyvotersandtheir
representatives. " 9

However, it rnust be remembered that Lhe theory of the public

corporation ("the great administrative invention of the twentieth
1ncentury,,--) emerged from a desire to balance a need for cOmmercial

initiative and enterprise on the one hand, and public accountability
freed from the bureaucratization of departmental administration -

on the othet.ll

tlew Zealand: Report of the
, Government Printer, Wellington' June,

1

G.l{. Jones, oP. cit., P- 26-

Ibid (pp. 26-27) .

rbid (p. 26) .

"The underlying reason for the creation of
public corporaiion is the need for a high
boldness and enterprise in the management
an industrial or commercial character and
from the caution and circumspection which
of government departments." - Vl.A. Robson
Nationalised Industry, Al1en, 1952, p' 16'

the modern tYPe of
degree of freedom,
of undertakings of
the desire to escaPe
is considered tYPicaI

The State Services in
ssr-on of Inqui

(ed.1 , Problems of
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The principal values to be promoted by the public corporation
were those of "efficiency" and "economy" : the organisations were
to produce the benefits of the marketr without existing, by and

large, in a commercially competitive environ*ent.,12 Disillusion,
however, stemmed. from the hard lessons of political reality: in
particular, the desire of governments to want to match responsibility
with power. As Trevor Smith points out in regard to public enterprise
in Britain,

"The fiercest battles (between the Government and the
public corporation) have been over prices, a sphere
where ministers have continually intervened and often
overruled the boards. Price increases in transport'
electricity or coal are bound to have an adverse affect
on the Governmentrs popularity; besides this, the fact
that many of them are basic industries means that price
increases have important repercussions throughout the
economy as well as close control over price increases,
capital investment is closely scrutinised by the
Government. This is to some ext-ent inevitable: the
basic nature of the public corporations, especially
those concerned with fuel and power, with regard to the
general economic development of the country' means that
any kind of economic planning depends on them- u 13

It has been shown in previous chapters how the New Zealand

Government was concerned with similar problems i-n respect of the
N.Z.B.C. In sunmary, it can be said that the Corporation 's
"ascribed" autonomy was strongly circumscribed to begin with: its
Act placed a range of important constraints on the Corporationts
operating freedom, as the draft bill drawn up by the Board in 1967

makes c1ear. The N.Z.B.C. $ras required to work within the confines
of a set of lcontextual ends"rI4 including the need to satisfy
the requirements of the State Services Commission in regard to
staffing matters, the need to "comply" with the general policy

12. Says G.w. Jones (op cit., p. 2l-l , "For broad policy they
(the public corpoFEElffis) would follow the minister, bul:
for the managerial efficiency of their operations they
would be responsible to their customers. Political
accountability and managerial autonomy were reconciled to
promote the public interest."

13. Trevor Smith, op. cit.,
"Freedom and the Public
(sydney) r 13, 1954, p.

pp. L06-7. See, too,
Corporation", Public

14. E.C. Banfield, "Ends and Means in Planning", in S. Dlailick
and g.H. Van Ness (eds.), op. cit. " ... the end-systems_of
publi-c organizations are vast[ rnore complex than those of
private ones. COntextual ends, in particular, are far mOre
numerous. A private builder, for example, does not concern
himself with the effect of high-rise construction on birth
rates and famity life, but a public one must" (p. 79).

Leicester Webb,
Administration

103.
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of the Government, the need to comply with the requirements
of the Public Revenues Act 1953, and the need to seek minis-
terial approval for capital expenditure in excess of a certain
sum. Later, the advent of the Broadcasting Authority
represented the imposition of a new set of contextual goals.
These and other statutory constraints helped define the push

and pull that characterised the N.z.B.C. rs struggle for
achieved autonomy.

Yet it would be seriously mj-sleading to see this struggle
principally in terms of, on the one hand, Governmentrs desire
to control the N.Z.B.C. in the broader interests of economic

management, and, on the other hand, the N.Z.B.C. rs desire to
better manage its own affairs (i'e. more efficiently and

economically) without Government, or other external,
interference. (Though this was certainly a matter of much

dissatisfaction on the part of the N.Z.B.C. rs administration,
particularly with the advent of the Authority.) The theory
of the public corporation is concerned not only with welding
commercial efficiency and public accountability, but also
with striking a balance between the latter and other socially
important values. As Webb has put it:

"Another field of usefulness for the public corporation
arises from the requirement that public servants shall
not ...criticise publicly the actions of the policy
of government. That is, departmental administration
is inhe::ently unsuitable for institutions of higher
learning, for research institutions, and for services
such as broadcasting whi-ch are reguired to provide the
community with news services and to promote discussion
of socia-l and political problems."15

Webb goes on to point to an essential difference, at the time
of his writing, between the public broadcasting organisations
of Australia and New Zealand. The former, a public corporation,
was operating "an objective and fairly comprehensive news

service" while the latter (then the N.Z.B.S.) ran a news service
"suspiciously replete with harmless trivialities" and which becalre

"tendentious in times of domestic tension. "16

Webb, op. cit., p. 107.
rbid.

15.
16.
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Webb's example is well placed: news and controversial broad-
casting is an essential part of the "watchdog" and "common carrier"
functions so important in a liberal democracy.IT rt is in this
context that Richard Hoggart speaks of "democratic broadcasting"
which can be distinguished from "state-controlled" and

"commercially-impeIIed" broadcasting. The "essence" of democratic
broadcasting is "the effort objectively to serve as wide a range
as possible of diverse interests."l8 a" he notes, moreover' this
form of broadcasting is "not really loved by establishments and

big battalions, political and commercial, since it has an awkward

independence of them. "19

The essential point is that genuine public service broadcasting,
or democratic broadcasting, must be founded upon an independence
from both political and commercial domination, real and,/or manifest.
Jones, therefore, while correct in asserting that "once an

activity is within the public sector political pressures will push

ministers to intervene"r20 is mistaken in his sweeping "solution".
The "solution", in the case of a public broadcasting organisation,
can be neither an imposition (or re-imposition) of ministerial
control, nor recourse to the market. The former inevitably
undermines the real and manifest independence essential to the
performance of the "vlatchdog" and "common carrier" functionsi
the latter promotes the profit ahead of the service motive, severely

"As service agencies assisting the political process the
news media are useful channels in a massive exchange of
information between government and citizens. For many
purposes they can be considered as tcommon carriers of
information' whose employees need show little concern
about the content of what they carry, except to see that
it conforms to acceptable standards of propriety, fairness,
scope and accuracy. However, the media are also expected
to be guardians of the public welfare, charged with the
responsibility of speaking critically on their audiences'
behalf about the activities of government, and with placing
checks on its scope by drawing attention to important
issues or by threatening to mobilise opinion against it
whenever in their view the situation needs it." L.
Cleveland, The $ttucture and Functions of the Press in New
Zealandr unpubl
Wellington, February, L970, p. 1.

18. R. Hoggart, quoted in E.G. Wedell (ed.), Structures of
Broadcasting, op. cit., p. 99.
rbid.

L7.

19.
20. Jones, op. cit., p. 28.
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the capacity to cater for "as wide a range as

d,iverse interests" (as evidenced, for example' by the

concern over the indirect effects of the N'Z'B'A'rs

webley notes that some New Zealand public corporations have

,,managed to devel0p and retain an image of independence and

specialised status that no other group of public corporations has

been able to achieve."2l The N.z.B.c., however' \^tas not one of

them, for reasons that have been put forward in the preceding

chapters, and for further reasons that are to be suggested in

Part Three. In particular, the development of a genuinely

comprehensive and independent news service depended on the real

and manifest separation of the parent organisation from partisan

political control. Hence, whether by intent or by historical or

political accident, the creation of the N.z.B.C' was essential to

the establishment of the news service. However, little heed was

paid to the peculiar functions of a public broadcasting system

and to the need to enhance the de jure independence of the N'z'B'c'

accordingly. As suggested in chapter 5 (see footnote 37) the

N.Z.B.C. was born amidst little, lf dny, debate about these more

abstract, though crucial, questions'

By the rnid-1960s, the corporation had come to feel most dissatisfied

with its enabling Act. In its view, it was not enough merely to

create a public corporation largely in accordance with statutory

precedent. As McFarlane commented:

2L. Webley, ep:_ r pp. 43-44. Webley refers' il particular'
to.'p'i*.='1,ffi,'."L."o'porations''..Itispertinenttonote,
however, tit.i Hutton (ob. cit.) classifies these bodies as

statutory boards, one oF-tne cnaracteristics of which is
,,adeliberateseparatenessfromthepoliciesof.the
Government especially where boards are dominated by
interest group t"pt.""rr{iti.t""" (p. I0) . Elsewhere (p' 7I) '
he states that "statutory boards 

-... are institutionalised
interest qroups with "on'"id"table 

political power from their
constituents. within each board's limited area there is
almostcompletedelegationofpoliticalpowerf.'o*
Ministers; virtually an abdicition of responsi-bility.''
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"as we (the Board) see it, corporations do not fall
into any definable pattern, and because of the
specialreasonsfortheirestablishment,theyare
essentially individualistic. so far as the Broad-
cast,ing Coiporation is concerned, we feel that
because of the nature of the services it provides,
it should be, and apPear to be' more free than most
from ai-iecl-llinisteiial contror and from public service
associa.tions -"22

As Halperin points out, career officials attach high priority to

controlling their own resources so that these can be used to

support the essence of the organisation.23 The N.z.B'c' asked

Government to amend Section I7, in order to eliminate the need for

obtaining agreement with the state services commission on staffing
)Lmatters.- - It also nade submissions to the 1968 Royal CommisSiOn

of Inquiry into salary and wage Fixing Procedures in the N'z' state

services, arguing that the N.7'.8.C. "must be Seen to be free from

political interference", and stressing the present and anticipated

increased competition for radio and television performerst

administrators, and technicians' and the need to make frequent 
)q,

adjustments to meet changes in an extremely variable industry.''-"

The commission supported the N.z.B.c.'s submissionsr arguing that

Section 17 should be repealedr and that the Corporation should be

trusted to consult the State Services Commission and to exercise

a wise discretion in fixing its salaries and conditions of

employment while maintaining reasonabre co-ordination'26

22. Draft memo from Board to Adams-schneider, circa late L968/
early 1969.

23. M.H. HalPerin, oP. cit,
essence is the view held
organltation of whaL the
should be" (p. 28) .

24. Draft memo from Board to
earlY 1969.

p. 51. "The organization's
Ly the dominant grogP in the
m-issions and caPabilities

Adams-Schneider, circa late L968/

25. Report of the aI Commission on Sala
Procedures .2. State Services t

an

and Wa e Fixin
op. clt., pp. 15

26. rbid. (p. 160)
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However, it was not until L97L that Section 17 was amended in
any $ray: the Corporation was enabled to hire personnel on
contract. This was an addition to the existing provisions which
remained, in themselves, unaltered.27 Another contentious issue
with the Corporation was the mode of payment of the Director-
General's salary. It advocated to the Royal Commission in 1968

that it should be able to fix the salary, rather than having it
appropriated by Parliament from the Consolidated Revenue Account.
According to the Minister, the reason for the Parliamentary
appropriation of the salary was to maintain consistency with the
chief executive officers of such organisations as the State
Advances Corporation and the Waterfront Industry Commission,
whose salaries were reconmended by the Advisory Committee of
Higher Salaries.29 While the Royal Commission was unconvinced of
the need to retain Parliamentary appropriation it did not
consider that "a point has been reached in the movement of broad-
casting away from departmental administration where complete
autonomy in this respect is d,esirable. " If felt the timing of
a change was "properly a matter for negotiations between the
Board and the Minister ..."30 a change was negotiated, the
Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1970 (introduced non-
controversially by way of the Statutes Amendment Bill) providing
that the salary would be paid from the Broadcasting Account at a

rate determined by the Governor-General by Order in Council.3l
(This change may have been precipitated by the fact that, in the
early months of 1970, the Corporation had tried to attract an

overseas replacement for Stringer at a salary of $17r000-the
existing salary for the post was $11r200-but had been thwarted
by the Cabinet Committee on States Serrrj-"es.32)

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

32.

Broadcasting Corporation Arnendment Act 1971, Section 3.
Report of the Royal Commission (above) , op. cit., p. 160.
N.Z.P.D., Vol . 354, p. 4388.
Report of the Royal Commission (above) , op. cit., p. 160.
Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1970, Section 3(1)

28

Reported in the N.Z. Herald, March 2t 1970.
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Clearly, a major determinant of independence for a puUtic
corporation is the availability and source of the finance required
for its purposes. As Peres points out,

"the most desirable leve1 of financial autonomy would be
reached by a corporation with guaranteed sources of
finance, capable of yielding the sums needed for the
corporation's purposes as determined by the corporationts
executive, and with monies held outside the public
account. " 33

Howeverr €rs the N.Z.B.C.'s experience suggests, there is a

paradox here: the more financially self-sufficient the corporation
(as was the N.Z.B.C.), the more the Government may seek to control
its expenditure. In the N.z.B.C.'s case, two reasons were apparent.
Firstly, the dependent nature of the New Zealand economy, and the
imperatives of governmental economic management. Secondly, the
Governmentr s identification with the organisationr s developmental
goals, in particular the expansion of television facilities
throughout the country and the improvement of radio services in
certain at..".34 As shown, far from enjoying autonomy flowing from
its financial self-sufficiency, the N.Z.B.C. was subject to close
control over capital development, and as Stringer has testified
tried to circumvent these constraints whenever possible. (The

Government's concern was probably based not only on the requirements
of general economic management but also on political considerations.
The Corporation's development plan was based on a careful and
detaj-led amalgum of population, financial and technical consider-

35ationsr-- which may not always have coincided with the Government's
assessment of possible political advantage.) More on this shortly.

Arguab1y, there should have been clear limitations on the extent
to which Section 11, in particular, enabled the Government tb shape
the policies of the N.Z.B.C, As the liquor episode showed, a

general provision like Section 11 could enable the Government to

33. Leon Peres, "The Resurrection of
and the Statutory Corporation",
Vol. 27, 4, 1968, p. 364.

Autonomy: Organisation Theory
Public Administration (Sydney),

34. See, for example, The National Party 1966 General Election
Policyr No. 23: " ge
of the country with Television services have been a feature
of our administration. The National Government will continue
this progressive policy".

35. See G.H. Stri-nger, "N.Z.B.C. Earns €,7.2 million - And l4ore
Than Pays its Way", op. cit., p. 11.
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influence programme policy as well. The effect on the operational
autonomy of the Corporation was pernicious. Proqramme matters
could have been specifically excluded from the scope of Section 11.
In 1973, the Labour Government, in abolishing the N.Z.B.C. and
establishing three separate corporations and a broadcasting
council in its pIace, omj-tted any clause such as Section 11 from
the legislation. In 1976, the new National Government, in its
restructuring of the public broadcasting system, reintroduced a
provision simj-lar to the o1d Section 11.36 The new provision,
however, could be considered weaker than the old Section 11

because it required the Corporation to "have regard to" the
general p.olicy of the Government, rather than to "comply wiLh"
that policy. However, as one observer has commented,

"the real danger ofsuch aprovision arises not from the
directions actually given pursuant to it but from its
ad terrorem effect - a certain timidity brought about
by fear of what the Government might do ..."37

The 1976 provision also prevents the Minister giving any written
directive "in respect of a particular prograrnme or a particular

?Q
complaint. "-" Yetr €ls the example of the N,Z.B.C.'s liquor
policy indicates, provisions like Section 11 enable the Minister
to exert influence without having to issue written directives.

It is pertinent to note that the "watered down" version of Section
11 included in the 1976 Act fol-lowed strong objections from broad-
casters and other interested parties against the intention to
reintroduce this type of provision into the legislation.

36. Broadcasting Act 1976, Section ZO(1): "In the exercise of its
functions and powers under this Act, the Corporation shall
have regard to the general policy of the Government in
relation to broadcasting, and shall comply with any
d.irections given by the Minister to the Corporation by notice
in writing pursuant to that policy ..... "
R.S. Clark, op. cit., p. 35.
Broadcasting Act 1976, Section 20 (1) .

37.
38.
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This raises an important point in regard' to the autonomy of a

corporation like the N.Z.B.C. An essential element in promoting

and maj-ntaining de jure and de facto independence is a public

demand Lhat these standards of autonomy be maintained' There is a

need to shape Vickersr "appreciative setting" as to the purposes

of public service (or democratic) broadcasting. The point was

ruefully observed by McFar]ane during the liquor controversy:

"independence has to be earned by acceptance. It does not depend

entirely on legislation and politics, but (atso) on acceptance by

the publi-c." 39 As shown,the retention of the portfolio of broad-

casting did nothing to enhance that acceptance. (Paradoxically,

perhaps, 1961 saw the Minister's title changed from Minister in
Charge of Broadcasting - which had applied since the advent of
full departmental adminj-stration in 1936 to the up-status title

of Minister of Broadcasting- )

It is also necessary constantly to reaffirm the need for politicians

to respect the necessary independence of a public corporation like

the N.Z.B.C. Again, the evidence suggests that too many

politicians were reluctant to do so. For example, McKinnon has

testified that "quite a number of Ministers" 'phoned him with
complaints over particular progfranme matters.40 R'D' Muldoon, then

Minister of Finance, recalls that he "took the (1970 news

"censorship" of him - see chapter 10) matter up with McKinnon and

understood that these instructions were cancelled. u4l

McFarlane has recal]ed a telephone call from the Prime Minister

complaining about a television item with anti-Vietnam War

connotations: "Mr Holyoake maintained that he was calling not as

the prime Minister but as a private citizen.'42 And' two former

editors of the N.Z.B.C.'s news service have recalled personal

telephone calls from the Leader of the opposition, N.E. Kirk'

39. Reported in the N.Z. Herald, July 4, 1968'

40. Reported in The Evening Post, September L4, L972'

4L. Reported in The Eveninq Post, December I0' 1970'

42. McFarlane to writer, June 15, L976'
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complaining of particular news ite*s.43 rt goes without saying

that cabinet ministers and other politicians are as much entitled

to cornplain as anyone else about aspects of broadcasting that

trouble them. Yet they need also to appreciate, perhaps far more

than the ordinary citizen, that the independence of a public

broadcasting system is tenuously maintained, that long-term

democratic values are more important than short-term self-interest'

The same applies in regard to the use of parliamentary questions' t

As shown, early attempts by the Minister to resist questions about

the day-to-day activities of the N.z.B.C. came to nothing' (The

same occurred following the Labour Governmentrs abolition of the

broadcasting portfolio in 1975 - in terms of the Broadcasting Act

Lgl3. Under pressure from the opposition the Postmaster-General-

who, aS originally intended, would answer quesLions ''about

matters of broad financial and t.echnical interest and general

aspects of the activities of the Broadcasting Council and the three

corporations u 44 was obriged to accept guestions on daily

operational matters in his "intermediary" role, in order "to speed

up communication between Parliament and the CorporaLions'"45) At

the heart of this issue is the problem of accountabilityr oII€ that

has been well Put bY Webb:
,,having fenced off the broadcasting authority against
politLcal interference, the public begins to wonder
whether it has not falien inio the opposite error of
divorcingpowerfromresponsibility-andsothereis
a hesitant, partial retuin to l/tini-sterial contro] 

"'46
The principle of accountability to Parliament must apply, but the

operative standard must be that the principle ensures a broader'

more generalized, accountability, such as that envisaqed in 1962

and in Lg75. Of course this distinction will be difficult to

maintain, for the same reasons that the boundary between

43. R.E. Coury to writer, October 8, I975i
I{ay 19 , L97 6 .

P.A. Fabian to writer'

44. The Prime Minister, I^I.8. Rowling' N.Z.P.D. rVol. 397' p' L2L4'

45. rbid.
46. Webb, oP. cit., P. 108.
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responsibility for "policy" and for "administration" is difficult

to determine. However, unlike the experience of the N'z'B'c' '
parliamentary concern with day-to-day operational matters should

be the exception rather than the ru1e. It is a difference of
degree, but a difference whose emphasis makes it, in effect' a

difference in kind. It means that as a trustee for the public

interest the Board must be publicly responsible for its steward-

ship of the organisationb daily actj-vities. (And that, in turn,

requires restraint on S patt as it determines its role @
g!5 the professional staff.) As Tucker has suggested, "an

endeavour should be made at all times to separate ownership from
A

management,,. -7 Otherwise, particularly in regard to parliamentary

questions, there is a danger that Parliament may become "a kind of

shareholders' meeting in continuous session".48 Neither the

imposition of supervisory bodies like the Broadcasting Authority'
nor the regular use of a rninister as a channel of communication

between the Corporation, Parliament and the public are aPpropriate

substitutes for the direct public accountability of the Board

itself. The former is undesirable because it undermines authority
and confuses responsibility; the latter is detr:imental to
organisational independence because it establishes the need to

match perceived responsibitity with actual power'

Clearly, the task of fostering and maintaining independence a

very delicate and complex one - must depend ultimately on the

personalities and attributes of those persons who are key players

in the game. Nevertheless, the task is also dependent on certain
procedural or constitutional arrangements. These are: the

abolition of the ministerial portfolio of broadcasting, with broad

parliamentary accountability retained in the hands of another

minister-for example, the Postmaster-General; a discontinuation
of the use of the appropriate minister as a channel of

47. W.H. Tucker, "Public Control of
public Administration (Sydney),

48. Tucker, op. cit., P. 2I.

StatutorY CorPorations",
Vo1. 13, 1954, P. 20-
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communication between the corporation and Parliament on day-to-

day matters which should be dealt with by direct contact with

the corporation; and a more manifestly impartial and representative

means of appointing Board members'

The corporation, on the other hand, frdY have to pay a price for

its autonomy. As Seidman observes'
,'Autonomy is two-edged. It means not only freedom
from ouiside direction and control, but also
exclusionfromthe'officialfamily.andclose
working relationships with top policy-making
officials. These iirformal aay-to-day associations
afford an official the most flvourable opportunity
to influence policy determinations '" 49

Ialhile it is the broadcaster's responsibility to measure his actions

against the highest standards of objectivity, impartiality, and

fairness, he also has to "obtain and retain official approval ""1 50
protection if he wishes to carry on the business of broadcasting" ''
This problem was illustrated in the I\1.Z.B.C.rs case by its desire

to operate the proposed second television channel. As testified
by McKinnon and Sceats, there was a perceived need to tread a

tightrope between its dependence on Government on the one hand'

and its social responsibilities on the other. l'(oreover, the N'Z'B'C'

had to become a lobbyist for its own interests: according to

McKinnon, h€ had Government members "over for drinks" to try to

impress upon them the strength of the corporation's case for

ownership and operation of a second channel." (In this endeavour

he had support from the Minister of Broadcasting, H.J. walker'

Walker claims that he was able to persuade the Government caucus

to support the granting of the second channel to the ll'Z'B'C'52
The then Prime Minister, J.R. (sir John) Marshall has confirmed

that there was "substantial support" in the Government caucus for
giving the second channel to the N.Z.B.C. It was felt that there

would be insufficient advertising revenue available to render two

49. H. Seidman, "The Theory of the Autonomous Government
Corporation: A Criticil appraisal", Public Administration
Revj-ew, Vo1. 12, No- 2, J-952, P. 94'
Anthony Smith, ,50.

51.
52.

McKinnon to writer, MaY B'

Walker to writer, June 30,

L97 6.
L976.

op. cit., P. 140.
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competing channers economically viable. 53 The Government arso

asked the N.z.B.C. to consider having current affairs programm

on one of the channels contracted out to an independent prodrr""t?4)

The price that the corporation pays for its autonomy must depend

in large measure on whether it is financi-ally self-sufficient or

not. Throughout the period under discussion the b] .z.B.c. was

financially self-sufficient, deriving the bulk of its income from

licence fees and advertising revenue. Like the Ir1.z.B's' before it
(see chapter 4), the corporation had full autonomy in programme

expenditure. Howeverr €IS shown, the Corporation's large capital

development commitments induced Government to retain a firm
measure of control over this aspect of the organisationrs financj'al

management. If Government insists on retaining economic and

financial controls over a self-sufficient corporation then it will

have even more reason to impose control when the organisation finds

it necessary to draw financial resources from the public purse'

This could be seen in L976, when the National Government

reintroduced the broadcasting portfolio. As the new Minister
arqued,

"More than anything else the financial situation
shows why ea-rliament needs to be closely tied
in with wftat is going on in broadcasting' We-

need to have a Minisler, who, day by dty, works
with broadcasting in its interesls " ' It was a

mistake to remove the l{inister."55
By that stage, the capital development commitments of the

public broadcasting system - the introduction of colour

television, and the second channel, the completion of the

television studio and administration complex at Avalon, together

with radio developn'.ent and re-equipping - had raised the

Broadcasting corporation's public debt to $30r900r000-56

Sir John }{arshall to writer, July 6, L976'

See The Evening Post, October 13, I97f'
N.Z.P.D., Vol. 408, P. 4388-

As at l.{arch 3I, L976, the Broadcasting council of New

Zealand had borrowed this amount from the National
Development Loans Account for capital purposes
Anrlual Repor'9 of the Broadcastinq Council of N ' Z ' ,

March 31, 1976.

53.
54.
55.
56.
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This suggests that there is a strong argument in favour of
separating the progranrme functions of the broadcasting system

from those of capital development. In this wdY, any inclination
for a government to use its control over capital development as

a means of infl-uencing progranmes may be obviated. Such a

separation did occur under the L973 legislation which made the

Broadcasting Council - and not the three programme corporations

- responsible for capital works. Under the 1976 Act, however,

the Council's successor - the Broadcastinq Corporation of New

zealand - is the central policy-making body for all public broad-

casting activities.

The idea of such separdtion is implicit in the oft-quoted remark

that "programmes are what broadcasting is all about; the rest is
housekeeping". In Other words, the "essence" of a broadcasting
organisation - to use Halperinrs .ot""pt57 - is programme-making

and presentation. (Whether or not the N.Z.B.C. rs essence was

determined in favour of programming or engineering values will be

discussed in Part Three.) In publicly-owned broadcasting, because

this essence is judged according to such standards as objectivity'
impartiality and the imperative to serve "as wide a range as

posSible of diverse interests", the "normal" values Which

underlj-e the operations of many other pr:blic
corporations, and indeed of commercially competitive broadcasting,
must take second place. fhose values are efficiency and econoilfr

which, unlike the others, are quantifiable and may be applied

readily to capital expansion tasks. One of the major problems of
the N.Z.B.C. was that the Governnentrs rightful concern with
efficiency and economy (economic management) undermined - Qt t at
best, appeared to undermine the N.Z.B.C. rs capacity to promote

the true values of public broadcasting.

It was this tension which nourished the power struggle between the

Minister, the Board, and the Director-General. This, in turn,
impinged heavily on the capacity of the N.Z.B.C.'s leadership to
provide and rnaintain the sense of organisational mission which was

57 . See footnote 23.
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necessary for a newly-established organisation, and one

which - more importantly - was charged with developing a

form of public service (news and controversial broadcasting)

virtually unprecedented in New zealand and bound to have

major political, social and organisational implications.

ThisaspectwillbeexaminedinPartThree.Sufficeit
here, by way of introduction, to make some brief
comparative comments on the N'Z'B'C' and the B'B'C'

Adams-schneider once argued that,
"The U.Z.B.C. has every bit as much independence
astheB.B.c.has'..TheB.B.c.hasacharter
andasSoonaSthatcharterstartstooperate
for a five-year period the parties' the B'B'C'
and the Government, start to argue about the
next charter. The N.?'B'C' has a permanent
charter in the Act. " 58

The Minister went on to point out that in Britain the
postmaster-General had "very definite powers over the

B.B.C." However, this argunr'ent ignored the dif ference

between ascribed and achieved independence' For while

the postmaster-General (the appropriate Minister is now

the Home Secretary) retained strong de iure Powers

over the B.B.C. - he could, for example, veto the

transmission of any broadcast59 - by convention these

were not used. "The broadcasting organisations (B.B'C'

and I.T.A.) are independent and are recognised to be so by

all but a tiny minority of citizens."" Wedell ascribes

the reason for this convention to the fact that Governments

who might be tempted to use these po$ters also recognise

that they will one day be in opposition. (Probably for the

same reason, the Government of New zealand during the

1960s refrained from issuing written directives under

section 11. ) Uowever, this de facto independence was

also achieved through the leadership provided by, in
particular, its first Director-General, J'C'W' (1ater

Sir John, and Lord) Reith.

58. N.Z.P.D.,
59. See E.G.

p. 75.
60. rbid (p.

Vo1. 358, P. 3159

Wedell, Broadcastinq and Public Policv, oP'cit'

76).
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The de facto independence fostered by Rei-thts leadership was later
consolidated by his suecessors. It is beyond the scope of this
thesis to attempt any detailed examination of Reith's leadershipr
or that of his successot=9l Not is it necessarily valid to try
to compare the capabilities and styles of the Directors-General

of the B.B.C. and the N.z.B-C. Differences in the respective

political and social cultures, not to mention organisational

histories, would make this aninvidious task' It can be stated'

however, that in both cases the calibre of the chief executive

was a critical factor in determining the extent to which the

respective organisations could achieve the de facto autonomy

necessary for the fulfilment of the values of public service

broad.casting. As peres argues, following webb,62 the ability of

the executive to preserve (organisational) character "in the face

of critical incidents" depends "exclusj-vely on the competence

and the courage of the men chosen to lead (it)
men who (are) not prepared to trade-off control
over those incentives critical to organisational
character. webb's conclusion may be translatable
into the jargon of^theory, but theory cannot
imProve uPon it."bJ

significantly, the Director-General of the B-B.c. has always been

appointed by the Board of Governors, not by the Government. But

corporate "subordination" to the Board of Governors did not prevent

the Director-General from providing the professional leadership

required for the promotion of organisationaL identity and missio"'64

61. said Reith, in respect of the whitley Document (see footnote
37; chapter 7) z "bi1l I left the B.B.C. this document was

read by Postmasters-General to all governors on appo5-ntment'
As it gave me so much I was able to offer it all back; in
particilar to maintain that the director-general had no-99
iure authority whatever." J.C.W' Reith, 9P' e' p' 156'
fuF-"n authoritative account of Reith's influence on
British broadcasting, see Asa Briggs, The-Higtory=of -Broad-
casting.in the Uni99{-Kingdom, VoIs' I andl II' Oxtorct
University Press, 19br.
Webb, op. cit.
Peres, op. cit., P. 370.

See, for example, Briggs, op. citr; - Anthony Smith' The

Shadow in ttre Cave, oP- cit., P. L44'

62.
63.
64.
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In the N.E.B.C. fs caser Stringer perceived that the broadcastersr

professioaral autonomy, Q.f which he Wag the protectott eras

sreriously endangered b! the unwil,lingness of tJ:e Board to confine

itselfLoi-tsrproper'ro].e.(![herr.asked'rolthisretirement,
vrhether the,N.u.B.c. colrld continue to withstand poli't'ical
pressUres, he responded, "You ask the Chailman that one"'55) BUt

while S,tringrer was a determined. ftghter f,or the protection of
the organisation's BrofessionaL integrrlty, the years of the

N.U.B.,C. were chara,cterised by a faiLure orf. leadership in areas

critical to the ae,hievernent of a stable measure of organisational
autonqmy.

65. SaLient (Victoria Univ'ersity of Wellington), August 51 1970'
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PART THREE : THE PPOBLE}JI OF ADMINISTPATIVE LEADERSHIP

CHAPTER FOURTEEN: Administrative Accountabilit' and Professional

The first major prograrnming decision of the newly-established
Corporation was to set up its own independ.ent and comprehensive

broadcasting news service.l The news service d'eveloped rapidly'
In May, L967, Stringer noted that

"the gfrowth of the news service has been, apart from
the expansion of television over the country, the
most spectacular development in New Zealand broad-
castin-g since the first days of the Corporation.t'2

The development of current affairs broadcasting was more circumspect'

The Corporation decided in 1953 that a series of half-hour studio
discussions on political topJ-cs should be introduced into the

television prografltme schedule. It was stipulated that the series
was "to conclude before the election campaign commences on radio
and television, and that the topics are to be chosen so as to
avoid questions which are like1y to become party issues."3 It was

not until Lg67 that a separate current affairs section was

established by the Irl .Z.B.C. The new section introduced the daily
,'Checkpoint" prograrnme on radio. Prior to that there had been no

daily current affairs programme except for the 1O-minute "News

Review" run by the newsroom. None of the established current
af fairS prggranmes "Point Of View" , t'LOOkOUt", "LOOking at
Ourselves" provided day-to-day comment. In television, the
programme which heralded a more investigative and aggressive

examination of current issues, "GallerY", was introduced in t96B

as a once-weekly look at events in Parliament. The introduction
of a national tink late in Lg6g facilitated "Iive" transmission
of the progranme which was then broadcast twice a week.

I.
2.
3.

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, April 2 and 3, 1962.

Relay, l'Iay, L967 .

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, April 23 and 24, 1953.

Autonomy
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The advent of Corporation control thus coincided with the

emergence of a field of professional broadcasting endeavour

hitherto only weakly established in New zealand. This

factor had important implications for the organisationrs
search for autonomy, for it impinged uPon the interests and

expectations of four principal sets of actors: politicians,
in particular Parliamentarians whose day-to-day activities
would (presumably ) be subject to a more intense public
scrutiny; the top N.Z.B.C. administrators who were responsible

for the manner in which this new professional task was

conducted, and for the reconciliation of a wider range of
organisational objectives; the professional news staff
themselves; and the listenlng and viewing publics'
Relationships between the first two sets have been examined

in Part Two, and the interactions between the public and the

N.Z.B.C.'s administration will be dealt with in Chapter I7.
This chapter examines the tension that existed withj.n the

N.Z.B.C. between the top ad.ministration and the news and

current affairs staff.

It can be emphasised from the outset that relationships
between the top administration and the journalj-stic staff
were continually characterised by a strong sense of mutual

suspicion.

In 1966, the President of the New zealand Journalists'
Association criticised Stringer for his "inability to
grasp the role of journalists in the gathering and dissemination
of information to the public..."4 A university lecturer
charged that if the N.Z.B.C. was not getting directives from

Government then its "timidity was unbelievable". There

was, he claimedra "continuous fight" between producers
and the people above them.' The following year a current
affairs producer announced his resignation from the N.7'.8.C

al1eging,

4. Reported in The PreEE, October 5, 1966.

5. Dr. R.J. Harrison, reported in The Dominign,
october 4, 1966. A senior lecEuiE?-Tnl6Titical
science at the Victoria University of Wellington,
Harrison was a freelance member of the television
current affairs programme, "Compass".
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,.abasiclackofunderstandingofthecreativerole
among N.Z.B-C. executives There is always a

stack ot-suUiectsto do - but getting gpproval and

then organisi.ng them wears one down"'6

In Lgl:, television current affairs interviewer, Brian Edwards'

said he would sack the top echelon of the N.Z.B.C. if he had the

chance:"thepolicyoftheN'Z'B'C'wasnottoinitiate
controversy. ...,,7 The same year, the Radio and relevision

Journalists' Society complained that they were disappointed that

the Corporation had not allowed an N.Z.B'C' journalist to appear

on television with the Minister of Defence to answer the Ministerrs

charge of a,,lack of integrity" in television coverage of the

Vj-etnam War.8 tn Lg6g, a member of the "Compass" team was

dismissed by the N.z.B.c. after refusing to make changes in a

prograrnme script or to "voice" the script after alteratj"ons had

been made by another member of the team.9 rn 1968, a producer of

the radio current affairs programme "Checkpoint" was dismissed

from the N.Z.B.C. after refusing to sever his connection with a

Vietnam conferen"a.r0 rn 1969, another "checkpoint" producer

was publicly involved in a similar dispute with the Corporation'll

As well as these instances, the tension between the journalists

and the admj-nistration was apparent in incidents already mentioned

during the course of this thesis, for example, the Macleod affair'

the ,,Compass" programme on the Broadcasting Authority Bill' and

the rejection of "The Brian Edwards show" pilot progralnme'

No attempt is to be made here to try to evaluate the pros and

cons of these incidents. P.ather, it is argued that this history

of dj-scontent rested on the failure of both groups to understand

the organisational needs of the other. The professional group was

reluctant or unable to comprehend the political and ad'ministrative

constraints acting upon top management; and the management, in turn'

failed to provide a sense of direction which could have established

and sustained the professionals' confidence in the management'

6. Reported in
7. Reported in
8. Reported j-n

9. RePorted in

The Evening Post, September L4, L967 '
The Auckland Star, APril 26, L97L'

The Evening Post, MaY 13' J.97L'

The Dominion, SePtember 20, l-969'

Taylor.
11. Reported in The Sunday Times, August 23,

Barrie Saunders, was required to give up
unj-versity magazine, "Focus" .

1970. The producer,
the editorship of the
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part of the problem was the fact that virtually a1I the journalists

recruited by the Corporation in the formative years of the ne$ts

service vrere from newspapet".12 Al-so, the establishment by this

group of professional identity and standards had to proceed

because of the N.Z.B.C.'s monopoly - within the organisational
context provided by the corporation. This factor may not have

been so important had the N.7,.8.c.'s leadership not been so

apprehensive about the abilities of their news and' current affaj-rs

staff to cope with the demands of broadcasting journalism' something

of a vicious circle existed: the journalists had to try to develop

their professional standarcls within the N.Z.B'C' rs organisational

framework, while the management was acutely concerned about the

possible deLeterious effects on the new organisation of the mistakes

that were likely to be made in the process. As the B'B'C'rs James

Kemp (who examined the N.Z.B,C.rs news service in ]964) commented:

,'I found both (the Director of sound Broadcasting
and the Director of Television) in favour of
broadcastingnewsbulletinsoriginatedbythe.
corporation but understandably apprehensive about
the new venture. The same apprehension I found
among the administrative staff and in both instances
itisobviousthatapprehensionsprangf:omthefact
that broadcasting wai so recently part of the Govern-
ment service l4uch of the apprehension arises
from some of the weaknesses of the existing service
and sprang from sometimes relatively sq11-1' -butimporlant, matters over which news staff had applied,
standards not in keeping with those laid down U{'-119 ..13
implicit in, the Broadcasting corporation Act of I9bI.''

According to Kemp, there were instances which indicated
,,an attitude of mind on the part of the news staff which
ismoretypicalofnewspaperjournalismoftheless
responsible type than of that practised by the
employees of a public corporation"'14

Stringer was largely antipathetic towards the journalists' Tt was

at his request that Kemp was brought to New Zealand and, ds

discussed in chapter 10, the subsequent creation of the post of

controller of News and Public Affairs reflected the Director-
General's lack of confidence i-n the Editor of the News Service'

of course, was a matter of necessity'L2. This,
13. James

p.3.
Kemp, N.Z.B.C. rs

L4. rbid (p. 5 ) .

News Service : RePort and RecommendaLions,
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R.E. Coury, who had gained the job in 1961 on appeal. Stringer

told a meeting of the Central Regrional Programme Advisory Committee

in 1965 that there was a "serious shortage of trained radio news

journarists j-n New zealand. ''l5 This view was shared by waldo

Maguire when interviewed at the end of his yearts secondment to

New Zealand as Controller of News and Public Affairs.I6 L' Stringet's

mind this lack of training posed a threat to the N.z'B'c' He

recalls that there were

"severalreasonsforthebreakdownoftheN'Z'B'C'
Some are constitutional' some are management,

but our biggest programme breakdown was the fact
that we could not develop our own radio journalists'
we were forced to hire newspaper journalists. They
brought with them different- standlrds - the standards
of trre pi-ss Their poor workmanship led to the
N.z.B.C'.-U.i"g caught in the political field "'"17

stringer, in short, was concerned about the problem of journalistic

discretion. The broadcasting administrator shares with the police

administrator the task of trying to control the extent of the

discretion necessarily exercised by the journalist.,working on a
,,story", and by the policeman working on the beat.'" Stringerrs

successor, Sceats, also held serious misgivings about the calibre

and attitudes of the nevrs staff . In his view,
,,the only people the journalists would take any notice of
were th6se christene[ itt printer's ink. 1f I had taken
a course at the Polytechnic in journatism I would perhaps
have been accepted :... Sometimes when I would ask for
information about an item which I might have heard myself
I would be greeted with the question, 'what do you want
to know forir ...The biggest shortcoming of the
journalists was immaturitY' "19

yet despite their misgivings both stringer and sceats also had a

responsibility to try to protect the operational independence of

the broadcasting staff, including - and in particular - the

journarist=.20 The encroachrnent of the chairm.an and

15. l4inutes of central Regional Prograrfine Advisory corunittee,

16. Reported in N.Z. Listener, February 18, L966'

L7. Reported in The Auckland Star, April 26, L97L'

18. See James Q. Wilson, Varieties of Police Behavior' Atheneum'
L974, €sP. PP. 71-5.

19. Sceats to writer, MaY 2L' L976.

20. This, of course, was acknowledged. See Stringer's comments,
especially in chapters 5 and 7. According tO sceats (to
writer, i'ay 2L, tbla,l , "there was no greater_upholder of the
need for j6urnalistic objectivity than myself."
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the Board was, dS Shown in Part Two, a major source of tension

between stringer and his corporate superiors. Ironically' however,

the journalists did not respect either stringer or sceats as

professional broadcasting colleagues. To use Peabody's terminolagY'

both men enjoyed the authority of position in reqard to the
2L

journalistic staff, rather than the authority of competence'

Neither were r ot had been, journalists themselves' stringer' in

particular, had always been an administrator, and had not been

closely identified with the efforts of J.H. Hall and J'H'E' Schroder

two journalist -administrators to establish broadcastingrs own

news service (see Chapter Two) ' His propensity' therefore' to

identify himself as the "editor-in-chief" tended to exacerbate

the antipathy that existed between himself and the journari=t='22

(According to string€f, the responsibility for ensuring that the

Corporation's statutory obligations were carried out in regard to

news and public affairs rested

"fairly and squarely on the Director-General, in his

""pa"-ity 
u= iditor-in-chief on highIy important

mattersitisnotonlytheright,buttheduty,of
the Director-General- Lo satisfy himself that the
itemwillbebroadcastinwhatheregardsaSthe
correct form. "23)

Stringer's desire to retain for himself an operational editorial
function - for example, any current affairs progranmes on broad-

casti-ng matters or containing pre-General Election comment had to

be referred to him personally before being broadcast24 - was

2L. R.L. Peabody, "Perceptions of organizational Authority : A

Comparatin"' a""fysis;', Administritive Science Quarterly,
March, L962.

22. According to the then llditor of current Affairs, B'G' Broad-
head (to writer, August L2, Lg76) his staff was continuously
suspicious of the hlerarchy: "the smell of political pressure
was alwaYs Present".

23. Relay, February, 1965. See, too, similar comment by Stringe\,
ffii"a in the N.Z. Herald, O"toU.t 4, 1966. The concept of
,,Editor-in-Chief " was ilorrowed f rom the B. B . C. : "Reith I S

original concept provided for the devolution of power from- the
Director-General downwards in the same manner as that in which
the Director-General expected the Governors to devolve power

to him. 'Just as the G'overnors had de jure authoritY. ""1 :h:
Director-General de facto power in-the structure ot tne IJ''E 'u'
as a whole, so the Dlrectoi-C"tt"tal had de iife authority anq
the contioirers de r"clo power, in the inE-eri-al workings of the
administration. "' - E.G. i,ledell, Broadcasting and Public
Policy, oP. cit., P. 145.

24. B.G. Broadhead to writer, August L2, L976'
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perfectly rational when viewed in the light of the pressures that

were operating on him. His principal shortcoming was not that he

mistrusted the journalists (this may or may not have been well-

founded) but that he failed 'to establish adequa.te cred.ib-

ility in the eyes of a growing professional group whose apprecj-ation

of what was required of organisational leadership was far more

narrowly defined than, of necessity, was his own' Thus, just after

the corporation had taken its decision to establish the news service'

he publicly countered any expectation that there would be a new

freedom under the N.Z.B.C. He did not agiree that controversy was

at its best on the air: in many respects he thought the written

word was a better vehicle for the clash of issues than the spoken

one.
"we have more controversy on the air already than any
other country in the vrorld', for the simple reason
that we broadcast Parliament' Most things of public
importance are pretty well argued there '"25

Such comment displayed no appreciation of the particular strengths

of either television or radio as media for the airing of public

issues. Nor could it have helped to promote the journalists'

confidence in their chief executive. Two years later, stringer

commented publicly that he "made no apologies for the fact that

whenever we're in doubt about a particular proqranme we play it

safe .,,26 ,,play it safe" meant, in particular, an ultra-cautious
interpretation of the statutory obligation to preserve "a proper

balance" in progt.*"=,27 an interpretation which could be seen -
as in the Bick affair - to enable interested parties to exert, in

effect, a veto over particular progr^*"='28 According to Stringer'

25.
26.
27.

Reported in the N.Z. Listener, May 4, L962'

Reported in The Evening Post, June 3, L964'

Broadcas , section l0 (2) (b) ' See
+L.Cleveland,T'TheN.z.uas-sl,t-ed-iaSystem:ProblemsofBroad.-asting", poiiticar scierlcg, VoI' 22, No' 1' 1970 (9=p:

;;:iz1aglffiiscussionoftheN.z.B.C.|sinter-
ii"t.tion of its responsibilities under Section 10.

2g. In octoberr!966, a television "Compass" programm-er investigating
possiblepricerisesthatwouldresultfrorrrthechanqre-overto
decimal currency' was p"=tpo"ed by the Director-General (until
a date beyond the NoveirU"r- General Election) because represent-
atives of the Decimal currency Board were not available to
present their views. (The under-secretary of Finance' R'D'
Muldoon,argiuedthathehadbeenunabletoappearonthe
proqranme b6cause there was a pre-election ban on the appearance
of candidates on television. i:{or did he feel able to authori'se
any of the D.C.B- offi-cers to apPear in his place') The

proaucer of "compass"r.Gordon Bi;k, resigned from the N -z.B.c.
in protest at tha aecisionl--claimi"g-ii-t.sulted from political
interference.
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it was all very well to argue that the N.z.B.C' was too timid in its

approach to controversial broadcasting:rB"t "you lead with the

Director-Generalts head on your plate.''-

sceats, in similar veinr w€rs disturbed during the I960s by a

belief amongst many staff that constitutionalty the N '7"8'C' was

entrenched, that compared with the days of departmental administ-

ratj-on, the Corporation could operate beyond the reach of the

politicians. sceats saw that this was an erroneous view: "the

corporation was a creature of statute. As such, it could be

abolished by the stroke of a pen.''30

This was the reality with which both stringer and sceats had to

live. Their accountability naturally bred circumspection' The

problem has been well put by one writer on Parliamentary democracy:

"civi1 servants cannot afford to be imaginative or
enterprising, because they must always be-prepared
foraparliamentaryquestiononanydecision9h"y
make,andaretheretoreencouraqedtobecautious
and hide-bound. Accountability is a form of quality
control. We avoid the really bad, but have to forego
the reallY good."31

It can be argued of course that this need not be the case: indeed,

effective administrative leadership demands a continuing

reconciliation between the pressures of accountability and the

need to adjust the "appreciative setting" within which legitimate

action is understood. h the case of the N-Z.B.C' this

capacity for leadership was lacking. The five adninistrators who

were in critical leadershio posit.ions vrere all
long-standing public servants. Apart from stringer, there were.

sceats, who was Director of sound Broadcasting, then Deputy

Director-General, then Director-General; N.R. Palmer, fOrmerly

the N.z.B.S.'s Assistant chief Engineer, then the N.z.B.C' rs

Director of Television, and later a Regional and an Executive

Directorr M.A. Rickard, who was Head of Sound Programmes' then

29. Stringer to writer, July 13, 1976'

30. Sceats to writer, MaY 2I, 1976'

3I. J.R. Lucas, Democracy and Participation, Pelican, L976, p' 84'
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Executive Director with overall (radio and telev'ision) programme

responsibility; and T.F.A. Shankland' a form'er radio station

manager under the N.z.B.s. ' who became controller of Television

progranmes under the corporation. Importantly, they had all been

officers in a broadcasting organisation which, until L962' had not

had within its ranks a large body of journalists whose professional

values could be expected to conflict with the imperatives of

bureaucratic control. As Lucas comments'
..Apermanentofficialinapositionofpowerhasbeen
afull-timeofficialforaverylongtime.andhas
succeeded in the race for promotion largely by virtue
of inteinatizing official lttituaes of mind with
exceptionalsuccess.Itisdifficultforhimtosee
thingsfromanoutsider'spointofviewortoremember
whatitwaslikenottot<n.owallthethingsofficials
know ." 32

Serious tensions between the administration and the journalists

appeared. early. Searching for professional identity and recognition'

the journalists in 1963 formed the Radio and Television Journalists'

society. The new body did not wish to be represented by the Public

Service Association, but wanted the N.Z. Journalists' Association

to be recognised as the negotiating body on staff conditions for

broadcasting journalists. The Corporation did not tgt"t'33 The

administration, undoubtedly conscious of the potential problem of

having to deal with a whole host of separate staff qroups,

preferred to view the journalists as ordinary staff members' subject

to normal control procedures. This was a reasonable attitude

viewed in light of the "owner's" right to hire and fire' But it

stressed accountability based on hierarchical control rather than

on professional integrity,34 and thus drew the battle lines between

the journalists and the administration'

rbid (p. 145) .

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute , February 15 and L7' 1965'

Says V.A. Thompson (Modern osggnisatign., Knopf ! .L96+' p' 6) :

,,. . . modern bureaucracy attEffiffi_specialization into
the older hierarchical framewbrk. The fitting is, more and

more difficult. There is a growing gap between the right to
decide, which is authority, ind the power to do' which is
specializea aUiLity. Thi; g;p is gr6wing-because technological

"irrrrg., with resuliing incr6ase in specialization, occurs at
a faster rate than t,he changes in cultural definitions of
hierarchical roles. This situation produces tension and the
unwillingness to co-operate. "

32.
33.
34.
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The administrationrs attitude towards the journalistsr proposals

was, in fact, consistent with its inclination to ensure control

by stressing what IVI.P. Smith calls the "be a team player"
?5strategy.rs The Director-General's monthly message to staff'

conveyed in the house magazine Relay, contained frequent

references to the notion of an organisational team. For examplet

"By 'broadcasters' I mean all who work for the N.z.B.c"
i-nwhatevercapacity.Whetherwebeprogralnme
officers, tech-nicia-ns, announcers, typists, accounts
staff, radio and Lelevisj-on journalists, administrators,
or fill any of the other roles that are too numerous
to mention here - we are all broadcasters by virtue
of our membership of this big and influential and
important 'body corporate'. For our own sakes we must
aliays think oi ourlelves in these terms. We must not
only-do our own jobs well but also relate them to the
activities and oiganisatj-on as a whole""'36

This is a unitary conception of the organisation which stresses '
in effect, the managerial need for certainty and control over the

professional demand for autonomy. Unsurprisingly, the "team"

perspective was not shared by a1I staff. In August ' 1964,

Stringer complained in Re1ay that he was "concerned about

recently published material which carries evidence of careless

oIrI|msorrytosdY,downrightdisloyal-talkfrom.N.z.B.c.
sources. " Staff were reminded of their obligatfons under Clause 5

of the Staff Contract.3T According to both Stringer and Sceats'

such instances were not rare. stringer has maintained that journ'

alists were the main source of published materj-al that was detri-

mental to the N.z.B.c. rs image and to its political relationships'
In particular, Lhe Bick affair received prominent newspaper coverage

because, in stringer's view, broadcasting and newsPaper j"":""t::;=

were in daily social contact: "they all used to drink together.|'--
Sceats has referred to staff members "selling out" on the N'Z'B'C:9

35. M.p. Smith, "Barriers to organizational Democracy in Public
Administraij-on", Administralion and..Socigty., Volt 8, No. 3,
Lg76. According tegy is commonly
used to "op- wiifr "threatening internal innovationsrr - in
this "-="r'th" 

growth of news and' cuyrent affairs broad-
casting: - and itresses the need for internal loyalty.

36. Rlrlay, October, 1963-
37. nefay, August , L964- Clause 5 of the Staff

ETbfTed t[e unauthorised disclosure by staff
about the N .Z .8.C. 's af f airs.

38. Stringer to writer, October '7, f 975.
39. Sceats to writer, MaY 2I, L976.

Contract pro-
of information
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Journalists' grievances mentioned in this chapter do suggest that

they generally received a sympathetic ear from their newspaper

colleagues. But it is doubtful whether these difficulties could

ever have been overcome simply by managerial insistence on a
,,tight ship". The problem was more deep-seated, stemming from'

on the one hand, the leadership's responsibility to define the

public interest - as it was reguired to do by the Act - and, on

the other hand, from the journalists' preoccupation with their

professional standards and norms. This dilemma vras apparent in

the Bick affair. The Director-General was preoccupied with the

statutory need for "balanced" progralnmes, an objective which' it

was determined, would appropriately be served by having "ba1ance"

within programmes rather than over a period of ti-me' The Director-

Generalrs interpretation of how best to Serve the public interest

may have been too cautious; but it was, nevertheless, his

responsibility to make that interpretation - irrespective of how

he might make it. On the other hand, the journalists were concerned

with the professional values of a "good story", particularly one

which - as they saw it - would serve the public interest by being

screened immediatelY, with "balancingf" comment to be supplied

later. They also defined the issue in terms of the traditional

values of press freedom, values vrhich in this case could justly

be seen to conflict with the statutory responsibirities imposed

upon the N .2.8. C. ' s management.

There is little doubt that this major public conflict was intensi-
fied by the fact that stringer found it difficult to empathise

with the perspectives brought to bear by the journalists' He

lacked confidence and trust in them, in large part because he

vras unable to understand their professional expectations ' The

fundamental problem for the N.z.B.c. was one which, ds Thompson

and others poinL out, impinges upon administrators in an increasing-

ly professionalized occupational environment : in short' organisa-

tional control versus professional ",1to,'o*y'40 
Burns has observed

40. see, too, A.W. Gouldner, "cosmopolitans and Locals"' op' cit';
and P. BIau and W-R. Scott, oP' cit'
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the same difficutty in the case of the B.B.C. He notes that
the increasing salience of professional occupations marks

"the transition of broadcasting from an
occupation dominated by the ethos of public
service, in which the central concern is with
quality in terms of the public good, and of
public betterment, to one dominated by the
ethos of professionalism, in which the central
concern is with quality of performance in terms
of standardsof appraisal by fellow professionals;
in brief, a shift from treating broadcasting as
a means to

As M.P. Smith comments, public managers feel contrained to
satisfy a multiplicity of needs, for example,

"the need to secure execuLive and legislative
support; the need to deal with the scrutiny
of the mass media; the need to establish
working clientele relationships with organised
interest groups; the need to deal with a
variety of unorganized demands ."42

This was especially true in the case of the high-profiled
N.Z.B.C., which was simultaneously responsible fot, among other
things, extending the recently-introduced television service
throughout the country, establishing a degree of political
independence where none had been seen to exist before, and

developing a comprehensive news and current affairs service,
and which sought also to acquire control of the proposed second

television channel. Clearly, the conflict which could grow out
of these simultaneous objectives placed considerable demands on

the organisationrs leadership. The tensions created by these
objectives both induced and were exacerbated by the triumvirate's
power struggle described in Part Two.

4L. Tom Burns, op. cit., p. 1-25.

42. M.P. Smith, op. cit. , p. 289.
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From the perspective of administrative leadership the efforts

oftheN.z.B.C.'stopmanagementweregrosslyinadequate.
The tension among the imperatives of hierarchical control, the

need to serve a multiplicity of objectives, and the impulse

towards professional autonomy must, ds Barnard suggests, b€

mediated by the inculcation of organisational Purpose

(Selznickrs mission). According to Barnard'

'.willingnesstocooperatecannotdevelopwithout.an
objective of cooperation The necessity_of.having
a purpose is axibmatic, implicit in the words rsystemr,

'coordinationr, 'cooperation' .... A pYrpose does not
incite "oop"r.iive 

altivity unless it is accepted.by ,,43
those whose efforts will constitute the organization.''

The appeals for teamwork were empty without the inculcation of

a belief in the purposes of such cooperation. As Barnard suggests'

loyarty cannot be bought; it must be earned.44 However, the

difficulty was that, in general, broadcasting staff find their

gratifications in individual or small-group expression rather

than in membership of a vast impersonal team. (Picard haS

depicted the value system of such people in the following terms:

imagination and instinct; intuition on the spur of the momenti

impulses - automatic responsei individual choice; freedom from

all constrainti hiqhly indiviilual and involving emotions

personal work; and independence and freedom of actiot''45) Thus'

43.
44.
45.

Chester I. Barnard, oP- cit., P' 86'

Ibid (pp. 220-2L).
Laurent Picardr "Managlement Problems
Combroad (Commonwealth Broadcasting
frIfrffit., L975, p. 4.

in Broadcasting",
Association, London)
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task of instilling a sense of purpose within the N.Z.B.C.
both more necessary and more difficult.

The N.Z.B.C.'s top management responded to the difficulties in a

manner that tended to be "bureaupathic" ( "excessive aloofness,
ritualistic attachment to routines and procedures, and resistance to
change (and) a petty insistence upon rights of authority and

AAstatus "'") , rather than aimed at mod.ifying the internal
appreciative setting in order to establish a sense of organisational
direction blending the organisational goals of public service with
the journalistsr professional values and expectations. This
represented a failure to promote what Clark and Wilson caII
purposive incentives. These are

"intangible (and) are to be found in the
suprapersonal goals of the organisation
The end system is deeply impticated in the
incentive system of tne-association ."4'7

This failure was apparent not only in the empty concern for team-
work (backed up by reminders about provisions in the Staff
Contract), and in Stringer's inclination to stress his role as

"editor-in-chief", but, more importantly, in the administration's
propensity to adopt a formalistic interpretation of the N.Z.B.C.'s
purooses. Little attempt vras made to translate the
slrmbolic categories of "good tastet', "decency", "proper balance",
"impartlality", and "the public interest'n into an explicit
philosophy which drew its strength from an appreciation of the
complexities of the organisatj-on's social responsibilities. (at
least this was so until about L970r ds will be shown in the next

46. V.A. Thompson, op. cit., pp. 152-3.
47. P.B. Clark and James Q. In7i1son, "Incentive Systems : A Theory

of Organisations", Administrative Science Quarterly, VoI. 6,
1961r pp. L29-L66. a in this
paper the word purposes refers to explicitly stated sub-
stantive goalsr-ilffi-are suprapersonal (i.e. they will not
benefit members directly and tangibly) and which have non-
members as their objects It will be noted that purposes
are heavily future-oriented It is also important to
distinguish between the incentive provided by loyalty to an
organization (as a concrete entity) and the incentive provided
by belief in the organization's purposes. The former (which is
often consciously fostered) is here regarded as a solidary
incentive. Loyalty to an organization's purposes is certainly
analytically distinct from loyalty to the actual organization.
In many cases it is also concretely distinguishable as when'
for example, people choose to leave an organization which they
believe is no longer fulfilling its ostensible purposes."
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chapter.) Instead, the Act was referred to as though the rneaning

of these concepts was self-evident and not susceptible to
differing interpretation". 4B

Both the then Editor of N.Z.B.C. Current Affairs, B.G. Broadhead,

and the then producer of the television current affairs progralnme,

"Gallery", D. Monaghan, have confirmed that little guidance was

given by the top executives as the guiding operative principles of
current affairs broadcasting were developed.49 This shortcoming
could be accounted forr ds already suggested, by the fact that
none of the top personnel (apart from the seconded $7aldo l{aguire}
had any journalistic background. Beyond that, however, it reflected
a more fundamental intellectual insecurity. Holcroft has carrtured
this in his description of Stringer:

" (he) never ceased to learn; he was in touch with
good minds, and he absorbed an aura of wisdom, even
if he did not always get the substance Yet
he had a firm grip of affairs He knew the
practice and skills of broadcasting, and knew them
thoroughly; but he was less at home in that shadowy
region where practice leans upon values and skill
becomes an art. "50

48. See, for example, Relay, Novembe-5r L970, in which Sceatsr
speech ont'violence-on Television" is recorded: "The
N.Z.B.C. regards the whole question of taste in a most
serious 1i9ht. fndeed it is required to by Act of
Parliament (it) is required to ensure that 'nothing
is includedr..." etc. See, too, N.Z. Herald of March 15'
I972rin which Sceats refers to the-@ffion's "statutory
obligations" in defence of a decision to ban references to
political topics on "talk shows" during an election year.
fn the Timaru Herald, of January 2L, 197I, the Public
neIatio@justifyingeditoria1contro1within
the N.z.B.C. commented that "this vetting process is always
necessary to ensure that the provisions imposed upon the
N.z.B.C. under Section 10 of the Broadcasting Corporation
Act are not contravened." l{ajor-General l{cKinnon replied to
National Party allegations of prograrnme bias by asserting that,
"The N.z.B.c. is required by law to maintain a balance and
impartiality in its programmes". (N.Z.B.C. press release,
July 26, 1970.) The Public Relations l4anager in a statement
of September 1, 1972, pointed out to the Editor of the Waikato
Times that, "the N.z:e.C. operates under the provisionsffiE
Bfficasting Corporation Act which lays down statutory
obIigations.... in particular Section 10, subsection (2)...."
It is noteworthy that even at this late stage in the N.Z.B.C-rs
existence the Act remained a principal device for self-
justification.

49. Broadhead to writer, August 12, 1976; Monaghan to writer,
July 15, L976.

50. M.H. Holcroft, P.eluctant Editor, op. cit., p. 188.
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l,loreover, and importantly, stringer "was not really articulate '
and public speaking was obviousry painfur for him. *51 oE, in

Stringer,s own words, uI am a sportsman, not an intellectual ...52

Sceats, PerhaPs
the journalists-

more so than Stringer' was antipathetic towards

Kemp noted in his rePort that.'
,,TheEditorcomplainedofinterferenceinthe
News Service by the oirector of sound Broadcasting.
He felt strongiy that there was some interference
with rris-eait6riar judgements and controls of
staff - that he as nai[or \^tas not given the :i1!""
whichhefeltwasessentialtothepropercarry]-ng
out of his duties.''53

According to sceats, the biggest problem with the journalists was

their immaturity. He was ill at ease with the changing social

and political attitudes of the 1960s. It was' for him, a time of

"therevoltofyouth;youthforyouthtssake"'$lisdom'
expressed through the intuition of experience became' in his view'

unjustly downgraded. This belief strongly coloured his attit'ude

toward.s the journalistic staff '

Sceats, capacity to lead was diminished by the increasingly

executive.role adopted by the Board. But McKinnonr 3s virtually

a full-time chairman, displayed little inclination or ability to

fill the leadership vacuum. As a former army officer he had an

imageproblemamongthejournalistswho,accordingtoformer
Editor, p.A. Fabian, tended to stereotype him as a pro-National

party, conservatively-minded sold.ier.54 In their eyes he lacked

credibility as the head of a public broadcasting corporation'

(Thisimagewasnotconfinedtobroadcastingjournalists:the
Editor of The Tablet commented in a public exchange with McKinnon

that,

51. rbid.
52. Stringer to writer, July 13' L976'

53. The KemP RePort, oP. cit', P' 5'

54. Fabian to writer, MaY L9, L976'
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,,Instead of trying to confine The Tablet to barracks,
the Geneiaf a-na fiis subalterns ffiE better
advised Lo look hard at whether the Board is
meeting (its) responsibilities and giving
leadership and support to the very fine body of
i""t""ri"i= and br-oadcasters Yh?.Ptkt up the
irorking echelon of the N 'z 'B'C' ")f,

Their bureaupathic tendencies suggested that the N 'z'B'c.|s
top administrators were unable to grasp the distinction between

de jure and de facto authority (authority of position and authority

of competence), that they failed to see that "the power resources

of an administrator or an agency are not disclosed by a legal

search of titles and court decisions or by examining approPriations

or budgetary al1otments,u56 and that they did not understand that'

as selznick points out, the critical task of leadership is the

promotion of "key values" to transform the organisation - a

technical device - into an institution valued not just for what

it does, but also and primarily for what it is'57

The Macleod affair is one case that illustrates the failure of

leadership.AsshowninChapterl0,Macleodlsresentementat
the chairman's apparent inability to respect his (Macleodrs)

professional integrity led to the final (bureaupathic)

insistence by the Board that it stand on its rights and fire

the Editor.

The case, however, also illustrates the problem of organisational
,,bureausis", which was the obverse side of the coin of failed

leadership.Thompsondescribesbureausisasfollows:
"Withintheorganisation,thebu:eauticmanifests
suspicioosnesi of the motives of others. People are
Ioutt"-g"thim'....Hecannotunderstandthereasons
tor many'i"gnr.tions and procedures' does not^bother
to familiarise himself witfr them, and constantly
violates them... He insists on personalizing alI
relationsnips. To him the organisation is a great
baLtlegro.,,,.dbetweenhisfriendsandhimroDtheone

55.
56.
57.

The Tab1et, JanuarY 10' 1973'

Norton Long, oP. cit.
P. Selznick, oP. cit.
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side, and rthe restf, his enemiesr orr the other.
He tends to lose sight of the organisation as an
instrument for accomplishing goalsr €IS a structure
of instrumental functions and relationships. "5S

Macleodrs intense suspicion of the Corporation's hierarchy may

be seen, dt least in partr &s a bureautic response. It epitomised
the tension that may often be found between the administrator and

the professional. As Blau and Scott point out, the higher the
professional commitment the greater the propensity to deviate from
administrative ruLes and proc.drr"=.59 And the greater, perhaps,
the tendency to respond bureautically to the imperatives of
administrative control. Sceats, for one, encountered this
difficulty among the journalists:

"There's a fraternalism among journalists that
automatically suspects those in positions of
authority But when something goes $rrong
and there is a breach by a journalist, itrs
not the journalist who carries the can but the
administrator. And if the administrator sees
something that is goi-ng to happen and has the
temerityr ds far as the journalist is concerned,
to ask how it is going to be handled, he would
be accused of interfering. But when the thing
does blow, the administrator has to defend the
people who object to you protecting them before
the event occurs."60

If the N.Z.B.C.rs leadership was unwilling or unable to understand
the expectations of the journalists then the converse was also true.
There is little or no evidence to suggest that the journalj-sts were
even aware, for example, of Stringerrs efforts to resist the
encroachment of the Board. While this struggle might to some

extent have been motivated by considerations of personal power

and status, j-t was nevertheless considered by him to be essential
to the preservation of the professional integrity of broadcasting
staff. Indeed, it was ironical that Stringer, his mistrust of the
journalists' competence enhanced by the Kemp Report, was trying in
effect to protect the journalists from themselves, knowing that
the Board was seeking to pay closer attention to the news service.

58. V.A. Thompson, op. cit., pp. 175-6.
59. P. Blau and W.R. Scott, op. cit.r pp. 72-74.
60. Sceats to writer, I{ay 2I, 1976.
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The tension that inevitably exists between a broadcasting
administration and its creative staff is potentially a

positive force. Under conditions of bureaupathology and

bureausis, however, it becomes negative, destructive of staff
and public confidence in the organisation - orr in Selznickrs
terms, d.estructive of the process of institutionalization.
This destructive potential is reflected in evidence given to
the L976 Parliamentary Select Committee on Broadcasting by the
New Zealand Television, Radio and Screenwritersr Gui1d. It
saw the former N.z.B.C.rs administratibn as

"an administration peopled by men who had not,
in their entire 1ives, made a television progranme

For all its faults, the creation of two
television channels and Radio New Zealand produced
a less tinid broadcasting service. It did one
other marvellous thing: because we do not fire
people in this country for incompetence, it deftly
moved the old N.Z.B.C. administration into the
Broadcasting Council, where their impotence became
a virtue, not a vice, and for the first time in the
broadcasting history of this country prografimes
became more important than accountants or public
service time-books There is simply no future
for writers or anybody else who cares about broad-
casting in a system run by accountants, poJ-iticians,
or an old guard N. z.B.C. administration. "61

This presents only one side of the story. The negative tension
between the N.Z.B.C.'s administration and its journalistie staff
stemmed as much from the failure of the latter to understand the
responsibilities of and pressures acting upon the formerr ds from
the administration's insensitivity towards the professional
perspectives of the broadcasters.

Programme-making has not, probably cannot, acquire the hallmarks
of the "hard,er" profes"io.r=r62 but the drive towards professional-
isation has long since been -pp.r"rt.63 As Antony Jay points out,

61. Quoted in N.Z.P.D., VoI. 408, p. 4424.
62. Especially the lengthy training in a body of specialized,

abstract, knowledge See W.J. Goode, op. cit.
63. See Tom Burns, op. cit., esp. pp. L22-32.
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"when you have any new skiIl or any new intellectual
area to explore, a creative area, a number of people
can acquire a sort of private skill of a high order
so that if it i-s to be passed on it's somehow got to
be formulated into a body of accepted knowledge
Programme dialogue is the process by which individual
intuitj-on and private feeling, seat of the pants eAinstincts, pass into a corpus of knowledge and practice."-=

Not only may such professionalj-sation bring with it the bureau-
pathology which results from its exclusion of the non-specialist
administrator, but it may also blind the professional group to
its public responsibilities, as Burns suggested above. The group
tends to become insulated, not just within the organisation of
which it is a part, but also within society. (As Mosher makes
clear' the whole process of governmental professionalisation is,
from one point of view, a problem of securing responsiUifity.65)
C1ear1y, this is potentially dangerous in the case of a public
broadcasting orqanisation because its responsibilities directly
impinge on the effective working of a democratic society. The

Times of London has captured the essence of the difficulty:
"... television producers and interrogators tend to
have certain characteristics i-n common: their views
converge on the area labelled rprogressive'; they
recognise the value of novelty; they sniff at things
official or established; their generous impulses
concerning the downtrodden and unfortunate suffer
littte constraint; they see it as part of their
mission or part of the satj-sfaction of their work to
rouse dogrmatic sl-umberers and unsettle bourgeois
habits of mind... There is a type of television person
just as there is a-type of naval officer, car salesman,
and barrow-boy. . .'bb

Over-cautious and bureaupathic the N.Z.B.C. administrators might
have been; but they were also aware of the dangers of the
journalists becoming something of a Iaw unto themselves. For
example, Sceats claims that certain journalists, both within and
outside the N.Z.B.C. were anti-Springbok tour activists during
the course of their duties.67 McKinnon, too, has made the same

64. Antony Jay, quoted in J. Bakewell and N. Garnham, The New
Priesthood:BritishTe1evisionToday,A11enLane,w

65. F.C. Mosher, Democracy and the Public Service, Oxford
University Press, 1968, ih:-2.

66. Quoted editorially in The Press, I'tay 13, 1970.
67. Sceats to writer, May 2I, 1976.
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"I.im.68 The former Director of Television, N.R. Palmer, claims
that on one occasion a television news crew painted anti-Vietnam
War slogans on a waII in Wellington, and then filmed them for use

in a bu11etin.69 Such claims are not easy to substantiate; but
the fact that they are made helps explain the suspicion which
coloured the administrationrs attitude towards the journalists.
This suspicion was enhanced by the Bick affair during which the
Chairman of the N.Z.B.C., C.A. McFarlane, crj-ticised the crusading
zeal of the central fj-gure in the coRtroversy.To rn addition, a

current affairs staff member was reprimanded for allowing her name

to be used in an anti-springbok tour advertisement, and for
stating publicly that her views were shared by other staff *"*b"t"Jl
And, as mentioned, another person resigned from the same section
after he had publicly involved himself in the organisation of an

anti-Vietnam War conference. A11 these instances were, with much

justification, interpreted by the administration as breaching
the N.Z.B.C.'s responsibility to sustain (and be seen to do so)

impartiality in its information programmes.

It is, however, too facile to suggest that with a greater degree
of mutual understanding and tolerance much of the negative
suspicion between the two groups would have dissipated. The
problem ran deeper: it had its roots in a certain lack of self-
confidence on the part of an administration faced with the complex
task of grappling with conflicting organisational purposes,
especially those of capital development and news and current
affairs broadcasting. What was required - particularly in respect
of the latter - was an understanding of administration as a

68. IvlcKinnon to writer, February 15, 1977.
59. N.R. Palmer to writer, June 30, L976.
70. Said McFarlane in a speech to the N.Z. Insititute of

Public Administration, Dunedin, October Il, 1966:
"Mr Bick proclaims a belief in the law of the jungle,
that he detests the Welfare State, and that he is a
crusader at heart As a self-appointed unofficial
opposition to Her ltajestyrs Government he apparently
thinks he had the right to employ the facilities
available to him within the Corporation to advance
his crusadj-ng aims".

7I. Memos from Editor, Current Affairs, to S.J. Kedgley,
May L9, 1970 and May 22, 1970.
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facilitative rather than a controlling function, ds a positive
rather than a negative influence on the purposes of the
organisation. As a former Director-General of the B.B.C.
has said,

"the only way of exercising control is to proceed by
persuasion and not by written directives; by
encouraging the programme staff immediately
responsible to apply their judgements to particular
problems, within a frameworl oi general g,r-id.ttce."'12

Or, as put by a former B.B.C. Director of Television Programmes'

"the function of the administrator (is) allowing the
producer's voice to sing most clearly and most openly."73
Both Stringer and Sceats have echoed those sentiments. The

latter was strongly of the opinion that "great sensitivity"
was required in handling professional broadcast"t=.74 The

former, dt the time of his retirement, commented that the
Director-General's job was "to make sure that the house-
keeping is a service to the creatj-ve people what I have

wanted to do is give my creative people the greatest freedom

in which to create prograrrmes ."75 According to him,

"wj-elding the big stick gets you nowherei broadcasters
must be encouraged and enticed. "76

However, the translation of such sentiments into effective
action requires, in the context of public service broadcasting,
exceptj-onal qualities of leadership. Above all, it requires
a person who understands the potential of public service
broadcasting, htho has a vision of the galaxy of purposes

that may be served by that potential' and who is able
to articulate that vision.

72. Sir Hugh Greene, quoted in E.G. Wedell-, Broadcasting and
Public Policy, op. cit., p. I77.

73. David Attenborough, guoted in Relay' April ' L973.

74. Sceats to writer, May 2L, 1976.

75. Quoted in Salient (Victoria University of Wellington),
August 5, 1970.

76. Stringer to writer, July 13, L976.
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Effective leadership of a public broadcasting organisation
flows from the ability to fashion direction amidst the
clamour of demands from professional staff, politicians,
and the myriad groups - and individuals that comprise
the attentive public. It demands the "creative administrator" -
in Asa Briggs' words, a person "of immense courage and imagin-
ation" who has "contact with genuinely creative producers .'77
Such an individual must be both functionally able and
symbolically appealing. Regarding the former, Karl
Mannheim points to the requisite qualities in his theory
of political and intellectual innovation and leadership:
the ability partially to identify with many individuals,
groups, and classes, and to und.erstand their different
perspectives on reality; openness to the conflicts between
these perspectives; the ability to retain a stance of
detachment, and to derive a synthetic comprehensive perspective
through the process of "dynamic mediation" among the various
partial perspectives, thus avoiding premature closur".TB
Regarding the latter, the individual must be a person of
recognised high standing in the broad area of creative
endeavour, a personification of the values for which the
organisation is seen to stand.

There was simply no such person leading the N.Z.B.C. at any
stage of its .at""t.79

77. Quoted in the N.Z. Listener, October 24, 1969. Bakewell
and Garnham's @peaIing. They say (op. cit.,pp. 150-1) that, "if you're going to run a televiffin-
channel your real problems are with parliament. Itrs
the political context of television that requires the
finest and most delicate handling and the most confidence
and courage. And it is likely that the people who can do
t,hat are going to evolve from current affairs and politics

almost everybody who comes to a position of
prominence in broadcasting has c€ne through that route
because that is where the fire is hottest. "

78. See A.S. McFarland, op. cit., pp. 20I-2.
79. J.H.E. Schroder, who retired as Director of Broadcasting

before the inception of the N.Z.B.C., might have been
such a man.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN: A Failure of Leadership

This chapter examines in more detail the substance of
the philosophy, explicit and implicit, that the N.Z.B.C.'s
leadership adopted in regard to the critical function of
news and current affairs broadcasting. As argued in the
previous chapter, the N.Z.B.C. rs administration tended
to resort to formalism as a surrogate for a genuine
attempt to determine and articulate the organisationrs
social purposes. This remained so throughout the period
under discussion, L962-72. However, a closer analysis
of the failure of leadership in this direction may be
divided into two periods: 1962-68, and 1968-72. It was
not until the late I960s and early 70s that the leadership
began positive steps to, in Vickers' terminology, shape
the "appreciate setting" of the public by articulating
what it considered to be the proper function of news

and controversial broadcasting in New Zea1and. However,
the espoused theory was based on an implicit "world-view"
which could not easily accommodate an understanding of
changing social and political circumstances.

In the years 1962-66 a particularly cautious approach
was adopted towards controversial broadcasting: cautious
in the sense that the N.Z.B.C. did not make any sudden
and spectacular break with previous practice as conducted
by the former N.Z.B.S. Certainly, the news service was

expanded in a spectacular and rapid fashi-on; but
there was no comparable development of prograrnmes designed
as vehicles for debate on and analysis of the public issues
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In fact, the rapid expansion of the news
service may have inhibited the development of current
affairs programmes. The administration seems to have
felt that political relationships were sufficiently
complex without being further complicated, by a concurrent
expansion of controversial prograrnming. Supervisor of
Talks (later, Editor, Current Affairs), B.G. Broadhead,
recarrs stringerrs belief that if current affairs program-
ming deveroped too quickly the N.z.B.c. wourd not Last as
an independent broadcasting organisation. According to
Broadhead, a major problem was that insufficient trained
staff were available. Most were Talks section personnel
with little, if drly, actual journalistic background.
Consequently, heavy reliance in the early days was placed
on the weekly programme ,'Looking at Ourselves,' (begun in
late 1963) which used outside contributors to give their
personal viewpoints on the weekrs events in New zearand.2
N.R. Palmer, then Director of Television, has confi.rmed
the administrationrs apprehension over controversial
broadcasting. In his view, it was hard to find people
who were capabre of handling current affairs progranmes on
television: "for every five tried -- mainly on the "Town
and Around" progranrmes run separately by each of the four
stations -- only one was any good. " He recalls that
Broadhead was keen to promote more current affairs programmes

While the delay in Lhe introduction of current
affairs broadcasting is explained primarify by
political (in the broadest sense) considerations,
the lack of adequate technical facilities, espec-
ially in television, must be acknowledged. tt was
not until 1968 that a national television network
link became regularly available, for example. It
should also be acknowledged that technological
innovations render it misleading to compare the type
of news coverage providedr sdy, in the late 60s
with that which could have been given in the 1950s.
The lightweight cassette tape-recorder, for example,
was not developed and issued until the late 1960s.

Broadhead to writer, August J-2, 1976.

1.

2.
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on television, but he (Palmer) was reluctant.3 It is
certain that the administrati-on's reluctance was also
enhanced by its unfavourable attitude towards the
abilities of its news journalists.

The caution was also evident in decisions on prograillme

content. For example, in 1963 the N.Z.B.C. decided not
to broadcast an interview conducted in Britain with
M. Bidault, a former Prime Minister of France who was

strongly critical of the existing French regime.
According to the Chairman of the N.z.B.C.t Dr F.J. Llewellyn,
"The Prime Minister of New Zealand gave us his view that
we should not broadcast this material but made it quite
clear that this was a decision for the Corporation and

..4that he would not interfere further." (Emphasis added.)
Llewellyn later conceded that there could be "some grain
of truth" in charges of t.imidity against the N.Z.B.C.,
but argued that there was "no point in being off-beat
or controversial just for the sake of being so."r
Commenting on the introduction of the first public affairs
programme ("Platform") the Assistant Editor of Television
News advised that while he hoped it would be "stimulating
and controversial", political issues would be "introduced
on some occasions ....'o Further, a background paper on

"News and Commentaries (Sound and Television) ", prepared
by the N.z.B.C. for its regional programme advisory
committees in 1956, contained observations that were hang-
overs from the days when broadcasting news consisted
almost entirely of government hand.outs. Hence:

Palmer to writer, June 30, 1976.

Letter of October 28, 1975, from Sir John L1ewellyn
to writer.

the N.Z. Listener, April

3.

4.

5. Reported in

Reported in

L9, 1953.

L2, 1953.6. the N.Z. Listener' July
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"... any news which might be unfavourable to the
country, its goverrunent, or the N.Z.B.C. itself
should not be suppressed if the facts are estab-
lished beyond doubt, and their broadcast is in the
public interest. Political balance is difficult
to achieve in any one bulletin, particularly as
the hard facts of official policy may have moreT
news valufrffin opinions of an obposition . . . . " '

But what if "news which might be unfavourable to the
country, its government, or the N.Z.B.C." comprises not
"facts" but legitimate opinion? Was it, therefore, to
be "suppressed"? Likewise with the "facts of official
policy" and the "opinions of an Opposition".

As noted in the previous chapter, the N.Z.B.C. up until
about the time of the Bick affair (Iate f966) adopted a

conservative interpretation of its statutory obligation
to preserve "balance" in its progralnmes. Before the Bick
episode there had been other examples of the N.Z.B.C. f s

reticence on this question. In 1965, a "Looking at
Ourselves" talk by a Dunedin Professor (E.w. Herd)
criticising the New Zealand Governmentrs Vietnam War

commitment was postponed by the Controller of News and
Public affairs on the grounds that it needed to be
balanced by the "opposing" point of view. The talk was

later broadcast on "Point of View" and was followed by
an anonymous Government statement. B ,r, Lg62, the N.Z.B.C.
declined a National Party invitation to film its annual
conference because the Labour Party did not allow filming
of its conference. (In 1965, both parties agreed to tele-
vision coverage of their conferences. ) The cautious
approach to "balance'r at one point elicited a Parl-iamentary
Question from a member who wanted to know if it were true

N.Z.B.C. paper, "News and
Television) ", to Regional
issued April, 1966, p. 2.

See The Dominion, June I,
;une-ffi5.-

Conmentaries (Sound and
Programme Advisory Committees,

1965, and The Evening Post,

7.

)

8.
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that the N.Z.B.C. had refused to televise a speech of
President Johnsonrs because it was not balanced by one

from Chairman Mao Tse-rung.9

Like the above statement on "facts" and "opinions", the
N.Z.B.C.rs attitude towards programme balance was based

on an implicit philosophy that the organisation should
not go too far (if any distance at all) in stimulating
critical discussion of glovernmental policy - orr more

generally, of established authority' For the effect was

that a veto could be exercised over these public affairs
proglrammes by any party subject to criti-cism within them.

To that extent the N.Z.B.C. was denying what others. perceived
to be its social responsibilities. Thus, the Central
Regional Programme Advisory Committee of the N.Z.B.C.,
in the midst of the Bick affair' recommended that wider
powers of discretion be given to televisj.on producers.
Commented the Committee's Chairman:

"the likelihood of continuing tension in the
relationship between the journalist or programme
producer and the editor was apparent it was
untikely that this could be entirely eliminated
but it could be reduced by giving the producer
a wide discrellon to apply the policy of the
Corporation. "fo

The Corporation agreed that "the most desirable working
arrangement" was for the producer to be gj-ven as much

responsibility as possible. "In practice, however, the
extent to which this is possible is related directly to
the competence and wisdom of the producer The

Corporat.ion wj-l} certainly welcome a state of affairs
where the exercise of this responsibility requires minimum

restraint on producers."If Here again was the essence of
the problem: neither the administration nor the journalists

Vol. 342, p. 708.

in The Dominion, October 15, 1966.

9.

t0.

11.

N. Z.P.D. ,

Reported

Minutes of the meeting of FebruarY
Central Regional Progiramme Advisory

8, 1967 , of the
Committee.
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had confidence in the other's ability to determine

appropriate professional standards' The administration'

exercising j-ts hierarchical authority' decided to play

it safe.

The Bick episode also highlighted the inheritance by the

N.z.B.C. of the N.z.B.S.'s policies on the coverage of

election campaigns. Like its predecessor ' the N '7"8 'c '

placedamoratoriumonallcandidatesthreemonthsbefore
the election, with the exception that cabinet ministers

could go on air to discuss matters pertaining to their

portfolios.ButtheN.z.B.c.suspendeditscurrentaffairs
programmes on both media during the election campaign'

TheseactionshardlyindicatedthattheCorporationwas
bent on positive change in this area' They were clearly

status-quo orientat'ed. Moreover' they may well have been

lagging behind public expectations (at least those of

the ,,attentive,, public). The C.R.P.A.C. hoped t'hat current

affairs progranmes would not be dropped during future

election campaign".12 rts southern counterpart observed

that the corporation,s radio and terevision programmes had

revealed,.ameasureofbothignorance^andindifferencein
respect of important social issues"'13 l4ost of its

members fert that until about 14 days before the erection,

programmesshouldnotbe.,timorous''and,'shouldbedirected
towardssecuringanimpartialexpositionofcurrentissues
of national interest and importance"'-l rn May' 1968t

the Chairman of theNorthern R'P'A'C'' noting that the

N.z.B.C.was.,ratherlukewarmaboutdiscussingcontroversial
topics", urged it to deal with them in greater depth:

,,the committ,ee feels the public are much more sophisticated

than the N .z-I,.c. gives it credit for"'I5 The same month'

L2. RePorted

13. rbid.

in The Dominion, October 15t 1966'

t4. rbid.

15. RePorted in The Auckland S-telr MaY 8, 1968'
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the southern R.P.A.C. argued that, "New zeatand broadcasting

policy should be not only to examine current social
attitudes and standards but also constantly Lo seek 

1 (
suitable material on changing habits and standards. "to

Four main reasons can be posited in explanation of the

ultra-cautious approach exhibited by the N 'Z'B'C.'s
administration. Firstly, there were the departmental

backgrounds of the organisation's top administrators.
To that extent the switch from departmental to corporation

control was a change in name only' Secondlyt there was

the power struggle between the Board and the Director-
General. This constrained the latter to tread warily
lest political dissatisfaction find expression in the

Boardrs increasing desire to exert a greater influence on

progranme matters. Thirdly, during the period L963-67

theN.z.B.c.wasengagedj.namassivecapitaldevelopment
progralnme, the implementation of which depended on

giovernmental acquiesence. And fourthly, the Act itself '
particularly Section 10, provided a convenient excuse

for a formalistic and conservative interpretation of the

Corporation's responsibilities. Regarding the first
reason, there is the example of the Director of Television'
The Director, N-R. Palmerr dr engineer by professiont

onceaskedtheSouthernRegionalProgrammeAdvisory
Committee whether the N.?'.8.C. should "grasp the nettle
and gi-ve the public what they ought to have"' He agreed

theN.7'.B.c.shouldgiveleadershiP,but'feltthatifit
went too far it would drive people away from television'
Tfiere was not an unwillingness to make this kind of

decision, but'hot in def iance of a reasonable public

opinion.,,17 palmer's question itself suggests a failure

16. Reported in The Press,

L7. Minutes of the meeting
Southern R.P.A.C.

May 11, 1958.

of August 9 ' 1968 , of the
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to understand the difference between organisational
response to environmental expectations and organisational
scope for moulding those expectatj-ons, for adjusting
the standards by which the organisation itself might be

judged. The question suggests organisational drift rather
than leadership. As far as the power struggle and the

capital development prograrrune are concerned, both had

lost momentum by 1958 (see the next chapter regarding the

latter) -and administrative energy was being increasingly
applied to other objectives, notably the protection of the

N.Z.B.C. rs interests in the face of the Broadcast'ing

Authority.

By 1968, therefore, two of the negative constraints had

lost a good deal of salience, and change was at hand'

This period , Lg62-68, was characterised by an almost total
absence of articulated purpose in the area of news and

current affairs broadcastingr or the part of the organ-

isation,s administration. Rather, there prevailed an

implicit philosophy of system-maintenance - a phj-losoPhy

which represented, particularly in respect of progranme
,'balance", an abrogation of organisational responsibility
in favour of external, usually political, interests.

The period 1968-72 was different. It was a time of spec-

tacular progress in controversial broadcasting. In L967,

the N.z.B.c. had set up a separate current affaj.rs section

for radio, and the nightly progralnme, "checkpoint", had

begun in May of that year. A year later, "GaIletY", a

current affairs television progrEIIIIme, came on the air to

complement the fortnightty programme, "Compass"' By this
time,too, the N.z.B.c. had instituted training courses

for its news personnel (the first was mounted in L967) '

Importantly, there was a change in the interpretation of
progranrme "balance". This no longer had to be achieved

within a particular programme; instead, the corporation
undertook to "afford opportunity for all significant' view-
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points to be presented within a reasonable period of
., l8trme

,,Gallery', was the spearhead of change in the N.7'.8.C. Is

approach to controversial broadcasting' It began as a

weekly (Friday evening) l$-minute Progralnme "of analysis'

cofiunent, argument and opinion concerned with immediate

topics."19 In August, 1968, the Northern R'P'A'C'

congratulated the N.z.B.c. on the standards achieved by

"Gallery"and"Compass"randaskedtheCorporationto
lengthen the former and to extend the period of the year

during which both progranunes were broadcast. In 1970,

"Gallery" was extended to 35 minutes' and became a twice-

weekly progranme screened on Tuesday and Thursday evenings'

In September, Lg7O, it was described by the departi'ng

senior lecturer in journalism at canterbury university as

"generally, an excellent programme the stuff it does

in New Zealand, is certainly very' very good by New Zealand

standards, and sometimes by international standards. "20

One ,,Gallery" progranme, in which intervj-ewer Brian Edwards

was instrumental in resolving a Post office industrial
disputer has been described by Holcroft as "the most

exciting programme screened in New Zealand' and the most

construcLive. " 
2I

Appearances might have suggested that the perspectives

and expectations of the N.z.B.c.'s administration and the

journalistic staff had reached an accord. Howevert there

had been tittle change. Stringer retired in JuIy'L970'

and was replaced by Sceats. However, according to

"Galleryts,' producer, D. Monaghan, sCeats was more conserv-

ative and cautious in his approach to controversial broad-

18. Aims and objectives of N.z.B.c. Programming, N'z'B'c.,
January ,

19. Reported in the

20. Reported in the

N.z. Listener, APril 26, 1968'

N.Z. Listener, SePtember L4, 1970'

2L. M.H. HOICTOfI, "The Power of Television"' Op'cit't
p. 2888.
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casting than Stri-nger had been.22 rndeed, Monaghan

argfues that in April, L969, "Gallery" established its
position as an independent current affairs prograrnme when

Stringer stood up to pressures from the Security Intel-
ligence Service regarding an interview between Edwards and

the Service's head, Brigadier H.E. cilbert.23 Sceats
himself has recounted how, during his interview for the
position of Director-General, he was asked by the Board
whether or not he felt there was too much air-time given
to vociferous minority groups. His response was in the
affirmative, and on becoming Director-General he was able to
take steps to "correct' the situation.24 (As Sceats
commented publicly at the time of his appointment:

"One thing that j-s very apparent is the great
development in the expression of opinion over
the last 10 years. It is the function of a
public service broadcasting authority to take
notice of this, although I feel there has been
a tendency to over-exposure of extrqpe and
insignificant elements in society. "")

M.A. Rickard, who was Executive Director responsible for
all progranmes, had no background in journalism. His
view was that news and current affairs actlvi-ties had
been developed too rapidly for public accepa.rr.".26

The underlying tension and suspicion between the adminis-
tration and the "Gallery" team was evidenced during the
controversy late in 1970 over the Corporationrs decision
not to screen the pilot. episode of "The Brian Edwards

22. Monaghan to writer, August 24, L976.

23. Ibid. For an account of this incidentr s€€
Effin Edwards, op. cit., ch. 5.

24, Sceats to writer, May 2I, L976.

25. Reported in the N.z. Listener, June 22, 1970.

26. Rickard to writer, July 7, L976.
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Show,, (see chapter g,).27 The administration's leading

advocate was the Chairman, tr4ajor-General lr{cKinnont who

(as indicated in the Last chapter) did not enjoy the

confidence of the journalistic staff. As shown in
chapter g, by this time the Board had adopted a positive
role for itself in the area of prograrlme policy' by

virtue of guidelines embodied in motions of commendat'ion
)Q

and reproof.zu The Board, in particular the Chairman'

had thus come to assume formal leadership roles in the

definition of programme purposes.

The robustness of "Gallery" developed in spite of the

administration rather than because of any major shift in

its attitudes towards controversial broadcasting. The

causes were circumstantial rather than purposive. Two

of the main negative const.raints had become much less

compelling - the struggle between the Board and the

Director-General, and the capital expansion progrEunme.

More important, however' were three other factors' Firstlyt

the Lg68/6g internal reorganisation of the N.7'.8.C. had,

as argued in Chapter 8, obfuscated the lines of admin.

istrative authority and responsibility' This depressed

the creative process within the N.z.B.c. Howevert this
was as much a virtue as a vice for "Ga1lery". The

necessi-ty to work to tight deadlines loosened the admin-

istrationrs control over the prograntme' As Monaghan

has pointed out, responsibility for the production of the

programme became blurred. As producer, he was responsible

totheManagerofwNTv-l,TheChiefProduceratllead
office Television, and to the Editor of current Affairs'
This confirmed the adage that divided responsibility
meansnoresponsibilityrandllonaghancametoenjoyan

27. See Brian Edwards, oP. cit., ch ' L2'

According to C.A. McFarlane (to writer, June 15'
Lg76) it was no good the Board having a philosoPhy
oi Uroaacasting is long as the Director-General
kept prograrilne matters to himself'

28.
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autonomy of action that otherwise would not have been
?o rtion also meantr ds Palmerpossible. -- The reorganLsa

confirmsrthattheopportunitylgtadministrativeleader-
ship was drastically curtailed'30 Secondlyr the advent

oftheBroadcast'ingAuthorityembroiledtheCorporationls
hierarchyinaseriesofhearingst'hatdistractedtheir
attention from other matters' As the Adam Committee of

L973 commented:
,'The Corporation found itself caught up in a round
oi juaiciai proceedilgs over.warrants that
distracted it from trr5 immediate concerns of
broadcasting.ThePressuresofcommercialcompet-
itioninbothradioandtelevisionhadeventually
come to dominate its planning and proglgming u31
Iarge}ytotheexclus-ionofotherconsiderations.

The distractions enhanced "Garleryrs" independence. The

third factor was the emergence of a number of politicians,

(for example, R.D. Muldoon, L'R' Adams-Schneid'er' and

N.E.Kirk)whounderstoodthemediumoftelevisionand
wereabletouseittoprojectafavourableimageof
themselves to the public. (The case of the "compass"

programmeinlg63ontheBroadcastingAuthorityBillis
illustrative:N.R.Palmer,thenDirectorofTelevision'
recallsthatthepolicywasto''leavealona''matters
whichwerebeforeParliament-',theHousewastheplace

ebate.'32 Thus the decision was taken to

postpone a programme on the subject until the Broadcasting

29. Monaghan to writer, July 15, L976'

30. Palmer to writer, June 30, L976'

3I. The Broadcasting Future for-Xew Zeal?l*l oP:,.?lt"
Jlr )r t'Ever

since r ;;; appointeffi-trre position of Director-
General three years ago I have unavoidably been

armost ";;;i;";usly 
distracted bv hearings and

-nquiries of one sort or another'"

32. Palmer to writer, June 30, L976'
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Authority Bill had passed through Parliament' The

Minister, Adams-schneider, however, asked that the progralnme

be made and broadcast during passage of the BilI' The

attitude that public controversy should properly be

confinedtotheHouseofRepresentativeswasonewhich
had a tong history in New Zearand broadcasting, ds chapter

2 indicates. )

MoreoverrbYthelatelg60stheNewZealandpublicwas
probably more receptive to a higher pitch of controversial

broadcasting,whetherornotthisreceptivenessreflected
the attai-nment of a higher degree of poriticar sophistic-

ation.33 The regitimacy of controversial broadcasting

had been enhanced in the public mind: this represented a

shift from the early 1960s when, for example, there had

beendifficultyinpersuadingpeopletotakepartinthese
3+programmes.

BecausetheN.Z.B.C.'scontroversialbroadcastingbecame
morevigorousbycircumstanceratherthanbyadministrative
design, the management was obliged to justify as well as to

control. In other words, the post-1970 emergence Of

consciousattemptstojustifyandexplainthepurposeof
controversialbroadcastingwasmoreamatterofnecessity
thanofpositiveleadership.Therewasalsoimplicitinthis
espoused philosophy a set of vie\^/s which indicated a

33."Gallery"interviewerBrianEdwardscommentedinl9Tl:

"There can be no doubt whatsoever that the
television pubfic has come to regard the int'erview
as a gladiaiorial spectacle' Correspondents to
the television columns of the nationat press reveal

a bloodlust which seems to suggg?!-that the
mentality of the average 'Gallery'- fan differs
not at all from the meitality of the harpies who

inhabitthefront-rowseatsatwrestlingmatches.''
Reported in the N.Z. ListenerT February 15' l97L'

According to Waldo Maguire'
N.Z. Listener, FebruarY 18'

reported in the
19 65.34.
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continuing shallowness of thought in respect of the
social responsibilities of public service broadcasting.
This shallowness had been apparent, in the first
instance, in the administration's propensity to adopt
soft options when it came to formulating and articul-
ating an explicit philosophy of broadcasting. This was

manifest in the formalistic preoccupation with Section
10 of the Act. When, for the first time, the N.Z.B.C.
in January 1969 (a full seven years after its inception)
produced a publicly-available booklet setting out "the
aims and objectives of N.Z.B.C. progralnming"r the tendency

to "run for cover" behind the provisions of Section 10

was still marked (the statutory imperatives we{e

reproduced in ful1 inside the back cover) .35 Neverthe-
1ess, this booklet was the first coherent attempt to
explicate progralnme purpose.

The soft option was also evident in the administrat-
ion's tendency to beg important questions in its
attempt to justify its poticies on controversial broad-
casting. For example, the N.Z.B.C. frequently argued

that the "N.2.8.C., owned as it were by the entire
community, must invariably adopt a strictly neutral

1,6posi-tion. "-- But what were the implications of
a "strictly neutral" position? Waldo Maguire duri-ng

his term as Controller of News and Public Affairs
was clearly aware of the problematical nature of
t,his argument. In his view, the neutrality (non-

editorialising) argument was inappropriate in respect
of certain moral issues such as racial discrimination.
"The B.B.C. is not neutral on this and I donrt think a

35. Aims and Objectives of N.Z.B.C. Programming, op. cit.

36. Ibid, p. 5.
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"'7 The transParentpublic service organisation should be.''"
idea of editorial neutrality was never publicly challenged

as it had been by a former Chairman of the B'B'c" who

argued that:
"the B.B.C. hold.s that truth is good and lies
bad; kindness good and cruelty bad; justice
good ana-iniustlce bad'; freedom good and slavery
bad; t"=p-6t for the iaw good and law-breaking
in aI1 it; forms bad; and any other opinions
which have become a4i^established part of our
democratic values.'ro

ToarguethattheN.z.B.c.was,'neutral''wasgreatlyto
side-step a critical questionmark surrounding the social

responsibilitiesofapublicbroadcastingorganisation.
It also gave rise to manifest contradictions ' For

example, oD the one hand the N 'Z"B'C' declared itself

to be ,,neutral,,; on the other it argued that ''no station

would accept a speaker openly professing views rePugnant

to practically the entire conmunity, such as advocacy of

anti-semitic legislation or the violent overthrow of

democratic government."39 The latter assertionwas justified

by reference to the statutory j'mperative to exclude

anything',Iikelytobeoffensivet.opublicfeeling.',The
N.z.B.C.wasnotsensitivetothepossiblecontradictions
inherent in Section 10 of its act'

The soft option approach was also exemplified in the

administration's willingness to let overseas broadcasting

figures do the thinking for them' On his return from

the commonwealth Broadcasting conference in Nigeria in 1965

37. RePorted in the N.Z. Listener, FebruarY 18, L966'

38. Lord Simon, oP. cit., P' 305'

39. Aims and Obiectives of N.Z.B.C. Proqralffninq, op' cit"
p. 4.
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Stringer relayed to staff a "summary of the aims and

responsibilities of a broadcasting service" as defined
at the Conference by the President of the Canadian Broad-
casting Corporation, Alphonse Ouimet. The address
posited four main imperatives: a national service should
be "complete, a service for everyone"; the service must
link the whole country -- not only physically but in its
reflection of national and common interests; the service
must be predominantly "of the country in its character"i
and it must serve all the main language groups of a country

AAequitably.=' No attempt was made to assess these objectives
in the New Zealand context. Two years 1ater, the N.Z.B.C. rs
policy on the pronunciation of Maori place names permitting
the anglicisation of a number of names in accordance with
established local usage -- aroused strong oppositiorr.4l

In the debate on control of the second television channel,
the N.Z.B.e. stressed that "public service broadcasting"
symbolised the notion of public purpose in contradistinction
to private profit. Argued Stringer in 1969:

"We shall spare no effort, we shall spare no
reasonable expense to prevail, and to remain
a dominant power for good in the social life
of New Zealand. We are proud to have given
true service to all people. We shall'not give
up this ideal of service."42

A year later, Sceats told staff that in the debate on the
control of the second channel, "the clear, simple but
major issue i-s the profit motive versus community service."
"Whatr " he asked, "is the most desirable end use of
television in New Zealand? Is it a social purpose - or is

40. Relay, September, 1965.

4r. For example, see N.Z.P.D., Vol. 350, pp. 6L4-5i
also Vol. 351, pp-4'9f.

42. Relay, Januaryt 1969.
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it to be a licence to print money?"43 The vital
questions that were largely overlooked were, service for
what? What social purpose (s) ?

In New Zealand, where preference for the practical prevails
over preoccupation with the philosophical, the reluctance
to provide explicit answers to such questions was not
extraordinary. Yet it was essential that the N.Z.B.C.'s
administration attempt to answer these questions, for the
late 1960s and early 70s were years of challenge to the
extant social and. political consensus. Burnsr observation
that, "The last ten years have seen the almost total
reversal of the 'depoliticisation' trend of the 1950s ",44

was also pertinent to New Zealand society.

As WedeII has succinctly pointed out, "As long as the
criteria of conduct are fixed, the mass media controllers
have little problem: it j-s in times of change that their
responsibility both becomes evident to all, and the more

difficult to dj.scharge."45 rh. soft options were decreas-
ingly appropriate to the N.z.B.C.'s needs of the times.
The Corporationrs problems were acute. It was faced with
the need to establish itself as an independent public
corporation in the face of political pressures, both real
and apparent. Some of this pressure - it is impossible
to determine how much - undoubtedly resulted from its news

and controversial broadcasting activities which were a

43. Relay, September/OcXober, 1970.

44. Tom Burns, op. cit., p. 157.

E.G. Wedell, Broadcasting and Public Policy, op. cit.,
p. 207 .

45.
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The development
of this area of broadcasting, breaking ner^/ ground in New

Zealand, occurred when the social consensus of the country
was becoming more tenuous. The task was therefore consid-
erably more difficult than it might have been under
cond j-tions of relative social quiescence, This attenuat,ion,
moreover, could be seen to result in part (whether or not
it was so resulting is irrelevant) from the organisation's
activities in the field of news and controversial broad-
casting. This, in turn, rendered the N.Z.B.C. subject to
increased social and political pressures and j-ts integrity
more vulnerable.

In short, by the late 1960s and early 70s the N.Z.B.C.'s
administration was virtually compelled actively and
consciously to justify its actions in news and current
affairs broadcasting, actions which - particularly in the
latter domain - had arisen out of professional impulses
rather than administrative design. Because it could not
deny responsibility for this activity, the administration
had publicly to justify it while seeking privately to control
ir.

Beginning in 1970, the N.Z.B.C. began publicly to articulate
an explicit philosophy of news and current affairs broad-

46. It is pertinent to note Burnsrargument that, "the
adversary stance which comes in so handy for the
professional broadcaster is not just the easy
identification of the professional non-partisan
stance with playing the part of ' "Us" as the
"unrepresentedt', the t'consumef s", the "suffering
public", the victims of planners and public
servants of al1 kindsr os well as large industrialists'
selfish trade unions, property speculators and the
like.' This accords well with the vague populism
which comes readily - naturally - to the broadcast
journalist, but it is, at bottom, best understood
as a reaction against the very res.traints imposed

- on broadcasters by the accommodation reached
between their professionalism and the national
interest, mediated through the Corporation and
Parliament." Tom Burns, op. cit., p. 209.
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casting. The philosophy was couched in the form of a

justification of the air-time allowed to minority often
"dissenting" groups. Some examples: Sceats told the
Wellington Branch of the Justices of the Peace Association
that,

"fair-minded people know fu1l well that in our
community, while the vigour and perhaps mis-guided
behaviour of those disturbing order at what might
set out to be peaceful demonstrations are something
out of the ordinary, they should be reported, but
in proper perspectj-ve. . . . I wonder how many of you
recall the number of times we have shown on tele-
visi-on films giving the other sj-de of the picture --
such as teenage driver of the year contests; girl
guide camps; scouts doing community work; Duke
of Edinburgh Award Presentations and so on
A11 these things have been shown on television
regularly and far outweigh the number of dccasions
when film has been shown of youth protesting
the N.Z.B.C. has a responsibility to reflect all
that.eccurs which is newsworthy, be it good or bad
..."47

Stringer (in a news release) urged that:
"television in New Zealand has an important role to
play in portraying in its news and current affairs
programmes al1 facets of life and community activity

The solid and the worthy achievements in our
society are quickly taken for granted and it is
not uncommon for portrayals of the more selrgational
elements to have a more-immediate impact."4B

He spoke in similar vein to the Carterton Rotary CIub:
"... I will defend to the limit any insinuations
that the N.Z.B.C.'s journalistic staff are anything
other than honest and fair in bringing you a true
reflection of the forces for good and ill within the
community had we placed a ban on their (a
Progressive Youth Movement) appearance we could
conceaL from the public an insight into the type'
character and objectives of a vociferous section of
the young people of New Zealand We provide the
vehicle and do all we humanly can do to try tg-
ensure it is steered fairly down the middl;."49

47. Address to Wellington Branch of the Justices of the
Peace Association, August 11, 1971-.

48. News release, February 5, l-970 (on N. Z.B.C. f iIe).

49. Address to Carterton Rotary CIub, March 9 | L970.
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Elsewhere, Stringer claimed that demonstrations were losing
their usefulness as a method of protest. He urged students
at Canterbury University to revert to university debating
as "the current method is only causing public aggravation
and disturbance. "50

At, the National Partyrs 1970 annual conference one delegate
complained that the N.Z.B.C. "devotes too much time to
New Zealand strikes, protests, and grizzles."51 Another
claimed that a "Compass" election programme had been

"stacked" with groups representing extreme left-wing
,riers.52 In rep1y, Major-Genera1 McKinnon said the N.z.B.c. I

in maintaining prograrnme balance, did not go down the
centre of the road to the exclusion of right or left: it
was

"a specific responsibility that views covering the
ful1 spectrum of public thinking be made known
provided they emanated from responsible or substantial
sources But what was particularly disquieting
was that an att.ack on the N.Z.B.C.'s covering of
the current industrial situation, and other less
heartening aspects of the present scene, was
apparently advanced as a factor in support of a
remit urging private enterprise control of a second
channeL. "

McKinnon commented that:
"the N.Z.B.C. is fu1ly aware that it must present
news which reveals unpalatable facts or circumstances.
If a strike is the news of the moment i-t would be
totally dishonest of the N.Z.B.C. to pretend it was*"
not occuring or bury it in the tail of a bulletin."-"

On another occasion, the Minister of Defence charged that
"television is giving the impression that today's youth

tr,iis no good. "-= In reply, the Chairman expressed his
surprise at the l4inisterrs charge, and went on to say that:

50. Address to Canterbury University Students, July 20,
1970.

5I. Report,ed in The Evening Post, July 25, 1970.

52. rbid.
53. News releaser July 26, 1970 (on tt.Z.B.C. f ile).
54. Reported in The Press, April 22, L97L.
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"a11 responsible citizens would deplore the
il1 discipline of some sections of youth which
led to these disturbances. But it was the absolute
duty of the N.Z.B.C. to report their activities
so that society could be fully aware tbat a
serious problem existed in iti midst. "55

These justifications were heavily value-laden, implying
a particular view of what is "right" and "wrong", ,'good,,

and "bad" in society. This particular perspective might
have been adopted in order to placate the middle-class
groups to whom, invariably, the N.Z.B.C.'s public relations
utterances were addressed. But there is no reason to doubt
the centrality of these value perspectj_ves in the minds
of the N.Z.B.C.'s top administrators. The value judgements
are implied in such phrases as "perhaps mis-guided behaviour
of those disturbing order"; "all that occurs which is
newsworthy, be it good or bad ..."; "the solid and worthy
achievements"; "the more sensational elements"; "the
forces for good and ill within the community"; "steered
fairly down the middle"; "the current industrial situation,
and other less heartening aspects of the present scener';
"unpalatable facts or circumstances"; "a serious problem
exisLed in its midst. "

The public statements also concealed a private concern
that too much air-time was indeed being given to minority
groups.

The Boards under both McFarlane and McKinnon were concerned
over the type of coverage given in news and current affairs
programmes to youth activities. According to McFarlane,

"we asked why it was that student demonstrations
received centre treatment while the thousands of
good things-lhat youth were doing did not receive
publicity. " 5b

5 5 . rDr_d.

56. McFarlane to writer, May 14, L976.
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McKinnon shared this view. (He posed the example of
television coverage of a dramatic helicopter troop withdrawal
in Vj-etnam, as against coverage of work done by hospital

cr'7
units."') Other Board m-embers expressed similar sentiments.
For example, Trimmer has commented that "all the mass media
seem to pound on and headline the stupid and evil acts that
happen in every community. We hear so little about the
things that are good ..."58 A""ording to him, under both
McFarlane and McKj-nnon, all Board members were satisfied
that "balance was not observed in the news and current
affairs section of broadcasting", and that "far too much

time was given to minori-ty groups ... "59 Another Board
member, D.P. l4cNab, has recalled that "the Board received
numerous criticisms as to the type of material put on

the screen in News and Current Affairs."60 Those who

complained felt that "far too much time was given to deviant
views (sex aberrations), the Vietnam War, the A11 B1ack

Rugby tour, bikie gangs, and so on. "6f she believes that
"there were those on the Board who took the view that
constant exposure to (say) bikie gangs, made them into sort
of heroes, and HART and CARE had access to the Media at
will."62 According to Mrs McNab, "the Board's concern was

entirely consistent. That the Act required a presentation
of balanced opinion.'F3 Ad.rn"-Schneider, as Minister,
expressed similar views. In hj-s opinion it would have been

"an admirable thing to have programmes that tended to lead
people away from the permissiveness of today's society ...u64

57. McKinnon to writer, May 8, L976.

58. Letter of JuIy I'7, 1976, from R.K. Trimmer to writer.
59. rbid.

60. Letter of August 7, L976, from D.P. McNab to writer.

61. rbid.

62. Ibid, (Uant = the Halt A11 nacist Tours organisation;
CARE = Citizens'Association for Racial Equality).

63. rbid,

64. Reported in The Press, March 26, L969.
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It is not possible to determine here whether or not the
Board's concern over "balance" was justified. Ratherr it
is argued that these attitudes expressed both in public
justifications and private exchange evinced an incapacity
Lo provide the leadership required by a public broadcasting
organisation durJ-ng a time of challenge to the moral consensus

prevailing within society.

Undoubtedly, the administration considered, probably rightly'
that its views accorded with predominant - that is, middle-
class, - social att,itudes. The difficulty was' however'

that it was largely unable to question its own assumptions
about the legitimacy of dissenting social viewpoints.
Consequently, its articulated justifications appeared

somewhat cynical to those broadcasters - principally the
journalistic staff - who worked at the interface between

the organisation and changing societal attitudes. In
short, the post-1970 philosophy articulated by the N-Z-B-C.rs
leadership demonstrated a status-quo political bias in
place of a genuine attempt to impose a sense of organisat-
ional purpose fashioned in the light of changing social
attitudes. As discussed in Chapter 10, it was this "world
view" which in 1972 underpinned the actions leading to the
dismissal of the Editor of the Listener and the transfer
of the Editor of the News Service.

This response on behalf of the N.Z.B.C.'s administration'
however, was not a cynical one. It resulted - almost
by default - from inability to grapple with situations of
increasing moral complexity. It simply was not enough to
equate "the public interest" with a conception of the

"middle-class interest" - to justify air-time given to
dissenting minority groups on the grounds that the N.Z.B.C.
had a duty to show social warts in the belief that this
would help society to cope with such "pathologies". To

seek to use the N.Z.B.C. as a means of consolidating those

social values inherent in perceptions of the "good things
that youth were doing" was legitimate only in so far as

minority opinion could be allowed publicly to challenge
those values.
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It may be, as Arthur Holcombe has argued, that the public
interest "is nothing less than such an adjustment of
conflicting special interests as can give the people durable
confidence in the stability of the state itself", and

that the public interest thus tends to approximate middle-
class interest".65 But as sorauf has pointed out, "middle-
class attachment to the values of moderationr harmonyt

cooperation, and good will -- in short middle-cIass distaste
for the political struggle -- supports any theory of the
public interest which obscures group antagonism. "66 The

N.Z,B.C.'s administration appeared unable to cope with such

dj-lemmas. They were unable to provide that aspect of
"moral creativeness" that Barnard sees as "the inventing
of a moral basis for the solution of moral conflicts."67
Says Barnardt

"The creative function as a whole is the essence of
leadership. It is the highest. test of executive
responsibility because it requires for successful
accomplishmen! that element of 'conviction' that
means identification of personal codes and organ-
ization codes in the view of the leader. This is
the coalescence that carries 'conviction' to the
personnet of organization, to that informal organ-
ization underlying all formal organj-zation that
senses nothing more quickly than insincerity.
Without it, all organization is dying, because it
is the indispensable element in creating that
desire for adherence for which no incentive is
a substitute - on the part of those whose efforts
willingty contributed Lonstitute organization. "5S

The virtual illegitimacy of minority views was assumed.

There was Iittle capacity for what McFarland (following
Mannheim) describes as "a dynamic, existential process
of learning by placing oneself in real situations and by

going through cycles of identification and detachment

65. Arthur N. Holcombe, quoted in Frank
"The Pub1ic Interest Reconsidered",
Vo1. L9, 1957' P. 623.

65. Ibid, p. 634.

67 . Cheste:i I. Barnard, op. cit., p. 279.

2Br-2.

J. Sorauft
Journal of Politics,

68. Ibid, pp.
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toward the perspectives of others."69 rt was not that
the N.Z.B.C.'s leadership ought to have adopted an

explicit commitment to change on behalf of dissenting
minorities, any more than it ought to have - implicitly,
at least - committed itself to a middle-class, statu?
gp, orientation. Rather, in allowing its own social
values to predominate j-n the definition of its broadcasting
philosophy, the administration was prevented from bringing
to bear the detached appreciation necessary to comprehend
the process of social change in New Zealand and the role
of the N.Z.B.C. in regard. to it.

Commenting on what he saw as the N.Z.B.C.'s "over-reaction
to public pressur€, " the Editor of the Listener commented

in L97I that uit is usually when a person is not sure
of himseLf that he succumbs to pressure, and this may

apply to corporations as well. "70 However, it may be

that the N.Z.B.C.'s leadership problems including those
which (as shown in Chapters I0 and 1I) severely affected
its real and manifest political independence - stenimed

in part from too strong a certainty as to the values that
the organisation should serve. It was, in effect, a

certainty derived from impeccable middle-class (and middle-
aged) assumptions. In the case of Board members, it
flowed also from business backgrounds in which certainty

69. A.S. McFarland, op. cit., p. 195. See, too,
c. Argyris, "Thmf Action that rnhibit
Individual Learning", op. cit.

70. N.Z. Listener, (editorial), November B, 1971.
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was prized above speculation, fact above opinionrTl ..d
order above confusion. And in the case of the N.Z.B.C.'s
top executives, it stemmed from bureaucratic careers which

valued quietude before controversy and managerialism
before leadership.

By the late-1960s, the Shelleyan philosophy of broadcasting
was becoming increasingly inappropriate. That philosophy
saw public broadcastj-ng as an important means of welding
a sense of community, of national unity and purpose (an appeal

7L. For example, McKinnon's argument in regard to the
McCready incident (see footnote 83, Chapter 10) ' that
he wished to see a "factual discourse" presented by
the Government on the Vietnam War situation. This
attitude overlooks the difficulties of separating
"fact" from "opinion", particularly where complex
public controversy is involved. Note, too' the
following exchange during the inquiry into the dismissal
of the Editor of the N.Z. Listener.

COUNSEL: Was it a concern of yours that a particular
line on a poli-tical issue should be discouraged in
the Listener? I am talking about your concern. Was
ic aTilry or- yours?

MR CATHIE (Member of the Board, New Zealand Broadcasting
Corporation): I go back to what I have said before.
As long as it is the truth and the facts and is not
subject, to libel I don't mind which line it takes.

COIINSEL: And if somebody said to you that for the
editor to take a particular line on, sdlr a subject
like the South African rugby tour was liable to
discredit the N.Z.B.C. in some way would that occur to
you?

IvlR CATHIE: As long as it was the truth and the f acts
I would be quite happy.

COUNSEL: If there was a repeated expression of the
view would your concern still be the same' that you
would be happy provided the facts were true?

MR CATHIE: WeII, this is what I have stated and I am
quite happy to stick with it.

Taken from "Politics and Broadcasting: The Commission
of Inquiry into the Dismissal of Alexander Macleod",
in Stephen Levine (ed. ) ,
op. cj-t. r pp. 285'6.

New Zealand Politics: A Reader,
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enhanced I of course by the war years ) .72 Based on the
liberal appeal to reason - "radio will form an
instrument for real democracy, based on a sympathetic
understanding of all points of view, considered in the
quiet environment of the fireside ... "73 it was a

philosophy appropriate at a time when not only was political
discourse based on a general social consensus (the
industri-al disputes of the early 1950s notwithstanding),
but when, ironically, broadcasting itself was not used
as a forum for public controversy.

Those responsible for providing leadership within the
N.Z.B.C. failed to come to grips with the more difficult
task of defining broadcasting's mission, its sense of
purpose, in a way that legitimated the expression of
diverse opinion rather than extolling (explicitly or
implicitly) the ullity of an essentially middle-class
consensus.

A suggestion of what was required came from the Central
R.P.A.C. in November, 1968. It urged the Corporation to
"exercise the greatest possible degree of freedom and
independence, and to resist all forms of pressure upon
programme planners. " The Corporation should "set as its goal
the reflection of the diversity of public tastes, opinions,
and interests."74 It urged that "the judicious weighing of one

opinion against another" be supplemented by
"wider opportunities for the fullest expression
of varied opinions, that in entertainment as in
the discussion of social and political issues,
exploration of diversity should be the aim, and
that instead of paying undue attention to the
popularity charts, which reflect by definition

72. Said Shelley (N.2. nadio Recgrd, September 4, L936,
modernp. 7)z "... I regard the Fadio as 'The Great'

instrument for securing a real cohesion of the citizens
of the community based on mutual understanding and
slrmpathetic tolerance. "

73. rbid.
74. Minutes of the meeting of November 5, 1968, of the

Central R.P.A.C.
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only what is already known, the exploration of
the unknown should be encouraged. "T5

Sceats, for one, was sympathetic to this view. In his
opinion, the N.Z.B.C. had to define its role as a
"vehicle for change", without influencing the direction

76of change.'" Again, however, this was something of a

soft option which begged at least one important question.
That is, because of the mediars "gate-keeping" functionrTT
the vehiclers driver must inevitably - wittingly or
unwittingLy, explicitly or implicitly influence its
direction, which may in turn influence the direction of
social change.

The N.Z.B.C.rs leadership failed because it was unable to
relate organisational purpose to a situation of increasing
social and political complexity. This failure was partic-
ularly manifest in the Corporation's concern for programme

"balance". The administration believed that all was well
so long as criticism of the N.z.B.C. came equally from

"both sides". In Stringer's words, "within our organisation
we have own own yardstick to measure these situations. we

know that if we score a roughly equal number of pinpricks
and prods from both sides we must be steering Straight
down the middle. And this I am happy to say is usually the

19case."'- This line of reasoning was based on a "scales of

7s. rbid.

76. Sceats to writer, May 2L, L976.

77. See, for example, D.M. White, "The 'Gatekeeper': A
Case Study in the Selection of News", in L.A. Dexter
and D.M. White (eds.), People, Society, and Mass
Communications, Free Press, L964.

78. Speech by Stringer to the Carterton Rotary Club'
reproduced in Relay, February, 1970.
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justice" mentality. It assumed that controversial issues
could be defined in pro-and-con, for-and-against terms,
in "left" versus "right"t et impliedly, Labour Party
versus National Party terms.

This perception, it may be argued, was a legacy of the
post-1936 domination of New Zealand politics by two main
parties, and of broadcasting's concern to protect both
its political flanks. Perhaps, too, the institutionalisation
of Parliamentary broadcasts had, over the yearsr reinforced
a popular tendency to conceive of political conflict in
these rather narrow terms. And it must be remembered that,
as shown in Chapter 2, this preoccupatj-on was inherited
from the N.Z.B.S.' which had stressed the necessity to
ensure a balanced presentation of views within particular
progranmes in the belief that listeners would then be able
to make up their own minds on an issue.

Whatever the reasons for it, by the late 1960s and early
70s, the administration's belief in the self-protect'ing
"neutrality" of a middle ground prevented it from empathising
with the perspectives of the journalistic staff, whose

work at the interface between the organisation and its
environment demanded a more flexible and open-minded

appreciation of the changing social consensus.

In sum, the N.Z.B.C. rs leadership in the critical area of
news and current affairs broadcasting was essentially
defensive, a public justification of activities privately
resented. It was "leadership" characterised by a lack of
appreciation of journalistic values and expectations' by
an inability to deal with moral complexity' and by - in the
ultimate - a failure of nerve.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN: What Business Was the N.Z.B.C. In?

New Zealand's egal-itarian ethos has always created a demand

that the public broadcasting authorities extend transmission
facilities throughout the country in the quickest possible
time. This imperative had been a major factor in the
demise of the Radio Broadg4gting Companyrl arrd was deemed

to be the "initial and most important task" of the Broadcasting
Board which replaced Lt.2 Fulfilment of the electoraters
demand for extended broadcasting facilities \,ras one of two

"outstanding features"of the 1936 Labour Government's plans
for the development of radio,3 and in Lhe late I940s and early
50s further developmental impetus was provided with the
establishment of 1ocal community radio stations.4

As pointed out in Chapter 5, the creation of the N.Z.B.C.
\^ras int.imately bound up with the advent of television to
New Zealand. It quickly became clear that the new

organisation's main task was the development of television
faciliti-es. According to the Corporation's first
Chairman, Dx. F.J. Llewellyn, "our preoccupation during the
(first) three years was principally with equipment
and building. Programme content, whilst j-t was the
subject of many debates, was, other than the development of
the news prograntmes, not our first priority."f, fn its

Says Mackay, op. cit., p. 36:
"The Company waE under-capitalised. rt succeeded in
providing a coverage for the main centres, but accomplished
tittle throughout its short career to consolidate its
position with the many thousands of listeners who lived
outside the four main areas of population. Failure to
provide for these people was the rock on which the Company
foundered for they wished to proceed s1ow1y, wj-th no
intention of sinking large sums of capital in any
quick attempt at a national coverage. "
A.G. Protheroe, op. cit., p. 70

Reported in Th€ lreEe, July 2, 1936.

See Chapter 4.
Letter of October 28, 1975, from Sir John Llewellyn to
writer. In a letter of May 31, 1976, another original
Board member, J.A. Stenberg, explained that the Board's
"objective for the first few years" was to satisfy the
public demand for extended television coverage and
improvement of radio reception in certain areas.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
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first Annual Report to Parliament, the Corporation noted that
it had concerned itself with "two immediate tasks": to establish
the status of the Corporation as an independent body, and to
prepare a plan for future development. The latter was accorded

"the greatest concentration of effort. "6 Stringer (whose

"administrative ability was soon channelled into an avenue

which has been dominant in his career up tilI this day -
7development"') has recalled that in its earlier years the

Corporation deliberately "skimped" on programme expenditure in
order to pour money into capital development.S ,r, Ju1y,1963,
the Minister of Broadcasting announced a f,74m capital development
programme to extend coverage over the whol-e of New Zealand and

to up-grade and expand radio faciliti.".9 By late Lg64, the
Corporation's objectives j-nc}udecl the implementation of a

second television channel. According to L1ewe11yn, the
organisation's "j-mmediate objectives" were the provision of
a televisj-on programme avaj-lable to everyone in New Zea1and,

followed by the introduction of a second channel, the
development of studio facilities (so that locaIly-produced
material could be increased), and the establishment of
microwave links to enable simultaneous television broadcasting.I0

As Selznick argues,
"the formation of an institution is marked by the making
of value commitments, that is, choices which fix the
assumptions of policymakers as to the nature of the
enterprise - its distinctive aims, methods, and role
in the community When such commitments are made,

6. N.Z.B.C. Annual Report for the year ended March 3Ir1963, p.4.
7. "About the D.G.", Re1ay, March, 1967-

8. Stringer to writer, September 30, L975-
g. Reported in The Dominion, July If, 1963. Section 10 (1)

(ai of the ero;Ea-nlcorpgratign act 1?51 required the
N.Z.B.C. to service within New
Zealand and from time to time develop, extend and improve
ttrat service in the public interest." Capital development,
it may be argued, was seen by the N-Z-B.C- to be the
principal intent of this requirement. Almost identical
irovisions had been included in the BroqdcaqFinq Act 1931
1s, t5), and the Broadc.sting Act 1936 (s' 4).

r0. Reported in the N.Z. Listener, November f3, 1964.
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the values in question are actually built into
the social structure Leadership creates and
molds an organisation embodying - in thought and .l lfeeling and habit - the value premises of policy."**

Capital development quickly assumed a dominant position amongst
the N.Z.8.C.'s value eommitments. The "capital development
programme" came to symbolise what the N.Z.B.C. stood for.
(tts centrality was underscored by the appointment of
the Assistant Director of Engineering to the post of Director
of Television, and - to a lesser extent - by the appointment,
after the L968/69 internal reorganisation, of a senior
engineer as Planning Manager.)

The commitment of the N.Z.B.C.'s top management to the
imperatives of capital development is crearly shown in the
organisationrs Annual Reports to Parliament. A count was
rn'ade of the number of times references were made, in the general
introduction to the reports for the years 1963-73, to
particular topics. This check may be called a frequency
count. rn order to give the analysis a further dimension,
all references were assessed in terms of thei-r "intensity',
that is, the apparent emphasis praced upon them in the context
in which they vrere made. Assessing intensity was necessariry
a more imprecise task than counting the frequency of
references, and was also a more subjective process. rn this
study the intensity of each reference was judged along a r-5
scale (using quarterly percentage points) according to such
factors as the length of tire reference in relation to others,
its juxtaposition to other items, and the tone of emphasis.
Because all assessments were made by one person - the author -
distortions resulting from differences in individual inter-
pretation were obviated. An average intensity score was
carculated (by adding up the individual intensity scores
for each group of references and, dividing it by Lhe frequency
count for that group), and this was then multipried by the
frequency count to give what has been called a "prominence
index". Thus, the prominence index (p.f") = F x I, where F = the
freguency count, and r the average intensity score. rt may
be said that the method of calculating p.I.,while by no
means rrgorousry exact, represent.s an attempt to make more
systematic what would otherwi-se have been a purely
impressionistic analysis .

11. Selznick, op. cit., pp. 55, 50, 62.
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The frequency count made of the general introductions to
the Annual Reports showed that statements relating to the
development of television transmitting facilities scored
the highest with 10, followed by general references to
growth (particularly references to increases in licence
numbers) with 7. References to the financial self-
sufficiency of the N.Z.B.C., and to its lor,v consumer costr
scored 6, along with statements about the N.Z.B.C. rs
prestige in the eyesof overseas broadcasting organisations
and its assistance to the same, and references to the
fostering of national and/or community identity. The

average intensity of the references to the development of
television transmitting facilities was 4,.,giving by far
the highest prominence index score , 40." References to
receiving licence and revenue growth were second with a

prominence index of 2I (7 x 3.0), followed by references
to the N.Z.B.C.rs financial self-sufficiency, 18 (6 x 3.0),
and assistance to, and respect from, overseas broadcasting
organisations, also 18 (6 x 3.0). Highest average
intensity was accorded statements in regard to the N.Z.B.C.,s
(political) independence (4.5), but actual references to
this numbered only 2. In addition references to the
expansion of television transmitting facilities were made
every year, except in 1973, while references to aspects of
growth were recorded in 1954, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69 and 70.
Furtherrd rn€Elsurement of the number of printed inches
devoteo to particular topics in the introductions to the
Annual Reports reveals that capital development/growth
topics received 567 /8" , compared with 245/A" , for programme
matters. This represented 409 and J-7Z respectively of
the total relevant space. (The other 438 was given over
to what could best be termed miscellaneous administrative
comment.) Even were it conceded that capital development
and administrative discussion is necessarily more ',wordy"
than programme discussion, then the dominance of the former

72. See Appendix F, for full results
average intensity and prominence

of frequency count,
index.
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may be demonstrated by other measures. In the general
introductions to the Annual Reports, 1963-1973, the leading
four subjects of discussion were analysed. Seventeen
concerned capital development, 19 administrative, and
7 programme matters - a total of 36 capital developmenL/
administrative matters to 7 programme. Capital development
was the leading topic of discussion on three occasions,
administrative matters on 7 and progranme matters on one
onIy. Because several of the administrative matters
related to changes in Board membership, and may be seen
simply as "courtesy" references, the second topics of
discussi-on were examined. This resulted in a score of
4 capital development, 4 administrative and 3 programme.
It is also pertinent to note that the report for the year
ended March 31, I97I, included a review of the previous ten
years of television development in New Zealand. This
summary was couched heavily in terms of physical developmerrt.l3

Finallyr dil analysis similar to that carried out on the
Annual Reports was conducted on the Director-Generalrs
messages (initially monthly, later less frequent) in the
house magazine, R"lay.f4 The highest prominence index
was recorded by references to staff teamwork and, morale,
72 (24 x 3.0). Television capital development progress
was second with 70 (20 x 3.5), ahead of references to public
criticism of the N-Z.B.C. | 69 (23 x 3.0), and receiving
licence/revenue growth, 56 (16 x 3.5), assistance to, and
respect from overseas broadcasting organisations, 52
(l-3 x 4.0), and public service broadcasting ideals 49 (14 x
3.s). Thus, the Director-General's message in Relay
reflected the importance placed on television capital
deveropment and general (licence/revenue) growth, while serving
as a vehicle for commendation of and appeals for staff team-
work and solidarity (as mentioned in Chapter 14), and as a
means of reassurance in the face of public criticism of the
N. Z.B.C.

13.
L4.

See Appendix F, for copy
See Appendix F, for full
count, average intensity

of this summary.
results of the frequency
and prominence index.
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A few examples serve to illustrate the n.Z.B.C, rs

commitment to the imperatives of capital deveropment, and
growth in general. The fact that the comments are
mainly those of stringe:: is significant. As indicated,
developmental invorvement had been a centrar feature of
his broadcasting career. An accountant by profession,
he was undoubtedly "at home" in the management of capital
resources. He was proud of the way in which he was
able to negotiate governmental approval of capital
development projects, 15 .r,d considered the Avalon
television studio complex in the Hutt Valley to be
of particular importance- "r was thrirled to be asked to
1ay that (foundation) stone (Avalon) was a dream of
mine r'd bought the land and dreamt and worked. for
it practically every Sunday I go over it and woe
betide the person who's messing around or driving a motor
car on the lawn ...',16 rn July , Lg64, Stringer
tol-d staff that there were

"more changes in hand and in prospect over
the whole wide range of N.Z.B.e.
activities than I ... can

15. See Chapter 7. Stringer prided himself
on his ability to time his approaches to
Government for capital works approval:
"It is not usually hard to find out WHy
something needs doing, or HOW it can be
done; but you must be able to trust your
judgement in knowing WHEN to do it. "
"About the D.G.', in Relay, March, L967.

16. Reported in Salient (Victoria University
of Wellington|ffiust 5, Lg7O.
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recall for any other times in our organisation's
history. capital expansion involving millions
of pounds; the introduction of a network radio
programme with all its countless implications;
increased racing broadcasts; further expansion of
the news servicei enlargement of the Symphony
Orchestra; varied enrichment for the scope of
local broadcasting for stations not concerned
with the new link arrangements - these are but a
few of the hundreds of items which make uPr z
the N.Z.B.C.'s current inventory of progress. "*'

In ,January of the following year, he greeted recruits to the
organisatj-on with the promise that they had "joined our ranks
in a year which promises to be a peak development one in
the history of the N .2.8.C. "18

At the end of the year, Stringer conceded that
"although it was easy at the beginning of the year
to forecast bigger and better things ahead, 1965
did promise to be a peak developmental one for the
Corporation. In particular, I had in mind capital
development - j-n terms of the seven-year expansion
prograrnme; but with hindsight, I can now say that
administrative and programme developmelt could also
have been included in i.ttat prophecy."19

The following year, the new appointees to the Board of the
N.Z.B.C. were greeted with the news that they !.tere entering
"a flourishing and expanding Corporation.'20 The same

year, the Minister of Finance (9.n. lake) commented that
the "N.Z.B.C. had done a magnificent job" in expanding

the television service. He was replying to criticism from

the editor of the magazine Televiewer that the Corporation
had spent too much

on progr.**"=.21
on capital development and not enough

According to Stringer, the N.Z.B.C. was

"straining its resources'r to screen 50 hOurS of teleViSion
.22per weeK.

By 1968, the accent was still on capital expansion. Stringer

L7. Relay, July, L964.
18. Re1ay, ,ranuary, 1965.
19. Re1ay, November/December, 1965.

20. Relay, March, L966.
2L. Reported in The Evening Post' May

22. Reported in The Eveninl Pos'!, MaY

30, 1966.

6, 1966.
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told staff that "good quality reception has in all cases

been the principal concern of the N.Z.B.C. and it has
always proved to be the main factor in meeting the dernand

of the vier.rer.u23 1968, he said, had been a year of
"consolidation rather than one of spectacular
development... Next year it is hoped that
engineering projects will bring an improved
service to many parts of the country. Microwave
and off-air links will be perhaps the most
significant development since television began ...u24

A year later, the Director-General heralded a new decade.
It was easy, he argued

"in our striving for further and higher goals
to put behind us and take for granted the enorrnity
of the tasks we have so recently accomplished -
the introduction and penetration of television to
most parts of our contorted land; the transition
from a government department to a public corporation;
the introduction of an independent news servicei
the coming of the national prograrnme and, last
year the adoption of regionalization. "

The years ahead, however, would see no dininishing of
the "stimulating projects for broadcasters." These
included "the use of statellite pictures received at
a New Zealand ground station the comrnissioning of

Avalon Also, the glamour of a colour television
set in our homes ...u25

The relationship between the N.Z.B.C.'s finances and the
organisation's capital development objectives seldom
failed to gain a mention in the Director-General's public
addresses. For example, addressing the Christchurch
Branch of the National Council of Women on the subject
of televisi-on coilrmercials, Stringer pointed out "as an
incidental" that the "N.Z.B.C. is a completel-y self-
supportj-ng body and like any other trading organisation

23. Re1ay,
24. Relay,
25. Re1ay,

August, 1968.
l{ov. /Dec. , 1968.
January, 1970.
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pays income tax on its commercial activities..."

Every penny of its annual surplus, he pointed out, had

"already been outlayed on capital development in
terms of the seven-year development programme

approved by the Government in July, Lg63.26

As Charles Perrow has pointed out,
"it is vital for the organisational leader to transcend
the technology of administration and to focus upon
such matters as organisational mission and character
and the responsiveness of the inevitably bureaucratic,
authorita4:ian organisation to a presum.ably democratic
societY- "27

Under Stringerrs leadership the N.z.B.C. responded to the
public expectation that, in particular, the means of
television reception vrould be provided throughout as

wide an area of New Zealand as possible, as quickly as

possible. According to Stringer, there was "no more

acute sensor of public opinion in New Zealand than the
Member of Parliament.uZS A tentative measure of the
broadcasting matters of most concern to Parliamentarians
is provided by an analysis of Parliamentary questions
on broadcasting matters in the years 1962 72 (see Fig-

an
ure I) .tt

26. Address to the Christchurch Branch of
Council of VJomen, June 17, 1965.

27. C. Perrow, op. cit., p. 181.
28. Stringer to writer, October 7, 1975.
29. See Appendix G, for detailed figures.

the Nationa]
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Programmes

Adrnin .,/Constitutional

66 67
Year

L962 63

FIG. 1:

64 65 727I70696B

N. Z.B.C. PARLIA}4ENTARY QUESTIONS l'962-72

The graph shows that only in 1964 was there a signifieant
excess of Parliamentary questions on capital development

over those on progranrmes. In 1965, the numbers were about

equal, but. from then on expressed interest in progranme

matters considerably outran interest in capital development'
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(Too much should not be read into these figures - they do
not show the extent to which M.P.s took up the respective
matters directly with the N .z.B.C.) The f igures might
suggest that the N.Z.B.C. rs preoccupation with capital develop-
ment outstripped the public's prior interest in programme
matters. This interpretatj-on seems misleading, however.
Television was a novel medium for New Zealanders in the 1960s,
and considerable interest was displayed in prograrnme content.
(The figures show that the ratio between Parliamentary
questions on television and radj-o progranme matters was

nearly 4:1.) Questions were generated by viewers within
those areas where television reception was available, but
the availability of reception necessarily preceded the
interest in progranmes. Ir{oreover, because the N.Z.B.C.
regarded capital expansion as its major organisational
task, it made particular efforts to explain and justify
these activiti-es to the public. These efforts ildy, in
turn, have pre-empted Parliamentary questions in this area.

The Corporation established a public relations office in
1963. According to the organisation's first public
relations officer the principal function of the office was

to carry out "fire-brj-gade" duties in response to criticism
made of the N.z.B.c. from time to time.3O The office
was mostly engaged in responding to local demands regarding
the advent of television transmission facilities.3l New

Zealand's spirit of egalitarianism was expressed through the
extension of television reception. Everyone wanted it at
onee. Nor did the pressure come only from local communities.
The expansion of televj,sion was big business. (eccording
to former Minister of Broadcasting, A.E. Kinsella, the decision
was taken early that the medium should be introduced gradually
to prevent a "boom and bust" situation in the manufacture of
television receiving s.t".32) The N .z.B.C. rs developmental

30. R.G. Bachop to wrj-ter, undated conversation.
31. This is apparent from a perusal of the public relations files.
32. A.E. Kinsella to writer, May 18, L975.
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poricies had to be justified not only to the public, but
to the television manufacturing and advertising industries as
well, And the justifications had to address a fundamental
tension - between the speed at which the development
prograf,une courd be implemented and the demands made upon the
organisation for rapid if not immediate provisj-on of coverage.
This was perceived by the N.z.B.c. as being the primary
legitination task confronting it. rn an article supplied to
a trade magazine in April, 1965, the N.z.B.c argued that,

"...each and every individual task involved inproviding a television service is fraught withcountless difficulties - many of them attriuutableto the rugged New Zealand terrain.... An eguallyimportant factor in determining the pace of-
deveropment is the amount of manpower available for
engagement on the projects Faced with thesedifficulties the corporation recognised thatthe most expedi.ent and sound way in wfiictr to achieveits objective of a comprehensive nation-widetelevision service would be to forlow a carefullyblue-printed schedule of priorities since thedevelopment progranrme h/as launched the N.Z.B.C.has adhered rigidly to its priority schedule,ful1y aware that if it were to be iwayed bypressure from various sections of the New Zearandpubric for an even faster service, then the whoreprogramme wourd be completed in a haphazard mannerwhich wou]d ullimately give viewers tittte or nosatisfaction. ',5J

The Director-General's annual address (considered by him to
be his most important34l to the Conference of the Association
of Accredited Advertising Agencies invariably was at pains to
emphasise the extent of broadcasting growth: in particular,
licence numbers,and the expansion of television and commercial
radio facilities. An excerpt from stringer's address to the
1967 conference captures the general tone:

"since 1e"!_year's conference we have opened. twomore 100 kilowatt television stations -... 
Thecompletion of these major projects means thatthe N.Z.B.C. is well on the wiy to completingthe permanent TV coverage of new Zealand

we estimate that welringtonrs new transmittingstation on Mt. Kaukau has brought an additional
62,000 viewers into the stationrs zone-one coveragearea ... "35

33- Home Appliance sales and servicing News, Apri-l zo,Lg6s, p.3,
34. Stringer to writer, October 7, 1975.
35. Address to Annual conference of the Association of N.z.

Accredited Advertising Agencies, March 13, L967.
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The pressures bearing upon the N.z.B.C. in regard to the
expansion of the television service are apparent :in its
1963 decision to allow the setting up of privately-operated
translator statj-ons to provide interim reception in localities
which would otherwise (in terms of the Corporation's priority
schedule) be required to wait years for adequate reception.
Considerations of revenue and'public opinion were central to
the decision. Irlrote Stringer,

"The spread of private translators, would present
complications from the N.Z.B.C.'s technical and
ad.ministrative points of view; but on the other
hand, it was impossible for the Corporation to

:TfiliHl:"i :i,*iH :ii':3$;:i:"-';::l:ffi 
'3'33".n'. "was. Obviously, the licensing of private translators

would bring a service to thousands of viewers sooner
than would otherwise have been possible... Other
pertinent factors in favour of private translators
were finance: more revenue would accure from the
increased numbers of receiving-set licences taken out
and from additional advertising revenue resulting
from wider coverage; and public opinion. Wou1d
Ehe public accept a decision rejecting the private
translator proposals ...? It was most unlikely,
for the people living in those regions further down
bhe N.Z.B.C.'s priority schedule had been shown by

;::";:":lol3f"'""^l3"tn3""tt:::tT"::':i';";";f i:;'"
were hard to resist. u36

The Iil.Z.B.C.'s preoccupation with capital expansion was, in
large part, a response to the public demands made upon it.
It was ironical that this same responsiveness exacerbated
its own organisational problems, To employ Bennisrs

36. GilbertH. Stringer, "The Establishment of Private
Television Translators in New Zealand", op. cit.,
p. 25. The "events" in Rotorua were the innovative
actions of a loca1 radio technician, who set up the
first such translator in 1962. The translator societies,
which nurrbered 46by late 1965, and the individual "mini-
translator" operators (240 by that time), became client
groups of the N.Z.B.C. Their administration generated
a heavy workload for both the engineering and administra-
tive staffs. A source of some friction between the
Corporation and the translator operators was the fact
that the N.z.B.C. paid a maintenance subsidy onJ-y, and
nothing towards the capital costs of construction and install-
ation. See, for example, N.Z. lrqth, JuIy 7, 1964.
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ternrinology, the Corporation's concern with the "adaptability"
process helped to undermine the process of "reciprocity"
,,which somehow or other gets the organisation and (its)

participants to accommodate to their respective goars."37 rn

response to Drucker,s leadership question, "what business
?e :--r.:--r 'are we in?" ju the N -z-B-c. replied, albeit by implicat5'on'

not in terms of progranme preparation and presentation, but

of capital development and general growth. Thus, it did

not,ineffect,defineitsmissionitsessentialraj-son
d'6tre - as broadcasting. Stringer has conceded that,
especially in the years 1962-68, the N'Z'B'C' was in
essence - a capital development organisation rather than a

broadcasting organisation, ds such't' rts problem of

ensuring reciprocity flowed from the major divergence

between the leadership's definition of the organisation's
mission, and the professional values of the programme'

parti-cularly the journalistic, staff. This fundamental

tension was exacerbated in a manner suggested by selznick:

"...the function of the leader-statesman - whether
of a nation or a private association - (is) to
define the ends oi group existence, to design an
enterprise distinctively adapted to these ends,
and to see that that design becomes a living
reality. These tasks are not routine; they call
for continuous self-appraisal on the part of.the
leaders; ana tney may- reguire _only a,, f gy..gf i!19a1::^.r , 40
decision= .'' (Emphasis actcled')

37.

38.

warren G. Bennis, "organisational Developments ?nd
the Fate of euieaucra6y", in F.A- Kramer ("9'-1, PgTspectives
orr-pnbti. eut"an"t""y, Winthrop, L973, PP' 161-184'

says peter F. Drucker ("New Templates for Today's -l
organisations", tiarvari eusinesi B9Yi9E, Jan' /Feb'' I97 4'
;:';tt,--:..--"rr"cture is a feEnE-Tor attaining the object-
i.r"" and goals of an institution. And if structure is to
be effective and sound we must start wiLh objectives and
strategy strategy - that is, the answer to the question:
What is our businesi? Wtrat shouid it be? What will it be?

- determines the purpose of structure.''
39. Stringer to writer, July 13, L976'

40. SeIznick, oP. cit-, PP. 37-38'
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If the positive "critical decisions" embodied in the promotion
to pre-eminence of the seven-year plan forged an orgianisational
identity built around developmental values, then the negatj.ve
"critical decisions" which occurred at almost regular intervals
throughout the N.z.B.c.'s "career" undermined the journalistic
staff rs confidence in the N.z.B.c.'s ad.ministration, made it
more difficult for them to identify with the organisation - in
Selznick's words, more difficult for them to value the
organisation "not as a tool but as an institutional fulfilment
of group integrity and aspiratiorr"4l - and weakened their
commitment to it. (The critical negative decisions in question
included, for example, the Bidault decision in 1963, the Herd
decision in 1965, the Bick episode in 1966, the Broadcasting
Authority BiLr/"compass" decision in 1968, the "Edwards show"
decision in 1970, the Mccready (Ir{inister of Defence) incident
in L972, and the climactic Macleod affair of L972.)

The emphasis on physicar development continued through until
L972 (and beyond). Towards the end of 1970, Sceats identified
the N.z.B.c. rs main objectives as the operation of a second
complementary television channel in colour, the conversion of
the existing channel to colour, and the rendering of one
channel fully commerciar and the other non-conlmerciar.42
(However, the Corporationrs desire to control any second
channel the Broadcasting Authority had begun its hearings
into the question - undoubtedly derived. from its perceived
responsibirities as a public broadcasting organisation.
This was made clear by sceats on his appointment as Director-

4L. rbid,
42. Relay,

p. 16.

September/October, L970.
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A2.

Generall-Inotherwords,itwasnotgrowthpersethat
wasofprimaryimPortance'butgrowthinordertoprotectthe
economicviabilityofpublicbroadcastingfromthethreat
posed by profit-oriented competitors' As noted above' in

its Annual Report of 1971' the Corporation reviewed the

previousdecadeoftelevisionexPansion'referringpromin-
entlytotheseven-yearplan,andinanoteofself-congratu-
lation recorded that ,,the progress that has been made, with. 

! -_ 44

timited resources, compares most favourably with other countraes"

ThefollowingyeartheReportnotedt'ha!.,despitethedifficult
financial conditions there has been no reduction in progralnme

services and in accordance with its statutory resPonsibility

'to develop, extend and improve its services in the public

interest' the corporation has continued to expand its coverage

in both radio and television -n45 Finally' in its Report of

43. Sceats told a news conference' shortly- aft-er his
appointm;;;,-that his main plans.for the N'z'B'c'
revolved around "the coip"t'"tion's long cherished
desiretoPresentte].eviiionprogrammeionalternative
channels so that the viewers in New Zealand can have

genuine complementarv iiletttttive progl"ry::-1i:l"t
than alternative progranmes which may P: ""1!::l"g on

a rating basis tot pop*itiity ": rn other words' public
service broadcasting;'*ln"-*ir=t important element in
broadcasti;;-:.' is-the public tlqt is served
certainlyl'-;"-could ""p"'"i 

that if the N.z.B.C.'s
financial resources utE-""U"lantially aT!e::ed-'by the

activities of a privai" "p"t"tof:.then 
if the N'z'u.'C"

is to carrv out its "i"t"["iv 
ouiigation'- i:-':?T onlv

do "o 
,iliirr"ii"-ii*lt"tior, 

-ot rhe revenue availabre
to it. -tfr" private operator-mgst,operate at a

profit ...--iiitilarty ihe N 'z'B'c' if it is to fulfil
its function as the tio"t"" of the licence-holders of
New Zealand, must operate fundament?]1v-Yi:l Yl"t I
wourd term a surprus.-- 

-rt is what the money is used

for that is the di.stinction werve got a slrmphony

orchestra that has gtottt through the years ": we

are enco"rigi"g the arts, w€ support the development

of orchestras and we have contributions from artists
of all types, be they writers' actors or musicians'rr-
Fromthetranscriptofthenewsconference,reproduced
in Relay, MaY, L97O'

44. N.Z.B-C- lnnual RePort for the year ended March 31'

E7t P- s.

45. N.Z.B-C. 4nhual Report for the year ended March 31'

ETz; p. 6.
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Ig73, after the new Labour Governmentrs plans had become known'

the N.7,.8.C. addressed. itself to what had become a major

issue. "It had been arguedr" it said, "that more

moneys should have been spent on programming. It is quite

true that more could have been allocated in this w&Y, but to
the detriment of both the extent and standard of coverage'u46

Like the former Broadcasting Board, the N.Z.B.C. was successful

in extending transmission facilities throughout New Zealand'

an achievement which has been generally acknowledged despite

criticism from parts of the country lower down the

development schedule. This was a mission with which the

N.Z.B.C.'s administration felt comfortable. The Board,

for example, preferred McKinnonrs more certain, decisive
and less time-consuming style of chairmanship to McFarlane's

more deliberative, reflective and drawn-out style. This

preference stemmed from their experiences in business

manasement.4T tt arso reflected their view of the

N.2.",". as essentially a business organisation, embarking

on a period of rapid and extensive growth. Money had to
be earned and spent; hard decisions had to be taken-

However, McFarlaners Post Office career had also given him

a familiarity with the issues of technical development,

and was undoubtedly a convenient consideration in his
appointment. (The N.z.B.c.'s eagerness to enhance its
autonomy in the pursuit of its developmental mission was

apparent in its desj-re-ultimately fulfilled-to establish
and control its own television microwave links, rather
than operate facilities set up by the Post office.

46. N.Z.B.C. Annual RepOrt for the year ended lrlarch 3I'
L973, P. 5.

47. Letter of June 30, 1976, from former Board member
R.K. Trimmer to writer: nI am firmly of the opinion
that the chairmanship exhibited by l"lcKinnon was
far superior to the gentle hesitancy and dithering
oi u.r-"rlane." Similar sentiments were expressed to.
the writer by another Board member, R.J. Laurenson' ln
an interview on May 25, 1976. It was Laurensonr Who,
according to M.H. frolcroft, wanted to see the Listener
farmed out to private enterprise. Holcroft, &s

Editor, had to persuade the Board of the public
service responsibilities of the journal while himself
realising that the "safety of the journal" lay in
;;k;;;-;'pioiit see r't-it- Hotcroft, Reluctant Editor
op. cit., PP. 191-7.
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McFarlane himself was of the opinion that microwave links
should be provided by the Post Office as the common carri.t.48
Moreover, there was Stringer's own administrative background

in this area. In short, the Board and the Director-General
(not to mention the Director of Television) rdere the right
people, in the right place at the right time in the "career"
of the N.z.B.C.

The problem was, however, that they were also the wrong
people at the wrong time,that the organisational identity
they promoted was inappropriate to the leadership task of
maintaining an equilibrium between the processes of organ-
isational adaptability and reciprocity. It was argued in
the previous chapter that the N.Z.B.C. ts administration was

uncertain in dealing with questions of moral complexity,
that, particularly in the case of Board members, their
business backgrounds and largely conservative, middle-class,
backgrounds inhibited their appreciation of the organisation's
relationship to a social environment that was becoming more

ambiguous, less certain of its traditional values.

As Drucker has pointed out,
"A success that has outlived its usefulness ilay, in the
end, be more damaging than failure, Especially in a
service institution, yesterdayrs success becomes
'policyt, 'virtue', 'conviction' if not indeed tHoly
Writ', unless the institution imposes upon itself
the discipline of thinking through its mission, its
objectives, and 'its priorities "49

In the period L962 1968, the success of the N.Z.B.C. could
be defined in terms of its capitat development achievements,
its commitment to the values of "growth" in general. This
conception of success was firmly imbedded in the organisational
ideology as expressed, for example, in the Annual Reports.
The ideology, however, embraced other values. These included
the financial self-sufficiency of the N.Z.B.Ci its low cost

48. N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, March 2I, 22, L967.

49. Peter F. Drucker, "Managing the Public Service Institution",
The Public Interest, Vol. 33, Fall, L973, p. 59.
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to the consumer; the respect the N 'Z'B'C' enjoyed in the

eyes of overseas broadcasting organisations; the fostering of

a national identity; the favourable comparison of its
achievements to those of overseas organisations with far
greater resource".5o

Importantly, the attention which was paid to most of these

values meant that the engineer was depicted as something of
a hero-figure within the N.Z.B.C. The engineer personified

the organisation's mission. The N.z.B.c. I by virtue of its
engineers, could "do the job" in spite of difficulties the

likes of which were not faced by the organisationrs (the

engineer's) counterparts in other countries. Furthermore'

it could be done within the constraints of financial self-
sufficiency. The engineer, and his technical colleagues,

symbolised all that was best in New Zealand broadcasting'
In August,L9641 for examPle, the Listener recounted how

site-testing teams had to learn a variety of extra skills
in order to get their work done: "they have felled trees

and sawn through windfalls, shovelled mud, dug out Landrovers,

and become adept at repairing motors, rigging masts and

reading maps.. "51 The extension of a television signa1 to

south otago and southland was described in graphic terms:

"Throughout New Zealand this advancement of the frontiers
of television means cold nights under flimsy shelter
afforded by a tent atop a peak lashed by.wild, rain or
snow; feliing trees, shovelling mud; digging-out
bogged vehicles; repairing engines in non-man's land;
ri66ing masts for test transmissionp; climbing steep
and bushed country in bad weather 'tt5t

Late in Ig7L, the commissioning of television coverage for
the Nelson/West Coast regions was heralded by the Director
of the cent,ral Region as "a highly signifi-cant and complex

engineering feat..'53 The virtue of the corporationrs
engineering "hero" was born of necessity: New Zealand's

50. See Appendix F, for examples of assertions embracing
these values.
N.Z. Listener, August 28, l-964-

N.z.B.C. supPlement, Published
October 23, L964.

51.
52.

53. Relay, October/November, L97L.

in The Southland Times,
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difficuLt terrain posed major reticulation problems, the

solution to which not only had t'o precede progranme

advances but also demanded a high concentration of engineering

and administrative attention'

Moreover, the engineerts status stemmed from his control

over technological uncertaintY, not just in the general

area of capital expansion, but in the field of progranme

innovation. For example, in september,LSTL, a Sunday news-

paper was told by the N.z.B.c. that it was "something of

a miracle that N.z.B.C. engineers haVe managed to achieve

a generally reliable signal in news and rGallery' progralnmes

without the safeguard of a complete micro$tave link The

extremely contorted nature of the land does not help and

New Zealand., unlike other major overseas countries, faces

greater proportional costs and problems in television
engineering.,,54 rn April Lg67, Stringer told staff that
u1960 to 1965 will be remembered in the story of New zealand

television as the great years of expansion". He paid tribute

to the engineers for their achievements in facilitating New

zealand,s l0ngest television outside broadcast (o.B'), the

first simultaneous transmission over two television stations'
and the first New Zealand-wide television hook-rrp.55

The central importance of the engineer is to be expected when

a public broadcasting organistion is embarked on a period of

major physical expansion. The point is well made by a former

President of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation' According

to Laurent Picard, broadcasting, like other "products" is

subject to a "life cycle": the innovative stage during which

consumers are,'far more interested in the novelty than in the

intrinsic quality of the product"; a second stage of "rapid
growth,' during which the problem "for the firm" is "to organise

production and distribution to meet demand" i a "maturity" stage

when the rate of market growth falls off considerably, adjusting

54. Letter from Public Relations
The Sunday Times, SePtember

55. Relay, APril, L967.

Manager to Editor'
2L, L97L.
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itself to normal population growth; and a fourth stage when

substitutes begin to "oust the product from the market or

decrease its potential" and when the product must' "redefine
itself in terms of basic consumer utility and val.ue."56

Stage one, in which the novelty of the product - television -
was paramount, ran from 1960, when regular telecasting was

introduced by the N.Z.B.S.' to about 1963. The N.Z.B.C. then

embarked on stage two - that is, rapid expansion. As Picard

points out, "in the rapid growth phase the 5-mportant thing
is to develop production facilities such as studios,
distribution systems, and transmitters The engineers 

I

are often the chief decision-makers during this phase, and

leadership wells from a technically-dominated structure.''57
This is close to selznj-ck's distinction between an organisation
and an institution. The former is an "expendable tool,
a rational instrument engineered to do a job. " The latter
is ,'more nearly a natural product of social needs and

pressures - a responsive, adaptive organism. "58 The difficulty
for the N.z.B.c. was that it could not "institutionalise"
itself as a capital development organisation because these

key values were almost irrelevant to those which shaped the

expectations of prograntme, particularly journalistic, staff'
The ,,maturity,' stage of which Picard speaks was when, from

about 1968 to 1970, capital development eased off and current
affairs progralnming emerged. (It should be remembered that
the status of the engineers $ras effectively downgraded in the
Lg6B/69 reorganisation, when the post of Director of Engineering

was abolished. As pointed out in Chapter I' this action
was strongly resented by the engineers. The power of the

engineers stemmed not just from the developmental imperatives
which have underpinned New Zealand broadcasting, but also from

the autonomy they derived from their clear professional status-
The reorganisation involved an attempt to curtail this
autonomy and thus reassert administrative control, Engineering

became one "portfolio" among those administered by a particular
Executive Director.) The fourth stage, which the N.Z.B.C.

56. Laurent Picard, op. cit" pp. 4-11.
5'1 . Ibid, pP. 9-10.
58. P. Selznick, oP. cit., P. 5.
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entered about 1970, was when it was constrained to think about

and articulate on its social responsibilities "to redefine

itself in terms of basic consumer utility and value."
unfortunately, however, organisational leadership - as shown -
was i-nadequate to this task-

The formalistic approach adopted in this regard, and the

insecurity experienced in the face of moral complexity, have

already been noted. Another important element in the

abrogation of this responsibility, however, seemed to arise
out of the underlying commitment to the rationality of
development and growth. This was the overwhelming tendency

to justify the organisation's activities in terms of the

quantifiable and the tangible. It reflected, againr dl
insecurity in the face of the uncertain, the ambiguous, and

the morally arguable.

This tendency was apparent in many expressions of organisational
achievement. Some random examples are illustrative. On

returning from a Commonwealth Broadcasting Conference in 1965,

Stringer told staff of
,,an eagerness for information about New Zealand and a
a greit j-nterest j-n our prografimes. I was indeed
griteful for the excellent start made by our Overseas
programme Exchange service which was instituted this
year. During the last six months, 110 Progralnmes have
been compiled and from these more than 2000 copies
have Ueeir sent to 56 countries The outpuL of the
N.Z.B.C. can no longer be regarded as being merely for
domestic consumPtion. - "59

Three years later, Stringer told sLaff that "probably no

commodity is 'exportedr from New Zealand to so many places on

the map as radio and television programmes from the N'Z'B'C.!s
Overseas Progratnme Exchange Service. "" In L970, he told
the New Zealand Federation of Operatic Societies thaL, "when

one looks at (the N.z.B.C. rs) balance sheets since we became

a corporation in Ig52 we assume the image of a cultural Golden

Kiwi. Since 1962 our net expenditure on the musical output

59. Relay,
60. Relay,

October, 1965.

July, 1968,
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of this country through our concert activities exceeds $4m. "61

In similar vein, the 1965 Annual Report expressed the N'Z'B'C'rs

"considerable contributi-on towards the word of cultural
organisations in New Zealand" - S10,000 paid to the Queen

Elizabeth the Second Arts Council to aid the establishment

of regional orchestras and the development of music throughout

the counaty.62 rn 1921, the N.z.B.c. told a sunday nehtsPaper

that,
"The N.Z.B.C. is not a profit-motivated commercial
enterprise with each separate activity separately
financed. The term 'piofitr is not used in the
Corporation's rePort
to irovide a seririce to the whole country _in the
puUiic interest Every single dollar of surplus
income accumulated by the corporation is spent
ultimately on the im-provement and development of its
services-to tne public It follows that any policy
change that effeitively reduces the Corporation's
ability to earn advertising revenue can only
result in increases in the licence fee to the public if
thepresentservicesaretobemaintained.''bJ

Also in Lg7:-, the corporation promised "to preserve to the

fullest extent possible the service that has been built up

over the past 40 years. At small cost it has so far provided

technical and progranme standards that compare favourably

with the highest in the world. "64

The N.z.B.c.'s concern with the measurable and tangible can be

explained partly by the fact that it was a public agency

spending public (as distinct from taxpayers') money. As such

it no doubt felt the need to demonstrate that the public was

receiving "value for money. " The point is made by Sjoberg et al

thatr "bureaucracies are under constant pressure to define their
goals so that the efficiency of their progranmes can be

measured.,,65 He goes on to say that, unlike corporate

61. Speech by Stringer to the 10th Annual General l'teeting
of the N.z. Federation of operatic societies, April 4, 1970.

62- N.Z.B.C. Annual Report for the year ended March 31, 1965'

63. Release to EditOr, The sunday News, dated september 28,
1971. On N.z.B.C. file-

64. N.Z.B.C- Annual Report for the year ended March 31, I97L,
P:-a . -

55. G. Sjoberg et al, "Bureaucracy and the Lower c1a5s",
in e. KaEi and B- Danet (eds.), Bureaucracy and the
Public, Basic Books, 1973, P' 63'
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systems, client-centred bureaucracies experience difficulties
in specifying their goals and evaluating their efficiency'
Thus they tend to use simplified operational definitions by

which Lheir effectiveness may be judged: "these oPerational

criteria reflect the orientation or view of persons in positions

of authority within the bureacracy and the broader society"'
and "through this procedure the organisation can ensure

its success, and it can more readily demonstrate to the

power structure that the community or society is 'getting
something for its moneY. "'65

To this end, the N.z.B.c. publicly emphasised its financial
self-sufficiency. It was also keen to counter charges that
its financial surpluses represented "profits". As Stringer
put it,

"Contrary to widespread belief, not a penny of the
corporation's income is drawn from the tax-payer's
purie, the N,z.B.c. being one of _those rare public
service organisations which can fully pay its way from
its own finances Every Penny of the past year's
S1,310,389 surplus hal been committed to the year's
capital expansion Nor will this be the only
y"lr in which the entire operating surplus is committed
Lo capital development. ifre same will apply at least
until Lg7L, when lh" "o*prehensive 

internal services
the New Zealand public his come to-expect from the
N.z,B.c. will have Ueen fiovided."67

The "success" of which sjoberg speaks (possibly a stronger

motivational imperative with newly-established organisations,
keen to demonstrate their effectiveness) frdY, however, be

problematical, if one considers both the reciprocal and the

adaptive organisational processes. consider Drucker:

"Achievement is never possible except against specific,
Iimited, clearly-defined targets, in business as well
as in a service institution. only if targets are
defined can resources be allocated to their attainment,
priorities and deadlines be set, and somebody be held
accountable for results. But the starting p
effective work is a definitio-on of ryd mission

"r a

66. rbid.
67. G. H. Stringer, ,'N.z.B.c. Earns 9,7.2 miltion - And

More Than Pays its Way", oP. cit., p. t0'
58. Peter F. Drucker, "Managing the Public Service

Institution", oP. cit- , P. 49.
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The N.Z.B.C. rs mission (capital development and growth) I,ras

implicit in the leadershiP's Preoccupation with targets.
ft emerged by default rather than by design, because the
administration was more comfortable with the notion of targets.
These are measurable, tangible (whether or not they are
actually achieved). An organisational mission on the other
hand is - as Drucker suggests intangible' inevitably
value-Iaden, and of necessity ambiguous in affording legiti-
macy to a plethora of conflicting expectations, values and

interests. (The producer of "Gallery", D. Monaghan, for
example, has spoken of his own feeling of unease at being the
only current affairs producer, for the only current affairs
prograrnme on the only television channel in New Zealand. No

sense of direction and purpose was imparted to him by the
organisation's top administration.69) tt was far easier
for the N.Z.B.C. to show progress in capital expansion and

to point to the rapid growth in television receiving licenses
than to demonstrate any achievement in raising popular
understanding of public issues, ot in elevating levels of
cultural appreciation.

The administration's propensity to take refuge in the
quantifiable and tangible, rather than the uncertain and

ambiguous, $/as apparent 1n its "both sides" assessment of
criticism, referred to in the previous chapter. Although
a legitimate defensive tactic, it was also evident in the
pre-General Election policy of keeping a strict arithmetical
check on the air-time given the main political parties in
nevrs bulletins. According to a former Editor of the News

Service, this record was kept to ensure that any imbalance was

restricted to an "infinitesimal degree", It constituted
important evidence against any charges that the Corporation
was not fulfilling its duties "impartially"J0 u"r"" coverage
thus became a numbers game.

69. D. Monaghan

70. R.E. Coury
to writer, July 15, L976.

to writer, October 8, 1975.
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Black p''s6ple make up 73 percent ol South Al'rictr's population, but:
c No blacrk people can vltts.
r f'hree and a half rnillion black people have trr.ern lbrtritlly rentove(l
I'rom their homes.
. I00,000 black ueople arc arrestcd tvely -vcar uncler the pass laws.
. Over 300 black people have been nrr-rrdere d by Soutl-r At'rican police
since AugList 1984.
o Black people are allowecl to own only 13 percent of the land.
r Most black workers callnot live with their families.

THE TOUR IS AN INSULT TO THE BLACK PEOPLE OF
SOUTII AFRICA.

Join the unitcd voice of trlack organisatiorrs wlio opposc this totrr
African Natic.rrralist C'ongress (ANC). Pan Al'ricanist Cfongress (PAC).
Azanian People 's Organisation ( AZAI)O), SoLrth African Council of
Sporl (SACOS).

TI{ERE IS NO NORMAL SPORT IN AN ABNORMAL SOCIETY.
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It was not until 1959 that, ds part of the internal reorganis-

ationrtheN.Z.B.C.formallyadoptedasetofgeneralgoals
which explicitly identified the principal mission of the

organisation. This was "to maintain broadcast'ing services in

the best public interest and to act without fear or favour to

merit confidence as an independent organisation within its

statutory limitations."71 The qualification provided by the

words within its statutory limitations" was consistent with

the formalistic approach to this task, mentioned previously'

Moreover, the imperative "to maintain broadcasting services"

itself smacked of the preoccupation with technical values'

However, progranme purposes were enunciated for the first time'

The Corporation's aim was to "broadcast a variety of programmes"

which "interests and appeals to a wide range of audiences; con-

tributes to the vitality of New Zealand society; keeos abreast

-72

(emphasis added) of the changing patterns of taste and opLnaoni

reflects the richness and variety of life in New zealand.|'

such aims could be spelled out only in general terms if the
^73

broadest base of legitimacy were to be ensured, '' so it would be

misteadj-ng to read too much into them. Nevertheless, they have

a certain reticence about them; they suggest a reluctance to

assess the role of public broadcasting in terms of broader

societal development; they suggest that' the administration saw

the N.z.B.c. as playing an essentially passive rather than active

role, This was particularly apparent in the final objective,

7L.
72.

See Appendix F, for a fu1l statement of the objectives'
Interestingly, in summarising thes" gPjectives in R91ay

Jil"V7J""e,- Ib'Ag), Sceats, ds Acting Director-Genera1,
=l"iLa that, "At all times programmes must keep abreast -
andevenahead-oftheeverchangingpatternsoftaste
ffi The emphasis is added. This was a
rare, if not unique, iirstance of the N 'Z'B'e' acknowled-
gi"gthatitmay.haveategitimateleadershiprole-.
rather than "E==i"e refl6ctive one - in the community'
But the question was never to be developed further'

73. Says E.C. Banfield ("Ends and Means in Plannitg"'oP' ?j!:'
p-.'l8),',Serious reflection on the ends of the organisati'on,
andespeciallyanyattempttostateendsinpreciseand
realisti"-l"ri", i" likeiy to be destructive of the
organisation.Tounify.andto.arousespirittheends
must be stated in vague and high-sounding terms. when

they "r"-gi""" 
a"t:-"I,te meaning, they lose their maqiic,

andl wors6, they become controversial'"
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namely, that the corporation would "as it considers

appropriate encourage and support the arts in the

community, particularly those associated with broadcasting"'

There was, in short, little in these objectives that was

reminiscent of an active idealism such as that propagated

by Lord Reith. And while they did signify a new

commitment to progranming values, unlike the enthusiastic
acknowledgements of development and growth characteristic
of previous (and later) years, they evinced little sense

of administrative inspiratj-on. Nor is it clear that
the organisation's leaders took seriously the task of
propagating these objectives, Sceats has conceded that
more could have been done to bring them to the attention

14of staff,'* and it is significant that they were not
spelled out in the Corporationrs annual report after their
adoption.

fn the final, 1975, issue of Relay, marking the abolition
of the N.z.B.c., the retiring Director-General reviewed

the accornplishments of the Corporation from 1962-1975.

Among them he recorded the "proud record of achievement

in the fields of equipment and operations -u75 rn his
sunrmary, Sceats referred to a "potted history" of the
N.Z.B.C.rs "real achievements" which "repays study by aI1

staff". This history ' on the front page of Relay

was couched almost exclusively in terms of factual events

and tangible results, with little if any attempt to
elucidate the purposes or philoscphy which may have guided

or underpinned them. For example, under "1964" it was

recorded baldly that, "The two most significant events of
the year for non-commercial radio were the start of the
YCrs as a network on lIth Ma1l, and the inauguration of the

National Programme on 15th September. A l4aori Programme

Section was formed"76
as follows:

The record of "1963" was summarised

74.

75.

Sceats to writer, May 2I, L976. The objectives $tere
distributed to section heads and station managers.

"Retiring D.G. Surveys Term of N -Z-B.C- "r in Relay,
L975. Sceatd summation, reproduced in Appendix F'
provides a concisety typical sunmary of most of the
main values and concerns publicly espoused by the
N.Z.B.C. during its existence. Major N.Z.B.C. capital
development projects, 1962-73' are set out in Appendix
H.
Relay, 197576.
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"Broadcasting House, Wellington' was opened by
theGovernor-General,sirBernardFergusson,on
16September.N.z.B.c.radiostationswere
broadcasting 4r000 programme hours a week' There
was a specticular growth in the number of TV

licencei issued. On 31 March, 1-962 there were
23,343TvsetslicensedinNewZealandandby
the same time the following year the number had
risen to 81r B 39 -"77

And that of "1967" in similar fashion:

''By3IMarch196TthetotalofTVlicenceswas
S2g,gg8 making 71 percent of New Zealand households'
TV progranmes such as 'Country Calendar',
'r,ootciig at New Zealandr, rTown and Aroundl
and 'Cofrpass' were produced. The Radio licence
figure rose to 656,968."/u

The entry under "1968" simply recalled among other things

that, "The current affairs progranmeo'GaIlerY' was

introduced on N.Z-B-C.-TV in May""-

while this sunmary must be accepted for what it is, a

',potted history',, nevertheless it is indicative of the

ideology of expansion and growth - physical development -
which permeated the N.z.B.c. throughout its career.

significantly, the sunmary noted that, "Englineering
developments and expenditure were so extensive over the

next 13 years (from L962) it has been necessary to cover

them separately."B0 This was done by the inclusion in
the same issue of Retry of a detailed full-page summary

entitled ,,An Era of Engineering Achievement." (In spite
of this separate coverage, however, the "1970" entry in
the potted history itself summarised the "end of the first
decade in TV transmission in New Zea1and" in terms of capital
development only.81)

77. rbid.
78. rbid.
79 . rbid.

rbid.
"Lg70 saw the end of the first decade in fV transmission
in New Zealand. Transmission which first began in
Auckland from a single 0.5kW transmitter with a progralnme
service of six hourl each week had expanded to the point
where the corporation was operating six transmitters of
lOOkw and over 67 of lower Power, with a programme
service of 65 hours a week. In all installations
allowance had been made for two-channel operation. The

corporation also established a network link used
priirarily for news and events of special topicality." 

-rbid.

80.

8r.
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There rras nO atternpt to sufiuuarise or ref,Iect utrrcn the soe{€.l
o-bjeetives that, over a period of 13 y'ears, the ld.E.B.C.'rE
progranming policLes may have been designed to serv€, or to
a€.sreEs how gucse'ssfuJ.ly they lrere pursued"

The Corporation. its role in the e ergence of news and
eont--roversial broadcarsting notw{thstandinE, reroai.ned in
essence a developmentaL organisation whose identity was

shaped, by the vaLuee and expeetati.ons assoaiated with
eapital expansion.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN: The N.Z.B.C., the Press, and the
Programme Advisory Committees

In its search for operating autonomy the N.Z.B.C. needed the
assistance of a favourable public image. As J.D. Thompson

points out in his study of organisations' relationships with
their environments, "acguiring prestige is the rcheapest'

way of acquiring power. "l Such de facto power may be based
on the degree of public support for the organisation in
question. In his study of the police, Hahn argues that

"unlike many other gfovernment agencies whose programs
may bestow major benefits upon specific segments
of the population that can be depended upon to
provide energetic political support for their
activities, the police forces are unable to develop
an identifiable constituency that enjoys the
advantages of their services and will become
politically active in promoLing the value of their
work. t' 2

The problem for the N.7,.8.C. was almost the exact opposite.
For much of the period L962 72, it was the sole broad-
casting authority in New Zealand. (For the whole period
it was the sole television broadcasting organisation.)
And the whole population was touched by its services in an

immediate and visible way every day. It was impelled,
by the nature of its tasks,to try to meet a wide range of
often conflicting demands and expectations exerted upon it.
Potentially, the N.Z.B.C. had a huge supporti.ve constituency;
but potentially, also, it was a constituency that could be

vociferous in its opposition to the way in which the N.Z.B.C.
went about its business.

The Corporationrs administration often emphasised the breadth
of the N.Z.B.Crs activities:

1.
2.

J.D. Thompsonr err. cit.l p. 33.
Har1an Hahn, "The Pub1ic and the Police", in
H. Hahn (ed.), Police in Urban lcsj.ety., Sage,
1971, p. 26.
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"it is not often realised that the N.Z.B.C. not only
provides radio and television programmes: it
maintains the country's only fully professional
symphony orchestra and provides other concerts;
it provides the most extensive advertising service
in New Zealandt it plans and operates its own
emergency and technical facilities; it provides a
nation-wide news service, the Listener, programmes
for use by other countries anfr sFort-wave service,
and carries on many other activities which are often
not appreciated by the public." 3

The difficulties faced by the N.Z.B.C. in trying to
accommodate and reconcile the often persistent and
conflicting demands made upon it were exacerbated by the
Corporation's need to find a satisfactory equilibrium
between the requirements of independent and impartial
political broadcasting and the realities of the political
constraints to which it was subjected. (These often
generated more heat than light. For example, the Deputy
Prime Minister was asked at one partyfunction why the
Government allowed 90? of the N.Z.B.C.'s staff to be pro-

A

Labour.=) The difficulties were compounded, too, by the
fact that the N.Z.B.C. was subject to all the pressures of
parish-pump parochialism. Hence, the Mayor of Palmerston
North could strongly criticise the Corporation for failing
to give lrrhat he considered to be adequate broadcast coverage
of ttre city's centennial celebrations.S In short, it was

the high visibility of the N.Z.B.C's activities that
prompted Stringerrs comments to his Minister (W..f . Scott)

3.

4.
5.

N.Z.B.C. Annual Report for the year
o.

Reported in the N.Z. Herald, October
Letter on N.7,.8.C. Public Relations
After defending itself, the N.Z.B.C.
(news release dated April L6, 1971)
a television outside broadcast unit
cover the festivities for a week.

ended

6, 1971.
file.
announced

that it was
to the city

sending
to
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that there was "no other organisation subject to closer
scrutiny by both publicity media and the public at large
than broadcasting. "6

The manner in which the N.Z.B.C. responded to this scrutiny -
how and to what extent it tried to explain and justify what
it did and intended to do - was critical for the promotion
and maintenance of organisational prestige, and hence
de facto power. Again, that response would be a function
of organisational leadership. An appropriate analogy may

be drawn from Neustadtrs discussion of the American
President's sources and uses of power.T Neustadt argues that
the President's ability to act depends to an important degree
on his "professional reputation", and that repuLation is
forged by the "Washington community" "inveterate observers
of a President. "S These people "have the doing of what-
ever he wants done. They are the objects of his personal
persuasion. They also are the most attentive members of
his audience."9 In the N.Z.B.C.rs case the critical group

the "inveterate observers" -- was the journalistic staff.
They judqed the professsional reputation of the Director-
General, in particular, and of the organisation's leadership
in general. They judged it -- rightly or wrongly -- in
terms of their values and expectations, and in so doing they
passed judgement on the professional status of the organis-
ation itself. Indeed, they were instrumental in formulating
that reputation amongst the public at large; for while they
may not have had "the doing of whatever he (the Director-
General) want(ed) done", they were in a positj-onr €rs members

of the wider journalistic community, to influence strongly
the orgranisation's public reputation. They would lay
claim to being the protectors of important democratic
values for example, the "freedom and independence of the
press" I and, importantly, because they moved within the

6. Ivlemo from Stringer to Minister of Broadcasting, August
20, 1964.

R.E. Neustadt, Presidential Power: The Politics of
Leadership, Wi

Neustadt, op.cit., p. 58.
rbid.

7.

8.
9.
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broader circles of journalism, they were well placed to
be able to draw public attention to what they considered

to be the short-comings of the N.Z.B.C.'s administrators.

The failure of leadership has been discussed in the previous

three chapters. Here it is further argued that the effects of
this failure, in respect of the N.z.B.c.'s public image -
its "professional reputation" - were exacerbated by the

strained relationship that existed between the N.z.B.c.'s
administration and the journalistic profession in general'

There was, in short, a marked degree of mutual hostility,
which stemmed from each party's inability or unwillingness to
appreciate the functions and responsibilities of the other'

The press, for its part, seemed resentful of the fact
that the N.Z.B.C. had established a comprehensive

nation-wide news service -- a developrnent which, according

to the f,istener, made al: *.2.8.c. the "biggest nevts organ-

isation in the country. "-ry Holcroft has noted that follow-
ing the introduction of commercial broadcasting in 1935,

the newspapers "learnt to live with radio, partly because

the N.Z.B.S. was slorv to build a genuine news service, but 
11

also because the press was sti1l seen to be indispensable." -*

As noted in Chapter 2, the newsPapers consistently declined
to allow broadcasting to participate in Press Association
servj,ces when,in the 1950s, the N.Z.B.S - had sought to
establish its own news programnes. The introduction of
the broadcasting news service in L962 placed the N.Z.B.C. in
competition with the newspapers for the services of
competent journalists. Moreover, Stringer maintains that
the newspapers were worried about losing adversiting revenuei

10. N.Z. Listener, August 28, L964; see, too, N.Z'
ffir 26, 1968.

11. M.H. Holcroft, "The Press in a Visual Ager"
New Zealand'sHeritage, YoL. 7, Pt- 100, p. 2788'
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they failed to perceive that the roles of broadcasting
and the newspapers $rere complementary rather than competitive.
Instead they "spent all their time sniping at broadcasting."L2
Relationships were also strained by broadcast.ingrs long-
standi-ng monopoloy on the publication of forthcoming radio
and television progranmes.

The N.Z.B.C. rs attitude towards the newspapers wasr in turn'
shaped by something of a siege mentality. This was

manifest in the "teamwork" appeals discussed in the preceding
chapters, particularly in the admonitions over disloyalty
(teaking information to newspapet") , 

13 and in the advice
to "close ranks" against the newsp.p"t".I4 rt was also
apparent in a concern to reassure staff and the leadership
itself? -- that much of the newspaPer criticism of the
N.Z.B.C. was unjustified. In L966, fox example' the
Corporation was subjected to considerable criticism stemming

from the "pirates" controversy and the Bick episode. At
the end of that year, Stringer told staff that (as "I have

said before in 'Relay'") "the N.Z.B.C.
....should not shy away from criticism, provided
that it is fair and constructive; that indeed
broadcasting thrives on such criticism. However,
when criticism fails to be justified or consLructive,
but is carping and designed to further the critic's
personal interests; and when staff are being
subjected to abuse, it begins to undermi.ne the
public's confidence and to harm staff mora1e." 15

On another occasion he decried the "incessant captious
criticism of progralnmes by newspaper columnists", pointing
out that, "it must be remembered that newspapers and

12. Stringer to writer, September 30' L975.
13. For example, The Dominion of August I, L969rquotes a

circular to all staff from Deputy Director-General L.R.
Sceats pointing out that the Corporation was concerned
at the increased. number of instances where staff, with-
out authority, had disclosed corporation business to
outsiders, including the press. This wasra breach of
the staff contract and an act of disloyalty both to
the Corporation and to other staff members.r

L4. According to I.A. Johnstone, op. cit., P. 4I, N'Z-B.C.
staf f weie advised .not to taFo n-ewspapermen".

15. Relay, Christmas, L966.
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television compete for news and advertising revenue."16
This siege mentality could be .j-nterpreted as a reluctance to
bear criticism, as a rather obdurate belief in the superior
knowledge and wisdom of the N.Z.B.C. As Kenneth Minogue
has poinLed out,

"one of the commonest ways of evading criticism is
to suggest that the criticism does not help in the
solution of some cognate practical problem; and
this fallacy is connected with our hostile attitudes
to what is 'merely criticaf in contrast with what isrconstructive' or better still, rcreative' In other
words, if something is bad one ought not to say it is
bad unless one can do better There are however,
times when we simply do not wish to be criticised, and
here meliorist attitudes are useful to push the criticism
away. " I7

rt may also have been a product of the public service back-
grounds of stringer and his senior executive staff. Having
pursued their careers in the essentially secretive atmosphere
of departmental administration t8 these men were probabry
ill-equipped to handle the publicity spotlight that became
focused on the Corporation as it went about the task of
bringing television programmes into the living rooms of
New Zea1and. Their shyness, if not suspicion, of the:-news
media was not helpful in promoting and maintaining a favourable
organisational identity. (On at least one occasion, the
N.Z.B.C.rs administration was reluctant to allow its own
neh/s media to treat openly

16. 1"1?y, !ov.,/Oec., 1968. See also, for example, Relay
Apri1, L969, and Relay, September, 1969. See CEEpter
16 regarding the frequency and intensity count for
references to public criticism in the Director-Generarts
Relay messages.

K.R. Minogue, The Liberal Mind, t4ethuen & Co., 1953, p.tta.
Says F'.C. Mosher ("The Public Service in the Temporary
9ggi"ly", Eub1ic 4dministration Review, Jan./I.eb., LglL, p.
5U) r "rnsotar as it assures that the older officers
within the system will hold the top positions of the
agency, it (careerism) assures continuity, stability
and conservatism in agency policy. It is probably theprincipal ingredient of the cement which binds an agency
into a strong, autonomous, and perhaps impervious entity
against outsj-ders . . . "

17.
18.
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of controversial matters affectinq the N.z,B.C.rs own intet.=t"'19
Such instances could scarcely have improved the relationships
between the administration and N.z.B.c. journalists.)

The administrationrs generally insular attitude was partlcularly
apparent when, iD Lg67, Stringer was questioned by a prominent

journalist (Graham aiuing) about the arrangement whereby the

N.Z.B.C. showed all j-mported televj-sion f ilms to the Film

Censor. Billing's own view was that the continuation of
the system was "an offence against reasofl", and that j-ts

defence by the N.z.B.c. vras "a public insult." The public,
he argued, had no right of appeal, and the process' which

resulted from an agreement (never publicly acknowledged in

writing) between the Minj-sters of Broadcasti-ng and Internal
Affairsr wdS without legal foundatiorr.20 BiIIing reported

that strj-nger would not say how many films had been banned'

for political reasonsi he would. not give the grounds on

which the N.Z.B.C. decided not to screen a film passed by

the Censor; he would not name the people who made the decisions

not to screen films passed by the censor' nor would be divulge

their qraalificationsr he would not advise if the N-z.B.c.
had ever screened a film against the Censor's reconmendation,

or the circumstances in which the N .z.B.c. would dispute the

Censor's ruling, nor whether the Corporation would be subject

to penalty if it ignored the censorrs ruling.2r The next

month, in pursuit of the issue, Billing reported that the

Director of Television, N.R. Palmer, in resPonse to questions

about the standards by which the N.z.B.c. judged films, stated

that he did not think that internal working instructions
should be "made public property. "

19. This concerned news coverage in L966 of certain events
involving the "pirate" radio station, Radio Hauraki.
See L. Clevetanh, "The New Zealand Mass Media System:
Problems of Broadcasting, " c!,. cit . r PP ' 47'48 '

20. Reported in The Sunday Times, October 22' L967 '
2r. rbid.
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22
Nor were there any plans to publish the standaros'

such insularity suggests that the administrationrs
guiding principle was "it is not in the public interest

that the public should know what is being done in

its interest.u23

TheN.7'.B.c.wasdamagedbyitsinabilityto.,sell,'its
story to the public. This was especially apparent in

Ig66, when the "pirates" controversy left the corporation's

imagetarnished.Inparticularritwaseasilydubbed
"bureaucratic" and "monopolistic" ; its prestige

suffered badly; and its territoriality was later
invaded with the advent of the Broadcasting Authority'
Yet as indicated in Chapter 7, the N 'Z'B'C' had not

been as obdurate as the "pirates", and the Minister'
had led the public to believe. It could conceivably

havedonemoretopropagateitsownposition,without
at the same time setting out to embarrass the Minister,

from whom it had experienced difficulty in obtaining

adviceaboutGovernment'sintentionsinregardtothe
activation of Part III of the Broadcasting corporation

Act. (This example, also illustrates the problems

ofautonomythatspringfromtheretentionofthe
r.rinisterial portfolio and the "proximate relationship"
between the Minister and the administration. )

It was in 1966, too, that the Bick affair brought down a

weJ-ght of unfavourable publicity upon the N'Z'B'C'

Newspaper editorials were generally critical of the

N.z.B.c.forpostponingthe.'Compass,,programmeinquestion.

22. Reported in The Sunday Times, November L9' L967'

23. Quoted in P.H. Partridge,'len, Ev?lYalio{t,?,{
Bureaucratic Power" r Public Adminrstrataon
lsva".vi, 

--i.ttt" , L974,@-
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Its j-ndependence was questioned.24 Stringer salr the
affair as something of a journalistic conspiracy against
the N.Z,.B.C.'s administration. In his view, the problem

was exacerbated by the fact that the broadcasting
journalistsr primary loyalty was not to the Corporation
but to their fellow journalists.25 a similar interpre-
tation was expressed by I,i.H. Holcroft in a Listener
editorial:

"New Zealand papers have no wish to probe the
domestic affairs of their rcontemporariesti
they have a long tradition of mutual forebearance
in mattercof editorial or managerial concern. A
broadcaster may in a time of stress go to Truth
or the Sunday Times, and publish his grievances;
but a reportEr-wEo resigns from either of those
weeklies will have no similar audience: he must
be satisfied with the pub frequented by his
colleagues. If an editor resigned on a question
of principle the event would no doubt be thought
newsworthy by the N.Z.B.C., although not as a
subject for protracted inguiry. These matters are
handled discreetly; outgoing editors do not as a
rule feel impelled to reveal their difficulties,
and even in anger may keep some loyalty to their
papers. The Bick affair may move a little more
inlo perspective when these loints are noted. " 26

For the N.Z.B.C.'s administration the affair was

critical, and led to the liberalising of the interpretation
of programme "balance". It did. nothing, however, to
dissipate the administrationrs distrust of the newspapers.

It would be misleading to suggest that the N.z.B.C. was

24. For example, The Eveningr Postrs editorial of October 5l
L966, commented: 'rFrom its i-nception the N. Z . B . C . has
made much of the fact that it is an independent organisa-
tion determined to administer radio and television in an
impartial way. Yet when its sense of independence is
put to the testr ds in the present instance, its total
authority is not as apparent as we have been 1ed to
believe. Certainly the public have cause to wonder."
See, too, similar editorial comment in The Auckland StaE,
October 4, 1966; The Dominion, October@
Press, october 5t , OEFober
6, L966; and The Christchurch Star, October 5, 1966.

25. Stringer to writer, October 7, L975.

26. N.z. Listener (editorial), November 4, 1966.
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totally insular, that it placed no value on trying to keep
the public informed of its activities. As mentioned in
the last chapter, a public relations office was set up
in 1963, largely to inform the public of progress and events
in the implementation of the capitar development progranrme.
fn ilanuary, 1966, Stringer told staff that the objective
of the public relations office was "a close, mutually
cooperative rerationship between the newspapers and our-
selves .u27 This would ensure that ,,the public receives
promptly information to which it is ent,itled; and, importantly
as far as the N.Z.BC. is concerned, it will ensure that this
information is factually accurate.,,28 rn f965, the corp-
oration prepared and presented a television progranme -
scripted by an outside observer, victoria university politicar
scientist, Dr. R.J. Harrison - examining the first five
years of television in New Zealand.. As Gordon Bick himserf
later conceded, in this prog'ranme "the N.z.B.c. had examined
its own structure with a relativery free hand, it had alrowed
a good deal of criticism against itself - a thing which far
more mature television organisat.ions in the world would not
alIow. "29

These points notwithstanding, there was a fundamental weakness
in the corporationrs conception of how to build and maintain
public support. The N.z.B.c. saw its public relations
function as responsive, rather than enabling. The former
concept views pubric rerations - as suggested by stringer's
concern with "factually accurate" information - as a "fire
brigade" activity: one which aims to correct pockets of
misunderstanding based on false knowledge. It is a
necessary function, but in terms of promoting enhanced
public presti-ge, it is not a sufficient one. The enabling

27.
28.
29.

Relay, January, 1966.
rbid.
G. Bick, op. cit,, p. 94,
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concept on the other hand, posits that the organisation itself
is able to assist in moulding the way people perceive of it.
In discussing the role of Royal Commissiorg, for example,
Vickers says that,

"by exposing wirat they regard as the relevant facts
and their o!t/n value judgements thereon and the process
whereby they have reached their conclusions, they provide
the authority which appointed them and also all who
read their report with a conrmon basj-s for forming
their ov/n appreciations and with a model of what
an appreciation shou!{ be. They are not only analytic
but cltalYtic 'r 3o

Thus, their reports are exercises in public education; they
educate the reader's "reality judgementr' - helping him
rrto break through limitations imposed by his tendency to
see things in their now familiar categories"; and they also
educate the reader's "value judgement" - helping him to
"transcend limitations imposed by his tendency to value
things in familiar ways. "31

The N.Z.B.C. was not a Royal Commissionrbut an orgianisation
with its own interests to protect and pursue. But in so
doing it could have done far more to adjust both reality
judgements - for which its public relations work was
primarily geared - and evaluative judgements. The

Corporation displayed a strong reluctance, for example, to
use either radio or television to help shape public apprecia-
tion of the issues and difficulties with which the organisation
had to contend - sdy, in regard to programming or capital

?.)
development. -'

30. Sir Geoffrey Vickers, op. cit., p, 50.
31. Ibid, p. 53.

32. L. Cleveland, a political scientist and former
journalist of wide experience, prompted the
N.Z.B.C. in this direction when a member of
the Central R.P.A.C. Cleveland (to writer
February 28, 1979) was invited to write a script
for a television documentary on broadcasting news
gathering, processing and presentation. This he
did, but the venture was pushed aside with the
onset of the Authority's television hearings in
the early 1970's.
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Such initiatives would certainly have demand,ed tactful
handling, but the fact that during the 1960s almost
nothing was done in this d.irection, may be construed as

further evidence of the administration's insular character,
in particular, and of its leadership failings in general.
(One important difficulty, however, stemmed from the
strained relationship between the administration and

the journalistic staff. According to Sceats, the
journalistsr suspicion of the administration created a

distaste for being "used". Accordingly, statements that
the administration wished to have broadcast in nelts bulletins
were sometimes not used. The journalists could claim
that the items were of insufficient nelvs ,mlrr".33)

The problem was closely related to that of developing and
articulating a philosophy of broadcasting. Such a philosophy
had to be projected not only within the organisation but
outwardly as wellr so that a positive institutional identity
could be established. "Public relations" conceived of
in these terms is not only or even primarily a matter of
correcting false information - essentially an administrative
function. ft is more a task of choosing among, and
articulating,particular values - essentially a political
exercise. Tire N.Z.B.C. !s perception of its public relations
task as responsive rather than enabling; the mutual distrust
that existed between it and the newspapers; its failure
to secure the trust of its journalistic staff; and the
"history of affairs" that plagued it through the 1960s (and

the 70s) all combined to "imprison" the organisation, to
shut it off from the popular (political) support essential
for j-ts survival. By 1970, when the organisation finally
took steps to try to free itself from this entrapment, it
had the debt of its earlier shortcomings heavily stacked

33. Sceats to writer, May 2L, L976.
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against it.

In March, 1968, the Board expressed "concern at
its public image" and asked the Director-General to bring
forward suggestions as to how the N.Z.B.C. "might improve
its public relations generally."34 Public relations
through the 1960s had been a function of the executive.
The public relations officer was responsible to the
DirecLor-General through the latterrs Administrative Assistant'
Cooper Marshall. According to the Public Relations Officer
from 1965 1970, this arrangement tended to handicap
the sectionrs efforts because Marshall placed no great
importance on the public relations function.35 According
to McFarlane, the Board wished to see a reorganised public
relations section working in closer contact with the Board.36
(This desire may also be seen in terms of the growing executive
role of the Board. ) The liquor controversy during the
middle months of 1968 heightened the Board's concern about
the Corporati-on's public relations. McFarlane recalls that
the whole issue "blew up" because the executive had advised
the Board that such a small adjustment to its advertising
poticy did not require public explanation. Howeverr when

the amendment did leak to the press it became extremely
difficult for the Corporation to explain that the new policy
did not give free rein to liquor advertising.

McFarlane himself had been instrumental in building up the
public relations activites of the Post Office, and following

34.
35.

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, March 19, 1968.
Lyell Boyes to writer, undated. According to M.H.
Holcroft (Reluctant Editor_, op. cit., p. I89),

"decisions ffiiaftTogranrmes might sometimes
have been hard to justify, but they would not have been
inflated beyond their true worth if the Director-General
had spoken out quickly and firmlyr €rs departmental
heads have been known to do, giving the facts and
defending thej-r positions with an authority which
silenced their cri-tics. "

McFarlane to writer, June 15, L976.36.
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his appointment to the Chairmanship of the N.Z.B.C. he

and other Board members had been eager to see a more

promotional (enabling) approach adopted by the Corporation.
In May, L969, the Board resolved to appoint a Public Relations
Manager responsible directly to the Director-General. In
addition, it decided to engage the services of a public
relations firm "to advise on the manner in which the
public relations section should be organised and to be

available for specific assignments as insLructed by the
Director-General.u37 rn 1970, the Deputy Editor of the
News Service, P.A. Fabianrwas appointed to the new job.
According to Fabian,during the selection process he had told
the appointments conrnittee (which included the Chairman,
Major-General McKinnon) that the Corporation should actJ-vely
promote a philosophy of news and current affairs broadcasting,
that the articulation of this philosophy would serve as a
"weapon" in promoting the N .Z.B.C.'s public prestige.38

Thus, Fabian's assumption of the job of Public Relations
Manager brought with it an upsurge of public statements
explaining how the N.Z.B.C. interpreted its responsibilities
in the area ofnevrs and controversial broadcasting. Fabian
recalls that Stringer was sceptical about the suggested
value of espousing a philosophy in this sphere, but was

impressed by the amount of media coverage given to the
opening shot in this "campaign", his address on violence and

the responsibility of broadcasting, delivered to the Carterton
Rotary Club in February, 1970.39 (rt should be nentioned
here that these addresses vrere invariably delivered to the
midd.Ie-class audiences of such service and interest clubs as

Rotary, Jaycees and th.e lil<e. According to Fabian, these
were the only groups to extend invitations to "p""k.40

37.
38.
39.
40.

N. Z . B. C. Boar{_Mingle, I*Iay

Fabian to writer, May 19,
rbid.

20, 1969.

I976.

rbid.
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Thisr and as pointed out in chapter 15, the underlying
middle-c1ass, generally conservative assumptions which

underpinned these speeches, support the argument that
a major source of tension for the Corporation was that it
was an orqanisation whose administrative perspectives
vrere - probably inevitably - "blinkered" by middle-class
values.) Copies of the Carberton and subsequent

addresses were sent to all I{embers of Parliarnent, and to
the editors of all daity nevtsPapers in New Zealand, and of
the country's leading magazines.

Apart from the perceived need to be more positive in
articulating the Corporation's philosoPhy of news and

controversal broadcasting, the newly-found public relations
vigour was directed towards promoting the N.Z.B.C.'s case

for control of a second television channel. The advent

of the Broadcasting Authority helped imbue the Corporation
with the belief that its interests could best be served only
if it were prepared to explain and justify its policies in
the face of threats from commercial competition, Shortly
after taking up his post, Fabian outlined to the Director-
General the "tasks ahead", including the inducing of
"magazines and newspaper people to visit Avalon to
instil-l a better appreciation of the enormity of the project
and again with a view to achieving the right climate for an

N.z.B.c. case for a second channel and co1oot."41 The

public relations consultants hired by the Board (C- Hugh

Sumpter and Associates Ltd. ) , along with McKinnon, called on

newspaper editors to explain the Corporation's case for a

second channel.

The N.Z.B.Crs public relations efforts happened to coincide
with a mellowing of the newspapers' attitudes towards the
N.Z.B.C. By I97O the papers had come to see the N.z-B-C's

4J-. Memo from Public Relations Manager to Director-
General, Februaty 25, 1970.
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news service as being complementary to, rather than

competitive with, their own services: broadcasting's

"intrusion" into tire newspaperst traditional d'omain, if
not to be welcomed with open arms, could at least be

tolerated with the realisation of some mutual benefit'
perhaps more important was the recognition that a second

channel run by the N.Z.B.e. would be less harmful to the

newspapers' commercial interests than one run O" tltn,
other principal contender for ownership and control. -'

A second channel run by the N.Z.B.C. was to be non-commercial,

whereas run by the private contender it would need to be

fully commercial and thus would constitute a threat to the

newspapers' business interests. Hence, sceats could

record in December, 1970, that'
"we have endured much cri-ticism in the past but
recently there seems to have been a turn in the
tide of words. Editorial opinion has been more
with us than against us and we may take pride
in the fact that our achievements have been worthy
of laudable acknowledgement. " 43

Fourteen months later, McKinnon acknowledged that the N'Z'B'C'

had been "heartenedfl by the "massive support" given by the

press and public to the corporation's second channel
-44proposars.

Fabian replied assiduously to alI manner of criticisms of
the N.z.B.c. expressed in the newspaPers' drawing the pointed

comment from the Editor of Tablet that, "you must be one of

the most prolific writers of lettersto the editor in the

country.u45 (f,ife the boy who cried wo1f, Fabian may have

replied too often.) There were other innovations' in

42. Initially, the other contender was a consortium of
four leading New Zealand companies' Later, the
consortirr* riitnarew leaving Auckland businessman and
broadcaster, Gordon oryden, to propose the establishment
of a public company to own and opeiate a second channel'

43. Relay, December, L970-

44. Press statement, released February 2' 1972', See, for
example, 

-itt"-ooi'titti"tt, october 18' I97I, and November 18'
LITL; arso@, November 22, I97]- and April 19 '
1972.

45. Note from J. Kennedy to Fabj-an, May (undated) ' I97L.
(On N.z.B.C. public relations file')
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practice and in styIe. News conferences were held by

the Director-General. One, in February, L970,ttas held

to explain why the network television news would be moved

from 7.30 pm to 7.00 Pm, and the 9'00 pm news on radio to

S.30pm.AnotherwascalledbySceats,shortlyafter
the announcement of his appointment to the position of

Director-General. A greater awareness of the need to

foster acceptance of changes that would directly affect
the public represented a change in administrative style'
said Fabian in response to a charge that the N.z.B.c. had

begun a blatant campaign to "soften up" the public to

accept higher licence fees:
"this i"s a rather misleading way of interpreting
the motives of the N -z-B.C: -. - (which) fully intends
reepinq faith with the public and frankly advi"lttg
them ot tfre changing siiuation in broadcasting in
New Zealand and its economic health. It will not
be motivated bY stealth.''46

Moreover' very late in the piece - too late' in fact
the N.Z.B.C. began to look towards it own media as a

vehicle in its public relations campaign. In July'
LgT2,theBoardaskedtheDirector-Generalandthe
public Relations Manager to "look into the practicability
of the N.Z.B.C. using its own media more to publicise
(its) activities, achievements and what it does for
the Arts.u47 (Its contribution to the Arts was an

important factor in the N.Z.B.C. ts case for control of a

second television channel. )

In sum, by :-:gTo the N.z.B.c. had come to appreciate that

its power base did not stem solely from its enabling Act'

but was also a function of its ability to Promote and

maintain its professional reputation, its public prestige'

by helping to shape the reality and evaluative judgements of

its ,,client" publics includingras well as by way of , the

press. Unfortunately for the Corporation' however' any

46. Letter from Public Relations Manager to Editor,
Wanganui Herald, APril 13, J-97J-'

47. N.Z.B.C. Board Minl4sr July 25, L972'
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benefits that may have flowed from its efforts in this direction
were effectively undercut by the "history of affairs" which
continued to dog the N.Z.B.C. right through until in January
L973 the Labour Government announced its decision to abolish
the organisation, ds such. In particular, there was the
McCready decision of 1972, and the Macleod affair of the
following year. These ensured that the distrust between
the administration and the journalists remained. Nor was

this ameliorated by McKinnonrs assumption of the role of
chief N.Z.B.C. spokesman on controversial issues (See Chapter
10). As pointed out in Chapter 14, his army background,
lack of professional broadcasting experience, and apparent
conservatism combined to undermine his "authority of
competence" in the eyes of the journalistic staff (and^, it
might be speculated, among newspaper journalists as well).
Therefore, his adoption of a prominent profile may well
have been partially self-defeating. While McKinnon was

prepared publicly to defend the Corporation on those
occasions wl:en it was subjected to strong criticism -
especially from leading political figures it was precisely
on those occasions when it might have been better for the
organisation's reputation had he retained a lower profile
left the public spot-1ight to the Director-General or his
deputy. McKinnon's main problem was that his background
tended to depri-ve him of credibility in his role as N.Z.B.C.
Chairman. Worse, McKinnon himself was a central figure in
both the McCready and Macleod controversies: it was McKinnon
who invited the Minister of Defence (McCready) to explain
the Vietnam situation on the television network news, and who

was instrumental in arranging a "lecture spot" for him in
the middle of the bu11"tir;48 and it was McKinnon who

was Chairman of the Board when it sacked Macleod. The

Iatter controvery, in particular, because it called into
serious question the Corporationrs independence and

impartiality, in one stroke undermined a1l the positive
efforts of organisational promotion that had preceded it
during the previous two years. In terms of fostering
a longer-term public awareness of the need for public broad-
casting's political non-partisanship to be both real and

48. Sceats was overseas rt the time.
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manifest, the Macleod affair may be judged to have been a

blessing in disguise. In terms, however, of administrative
leadership and the search for organisational antonomy' it
was a disaster.

The second part of this chapter examines the role of the

Regional Programme Advisory Committees, set up by the

N.Z.B.C. in 1965. These committees were designed to keep

Lhe N.Z,.B.C. ,'in close touch with public response to programme

policy,'.49 To this end they were one among a number of
means, including audience researchi newspaper and magazine

commentaries and comment - including "letters to the editor";
communication direct to the N.Z.B.C. from members of the

public; and representations and questions from Members of
parliament. unlike the other means (except audience

research), the committees were created on the N'Z'B'C' rs

own initiative. Thus, Eo exmination of their work may be

expected to provide some further insights into the N.z'B'c'
administrationrs responsi-Veness to public demands and

expectations. This is especially so because, unlike
audience research, the committees' activities entailed two-way'

personalised, conmunication between the administration on the

one hand, and "representatives" of the public, on the other.

The corporationrs enabling Act empowered it to set up the

committe"r.50 rn March11965, the Board approved their

49.
50.

N.z.B.C. news release, October 22, 1965'

Broadc.sting Corpor.ti t lg!f, Section 8' The
oadcasting' The

Rad.io Broadcasting company had set up public committees
for each station ina fria ltso appointed honorary official
listeners in certain areas' The advisory committees were
abolished by the Broadcasting Board in L932. Instead' an
Advisory Councif comprising I persons was set up to advise
the Boald. The 193e Broadcasting Act provided for the
establishment of an Advisory council of up to 5 persons'
but no such body was set up. In its 1960 General
nlection tutanifeito, the National Party undertook to
establish an advisory committee to be "associated with"
the commission set up to control the introduction and
development of television.
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establishment, and their composition was announced in
october the same y".r.51 According to the Chairman of
the N.Z.B.C. I C.A. McFar1ane, the committees would
represent "a broad spectrum of responsible opinion".
As well as advancing views on their own initiative, they
would consider matters submitted to them from time to
time by the Corporatiorr.52 In the Director-Generalfs
view, it was intended that the committees would act as

"sounding boards" of public opinion to enable the N.Z.B.C.
to judge "reasonable response. to radio and television
progranme policy. They were to be (in the words of
Britain's Pilkington Committee on broadcasting) "open
windows letting in the weather of opinion, good and bad,
not a conservatory to shield and protect."53 lr,lembers

were chosen on their individual merits rather than as
representatives of particular interest groups. However,
it was the N.Z.B.C. rs intent.ion to have the "widest
possible scope of interests covered by Lhe individuals

tr,4
selected."-= In StringerIs words,

"the composition of each Committee in total should
be as widely representative as possible, embracing
cultural (music, drama, Iiterature), educational,
farming, trade union, sports, religion, business,
industry and particularly in the northern region,
Maoris. Both male and female should be included
...A variation of ages is also desirable. Some
well-known people with a good all-round background
could lend prestige to the Committees but names
put forward (for consideration for appointment to
the committees) need not necessarily be public
figures of distinction. " 55

51.

52.
53.

54.
f,f.

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, I6-L7 March, 1955; N.Z.B.C.
zz, tg65.

N.Z.B.C. news release, October 22, 1965.
Memo from Director-General to Station Managers, April 22,
1965.
rbid.
rbid.
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Initially,thecommitteesworkedsolelywiththeDirector-
General and his executive staff' They met four times a

year,inthepresenceoftheDirector-General'andthe
Directors of Television and sOund Broadcasting' However'

duringthefirsthalfofLgsT,theBoardcametoexercisea
greater measure of control over the committees' In

December,Lg66,theBoardhadconsideredareportassessing
thecommittees'operations:itwasdecidedthatthe
chairman should discuss the matters raised in the rePort

with the Chairmen and Deputy Chairmen of the three bodies'56

At the March, 1967, meeting' the Board decided to invite

theChairmenandDeputyChairmentomeettheBoardinMay'
.,tofostercloserpersonalrelationsandtoclarifythe
functions and purposes of the committees ."57 (From Lg57,

the N.7,.8.C. Board and the Chairmen and Deputy Chairmen of

the committees met annuallY' )

ThenatureoftheBoard'sconcernovertheactivitiesof
theadvisorycommitteesbecameclearattheMaymeeting.
It resolved that,

"it would not be wise to give too.much publicity
to the work of the commiftees which could easily
get a O"a-p"nfi" image' Members should be wary
of makint it.t"*ents-or giving addresses as these
tend to be taken by tbg iublic as exposition of
corporation Policy: " 58

TheBoardregardedthecommitteesassoundingboardswhose
valuewouldst'emnotsomuchfrommembers'contactwith
thewlderpublicrdsfromtheirabilitytooffercriticism
of and advice on N 'z'B'C' policies'

N. Z.B.C. Board Minute, 13-14 December ' ]-966'
s6.
57.

58.

Letter of
N. Z. B.C.
Regional
N. Z . B.C.

April I0, 1967, from the Chairman of the
to the Deputy Chairman of the Southern
erogt.*e- advisorY Committee'

Board Minute, I6-L7 Malr L967 '
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The Board's desire to shield the comm.ittees from public view was

enhanced with the advent of Major-General McKinnon to the Chair-
manship of the N .Z.B.C. At the meetinq between the Board and the
committee Chairmen and Deputy Chairmen in July, 1969, McKinnon
advised that the Corporation

"woufd prefer to get the advj-ce of the commj-ttees without
any significant publicity, ln the same way as j-t does from
its other advisory committees, particularly with prj"vate
enterprise coming into the broadcasting fieId. "

He poj-nted out Lhat with the Minister of Broadcasting, the
Broadcasting Authority, the Programm.e Advisory Committees and
the N.Z.B.C.t the public was "sometimes confused on whom

spoke with authority on what." Hence, in the "changed climate
of broadcasting todayr', the committees were "to avoid making
public statements as far as possible", and the press and the
N.Z.B.C. news staff were no longer to be advised of the dates
of committee meetingr.59

The committees themselves favoured a more "open" style of
operati-on, and more publicity for their activities. fn February,
L967 r a member of the northern committee suggested that its
meetings should be open to the press, that it should rractively
solicit and conscientiously consider suggestions from the public,
if necessary by establishing screening conmittees", invite
newspaPer crj-tics, educators, psychologists and others to address
it, and that it should ask the N.Z.B.C. to extend the committeers
jurisdiction to "a11 relevant spheres, e.9. pirate radio,
commercial televi-sion, 2nd channel. "60

N.Z.B.C. Board MinuteT JuIy 22, L969. The N.Z.B.C. rs other
ittEes were the Kinderqarten of the

Air Advisory Committee, the Central Religious Advisory
Committee, and the Broadcasts to Schools Advisory Committee.
Submission by K.W. Tanner for consideration at the
Northern Regional Prograrnme Advisory Commi-ttee meeting on
Thursday, February 23, 1967. According to Tanner, the
commj-ttee was "unrepresentative, meeting in private and
groping for a role. "

59.

60.

)
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The Board, however, udid not think it desirable for the

committees to actively solicit suggestions from the

public nor to invite specialists to address it"'6I
In September, 1966, a member of the southern committee

charged tha.t the committees were "a waste of time and

money' .62 While dissociating itself from this view'

the northern committee conceded, however, that the link
between the committee and the public was "virtually
non-existent'', and that Statements made after the

meetings received. little publicity.63 rn November, 1968,

the southern committee lamented the lack of public

awareness of the committeers activities and resolved

todrawtotheattentionoftheEditorofth"!#e',er 64
the,'workings and membership of the committee."--

The committee's desire to be more visible mediators

between the corporation and the public is indicated in
the results of a survey conducted by the writer in L976

amongpersonswhoservedonthecommitteesatvarious
times during the period 1965-1972. (In aI1, about

170 persons served on the committees during this time.

The author was unable to find the residential addresses

of 25 of those persons, and of the 145 questionnaires

dispatched, 15 were returned without reaching the

addressee, and four reached the addressee but were

returned either without being completed or without

being answered adequatelY. Thus, a maximum of 130

questionnaires could be assumed to have reached the

addressees. of these, 7O were completed and returned

to the author, a (usable) response rate of 53'85t'
TheToresponsesconstitutearepresentativesample
from among the l70-odd committee members')

61.
e2.

63.

64.

N=Z.B.C. Board Minute, July 18, L967'

J.M. McKenzie, reported in the N'Z' TV Weekly'
September L2, 1966.

Minutes of meeting of October 4, 1966 , of the
noitn"ttt Regional Programme Advisory Committee'

l"linutes of meeting of November I, 1968, of the
sootrr"rn Regional Programme Advisory committee.



Question
Did you corasider that the

exietence and activities of
the corurrittee were wideJ,.y
enough knovrn and ptrblieised?

Do you co-nsider that the neus
medi,a shouia have been allowed
to attend comnittee neetings?

lfas it your opd.n5.on that the
committee, I s treeommendations
to the N.Z.B.C. should be
mad,e public?

Always L9.72
Sometimes 39.47
Never 38.03
(other) 12.781

AJ.ways 42.25
Sometimes 50.70
Never '1 .04(other) (0.0U

Respo,nse

Yes

No

403.

t-age

!:9.72
80.28
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In spite of the fact thaL only half the respondents believed

that the N.z.B.c. was "genuinely interested in the committee's

recommendations,"S5 a heavy majority felt that their time

on the committee had been time well spent, and that the

committees, work was beneficial to the corporation.66
MOreover, there was, among committee members, a generally

strong measure of support for the N.Z.B.C. r ds suggested

in the following results.
Question ResPonse 8-age

It may be that the committees bbcame "captives" of the

organisation they l,rtere set up to advise. As Wedell points

out,
"If the principle of advisory councils is sound
it is worthy of consideration that such councils
should be appointed by a body-other than that
which theY exist to advise- "b /

At the end of Your term on the
committee, was it Your oPinion
that the N.Z.B.C. should be
granted control of a second,
non-commercial television
channel, BS it had hoPed?

How would you rate the
N.Z.B.C.'s abilitY and
willingness to satisfY
public demands in the
programme field?

(other)
66. Question

beneficial- to the N.Z.B.C.
services generaIlY?

Yes
No

(other)

No
(Other)

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair
Poor

78.87
16 .90
(4.23)

8.45
30.99
43.66
15.49
1.4r

65. Question
Did you feel that the N .z .8.C. was
genuinely interested in the
committee' s recommendations?

Mainly concerned to rebut imPlied
criticism with arguments based on
greater broadcasting exPertise?
Using committee views to justifY
policies alreadY determined?

A mixture of all three?

Affirmative
?-age

50.70

22. s4

8.45

15.49
(2.82)
B-age

8r.69
18. 3l

85.92
TT.27
(2.8r)

Response
On balance did You feel that
your time on the committee Yes
was time well sPent? No

on balance did you feel that
the work of the committee was Yes

67. E.G. Wedell, Broadcasting and Public Policy'
op. cit., p. 269.
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Ivlembership of the committees was dominated by persons who

were mal-e, European, white-collar workers (professional

persons and businessmen were prominent) or farmers (or who

were wives of Such persons) ' and who vtere between the ages

of 36 and 65 at the time of their appointm"rrt.6E rn other

words, members tended to have social backgrounds very similar
to those persons who occupied the top decision-making posts

within the N.Z.B.C. This would suggest that the committees'

advice was based on the same sort of "wor1d view" that under-

pinned. the administrationrs outlook on news and controversial
broadcasting, ds discussed in earlier chapters. To that
extent, the committees could be said to have been "captives"
of the N.z.B.c.'s administration, providing reinforcement for
corporation programming decisions rather than a critical
examination of them.

while the N.z.B.c. Board was aware of the social imbalance

that marked the composition of the conunittees, it was not

convinced of the practicability of improving the balance'

InAugust,1968,themeetj.ngbetweentheBoardandthe
chairmen and Deputy chairmen of the Committees noted t'hat,
,,if practicable it would be advantageous to have more members

from the trades and allied groups in the community"69 (emphasis

added). The deficiency was not rectified by

68. More than tWo-thirds of those who sat on the committees
were males; 938 were European; and 772 had served, of
were ""rning, 

or either local government organisations;
and/or r"i"i or had been Membeis of Parliament i and/ot
wererolhad.been,activemembersofinterestgroups,
and'/or community organisationsr €'9' Lions and Rotary
clubs etc. At least 908 of members were professional
persons, white collar workers, ots farmers (or were wives
6f persons within these occupations). 74.64? were
between the ages of 36 and 65 when appointed_to the
committees. Note: These figures are based on responses
to the =,ri.r"y QGti-onnaire, not on an analysis of inform-
ation otr ilf'afpointees. While the figures mgst therefore
be treated with some caution, it is believed that they are'
nonethel""=, indicative of the actual composition of the
committees.

69. Minute of meeting of August 20, 1968, betweel tl" N.z.B.c'
Board and the chairmen and Deputy chairmen of the
Regional Programme Advisory Committees'
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late L972, when the Board noted a lack of representation from
the "artisan and labouring sections of the community", but
observed too that "these people tended to be inarticulate'
which limited their value,"70 Not insignificantly, in
February,L972, the Board had asked the Director-General to
"ensure that Statj-on Managers are encouraged to seek the
advice of service organisations when nominating people for
appointment to the Programme Advisory Committees."Tl
Presumably, the Board felt more comfortable with "articulate"
persons who might qenerally be expected to share its own

socio-political orientation.

Whereas the Board considered that too much airt.ime
given to dissenting minority groups (see Chapters 9

15, for example), opinion within the committees was

equally divided on this question,
Question ResPonse

Regarding N.z.B.C. news and current
affairs broadcasts on both tele- Yes
vision and radio, did you consider No
that too much coverage was given to
minority groups, €.9. protesting
groups etc.?

Did you consider that insufficient
coverage was given to such groups?

was

and

more

E-age

52. 11
47.89

YeS 14.08
No 80.28

(Other) (s.64)
This suqgests that the N.z.B.C.'s journalistic staff - or
at least those among them responsible for the day-to-day
prograrnming decisions - were more in tune with public
attitudes than were the Board members. It also suggests
that the committees were not' simply "captives" of the
N.Z.B.C. Board, Further, as pointed out in Chapter 15,

the committees had encouraged a more liberal approach
to controversial broadcasting than the Corporation had'
until 1968, been witling to adopt. It is apparent from the

70.
7r.

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, November 28, L972.

February 1, L972.N. Z,8.C. Board Minute,



committee minutes that three political scientists who

served on these bodies took a particular interest in this

aspect of N.Z.B-C. Programmitg, and were active in

propounding their views on the N'z'B'Crs democratic

responsibilities as a public broadcasting organisation'72

TheCorporationcouldhavebeen-andshouldhavebeen-
more enterprising in its use of the R'P'A'C's' As

"boundaryriders"rthecommitteescouldhavebeenused
not only to ensure that the N'Z'B'C' kept in touch with

public response to programme policy' but also to promote

a better public understanding of this policy and the

factorsimpinginguponit.Thecommitteesthemselves
clearlywouldhavewelcomedanessentiallytwo-way
function.
Question
Did you think that the N 'Z'B'C'

co-uta have made more use of the
committee to Promote greater
public understanding of the
Lorporation' s programme policies?

They were Professor R'M' Chapman-of Auckl-and

University; and Professor n'H' Brookes and

Mr. (now Dr. ) i- Cleveland of Victoria University
of Wellington.

Response

Yes
No

407.

B-age

83.10
15.90

Asproxiesforthepublic,theycouldalsohavebeenallowed
to play a mediati-ng role between the two grouPs whose

relationships \^rere so crucial to the N 'Z'B'C' 
rs fortunes

the administration and the journalists' This might have

involved the use of sub-committees whose members were

especiallywellplacedrbyvirtueoftheirrespectiveback-
groundsandabilities,toenrpathisewiththedifferent
perspeetives of the two groups'

72.
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This would have been an aid to organisational leadershJ-p, how-
ever, not a substitute for it. Wherein, again, lies the
key to understanding this lost opportunity. The committeers
modus operandi became j-ntimaLety linked with the struggle
between the Board and the Director-General, discussed in
Chapters 6,7,8 and 9. The Boardrs move to meet the
Chairmen and Deputy Chairmen each year, and the power it
thereby acquired to shape the role of the committees, was part
of its general effort to acquire a greater say in prograulme
policy, in the face of the Director-General's (Stringer's)
resistance.

Stringer had been instrumental in establishing the committees,
and had determined that they would proffer advice direct to
him (and his top executives). They thus provided the
Director-General with an important source of information
(power) which was advantageous in his relationship with the
Board. (Stringer had al-so planned that the committees
would serve as recruitment pools for Board members, thus
overcoming what he saw as a regrettable lack of broadcasting
experience among Board members. The committees would dove-
tail with three regional corporations which were mooted by
Stringer as eventual successors to the N.2.g.C.73) Control
of the committees therefore became a significant "battle" in
the general "war" between the Board and the chief executive.

The Board was clearly concerned lest the committeesr activities
undermine, or be seen to undermine, its own authority.
According to the Board, "It was never intended that these
committees should become another tier in the Broadcasting
control or that their functions should extend beyond opinion
and thinking on progranme output ...u74 Further, it was

"essential that (they) keep within the bounds

to writer, July 13,
Board. memorandum, 16

73. Stringer
74. N.Z.B.C.

r976.
and 17 May, L967.
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of the Constitution, otherwise confusion in relation to the

control of Broadcasting might be extended..... If public
opinion is to be sought_then it is more properly a function
of the Corporation.... " 

/r (emphasis added) . The Board's

concern to keep the committees out of the public eye may

be interpreted in the same 1i9ht.

Stringer considered it "absolutely essential thaL the committees

be pubticly accessible".T6 In his view, the Board's moves

to bring them under its influence destroyed their usefulness:

"instead of playing a dominant part in broadcasting, instead
of taking it back to the people, instead of making a big
organisation like the N.Z.P.C. more progralnme-sensj.tive, they

became rather stultifi ed."'17

That the advisory committees were fettered, and required to
act as rather insulated sounding boards, sugrgests

that the Board preferred the certainty of a "tight ship" to
the "authority leaka9e"7t that may have stemmed from

mediation between public and professional expectations
and the constraints of administrative and political realities.

rbid.
St.ringer to writer, JulY 13, 1976.

Stringer to writer, iluly 13, L976. He also argued that
the Slation Managers "became insolent" in their attitudes
to the Cornmittees, which limited their usefulness in
rendering the N.Z.B.C, more responsive to local publics.
The Adam Committee (The Broadcasting Futuqe foT New
Zealand: Report of EEe EommiEtee on Broadcasting, 9P-
cIE- p. 3 se
Efre tfrree councils were each rneeting in a major city
and with the topmost executives of the Corporation
there was less tinkage to the men and women at the
progranme and station level. "
The concept of "authority leakage" is from A- Downs
op. cit., pp. 134-5: "Because individual officers have
v5ffig goals, and each uses his discretion in
translating orders from above into commands going
downward, the Purposes the superior had i-n mind will
not be the precise ones his subordinate's orders convey
to people farther down the hierarchy. The resulting
diversion constitutes a leakage of authority- "

75.
76.
77.

78.
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PART FOUR . THE DEMISE OF THE N.Z.B.C.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN: The Labour G'overnment's 1973 Decision

The incoming Labour Government's decision to abolish the

N.z.B.c., announced by the new Minister of Broadcasting'

R.O. Douglas, oD January 31, 1973, came "out of the b1ue"'

(The N .z.B.C. was to be replaced by three separate

corporations - Television one, Television Two, and

Radio New Zealand - and a Broadcasting councill. ) After

Labour had won the General Election the previous November,

the prime Minister, N.E. Kirk, announced that the proposed

second terevision channel would be awarded to the N 'z'B'c'2
Having spent two years justifying their claims to the

second channel before public inquiries conducted by the

Broadcasting Authority, the corporation's adminj-stration

must have been delighted. Yet they had scarcely begun

to prepare for the year in which their efforts would be

brought to fruition, when Douglas made his announcement'

The new Government had honoured its election commitment

1. See the Broadcasting Act 1973. Among other things, the
;;;";ii of allocatins licence-
fee revenue .*ong tire three corporationst it advised
Government on th6 rates of those fees; it could advance
money to the corporations,.it owned all land and
U"iiiirrg"; it wls responsible for establishing'

"p"iiti"g 
and-*iittt.ining transmission and networking

facilities; it conducted audience research; it bid
for overseas television programmes and negotiated for
-ports broadcast rights -in lqew Zealand and elsewhere;
ii-pt"p.rea rr1ies aid codes that set common standards
for broadcasting; it ensured, ds far as possiblet

""if"t*ity 
in t6rms and conditions of employmg?t fot

coiporati-on staff ; it was responsible.for achieving
;;6i;"ntariiy in television programming; ,and it. .

represented Neiv Zealand's inteiesfs in the international
broadcasting communitY.

ReportedinTheotagoDailyTimes,November2S,l9T2.2.
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to public control of broadcasting3 (existing private radio

stations would continue to operate, but no new ones would

be licensed), but considered restructuring of the N.z.B.c.
to be necessary to free creative talent from the inhibitions
of centralised control, to ensure the independence of the
broadcasting services, to gain the benefits of competition
in television progranmi.g, and to revitalise the country's
radio services. According t'o the Minister,

"the Government was convinced that its aim of
providing the best, most independent and enterprising
Lelevision and radio of which New Zealand was capable
could be achieved only through drastic changes in the
present structure. " 4

Importantly, the proposals meshed well with the Governmentrs

emphasis on decentralisation and regionalism. Television
Service One was to operate principally from Wellington and

Dunedin, and Television service two from Auckland and

christchurch, though each was to provide nation-wide
5coverage.

Why did the Labour Government take this drastic action?

3. The N.Z. Listener of February 26, L973, noted that
"Lab5fiftlanE- to-r6structure the N. Z.B.C. date back
before the 1969 election. In 1968, Mf. Norman Kirk
promised changes so that no Government would be able
to interfere with the N.Z.B.C. In 1969 Mr.
Arthur Faulkner outlj-ned his party's plan to
establish three regional competing commercial radio
and television corporations and a second non-conrmercial
television channel." The Labour Partyrs :r'972 General
Election Manifesto stated that Labour "favours the
present principle of public ownership of. the_ facilities
of eroadcasting and Television- The main object
of that policy is to provide the best, most independent,
and enterprising television and radio that can be
provided, A further objective witl be to provide
Lfre frigLtest possibte New Zealand content in both
broadcast progranrmes and capital eguipment, "

4. Reported in The Press, February L, L973.

5. See the Broadcasting Act L973, Sections 40 (2) and
42 (2) .
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To answer this guestion it is helpful to examine the

decisionontwo"levels":thepublicandtheprivate'
A pertinent point is made by Nicolaidis in his study of

organisational decision-making.6 rn his view, organisatj-onal

decisionshavetobe,,clothedwithreason'',justifiedin
termsofsociallyacceptablevalues.Thus,theGovernment's
Lg73 decision on broadcasting was justified in terms of

competition in television broadcasting, the promotion of the

highestpossiblecontentoflocally-producedtelevisionpro-
grammesrandthedefeatofmonopolyandcentralisedbureau-
cratic control- In the Minister's words'

"two guiding principles. in the :::tT:::::.i:?-::t";il:=:-;;';:":;;;"ii="li"n and the introduction
LL^ -.^^* {-ha#"";*;t;il;-;;l;;P'ise' ' ' ?Y:f -:l: I:":-:l:f:illu't"li-;;*i.i.r".=iirs centralisation of creation,

r LL: - f^^l l-aA 2n

l?3"IEEioi".ii"li*i"iitii!'-:1,i:1-:l:" *:1.*:, :liffi;:;ii] ]ii.;r on arr broadcastins, particurarrv
--J h^r^ ae A

;.;;i;"itri"r, had been rreared more and more as a
--.1 *^i ^:'I;'i";';;"i"-It ;;i";i;i?l. :: :-?:: ::-:* 3:il:'E:t

5 il'". il ; 3 i 
" oi 

- d; ;; - 
; i o 

" 
a " = 

t 
i " g 

^-=." | ^ :Y 
" 
:: " : : 

" 
? :il'il:il!: fi" hiehesr,po"=iui-- fr.* zea-land content in

broadcast Ptoqtimfres' "7

Moreover, Douglas could argue that the abolition of his own

(broadcasting)portfolioshowedthatitwastheGovernment'S
"genuine wish that public broadcasting in New Zealand (be)

truly J-nclependent."S (The subsequent Broadcasting Act

N.G. Nicolaidis, PolicY-Decigign
u;i". sth. ca1if.,-Tg6o' rn'lss-6. and Organisation

7. Reported in The Press, February 1' 1973'

8. N.z.P.D., Vol, 387, p' 4851' The portfolio was abolished
EFo-m aprit r, Lgls. , The three corporations and the
CouncilwererequiredtoreportannuallytoParliament
through ttre posUraster-Generit ' As pointed out in
Chapter 13, the post*""["i-eeneral, in his capacity as

an "intermediary" between Parliament and the new

organisations'was"oo,,-obligedtoanswerquestions
on day-to-day broadcaslitg matters' in a manner similar
to thar or-pi"."ding ui"iit"rs of Broadcasting. It
was oriqi;"ii;-;rr" i"t."Li"n that he answer only those

question""i"i'"ti-tg to tti" "defined broadcasting respon-
sibilities.,and,,about.*'tt"'=ofbroadfinancialand
technical interest ana jenerat aspects of the activities
of the Council -ta" " Corporations' " - N'Z'P'D'
VoI. 397, P. L2I4'
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Lg73, contained no provision similar to section 11 of

the preceding Act. See Chapter fl' )

While the Government was wedded to public ownership, it
was less happy about the idea of monopoly control of
broadcasting (or near-monopoly control), particularly
in television. In the Minister's view, the N.z.B.c. was

"too big anyway. We wanted to get away from
having a big bureaucracy in Wellington' My

decislon, L-f you like, was based on a certain
amount of experience, from my business background,
against monopolies. I had never believed that
si"e brings Ltriciency in business- r could
see as an outsider the sort of bureaucracy that
had been built up by the N -Z.B.C'. particularly'
the emphasisoon engineering as opposed to
programmes . " -

The dislike of monopoly,together with the Government's

commitment to public ownership, gave birth to the idea

that the second channel should be operated by separate

organisations. Two independent corporations would be

established on a regionat basis- Importantly, fot
purposes of public justification, ro longer could "monopoly"

and "public service broadcasting" be synonymous. The term

"competitive enterprise" was eoined to suggest the virtues
of ',competition" within a system of public ownership and

control.

It can be speculated, however, that that Labour Government

also had other, more private, motives for abolj-shing the

N.Z.B.C. It has been argued that Kirk had an "obsession"
with the N.z.B.cr " (it) was a creation of the National

Government, therefore the Corporation was a National Govern-

ment publicity machine that was his single-minded
conviction. "l0 while this may be an overstatement, it
is possible to point to evidence that Kirk harboured

dislike and was suspj-cious of the N.z.B.c. A former

9. R.O. Douglas
I0. N. Z. Truth,

to writer, FebruarY L6, L977 -

April 29, 1975.
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Editor of the N.Z.B.C. news service has maintained that
Kirkts suspicion stemmed partly from what he felt to be

unfair treatment given him by the Christchurch newsroom

during his years as Leader of the Oppositiot.ll (Christchurch

was Kirkts home city.) On "many occasions" Kirk complained

personally to the Editor that his public statements were not
given fair and adequate coverage by the newsroom,12 The

news servicets second Editor has recounted similar
experiences. He recalls that Kirk appeared to believe
that the N.Z.B.C. news service was"just a National Party
publicity machine."l3 AIso, during the Bick affair, Kirk
claimed in the House that a statement he had given to the
Christchurch newsroom was not used until the followin9 day,
after a comment from the Director-General had been broadcast.
According to Kirk, this showed that all criticism of the
N.Z.B.C. and of the Government was referred up to the
Director-General first. 14 rn octob er,it97i. , Kirk informed
the N.Z.B.Crs Christchurch newsroom that "serious consider-
ation" would be given to lodging a complaint with the
Broadcasting Authority about the administration and
management of documentary and news services in the Christchurch
section of the N.2.8.c."15 rn 1968, Kirk had promised to
revise the Broadcasting Corporation Act to "provide for
the development of a truly independent and virile (broadcasting)
service in New Zealand". The N.Z.B.C. would be given the
same independence that the B.B.C. had in Britairr. 16 The
following year, he complained that members of the Labour
Party v/ere "hardly ever" on television: "do you

11. R.E. Coury to writer, September 16, L975.
L2. R.E. Coury to writer, October 8, 1975.
13. P.A. Fabian to writer, Flay 19, 1976.
L4. N.Z.P.D., Vol. 349, pp. 3020-2I.
15. Statement from Kirk to N.Z.B.C. Christchurch

newsroom, October 7, L97L. (On N.Z.B.C.
public relations file. )

16. N.Z.P.D.,Vo1. 357, p. 2395.
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think this is an accident?"17

By L972, a General Election year, Kirk's crj-ticism of the
N.Z.B.C. reached shrill proportions. He argued in the
House that the N.Z.B.C. rs "top stratum" was ,'subverting
the public interest by falling into line, either by
direction or anticipation of Government wishes. patronage
in political appointments, subservience in office, are
the causes of the betrayal of the lights of free speech
and expression i-n the Broadcasting Corporation.,,18

Sceats has recalled Kirk's suspicion of the N.Z.B.C, When,
in 1972, the microwave link conveying the prime Minister's
(J.R. Marshall's) opening election speech broke d.own,
sceats told his executives the following morning that they
should be thankfur it was not the Leader of the opposition
who had been giving the address: "Kirk would never have
believed the breakdown was an accident.,,19 rn March
of the same year, Kirk referred to "managed news, in the
era of a subservient, chin-dripping N.z.B.C.,'20 The
charge brought a strong response from McKinnon, who
argued that the "intemperate, unfounded and abusj-ve terms
used by the Leader of the Opposition could not pass
unchallenged. rt was alarming and to be regretted that
a Leader of the opposition shourd be so misguided in his
public utterances."2l rn the context of New zealand,s
poritical discourserthis was strong language. rt could
ontr-y have exacerbated what was an uneasy relationship between
the two men. (ucrinnon was in no doubt that Kirk thought
him to be "a so-and-s o" .22) rilauy, tlre l4acr.eod affair must have
been the straw ttrat broke ttre canel's back. Kirk called publicly for lvlcKinnonrs

17. Reported
18. N.Z.P.D.,
19. Sceats to
20. Reported
2I. Reported
22. McKinnon

in The Dominion, September I, 1969.
Vol. 379, p. 1285.
writer, NIay 2L, 1976.

in The Dominion, March 28, 1972.

29, 1972.in The Dominion, March
to writer, May B, 1976.
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Later, after Labour had won the election,
McKinnon declared that he had no intention of resigning -
"why should I?u24 He argued that accusations of "political
pressure and responsiveness" made against the Board had been

tested in "the most thorough fashion at a public inquiry
and were found to be totally groundless. To have resigned
after the change of Government "would have been equally
wrong and would have been interpreted as deriving from
political pressure. " This was something the Board had

"always resisted with maximum vigour", and would continue
to resist if it arose.25

McKinnon believed that Kirk, angered by what he saw as his

ll.lcKinnon t s ) and the Board' s obduracy, told Douglas to
"smash" the N .2.8.c.26 Douglas, however, has denied
this, arguing that Kirk did not know what was in the
cabinet paper proposing the restructuring until it was

27presented.-' However, Douglas has conceded that Kirk
did dislike the N,z.B.C., mainly because of the political
patronage apparent in the Boardrs composition. The

restructuring proposals therefore "suited Kirk" whose

main question was, "can you make it work?"28

It is possible, but not demonstrable, that Kirk - and the
cabinet generally - favoured the Ministerrs proposals
because they would noL only remove (apparent) National
Party control of broadcasting, but would proffer some

23.
24.
25.
26.

Reported in The Press, July 31, L972.

Reported in The Auckland Star, November 29, 1972.

Reported in tJ.Z. Listener, March 5, 1973.
McKinnon to writer, May 8, 1976. The Minj-ster of
Broadcasting under the previous National Government,
H.J. Walker, argued (N.2.P.D., VoI. 387, p. 4854)
that the restructuring was under-taken in order
to get rid of McKinnon - the "outspoken, straight-
shooting Major-General who will not be pushed
around even by the Prime Minister. "

27. Douglas to writer, February L6, L977.

28, rbid.
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positive political advantage to the Labour Government,

as well. The 1973 Act removed such ambiguous notions
as "public interest" "gfood taste" and "proper balance"
which had been used too often and too easily by the
N.Z.B.C. as formalistic substitutes for the development
of a coherent philosophy of broadcasting; andr ds

mentioned, neither the Broadcasting Council nor any of
the three corporations were constraj-ned by any
provision similar to Section 11 of the Broadcasting
Corporation Act 1961. (The Postmaster-Genera1,
however, could direct that announcements be broadcast
"in the case of any national, regional or local emergency."29)
These were clearly positive steps towards enhanced de jure
independence, However, the new Government might also
have felt that it could more easi-ly influence three
new, smaller, corporations rather than one large one

especially as that corporation had "shown" itself to be
amenable to the preferences of the National Government.
If the Labour Government felt that it did not stand to
gain any immediate political advantage from the restructuring
- Douglas maintains that the move "looked beyond the party's
interests: it did create some problems for us as a

political party once the new current affairs progranmes
got underwayrr"" then it could feel secure in the belief
that any future National qtovernment would find it difficult,
if not impossible, to revert back to the format that had
existed during the reign of the N.Z.B.C. Having won the

29. Broadcasting Act 1973, Section 86 (1)

30. Douglas to writer, February L6, 1977. The Ministerrs
paper to cabinet (Memorandum for Cabinet, The Future
Structure of Broadcasting, January, l-973) arguffinat

t be trii:licated within
New Zealand's resources (but) the working
corporations must each develop current affairs
teams and progranmes like Gallery, Checkpoint and
This Day, which will go beyond the raw news from the
news service, and explore the background and the meaning
of public events and developments". (p.11) The Pilkin3fion
Report was also quoted approvingly: "A11 broadcasting and
television, especially must be ready and anxious to exper-
iment, to show the new and unusual, to give a hearing to
dissent" (p. 12). It was to be the Councilrs job to
provide a conmon news "pool" (Broadcasting Act 1973, S.ll
(1) (c ) ) , but in practice each organisation acquired its
own operating autonomy in the collection and presentation
of news.
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election by a huge majority of 23 seats' the Government
?'l

must have expected - mistakenly as it turned out"^ to

be in power for at least 9 years, during which time the

new broadcasting system would have been able to
consolidate. Labour's concern was probably reinforced

by the press,s general sympathy towards the National eatty'32

irf, as seems like1y, the Labour Governmentb partisan

concernwasafactorintherestructuring'thenthe
NationalGovernment'sstackingoftheN.z.B.c.Boardhad
posedaseriousthreattotheorganisation'ssurvival.
The Board,s composition, its assumption of an executive

role in the administration of the N'z'B'C" and the
,,history of affairs" that dogged the corporation,combined'

to undermine the organisation's manifest integrity'
Significantly, the Governmentrs proposals to restructure

theN.z.B.c.generatedlittlepublicopposition.(By
contrast, broadcasting's journalistic and production

staff opposed vociferously the National Government's L976

movestobringthethreecorporationsbackunderone
"parent" body - the Broadcasting Corporation of New

Zealand-andtoreintroducestatutoryprovis':l"similar
toSectionlloftheN.z.B.C.,senablingAct."")

confronted with the Government's rg73 proposals the N -z-F-c.'s
administration was virtually isolated. At its Februarfr

Lg73, meeting the N.z.B.C's Board heard the Director-General

speak of ,,the complete absence of consultation by the

MinisterwiththeCorporationpriortotheproductionof
the plan. " It was noted thatr "the l{inister had mentioned

in his retter about the Government making its own decisions

31. The National Party won the 1975 General Election, reversingl
Labour's 23-seat majoritY'

32. As shown in chapters I and 2, this factor had been upper-
most in the Labour Government's thinking in-1936' when

the departmental form of control was adopted'

33. Their opposition to the then Bill included strike action'
public *""Lirg" and considerable media comment. On August
10, Lg76t"r, "drr"rtisement 

entitled "A Backward step for
Broadcasting" was placed in Thg Evening-Pgst' rt was

signed by rso staff at the Avalon television centre'
See Chapt"i-if, iegarding Section 20 of the Broadcasting
Act L976.
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'after fu1ly considering all possible ramifications of
thej.r action'. It was considered, however, that this had

not been fulfilled in view of the failure of the Government
to have any prior consultation at all with the N.2.8.C."34
The lack of consultation might have been a slrmptorr of a

Government stilI basking in the glory of an extraordinary
electoral victory. More Iikely, it resulted from the
Governmentrs belief that consultatj-on with what, to it,
appeared to be a blatantly pro-NationaI Party administration
would serve no useful purpose. On the contrary, it could
hinder implementation of the reorganisation proposals.
Douglas recalls that he did not tell the N.Z.B.C. before-
hand because, had he done sor

"I might not have got my scheme through. It would
have taken years. It was better to argue the
thing out first at cabinet level. u35

Understandably, Sceats strongly resented the Governmentrs
actions, a resentment that was not diminished when the
Committee appointed by the Minister to examine implementation
of the scheme (the Adam Committee) r had only"a brief meeting
with the Director-General."36- According to Sceats, the
plans were irirplen'rented without any real study of the financial
implicatior".37 on the other hand, McKinnon, according
to Dougldsrwds "good to work with; very reasonable."33
(It must be remembered, of course, that Sceatsr ds chief
executive, was a career broadcaster and as such is likely
to have had a far deeper psychological "need" for consul-
tation than had McKir,rrorr.39)

rn June, I973, McKinnon unsuccessfully proposed a compromise
scheme to the Adam Committee, whereby administrative

34.
35.

36.

37.
38.
39.

N.Z.B.C. Board Minute, February 8, L973.
Douglas to writer, February 16, L977.

N.Z.B.C. Annua1 Report for the year ended March 31,W
Reported j-n The Evening Post, April 9, 1975.
Douglas to writer, February L6, 1977.

Sceats (to writer, May 2I, 1976) has maintained that
the lack of consultation was "the biggest shock" of his
broadcasting career. He regarded it is "a persbnal
insult".
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unity would be retained under one Board while three
separate operating divisions (two television and

one radio) would carry out the day-to-day broadcasting
functions. He quoted the "unanimous decision" of the
1968 Commonwealth Broadcasting Conference that "the
co-ordination of both types of service (radio and television)
under a single management was vital to ensure consistency
of policy as well as economy and efficiency in the deploy'
ment of resources." He also referred to European Broad-
casting Union Monograph No. 8, L972, which noted thatr "the
majority of countries have adopted unity rather than duality
of radio and television services for financial, administrative
and/or technical reasons.... In few cases are there plural-
istic public structures for the purposes of providing

ancompetition."=' (McKinnon's proposal was very similar
to the restructuring carried out later, in 1976, by
the National Government.) And in December, 1973, he

concluded a lengthy letter to the Minister in the following
terms:

"As you are aware I have held the view that Broadcasting
could be better served by a different solution than the
one now set out in the new Act This does not mean,
however, that I want your scheme to faiI. Indeed' now
that you are embarked on it I feel it is essential that
everyone directly concerned contribute all they can to
making it a success and in this endeavour you and your
new Boards have my best wishes. To you personally I
should like to express my appreciation of the courtesy
with which you have invariably received me and my
comments . " 41

These comments tend to support the argument, put forward in
Chapter I0, that McKinnonrs political "bias" was more a
function of an unquestioning "world view" than of
conscious partisan intent. He prided himself on his
"honour", and clearly felt a strong sense of duty to
cooperate ful1y with the new democratically-elected
Government.

Submission from the Chairman of the N.Z.B.C., to
the Committee on Broadcasting, ilune L4, 1973.
Letter from McKinnon to Douglas, December 5,
L973.

40.

4J..
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Apart from its reluctance to consult, the Government's

disenchantment with the N.z.B.C's administration was

apparent in its desire to ensure that the top positions
in the new system were not filled by "oId guard" N.Z.B.C'
identities. According to Douglas, it was "absolutely
necessary" to ensure this: "the creation of the four
new organisations meant that aII the jobs were up for
grabs, and Sceatsf impending retirement made it easier
as we1I. If you put the right people in the right
slots you can make an organisation function.u42 Both
the television corporations were headed by expatriate
New Zealanders who had made their names with the Australian
Broadcasting Commissiorr.43 *.dio New Zealand's Director-
General, however, was ,J.L. Hartstonge who had been a

Regional Director with the N.Z.B.C. On his retirement
in I976, Hartsonge commented that,

"the new corporations strove to be seen to be clearly
different from the N.Z.B.C. and the Government
obviously wanted them to be seen to be different,
as I was clearly given to understand in the days
leading up to my appointment as Director-General.
So, because an N.Z.B.C. old-hand was to head
Radio New Zealand, two assistants were appointed AA
whose experience had been gained in other countries."==

The perceived necessity to dispose of the N.Z.B.C. "oId
guard" 1ay at the heart of the Corporationrs demise.
This was not simply because the new Government distrusted
the N.Z.B.C.rs administration from a partisan political
perspective, but a1so, and more importantly, because the
administration - indeed the word "administration" itself -
had become identified with all- that vtas wrong with the
N.Z.B.C. Thus, in their submissj-ons to the Adam Committee,
television producers and directors complained that "the
present system features a protracted chain of command in
which partial responsibilities for aspects of production

42. Douglas to writer, February 16, L977.

43. A.E. Morris, Television One; A.W. Martin, Television Two.

L976.44. Reported in the N.Z. Listener, October 2,
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control are spread over a wide area and any possibility of
effective conrmunication is frustrated. "45 Moreover,
communication between producer and management was I'further
complicated by the fact that almost without exception,
N.Z.B.C. middle and top management is without operational
experience in television.u46 According to the producers
and directors, management had to be kept "Iean" and have
the authority to make effective decisions, the appetite to
do so, and the confidence to delegate responsibility. It
had to "provide positive leadership and appreciate the fact
that its performance must largely be assessed by its success
in the programme area".47 The producer of the N.z.B.C.rs
leading television current affairs programme "Gallery"
has commented that the N.Z.B.C.

"tended to overlook the prime function of broad-
casting making programmes. TV-I has simply
changed the emphasis from administration - and
all Lhe awful things that word connotes to
prograilme-

Another prominent television broadcaster has argued that,
"the N.Z.B.C. achj-eved changes in the technical field,
but we (TV-l) have changed more in the programme field
in 10 months than was done before in 10 years It
is very encouraging to have your supervisor support
you when you get criticised - something we never had
during my decade under the N.2.8.C."49

45. Submission to the White Paper Committee on B
)

Inc., May L973, p.3. The extent to which McKinnon,
for example, was insulated from the attitudes and
opinions of the production staff is illustrated in his
response to a suggestion that "producers and others
were inhibited by unadventurous or timid administrators
during your time as Chairman. " McKinnon argued that he
did not recall seeing "at first hand" any such complaint:
"one frequently read comment by TV critics in the
newspapers along the lines ...indicat(ed), but these

were completely without foundation. I do not
believe the producers were waging some sort of war
against the Director-General and his Executive staff
for greater freedom - indeed if anything I felt the
Director-General rode the producers with a very loose
rein and that this was recognised with satisfaction by
producers." - unpublished N.z. Listener interview, conduct-
ed in February,1974, (tran@d by McKinnon) .

46. Submission, op.cit., p.6.
47. Submission, op.cit. , p.7.
48. D. Monaghan, reported in The Evening Post, July 13,1976.
49. Dougal Stevenson, reported in The Evening Post, July 17 ,

L975.
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In short, the Governmentrs proposals $/ere enthusiastically
welcomed by one of the N.Z.B.C's most critical
constituencies its own production and journalistic
staff. The organisational mission of capital development
and growth in general - without an answer to the question,
growth and development for what? - had become inadequate,
even anachronistic.

It was, in effect, the task of the Adam Committee to
shape the "appreciative setting" within which the
new purposes of public broadcasting in New Zealand could
be defin"d.50 The Committee, chaired by Kenneth Adam

(a former Director of Television in the B.B.C.)r and

comprisinq Professor Robert Chapman (head of Political
Studies at Auckland University), Dr. John Robson (a
former Secretary for Justice), and Lady Dorothea Turner
(musician, author, and expert in woolcrafts), received
about 1,500 submissions before presenting its Report on
JuIy 3f, 1973.51 The Report heavily stressed the needs
of the producer over those of the manager. It allayed
fears, "strongly and repeatedly expressed to the Committee",
of an "elaborate and inflated bureaucracy sitting on top
of the creative people and especially in television. " It

50. The Government clearly saw this as a central function
of the Committee: "A vital function of the White
Paper will be to explain the goals of broadcasting
and of the new structure. " (Cabinet Memorandum, op.cit.,
p.f2.) The Committeers terms of reference required it
to nreport to the Minister upon the manner in which the
said policy should be carried into effect..." -(The
Broadcasting Future for New Zealancl: Report of EEe
Committee on @dcgsLang, op. cit. , p. 3). The

, therefore, was not an independent
document based on an open-ended i-nquiry into
New Zealand broadcasting.

51. The Broadcasting I'uture for New Zealand: Report
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spoke of the encouragement not of "professional managers

but professional broadcasters who graduate to management" '
Creative processes, according to the Committee, thrived
on ',decisiveness, not on doubt, oD warmth within the

organisation not negationr oD communication inside for
those who are charged with communication outside. " The

producer was to be reinstated as "the key figure in
broadcasting" .52

The N.Z.B.C.'s administration was identified as bej-ng a

major factor in the need for reorganisation. As Adam

later argued,
"In a small country of three million people it
appeared essential that there should be a wider
use of specialists and experts, and a constant
search for new faces and voices' Under the
previous paternalistic system, managed for the
mostpartbycivilservantswithestablished
traditions lnd attitudes, these qualities of
innovation and, Lf need be, risk had become
attenuated. "53

And in arguing, for examPle, that "urgent attention must

be given to the development of new formats in current
affaj.rs programming", 54 the committee was able to
offer the sense of appreciative leadership of which the

N.Z.B.C. had been so much in need. t'The New Zealander",

said the committee'
"ishappily,notpassivelyorientedtopolitics
as ha-s- tenaea to happen in some other democracies

Webelievethatthiscountryisreadytosee
more constructive connections between the media
andcitizenshipthanhavebeenmadesofar'is
ready to accepl a freer flow of opinion -and-infoimation along lines which may be unfamilj-ar
and at first seem unconventional... In ca11in9
for a wider use of specialists and experts' for
a constant search foi new faces and new voices,
the committee takes into account the evidence
presented to it of a growing public dissatisfaction

52. Ibid, PP. L4, 44-45-
53. Kenneth Adam, "The Broadcasting Future for New

Zealand," Gazette, Vol- 20, No. 3, 1974, p' L64'

54. Report of the Committee on Broadcasting, op.cit', p' 9'
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with the treatment in broadcasting of public issues.
It also appreciates that the New Zealand public is
not deferential in the sense that Bagehot used the
word It believes that from the disciplines and
innovation that we suggest, and to which we would
give equal importance, there would emerge more real
challenges, not fewer to political claims and
Establishment assertions. "55

There was a bitter irony in the committeers comments. For'
paradoxj-cally, under the N.z.B.C. news and current affairs
prograrnmi-ng had developed at a rate unprecedented in the
whole history of New Zealand broadcasting. But that same

development was a major factor in bringing about the
organisation's downfall: the administration was unable
to cope effectively with the organisational stresses and

strains that inevitably accompanied it. These difficulties
both "external", in respect of pressures from, in particular,
politicians, and "internal", in the form of professional
values and expectations - were greatly exacerbated by the
concommitant need to develop a television service as such,
and the technical facilities Lhat were a prerequisite of
that service.

As Rice argues, "a leader must have the intellect, creative
capacity, and skill to enable him to take the lead in
solving the most difficult problems encountered by the
enterprise he is leading. "56 To the extent that the
leadership within the N.z.B.c. was inadequate to the daunting
tasks that confronted it, to the extent that it stumbled
throughout the 1960s and early 70s from one political
crisis to another, it failed, thereby contributing
directly to the organisationrs demise.

The subsequent restructuring of the public service broad-
casting system emerged, from what was, in effect, an

55.
55,

Ibid, pp.
A.K. Rice,
Tavistock,

9-10.
The Enterprise and its Environment'
1963, p. 2L0.
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"alliance" between the two groups that had seen themselves as
the principal "victims" of the N.z.B.c. rs failure the new
Government, and the corporatign's journalistic and (mainry
television) productlon staff.57

The 1973 decision was aimed at rectifying the armost
intractable problems that had resulted from the retention
of the broadcasting portfolio, tendentious statutory
provisions like section 11 of the Broadcasting corporation
Act 1961, and from having a single organisation responsible
for capital deveropment and prograrnming functions. rn its
concern to replace the N.z.B.c. "old guard,' the Government
also acknowredged the failure of leadership that had soured
relations between the administration and sections of the
professional staff. However, its determi_nation to cut
the N.z-B.c. down to size - literally - was misguided. The
Government faired to understand trhat .inhibition of the
creative process within the N.z.B.c. had resulted not from
organisationar bigness per se, but from executive inadequacy
exacerbated by the 196g/69 reorganisationrs removal of media
control, and from the executive role adopted by ilre Board. As
pointed out in Chapter 8, the functional control introduced by
the 1968/69 reorganisation resulted in radio's interests
taking second place to those of television in the committee-
dominated admi-nistration. As the Adam committee noted,
this was also due to "the growth of terevision i_n the public
mind as the broadcasting medium.',58 That it was the

57. H1I::Hru!+ of Apri129, rg7s, ctaimed rhat Kirk kepr ,,open
house" for those N.z.B.c, staff "inclined to moan'andgrumble about their masters often as not they tookconfidential papers Many were the times when ilr. Kirkwas even better informed about the innermost secrets of thecorporation than the principals. " This statement is takento be suggestive, not conclusive. The two "gi";p"" .i"iiiyhad something to offer each other: the one, irr" ior",necessary.to bring down change; the other informitionthat would prove to be important in justifying ttit change.

Report of the
7r.

58. The Broadc_eeli4g Future for New Zealand:
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television production staff who were particularly concerned
about administrative stultification in the production process
probably reflected the fact that this public preoccupation
was shared by the administration. i{oreover, the adminis-
tration of television could not be decentralised to the
extent demanded by the loca1 communj-ty philosophy on

which was based a large segment of the N.Z.B.C. rs radio
servLces. The 1968/69 reorganisation, and the
increasing executive role of the Board, in turn derived - to
a greater or lesser extent - from the power struggle
between the Minister, the Board and the Director-General.

One need not agree with Reith's advocacy of the "brute
force of monopoly" in public broadcasting to argue that
the Labour Governmentfs response to the problems of the
N.Z.B.C. was too drastic. Nor is it a purpose of this
thesis to examine events subsequent to the decision of
January, 1973. Suffice it to say that the creation of
two television corporations competing for commercial
revenuerand of a radio corporation left to fend for itself,
brought about major financial problems for the new system,
at a time of spiralling costs and when the Broadcasting
Council was requlred to continue a heavy capital development

59programme.-' As the writer asked in L975,

"Can a higir level of professional creativity
be maintained within an aoministrative system
that invites not only a disproportionate level of
institutional politics but also stronq financj-al
(hence administrative) control? Can political
autonomy be guaranteed by such organisational-
fragmentation? Can the ideals of public service
broadcasting be promoted and maintained by a
television system based squarely on the imperatives
of commercial competition? Can radio continue
to thrive independent of television's (particularly
financial, but also creative) resources?"60

59. See Bob Gregory, "Broadcasting", in Ray Goldstein and
Rod Al1ey (eds.), Labour in Power : Promise and
Performance, Price Milburn, L975, pp. 141-3.

60. Ibid, p. 148.
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There was not time for all these questions to be answered.

In L976, largely on the espoused grounds of more stringent
financial requirements within the broadcasting system, the
new National Government took the moves mentioned above.

All three corporations were brought under the control of one

"parent" body - renamed the Broadcasting Corporation of New

Zealand - while a measure of operating independence was

retained for each of these internal divisions. As noted
in Chapter 13, the portfolio of broadcasting was reinstated,
and a provision similar to Section 11 of the N.z.B.C. rs

Act was included in the new legislation.

The virtues of the L973 decision, it may be argued, r{ere
distorted by a misplaced concern with fragmentaLion as a
panacea to the perceived evils of organisational size.
The Government - in view of the evidence presented in
this thesis - might have achieved more lasting results by

replacing N.Z.B,C. Board members, preferably by a means

of appointment at least one step removed from direct
political control (see Chapter f0); granting a non-
commercial second channel to the N.Z.B.C; reintroducing
media control within the organisation; freeing the N.z.B.C.
from the programme jurisdiction of the Broadcasting Authority
(which would have been left to oversee the activities of
private radio stations) ; transferring capital development
responsibilities from the N.z.B.C. to the Authority; abolish-
ing the broadcasting portfolio; and by suitably amending the
Broadcasting Act 1961, mainly along the lines suggested in the
Boardrs draft bill of 1967 (See appendix B). Importantly,
the problem of overcoming Lhe departmental attitudes among

senior administrative staff would, in time, have been

dissipated by retirements, and - importantly - by more
flexibte personnel policies, much freer from State Services
Commission influence.

In conclusion, it is pertinent to
comment that, even 50 years after
is

"still at some stage anterior
and identity, still short of
tionalised form in which it

note Tom Burnsr summary

its foundation, the B.B.C.

to fuII social acceptance
the completely institu-

can lapse into unself-
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conscj,ous performance of a familiar role".51

In New Zealand, the creation of the N.Z.B.C. j-n 1962 should
have begun the institutionalisation of independent public
service broadcasting. Ten years later, however, very
1itt1e had been achieved in this direction - testimony
to the subversive effect of the forces and events examined
in this thesis. In the history of New Zealand
broadcasting, 1962-1972 wererin an important sense, wasted
years.

----o0o-'--

61. Tom Burns, op. cit., p. 296. Burns goes on to say
that, "Misguided and intolerant though he may have
been, Reithrs conception of broadcasting as a public
service, of a B.B.c, imbued with a sense of mission,
of the people who worked in it as a conrmunity dedicated
to the public aood was, I believe, wholly appropriate.
It is also the only conception which makes political
and economic sense in the present situation of this
country. It is also the only conception which has
a hope of superseding the miscellany of values and
purposes compounded of individual commitments to
professionalism, to careers, to managerial efficiency,
to saving money or making money, which are the
prevailing currency. Potentially the B.B.C. still
represents an enormously effective agency of political,
cultural and social enlightenment. "
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2.

SUMMATION

The following points are made in brief sunmary of the
principal arguments developed in this thesis.

t. The creation of a public corporation to supersede the
former government department, the N.Z.B.S., was
largely an opportunistic political decision impelled
by the introduction of television into New Zealand.

The confluence of three particular circumstances
ensured that the de jure political independence (or
ascribed autonomy) of the new corporation would be
sorely tested within a matrix of highly uncertain
de facto relationships. These circumstances were:
the corporation's decision to establish, for the
first time in New Zealand broadcasting, a comprehen-
sive news service, and to develop current affairs
broadcasting; the need to establish a television
service; and the concomitant need to install the
technical facilities essential to the operation of
that service (and to the expansion and improvement of
the countryrs radio facilities).

The political pressures generated by this confluence
of circumstances were manifest in a power struggle
between the Government (through, in particular, the
Minister of Broadcasting from 1964-1966, W.J. Scott),
the Chairman and members of the N.Z.B.C. Board, and
the Dj.rector-Genera1, G.H. Stringer, This was
essentially a struggle to determine the extent to
which the Governmentrs influence could be brought
to bear on the N.Z.B.C., and the extent to which the
Board could exert control over the organisationts
day-to-d.ay operations, all in the face

3.
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of the Director-General's desire to establish and
preserve his autonomy as chief executive and protector
of the broadcasters I professional standards and
operating independence.

During and after this conflict two important factors bore
heavily on the N.Z.B.C. rs ability to acquire and
maintain a measure of achieved autonomy real and
manifest - essential for developing a positive
institutional identity. First was the retention of
the ministerial portfolio of broadcasting. This
imposed a political need to match responsibitity
with power. Second was the extent of political
patronage apparent in appointments made to the Board
by the (National) Government.

Especially under the third Chairman, Major-General W.S.

McKinnon, the Board adopted an increasingly executive
role in the N.Z.B.C.'s administration. This had
important consequences for organisational leadership.
Broadly, the imperative of running a "tight ship"
prevailed over the need to establish and maintain the
N.Z.B.C.'s character as a putlic service broadcasting
organisation with important responsibilities in a

democratic society. Resultant tensions were exacerbated
by the development, post-1968, of vigorous controversial
broadcasting, particularly in the television prografllme,

"Gallery". Atypically, this prograrnme acquired con-
siderable operating autonomy from circumstances that arose
from the 1968/69 reorganisation.

Resulting in large part from the power struggle between
the Board and the Director-General, the reorganisation
rernoved media control to the particular detriment of
radio - and generally compounded the hierarchical
inhibitions on the creative process within the N.Z.B.C.

5.

6.
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The establishment of the N.Z.Broadcasting Authority
(1968/69) gave added impulse to the N.Z.B.C. Boardrs
acquisitj-on of an increasingly executive role, and
contributed to the internal ad.ministrative - including
leadership - difficulties which beset the N.Z.B.C.
after its 1968/69 reorganisation.

Serious tensions resulted from the lack of empathy
that existed. between the administration - the Board,
Di-rector-General and senior executives - and the
journalistic staff, whose activities automatically
impinged upon the N.Z.B.C. rs external political
problems.

These tensions lay at the root of , and were compoun,iled
by, a series of public controversies - culminating in
the Macleod affair of 1972 that reflected badly
upon the N.Z.B.C.'s manifest political independence.
The Board (particularly its Chairman, McKinnon) r

became increasingly involved in these controversies,
largely because of its growing executive role,
However, while the apparent political partisanship of
the Board undermined the N.Z.B.C.'s manifest independ-
ence, it is more 1ike1y that it acted from a "sympathetic
response to anticipated preferencesr', and from the
assumptions of an implicit poritical orientation, rather
than from a willingness to bow to direct political
pressure.

compounding these diffj-curties was the administration's
inability to develop and articurate a coherent philosophy
of broadcasting to help ensure a positive organisational
commitment from the journalistic staff. The administra-
tion responded in a formaristic manner to this requirement,
demonstrating, in the face of the poritical excitation and
changing social attitudes of the 1960s and early 70s, a
failure to recognise the (moral) complexities of the
situation.

8.

9.

10.
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Essentially, and particularly in the earlier years,
the N.z.B.c-'s leadership was technically-orientated,
and - partry in response to public demand - defined
the organisation's mission in terms of capital development,
and general growth.

The difficulties experienced in buirding and sustaining
a positive organisationar identity were exacerbated
by the administrationrs strained rerati_onships with the
newspapers, and by its failure -. again partly resulting
from the power strtrggle between the Board and the
Director-General to use the Regionar programme
Advisory Committees as mediating devices, both
externally and j_nternal1y.

As a result of this complex of difficulties, when the
Labour Government came to power late in rg72 there
v/as considerabre political opportunity avairabre to
it to abolish the N,z.B.c. Aborition courd be
readily justified on the general grounds of enhanced
political independence and greater programme creativity.

rn conclusion, it may be suggested that, to sustain the
organisation in the face of the tasks the N.z.B.c. had
simultaneously to fulfil, agrainst the backqround of 26
years of full departrnental administration, and during a
period of social and political change, would have required a
trury remarkable feat of administrative leadership. while
the N-z-B-c- as an organisation did not survive, the years
of its regime wirl undoubtedly prove to be critical in the
history of New Zealand broadcasting. The N.z.B.c. not
only created an independent and comprehensive broadcasting
news service , and made unprecedented progress in the
development of controversi_al broadcasting (although partly
in spite of itserf), but it also performed the notable feat
of expanding a primary television service throughout virtuarly
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It did so, moreover, within
the constraints imposed by its own commitnent to financial
self-sufficiency. Edward C. Banfield has commented that
while the salmon perishes in order to give birth to its
young, organisations, unlike salmon, much prefer sterility

'l

to death.- The N.Z.B.C., however, had much in common

with the salmon, if partly by accident or default rather
than purposeful intent.

Despite the fact that its career was marked by controversy
that often reflected (or was made to reflect) badly upon
it, the N .Z.B.C. (as the Adam Committee discovered2) left
largely intact the strong popular support for public
service broadcasting that it had inherited. The I.I .Z.B.C.,
in this connection, was not a "new" organisation: it
was, in effect, a government departnent of 25 yearsl
standing which suddenly found itsel-f with a new name and
a new statutory base. Those changes did littte to alter
the historically-developed values whj-ch it inherited from
its predecessor and which were deeply imbued in the attitudes
of its senior staff. The commitmenl to capital development
and general growth, for exarnple, while compelled to a large
extent by the political demands of the d.y, $las inherited
from its organisational predecessors which - like the
N.Z.B.C. - had to serve a people historically predisposed
to entrust to the state the multifarious tasks of national

E.C. Banfield, "Ends and Means in Planning",
op. cit., p. 77.

"The Committee found nothing to suggest
that New Zealanders were unhappy with the
principle of broadcasting as a public service,
or with its operation as a mixed system,
drawing its revenues from licences and
from advertising in roughly equal proportions,"
- Kenneth Adam, I'The Broadcasting Fut,ure for
New Zealand," op. cit., p. 163.

1.
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development.

Tn a very real wdy, too, the N.Z.B.C. rs contribution to
news and controversial broadcasting in New Zealand was

based on the preparatory work done by the N.Z.B.S.
Left to implement their plans, it was unfortunate for
the N.Z.B.C. that it haa no-one at the top like J.H.E.
Schroder or J.H. Hall - men whose appreciation of, and

commitment to, broadcasting's role in public affairs,
may have facilitated a more successful reconciliation
of the tensions whiclr inevitably arose between the
administration, the journalists and the politicians.
The N.Z.B.C.'s shortcomings in this direction were
intimately linked with the problems of keeping the
politicians at armrs length and maintaining a (albeit
conceptual) distinction between the role of the Board
as trustee for the public interest, and of the chief
executive as guardian of the broadcasters' professional
standards. Whereas, for example, Reithrs lasting
contribution to British broadcasting may be said to have
stemrned precisely from this achievement (though it was

subject to often intense disputation) the years of the
N.Z.B.C. left largely unresolved the problematical
and crj-tically important question of New Zealand public
broadcastingrs relations vlith the state,

----o0o----
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APPENDIX A : Examples of Prof-essor James Shelleyrs Pronouncements

I. The Press, August 31, 1935.

"He spoke briefly of the great community value of the radio for developing
sympathetic tolerance' which was the basis of a].l true democracies; and

he expressed the hope that the commrnity's attitude would develop in such

a \day that people would not stand for the radiors diversion to uses for
propaganda, as it had done in almost every country in the \^ror1d.'l

2. N.Z. Radio Record. September 4, 1936.

"Generally speaking, I may say that f regard radio as 'The Greatr modern

instrument for securing a real cohesion of the citizens of the conmunity,

based on rmrtual understanding and slzmpathetic tolerance. The conurunity

spirit and the greatness of the ancient city such as Athens, depended on

the close personal relation of the comparatively snall number of citizens,
and the instrument used was the actual hunran voice in the presence of the
whole group of citizens .... The radio, if properly used, should provide a

means whereby the slnrpathetic influence of the actual human voice of Ancient
Athens can be added to the intellectual facilities of the widespread

communication of the printing press. Thus it will form an instrument for
real democracy, based on a slmpathetic understanding of all points of view,
consid.ered in the quiet environment of the fireside, instead of in the rather
hectic emotional atmosphere of a great concourse of people or in the light
of unslzmpathetic print. The unifying value of music and the spoken arts
is a most i:nportant substructure to the understanding of life values' and

has an incalculable value in raising the ernotional discipline of a

comrrunity. Ilowever clever hre may be as thinkers, if we are undiscipLined
i:r regard to our feelings, then the State will fall to pieces just as easily
as if our feelings r{ere right and our thinking was inadeguate.r'
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3. The Press, Novembet 24, 1936.

"rWhatever else I do or do not do,t he said, rI shal1 use my greatest

endeavour to derrelop the creative art of musicians and of the people

of New Zealand itself...Whatever we can do for the arts in New Zealand,

one thing we must do is to raise the standards all round. we cannot

afford to put up with Iow standards because to do so is to put up with
a low standard of hurnan beings. You may not agree with the methods

I shall adoptr' he said, 'the changes will not be put into force in a

revolutionary way, but we must safeguard the tender shoots of life which

are ttre expressions of the creative artr". (Speaking to musical drama

and art societies in Christchurch.)

4. N.Z. Herald, December 3, 1936.

"ir{y policy witl be to find out what the people want and try to give them

the best possible in radio fare desired by all tastes", said Professor
James Shelley. Professor Shelley said there need be no fear in the

minds of the radio listeners of New Zealand that he is to play the part
of 'a cultural Moses seeking to lead them out of the wilderness of
lowbrow entertainrnent into the highbrow promised land.'...'I intend to
find out, anpng other things, what interests all tlpes and classes of
people', he said. He would try to understand the kind of life various
sections of the community were living, and deterrn-ine what kind of life
they wanted to live. He was seeking by means of broadcasting to make

their lirres somewhat rncre than they desired for themselves. rt was not

his business to decide what other human beings should be...In conclusion

he said he did not rnind whether people called him rMr' or 'Professorr."

5. N.Z. Radio Record, December 31, 1936 (Shelley's New Year Message)

"....unfortunately nations have got little beyond the material interpretation
of face values; they are emotionally too undisciplined and intellectually
too uninaginative to recogrnise heart values...The arts as a whole are all
engaged in this job of ekeing out our imaginations and breaking down the

barrier between heart and heart. And may we not hope that broadcasting
may do this? If we hear the real human voices of political opponents or

national enemies and realise how earnest and desirous for the good of their
fellows they are, may we not hope that we shall be nrcre able to pursue

courageous thought in quiet reasonableness instead of undisciplined bitter-
ness, and so develop a generous tolerance from which peace and goodwill may

spring. . . "
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6. Bloadcast of ,fanuary 25, 1937, quoted in Downes and Harcourt, 9g,i!., PP.131-2

"We are not content with a poor standard on the football fielcl and we should

not be content wittr a poor standard in music and drama... It Looks as if
the only consistent source of emplolzrnent in the future for such artists will
be directJ.y or indirectly connected with radio or teaching and for both of
.these higher standards are necossary. The government has ttrerefore decided

to replace the present inadequate temporary headquarters and studios in
WelLington by a great broadcasting centre which wj-lI enbody in it a national
conservatorium for music and the spoken arts."

7. N.Z. Radio Recrord October 7, 1938.

"The greatest need of the world today is discipline. The cliscipline of peace

is more difficult than ttrat of war - the simple issues of war provide a means

of escape from the complications of peacer and it is the simplicity of war

that makes it so dangerously attractive. War offered an escape from the respon-

sibilities of civilisation,.. However, science and arts could not seek thig
escape from the problems of life. Tolerance among human scholars rras the

parent of peace."

8. N.Z. Listener October 4, L946.

"The power, extensity and immediacy of broadcasting make it an instrument
r'*rich can be as devastating to the mentality of nations as atomic bombs may

be to t}eir physical structures... But ttre power of broadcasting does not

come alone from its irunediacy or from the number and extensity of the audience.

From the intinacy and immediacy of the living voices within the very circle of
the fireside is created a psychological- urgency that often is irresistible.
Emotional tension in extreme cases can even beget cormrunal hysteria... If
broadcasting regards its job as sole1y concerned with the passing on of
obJective truth (if there is such a thing... where huhan relationships are

concerned), it is shirking ttre duty to humanity which is peculiarly its own *

the emotionaLising of intellectual vision. "

9. Shellelfs retirenent speech to staff, April 1949 (on tape in broadcastinqt
archives, Timaru)

" (Broadcasting) is the instnsnent of democracy. It was Aristotle, I think, who

saLd that a state should be no bigger than for it to be possible for the voice
of one man to be heard by all the citizens, and that city state was the Greek

State... You rule by actual personal contact, by hearing what everybodyrs got

to say for himself... Broadcasting makes it possible for a whole world state...
the whole people of the world can get wittrin ttre hearing of the voice of one
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manr by broadcasting... Broadcasting can become the instnrment of a great
worLd state.. ' We are in intimate contact with the greatest instrrrment the
worl-d has known in power to unite people... Broadcasting can be a terrible
danger... it is possible to create such tronble as nay take many years to put
right... It is not the instrument that it,was regarded as a fewyears ago...
an lnstrument to provide a few pleasant hours of entertainment in the evening...
The dignity and stature set by the BBC in its early days, and that is a

tribute we must always pay in broadcasting to Lord Reittr. He saw broadcasting
in a big way, and he had the power and the wisdon to put it on the ptatform
that he knew it ought to attain. Broadcasting can cause the next war; it can
prevent the next war... the builders are usualJ-y unknownl the destroyers it is
who usually figrure as the great men in history... So as far as broadcasting
as a cultural infLuence in the country is concerned we can regard, it as
having ldon a place in the platform of all political parties in the country.
I think that is something of an achievement... Ird i.ike to think rrve had
something to do wittr it... I've tried to raise standards... in every single
departrnent ttrere have been vast improvements in broadcasting...',

She ion with bri "best" available talent to the New
Zealand mic is illustrated in the ts from cer s
annual reports.

-

l4arch 31 1938

"During the period the service nade fuLl use of the best qrusical and other
talent avaiLable in ttre Dominion and in addition many notable artists from
overseas were engaged. The liSrary of recorTitings has been extensively enlarged,
and through tlris medium items by the most fanous international artists and
combinations are availabre for the benefit of Listeners.', - p.3.

"Whenever possible, notable visitors to the Dominion have been induced to
broadcast talks, generally on subjects on which they are auttrorities. In this
way listeners have been afforded the oplnrtunity of hearing authoritative views
on many lmportant sr:bjects.,' - p.3.

March 3l- r941

the

'(Musical) engagements were given as

and musicaL societles, choirs, etc."
usual to the best available l-ocal artists
- p.4.

![arch 3l L944

"There was, however, still a substantial amount of normal broadcast fare
available each day, and the standard of this was naintained by the use of
rocaL performers and the best recorded materiar from overseas." - p.r.
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r{arch 3.1, 1945

n...tb€ time avail-atlle for normal prograues of, urwic and entertainrent
was still durtailed, but ttre strlnCtaril was maintained by the use of, ttre
best local l>erformers and the best :recorded naterial from orrcrs€4s.r - p.1.

ilVarietlr programms from the best ovre4seas reco-dings and by local
artists arrd sodlinati.srr-s, were brsadsast.tr - p.3.

Maroh 31, 1946

r'f,tlle nu&er of visitors who spoke to tilew Zealand through the service,
eit:}rer at offiaial ne'ceptions on irl spaciatr Gatrks,, olr both, was the
g.J3eatest in rcoent lzear€. T-{rey inaluded tg.r-d Alanbrooke, Chief of,

ttre InErerial @neral $taf,f ; vic€-Adekal S,ir PhiLiB vianr Seoond in
Comrnand, B:ritish paeific Fleet....'etc. - p.4.

!0arr!h 3,1, 1947

trIt is bioo early at this stage to estimate th,e finaJ- effect the ficrnation
of thLe orclrestra will hane on the musicail li'fe of, th,e nomlnLonn but it
is celtain that it wlLl-be far-reaatriog and entirctly bene'ficial.'t - p.I4.

I'Thg Xrear 1946 rnarked t}te vigorous fesuw)tion by ttre N.Z-8.9. of
another inportalnt activitll, punsuing t,tre poticy o.f pre,serrtlng at ptiblie
conce-ts and r:ecitaLs aqtists of, worlil standing." - p.14,

'It is negrcirded as a ruatter of, fi:rst funi2ortancc that young€r musieal

enthrrsiasts should be girren e\Ery e$eouraq'enent to bear ihe maeter-piecee

of music Bepformed by ttre worldr's gueatest artLsts." - 8.15.
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APPENDIX B'

An Act to define the law relating to broadcasting in New Zealand and to
establish the New Zealand Brrcadcasting Corporation and also to establ-ish the
Board of Control and to define their respective functions and powers.

BE fT ENACTED by the General Assembly of New Zealand in Parliament assembled

and by the authority of the same as folLows:

l. Short Titl-e and conunencement - (1) This act may be cited as the
Broadcasting Act L967.

(2) lltris Act shall come into force on the day of 1967.

2. IMERPRETATION - In this Act, unJ.ess the context otherwise requires, -
(As per Section 2 of the Broadcasting Corporation Act 1961 deleting definition
of "Warrant" and adiling further definitions of "Board of ControL" and

"Governors"; also deleting the definition of "Director-General").

3. ESTABLISHMEI\IT OF BOARD CONTROL .
Defining the nernbership of the Board of Oontrol to be appointed by the

@vernor-General and who may onJ-y be removed by the Governor-General upon the
address of the House of Representatirres. The terms of office of members of
the Board of Control also to be defined, together with number constituting a

quonrm of the Board.

4. DUTIES OF BOARD OF CO}{IROL -
To be d,efined, including their power to issue licences for broadcasting and to
regulate and controL broadcasting and persons licensed to broadcast: provide
the guide lines, if thought desirable, wittrin vrtrich the Board of Control is to
operate and specifically provide tlrat the Board of Control shall from time to
time comply with such general or special d.Lrectives as nay be delivered to the
Board of Control from the Minister of Broadcasting in pursuance of any resolution
of the House of Representatives. Provide further that under no other circum-
stances shall the Board of Control be obliged to act as an inst:rument of
Government policy.

5. NEW ZEALAND BROADCASTTNG CORPORATION .
Provide for establishment of New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation atong similar
lines to Section 3 of the present Act.

6. TERM OF OPFICE OF MEMBERS OF TTM CORPORATION -
Provide for appointment of menibers of the corporation along the lines of clause
4 of the present legislation.
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7. DEPTTTIES OF MEMBERS -
provision for Deputies of Menbers of New Zeal-and Broadcasting Corporation

along llnes of present Section 5 of the Act. Sirnilar provision could be

inserted to cove! provisions relating to the Board of Control.

8. EI$RAORDINARY VACAI.ICIES -
provision along lines contained in Section 6 of the present Act and add further
provision covering reLevant aspects in so far as members of the Board of
Control are concerned but deleting any reference to removal from office.

9. MEETINGS OF'CORPORATION -
ltris to be on similar lines to Section 7 of the present Act. Similar
provisions to be incorporated relating to the Board of Control.

].0. COMMITTEES -
Similar provisions in relation to Section 8 of the present Act in connection

wittr Comnlttees of ttre New ZeaLand Broadcasting Corporation. It may be con-

sidered desirabLe to include a similar provision conferring sinilar powers

in relation to the Board of Control. It should be noted that it is not

intended that there should be any new legislation or any provision corresponding

to Section 9 in the present Act.

II. GENERAL FI'NCTIONS OF BOARD OF COITTROL -
These provisions to be on similar lines contained in Section I0 of the present

Act relating to ttre New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation but having deleted

therefrom paragraph (a) of subsection (1) and so amending paragraph (b) of
subsection (1). That it applies to all authorities to establish and operate

broadcasting stations in New Zealand.

12. GENERAL I'I'NCTIONS OF NEW ZEALAND BROADCASTING CORPORATION -
This section to defi.ne tJre generaL functions of the Corporation being rnore

specificat ly that contained in paragraph (a) of subsection (l) of Section 1O

of the present Act. It should be noted at this stage that it is enphatically
reconunendeil that no provision comparable wittr Section 11 of the present Act

should be contained in the proposed legislation.

].3. POVIERS OF BOARD OF CONTROI, -
Ttrese to be set out in full covering the various matters envisaged, such as

f.icensing and the inposition and implementation of the forms of control
envisaged in the Governnentrs election policy, including such of the po\{ers

contained in Section 12 of the present Act as are ttrought appropriate.



14. POVOEP*S OF BOARD OF CONTROL -
Set out povrers of Board of Control such as

including such of those as are contained in
as may be thought appropriate.

15. POV'ERS OF CORPORATION -
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are necessary or desirable,
Section 12 of the present Act

This section to confer on the Corporation such of the powers rights and

authorities as it is thoughtjustified. In this context the majority of the
po$ters contained in ttre sectj.on L2 of the present Act are apposite authorising
the Corporation to incur unauthorised expenditure to a m:ch greater degree

than at present permitted and removing altogether the present limitation of
such unauthorised expenditure or ameliorating consiclerably the present

somewhat restrictlve financial. provisions.

16. SHORS.VTAVE STATIONS -
Similar section as is contained in Section L3 of the present legislation but

Bresunably prohibiting absoJ-ute1y the right of any person other than the New

Zealand Broadcasting Corporation to operate a short-wave station. This

presumably would reguire the repeal of subsection (5) of the present Section

13. Alternatively it may be decided at this stage that operation of short-
wave stations is a matter of concern for some other departnent of State, i.e.
External Affairs, and that provision should be rnade accordingly.

17. PROGRAMMES MAY BE PROVIDED BY CONTRACTOR -
Sinilar provisions to those contained in Section 14.

18. POWER TO TAKE LAND -
Sinllar provisions to those contained in Section 15 of the present Act.

19. OFFICES OF EII'IPIJOYEES -
Sirnilar provisions to those contained in Section 17 of the present Act wittt
ttre following alterations: Subsections 2 and 3 of the present Section 17 to
be del-eted rerpving the limitation on salaries and alLowances paid to members

of the Corporation's staff severing the requirenent that the terms and conditi.ons

of, employment of Corporation staff members must have the imprimature of the

State Services Commission. In addition, subsections (6) and (7) of the present

Section 17 should be deleted. It should be noted that it is not proposed to
re-enact the present Section 15 of the Broadcasting Corporation Act, although

reference could be made to the fact that the first General Manager appointed

by the Broadcasting Corporation as then constituted should be the person

carrying out the duties of the Direetor-General of Broadcasting under the

present legislation.
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It is desired that the Corporation should be unfettered in tbe

conditions of empJ.oyment it proposes to offer its staff, for the reason that
if the Co4roration is to be enabled to compete with such persons or companies

as may engage in broadcasting i.n the private sector it shouLd be able to do so'

as weLl- as enable it to attract and retain staff in competition with the

private enterprise sector. )

20. DEIJEGATION OF POWERS OF TIIE CORPORATION -
Sirnilar provisions to those contained in Section 18 of the present legislation
but rermving any specific reference to the Director-GeneraL. The intention
here is that any delegated porrrers of the New Zealand Bnoadcasting Conmission

should be vested in the Chairrnan and the individual member or members of the

CorBoration. It is also considered advisable that there should be contained

a specific authorisation in respect of subdelegation.

21. TRN{SITIONAI, PROVISIONS -
Frovisions similar to those contained in Sections 19 and 20 of the present Actt

amended as necessary, and presumably limited in the scope to the carry-over to
the new Broadcasting Corporation, leaving the Board of Control to cornnence de

no\ro.

22. F]I[ANCIA], PROVISIONS -
The provisions similar to those contained in Sections 21, 22 and 23 of the

present Act but containing such limiting provisions as it is thought desirable

to separate revenue for (a) the Board of Control and (b) the Broadcasting

Corporation. At this stage reference to the Director-General wiLL be deleted

and thought must be given to the distribution of moneys received, whether by

way of annuaL Licence fees or as a result of the confernent of broadcasting

authoritiesl whether to ttre New Zealand Broadcasting Commission or to independent

thiril parties. The provision of finance for both the Board of Control and the

Broadcasting Corporation will have to be carefully balanced, bearing in mind

their respective needs. In addition, it is desired to delete any provision

corresponding to Section 51 of the present Broadcasting Act in rel-ation to

rnembers of either the Board of ControL or the Broadcasting Corporationr as it
is considered that this provision operates unsatisfactorily and it is desired

to take the finance of the Board of Control and the Broadcasting Corporation

out of the area where they are covered by the Public Revenues Act, 1953' where

they are subject to covernment audit and, although leaving them subject to
audit, put then in a category where the Coryoration is at liberty to appoint its
own auditors. This is considered desirable as part of the general intention to
obtain both actual and apparent freedom from governmental control. trhis would

mean a deletion of the above Section 30 contained in the present legislation.
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23. ADVANCES TO CORPORATION -
Provisions simiLar to those contained

24. I!{\TESTMENT OF MONEY .

in Secti-on 25 of the preeent Act.

Similar provision to that contained in Section 26 of the present Act but
anplified so that it can apply to both the Broadcasting Corporation and the

Board of Control.

25. ANNUAL REPOI{T AND ACCOUIITS TO BE PRESSMED TO PARLIAII{ENT -
Similar provisions to those contained in Section 28 of the present Act but
amplified to cover the Board of Control as well as the Broadcasting Corporation.
In addition the Board of Control to be required to lay before Parliament wittrin
the same time limitations as are prescribed in subsection (2) of Section 28

of the present legislation, full details of such directions as it nay give

to the operators of any broadcasting station under directory po$rers to be

conferred upon it.

26. AUTHORISATIONS TO OPERATE BROADCASTING STATIONS -
Provisions to be inserted here authorising ttre Board of Control to issue
authorities to any person, including the Bnoadcastlng Corporation, to operate

broadcasting stations and J.aying down the procedures to be followed and

entertaining any application to operate a broadcasting station and setting
out the broad bases of ttre matters which are to be consid.ered when dealing
with such an application. At this stage it is also considered desirable to
define the tlpes of licences which may be issued into, say, national programmes,

comnercial progranmes and such type of non-profit rnaking operation, such as

that run by some religious organisation. Further subdivisions into television
and radio as such are also considered desirable. There should also be included

herein such other restrictions or limitations as are considered desirabl-e and

saving provisions should be considered to preserve existing rights, leaving
the Board of Control, however, to specify the specific category of licence into
dtich the existing licence holders should faLl. With these provisions there

would have to be spelled out the general disciplinary poh'ers l*rich would be

conferred upon the Board of Control and the general lines of operation upon

which they should be exercised.

27, PERSONS OPERATTNG BROADCASTTNG STATTONS TO COMPLY WITTI THE pOSl OFFTCE
ACT, 1959 -

Insert similar provision to that contained in Section 45 of the present Act.

28. PROVISIONS AS TO ADVERTISING -
Similar provisions

altered to suit ttre

to those contained

proposed basis of

in Section 46 of the present Act but

operation.
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29. CONTRAqTS -
Similar provisions to those contained in Section 47 of the present legislation
but amplified to cover the position of both the Board of Control and the
Broadcasting Corporation.

30. TAXATTON -
Provision similar to those contained in Section 48 of the present legislation
but amplified to exempt, presumably, the Board of Control from liability to
taxation.

31. AUTHORITY TO INSURE MEMBERS OF STAFF -
Provisions similar to those contained in Section 49 of the present legislation
amplified to cover bottr the Board of Control and the Broadcasting Corporation
and further amplified to confer specific authority to make conpassionate grants
to surviving relatives of deceased staff members and, in addition, containing
provision to insure not only members of the Board of Control or the Broad-

casting Corporation but also employees in respect of loss of personal
accident arising in the course of carrying out their duties and authorising
the payment of the premiums in respect of such insurances.

32. PROHIBITION ON FORMAT]ON OF C){IHER CORPORATTONS OF SIMII,AR D{AI'{E -
Section corresponding to Section 50 of the present legislation.

33. MEMBERS OF BOARD OF CONTROL A}ID OF CORPORATION NOIT PERSONALLY LIABLE -
Similar pnovisions to those contained in Section 52 of the present legislation
extended to cover both the Board of Control and the Corporation.

34. @VERNMENT DEPARTMEMS MAY PROVIDE SERVICES -
Provisions similar to those contained in Section 53 of the present legislation
but amplified to extend to the Board of ControL as well as to the Corporation.

35. REGI'LATTONg -
Provisions sinilar to ttrose contained in Section 54 of the present legisJ-ation,
amended as necessary and having added thereto such other regulation-rnaking
porrters as may be considered necessary or desirabLe.

36. PIRATES -
Stringent and effective legislation to be enacted to enable complete control
over pirate radio stations to the extent that they can effectively be put off
the air. It is essential that this should be included in any legislation now

contemplated as a fail.ure on Governmentls part to deal inunediately with ttris
specific problem makes a mockery of any proposal to cover broadcasting within
New Zealand.
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37. DEFAMATION -
A provision to be inserted to pr:ovide for any person operating a broadcasting
station inununity, whether criminal or civil, fron liability in respect of any

statements or visual images produced or created on llve broadcasts and also
from similar liabllity in respect of taped broadcasts or edited telecasts,
except where there has been a reasonable temporal opportunity available for
the proper editing of such recorded natter.

38. SAVING PROVISIONS -
Insertion of such necessary provisS-ons as shaLl be requisite to provide
continuity for the present metlrod of operation in meshing in with the new

proposals, together with such pensioning of provisions as may be considered
desirable.

WEr
As the above has been produced at short notice it is considered desirable

that a reasonable opBortunity should be afforded to consider tlre matter. Further-
rrpr€1 the provisions reLating to the nehr Board of Control are intended to
confer upon the members of that body such a freedom from outside interference
as is at present conferred upon judicial officers of the highest class. It
should be noted that the reagon behind this is an intention to confer an
inviolate and impartial status in the comrmrnity, which should be readily
apparent to all Persons having dealings with such authorities. The reasoning
behind this is because of the intense effect which modern broadcasting, both
sound and television, has and there is therefore a corresponding desire to
ensule that this medirln shouLd not be used in any manner inimical to the
countryrs best interests. Furthermore, when considering the constitution of
both the Board of Control and the New Zealand Broadcasting Conunission it is
desired ttrat regard be had to the question of r.rtrettrer or not a full time
executive menber should be at the head of either or both ttre Board of ControL
and the Broadcasting Corporation.
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APPEIiIDIX E : Excerpt from Suburission of R.J. Gregrorv and J.L. Roberts to
the Parlia.urentarv Select Colurittee on Broadcastincr, Novernlcer 3'

L976.

Our next point relates to the menbership of the Corlrcration and TribunaL

established by the Act. We have melancholy proof in the composition of the

NZBC Board in l-972 that we must expect partisan behaviour in this process

of appointment unless there are clear statutory safeguards. This is
particularly repugnant in broadcasting precisely because, Iike the courts,

it must be seen to be above suspicion of partisan behaviour as the

representative of the broad corwnunity interest.

Therefore we suggest that a means be found to ensure a satisfactory
representation of the public rather than the party in power long enough to
control appointments.

Drawing upon the analogy of indirect election of education boards by

school committees, ne suggest that Clause 4 of the Bil-I be replaced ty J.egis-

Iative provision to the folLowing end:

(I) The Corp,oration shal-I be appointed by the Governor-General on

the recommendation of the Minister for two years from the

effective date of the Act.
(2) It shall be the responsibi-lity of the Corporation to appoint four

Broadcasting Advisory Corunittees to meet from time to time in
Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin- (Presunably,

it is currently intended ttrat advisory cortrrittees may be appointed

under Clause 10 (4).)
(3) Each of the cornmittees shatl consist of twenty meslbers living in

the districts adjacent to Auckland, wellington, christchurch

and Dunedin chosen on the basis of their eminence in cultural,
economic, corununity ancl political affairs.

(4) Each committee shall advise the Corporation from time to time on

the needs of the comrmrnity in relation to the works of the

Corporation.
(5) on the first day of october in the second year following the

inc€ption of the Act and at regular intervals of three years

thereafter, the conunittees shall each forward to the Cortrnration

six nominations for the position of member of the Board of the

CorSrcration.
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(6) The Corporation shall then arrange to hold an election before the

lst day of December for the nine p,ositions on the Board, to be

conducted by postal ballot among the eighty members of the
Broadcasting Advisory Corunittees.

(7) Those nominees who secure the qreatest nurnber of preferential
votes as a result of this ballot shall be recormnended by the
government to the Governor-General for appointment as members of
the Corlnration for three years as from the first day of January

of the year immediately succeeding the date of the election.
(8) The government shall appoint one of the persons so appointed

to be chairman for his period of office as a member.

It is our view that this procedure for appointment would reinforce the

public resSnnsibility of the Corporation, provide a link to conununity

interest in broad.casting and generate concern for the objectives of a public
broadcasting systern without creating undesirable commitments to any special

functional or geographic interests.
If Parliament does not wish at this time to depart from precedent to

provide for such elections, we suggest that the Bill could be improved and

the possibitity of partisan appointment reduced if it required the

Minister to ensure that his choice of members was guided by an attenpt to
secure representation based on a ran€fe of cotrwtunity interests. For this
purpose Clause 4 could be extended to provide for the following objectives :

"In recommending appointments to the Board, the Minister shall have

regard to the following considerations :

(1) The members of the Board should be people of recognized

achievement in their field.
(2\ The Minister should endeavour to see that persons with

qualifications in the following areas are sought out for
appointment:
(a) Economics including manufacturing, agriculture, finance

and service industries.
(b) Cultural including the visual and performing arts'

literature, education, and conurunity organisations.
(c) Social including social sersices, trade union activities'

family affairs, community advice and participation.
(3) Generally in reconunending appointments to the Boardr the

I"linister shatl have regard to the need to ensure a wide

representation of interests and the effectiveness of the

appointees in ensuring that the public interest in broadcasting

is conveyed to the persons appointed to direct the affairs
of the Corporation. " 

*

*
We refer the Cosunittee to the Loca1 Government Act 1974 Section 3 (3) requiring
the Govern:nent to take into account qualities of appointees to the Conrnission.
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APPEND]X F : Prominence Index: Introductory Paragraphs of
N.Z.B.C. Annual Reports, 1963-73

REFERENG TO: FREQUENCY
couNT

AVERAGE
INTENSITY

PROMINENCE
INDEX

Progress on TV transm:itting
facilities 10 4.0 40

Licence/revenue growth 3. 0 2L

NZBCrs financial self-
sufficiency 6 3. 0 18

Assistance to, and respect
$IBE,: overseas b/castins

o 3. 0 18

Fostering of national and
cornmr:nity identity 6 2.5 15

Conparison of NZBCts res-
ources with overseas orqs. 5 3. 0 15

NZBCr s responsibilities laid
down bv Act 4 3. 75 15

I4aintenance of professional
standards 4 3.75 15

Public service broadcasting
ideal-s 4 3. 5 T4

Irproving radio coverage 4 3. 5 14

State and inprovement
of TV studios 4 3. 0 I2

Pr:blic criticism
of NZBC

4 2. 5 IO

NZBCTs independence z 4.5 9

Fostering N.Z. talent J 2.67 8.01

Costs, generally 4 2. O 8

Limitations of (inadequate)
TV studio facilities z 3. 5 1

NZBC teamwork,/staff
npra].e 2 2-O 4

NZBC I s lirnited resources 2 2. O 4
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APPENDIX F: Proruinence Index: Director-@neral rs Ivtessage in
(cont'd.) "Re1ay" (N.Z.B.C. house magazine),1963-73

RETERENCE TO : FREQIJENCY

couNT
A\ERAGE
INTENSITY

PROMINENCE
INDEX

NZBC teanrwork,/staff
nprale 24 3. O 72

Progress on TV transndtting
facilities 20 3. 5 70

Pr:blic criticism
of NZBC z5 3. 0 bv

Licence/re venue growth l_6 3. 5 56

Assistance to, and respect
from, overseas b,/casting 13 4. 0 52

Pr:blic service broadcasting
i deals I4 J. f, 49

Inproving radio coverage 13 ?n 39

Maintenance of professional
standards 11 3. 5 JU.5

State and inprovement
of TV studios 8 ?q 28

Liniitations of (inadequate)
TV studio facilities 3. 5 24.s

NZBC's responsibilities
Iaid down by Act ?q 24.5

Upcorning technical
innovations 8 3. 0 24

NZBC's independence 6 4. 0 24

Fostering Nz tal-ent 7 3. 0 2T

NZBC's need to "ref1ect"
society as a whole 7 3. 0 2L

NZBCrs financial self-
sufficiency 6 3. 5 2t

Costs, generally 8 2. 5 20

Conparison of NZBCTs res-
ources with overseas orqs. o 3. 0 18
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APPENDIX F : "R"]dljg$'d.

RETERENCE TO :
FREQUENCY

COUNT

AVERAGE
INTtsNSITy

PROIVIINENSE
INDEX

Fostering of national and
cornrnunity identity 4 4. 5 I8

"The Public Interest" f, 3. 0 15

Governrental approval
rf NZBC proposals 9 1. 5 13.5

NZBCT s lirnited resources 6 2. O L2

Radiors strengths as a
rnedium 3 ?q 10 .5

Prograrune (s) in review 3. 0 o
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APPII'IDIX F: Random exarrples of statements from NZBC Annual Reports

(cont'd). reflecting inlprtanb elements of ttre organisation's ideologv.

!{arch 31, 1965

"1!he Corporation nakes considerable contributions towards the work of culturaL

organisations in New Zea1and. In ttre year under review the NZBC paid to the

Queen Elizabettr If Arts Council of New Zealand the sum of f10r000, w?tich was

intended to aid the establishrnent of regional orchestras and the development

of music throughout the country. " - pp. 5-7

"Clear1y, unless the Corporation is to contract its plan of capital development,

or resort to Loan finance, it must continue to earn a large revenue surplus

from its annual operations in order to provide finances to carry out its plan

to complete, extend and improve the television and radio coverage of New

Zealand." - p. 27.

"It was a year of tremendous expansion of the television audience as is evidenced

by the increase of 1461175 television licences on issue. Many factors led to
this expansi.on"... (capitat development). - P. 4.

March 311 L967

"Increasing liaison witb broadcasting organisations outside New Zealand con-

tinued in the year under review, both in tlre adninistrative and progranune

f,ields. The Asian Broadcasting Union, of v*rich the NZBC is a foundation

menber, has continued to develop and to provide assistance to the broadcasting

systems within its area. At the Third General Aseenbly of the ABU, Mr G.H.

Stringer, Director-General of the NZBC, was elected senior vice-president of
the Union. The NZBC is a member of the European Br:oadcasting Union and was

represented at the 1966 General Assernbly of the Union held at DubLin. Overseas

programne exchange activities of the Corporation continued to increase and have

now been extended into the television fie1d." - p. 5.

March 31, 1968

"It has been a matter of concern for some time that production of local tele-
vision prograrunes has been restricted by extremely limited studio facilities...
In February 1968 the Corporation was pleased to receive approval from Government

to accept a tender for the building of a studio block at Avalon. The cost of
estabLishing and operating ttre buiLding will corunit a large part of the

Corporati.onrs financial resources - both in capital resenes and future income -
but, a major studio block is essential if television is to deveJ.op a national

character. The estimated date of completion is late 1970.,, - p. 4.
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"It is now estimated that welL over 75 percent of New Zealand homes have

licensed television reseivers, while coverage in varylng degrees of qual-ity

ls available to somettring over 90 percent of the country. With the increasing

saturation of households there has been a noticeable tendency for the rate of
increase of television licences to sl-ow down and it is appropriate in this
report to e:<amine the growth of teLevision licences over the past few yeare.

Television Licences $rere not required throughout the v*tol-e country until the

end of 1961: by the end of L962 there were over 651000 licences on issue and

in successive years the totaLs rose to L43rOOO, 287 ,OOO, 412,OOO and 515rO0O

respectively. At the end of 1967 the figrure stood at 569 ,O2O, while on

31 March 1968, the total had risen to 575 1947 - an increase of 461059 in the

financial year." - p. 4.

March 31, 197I

"Approval by C'overnment in 1963 of the 7-year development prograurne was con-

ditional on all expenditure being met from revenue and this condition has been

observed. (The sum of 98001000 was borrowed f:pm the National Development

Ioans Account towards ttre end of the L962-63 financial yearr and repaid 5 years

later.) ft has also been accomplished after palment of normal taxation on

advertising revenue and wittrout any increase in either radio or television
Iicence fees." - p. 6.

"Mettrods of reducing costs and increasing income are at present the subJect of
close study. In the meantime the corporation intends to preserve to the full.est
extent possible the service that has been built up over the past 40 years. At

small cost it has so far provided technical and progranme standards that
comtrEre farrourabl-y wittr tJ:e highest in the world.' - p.7.

"Because of the nature of the terrain and the dispersal of the population the

establishment of television has posed engineering problems not often met by

other countries. Ttre testing, planning and design work required before the

instaLlation of equipment is both complex and time-consuming and this has let
to unavoidable delays in cornmissioning installations. However, the progress

that has been made, wittr li:nited resources compares rnost favourabJ-y with other

countries, many with rnuch greater population concentrations and dealing wittt
a much easier terrain." - p. 5.
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March 3I, 1973

r... it is not often realised tllat ttre NZBC not only produces radio and

television progranmes: it maintains ttre country's only fully professional

slmphony orchestra and promotes other concerts; it provides the most

extensive advertising service in New Zealand; it plans and operates its ovtn

engineering and technical facilities; it provides a nation-wide news service,

th.@,Pro9rammesforusebyothercountriesandashort-waveservice'
and carries on nany other activities which are often not appreciated by the

pgblic. To undertake all these reguires a supporting administrative staff.

{It also is sometimes argued that the adnrinistration of the organisation

as it is, tends to hanper or depress prograrme production and enterprise in

progrsmmes. This argument usually overlooks the fact that the cor5nration

and, by delegation its executive, is responsible for standards imposed by

statute and regulations. It also has its own standards. Those responsible

for the administration of policies on standards are themselves broadcasters

who have become administrators after many years of practical- broadcasting

e:<perience. those now charged wit}r the production of progrannres have made

substantial advances in recent years - particularJ-y in the field of localJ-y

Broduced prograrmes. Experts have been brought to New Zealand to assist in
these ef,forts and wlrile much still- remains to be done, advances have undoubtedly

been made.

r It is true that in the Last few years the NZBC has not been able to plan

and operate with any certainty of the future and this has without question

inlibited forward planning with obvious disadvantage to aLl. As far back as

1964 the corporation sought Government approval to plan for a second channel.

Because of the economic sitr:ation and the need to provide single-channeL

coverage, which the corporation readily acknowledged, the decision was deferred.

Nevertheless in alL rnajor installations, provision was nade for a possible

second channel and, perforce, regard r.las had in channel allocation to allow

for another network. As previously mentioned, these faci.lities have all been

f,inanced from the NZBC'S own revenue. However, the establishnent of the

Broadcasting Authority, its subsequent inquiry into ttre extension of television

services, and the hearings on warrant applications again made it impossible

for the corporation to p3.an with any certainty. Operations litere also affected

because of the amount of time and effort, particularly in prograrune, engineering,

and financiat fiel-ds, wtrich had to be diverted to these hearings." - PP. 5-6.
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"Degpite the diffisulties of the last year, the co4roration feele Justifid
in claiming t}at its ser/ice to the prrblic of New Zealand has not only been

nraintained, but irrprcved. Ttre relnrts which follow desqribe some of ite
successes and achievements, but they cannot do justice to tlre drousands of
hours of, high quality progiriurdnes uftieh were produced and broadcast. The

corporation is also pleased to report its financial result, an operating

aurplus of $2.6 nillisn after providing for depreciation. This recovery

f,rour a trend touards an operating ileficlt is the result nainly of a sustained
gatres drive J.n rad5.o, the increase in licence fee, and etringent financial
control over costS.rt - p.6.
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APPENDIX F : NZBCTs 1971 review of lO-year's of tel
rrona- r -\----- -rz a .

1970 saw the end of the first decade of regular television transmission
in New Zealand. This report provides a useful opportunity to review the
progress made in the development of the television services over that
period and particularly the implementation of the 7-year plan submitted

by the corporation and approved by Government in 1963 to provide first
channel television coverage.

Transmission first began in Auckland from a single 0.5kW transmitter
with a progranrme service of 6 hours each week. Technical and programme

service has now expanded to the point where the corporation operates 6

transmitters of 10OkW, 7 of between I and 50kW and over 60 of less than

lkW with a progra[me service of 65 hours a week. The signals from corporation
transmitters provide for 93 percent of the population; in adctition some

330 small units licensed to the corporation are operated by private individuals
or societies, the latter receiving financial assistance from the NZBC. It
is estimated that these srnall transmitters cover 6 percent of the lnpulation
giving a total covera5te, with varying degrees of signal quality, to 99

percent of the population.

Because of the nature of the terrain and the dispersal of the trnpulation
the establishment of television has posed engineering problens not often
met by other countries. The testing, planning and design work required

before the installation of equipment is both conplex and tine-consuming

and this has led to unavoidable delays in cornmissioning installations.
However, the progress that has been made, wj-th limited resources' compares

most favourably with other countries, nnny with much greater population

concentrations and dealing with a much easier terrain.

The major areas still requiring upgrading are Nelson - West Coast,

Central Otago, south Taranaki, and the King Country, Tau;n, and Bay of P1enty-

Of these part of the Nelson - West Coast system is due for completion in
L97L, and planning is in progress for the other areas and some smaller

localities. In all installations allowance has been made 6r ultimate two-

channel operation, although the first priority has been single channel

covera€te.

Ehe corporation has also established a network link (used primarily
for news or events of special topicality) which is unusual in that it
combines microwave transmissions with signals from programne transmitterg
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It does not have the flexibility of a full microwave link but as an interim
measure it has made possible the showing of up-to-date events from many

parts of the country. Engineering surveys have been made to extend and improve
the present system and, modern microwave equipment has been ordered to replace
nany of the rebroadcast sections.

Apart from ooverage, the d.evelopnent plan provided also for the establish-
ment of at least one studio complex but progress in this respect has not
been nearly as satisfactory as the corporation would have wished. Sub-

stantial progress has been rnade but the corporation still does not have a
studio complex designed and built specifically for television. Conversion of
radio studios and other buildings has been necessary and this has allowed
the production of rnany local proqlranunes. The studios are, however, far
from ideal. The major studio projecL is the Avalon complex in Lower Hutt.
When completed this will- be the first major production centre in New Zealand,

and will enable the corporation to increase considerably its range and number

of productions. It has now been found necessary to extend. the contract period
although agreement has been reached that the technical wing will be completed
in late 1971 so that installation of technical equiprent can be started.

Approval by Government in 1963 of the 7-year development programme was

conditional on all expenditure being met from revenue and this condition
has been observed. (The sum of $800,000 was borrowed from the National
Developrnent Loans Account towards the end of the L962-63 financial year,
and. repaid 5 years later. ) It has also been accomplished after payment of
normal taxation on advertising revenue and without any increase in either
radio or television licence fees. It can fairly be said that the use of a

pool of total revenue has served New Zealand welI. Not only has it allowed

the expansion of television: it has been essential in recent years in maintaining
radio services and other activities of the corporation which make a significant
contribution to the cultural and social life of the country. For example,

without this fund the corporation could not have organised and produced the
entertainment progranme for Expo f70 in Japan. This was the biggest project
of its kind in the history of New Zealand.



APPENDIX F : N.Z.B.C.'s Objectives, Adopted 1969

(Contrd)

The aims and purposes of the Corporation are defined by the Board

I in the following Objectives of the NZBC :

+66.

(a) The Corlnrationrs principal objecti-ve will be to maintain

broadcasting services in the best public interest and to act
without fear or favour to merit confidence as En independent

organisation within its statutory 1i-mitations.

(b) The Cortrnration will broadcast a variety of progrranures, which :

- interests and appeals to a wide range of audiences;

- contrilcutes to the vitality of New Zealand society;

- keeps abreast of the changing patterns of taste and opinion;

- reflects the richness and variety of life in New Zealand;

- and will undertake such progranne production as will be

appropriate to the attainment of these objectives.

(c) The Corporation wjl-I ensure the contintring availability of a

competent, enthusiastic and satisfied staff. To this end,

its staff policies willbedirected towards seeking out

and rewarding merit and creating an atmosphere conducive

to achievernent.

(d) The Corporation will both cover its operating costs and

finance future development out of earnings from licence fees

and advertising; it will rnaintain an appropriate balance

between its sources of revenue to safeguard both the quantity and

quality of the services provided; it will ensure that its
services are provided with a due regard for economy.

(e) The Corporation wilJ- operate and maintain a broadcasting

service consisting of the following:
(i) a communication link, of high reliability and acceptable

quality, to the people of New Zealand;

(ii) additional senrices of acceptable reliability and quality

as justified, with due regard to economics.

(f) The Corporation will as it considers appropriate encourage and

support the arts in the conrnunity, particuLarly those associated

with broadcasting.
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APPENDIX F : Director-General's (L.R. Sceats) survey

of the Corporation". in last issue of "Relay", (early) 1975.

New Zealand is not alone today in seeing radical changes in the structure
of public broadcasting systems. They are taking place, or are being contem-

plated in many European countries, and in some cases the changes bear a

similarity to the restructuring about to be completed in this country.

The NZBC itself , r^re must not forget, was the result of a radical change

brought about by the National Government in 1962, when the New Zealand Broad-

casting Service - a Government department responsible to a Minister - was

transformed into an independent public corporation, controlled by a Board

appointed by the Government. Important changes took place on one or two

occasions duringi the NZBC's term of existence, too, including an Jmportant

internal restructuring, bringing regionalisation and a swing away from

functional control at management level.In the 1930's and 1940's too,
there were important structural changes.

At this time what I should like to emphasise is my belief that the

NZBC made many valuable contrilcutions to broadcasting in New Zealand, and

has a proud record of achievement in the fields of equipment and operations.

Even srith only a moderate income from licence fees and advertising revenue

the NZBC established a pattern of national and cornmunity radio stations
serving most areas. Elsewhere in this issue a potted history of the

Corporation gives a most illurninating list of real achievements, which

repays study by aII staff.

But the NZBC has nevertheless, within its available resources, utilised
and encouraged the artistic talent of New Zealand, and fostered developed,

and financed the New Zealand Slmphony Orchestra. The NZBC's role in encouraging

and entering into all forms of cormrunity endeavour, such as sport, culture,
social advancement and informational projects, has been recognised by aII
in a position to appreciate it most.

Only in its last year of existence has the NZBC had to resort to loan

monies for capital development and never has it received any money from taxation.

The NZBC has been held in high regard by professional broadcasters

throughout the world, and particularly in the Asian and Pacific regions,

where it has played its part in assisting the training of broadcasting

staff in developing countries. White the NZBC's perfo:rtance has not been per-

fect, a room for improvement has always existed, it has not been alone in

this - either among broadcastinq systems or amonq large organisations of
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any kind. And improvements have continually been made when the need has been

apparent, and the resources have been available to make them.

The NZBC has moved. with the times, and inevitably become involved in
the controversies of the day. It has hail full regard for changing

standards and opinions, without trying to lead or accelerate those changes.

Unavoidably it has made enemies as well as friends, but I have learned

in the last year or so that its friends have far outnumbered its foes. But

the main achievement has been that the NZBC has always tried to do what it
thought best in the long term public interest. It must be judged on the

balance of its successes and failures, and I have no doubt that that balance

has been favourable.

I hope that with larger financial backing the NZBC'S successors will
be able to carry on and complete such projects as the completion of the

YC network, the development of FM and sLereophonic broadcasts, the improvement

of the quality and quantity of New Zealand programmes and the maintenance

of standards; and with particular application to 1\t that the long-dreamed

of tr,ro-channel system will give a more widely acceptable response to public

demand^; that quality will always take precedence over quantity; that this
most tellfurg medium will be used not just for entertainment, but above all
for enlightenment and that standards continue to come before ratings.

As the Governor-General said at the opening of Avalon, TV is above all
a channel for the expression of a nation's identity, outlook and aspirations,
and local prograrmes must take full account of these.

At this moment I am proud of having been part of an organisation which

has served. Net^r Zealand well at comparatively smal1 cost to the consumer.

l[ay its successors do even better.

To the staff of the NZBC I should like to say that just as changes have

taken place in the past, they will be inevitable in the future. Any changes

bring advantages for some, and disadvantages for others. I am 91ad for those

that have benefited by the latest changes, and very sorry for those who have

been put at a disadvantage, but I will end by saying that a true professional

wilt find job satisfaction, and unflagging interest in his or her own career.

With all the pitfalls it is still good to travel hopefully.

Thank you, one and all for your zeal,loyalty and support in past years,

and very best wishes for your future.

L.R. Sceats
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APPENDIX H: Major N.Z.B.C. Capital Development Projects, 1962-73

L962-63

Conunissioning of 2kW radio station lXA Kaitaia, and IXE Kaikohe.

10kW television transmitter commissioned at Waiatarua, Auckland.

L963-64

10kW television transmitter commissioned at Dunedin.

Opening of Broadcasting House, Wellington.
Opening of Broadcasting House, Invercargill.

L964-65

Television repeater stations commissioned at Kuriwao, south otago;

and Hed,gehope, Southland.

New 2kW transmitter conmissioned for radio station 2YW, Gisborne.

Opening of radio stations 3ZA, Grelmouth;and 2ZE, BLenheim.

1965-66

100 kw television transmitters commissioned at Waiatarua, Auckland;

Mt. Te Aroha, Waikato; and Sugar Loaf, Christchurch.

opening of radio stations 1ZA, Taupo; and 2ZH, Hawera.

1966-67

New transmitters commissioned for radio stations 2YZ, Napier;

2YB, Wellington; and 4YZ, Invercargill.
Opening of radio stations 1zO, Tokoroai LZ|J, Taumarunui; and

1YX, Whangarei.

100kW television transmitters commissioned on Mt. Kaukau, Wellington;
and Wharite Peak, Manawatu.

Three television transrnitting stations commissioned in Northland;
and one on Mt. Egrnont, Taranaki.

Television production studio in Auckland brought into fuIl operation;
continuity suite commissioned j-n Dunedin tel-evision studios.
Studio and office building opened for radio station 2XP, New Pltmouth.

L967-58

Govt. a;rproval obtained for construction of television studio complex

at Avalon, in the Hutt Valley.
Further television transmitting station corurdssioned in Northland.

Radio station IZT,Turangi,opened.

Studio and office building opened for Rotorua radio stations Lyz/zc.
New radio studio opened in Hastings.
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1968-69

Four television translators commissioned in west Taranaki.

1969-70

Combined "off-air" and microtdave net\dork established, linking
television studio centres.

Television transmission system commissioned for Gisborne-East

Coast area.

Contracts awarded for Il-storey tower block and services building
for television complex at Avalon, Hutt Val1ey.

Television colour performance tests begun.

New radio station buildings opened at Whangarei and Nelson.

L970-7r

5OkW television transmitter conunissioned on Mt. Cargill, Dunedin.

Additional television transmitter corunissioned to up-grade Southland

coverage.

High-powered television translator conrmissioned to serve Kaikoura area.

Major radio studio complex opened in Dunedin.

New radio studios opened at Gisborne.

L97L-72

Government announces that N.z.B.C.ts existing television channel to
be converted to colour, using PAL system.

Television production studio commissioned in Christchurch.

National radio programme transmitter commissioned in Nelson.

Television transmission system commissioned for Nelson/Buller area.
(Post office's satellite earth station opened at Warkworth.)

L972-73

Cabinet approves $9m. expenditure to complete primary channel

television coverage and eonversion of the channel to colour.
Cabinet approves purchase of equipment for Avalon television complex.

Microwave television linking system completed.

Radio repeater station commissioned at Twizel (3zO).

Note: This sununary excludes television and radio developmental

projects beg'un at various stages during this period, but not
completed by 1973. These included television coverage of the

Bay of Plenty, West Coastrand central Otago areas.
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(L970-75) , N. Z .8. C.

Asst. Director, N.Z.B.S.
(1949-58); Director of
Broadcasting ( 1958-6 1)

Minister of Broadcasting
(1964-66 )

Controller of Television
Programmes, N.Z.B.C.
Director-General of
Broadcasting (L962-70)
Minister of Broad.."tirrg
(1970-72)
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27 .7 .76

7 .7 .76

2L.5.76

25.8.75

f0 .5. 76

27 .7 .76
30.9.75;7.10.75
l-3.7 .76

30 .6. 76

Additional Note

On 1.7.75 the writer interviewed G.H. O.
of Whatrs Wron Lth Broadcastinq:

Wilson, author
for Radio inoI wnat's wro : A p__Ign

new nd-formeNew zearand (pau|s, 1946) , and former talks officerilth-Ehe ltational Broadcasting Service.
On 26.7.78 the writer interviewed C.G. Coste1lo, a
deregate to National party Dominion conferences over aperiod of some 25 or so years, who has had a particularinterest in the formulation of party poricy oir broadcasting.
rt shourd also be noted that the text incrudes bri_ef
references made in conversation (undated) with the
author by two former N.z.B.c. public relations officers,R.G. Bachop and Lyell Boyes, and on 2g.Z.7g byDr. L. Cleveland (thesis supervisor), a formei memberof the N-z-8.c.'s central Regional programme Advisory
Committee.

* = interview(s) tape-recorded, in large part. A1lother intervietrs were recorded in wriling.

** = interview of L4.5.76 tape-recorded; others
recorded in writing,
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coFregpon_dence
(,Persons wj"th whom bbe authsr sorresponded duri,lry regeareh*)

Narne

F,W. Da'lggon

Si-r John
(formerly Dr.
F.iI. ) r,lewel-I1rn
Dorothy !tcN,ab,

R. T. Peacock

,I.4. Stenberg

R.K. Trj.rnmer

M.L. Tronson

For,nrer :

Filsitton

Controller of
Adutinistrati.on,
N. U. B.C.
Chairrnan, N.E"B.C.
Board, (L9,62,-651

N.Z.B.rC. Boatd
Meinber (f.970-73)

Chairnanr N.Z.
Bnoadcasting
Authord.ty (1969-73)

N', Z, B.C. goard
Membe.r (1962-6,6)

N.U.B.C. Board
Menber (1966-71)
N. Z.B.C. Board
lltemb:er (L97L-73)

Date of
[ffior-':

L7.76

L0. 10.75

19.6 .76
v'.v.76

7 .7.76

I.8.5.76
18.6,76
7,7.76

r.8.6. 76

persoRs who responded
by the author.

r{.7.76

29. 10.75

22.6,76
v .8.76

15.7 .76

31.5.76
30. 5. 716

L7.7 ,76

5.8.76

This ltst iacludes only those
to questions posred in wrlLing

D,ate of



Official Broadcasting Files to Which the Author
Had Access

487 .

the

Policy

-Elections

Series r/I

Series r/L/I

* Series I IV

N.Z.B.S. file
lltl

N.z.B.C. file
ilil

Correspondence with members of the
N.Z. Broadcasting Board, 1931-36.

Ci-rcular letters to all members of
N.z. Broadcasting Board, 26.4.35
22 .6 .36

Correspondence with the Postmaster-
General, 19. 12.33 29.6.36

7/2/LI News General

I/L3/- Parliamentary Elections:

I/I3/I Elections, General and By

I/I3/2 Local Body Elections

L/13/38 Parliamentary Election

r/I3/43 "

r/13/46

L/L3/ 4e

I/13/ 49-r

r/L3/sr
L/L3/54

r/13/57

L/L3/60

2/L2/L

23/ r/ 3

23/L/ 4

23/7 /-
23/7 /L

23/7 /2

1938

L9 43

L946

l-949

National Referendum on Compulsory
Military Service, 1949

Par1iame"."r: Election 

;:;
1957

1960

General Policy-Determination
re Broadcasting

Press Statements by N.Z.B.C.

Public Relations, General

Public Relations, Policy and General

Public Relations, Correspondence
with Press and Press Releases

Public Relations, General
Correspondence with Public
re TV



N.Z.B,C. file 23/X14

4':88.

Ptrblic Rel-atLons r General.
Correspondence with Fub1ic
re Radio

Arnendrne,nts to Bfoadsasting Act

Re-gisnal Frograrnne Advieory
eo-nmittees,General

Nortneril
tl

CentraL
nl|||

$ciut-hern

||l|rl

Minutes of Conunittee Meetings

23/n-lL-]

z/Lzl3L

21L2/3L,-L

2/L2/3L-2

2/L2/3L-3

2/L2/3L-4

The files of N, Z.B.'C. Board Minutes and associated papers are
held separately under subject headings in the office of the
Chairnan of the Eroadoastinq eo,rporation of New Z,ealand.
See explanation, in Introduation, of' authoris acce,ss to
Board Minute,s and papers.

= fiLes held Ln the National Archives (a divlsion
of, the Departtrent of InLernal Aff,aire) at tine
of research.
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Annual Parliamentary Reports Referred to in Text

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Board, A.J.H.R., 1933, F.3.

Report of the National Broadcasting Service, A,J.H.R., 1938, F.3.

Report of the National Commercial Broadcasting Service,
A.J.H.R. , 1939, F.3-

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Service, A.,J.H.R,, L946, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Service, A.J.H.R. , 1947, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Service, A.J.H.R., 1948, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Service, A.J.H.R., 1951, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Service, A.J.H.R., 1955, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Corporation, A.;I.H.R., 1963, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Corporation, A.J.H.R., 1965, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Corporation, A.J.H.R., 1970, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Authority A.,J.H.R., 1970, F.4.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Corporation L.J.X.3., 1971, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Authority, A.iI.H.R., L97L, F.4.

Report of the N. Z. Broadcasting Corporation, A.J.H.R. , L972, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Corporation, A.J.H.R., 1973, F.3.

Report of the N.Z. Broadcasting Corporation, A.,J.H.R., 1974, F.3.

Report of the Broadcasting Council of N.2., A.J.H.R., 1976, 8.4.
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Acts of Parliament Referred to in Text

Wireless Telegraphy Act 1903

Post and Telegraph Amendment Act 1924

Broadcasting Act 1931

Broadcasting Amendment Act 1934-35

Broadcasting Act 1936

Broadcasting Amendment Act 1937

Broadcasting Amendment Act 1960

Broadcasting Corporation Act 1951

Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1965

Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1967

Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1968

Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1970

Broadcasting Corporation Amendment Act 1971

Broadcasting Authority Act 1968

Broadcasting Act 1973

Broadcasting Act 1976

Note in Addition:

"Radio Telegraph Regulatj-ons for Amateur
Experimental, and, Broadcasting Stationsr"
!f.4.__qege$e , 1923, Vol. L, pp. 141-151;
"Regulati-ons for Radio Broadcasting Stations
and the SaIe of Radio Apparatus", N.Z. Gazette,
1925, VoI. I, pp. 725-32; and "Regulations for
Radio Broadcasting-stations and the Sale of Radio
Apparatus", N.Z. Gazette, L925, Vo1. 2, p. 1966.
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VoLume Year \folune YEETE

r.957

1967

1967

196E

1968

I,9 6 8;

1969

19 70

19 70

1970

1971

L972

1973

197s

L976

1975

125

2s4

2L2

2r.8

230

24r

242

245

249

252,

260

275

306

320

324

329

330

33s

33-5

3,3i8

34,.2

344

349

!903

L924

L92'7

L928

1931

19 35

1935

1936

1937

1938

1941

1946

19s5

19 59

L960

1951

L9,62

196 3

1963

1964

1965

1965

1966

350

35,1,

354

355

357

358

36:2

356

368

3?0

374

379

387

3,97

446

408
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Sclreduie

i961, h-o" 117

':n &ct to estal:lish the Nc'nr Zealand Broadcasting
Corporadon ard rc define its functrory qrd Pow€rs

l1 Decimbsr 1961

BE I? EI,L\CTED bv the General Asscn:bly of New ZeaIan
in Pa::li'aure.nt assembled anel b1r the autho-dty of the same'

'as follows:

L.Slrert Title agcl corl:qcrlceureet.--(i) This Act may be
cited. as the Ersadcastin{ Corporation Act i,9S1.

(2) ?his Act si'rall c6qrc i:rro force on the first elay of
April, nirctees hundred aitfl sixty.1ry6.

2. Xnterpl'etation-In tbis Acq unlef;s the contoit otherwise
requiresr -- ('Advenrising progra.anixret" rrleatrls a prograorme or palt Qf

+i programmeintended to sefi/e ai an advertiserhent for
the peeuniary benefit of any person:

'oBloarleasting" meens the dissemiaatiori of any form oJ
radio,electric co:il:nunication (including the wireless
'tran'sa1i'ssion. of r,vriting, slgns, signals, pictur:es, imageil,
ancl sounds of all klnds by rneans of ltrertzian w'aves)
intended to be reeeived by the public either direqtly
or through tlre nnedium cf relal' stadonsl and toto

l:roadeast" has a correspondl$g meaning;
'oCnrnroercial suilon" me&n$ a broadcastiqg station €stab-

Iishsd CIr opcr?tcrl by the Gorporatiou from r''rhich
adver,ti#ng proffr:am$rcs are broacleast; but do,es not
includc a television station:

'lCnrprlration'" tnealrs the Ncr,v Zealancl Broadcas.tir,rg
Co4>oration e$tabiished by this Act:

'oDiructtr-,Generalt' meens the Dir,ector-General of
Eroaci'casting appoinlcd under th"u ACt::I'Minister" nleans the Minister of Broadcasting:

I
I



I$Jl, \o. Ii7 Brt'a dt a:tir,g C or Poratio ro

ri

..Pr.iva,rc br.cadcastinS station" Illeans a broadcasting
,";t:.r';i.:i t:stirblisirctlicr opcrated by sol:le person other
'Li;:.1: iirc Cot"llclr-;rtitrn :

"Pfi,gi':rt',rtnc" inclucles ariy sigrrai'- announcelnent, rtem)

coiillliillllceiiotr,,oicipie, or oiher natter broadcasi
or i:rtcndeci io be br:oadcast i-roin a broadcastj::g
statictr iol rcception b)'tirc llublic:

.. 
S l r|. r :.. --ri ;rric slir i iorl" lltcilns a bi'oadcasting station operat-

ius on higir. flcclugirc;'lnd.providing progranunes for
rclcl>rion*bc;r6"t1 Ncw Zealancl :

"Telt:rriiir>rr statiort" lneans a broa4casting station from
wh ich tcicvisio;r pfograrrlnes are broac'icast :

"V\iart?rnt" means a iva,iiant issued I>y the tr'[inister under
?rr;c III of this Act in respect of the establishment or
oPeration of a private broadcasting station'

PART I
Nurv Zr,c.ua,xo BnoRocAsrINo ConponerroN

3. Ncrs Zcaia:rd BroaCcasting Corporatig".-.(1) There is

hciebr., estabL.ishecl er Cori:oration, to be called the New Zea-

lancl Bi'oadca.sting Cor'porarion.
f Z't The Corl:6ration shaill consist of three members who

.t''ili'be appoidtecl by the Governor-Generai and of whom
u..e sirail be-appointeci as Ciraii'marl.

igf The C<iriroration shali be a body corporate with per--

o.,iuit ,uccessioh ancl a common seal, and sliali be capable of

ir"iJi"n real 
^nd 

perso*i p:operty, and of suing and being
.".a, J"a of cloing ancl sufiir-ing alljsuch other acts and things
as bodics corporate rrray do and suner.

4. Tcrms of oifice of mcrnbe:,s of Corpor'ation-(1) Except
as odterr,vise prov-ided by this Act, every -member of the

Corporation shali be appointeci for a.tefm of three years, but
ma,v from time to time bc leeppointed-

('2) With rcsDcct to tlc fiisi rncrnbcrs of the Corporation,
otlier than thi Ch:rirtnln, appointcd utlder this Act, the
following provisions sliall apply :

(a) O"ne of those membi.s shall reiire at the expiration of
one )'ear from the date of their appointment, and
thc othcr member shall retire at the end of two
ycar.s frorn rhat date:

(b) Th; membcr so to r-etire at 'J:Ie end of one year shall
be detei'mined b1' agreelnent of the tlvo mernbers I

and failing agt.'**ent the member then to retire
shall be determined bY iot.

Inset 1

L-/
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(3) Notr.vithstandin.g anyriling to ihc conrrary in tiris Acr,
cvei:y ir:erril>er" of tb.-. i3oard, unlc.;s i:e sooner vacates his o{iice
undcr .!ccti(,n 6 of this Act, shell continue in office until his
successor coin,es into oiHce.

_ _S.Bcputics oi nrcrnbcrs-(1) In anv c:lsc in ,,vhicl: the
}{inistcl is satisiicC r-irar a::y'mcnrber of tire Cor"lioration s
incl;racirarecl by illncss, absence, or othct sulircicnt cause from
perfornring thc cluties of hi.s ofiice, tire &Iinister rnay appoinr
a d.eputy to act for that n:ember cluring his incapacitl. -

- (2) in the casc of thc incapacirf of the Chairman his
deputy may of r..1ay not be one bf ttre other members, and if
the cieputy'of the Chairnran is one of tire otirer membcrs some
otliel person rnay be appointed to acr as the deputy of that
memDer.

(3) A.ny d.:puty appointeci under this section shall, r,r'hile
he acts as such, be deemed tcl be a rnembcr of the Corporation.

(a)_No appointment of a deprrty and no acts done bv him
as such, and no act done by the Corporation rvhile any deputy
is acting as sgch, shall in any proCeedings be ciuesticned on
the ground that the occasion for his*alppointment had not
arisen or iracl ceased.

6. Extraordinary vacancies-(1) Any member of the Cor-
poratior:. may at any time be rernovctl from cr{hce by the
Governor-Gcneral foi disability, bankrr-rptcy, neglect of cluty,
or nrisconduct proved to the satisfaciion of the Govemor-
General, or may at any time resign his office by rvritten notice
givcn to the ltfinister.
. (2) If any rnember oic the Corporation dies or resigns, or
is rernoved frorn oifice, his office shall becornc vircanr irid'rhe
vacancy shall be dcemed to be an extraordinary vacancy.

(3) +" extraordinary vacancy shall be filled l:y thc apj:oint-
Inent of a 1>erson in tire same manner as the afpointrirlnt of
the vacatine member.

. (11 Evei! person appointecl to fill an extraordinary vacancy
shali be appointed for thc resiclue of the term for ivirich th-e
\acating member was appoinied,

(5) The powers of tlie Corporation shall not be affected by
any vacancy in the membership thereof.

o

-8

_ 7. Mectings of Corporation-(1) The first mcecine of the
Corporation shall be held on a day to be appointecf in that
behalf by the Minister.
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( 2 ) Sullsciillcllt .illcctillgs
rrt 

's'.ich tilrtr.x encl pliiccs
r.,i thc Corporation sl:ail be hclJ

as tht; CorPoratic'n from timc ic

]

tt"i:;ittl:t1;tl,,,ir,'r,- 
of tlic coil;oration, or any tw'o membcrs

thr:rcui, tllay al tty-ti*t tall a'special'meeting of the Cor-
*^,..,- 1..'rliur (luvrr.
"" (+) Ar- r,11 rrtcctiitcs ol thc Ct'rpol"ation the (luoium ncces-

.uw irt ihc tt'rusacti<;n ci i:usitig;s shali be two mcinDers'
"-^irl"ifi"-Ci 

"lr,ri"ri--rfr"fi-f.e.ticle 
at all meetlrgs of the

Coiporrtit;n at rvhich !re- is Pl'csei"it'*i5i'i;;^il*;tr.".. 
or ih* chuir*an or his deputy frorn any

nrceting, ,n* n.."rl-.]-r pil,*", shall elect one of their nunrber

to u'csitic at ilrar meeimg''"iii-lli?,.restions ariiing ar arly meeting..of the Corpora-

,.olJlml # J;;il;a iri" il*:"riry of the vliid votes recorded

thercon.
(S) At any meeting qf ll9 Colporation the Chairman or

othc' rlerson p."r,ain[ sJrall have i dc]ibcrative vote-anci' in

'rhc cese oi arr ecluaiit! of.votes,.shall also have a castmg vote'

(9i A resolucion in wrtting sl-gn-co, or assenteci tq bJ letter

.rt#;;;;, r'v:lii?;;b;d o.l"the'co'poration shall be as

"lii'!liJ'.?r.i*r 
;;lT i;h-d b.or pu"qa at a meeting of

t'ffe;;;;iio" *"ty cailecl and constituted'"^j1q.'i;b;.., to-'int p*"itio"t of this Act and of arry

resut:tilons tn"r"io.ili, 'l]t" 
- 
GtPoiatio-n may regulate its

;;il;;;;-i'i iuct' manne' as it thinks fit'

8. Coerrrittces-(1) The Corporation may fry3-time to
,#;:rp;ilt-o "o**i.tee 

ot iornmittees, cousisting of t'*'o

or more *.rtoatt, io 
-^at'itt 

the Corporation on such matters

;;^,t* ;; h';;J;".iltg u' are referred to them bv the cor-

ooration'n"??Tl; 
rrarticular, but u'ithout limiting the generaliiV o!

,,ril3.*nr."iii^; tiiis "ctio", 
cotnmittees-gra.y Ee appointed

to aclvjse rh. clrp*"tio" o" n]qtters relating to religion,

"iifar"o'i 
proSr**"les, or aclvertising so far as those matters

relate io broacicastmg'
(3) Any p.rrot"*--oy be appoirtecl to be a member of any

comnirtce oppo*r.J,lnder ihis section notwithstanding that

h;l;;"1 " ni.hb.t of the Cori:oration'
"" 

[+ 
j'"s."[i;r;.;A;-ploui*iori, of this Act, of any regulations

thereuncier, o,. oi'iJy ;;oel 
-or 

speciai ,qi,''eaioil 
of the

Corporation, urry ,'-t"-ti 
""o**ittee 

miy reguiate its procedure

in such manner as ir thinks fit'

I
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9. D;tccir;..-Gc:rcuil may l;e r.cprcscliccl at rnectli;ls-
l1\ 'r-jrc Dii'ccLoi-Gct:ertrl ()I 3n o{ilccr c,i ti:c Clrrrporr,tion

tlr,i:o:ntc,1 in iiiat bchllf b)' thc ]Jircctor-Gcncral ma1'attcnd
riri, rrrr,ctinq of tl'rc Co:-poiaricn or anv cornmiitee appointe-d

by thc Cc''rpor.ition.-' 
(2) Au1" person lrtencljrig a Jnee-tT.g unclcr the authority ol

thii scctioninry tal<c pet'i in tirc dcliberatious but shall havc

,ro ,,ot- at the nlccting anC sir:rl!, if the Corporation or rirc'

corn'rirtcc so clirects, relire tcmi;O'arily Irolr the meedng.

10. General functioirs of corporation-(1) The gcneral

functions of the Coritorniion shal1 be-
(a) To carl.\/ on i oroaclcasting service within liew Zealand\ / 

and fronr titne to ti;:re ilcvelop, extend, and improve
tllerr service in thc p"rblic inicrt:st:

(b) To consiclc" applicaiio;rs for rvarranls to establ'ish and

operatc pti,,"ot" bloaclca.sting stations and other

apltlications relating to warrallts :

(c) To eicr.cisc supcrvisi'n and coirtr.l over pl'ograrnmes\-' - -broadcast 
frr:r' \crnt Zealancl brcradcasting stations:

(d) To advise the Minisier in respect of mattels relating to
broadcasting:

(e) TolJvise the bo,n.rr.,..nt as to the rates of fees lvhich,
'"' --i' 

tiii ofi"in" of tl:e corporation, sho.lcl 6epayable
in respcct c,f brc'a<lcast- rece'iving station lice?q:1
whethbr the licc'ccs arc issuccl in respect of telcvtston

broadcasiiilg or o chet'rvisc :

(rt) To cxcrcisc :uicl pcrfrrrrtr such futrctions, porvcrs' and
\- / - - .r;;;; i. rclation to broadcasting as are conferred

orimposedonitunderthisActorotherwiselrowso-
ever.

(2) It shall be the duty of the Corporation to.satisfy itself

thu'i'* f". as possible,'the prggrammes broadcast by $e
C*i.*ti.n cortiply rviih the foitowing requirements, that

is to saY--'- 
?uiT.frnt nothing is i*c1.rdc4 in the programmcs,which\-/ -- 

nit"r,ct, 
"siirrrt 

qood taste or dccency or is-likely to

incite to irime 6r ro lead to disorder or to be offen-

sive to Public feeling: , ,
(b) That the proqrirmmei rraintain a proper balance in\"/ -;h.; 

;"i;jec"t-matter and a high general standard of
qualitY:

(c)That.ry'c*'givcnintlreprogralntTles(inrvhatever
form) is presented wiiir due accuracy and lmpar-
tiality anci with due regard to the public interest.

Bro ad c estin g C or lt or a tiott 1961, No. 117
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11. Cor'1lo'-r.tion to comply lvith Govclnm'rlit clircctions-
Iir tlic .:siici.sc of its funclions at:ci lowcls: undcr rhis Act iire
Co;'ltcileLirtn .shall cortlplf ivifi thc gcneral 1'rolicl' of thc
Govu'ruticnt of New Zteianci ',arith rcspcct to ixoadcasring
and sh:rll conrpll' rvith any gcner:ri or spccia.i dircctions given
in n'riting bli il* N{inixci pursuant to the policy of the
Goverrunent in relation thcrero.

12. I'orvcrs of Corporation-(1 ) The Corporation shall have
such porvers, rigirts, and authorities as may reasonably be

nccessary or expcdietlt to carly out its functions, and in
oarticular it rnav from tirne to time-' (o) Establish, install, ancl opcrate broadca.sting stations:

(b) Acr.luile by purchase, lease, sublcase, or otherwise' any
land or 

-interest in iand, with or rvithout any
building:

(c) Erect, alter, or reconstruct any broadcasting sntion'
or any building or structure for use in connection
wi.J: any broadiasting siation, or in cr:nnection with
the exeicise of its pot"ert, on any land belonging
to or administered by the Corporation:

(cl) \,Vith the prior ,l1r1rrovai o[ tire Minister, clispose of by\ / 
sale, lcise, subijase, or otherwise any land or interest
in lancl:

(e) Acciuire by purchase, bailment' or.-odlerwise, 3n)'- pel'-
\ - / 

Jonat properiy, rigirts' or plrvileges that it thinks
necess:u'y-for the purlloscs o-[ this Act:

(f) Dispose of by sale. baihacilr, or othefl'n''ise, or turn to
account or otherrvise cleal wirh, any personai pro-
Dcrtv. rights, or privilcacs of the Corporation:

(e) Wilh thi piior ippioval of the lvlir'ister of Finance, and\o' 
on at.i subjcif to such terms ar:d condiiions as that
Minister may aPprove, advance- lnollc)* to any
person or borly 

-oF 
p"rsons, 'ir'hether incorpolatecl

or not, carryirig on or intending to carry- on the
busirtess of pi-oCucing lll'ogramtnes for broadcasting,
rvhcthel in'coniunction with any o''.Jlcr business or
not, or give in ictpect of any advances made to any
.u.!t p.iton or bod,u-. as aforciaid bv any other person
iiny guarantee, itrclemnity, or security

(h) With'tlie prior approval cf the \{inister of Fi.ance,\--l 
i"lsctib'e for, 

*accluire, 
and hold, and dispose of

or othcrwise deai wirh, shares or stock in any
company, whether incorporated within or outside

New Zeatancl, carrying on or intending to carry on

Inset 2
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tjre br.isincss of pt.oviclinq progranllllc.s frrr bload-
ciistiug, rvhcthcr' in conjurlction u'ith ally otircr
busincss c)r not:

(i) Use rire facilities ancl ecluipment of ihe b:'oaclcasrirll
' seivicc in such tr,u,,r,tr as mity .bc thcuqht .frt for

the Purposc of piotnoting and as'(:I's[Ing rrr u1c

cle'"'cfopment ancl^ car'rying: on of drosc art's and

c.liuriil pur-suits which'are usually included in ihe

purpose of broadcesiing :

( i) organi.se ancl prescnt concerts and cntcrtairullellt.s
iir. g.".ol public or any section of dle gencral

public' iotwithsianding that thc concerts or enter-

tainincnrs maY not be broactcast:
(h) Talie on lease, i*nt, o. purchase houses, or Purchase\-'t - --it.* 

ancl ciect ltouscs, for the use of its of6cei-s:
(I) Publish or an?nge for tire'publication of such periodicals
t^' - -;;';tr.-i 

p"triicatious is it may consider of ,be'cfit
io iity L.'oudcuttittg service 

'carried on by dre

Corporation:
(m) Do ufiiucfr-rhirrgs as the Corporation considers to be
*^^^' ";*;hJli-ierests of the cotnmunity for the p.urpose of

developing and irnproving- broadcasting talent:
(n) Act in cornC'ination or association with any person or
' body r,vhether incorporated or not and wlretner m

N-# Z.ui""a or elslwhere for any of the aforesaid

purPoses-
(2) The Corporation shell before the first-day.of \{ay in

.oJrr'n"r".iJ^,;;;;-;J*i, to tire \Iinisrer for his approval

;;;";;;ni" oi .apit.t rvorlis proposed to be uncierteken by

,irl C"o.por:ation dur-ing tirar financial year'

i

(3) I; the exercise of its functions 1nl p::lt::-'\t"9?:.0-:t?;
,io)." lf"rirT;;-;G;J ro ntty directioni by the,\finister in
-,-.-- -^+ ^$ ^-^it-l o*nerrdiirrre o'erret'allv and shall not under-i.tp.it of capital Expenditure gcnerally
;;i". ;;;t;f'"-p.;Jitu'e in ti"*" oi twentv-five thousand

'uke 
caPltat e{)cl 'thout the consent of the

por-rnds Tor any par"cicular purpose \^'l

Minister.

13. Short-wave statiors-( 1) Tlte
Iish arrcl opcrate short-wf,r'e stations

Corporation may estab'
witliin Nerv Zealand.

(2) Alt rrroqranlrles broadcast' from
sha*lj''be approied by the ]Iinister'

short-wave stations

(3) Any such approval may b9 geyral in
reiitc to any particular Programme or any

programmes.

its naiure or may
particuiar class of
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(.1)'f irr: Coi'l;or'.rtir)tt shirii, if clircctcil by thc fIirr.stcr al'rd

i:r :rccr,rdrrncc ivitir thc clirccriulrs of ihe \'firistcr, L;roaclcart
trl.tv- l)fu{t'jln1rilc or rltatteilvhicir the Minister re(luires to bc
bro;rcicast.

(5 ) \o walr:bn[ undei: Part III of this Act shall be issued i.;r

lcspccr of a short-wave station.

1{.. Proglaru}lcs may i;c providcd by contractor , Aly
l)rotixrnrrics broeclcast by il:e Corpolatioll IIlay l:c provicled by
lrcrot,rs u,ho, undcr corliracts with dre Corpor:rrion, have,
iubicct to the tel']t'ts and conditions of any such contract, ihe
rigiii to provicle progranmes or parts of proglammes to be

broaclcasi by the Corporation and the Corpora".ion ma)' enter
into such contracts a:rd make such arrangern€nm as may be

necessrry for the purposes of this section.

15. Porvcr to tafue lancl-(l) For the purposes of facilit:rt-
ing the accluisition cf iaud ioi" the purposes of this Act the
Go'vernor-deneral may, on the appliCation of the Corporation
and at in expense in all things, take under dre Public \Morks
Act 1928, as'ii for a public riorl< wi:hin the meaning.of that
Acr, any'land, or any Particulai' estate or interest in land
(rvlietirer for tire time bbing subsisting separately o-r not), or
any casemeni over any ianci" (whethcifof the time being sub-
sisiin'J or: not).

(2i Nonviilistanding aiiything to the contiarY in -.he Public
Worlis Act 1928, tir| eirect Jf a Prociamation issued for
the purposes of tiris secdon sirall be to vest tle !rnd, estate,

inteiest,lor easerrcnt, as the cese mav be, in the Corporation
insteacl of Fier tr{ajeity; and ail proceedings subsequent to the
issue of the Proclauration in respect of compensatio_n, or other-
wise for the purpose of compiying u'ith tl:e said Act, shall
be taken egainst ihe Corporition, which shall be deemed to
be tl're resp"ondent and shitl be liable in- respect of the io-kqg
to the ***. .*t"nr as Her Majesty or ifie Minister of Works
would have been liable if the taking had been for the Purposes
of a Government work.

16.Dircctor-Gcncrai-(1) There shall frorr' time to
appointcd a Director-Gcneral of Broadcasting. rvho
tlie chicf executive officer of the Corporation.
(2) The Director-Gcneral shaii be- appointed by the

Go\rcinor-Generel i* C.uncil, on thc recommendation of the
Corporation, to ,rold offi.ce for a terrr of five years. Any person

app'oinreci as Director-General may from time to time be

reappointed.

trme
shallbe

be
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(3) Norv-itirstandine rl:: r::'ovision;i of sub.scciiou (2).cf lhis
sccr-roil. aiiy pcrson a;ipoiniicl as l)ilcctor-Gencral 'c]rail ictiic
fronr oiiicc'oir atta:ning the age of sixty-five ye?Irs and tnan" be

iet:rtivcci frcrtn officc bv- iiic Governor-Gcneral in Council, or
t[e i-ccomr:rcnclation tri tire Cr:rporation, for disabiliry, banli-
rupicy, neg.cct of dut;r, or misconduct.

'(+i'On"rire occurrencc lroin any cause of a vacancy in the
oFfice of Dircctcr-Gcnerai (rr'l:eiher by rea.son of dearh or
resigli',cion or odtcn^/isc), anci in drc case of ]ris abscnce
fiaq"r duty (from .,vhatevCi cause arising), tJr-e porvct's, dutie's,

."'cl functioirs of the Director-General inay be exci'cised and

,,-lfcLs:scl by any person authorised in that behalf by the
Miirisicr.

(5) Tire ,'act that any perxon exercises gr performl any
oor),,"'r'. ciutv. or iunction itf th. Director-Genlral wiih lhc
'.o,r..,ir"u.c c,f thc }iinistcr shall be conclusive evidence of his
authoritv to do so,

(6) Ali rel:erences to the Director of Broadcasting in anv
Aci, rcgulation, order, or other enactrncnt or in any agree-
ment, died, insirument, application, notic.e, or other clocument

rvhatioever shall, uniess 
-the 

context otherwise recluires, be

rcad as relerences to the Director-General.

17. Offcers and employecs-(.1 ) Tlt. Corporation r:\ay
from time to tirne appoint such olhc-ers and - eilrplo)'ees,

inCluding acting or tenporary oI casual offi.cers and em1:lo1'ees'

as i: thiiiis neJeorary fi:r tnJ cfficient exelci-se of its functjons
u"a pot""r's ancl n!1y at an'y- time remove any officer or
employce florn i:is office-or eurployment.

i2 ) 
'Cfri..rs ancl employees'ot ine Corporatio* sirali be paid

*rrJh'ruiu.ics ancl aiiowances (rvithin sciles fixcd by the Cor-

Doratlon ln asleeffIent rn'ith tire Pr-rblic Service Commission) as

ihe Cotporaiion frorn tirne to time dctermines'-_igl 
dffi."r, a*cl emplo-ve's. of the Corporation'shall be

emttbvect cn terms ancl conditicns of ernployment from time
i;; 'iili;;.t.t*i"ea by the Corporation- in agreemcnt with
thc Public Scrvice Commission.

fq't Thc Corp()rirtion shall out of its funds subsidise or

."tlu'irr"," t;*,I Nniionot Proviclent Fund qr :.rny-o-\hcr funcl

or-r.r*r," .staUfi*frcii-ouirh drc approvai of the Ministcr of

n"*"c. for the purPose oi pr6victh$ supcrannuadon or

ietiring allowancei fof its officcrs and. employ:"t' , .--iil 
?\ii p.r*r^ r'vho irnmccliately before the date of the

corrunencement of tlris Act w'ere employed in the broadcasdng

service ancl were Co:lrributors to the Govemtnellt Supefannua'
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rion liunci shaLl, il cn:l.rittyccl by thc Corlloi'ation a.t thrrt d;i.ic'

fr*-,f..rir.ti, i,clr tl,e ;ililrl<lsc.s c.ri"-1.'rc 5u1>erannuation.Act I930,
t,l h:rvC rr-tnAiuCcl itt thc Lioveinilult .sclvicc and tile pl'o-

visirlls of ij-urt Act shalt iilipi),to an)'suci1 licrso:l cl)li)lovud
ls :rl:Orcsuid ilr ;ilI rcsi)ccts as if his .sclYice in tiic en'ipi())-i11cl1t

trf li-rc (lc:ri:oratiott rr.lLe Gove t'iiiircllt selvicc. lior rhe ]:ut i)oses
oi: thc Si,rier':tnnuaiioa Act 1956, thc coltrollinq' aLrdiority iil
r'cl;r1ion to anv sucil ll{:rs()n sl::rll be the Corporatiorl.

(0) ,\ny pirson who imn:ediarely befoie tirc date of the
.,,,i,tit.n"inrent of ;his Aci \\'.i,s r.1L c.,iliccr of the l)irblic Sclvice
;u;;;i;t;i in iitc 5roaclcasting scrwice and rvho is employed
ttv it c Coriroration ar rhat dite mav, at anv time rv-ithin one

"i^t "ft"t iris appoitlLulcnt as ln officer or cmployee of the

borttorarion, cleit to rcsuule errrpioyrnent in the Pulllic Scrvice

i,rA, in apy sucir case, norwitSstanding the provisions of any

.nr..*.n, to tire contrary, his enploymcnt in .the Public
Service shall be deemed to have condnued wlthout lnter-
ruPtiOn:

Providecl that this sub.section shall not apPly to any Person
whose cmi:loynsn1 6t the corporation is terminated for
misconduct or neglect of dutY:

Provicled also:that no person shall be entitled to receive

any- sal:rrv as a tnember of tl-re Public Service in respect of
a"j, perioit cluring r^,'hich he was employed b1.t-he Corporation.- til Until suc5" ri're as its terns and conditions of employ-

,,,")it'are cleterminecl by the Corporation and notified to its
o .att ancl eurployees, thosc officers and employees rt'ho

i**.Ji"i"1v befbre'rhe clate of the co*mencement of this

,tii *.. employecl in dre Public Service in the bro*dcasdng
serwice shall ieniain subject to the same terms and conditions
of .*rrfoy*cnu (including those applicable to scales of salaries

o.rA 
"ifo*ulces)' 

as appliecl to d1b6 immediately before that
date.--?gf 

Nothins in the Inclustrial Conciliation and Arbimation
eci igf+ shali apply to the Corporation or its ernplcyees'

fg) Thc Goveriror-Gcneral ma5', by rcgulations under this
,tct,'pro;icle for rhc scrticrrrcnt oi diiputes between the Cor-
oo.*tiol ancl iw eruplovces in rcspect of any matiel relating to
iL. ,.r*, ancl conditions of employment (including those

ar:olicable to scales of salaries and aliorvances) of those

eitipLoye*s, and lor that purpose may,-
(") 'Constirute or appoint such body or.bodies.as^mav.be

necessarv foi iire purpose of hearing and of making
. ciecisiooi ot reconimct dations in respect of any such

dispute:
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(b) /rppoiut or givc rcc()1i-ilii.iol to sudl-r l_trr{1, r.'r bodir:s :ts
^ IIlirY bc itsccs::ai'.v for ti-tc irurptt';c oi rcprc'ientinq anY

I)cr.{ons aiicctccl b1' rtri' such dispilrc'

lS.Dclcgatio;: oI pc\vefs ol Coi'polation-(j) The Cor-
r)ol'atioil rrlav ironr fitr't. .o tir.re delcqatc to the Director-
bcncr,rl such of its por','ers as tllc Cori:oration thinks f,t,
inclrrcling ihe porver of clelegation conlerrga l:r" thi's .subscction'

(2) Eicry such clelegarioir uri,y bc revokc.d at arty tiure, anci

no'such clcicgation s1lil 1:re.ucnt the excrcise of any Polvcr
bv tirc Corporatiorr.-'(3tA.y'i,t.it 

clelegarior: Jllay be mirdc subjcct to such

cnri.litiorr* ancl restrictions (if any) as the Corporation thinks

fir, irncl. may be macle eithcr generally or in rel:ition .ro an.v

Darticular 1llattcr.
'-?+ll" ,t * .rr"nt of rhe Director-Generai to 1',hom any sttcir

d.f'#tio" iras becn macle ceasiug to hold office, jt shall

;;";T;;; to h:rve eiTcct as if nrade to dre Pcrson for the tinre

U*i"n holclinc ofiicc as Director-Gcncral oi'for dre time being

i*"rEirittg th"c funciions of the Director-General'- (5) ltiie fact that the Dir:ecror.General or any person lau'-

foiii]'u".,i"c l;r th" Director-Gcneral excrcises any porver of
tire'Corpoiltiott shall, in thc absencc of proof to the contrary'
be suffiiient evidence-of his auiJrority to do so'

Transfer of Rigltts and obtigations of crown to corporation

19. Ti'arufer of properry to Corporation-(1) All-
(a) Land;
ib) Iutctests in iand ; and
i" j P.ttortal propeny, rights, or privileges-

"**hl; ;; n.t'.t oh beiialf"of ihe Crorvn and used or admin-

iri.i"a for rhe purpo:;es of or in connection r'ith anY bro-adcast-

irrc ,.,ri.. .otri".i on by dre Minister under tl:e Broadc$qng
l&-lgg6 imrnecliately belore the commencement of this

A.i ,.r., norrvirlrsrandiirg the provisions of the Public \Vor'l<s

,t., igdg, hcreby vcstcd i. tire Corporation subjcct to any

i.ui.r,- iigirtr, .u-J.*.tr6, a.d- interesli subsisting i1 respect of

the lancl"o. ptoi'ert1' at tlle date of the vesting'* 
J Z i ff* Distiict Lancl Registrar, on a *'riLten reqlrest of the

CJ"'o*ti";;;.1 o" pavttrJttt of 
'the 

?ppropriate fee, shall

;;t;;;;h- .trti.t in' his regisrers and'oir 1nv outstanding

J"""L""t. of titlc a'ci g"'"ruily do ail such tlr.i'gs.as may be

;;;;;;;;r;o gi"" effect io the piovisions of this section'

I

CJ
']
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20. liansfcr oI colrtrlcts and liabilitics in rc:;1lcct gf broacl-

cast;ng scrvicc-itxcellt :ls olhenvi'se- Providcd. lry this Acc,

or1 ih; c{rurrtcnccrncnt (}f dris Act, i.lii: follelving l.rrtrvisions
sirall arrrily:

1a1 Att clcbts, iiabilitics, anC obligittions, whcther p.resent

c,r contingcnt. irlculrccl in tlie nrlne or on behalf
of tl:c Cr:orun in rcspect of any propelty, ri3ht, or
priviicge veslccl ilt ihc Corporaiion under secdon i9
bf .hirlA.ct sirall bccornc debts, liabilities, and obiiga-
tiotrs of the Corrloration:

(b) All money Pa)'abie to the Croru'n in respect of any\ / 
such l:ioferty, right, or privilege shall become pay-
abie to rh.e CorPoration:

(c) The benefrt of every contract enrered into by or on
bchalf of thc Crc,wn in respect of any such propertl',
right, or privilege shall be deemed to be assigned

to the CorPoration:
(cl) All proceec.liugs Pending by.or against the Crown in

rcspcct of -any broaJcasring sCrvice carried- 9t- by
the hiinister under the Broadcasting Act 1936 shall
be carried on by or against the Corporation'

I
.l.:
i

I

PART II
FrN.qxcrer Pnovtstoss

21. Eroacicasting Accorurt-(l) For_the pulposes of this

Act-rhcre sira[ bE estabiished at t]re Rcserve Bank of Nerv

Zealancl rrn account to be kno'*'n as the Broadcasting Account
;,ili;t shall be rhe siimc accounr as that established under ilre
,*ro. ,r"*e uncler secrion 10 of thc Broadcasting Act 1936.- 

12) The Broaclcasrini Account shali bc operated on only by
.rrJ.,,1.-rion.,t ttv o," o,i bch:rit of the Director-Genererl) and

".*rit.trrJ*ed 
bi an ofFcer aurhori'sed in d:at bqhalf by the

Colpor^ation. For tite purposes of this subsection tlle Corpora-
Cnrt'"r"y irom tinre to tinie authorise-anf.officcr^of the

Co,poioiion to sig' cheques on behalf of the Direcror-General
or to countcrsi.gn checlues.

(3.) For the- pr-rrpo.ses of the Broadcasting Accoturt there

*"y"tr" 
-o1r"n".l 

at thc Rc.scrve Banli or at any. other bank
,"-f, i*piest oI. otber subsidiary. accou*ts as dre Corpora-
;;;*;i tirink necessar-y or clesirable. Anv such account shall

b.-;p;;;,.J o" Uv chcclue.signed.by the 
-Director-General 

or
otru-irmr.r of the Corp&atioi authorised in that behalf by the

Diiector-General.
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2?. ftiu:cy p:.yablc i::til I!r'orclcasling Accourrt-hi irrlciirion
tc, drc rnoncy in thc ilro:r<lc;rslbrg Account arr thc comnrencc-
nrent olr tiris Act, thcrc sh:rii from timc to time be paid into
the Ilroecli:asting Accotint-

(a) Ali fccs rcceiv-cci pu:-su:rnt ro reguiarions uncler the
Post Ofiice Act i959 in respectof rcceiving-srarion
[cences:

(b) All moncy derived ficm the operation of any
casting station l;y the Coiporarion:

(c) All fces received jn rcspect of warlane issued
h{inister:

broad-

by the

(d) All other money derived frorn the o1;erations of the
Corporarion under this Act or othenvise payable
into tire Broadcasting Account.

23.l,'Ioncy payable out of Broadcasting Accoult-
There sl:lll ft-orn tirne to time be paid out of the Broadcasting
Account-

(a) All rnoney rcciuired to be expcnded for the purposes
of thc erercise of the functions and porvers of the
Cornoration:

(b) Atl *6uey payable, in accorclance witir regulations
under this Act, [o persons operating private broad-
casring stations:

(") AIi nloney payable to the Post Office Account, in
accordance with regula"rions under this Act, in
respecc of the issue of receiving-station licences or in
respect of other sen ices provided by dre Post OrSice:

(d) All other noney payabie out of the Broadcasting
Account pursuant to this Act or any other Act.

24. Borlorving por,l'crs-Tire Corporation may from time
to time, r,vith the consent of the Minister of Finance and on
and subject to such terms and conditions as he tirinks fit,
borrorv money by way of overdraft or otherwise and issue
debentures or mofigage or charge any of its real or personal
property.

25. Advances to Corporation-(1) Tl:c Minisrer of Irinance
may fi'om time to titue, on behalf of the Ciown.-

(a) Advance Inoney to the Corporation; and
(b) Give in resl:ect of any advances made to the Corpora-

tion by any oiher person auy guarantee, indemnity,
or seculrtyr-

on and subject to such terms and conditions as that Ministcr
thinks fit.
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(2) Ali money rc(luircd to bc paicl by the tr'Iini.stcr of
Iiinlncc unclcr tlris sccgiun sl'raii, lvithout fulrhcr {ll)propria-
tion tha;r thi-s scctir-rn, i.r: laici out of thc Consoliciatccl Fund
or our o[ tlie National I)cvclopraent Loans Account. ]Yhure
ilrlf ltiri'lnent undcr this section is m;,de out of the National
l)evclopment Lo;lns Account the autliority of ti:e lr'iinister
of l;in,r.nce to borrorv moncy uncler section 11 of the Nerv
Zcalrurd Loans li.ct 1953 shrril be decmccl to be extenclcd as
if rirc rnoncy .so pa.id hacl bccn aurJrorised to be rt'an.sfc:'r'ed
lioru the National Develo;:rncnr Loans Account to anotltcr
funcl or accor,rnt as mentioncd. in that section.

(3) The lr{inisicr of Finance may from time to time, on
bciiaif of tire Cl'or'un, enter into agreements widr, die Cor'-
poration for dre purpose of giving full efiect to the provisions
of this secti<rn.

26. fnvestmcrt of noney-Any money belonging to the
Corporation may from tirne to time be invested-

(a) In ){c"v Zealand Govcrnment securities:
(b) On deposir in any bank or banks approved by the

l,,Iinister of Finance, or in the Post Office Savings
Banh:

(c) In any manner, o: in any securifies, -that may from
time to time be authorised by rhe Minister of
Finance.

27. Unauthoriscci expcncliture-In any fir:ancial I'ear
Corporation may expend for purposes noi authorised by
or any oiirer Act any sum or sums not amounting in
aggregate to more than five hundred pounds.

28. Armual rcport ar:d accounts to bc prcscntcd to Parlia-
rlrcut__(i) As soon as ma1. be rcasonably Practicablc after
the end of each financial year, the Corporation shall furrrish
to the Jvlinister a 1'eport of its operations for that financial
year, togethcr rvith a copy of its audited balance sheet and
orofit and loss account aucl such other statements of account
is nrav be necessary tcl shovv fully the fin:rncial position of the
Corporation ancl thc finauciiil rcsults of its opcrations cluring
that year.

(2) A copy of the report and of such balance 5h9.et-, p{ol!
and ioss account: ancl ,statemcnts as aforesaici shall be laid
before Parliamcnt after their receipt b1' the Minister if Parlia-
ment is then sitting, and othenvise within twenty-eight days
afrer Parliament reassembles.

the
this
dre

i,O
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29. [stirn;rtcs of r-ccr:ipts :rnc! cxilcnditrrrc-(1, 'fhc Cor-
por:rtion sh:ill, ltor cech 

-financial 
ycar, pt*;rarc an cstirr:ate,

jn a for;n apirrcved by ihe lvlinister of Fiitance, of the hmount
of tirc expenditure for all puri)oses and the receipts of tire
Cor'lrorlrrion.

(2) The csrin-Iate shali be forwardcd in duplicate to ilie
lVlinister of lJroaclcasdng oir or before the firsi day of May
in tiie financial year io rvhich it relates.

30. Audit of accou:ris-The accounrs of rhc Corr:oration
shell bc auclitecl by the Auclit Office, rvirich for drat'purpose
shall irave all such powers as it has under tlte Public Revenues
Act 1953 in respect of public lnoney and public srores and
the audit of Iocal authoriiies' accounts.

PART IiI
Pntvetn Bno.tncastltl'o SrrrtloNs

31. Frivatc broaclcasting statiorrs-(i ) Before a person is
granted a licence uncler the Post Olfice Act 1959 to establish
and operate a privaLc broadcasting station he shall obtain
a walr:irnt, uncler this Part of this Act.

(2) Subject to the provisions of this Act, no person shall
establish or operate a private broadcasting station othenvise
than in confonnitl'rvith the terms of a u'arrant issued by the
N{inister under this Act ancl for the tirne being in force.

. (3) Any person who contrary. to the.provisions of dris sec-
tion operates a prirrate broacicasting station conturits an oflence
ar:d sliali bc liabie oi'r surnnrary conviction ro a fine not
exceeciing five hundrcd pounds and (if the offence is a con-
tinuing one) to a further fine not exceeding t\;entv pounds for
every day during which the oflence has continued.

(4) If any company operates a broadcasting station con-
trary to the 1:rovisions of this section, every direcror and
other person acting in the management of the company shall,
in addition to any penalty to rvhich the company may be
liable, be liable on suuunery conviction to a fine nor exceecling
tl\renty pounds for every day on which the station is operated.

52..AppLcations for rvalrants-(1) The Corporation shall
frc;ln tirnc to time concluct suiveys for the purpose of ascer-
raining the extent to rvl'rich broaclca,sting scrvices are available
in :rny irlcality to w'iiich anl' such survey rclates.

(2) If, after maiiing such incluilies and examining such
eviclence as it thinks fit and after having regercl to any
adclitional broadcasting scrviccs it pr-oposes to establish and to
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I't

allv rcr)icsentation nl:rcie bv tlt,: I)ircctc,r-Gcrrei'al o[ thc Post
Oificc,- the Cr.n'1:ora.tion is of tirc c.rpinion that any' localir.v in
Ncu' Zr:al:u:cl is iitaclctFratclv scrved by csisting brrradcasting
scrviccs, it shall, bv lrublic noticc, call for appiications for
\\,:irrarlts uncler tliis Act to estltl:li.sh arrd opcratc a broad-
urstinri stltion in thc lc.,caiiiy to rvirich thc noiice rclatcs.

(3)-Evcry notice uncier sub-section (2) of this section shall
spcciiy the-class or tf ire of broaclcasting station in respcct of
rihiclr ap1>lications errc c.'tilecl and such othcr l)tattcrs as the
Diicctor-Gcncral thiirl<s fit or as may bc prescribcd by regu-
lations under this Act.

f{-) Evcry application for a warant shall he in the pre-
*..ib..l form ahd shall bc forwarded in the first instance to
the i)ircctor-General rvho shall notify the Minister of the
ap1:lication iurd rcfer it to the Corporation. A copy of each
applicz,tion shail be for,"vardecl by'the Director-General to
thc Dilcctor-Gcncral of thc Post OIEce.

(5) Applications for warrants shail bc grantecl only by the
hdinister in accorclance with tiris Act and regulations under
tiris Act.

(6) No anplication for a warrant shall be considcred unless
the applicaiibn has been called for uncler subsection (2) of
this section.

33.Hcarings by Corpcrafion-(l) Where an application
for a rvlrrant has beerr-referrcd to it, the Corporation shall
fix a tirue and place for dre hcalin,g of an incluiry in respect
oi the application and shall give to the a1:plicant, the Director-
General, 

-and all such otirer per.qons as, in the opinion of the
Corporation, are liliely to be affected at least seven days'
notice of the tinre and placc fixed for the hearing.

(2) At any such hearing the Corporation shall hear all
evidence tendereci and ::epresentations made rvhich it deems
relevant to thc subject-rnatter of the application.

(3) A"y such hearing inayi in tire discretion of the Cor-
poration, be adjourned from time to tirne and frour place to
nlace.' (1) For the purpose of conducting any inquiry, under this
u"*iiorr', the Coipoiation shall be deelmecl-to be a.Commission
of Incluiry uncler the Cornrnissions of Inquiry Act 1908 ancl,

subject to the provisions of dris Act and of any regttlations
uodet this Act, all the provisious of that Act shall apPly
accordingly..

(5) TIie Corporation at the conclusion of -tlre 
hearing shall

recomlnend or refuse to reconuncnd to the l{inister that the
application for a warrant be granted.

,i
I

I
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3{'. Iv{attcrs to }:c co:t$iCcri:ii llcforc rnaliing rccomrncnda-
tlon-trir co:lsidcrirrg arrv ir1;llication for a vvan'ilnt, thc
Corpoiation, lrcfolc dctcnrrininq r.r4rcthcr or noi to rccornnlend
thc gr';rnt of thc etpplication, .sirall have regard io-

(a) ihe extcnt to rvhich ihe pt'o1:osed service is necess:rry
or dcsirablc jn the public interesr:

(b) The ncccls oI' Nerv Zeaiand or the locnliry or lor:irlities
as a r,vholc pr:o1:oscci io be served, in rcspect of broad-
castitrg servicc.s:

(c) Thc {irtartcirri airilir.y nf thc appliurnt to c;}rry on thc
llrorlost:tI sr:r'vi<:c :

(d) I'ltc liitclihood of rhc a1;plicant's carryiug on thc pro-
poscd scrvice sar.isfactorily:

(e) The broadcasting scrviccs of any kind already pro-
vicicd in resoect of the localities to be served:

(f) The hours duiing rvhich the applicant proposes to
irroadcast proqrarnnlcs :

(S) The cxten.t of acivcrtising matter which the applicant
propo.ses to broadcast :

(h) The proposed rates and charges to be made in respect
of advertising prograrrlmes :

(i) AII evidcnce or representations received by it at d:e
hearing:

(j) Such othcr matters as may be prescribed by regulations
in that behalf.

35. Classification of rvarants-(l) Every warant issued
undcr this Act shall be cither-

(u) A ,television lvarrant-tneaning thereby a lvarrant
in relation to the operation of a television station;
or

(b) A sound radio walrant-meaning thereby a rvarrant
in relation to the operarion of a broadcasdng stadon
other than a television station.

(2) Every warrant shall specify whether or not advertising
programmes may be broaclcast from the broadcasting station
to which the r,r.arrant relates.

36. Issuc of rvatrants-(l ) The Minister, after having
regard to any recornmelld;ition of the- Co::poration in that
reipcct nray, in his discretiott, issue or refuse to iss'le a warrant
in iespect of t"iti.ll an application has been made under this
Act.
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n lvir[r'iillt r{hich
bc issucd unless

public interest to

(2) The lviinist'cr shali r:ot rcfuse to issuc

"thd Coli-ror:ltion has rccominended sl:'ouicl

;,r-l,it or:irtion il rr'ould be conu^ary to dre

issr..u ihe wal-r'ani''*iif 
A"."iy clccisio' of the Minister under this section shaii

be'linal and conclusive.

37. Conclitions of n'arr*ant-Every warrant issued by the

Ministcr undel this Act nlav prescribe-'*inJ'ifr"--"f".t-of i'o*.li..ting station in rcspect of which
the r,rtarrant is issued:

(b) Th; fu.otiry i"i"[ich thc station is to be situated:

i.j TL- power of the staLion:
iai ttr.'i.ours during rr.hicir the starion may opererte:

i;i s;;h;;h;; *"ii;ts a'ci conclitions as rnav be prescribedt"' "*;; il;; 
-A.t-oi 

rtgttlations thereunder or as the

I{inister rhinks ProPer'

38. Duration of 'tvalrants-Every warrant shali' unless

,oo*"t ,i roked, expire o.t tt"lt day'as may be prescribed in

the lvarrant:*irrt"ia"Jilrat 
nvl:ere appiication for the renerval o{ a warrant

ir l"ly;;i; ild;; a'iJ-i",, cre..warrant shall' where the

"ooti.'orion 
for a i.".it f is noi clisposed of before the date

;f 
t;;#;f ';;.**;;;uttt,-"*ti"ue in force until the appiica-

,i";' l!-il.por.J of unless' dre Nlinister othenvise ciirects'

39. Existinc private broadcasting stations . 
(t ) Thc licensee

of anv priva"t6 broadcastirlg smtion operatlng at the com-

;";;*5;i' "i rfri, T.i-"nE.t a iicenie gran-ted under the

post O.ffice Act ibig-rh"if, rvi6rout appfication u'der this

e."C n-" J".*"a ,o ni the holder oi a warant under this Act:
Provicleci rtr"r *y r"ch broaclc:rsting station.shall be subject

in all respecrs t. iirir n., oitJ the r+'-arrant shall be Ceemed

to be a souncl ,uJ;o- **irottt rn hich does not atrthorise the

'to *,I-ti.h this scction relates.

4.0. Traixfcr of warrants-(l) Exccilr with the consent in

rvritins of the }finistcr, thc holclcr of a warrnnt lssuco ln

;*;;;? "i I pri"ul* uio^acasting sntion siralt not assign,

;;iii;;; t;;";id-;;ttr'e'*i".clispise of, or pe'mit anv otller

person to participate in, the bentfit of his warrant'

broadcasting of advertising progralnmes'
"' 

"' "'1j "i;".i, "i 
" 
t-r ui. .o'u ^ *o"rru.,t 

i ry 
u e$ | r- P^", Y::1"::t:

'LDurs'uant to a new appiication under this-Act,.no advertising
r, , -",t 

-- - -l ^^^+ €*^* ^nrr l-r'nerlcnqtinrv statiOnPuros('rrL 
,a'tnnatast from any broadcasting station

irrograrnme -s;rall.h
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(2) ixcept ils provicleci by *^ubsection (l) of tiris section'

"o'oir*iiii"titt 
.t.it, ira'sfcr, o' orire^vise ciispose of, or shall

urcri'tg-"ge or charge thc irLnsi:tittirrg apParatus oi any prlval-c

bror.cl":isti,:g strtilru, or ally.pal'l lhercof, or arry intcrcst rn

any such apparatlls or pal't tllcieol.
flt lf tfc hoicic'of i r.'ar*rnt issued in respcct of a private

Urotni.orrltig itrtio" itcts in contravcntiol ol this scction. he

shall bc dcJmcC to have ccmnrittcd a brcach of the conditions

subjcct to vr'hich his ',,varrant lviis issued'

41. Aincir.imcnt 01' rcvocation of tcrms and conditions of

tt *rtoJi-rhe h{inister during the currency of- a warrant

.i"1', oi ltis own motion or on"rhe appiicltion oi th^e holder

of the warrant) arlencl or levoke any-of tl-le terms and con-

Jitio", of the iuu..aot or aclcl ony nenu tcrrns and conditions

;hi.tt in his opinion are necessary in the public interest'

4'2.Rcu*val of walrants-(l) Every -app-lication 
for the

renewal of a warrant shall be'made to the 
-\{inister not less

ifto" ttu."ty-eight clays before the day on which the warant
exirires:""'r.*i.r"d that wherc rhc Jv{inistcr is satisficd that failurc to

,nu[" ,iny such tP;;ii.",io" rvithin the.spccificd, t"l:9 is due

io i"itinriUle mistiiic or other reasonable cause' hc may acce't

,"'l""fj""ii"r;;J; ut ooy time before the cxpirarion of the

*attit t.-ati 
1n granting any renerval of a warrant the Minister may

.itft"i .r'r,l'otr. tlie existing rvarrant or issue a nelv warrant'

il;;,ty il.ti *"truirr sh;li show that it is in rener'al of a
warrant.

(3) The renewal of a ',varrant shall tal<e effect for the same

"");'d;,#;rm of the *'arrant rencwed' but any such

ffi;;;t b; .d;t.a in _advance 
to take efrect as aforesaid

"II*J.r,r"ri 
bi subject to such terms ancl conditions as may be

prescribed in tire renewal.

43.ftcvocationand'suspcrrsiouofwan.ants_(1)Tlre}Iirris-
ter may at any ;;;;;iify th9 holder of a n'arrant that he

proposes ,o ,.uok 
-;; 

;'pt;d the warrant on the ground

ii;i,il Lr"**rilrrg ,tu,io' ro rryhich the n'arrant relates

has not tr".r, .ri.i".f ;" i; ;ot'fotmity rvith thc terms and

conditiorts of the wu'r:Lnt'"--itt ii: "ft.r tto"in* ,"garcl ro any recornmendation of the

c"ii'"r^li"".H i[;;i;.; i, of the'opinion thar the broad-

;.r,ffi ,;;,i";;;;ilen-Larriecl on^in conformity with the

ouurr"6t, he maY revoke the warlant'

C]
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(3)Irrs-"caciofr.cvokinganylvlirl.atitlrsafcire:;aidt].e}{j:ris-
tc*ray sLrsirc.cl ,,-," *i,;1""i for s*ch nt''riocl iis hc thinlis iit'

('L) \Vhcrc, ,,, iil"';l'i;ti"tt oI rhc 
']Vtrinisicr' thc circr"rtn-

stlr.c(:s uI liic cirsc rlo Irirt jrri;lify t5c rc:v'clt1ii,11 
'r'sll'rp(:ll:ilorl

oi' thc 11r;1l'fitotT i:c- rnay "lt"' 
io alr earlicr datc thc cxpirv

clatc spccificd in the lvarrant'

.14. Functions o[ Ccrporation rvith tct-Plit to cc;'t1in appli-

""*nitt-fi) 
Iivcr:1' apilic:ation to the N{inistcr tor-_

(l) 'I'lri iirncndtttcnt of lr wrtirirnt;
itii t-ttc rcucwai of a lvarrant;or
(.) 1.U" trensfcr of a warritnt,

ancl every nouncad;; b1' thc'Minister that he proposes to

rcvokc or. suspcncl;';;r;i"i;-slall be rcferred by the Ministcr

to the Colporation' ,---.- --.^r^ ^^^ri,'" 
ati The'Corporutio" shili consicler every such application

""I-i",iii.uiioti 
and, if it consiciers anv sucil coursc necessary'

shrall irolci o' i'qtiry ior the purpose bf dete'rnining rvhether

oI not it should t;J;;;ti ';;i* Minister that the applica-

;i";;. s;;;;J ;",il*-iitu"r be suspended or revoked' as

the case may De'
(3) The lvlinister, after having regarcl to allyrecomtnenda-

,i")i ir ii'. Cl'p1." ir"" in th a t':.'p t-tt' rnay, 
] 1,lt'..'tY:^.'''o3'

;;d;.h a."iri* ut he considers- appropriate in the-ctrcurn-

sta.nces 4ncl any -*["a""iii"" grtutt 6d ntiut and conclusive'

(4) In considcring any nratier uncler tllis section the Cor-

poraiion *halt irave"^fi';th;;;*.tt ^ita 
autirorities conferred

bn it b), this PJ"o?;n;-'dt; in respect,gf applications for

new warrarrr, "r,i 
it'"-pioui*ions of tiris Part'-as far as they

are applicabte ancl- *iif' titt necessary modifications' shall

appiy iccordinglY.

PART IV
Mtsclr-L'tNE'ous PRovlsro\ s

45. Pcrsons op"rnti"g b-roaclcasting statiolrs to -comply 
rvith

p";;'om; a"ilbilixottring in liris Acr: shall be so con-

stluccl as to ,*lie'#;";;"t;:;;lT (inclucling tire Corporadon)

from anl' obligation tir bl:tain anrJ com-fiy^llill.^i.licence
uncler rhe Post Oin;; 'q'ct tgrg in respcct 6f 

.any 
broadcastinq

station or, 
"*""p',^,tt'pt"Uatcl 

by-tt'biection (1) of scction 31

hereof, to a{Tect;# ;;i-l;;t + that Act oi anv regulations

iii.i""ha"t *itir respitct to broadcasting. stations: 
-

provided trruq 
-r,ilj""t 

to such conditiou* as may be pre-

scribecl in ivritini rrv-ir.. p"rrmaster-Gencral, dre corporation

shall be entitlecl, without apptrcatr-n' to a licence under that
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Act fol any broaclca.sting s:tat;on operated by the JViir-ri'iter

irrrit,.air,i.iy lrc,forc tl'ie cSinrncncclllant of this Act and tralls-

ferlccl rircriuudcr to the Corl;oration' * ,
as to aCvcrtising-( 1) Advcrtising Pro-

in accorclance lvi'Jr" this'Act, be broadcast
46. Frovisions

.grarTimes may,
frnm-

(a) Anv corntuercial station cstabiished or operatcd bv the

Corporation:
Anv television station established or operated by the

Corporation:-'- r'' "' * -'--- -' 
:astins stltr.on !ry1-r'il::'::il 1tt":;:AnY 1:rtvatc brolruc

(b)

';'i;';;,it tl*-;";''i^nt issucci in ",1l"l-:J:,.,* -O;;;t"", ;vertising programrr:es may ua i39a{11
(z ) Eor J*y ffilty lt'it it sc':veci b1 

,a 
co111,tTii1.i.1f i::

thJ-6J'i;;;;io'.; ;" }i' ot i's practicable, shall .Provide-,5
;il''#il;;^;;'ttt" l,.om ; Ieist one uroadcasdhg s'tation'

otl:er than a t"t.oi*iott Jation, that is not a commcrcial

station.-*iS-i-E".ept 
as otherwise nrovided by this sectign,,19,1tYf,:

tising ptogiu,tttte shall be-broadcast from any broadcastrng

rLliSrit"ri"ttt t op**t"a Uv the Corporation or by any other

Person.

47. Contracts of Corporation-(1) Anv contract which' ii
-"a" ;;G; prirrut. persons, must be by deed shall' if made

;;;;. C"tp*iti"q iJi" -':iting u*cler'the comrnon seal of

tlie Corporation.
(2) Anv contract which, if made betwecn- private.persons'

*J;'b.:1g""i'by ,L* p"t,i.r to be charged iherervith shall,

il;;il by";h; c6tp;;"iir",-i. .itt'*t ond-t tire comm-on seal

"f-,fr. 
C"iporationLilri*n.il b), ir*o mcmbers of thc Corpor-

"ii"" 
." U'.h;U ;i orra 6y clirection of the Coi'poration."-ttt Gy .onrtact whicir,. if sracle betwecn Pt"^1"^.ltlsons'

may bc macle otuiry,'ttiuyb" tititii"tly macle by or on behalf

;i?;"dil;uiiJ" uv anv mctnber acting uv 
-{'-?:tiln 

of the

Corporatio.t o,' Uv-^ny otit.' persolr ptttttf^nr to the authol'ity

of tiic Corpolation."' 
Iij Tff-c;;pcration oay,. by rvritin.r u[der its coinmon

seal, empo"r., o*/ii*"q-"1tti6' gtttttiilv or in res'cct of

anv specified matter, to cxecute on rts behilf !n a-nY place in

;;il"i;; r\;* z.ir,i"a, instrunrcnrs.under or for t1:e purposes

;i Ait-A"i. l" instrument execuied lry such an attornev on

behalf of the Corporation shail nita iitt C''p*otio-tt "tia 
if

executecl ^, 
a d.il";;ii'ilo,*- d* to*. effeit as if it rvere

uncler the common seal of the Corporation'
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(5) ldoril,ithstanciing ar"ryi:lting ro the contrary in .the fore-
golnq l)r'ovrslons of thi.'; scctjoilr Ilo contract made b)' or on

ilctreii of tl.t. Cor.rroration sl:all be invalid b)'reason only th:rt
ir rvas iiot nracle in tnat-tnc.' pl'oviduci by this section' if it rvas

rpaclc l)ursu.itlr to a rcsolutktn of the Corporation or tO give

c{Icct io a lesolution of the Corpol'ation.

48. Ta.';ation-(1) -fhe Corporation sirall be liable for the

D;rvn:cirt of laird iax atrd iucottre tax.' ?2'i Subparaqratrir (iii) of paraqraph (b) of subsection (l)
-''or'rcction'Bti '6f 'the'Lind'and-Income Tax Act 1954 is

hercby rcpealed.
f 
gi el'tax payable in respcct of income of the Nerv Zea-

lan'cl'Bro,rctcasiiiqg Service derived before the date of the
commencement oi this Act shaii be assessed in all rcspects

ur if tnit section hecl not becn passcd and for the purposes of
the Lanci ancl Incorne Tax Ait 1954 the Corporation shall

be decmecl to be the agcnt of thc Nelv Zeaiand Broadcasting
Se*ic. ancl shall bc liibie for ali rax so assessed and not paid
by the New Zealand Ilroadcasiing Service-

49. Corporatioil rnay insul'e mcmbers-Tf. Corporation
mav froitime to time enter illto contracts of insurance insur-
i"g'*"*ners oi the corporation against loss from personal

u"?i.l.nt arising out of aiicl in the iourse of the exercise of
their powers Incl cluties as members, and may pay the
premiurns payable in respect of any such contracts'

50. No otXzer corporation to bc formed lvith similar name-
No company or otfi". bociy shall.be incorporated or registered

urra.. u'rty A.t or otherwise with a name that is identical
with the hame of the Corporation or drat, in the opinion of
the Regisuar of cornpanies so resembles that name as to be

calculated to deceive.

5l.Rcmuncration and flavelling expcns.t;(1) The Cor-
noration is hcrebv cleclare{ to be a-statutory Board within the
ineaning of the Fees and Travelli'g Allowa'ces Act 1951.

(2) There shali be parid to the membe.rsot the uorPoratlon,
u.ri ih.r" may be pii,l to the rnembers of any committee
aonointecl bv ihc Cort:oration, r'crnuneradon by u'ay of fees,

,il'o.y, or aliorvanccs irnd travelling allor-r'ances.and exl:enses

in aiiorclance with the Fees anci Travclling Allor,r'ances Act
i051, ";J the provisions of that Act shall apply accordingly.
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(3) Anv lttoil(:y pavriblr: unrJcr this scction siraii be pi'id

frui,",' tii.-'Ci,uruliliu'rci iiuird crit of rnoncy approtrrie'.cci by

I)nrlirrtttcttt for thc Purpo^sct ., .- ploviclccl tlurl anv moncy paicl f|our the consolidatec]. Fund

a* afo.e*"icl shall bc repeicl to tluit Fr-rnd from the Broadcast-

ing Account.

52. Mcrnbt:rs of Cori:oi:ation not pc'-sonllly liablc-\o
n .ruU"i of the Corpo.uiion shali J:e personall,rt liable for any

acr or derrault cior,e or n:acle by the Corporation or iry any

member thereof in good faith in the course of the operatrons

of thc Corporation.

53. Governrrlcnt Dcpartrncnls m-ay providc scrviccs for'

Corporation-The Crouvn, acting. drrough 
- 
any Government

Departtncnt, rnay fiom tim. to 
"time, at the request^of the

C;fi;;;;;;, l"t'.t into contracts or arrenqemerlts.-for the

exeiution or provision by the Depa.trnent for tlre Uorpora-

;i;; ;f ;;y wbrk ar servite, or for-the supply to the Co:pr:ra-

tion of any goocis, storcs: or equipnrent, on anci subject to

,rrih t .mt'aicl conditions as may be agreed upon'

54.Rcgulaticns-{i)TheGovernor-Getreralmayfronrtime
,o1i"*, E,V Cr4er in Counci1, malie regulations for all or anv

of the follorvii:q Pul'Poses:
(a) Prcscribir-:l tI-,e pr.oceclures to be follou'ed in respect\*/ *'"r--*l];l;"; 

aucl il:e hearing of applicarions for
rvai.ranr; Joi p,'iuor* bi:oadcastirig stations under this

Act:
(b) ?t;;;ing fot the control or supervisign"!1-th1-9:::

poratron oi' pl'ogiairmes broadcasi f ronr prlvate
bioii".ootitr.g itotlo.rs or. provided by persons other

than tlie CorPoration:
( c ) Recr-riiririg t;oaiis corporate ot, gt$1lt-i''l: i:ll-l*:l,X

i1t1)iicants for wirrtants to ciisciose sriclr rnlolmatton
,:.t^o.ir-tg to tireir control or rnel:tbership as -T1y be

irrcsc.ibe.l or ts nlay be recluired by the Minisier:
(cl) Pr.cil:ii;itir:g, rcgulati'g-, or contioliing tl:re orvnerslill or\-/ - 

conr.o[''of frivatc'i:r'oadcasti:r.q stations b1' ,pcrsons
tir cl:ls.scs ot' 1>cl's'.xrs lrlesclibccl in the r-cgtllatttllis:

(e) Rcgr,larin3^ or. controlliig the rr.ansfer of shares in

coDilrorrie's lt'hich hold"u'arrants a4d- tl:e transfer of

inteicsts in private broadcasting stations:
(f) Pt;;i;it toinrs .of .aiiplications and other forms

requrrecl uncler tiris Act;

j

t
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(g) Presaribing couctitions which rnay lre prescribed in

(h) P,'#liilllt,t, rnanncr i' which resisters uf wanants
. under iiiis Act shall he kept and dre form ef any

such registers:
(i) Prescriiiini tees payabie in lespect of applications,'hear-

ingS" and warrants ullder thl.l Act:
(i) P,reccii6inq fines, not excsmlilr.g' trvo hurndrcd p-ounds

for the-breach of any such rCgulations or for failure
to comply with any conditioio duty, or obligation
lawfullv imnosed iri anv manner by or under any
such reg'ul"tioo ot (in cases wlerg nospecific penalty
is irnpdsed by this Act) by this Act:

(k) Generallv providine fry such matters as are contem-, ' plateci 6y cr" nefessary for- g^iving- full effect to the

frovisioni of this Act and for the administration
thereof.

(2) Regulatious ,rua<le unde,r this secgo{l drall be laid, before
Parlianrent

55, Repealr-The cnacwicnt$
hereto aie hereby rePealed.

specified in the Sc.he.dula

.*?
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1936, N.o.

.j7, No,

1949, No.

194i6" No.

I#aadaail;izg Cotfroration 1961,ItJo. 117

SCHEDULB
E:{,Tgr IVTENTE REFE.I.I,EI'

lS-Ths lSroaclcasting Act 1936, (1957 Reprint, Vol. l,
p. 681')

1 l-Thi .Broadcarting rlmend$ocnt Aet !93?. (1957 f{eprint,
VoL 1, p.691')

20-The Studrics Amenclment. Act 1943: $eedort 4 (1957'

ReBrinr Vol. l. p. 692.)
42-Thc PiUlic-Scrv ;cc Anrcndrncnt .{et I 9{6 : Paragrapir ( f )

of ,section, 22 anel so n:uch of thc Schcdr.rle as rclate,s

to the Broadcacting Act 1936. (1957 lteprinr, VoL

1e47. No. oo-rn"tt['il1*t'o'j:j*ent Act 1e47: section B. (r 57
' Renrint. Vol' I' PP. 683' 692')

lg48, l$o. 35-The Iinante Act-i$+B: So nruch o,f .thc Schedule as

relates to the Broadcasting Aruendnent Aet 1937'

(i957 RcPring Vol' 5, P' 1950')
1953, No. 7$-Tl,J-Public'Revenues 

-Act 
11,i,3: Paragrap-tr ,(a) oI

section 72. (1957 Reprint, Vol' 12' p' Z9i')
1959. No. 5-The Broadcasting Amendinent Act 1-95^9'

1960, No. 3'l--The Broadcasting Amendment Act l9tio'

+

Thii Ae.t ii aalministelod in the }tew Zeo.tr-and Broadcasting corBoTatioa'

,r* t
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